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To all whom it may concern :

Be it known that I, Edward K Dicker-
SON, of the city, county, and State of New
York, have invented a new and useful Irn-

5 provement in Elevators, of which the follow-

ing is a full, true, and exact description, ref-

erence being had to the accompanying draw-
ings.

The object of my invention is to so connect
io the elevator, elevator - starting mechanism,

and the doors opening into the elevator-well

way that an attendant in the elevator may be
dispensed with and the elevator can be brought
to any of the floors that may be desired, while

15 at the same time a passenger using the ele-

vator runs no risk of injury, either from fall-

ing down the wellway or from being injured

by the movement of the elevator while enter-

ing or leaving the car.

20 In order to successfully accomplish these

results it is necessary to provide at every floor

an elevator-controlling mechanism, by means
of whicli the car can be brought to that floor

when desired. It is also necessary that every
25 door in the series be locked from within, ex-

cepting when the elevator is in position to re-

ceive a party desiring to enter it, and, also,

that when the elevator is at rest at any floor

and the door is open, the starting mechanism
30 be then locked, so as to prevent the movement

of the elevator until after the door is closed
and the passenger has passed into the ele-

vator.

My invention will be clearly understood from

35 the accompanying drawings, in whicli

—

Figure 1 represents an inside view of the
elevator-well way, showing the starting-wheels
and locking mechanism. Fig. 2 is a horizon-

tal sectional view of one of the starting-rope

40 connections and of one of the elevator-doors.

Fig. 3 is a detailed view of my mechanism for

unlocking the door of the passage to the ele-

vator. Fig. 4 is a sectional view of the same.
Fig. shows a lneans for adjusting the start-

45 ing-rope on the starting-wheel, and Fig. (j is a
detailed view of a modification of my appara-
tus employed when a sliding instead of a swing-
ing door is used.

A, Fig. 1, represents the inner view of the

50 doors opening into the passage-way from the
elevator. These doors may be either swinging

or sliding, as shown in Fig. G. They are, of
course, arranged, when swinging, to open out-

ward into the hallway.
The elevator-car (not shown) is operated in 55

any of the well-known ways, and is controlled

by a starting-rope, B, which passes up inside

of the wellway and around a series of wheels,
C, one at each- floor. It also passes around
idler-wheels and through the elevator-car, in 60
the usual way.
The elevator-doors are provided with two

latches—one, a, controllable from either side of
the door; the other, b, which consists of a
spring-latch, withdrawn by a roller, r. This 65
roller is tripped by a cam connected with the
elevator, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

In Fig. 4, K' represents a portion of the ele-

vator-car provided with cam D. This cam is

shown acting against the roller /, and in the 70
act of withdrawing the bolt b. This cam is so
arranged on the elevator with reference to the
automatic latches b that it will withdraw those
latches when the door of the elevator-car is

opposite the door entering into the wellway. 75

It will thus be observed that no door can
be opened excepting when the elevator is op-

posite. The cam D is made sufficiently long
to allow of a reasonable variation in the posi-

tion of stopping the elevator. 80
The latch a is not absolutely essential, but

is convenient to prevent the accidental open-
ing of the door, excepting when it is opened
by a passenger. Doors A should be prefera-

bly provided with automatic springs for clos- 85
ing them, and each door is provided with the
mechanism shown clearly in Fig. 2.

The elevator starting-rope is shown at B.
Two wheels are provided—the inner one for

receiving the starting-rope, the outer one, 0', 90
for the hand-wheel. These wheels should be
strongly made, and should be supported by a
sleeve similar to the one shown at S, or in

some other convenient way. The wheels
and C are, of course, firmly attached to the 95
same spindle L. The wheel C is made adjust-

able on said spindle by means of the nut N
and the conical taper on the end of the spindle
in a manner well known to mechanics; or any
other convenient mode of adjusting might be 100

used. This wheel is provided at one place
with a slot, c.
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The door A, pivoted atj>, is pro rided with

a bolt, E, pivoted to the door at e. The wall

W between the elevator-well and the passage-

way is provided with a casting,.W, for sup-

5 porting and guiding the bolt E. The wheel
0' and the bolt E are so arranged that when
the door is closed the bolt E is withdrawn
from the wheel ; but when the door is open it

is shot through the wheel, and the bolt will

io then be in the position shown at E' in dotted

lines, and the door in the position shown at

A'. When the door and bolt are in the posi-

tion shown by the dotted lines it is plain that

the wheel 0' cannot be revolved, and, of

15 course, the locking of any wheel of the series

locks every other wheel, since the. starting-

rope B passes continuously'around all of them.
The ordinary arrangement of the starting-rope

allows said rope-to be in three positions—either

20 in a central position, or above or below it.

The wheels shown are so adjusted that

wheu the starting-rope is in the central posi-

tion and the elevator at rest the slot c will be

exactly opposite the ends of the boltE, which

25 is supported by the casting ~8; but if any one
of the wheels be revolved, then the slot c will

be out of correspondence with the bolts, and
consequently no door can be opened, because
the bolts E would bring up against the solid

30 part of the wheel C. A means of adjustment
between the wheel and the starting-rope is

shown at Figs. 2 and 5, where the starting-

rope is fastened to" the starting-wheel by
means of a hook-clamp,- d. By loosening the

35 set-screw s the relation between the wheel and
the starting-rope can be altered.

The principle of my improvement can now
be understood. The wheels having been prop-

erly adjusted so that wheu the slot is in the

40 central position and the elevator at rest their

slots correspond to the bolts E. Suppose a
passenger to open the door opposite which the

elevator is at rest. The opening of this door
would immediately lock the starting mecban-

45 ism, and the elevator cannot be moved until

the door is closed. By this means all danger
is avoided from auy passenger starting the
elevator on any floor while the first passen-
ger is entering. After closing the door the

50 passenger in the elevator starts the car by
pulling the rope which passes through said

car. As soon as the elevator has begun to

move, every door is locked in two ways—first,

by the automatic bolts b, which are succes-

55 sively tripped as the elevator passes the doors,

and, secondly, because the bolts E do not cor-

respond to the slots c in the hand-wheel C, so

that if a passenger on the second or auy other

floorshould endeavor to entertheelevator while
60 it was passing, at the instantwhen the elevator

tripped the bolt E, he would still be prevented,
because of the relation between the wheel 0'

and the bolt E. When the passenger within
the elevator has arrived at the desired story

65 he stops the car in the usual way. Iu so doing
he revolves all" the wheels, so as to bring the

slot c in correspondence with the bolt E, and

at the same time the bolt b on the door oppo-

site which the elevator is stopped is tripped,

and he is thereby enabled to open the door 70
and pass into the passage. Whenever all the

doors are closed and the car at rest, a passen-

ger on any story can readily bring the car to

that story by simply turning one of the hand-
wheels C. 75
The position of the slot c with reference

to the bolt E will indicate to any passenger
on auy floor whether the elevator is in use or
not, and also whether the elevator is ascend-
ing or descending. In this way there will be 80

no danger of interference with the elevator
while in motion by any passenger desiring to

use it. Of course, different means of adjust-'

ing the position of the slot with reference to

the bolt could be employed—as, for instance, 85
a slot might be cut in an independent wheel
attached to the hand-wheel C, and their rela-

tion be regulated by set-screws moving in slots.

It is also evident that a sliding bar forming
a part of the rope-connection and movable up 90
and dowu by hand outside in the passage-way,
and having a slot iu it for the entrance of the
bolt when the door was opened, could be sub-

stituted for the slotted wheel, and many other
modifications might be made; but they would 95
be' all operated in the same way and be sub-
stantially the same as the form shown, because
in all of them the starting mechanism would
be locked by the opeuing of the door and un-
locked by its closing. 100

Fig. G represents a modification of my ap-

paratus.

The doors opening into the elevator-wells

are of two descriptions—either swinging, as in

Fig. 2, or sliding, as in Fig. G.- It is as impor- 105
taut that the opening of the sliding door shall

automatically lock- the starting mechanism as
it is that the swinging door should havq that
effect. The mechanism shown in Fig. G is iu

principle the same. It will be observed that no
the hand-wheel and the sheave for the rope are
combined in one. In this case the starting-

rope passes around the periphery of the hand-
wheel C in an annular channel. This wheel
is also provided with a handle, F, for conven- 115
ieuce, and is also provided with the perfora-

tion M. (Found in Fig. 2 of the drawings.)
Set in the wall is the bolt E, winch rests in

the casing G, preferably metallic, and made
sufficiently strong tosupportand guide the bolt 120
E. This bolt is drawn in and out by means
of the bell-crank e' f, pivoted at /.'. The bolt E
is attached to the aim e'. The sliding door is

represented at A' and moves in the slideway
H. This dooris provided with a surface, (pref- 125
erably metallic,) I, having a jog or corner at g.

There is also a quadrant-shaped lug, h, which
is so arranged in connection with the jog or
corner g that the arm / of the bell-crank will

pass into the openiug or space between g and 130
h, as shown iu full lines in the figure. The
arm /, as will readily be seen, is provided
with two sides, one straight and the otlier

curved. The straight side or face engages with
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the corner g and is operated by it, and the

carved side is acted against by the straight

side of the quadrant-lug' It. These operations,

may be seen in the dotted lines.

5 Supposing the hand starting-wheelC'tobe in

the position shown in Fig. 6, so that the slot or

openingM corresponds with theboltE, and sup-

posing the sliding door A', the bolt b of which
has been tripped by the elevator, to be opened,

io the first result would be that the bell-crank e'

f would be swung about on the pivot k into

the position shown in the dotted lines. This
is accomplished by the action of the corner g
against the arm / of the bell-crank. This

15 movemeut, of course, throws the bolt E through
the slot or opening M, and the bolt remains in

this position until it is returned by the shut-

ting of the door. This is accomplished by the
engagement of the straight side of the quad-

20 rant-lug h against the curved side of the arm
/, as shown at /' h'. This movement will re-

turn the bolt into the position shown in the

solid lines. Of course, where a sliding door
is used a bolt, b, suitable for locking such door,

25 should be employed. This can be readily sup-

plied, and it should be tripped in the -same
way by the cam on the elevator.

When the elevator is in position the start-

ing-rope passes over two wheels—one at the

30 bottom and the other at the top of the well-

way. One part of this rope passes through
the elevator in the usual way, and is controlled

by mechanism in said elevator. The other part
passes around the starting-sheave heretofore

35 described. Now, it is evidently necessary that

the starting-wheels be so exactly adjusted, with
reference to this rope that when the elevator

is at rest and the slot c in the neutral posi-

tion the slots in the* wheel shall correspond

40 with the bolts, and it is also evident that auy
lengthening or stretching of the starting-rope

will also throw these slots out of their corre-

spondence with the bolts.

The starting- wheels, spindles, bolts, and
45 other parts of the mechauism should be made

sufficiently strong to be able to resist any strain

thrown upon them by an attempt to open the

door under conditions in which the slot in the
wheel and the bolt are not in correspondence.

50 The hand-bolt a and the automatic bolt b

might be combined in one by an arrangement
which would prevent the withdrawal of a bolt,

a, excepting when the elevator was opposite.

By means of this apparatus perfect safety

in the use of passenger-elevators is obtained, 55
because no one cau be injured bjr entering the
elevator-well when the elevator is not appo-
site the door ; and, secondly, no one cau be in-

jured by the starting of the elevator at the

same time that he is attempting to enter the 60

car.

What I claim as my invention, and desire

to secure by Letters Patent, is

—

1. The combination, with the wellway-door
of an elevator, of a locking mechanism acting 65
in combination with the starting mechanism
of the elevator, whereby the open door pre-

vents the movement of the elevator until said

door has been closed, substantially as de-

scribed.
, 70

2. An elevator wellway-door provided with
mechauism which acts, in connection with the

elevator-starting mechanism, to prevent the

movement of the elevator on the opening of a
door, and which also prevents the opening of 75
the door excepting when the elevator is sta-

tionary, substantially as described.

3. The combination, with an elevator and its

wellway-door, of two latches, one of which is

automatically tripped by the elevator, the other 80

of which is operated by the passenger, sub-

stantially as described.

4. The combination of an elevator wellway-
door, elevator-starting mechanism, and a bolt

connected with said door and constructed to 85
pass through and engage with the elevator-

starting mechauism, whereby the movement
of the door automatically locks said starting

mechanism, substantially as described.

5. In combination with an elevator and well- 90
way, a series of wheels, one arranged at each
stopping-place of the elevator and connected
with the elevator - starting mechanism, each
wheel being provided with a slot and a lock-

ing-bolt connected with the wellway-door, and 95
passing through it at a definite position of the
wheel, substantially as described.

6. The combination, with" a wellway-door,
of an elevator-starting wheel and a bolt con-
nected with said door, and so combined with 10c

the elevator-starting wheel as to pass through
a slot in the same when the elevator is at rest,

substantially as described.

EDW. K DICKERSON.

Witnesses:
S. F. Sullivan,
A. Pollok.
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United States Patent Office,

WILLIAM F. SEXTON, SR,, AND WILLIAM F. SEXTON, JR., OF TORONTO,
ONTARIO,^ANADA.

HOIST.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 254,242, dated February 28, 1862.

Application filed April 23, 1881. (No model.)

To all whom it may concern

:

Be it known that we, William Francis
Sexton, Sr., and William Francis Sexton,
Jr., both of the city of Toronto, in the county

5 of York, in the Province of Ontario, Canada,
have invented new and useful Improvements
in Hoists, of which the following is a specifi-

cation.

The object of the invention is to provide au-

io tomatic machinery by which the doors of hoists

or elevators are opened by the movement of
the car or cage ; and it consists essentially of
an endless cord or band connected to the door,

in combination with a lifting pawl adjustably
15 attached to the car or cage, and so arranged

that it can be set to come in contact with a
bracket preferably placed upon the doors of the
hoist, substantially as hereinafter explained.

In the drawings, Figure 1 is a perspective
20 view of a hoist in which the lower doors are

made to swing outwardly. The upper door is

designed to open in two parts, one half as-

cending while the other half descends. Fig.
2 is a similar view of a hoist in which the lower

25 door slides sidewise and the upper door rises.

Fig. 3 is a perspective view of a goods-hoist,
the lower door arranged to swing upwardly,
while the upper door is arranged to slide hori-

zontally.

30 A are the standards Or guides of the hoist.

B is a cage; 0, the lower door in Fig. 1, hinged
to swing outwardly. D is the upper half aud D'
the lower half of the upper door in this figure.

E is a lower door in Fig. 2, arranged to slide

35 sidewise, aud F is the upper door, arranged to
slide vertically. G are hinged floor-doors in
Fig. 3, and H the sliding floor-doors in the same
figure.

As all the doors, no matter in what .way they
40 axe arranged to open, are operated on the

same principle—viz., by the application of an
endless rope connected to them, aud through
which the desired motion is secured by the
movement of the cage—it is therefore well, be-

JS fore explaining in detail the operation of the
doors illustrated, to explain briefly the princi-
ple upon which they are operated. With that
view we show in Fig. 4 a skeleton view of our
endless opej^atiug-cord, the effective working

50 of which may be explained in a few words.

I and J represent respectively two sliding

doors, the upper, I, being arranged to slide

upwardly, while the lower, J, is caused to de-

scend.

K is an endless rope or cord passing around 55
four pulleys marked L.. These pulleys are piv-

oted on the standards or other suitable point
in the hoist, iudependeut of the doors.

M is a bar connecting one side of the door
I to the rope K, aud M' is a bar connecting the 60

rope K to the door I through the medium of a
branch rope passing over the pulley L and con-

necting with the rope K on the opposite side,

and the bar N and cord W similarly connect
the door J to the same rope, K, on opposite sides 65
thereof, as represented. In order, then, to op-

erate these doors, it is only necessary to apply
power to the endless rope K in such a manner
as to cause it to travel. This may be effected

by arranging a suitable projection on the cage 70
to come in contact with a bracket placed on
the door I, or, as indicated in the drawings, a
catch or projection on the rope K. By thus
moving the rope K in the direction indicated
by arrows the upper door, I, will be caused to 75
ascend while the lower door, J, will be caused
to descend, the daofs aud connections speci-

fied assuming the fbsition shown in Fig. 5.

It will be well, as we are now referring to

Figs. 4 and 5, to draw attention to the fact 80

that owing to the connection between the end-

less rope K and doors I and J it will be possi-

ble, by making the upper door heavier than the

lower door, J, to cause it to counterbalance
and lift the lower door when relieved from the 85
cage; or acouuter-balauce, N2

, may be placed
on one side of the rope K, being sufficiently

heavy to counterbalance and raise the lower
door, the upper one being closed by its own
weight. It WiJ* further be noticed that the 90
doors will rise evenly in their bearings, being
connected on both sides to the endless rope K,
which therefore exerts its power evenly. The
effect of the movement of this endless rope
will be the same when applied to any descrip- 95
tiou of door, the connection to it being altered

to suit the manner in which each particular

door is hung. For instance, in Fig. 1 the lower
door is shown to open outwardly, being caused
to fly open by the action of a spring, O, the 10a
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endless rope in this instance being arranged
to close the door when the cage B is caused to

ascend, an arm, P, being placed upon this cage
in snch a position that it will come in contact

5 with the catch Q, attached to the endless rope

K. In this manner the rope is made to travel

in the direction indicated by arrows aud through
the connection of the short brauch cord M2and
N3,whichpassfromtheendlessropeand through

10 the stationary bracketsM4 N 4 to the door 0, as

indicated, and close the doors, when they are

locked by a suitable catch, which it is not here

necessary to describe. The arm P is so ar-

ranged that it will keep in contact with the

15 catch Q so long as it is necessary to close the

door ; but when the door is closed the pressure

of the arm P becomes so great that the catch

will bend the rope and allow the arm P to

.

spring past said catch, after which the arm
20 P will not interfere with the rope K again till

set by sliding it on the bar Z of the cage to

come in contact with another stop. The doors
D and D' in this same figure are connected to

the rope K exactly in the same manner, as

25 shown iu Figs. 4 and 5. A projecting bracket,

T, is attached to the upper door, D, and a lift-

ing-bar, U, is suitably attached at a conven-
ient point on one of the upper timbers of the

cage. When the operator wishes to open the

30 doors D and D' he sets the lifting-bar U by
sliding it on the bar Z of the cage, so that
when the cage ascends it will come in contact
with the bracket T, lifting the door D, and
through it imparting a movement to the end-

35 less rope K, which, being connected, as de-

scribed, to the door D', causes the latter door
to descend as the cage forces up the upper one.

We may here mention that iu building a hoist

the doors on the different flats of the building

40 will preferably be Of the same kind—that is to

say, if the lower doors are of the kind indi-

cated by 0, then the upper doors of this par-

ticular hoist will be of a similar kind, and the
arm P will be arranged to operate all the doors

;

45 or on the other hand, if the doors slide verti-

cally, theu each door is provided with a brack-
et, T, and the lifting-pawl U is so arranged
that it may be set to operate any one of the
doors desired.

50 As it is desirable that the water or other
motor power should be closed off when the
doorsin any particular flat are opened, we pro-

vide a bracket, V, attached to the door D,
through which the check-rope W passes, as

55 indicated. Stops a a' are placed upon this rope
W in such a position that when they are op-
posite to each other the power will be closed

.

off. It will be seen from the drawings that
the upward movement of the door D will,

60 through the bracket V, carry the two stops op-

posite to each other, thereby effecting the de-

sired end.
In Fig. 2 the top part of the cage is shown

in an elevated position, the lifting-pawl U be-

65 ing in contact with a bracket, T, secured to

the door, the bracket V being in the act of

carrying the lower stop, a', to a point parallel

with the stop on the other side' of the check-

rope. By providing the door on each flat with
a bracket for operating the check-rope, as de- 70
scribed, the pO wer, it will be seen, will be closed

off when the door is opened, as represented in

this Fig. 2, and so long as the cage remains in

that position, with the door open, it is not pos-

sible for any one on a different flat to cause 75
the elevator to move, and in this way accidents
are avoided-. When in this position, whenever
it becomes necessary for the elevator to de-

scend and the doors to close, the pawl U is

moved from under the' bracket T of the door, 80
so as to enable the doors to* be closed by mov-
ing the ropes K in the direction opposite to

that indicated by the arrows in Fig. 1 and 2,

and as soon as the bracketV has moved slight-

ly below the stops a a' on the check-rope the 85
check-rope can be operated for setting the op-
erating machinery in motion. When the ele-

vator or cage is at its highest point, as shown
in Fig. 2, there is no necessity for closing the
upper door, although it could be closed, if de- 90
sired, for any reason, as above described, by
sliding the pawl U from under the bracket T
of the door.

On reference to Fig. 3 the manner of ap-
plying the endless rope K for the purpose of 95
operating the sliding and hinged hatchway-
doors is clearly shown, the main rope passing
around pulleys 1/ ou opposite sides of the
frame, and also around the guiding-pulleys L3

,

and connected to the doors "by branch ropes ft too

passing over pulleys k'. Iu this case the lift-

ing-pawl U is arranged to come in contact with
the projecting arm X, attached to the endless
rope K, as shown, which action causes theend-
less rope to travel, and owing to the manner ioj;

in which it is connected to the doors they are
caused either to fold or slide back, as the case
may be.

In the drawings, in Figs. 1 and 2, we have
shown a lifting-pawl provided with a square no
socket arranged to slide upon a cross-bar, Z.
This may be done by hand, or. if found neces-

sary, ratehet or other mechanism may be ar-

ranged for the purpose of adjusting it; or any
other form of movable pawl or lifting- bar that its
will answer the desired purpose may be used;
or a pawl may be pivoted to the cross-bar, so
as to be adapted to turn to one side, as shown
in Fig. 3.

In describing the action of the cage upon the r 20
lower doors, 0, for the purpose of closing them
we mention that a lifting pawl or bar comes
in contact with a bracket upon the endless
rope K. Instead of this plan, one equally as
good would be to place a counterbalance-weight 125
upon the endless rope sufficiently heavy to
overcome the tension of the opening springs.

In this case the doors would be opened by the
movement of thecage, the power required being
only that which would"be sufficient to overcome 130
the counterbalance-weight, as the moment the
weighted rope was raised the springs would
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throw the doors open. The lifting pawl or bar
U should be so constructed that the one in-

tended to open the door as the cage ascends
should trip past the bracket when the cage is

5 descending, and that pawl or bar made toopen
the door as the cage descends should be so
constructed that it will trip past the bracket as

the car ascends. Another important element
consists in incasing the hoist with boiler-plate,

io forming a perfectly fire -proof escape. The
doors being always closed, the upward draft

is prevented.
It maybe well to meniiou Uere that as each

door is arranged to operate independently of

15 all the other doors only one door will be open
at a time, and that one opposite to the cage. It

may further be stated that by setting the pawl
to open a door in one of the upper flats the

cage can be sent up empty, when it will auto-

20 matically open the door for which it has been
set, and owing to its connection with thecheck-
rope the power will at the same time be shut
off. In the case of hand-hoists which are op-

erated by a brake the check-rope will be con-

25 nected to and arranged to opei'ate the brake
instead of the power.
In order to aunouuce the arrival of the cage

at any particular flat, an attachment may be
applied whiqh will cause a bell to ring at the

30 moment when the cage reaches the flat for

which it has been set.

We are aware that it is not new to open and
close the doors of the hatchways by means of
rones connected to drums which are operated

by the movement of the elevator-cage, such in- 35
vention forming the subject-matter of the pat-

ent of J. W. Kohl, dated December 2, 1879,

No. 222,285; and therefore we do not broadly
claim the use of ropes for automatically oper-

ating hatchway-doors by the movement of the 40
elevator cage.

What we claim as our invention is

—

1. In a hoist provided with independently-
acting doors, an endless rope or band pro-

vided with branch ropes or bands connected 45
to the doors, in combination with a cage pro-

vided with movablearmsand projectingcatcbes
or brackets On the endless rope or the doors,

substantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. In a hoist, a sliding door provided with a 50
projecting arm, in combination with stops on
the check-rope, and the check-rope, whereby
the motive power moving the cage is stopped
by the opening of the door, substantially as
specified. 55

3. In combination with an endless rope or
baud having branch ropes and catches or pro-

jections on the cage, and sliding doors or end-
less rope, as described, a projecting arm on one
of the sliding doors and stops on the check- 60
rope, substantially as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

W. F. SEXTON, Sr.
W. F. SEXTON, Jr.

Witnesses:
C. W. Baldwin,
H. H. Warren.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Kobert M. Curti.ss,

of Brooklyn, Kings county, New York, have
invented certain new andusefuJImprovements

5 iu Electrical Safety Devices for Elevators, of

which the following is a specification.

My present invention aims to control the

movements of the car and hoisting-engine by
the agency of electricity governed by the op-

to eratorin thecar, and also automatically by the

movements of the car itself, and it is partly

related to those "systems shown in my. former
patent?, Nos. 216,024 and -266,107, and in my
pending application, Serial No„ 118,294, filed

15 January 22, 1884, (on which a patent was
granted August 18, 18S5, No. 324,751.) My
former inventions, however, chiefly concerned
-safety devices involving an electric circuit

which traversed the cable, car, and hoisting

20 machinery, so that in case of breakage of any
part safety devices were released by the action

of magnets to stop and sustain the car. Iu the

latter application the collision of any object

with guard "bare on the shaft or car would
25 automatically break an electric circuit and

cause magnets to release a stop-valve or other

slopping devices to stop the engine arid car,

and thus prevent the object from being crushed
by the car. Besides this automatic means for

50 stopping the car, a manual switch was placed

in the car, whereby the circuit could be broken
manually at aay time to stop the car where
desired, in case of accident.

In my former* inventions it was assumed

J5 that the ordinary check-rope and mechanical
devices for working the engine-valves from
the car were employed; but in my present

case I employ electro-magnets or their equiv-

alents to actuate the engine-valves to cause
[o the car to ascend, descend, or stop, which

'magnet is included in an electric circuitwhich
is extended to the car and controlled by a
switch in the car^ thus enabling the move-
ments of the car and engine to be controlled

$.5 quickly and with great ease by the operator

in the car, and obviating the objections which
apply to the check-rope heretofore used.

In my former inventions no provision was
made for automatically limiting the movement

50 of the car and hoisting-engine at each end of

the travel in case the check-rope broke or the

stopping and starting valves of the engine* be-

came unmanageable. This is a contingency
or accident which is very likely to occur with
existing elevators, particularly those of the
hydranlick'nd, in which case the piston would
tend to move out of the end of the cylinder
and force the car beyond the top beams of the
shaft, thus causing a general wreck, which
many elevators in present use have no pro-

vision at all to guard against. In my present
invention, however, I guard against this very
probable and serious form of accident in a
very simple and effective way by providing a
special stop or safety-valve or its equivalent
on the hoisting-engine, which is controlled by
an electro magnet or its equivalent in an elec-

tric circuit, which is completed through con-
tacts at the top and bottom of the car or at
the top aud bottom of the shaft, and a projec-

tion is arranged in the path of the car when
near the end of the top and bottom of the
shaft, so that incase the car should ever move
beyond its normal limit of travel it will strike
said projections, thereby operate the contacts,

aud cause the magnet to actuate the stop-
valve, and thus automatically stop the engine
and prevent the car from being moved too far

in the shaft. Instead of these contacts and
projections being on the the shaft or car, they
may be on the guides and piston-rod or cross-
head of the hoisting-engine, to operate in case
the cross-head moves beyond its normal limit,

and thus Check the movement of the car in a
similar way.
My present invention, therefore^ consists

mainly, in the features above outlined, and
also in minor features and in details connected
therewith, as hereinafter fully set forth and
claimed.
In the drawings annexed, Figure 1 pre-

sents an elevation of a hydraulic elevating ap-
paratus provided with my improvements.
Fig. 2 is an enlarged fragmentary sectional
plan of the engine - cylinder and its electric
valve-operating mechanism. Fig. 3 is an en-
larged sectional elevation of one of the con-
tacts which determine the automatic limit of
the car's movement. Fig. 4iilustrates a modi-
fication of the electric valve-operating mech-
anism. Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate different forms
of magnets used to control the safety stop-
valves. Fig. 7 gives an elevation of a hy-
draulic hoisting apparatus similar to that ia
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Fig. 1, but with some modifications and addi-

tional features not shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 8

illustrates a detaiFof Fig. 7 —viz., the safety-

catch^ on the car. Figs. 9 and 10 show a dif-

5 fereni form of safety stop-valve with different

forms of magnets for controlling them. Fig.
11 illustrates the safety stop-magnet applied
to the belt-shipper in hoisting-machines driven
by belts from a power-shaft.

to In Figs. 1 and 7 I have shown<>a well-known
form of hydraulic elevator, in which the en-

gine - cylinder A is horizontal, closed at one
end and open at the other. / indicates the
piston-rod, which protrudes from the open end

15- of the cylinder and connects to the cross-head

g, which carries the movable sheaves/', and is

also provided with the guide-rollers g\ which
roll on the guide-rods #

2
. The cable h is fixed

at one end near the closed eud of the cylinder,

20 as seen in Fig. 1, thence passes in loops over
the fixed sheaves /2 and movable sheaves /',

and connects at the opposite end to the car E
intheusual manner, as illustrated in the draw-
ings. Water is admitted behind the piston

25 from an elevated tank through the pipe a,

which is provided with the main stopping and
starting valve B, which is of the usual double-

. acting balanced kind, (shown best in Fig. 2)

—

that is, the cylinder of the valve is provided
30 with two pistons, bb', joined by a rod, c. The

stand-pipe o always opens between the pistons
b b', and thus renders the valve balanced, as
will be understood.
In Fig. 2, d indicates the inlet port or pipe

35 leading from the valve to the closed end of the
engine-cylinder A, and e indicates the outlet

or exhaust port leading from the valve to the
lower tank, into which the spent water is ex-

hausted when the car descends. When the

40 valve is set, as shown in Fig. 2, water is ad-

mitted from the elevated tank to the engine-

cylinder, and thus propels the" piston forward
to raise the car, while if the valve is shifted

outward, so that the piston b passes beyond
45 the pipe d, the water will be shut off from the

tank and the pipe d made to communicate
with the exhaust -pipe e, thus allowing the
water to escape from the cylinder, and thus
permitting the piston to retreat and the car to

50 descend. When the valve is so moved that

the piston b just covers the inlet port or pipe
dj the piston and car will be stopped at any
position desired. It will hence be seen that

the general aerangement of the cylinder, pis :

55 ton, valve, &c, with, the cable and car is of

the ordinary character, and forms no part of

my improvement. It may now be observed,
however, that instead of employing a check-

/, rope extending from the car to' operate the
jo main valve B in the usual mechanical manner,

as heretofore, I operate the valve' by electro-

magnets through an electric circuit extended
to the car, and by referring to Fig. 1, in con-

nection with Figs. 2 and 4, this electric-valve

6/j mechanism will be readily understood.

Jc k' indicate two powerful solenoids placed
in line with each other, with their cores or

core k
2 connected to a valve-lever, i, of a small

steam, air, or water engine, I, whose piston /'

connects to the valve-rod c of the main valve 70
B. The motion of the cores and the valve-

lever i is limited by stops i
2
, and it will be seen

that when the core is attracted into one sole-

noid it will be retracted from the other, and
the valve-lever will be moved over against 75
one stop, so as to admit pressure onto one or

the other side of the piston l'\ and thus shift

the valve-pistons b b', so as to cause the car

to ascend or descend, as will be readily com-
prehended. 80

Beferring to Fig. 1, it will be seen that the

solenoids k k' are connected by wires with a
battery, m, and that wires 2 3 5 extend from
the battery and solenoids to a pendent loop of

cable, n, one end of which is fastened at the 85
middle of the shaft, while the other end con-
nects to the car, so that the cable hangs pend-
ent from the car and is free to move therewith
as the car ascends or descends. The wire 2 of
the cable n extends from one pole of the bat- 90
tery m and cdnnects to the switch in the car,

which switch has two seats, 0' o\ The wire 3
extends from seato' to one end of the solenoid
k, while the other end of the solenoid con-

nects by wire 4 with battery m. The other 95
seat, o

2

, is connected by wire 5 with one end Qf
the other solenoid, k', the opposite end of
which connects by wire G with battery m. It-

will therefore be secu that if the switch is

placed in its mid-position, as shown in Fig. 1, :oo
both circuits from the battery m will be open
and both solonoids inactive, and hence the
core ¥ will lie neutral between the solenoids
and tend to assume a mid-position, to which
it will be constantly drawn by a pendent 105
weight, j), which is attached to a chain, p',

which passes between rollers p'\ fixed midway
between the solenoids, and connects to the
middle of the core, as shown in Fig. 1; also iff

Figs. 2 and 4. When the core is, therefore, r re

held in the mid-position shown in Figs. 1 and
4, we will assume that the valve-lever 1, as
well as the motor-piston V of the water-valve
pistons b b', will all be in their mid-positions
and the flow of water to or from the elevator- 115
cylinder A will be shut off, and hence the ele-

vator-piston and car will be at rest. If, how-
ever, the switch o be moved over on the seat
0', the current will now flow from battery m
by wire 2 to switch p, seat 0', and wire 3 to 120
solenoid k, aud thence return by wire 4 to the
battery, thus energizing the solenoid k, which
will attract the core I;

2 and move the valve-
lever i, as seeu in Fig. 2, so as to admit press-

ure on the side of the piston I' to move said 125
piston, with the valve-pistons b b', to the right,

and thus admit water-pressure in the elevator-
cylinder to lift the car. If, now, the switch
be moved back to its mid-position, the cir-

cuit will be broken with solenoid k; but the 130
piston V and the main valve B will remain in
the position shown in Fig. 2, so that the ascent
of the car continues. If it is desired to stop
the ear at any point in the ascent, the switch *s
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moved over on the seat o
2 and the current will

now flow from battery m by wire 2, switch o,

seat o2
, and wire 5 to solenoid &', and thence by

wire G to battery m, thus energizing the sole-

5 noid fc', which will move the core A? and valve-

lever i fully to the left, and thus reverse the
valve of motor I and cause the pistons V and
b b' to be moved toward their mid positions,

which is the position for stopping the car

io either in the ascent or descent; and when the
core k* and pistons V and b //are thus brought
into said mid-position, which will be made
known to the operator by the full stoppage of
the car, he then moves the switch back to its

i$ mid-position, thus breaking circuit on the left

solenoid tfy and thus leaving the valve-lever i

and the pistons V b b' in the mid or stopping
position described. In this mid-position of

the valve-lever i it will be understood from
20 Fig. 2 that all ports of the valve-motor I will

be closed, thus retaining the pistons I' and b b'

in the mid-position, and thus keeping the car
stationary as long as required. If it is desired

to again ascend after a stop, the switch will be

25 moved over on the seat o', as before; but if it is

desired to descend, the switch will be moved
back on the seat o

2
, which will put the left

solenoid h' again in ciraiit, aud which will

now draw the core lc* from its mid or stoppiug

30 position to its full stroke to the left, thus again
opening the valve of the motor I and causing
the pistons V and b b' to move to their full ex-

lent to the left, thus allowing the exhaust, of
water from the elevator- cylinderA and there-

35 by causing the car to descend. To stop the
car in the descent, the switch is moved over
onto the seat 0' until the valve is shifted to the
mid-position, as before described, when the
switch is moved back again into the mid-posi-

40 tion to stop the valve mechanism in said mid-
position, as will be understood. Hence to

ascend, the switch is always moved over onto
the seat o\ and when the car is in motion the
switch is moved to raid -position. To stop in

45 the ascent, the switch is moved onto seat os

until the car is brought to rest, when the
switch is at once thrown over to its mid or
neutral position. To descend, the switch is

placed on seat o' until the car is found to move
50 downward, when the switch is put in its mid-

position. To stop in the descent, the switch
is put on seat 0' until the car stops, when the
switch is at once placed in its neutral position;

It will be noted that by having the piston V

5 of the small' motor I connected to a balanced
valve,B, that the motor may be quite small and
work the valve effectively, and that the aux-
iliary valve on the motor may be made very
small aud light, and can thus be easily oper-

60 ated by electro- magnets, as shown. It will be
seen on reference to Fig. 2 that the small
valve motor / is of course double acting, and
that the valve attached to valve lever i is a
rotary double-acting iuducting and exhaust-

65 ing valve.

Insome cases the core of the solenoids might
l»e connected directly to the valve-rod e, asin-

dieated in Fig. 4, so as to operate the water

-

val ve B by direct attraction. Fig. 4 also shows
that the solenoids may be wound in parallel 70
sections or multiple arc, all the sections con-

necting at one end to a common return-wire

to the battery m, while each section conuects
at the opposite end to a distinct switch-seat,

on which the switch may be turned succes- 75
sively to throw more or less of the sections into

circuit and thus admit - the current gradually
to the solenoids and enable the force of the
same to be regulated as may be required,

which method is well known to electricians, 80
and needs no further illustration.

In Fig. 2 I show the pis'ton of a dash-pot,
?', connected to the valve-lever i, to retard the
action of the solenoids aud prevent too sudden
or jerky motions, as commonly employed in 85
similar electric mechanism. It will now be
seen that by this system of working the main
starting and stopping valve of the elevator by
magnets controlled by a circuit from the car
not only can the valye be made to act very 90
promptly, but the operator in the car is re-

lieved from the serious exertion required to

operate the usual check-rope audits mechan-
ical adjuncts, and requires only to move a light

switch in the car, which is of coursedone with 95
great ease and quickness, and will enable the
car to be stopped and started much -more
quickly and with greater safety, and will ob-

viate the use of the endless check rope and
the cumbersome adjuncts of the usual mechan- 100

ical valve mechanism, and thus accomplish a
great improvement in the operation of eleva-

tors. It will now be readily understood that,

in case the main valve B should become at any
time deranged or unmanageable, so as to fail 105
to close when the car or piston reached their

normal limits of movement, the piston would
tend to move out of the end of the cylinder
and force the car up against the top beams of
the shaft, or out through the roof of the build- 1 jo
ing, and thus cause an entire wreck of the ap-
paratus, this being, in fact, a form of accident
to which elevators are quite liable, and which
occurs usually by the breakage of the check

-

rope or other derangement of the valve mech- 115
anism. In order, therefore, to prevent this

form of accident, I employ, in addition to the
main valve B, a safety stop-valve, C, which I

introduce in the pipe d, between the main
valve B and the engine cylinder A, as shown 120

both in Figs. 1 and 7; and I also prefer to in-

troduce a second safety stop valve, D, in the
stand-pipe a, between the main valve B and
the elevated tank, as shown in Fig. 1, These
valvesCand D may be of the ordinary sliding- 125
gate kind, as indicated in Figs. 1 and 7, or of
the double seat balanced kind, shown in Figs.

9 and 10, both forms of valves being well known
and sufficiently illustrated in the drawings as

to require no further description. Now, both 130
of the- stop-valves C D are normally held open
by the agency of electro-magnets F G, so that
they do not affect the passage of water to or
from the cylinder, aud heoec do not interfere
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with the action of the -inuiu valve B in con-

trolling the movements of the ear. The stems
of the valves C D connect to weighted valve-

operating levers r >', which arc engaged ana
5 held ap by the armature detent levers ss', thus
holding the valves open. The magnets F G
are placed iu elect lie circuits .which are com-
pleted through contacts II II' at the tox> and
bottom of the shaft, and also through contacts

10 K K' at each end of the cross-head guides, so

that if at any time the cross-head' or the car

move beyond their normal limits one or the

other of the contacts will be operated, and the

magnets F or G energized to move their arma-

15 tures, and thus cause the detents s or s' to re-

lease one of the weighted levers, which will

at once fall and close its valve, thus stopping
the further movement of the piston or car,

and thus effectually preventing any accident

?o or wreck of the apparatus. The magnet F is

represented as a polarized electro-magnet, and
the magnet G as a common electro -magnet,

both, however, being placed in an open circuit

with thebattery I." The body of the magnet F,

?5 as shown best in Fig. 5, is of course a perma-
nent magnet with a soft-iron armature wound
with a coil, which is the only part of the mag-
net in circuit, as seen in Fig. 1, the said coiled

armature being connected with the detcnt-le-

30 ver s. The armature of the magnet F is hence
held normally attracted by the permanent
magnetism, and thus holds the detent-lever en-

gaged with the raised valve-lever r; but as

sOon as an electric current is sent through the

35 armature-coil of the magnet the attraction of

the permanent magnet is neutralized and the

armature falls off, thus moving the detent and
allowing the lever r to fall and close the valve

D. The magnet G being a common eleetro-

J.O magnet, its armature, wnich is part of the de-

tent s', is normally retracted, and hence holds
the detent engaged with the raised valve lever

r' in said retracted position; but as soon as a
current is sent through the coils of the magnet

45 it attracts its armature and thus releases the

weighted valve lever and allows the valve to

close.

Fig. 6 shows how the magnet F may be modi-
fied by having the coils on the poles of the

50 permanent magnet instead of on the soft-iron

armature, as will be readily understood. '

Referring to Fig. 3, the construction of the
contacts H H' at the top and bottom of the

shaft will be readily understood.

55 50 represents a sliding rod mounted in eye-

brackets ou the side of the shaft, and having
one end projecting out at right angles in the'

path of the car, so that when the car moves
beyond its normal limit it will collide with and

60 move the bent rod. This rod is connected by
the spring 51 with the contact-bolt 52, which
projects through the top of a non conducting
dust-proof box, 53, fixed on the si:le of the

shaft, and which incloses- the contacting head
65 54 of the bolt, and also incloses two contact-

tongues, 55, which project from binding-

posts on the top of the box and approach the

tapering contact-head 54; The circuit-wires

connect to the binding-posts on the top of the

box, and hence when the bolt is moved out- 70
ward its head 54 will pass between the tongues

55, and thus close the circuit. A stop-collar,

50, on the bolt limits the outward movement
of the bolt, and a spring, 57, tends constantly

to retract the bolt, and thus keep the contact 75
open, as shown in Fig. 3.

Referring to Fig. 1, it will be understood
that the contacts II H' are placed at the top
and bottom of the shaft at points a little be-

yond the normal travel of the car, so that, 80

hence, if at auy time the car travels up beyond
the normal limit it will strike the bent rod of

the upper contact II, and thus raise the same

v
and close the contact, which will at once close

tshe circuit from the battery I on the upper 85
magnet, F, and the current will therefore take
the following course: From battery I, by wire

'20, to armature-coil of maguet F, thence by
wire-21 to contact, H, and from contact II, by
wire 22, back to opposite side of battery. 90
Hence this closure of the circuit will at once
throw off the armature-detent s and release

the weighted lever r, which will fall and clase

the stop-valve D, and thus shut off the flow of
water from the tank to the cylinder,and thereby 95
stop the further rise of the car. . The elasticity

of spring 57 will allow the rod to movea short
distance with the car after the contact is closed,

and before the movement of the car is checked
by the closing of the valves, as will be under- 10 -

stood. If, on the other hand, the car moves
beyond its limit in descending, it will strike
the lower contact, H\ and therefore close it,as

before described, and cajise the current to flow
to the lower magnet, G, and therefore close the rc55

lower valve, G, and thus prevent the further
exhaust of the water, and therefore stop the
descent of the car. When the contact H' is

thns closed, the course of the current will be
as follows: From the battery I by wire 23 to no
contact IT, thenee by wire 24 to magnet G,and
returning by wires 13 and 10 to opposite side
of battery.

The contacts EL K' at the ends of the cross-

head guides consist, as shown in Fig. 1, of 115
simple spring-tongues separated from a, metal
base plate, the tongues being placedin the path
of the gnide-roller <?'at points a little beyond
the normal limits of the travel of the cross-

head; hence if the cross-head moves out be- 126
yond its normal limit it will close the outer
contact, K', and the current will now flow from
the battery I by wire 20 to magnet F, and
thence by wire 28 to contact K', and from eon-
tact K' by wire 29 back to battery, thus ener- 1 25
gizing the magnet F and causing the upper
stop valve, D, to close and stop the further ad-
vance of the cross-head and the rise of the car,

as before described. If the cross-head moves
too far inward on the return-stroke, the roller 1 30
g' will close the inner contact, K, and the cir-

cuit will then flow as follows: Front battery I
by wires 23 and 25 to magnet G, thenee by
wire 20 to contact K, TOturning by wire 27 to
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opposite side of battery, ' thereby energizing

magnet G and causing the lower stop-valve,

C, to become released and closed, thus pre-

venting the further retreat of the piston and
5 descent of the car. It will therefore be seen

fchat the upper stop-valve, D, stops the motion
Of the car going up, while the lower stop-valve,

C, stops the motion going down, and that the

magnets of these valves are placed in two cir-

10 cuits, one of which is controlled by the con-

tacts in the shaft operated by the car, and the

other of which is controlled by contacts on the

piston-guides operated by the cross-head. If

desired, however, but one valve may be used

1 5 to stop the motion in both directions, as shown
in Fig. 7, and hereinafter described, and but
one set of circuits and contacts may bepsed

—

either those on the shaft or those on the en-

gine—but the use of both is considered safest,

20 as one acts as a check on the other.

Referring to Fig. 1, it will be readily seen
that the safety guard- bars described in my
aforesaid patent, No. 324,751, may be intro-

duced in the circuit of the magnets F G, so

25 that should any person collide with the guard-
bars in attempting to enter or leave the mov-
ing car the movement of the colliding bar will

close the circuits on the magnet F or G, and
thus close the appropriate stop-valve and stop

30 the motion of the car before the person can
be crushed. To illustrate this application, I

have shown a yielding guard bar, t #, at the
top and -bottom of the car, said yielding bar
(which is a flexible cord or wire) being fixed

35 at one end, while the other end isconnected to

one member of normally-open contacts u v! on
the car similar to what is shown in Figs. 2 and
4 of my aforesaid patent. These contacts are
placed in the circuits of the magnets F G, but

40 by a different course from that already de-

scribed. It will therefore be seen that if any
obstructions lie in the way of the car in going
up or down collision will be made with the
bar t or if, and the contact u or u' thus closed,

45 and the maguet F or G thus thrown into cir-

cuit to close either valve C or D to stop the
movement, of the car before any damage can be
done by such collision on the principle claimed
in my aforesaid patent.

50 Besides the different means just described
for automatically closing the stop-valves C D,
I also prefer to provide the car with push-
buttons 8 and 11 and with a switch, w,where-
by the circuits on the magnets of either or

55 both valves may be closed manually to stop
the car intentionally at any point, should
some emergency

o
require it. The push-button

5 is connected between the wires 7 and 9, and
it will therefore be seen that when the button

60 is closed the current will flow from battery I
by wire 7 through push-button to wire 9, to
-magnet F, and from thence by wire 10 to bat-

tery I, and hence the valve D will be closed

to stop the up motion of the car, as before de-

65 scribed. The push-button 11 is connected be-

tween the wires 7 and 12, and -when the but-

ton is closed currentw i 11 flow, as before, through

wire 7, througlrpush-button to wire 12, thence

to magnet, G and from magnet by wires 24,

25, and 23 to opposite side of battery I. Con- 7c

sequently magnet G will be energized and the

valve C will he closed to stop the down mo-

tion of the car. The switch w has one end

connected to wire 9, and has two seats, 14 and

15, connected, respectively, to wires 7 and 12. 75
Consequently if the switch is moved onto the

seats 14 and 15 the circuit will be closed with

both magnets, as will be readily seen by trac-

ing the connections, and hence both stop-

valves will be closed instantly, and the car 80

restrained from motion up or down.
The advantage of having distinct valves C

and D to control the up and down movements,
and distinct push-buttons 11 8 to govern the

magnets thereof, is that, in case an obstruc- 85

tion or accident is met with during the travel

of the car in one direction, the car can be in-

stantly stopped in that direction and then al-

lowed to move in the opposite direction by
shifting the main valve B, <*ud when, the car 90
is moved opposite the next door it can be

there instantly stopped by touching the other

push-button, thus allowing the passengers to

get out as soon as possible after the discovery

of any derangement. 95
The dotted lines connecting Figs. 1 and 2 will

show that, if desired, the solenoids h Jc',which
govern the action of the main valve B, may be
placed in circuit with the contacts H H' or K
K', so that when the car moves beyond its 100

normal limits the main valve will be auto-

matically shifted to stop the further move-
ment of the car.

Eeferring to Fig. 2, it will be understood that

the small engine I, for working the main 105

valve B, may be supplied with steam or com-
pressed air, or with water under pressure from
the pipe a, or other motive fluid. In Fig. 1,

however, I show an air-compressing device
operated by the movement of the main cross- no
head to supply the valve engine I. In this

device x represents an air-pump with a gravi-

tating piston connected with an elbow-lever,

x', one arm of which lies in the path of the
cross head g when near the end of its stroke, 115

so that at each return movement of the cross-

head the pump is operated to compress air

into the reservoir y, from which the valve-

engine I is supplied by pipe y.
Eeferring to Fig. 7, it will be seen that the 120

back contact, K, on the cross-head guides is

the same as shown in Fig. 1; but the front con-
tact, K', is of the character shown in Fig. 1,

except that the contact-bolt is connected -with

a lever, z, the tip of which lies in the path of 125

a projection on the cross-head when at the end
of its outer movement. In this Fig. 7 it will

be also seen that the stop-valve C is placed
between the main valveB and the cylinder A,
and consequently when it is closed it will pre- 1 30
vent the movement of the car in either direc-

tion. This valve C is in this case presumed
to be of the sliding-gatc kind, which usually
require considerable force to operate them,
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and for this reason I have shown the stem of
the valve connected not only to the weighted
valve-lever r', as before, but also to a ram-
piston, e', in a water-cylinder, d', which con-

5 nects to the stand-pipe « through a valve, e'.

Normally, of course, the valve e' is closed, the
valve C is opened, " and the piston c' and
weighted lever r' are raised, the latter parts
being held by the armature- detent s'. The

10 valve e'_has also a weighted valve lever, e
2

,

which is normally raised and held by the le-

ver c
2
,which is engaged by a shoulder on the

tip of the lever ?•'. The magnet G, which cor-
responds to the magnet G in Fig.' 1, is in cir-

15 culo with the contacts at top and bottom of
the shaft and on the cross-head guides; and
hence when any of said contacts are closed
the magnet G will attract the detent s', and
Jhus release the weighted lever c

2 and allow
2c the same to fall, thus opening the valve e' and

admitting the water-pressure on the piston c',

which willi forcibly close the valve C and stop
the motion 0/ the car in both directions.
When th,e valve C is thus elosed, the descent

25 of the lever / will close the contacts r% and
thus close an electric bell circuit, q q, and ring
a bell, g*, to give notice to the engineer that
some accident has occurred, to stop the appa-
ratus. The course of the current to the mag-

30 net G, when the different contacts are closed,
may be readily traced by referring to Fig. 7.

Thus when the upper shaft- contact, H, is

closed, the current will flow from battery I by
wire 36 to contact H, and by wire 37 to mag-

g5 nefc G, and thence return by Wire 33 to battery.

,
If contact H' is closed, the current will flow
from battery! by wire 34 to contact H', thence
by wire 35 to magnet G, and return by wire
33, as before. When contact K is closed, the

40 current flows out of battery by wire 38 tocon-
•tact, thence by wife 39 to magnet G, and re-
tarns by wire 33. If contact K' is closed,cur-
renfc flows thereto by wire 40. thence by wire
41 to magnet G, and returns by wire 33.

v5 Tn addition to the aforesaid circuits with
magnets G, I also prefer to carry a wire, 30,
from the battery I to the fixed endof the cable
h, and from the car end of the cable I extend
a wire, 31, to a push-button, 11, in the carE,

50 and from the push-bntton I car^y a pendent
looped wire or cable, 32, to the magnet G, and
complete the circuit through wire 33 to bat-
tery, this circuit being normally open at the
push-button 11. By closing the pushbutton

55 11, however, it will be seen that the operator
in the car can instantly close U13 circuit on
magLst G, and thus close the stop-valve C to
stop the car at any point should some emer-
gency require it, as before described.

60 In Fig. 7 I also show the car provided with
safety-catches 60 61; which are normally held
out of engagement with the guides, but which
may be released to engage the guides and thus
stop the car when required. These catches

65 consist of aspring-bar, 60,on the ends of which
are pivoted double-toothed cam-shoes 61, as
best shown in Fig. 3, which shoes will engage

the guide in awedging manner in eitherdirec-

tion when released against the Same. The tog-

gle-spring 60 is, however, normally bent up 7c
so as to withdraw the shoes 61 from the guides,

and are thus held by a chain or band, 62,

wound around a drum, 63, on which a brake-

band, 64, is tightened by a lever, 66, to hold

said spring up. This brake-lever is engaged 75
by the detent-lever 65, which carries a coiled

armature which is attracted by the permanent
or polarized magnet N, thereby holding the

safety-catches out of engagement during the

continuation of said attraction. I also pro- 80

vide the car with a governor, R, which is

driven by the movement of the car in any suit-

able way—for example, from a friction-wheel,

T, which rolls on the guides and is suitably

geared to the governor, as illustrated. The. 85
movable collar of the governor is connected

to a contact-lever, S, which is connected by
wire 70 with the wire 31 or with the cable, as

shown. A contact seat, 71, below the tip of

the lever S is connected with one end of the 90
armature coil of magnet N,while the other end
of the coil connects by wire 72 with wire 32.

It will therefore be now seen that in case the

car at any time acquires an abnormal or dan-,

gerous speed in moving up or down theaction 95
of the governor will move the lever S and close

contact 71, and thus close circuit on magnet
N,which will at once release its armature and
thus allow the brake-lever GQ to fall and thus

release the safcty :catches 60 and stop the car 10 >

in the guides. At the same instant the cir-

cuit will also be closed on the magnet G and
the stop-valve C closed to stop the movement
of the engine simultaneously with the car.

When the contact 71. is thus closed, the course 105

of the current may be traced as follows: From
battery I, by wire 30, io thc-cablc h, and by
wire 70 to lever S and contact 71, thence to '

.

coil of magnet N, and by wire 72 to wire 32, .

to magnet G, and by wire 33 back to battery L t io

If desired, the magnet N and The safety-

catches 60 may be omitted and the governor
and its contact retained, so as to always act to

energize magnet G and close valve C in case

the car acquires an abnormal speed at any 715
time, as will be understood;.

Referring to Fig. 9, it -will. be. seen that I

have shown the magnet F attached directly to

the top of the stem of the stop-valve D. When
the stem is raised to open the valve, the mag- 1*©

net will adhere to a fixed soft-iron armature,
(shown above the magnet,) and thus hold tbc

valve open; but as soon as a current is sent

through the coils of the magnet the attraction

o|.the magnet will be neutralized and the mag- 1 25

net will fall and thus close the valve, asshown
in Fig. 9. Hence this form of valve and mag-
net may be substituted for that shown at F D
in Fig. 1.

In Fig. 10 the stem of the valve C is shown 130

connected to a weighted lever, r', as in Fig. 1;

but this lever is arranged to be attracted di-

rectly by the polarized magnet G, so as to

normally hold the lever raised and the valve.
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open by permanent magnetism. When a cur-
rent is sent through the magnet-coil, however,
its permanent magnetism will be neutralized
and the lever will fall and close the valve, as

5 shown.
In Figs. 1 and 7 I have shown my automatic

electric stopping mechanism for limiting the
movement of the car applied to a hydraulic
elevator, in which the electro- magnet acts to

io close a valve to shut off the flow of the motive
fluid to the engine; but the invention may of
course be applied without any substantial
change to elevators propelled by any other
form of motor or by any other mechanical

15 means.
In Fig. Ill have shown the stop mechanism

applied to hoisting machinery driven by belts.

In this case P indicates the winding-drum of
the elevator or hoist and U the worm-shaft

20 which revolves the drum, this shaft being pro-
vided with the fast pulley SO and the loose
pulleys SI 82.

83 is a driving-belt having motion in one
direction and Si a belt having motion in the

25 opposite direction, while. S5 and 80 represent
the belt shippers thereof. These belt-shippers
are presumed to be connected in the usual
manner, (not shown,) with the check -rope ex-
tending to the car, so that by properly oper-

30 ating said check-rope [the shippers may be so
set as to throw either belt onto the fast pulley
SO, and thus raise or lower the car, or throw
both belts off the fast pulley onto the loose
ones to stop the movement of the car. Each

35 shipper is, however, also connected by chains
' 87 88 to a lever, 89, which is engaged by a
weighted elbow-lever, 90, Which is in turn en-

gaged and held up by the armature-detent
lever s, which is held attracted by the stop-

40 magnet F with the same effect, as shown at

F * in Fig. 1. The armature-coil of this mag-
net F is of course placed in circuit with the
contacts II H' on the shaft, us is sufficiently

indicated by clotted lines connecting Figs. 7

45 and 11. It will now be seen that the chains
87 88, between the shipper and the lever 89,

will allow the shippers to be moved back and
forth by the check-rope mechanism to control

the movements of the car without affecting

50 the position of the levers 89 90 or the detent a.

If, however, the car moves too far in the shaft,

aud thns closes one of the contacts H H', the
circuit will be closed on magnet F and the
armature-detent .s- will at once fall and release

55 the weighted lever 90, which, in falling, will

move the lever 89, as shown by dotted lines,

and thus pull on whichever chain happens to

be taut, and thereby move the corresponding
shipper and thus remove whichever belt hap-

60 pens to be on the fast pulley back onto the

loose pulley, and thereby stop the movement
of the car, as will be readily comprehended.
It will be understood that any equivalent
electric motor devices might be used in place

65 of the electro-magnets shown—that is, any de-

vice in which mechanical force is produced by
electricity; but at present I consider electro-

magnets the only desirable form of electro-

motor device, aud at the same time where I

claim magnets I assume it to be understood 70

that I also include equivalents thereof.

It will be noted that iu most instances I em-
ploy polarized electro-magnets in an open cir-

cuit, which have great advantages for my pur-

poses, as they hold constantly during the nor- 75
mal condition of the elevator apparatus with-

out consuming current, and when the circuit

is closed they have the advantage of releasing

their armatures very quickly, which is a great

advantage in the stopping mechanism shown; So

but of course a closed circuit with normally-

closed contacts and normally-energized mag-
nets might be used, if desjred.

It will be seen that the governor B and its

adjuncts, as shown in Fig. 7, may be driven S5

by the movement of the engine as well as by
the movement of the car, and it will be ob-

served that the employment of a governor to

close a stop-valve Qr stopping device through
the agency of a magnet and electric circuit 90
forms one of the novel features of my inven-

tion. I'

It will be readily seen that the stopping-con-

tacts II K on the shaft or engine may also be
in circuit with the magnet N of the safety- 95
catches on the car, so that when said contacts

are closed by the movements of the car or en

gine beyond the normal limits the safely-

ca'tehes on the car will be released to stop the

same. '«?

Eeferring to Figs. 1 and 7, it. will be seen

that the weight with which the valve-lever r

is loaded is connected to the lever by an inter-

posed spring, which cushions the momentum
of the weight and prevents shock. 105

What I claim is—
1. The combination, with an elevator car

and mechanism for stopping the same, of a
magnet operatively connected with the stop-

ping mechanism and arranged tonormally hold no
the same inactive, and an electric circuit con-

nected with said magnet, provided with a con-

tact or contacts arranged relatively to the ter-

minal movements of the hoisting apparatus,

substantially as herein described, whereby the M5
terminal movement of the apparatus beyond-
the normal limits operates said eontact and
causes the magnet to release the stopping
mechanism to stop further movement;

2. The combination, with an elevator- ear ,2°

and its hoisting engine or machinery, of a valve
or equivalent stopping device for stoppingrthe

motion of the engine, a magnet arranged to nor-

mally hold said stopping device inactive, and
an electric circuit connected with said magnet 125

and provided with a eontact or contacts so ar-

ranged relatively to the terminal movements
of the elevating apparatus that in case the car

or engine moves bcyondjts normal limits said

contacts are operated and the magnet actuated 136,

to release the stopping device to stop further

movement;
3. The combination, with an elevator-car

and its hoisting-engine, of a valve or stopping
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device for stopping said engine, with a magnet
operatively connected with the valve or stop-
ping device and arranged to normally hold it

inactive, with one or more electric contacts on
5 the shaft in the path of the car when near the
end of its movement, and an electric circuit

between said contacts and magnet whereby
the movement of the ear beyond its normal
limits operates said contacts and thus actuates

;o the magnet to release the stopping device to

stop the car, substantially as herein set forth.

4. The combination, with an elevator- en-
gine, of an independent safety stop-valve, C,
arranged between the engine- cylinder andi its

15 main valve B, and an electric motor device
operating said valve, substantially as shown
and described.
'5. The combination, with an elevator engine,
ofa safety stop- valve arranged to check the ino-

20 tion thereof, a loaded lever arranged to close
said valve, a detent arranged to hold said lever
inactive, and an electro magnet arranged to
release said detent, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

25 6. The combination, with an.elevator-car and
its hoisting-engine, of a valve, C, controlling
the down motion of the car, and valve D, to
control the up motion of the car, with magnets
F G, arranged to hold said valves open', with

30 sleclric circuits extending to the car from said
jnagnets, and means for controlling the circuit
of either magnet independentlyiu the car, sub-
stantially as set forth,

7. The combination, with an elevator-car and
35 its hoisting-engine, of a valve or its equiva-

lent controlling,the stopping or starting ofihe
engine, with an electro magnet or magnets ar-
ranged to control the shitting of said valve,
circuit opening or closing devices arranged at

40 a distance from said valve and magnets, and
an electric circuit in which said magnets and
circuit opening and closing devices are in-

cluded, substantially as herein set forth.

8. Thecombination,with an elevator-car and
±5 its hoisting-engine, of a valve or its equiva-

lent controlling thestopping and starting of the
engine, with a magnet or magnets arranged to
control the shifting of said valve, an elec-

tric circuit extended from said magnet to the
50 ear, and means for breaking and closing said

circuit in the car, substantially as herein set

forth.

9. Thecpmbination,with an elevator-carand
its hoisting-engine, of a balanced mechanical

55 valve controlling the movements thereof, an
.
electro magnet or magnets arranged to con-

trol the movement of- said valve, and an elec-

tric circuit extended from said magnets, and
means for breaking and closing said circuit at

60 a distance from said engine, substantially as

herein shown and described.

10. The combination, with an elevator-car

and its hoisting-engine, of a valve to control
the movements of the engine and car, and a

65 valve motor or engine arranged to move said

valve, with ah electro magnet or magnets con-

trolling' the .movements of said valve motor,

'

and an electric circuit extended from said mag-

nets to the car, with means for breaking and

closing the circuit in the car.^ 70

11. The combination, with an elevator-car

and its hoisting-engine, of a valve controlling

the motion of said engine, a small fluid-press-

ure motor operatively connected to said vaflve,

and an electrically-actuated auxiliary valve 75
controlling said valve motor, and operative

electric connections extended to the car, sub-

stantially as set forth.

12. The combination, with an elevalor-car

and its hoisting-engine and a valve control- 80

ling the movements of said engine, of a small

fluid pressure motor operatively connected to

said engine-valve, an auxiliary valve control-

ling said valve motor, and an electro magnet
or magnets operating said auxiliary valve, 85
substantially as herein set forth.

13. The combination, with an elevator-car

and its hoisting-engine and a main valve con-

trolling the said engine, of a small fluid-press-

ure motor external to said main valve, oper- 90
atively connected therewith, but supplied with

motive fluid separately therefrom, and an in-

dependent auxiliary valve* controlling said

valve- motor, substantially as shown and de-

scribed. 95
14. The combination, with an elevator-car

and its hoisting-engine and a main valve con-
trolling the motion of said engine, of a motor-
cylinder closed at each end and a double-act-

ing piston working therein .and operatively 100
connected to said valve, with doable- acting
auxiliary valve -controlling induction and
eduction ports between said cylinder and a
source of motive fluid, and an electric motive
device or magnet actuating said auxiliary 105
valve, substantially as set forth.

15. The combination, with an elevatorren-

gine, of a small fluid-pressure motor, such as

I, and an electrically-actuated valve control-

ling the motion thereof, with the main valve- no
cylinderB connected to said engine, the double
piston-valve b h' in said cylinder, connected to

and actuated by said motor, and the ports a
e d in said cylinder, arranged arid'operating

substantially as shown and described. 1 15
16. The combination, with an elevator-car

and its hoisting engine and a main valve.con-

trolling the engine, of a small double-acting
fluid-pressure motor connected to and operat-

ing said valve, an auxiliary double-acting in- 120

ducting and exhausting valve controlling said

motor, two electro-magnets arranged, respect-

ively, to move said valve in opposite direc-

tions, and circuit-connections operating the
magnets, substantially as herein set forth. 12*5

17. The combination, with an elevator-car

and its hoisting engine and a valve controlling

said engine, of a motor to work said valve, an
auxiliary valve controlling said motor,a double
armature-core connected to said valve, and two 1 30
solenoids or tubular magnets arranged to shift

said core and its connected valve in opposite
directions, substantially as and for the par-
pose set forth.
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18. The combination, with a suddenly-re-

leasable valve, such as C or D, controlling a
fluid-passage, of an operating bar or lever ar-

ranged to actuate the same, a detent holding

5 said. bar inactive, and an actuating- weight
hung to said bar by an interposed spring, sub-

stantially as shown and described.

19. The combination, with a motor or en-

gine, such as I, and a valve controlling the

to same, of two fixed electro-magnets arranged
to shift said valve in opposite directions, and
the fixed stops ?, limiting the attracting mo-
tions of said magnets, substantially as shown
and described.

15 20. The combination, with an elevator-car

and its hoisting-engine, of a valve or stopping
device to stop the engine, and a governor re-

sponding to increases of speed in the move-
ment of the car or engine, with an electric con-

20 tact operatively connected with a movable
part of the governor, a magnet operatively
connected with the stopping device, and an
electric circuit between said magnet and con-

tact, arranged and operating substantially as

25 and for the purpose herein set forth.

21. The combination, with an elevating ap-

paratus and with a stopping device or device ;

for stopping the motion of the same, ofa pola
ized electro-magnet arranged to hold the stop-
ping device normally inactive by the attrac- 3c

tion of permanent magnetism, with a nor-

mally-open electric circuit connected with the

coil of said magnet, and means, substantially

such as set forth, for closing said circuit in

emergencies, and thus neutralizing the mag- 35
net and releasing the stopping device.

22. The combination, with an elevator-en-

gine and with the main stopping and starting

valve thereof, of a small fluid motor or engine

far actuating said valve, and a fluid-pump for 40
supplying said engine, having its piston con-

nected to an actuating device arranged in the
path of a movable part of the elevator-engine

and operated thereby, substantially as herein
shown and described.

ROBERT M. CURTISS.

Witnesses:
Jno. E. Gavin,
Chas. M. Higgins.
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To all whom, it may concern:
Be it known that I, Ohables E. Ongley, a

citizen of the United States, residing at New
York, county of New York, and State of New

5 York, have invented certain new and useful
Improvements in Safety Apparatus for Ele-
vators, fully described and represented in the
following specification and the accompanying
drawings, forming a part of the same.

io My invention relates particularly to that
class of elevators in which electrical appli-

ances are employed for controlling the move-
ments of the elevator-car; and it has for its

object to provide an efficient safeguard against

15 accidents caused by starting the car from a
landing before the door of the shaft has been
closed.

The invention consists, primarily, in a cir-

cuit-breaking device controlled by the door,
10 no that the electric circuit through which the

movements of the elevator are controlled is

ouly maintained closed when the door is

closed.

In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1

25 represents a portion of a doorway to an ele-

vator-shaft with the devices embodying my
invention; also a connected diagram repre-

senting an electric circuit and illustrating the
operation of my improved safety appliance.

30 Fig. 2 is a sectional view of a part of the door
and casing, showiug a top view of the door-
latching device by which the door leading to

the elevator-shaft is fastened. Fig. 3 is a sec-

tional view on lice X X of Fig. 2 of a part of

35 the door and casing, showing a. front view of

the door-latching device; and Fig. 4 repre-

sents in sectional view on line Y Y of Fig.

2 a portion of the door and also a portion of

the car, and illustrating the manner of un-
\o latching the door leading to the elevator-shaft

by the action of the car.

Referring to said figures, A denotes one of
the doors which open into. the shaft of an ele-

vator.

45 B is a portion of the door-casing.

C is a case or'shell recessed in the body of
the door and within which is pivoted the latch

consisting of a bar, D, pivoted upon a stud,

E, and turning in a vertical plane parallel

50 with the door A.
Upon the end of the pivoted bar D is ashort

bar, F, hinged to the barD at G, and provided

at its outer or free end with a hook, H, ar-

ranged to engage a lip, I, on the door-casing.

The hinged bar F is held in alignment with 55
the pivoted barD by means of a blade-spring,

J, attached to the bar D and resting against

the side of the bar F. The hook H is beveled, so

that the bar F will be turned on its hinged
joint as the door is closed and allow the bar F 60

to automatically engage the lip I, which is a
part of a metallic shell recessed iu the edge of

the door-casing B. The bar D is held in a

central or horizontal position, as shown in

Fig. 3, by means of the two equalizing-springs 65
K, and from the sides of the bar D a pin, L,

extends laterally toward the elevator-shaft, so

as to come in the path of a cam, M, projecting

from the car, which in Fig. 4 is represented

by the^ sectional part N. Whenever the door 70
A is closed, the hinged portion F of the latch

will automatically engage the lip I on the door-

casing and hold the door securely fastened un-

til the car, in either ascending or descending,

operates the latch to release the door by means 75
of the cam M, which is brought into contact

with the pin L and rocks the bar and con-

nected hooking-latch until the hooked end H
is carried past the lip I. As the car passes the

door, the pin L will pass out of engagement 80

with the cam M, and the hook H will re-en-

gage with the lip I. The bar D is therefore

held in the position shown, with the hooked
bar F, engaging the lip I, holding the door
latched except during the time that the door- 85
opening is closed by the presence of the car.

The door also becomes automatically latched

whenever it is closed.

11 and 12 represent electro motors, which
operate the valve or other starting and stop- 90
ping mechanism of the car in any suitable

manner-—as, for example, in the manner de-

scribed in my companion application fo/ Let-

ters Patent filed November 22, 1887, Serial No.
255,857—and 2 represents the battery for op- 95
erafcing the motors.
The wire 1, leading from the battery, is con-

nected with an insulated elastic blade or brush,

3, which is located in the door-frame and ad-

jacent to a second elastic blade or brush, 4, 100
which is connected by wires 5 with push-bnt-
tons or circuit-closerg 9 10, located at each
landing and connected by wires 7 8 with the
respective motors and the battery. The wires
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C and 7 8 are also connected by wires 6 and 16
17 with similar push-buttons or circuit elesers

located upon the car. "Between the elastic

blades 3 4 there is arranged a sliding circuit

5 closer and breaker, 13, having a Spring. 14,

which acts against a collar, 1!5» on -the circuit-

closer, in the usual and well-known manner,
to normally hold it in the position shown in

Pig. 1 out of contact with the elastic blades 3
io 4, thns breaking the circuit through the wire

1. The circuit-closer 13.is located in such po-
sition that when the door A is closed it is

pushed in against the tension of the spring 14
until its end is brought in contact with both
of the elastic blades 3 and 4, thereby electric-

ally connecting them and also the wires 1 5,

and permitting the circuits, including the
electromotors, to be completed, at the will of

the operator, through the useof the push-but-
tons 9 and 10 or the similar butt6ns on the car.

Whenever the door A is open, the spring 14
w ill cause the circuit-closer 13 to be with-
drawn from between the two elastic blades 3
and 4, thereby breaking the circuit and pre-
venting the operator from causing either of
the electromotors to actuate the elevator starc-

ing~ and stopping mechanism.
The operation of the apparatus thus organ-

ized is as follows: In order to start the car

•}o from any position, it is first necessary that all

Of the doors leading to the shaft should be
closed, becaase so long as any door is opeothe
connection between the wires 1 5 will be broken
and it will be impossible to complete the cir-

cuit through either of the electromotors 11 12
to start the car. The doors being all closed,

so as to complete the connection between the

15

20

25

40

35

wires 1 5, the car can be started either up or
down from any position by operating the
proper push-button either upon the ear or at

any one of the landings. When the car ar-

rives at the proper landing, itwill be stopped
by operating the other push-button. As the

1 car arrives in proper position to be stopped, it

will operate the bar D and release the door,so^
that it can be opened, and the .door having* 45
been opened the car cannot be again started
until the door is closed. It will also be ob-
served that by reason of this arrangement it is

not only necessary that the door~3houhi be
closed before the car is started, but that the 50
c&r should be fully stopped before the door is

opened.
Although it will in many cases be desirable

that provision should be made for stopping
and starting the ear from the landings, this is 55
not to- all casesnecessaty, and may of course
be omitted without departing from the inven-

tion.

What I claim is—
The combination, with an electric circuit

including an.electromotor, by which the ele-

vator starting and stopping mechanism is op-

erated, of a circuit closer and breaker located

in said circuit and operated by the door of the

elevator-shaft to break the circuit by the open-
ing of the door, substantially as described.

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my
."hand In the presence of two subscribing wit-

nesses.

CHARLES E. ONGLEY
Witnesses:

. T. H. Palmer,
J. J. Kennedy.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that we, William B. Cabot, of

West Med ford, county of Middlesex, State of

Massachusetts, and Richards M. Bradley, of

5 Boston, count}' of Suffolk, and State of Massa-
chusetts, have invented an Improvement in

Elevators, of which the following description,

in connection with the accompanying draw-
ings, is a specification, like letters on the

io drawings representing like parts.

This invention relates to elevators, and
more especially to that class known as "pas-
senger-elevators," it having for its object to

provide suitable means, as will be described,

whereby accidents may be diminished and
avoided, and thereby greater safety secured
to persons using the elevator.

The particular features in which our inven-
tion consists will be pointed out in the claims
at the end 6f this specification.

Figure 1 is a section of a sufficient portion

of an elevator well or shaft and car therein to

enable our invention to be understood, the
section being taken on line a' a', Fig. l a

; Fig.

25 l a
, a transverse section of the car and a por-

tion of the walls of the shaft or well to more
clearly show the invention, the section being
taken on line ft or, Fig. 1, the car-door being
opposite' a door in the shaft or well; Fig. 2, a

30 sectional detail of part of the car and car-

door, with the latter opposite the shaft-door,

the said section being taken on line a a, Fig.

1; Fig. 3, a partial vertical section taken at
the bottom of the car to show the means em-

35 ployed for unlocking the shaft-door, the figure

also showing part of the shaft and shaft-door;

Figs. 4 and o, details to be referred to: Fig. G,

a view of part of Fig. 1 on line x x, looking
toward the right; Fig. 7, an under side view

40 of the clamping mechanism detached from the
car; Fig. 8, a sectional detail, to be referred

to, the section being taken on line if y
2
, Fig.

6; Fig. 9, a detail of the bolt for locking the
car-door; Fig. 10, an enlarged detail, to be

45 referred to; and Fig. 11 is a modification of

Fig. 3, showing the lever and spring attached
to the car instead of the shaft and the button
to the shaft instead of to the car.

Referring to Fig. 1, A represents an ele-

50 vator shaft or well formed by the walls A' of

a building or oilier structure, the said shaft
or well having doors B at the landings or floors

of the building, only one shaft-door being
herein shown. Within the elevator shaft or
well is a car, a, suspended in usual manner by 55
one or more ropes, a', passed about sheaves
at the top of the building and connected to

the hoisting-engine, usually located in the
basement of the building, the said engine and
sheaves (not herein shown) being substan- 60
tiall}' as common to the Whittier and other
well-known elevators.

As shown in Fig. 1, the operation of the
hoisting-engine referred to is controlled by a
shipper-rope, as

. extended through the car a, 65
provided with the usual door, a3

, and forming
part of the operating mechanism of the car.

This door a 3 (see Fig. 2) has attached to it on
its outer side two guides, a* a\ herein shown
as angle-irons, secured, as shown, to a wooden
or other block, a x

, the said guides co-operating
with a stud or projection, a6

, herein shown on
a plate, a 7

, secured to a block, -a 9
, connected

to or forming part of the shaft-door B, the
said guides passing astride the said stud or
projection when the car in its ascent or de-
scent passes a door in the shaft or well, the
said stud and guides constituting an inter-

locking device or door-connection to unite the
said doors.

The car is made to travel, as herein shown,
by operating the shipper-rope a'

2
, which has

co-operating with it a holding device, herein
shown as a clamp or holder, one half, b', of
which is attached to a frame, b, of ordinary
construction erected upon the floor of the car
a, the other half, b'\ of the said clamp being
secured to or forming part of a lever, b*, piv-
oted, as shown at b\ to a cross-brace, b5

, of
the frame b, the said holding device engaging
the shipper-rope to stop the car when the le-

ver b* occupies the position shown in Fig. 1,

the car at such time being supposed to be op-
posite a door in the elevator shaft or well, the
said frame and part connected thereto being 95
more clearly shown in Fig. 10. Each half-
clamp b' b* is preferably provided with a
cushion, bu , of leather or other suitable ma-
terial, (see Fig. 7,) to prevent injury to the
shipper-rope when it is clamped as described, ioo

70

75

80

85

90
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The lover lr has an arm, b t]

,
(see Figs. 1, (>,

and 10,) to wliich is secured a bolt-actuating

device, D, herein shown as composed of two
parallel bars, c c, attached by angle-irons b7 to

5 opposite sides of the said arm.
The bars c c are arranged diagonally to the

movement of the lever bA
, and receive between

them a stud, c', of a bolt, c2, and upon move-
ment of the lever cause the bolt c2 to slide in

io suitable guides,

c

3
, the said lever, through the

bolt-actuating device D, serving to move the

said bolt forward to place it behind and in

the path of movement of the ear-door o 3
, to

thus lock the said door, or upon movement of

15 the lever to move the said bolt backward to

withdraw it from behind and permit the door

to be opened, as desired.

When the lever lr is moved to its position

shown in Fig. 1, which occurs when the car

20 has arrived opposite a door in the elevator

shaft or well, the shipper-rope is clamped and
the bolt is withdrawn from the dotted to the

full-line position shown in Fig. 6, thus leav-

ing the door a5 free to be opened; but when
25 the lever b3 is moved forward or into engage-

ment with a notch, d, in the frame b the ship-

per-rope is released or undamped, and the bolt

c2 is at such time moved into its dotted-line

position behind the car-door, as shown in

30 Figs. 6 and 7, preventing the latter being fully

opened while the car is in motion. It will

thus be seen that it is impossible to start the

car until the lever is moved to release the
shipper-rope, and the shipper-rope cannot be

35 released until after the car-door is closed, the

closing of the car-door permitting the'bolt c2

to be moved by the said lever into position

behind the car-door to lock the same.
As the ear-door is shut, the shaft-door op-

40 posite which the car has stopped will be shut
at the same time, it being locked to the car-

door, as above described. To prevent the

door of the elevator-shaft from being opened
from the outside until the car has arrived

45 substantially opposite it, the said shaft-door

on its inner side has attached to it, as shown,
a cam or angular projection, cl', (see Fig. 3,)

with which co-operates a spring-actuated le-

ver, cP, pivoted, as herein shown, to a stud,

50 c7
3

, secured to the wall of the shaft, the said

lever being acted upon by the spring d*, to

normally keep the end of the said lever in

the path of movement of the cam or projec-

tion d', the said lever and cam or projection

55 forming a latch or locking device by which
the shaft-door is locked until the lever d2 is

moved out of the path of movement of the

said shaft-door, as will be described.

The car (t, as herein shown, has secured to

60 it a cam or projection, d'
:
', which we shall here-

inafter designate as a "button,"the said but-

ton being so located on the car as to act upon
the lever c7

2 to move it away from the pro-

jection d' when the stud or projection a
1

''

is

65 near its central position in the gnideway a 4

a 5
. The shaft-door is now free to be opened

simultaneously with the car-door. If desired,

the car-door maybe provided on its outer side

with a similar stud or projection, d-\ to be en-

gaged by a lever, <7
10

,
pivoted to the said ear, 70

(see Fig. 11,) the said lever being acted upon
by buttons cZ

2t
, secured to the wall of the ele-

vator-shaft, When the car-door is thus pro-

vided on the -outside with the locking device,

as described, the holding device and the door- 75
locking device inside the car may, if desired,

be dispensed with.

The blocks a* a?, herein shown in Fig. 2,

may be omitted, ami the guide and cam placed

on the doors, especially when the space be- 80

tween the outside of the car and the inside

of the well is but little.

We do not desire to limit ourselves to the
precise form or construction of the holding
device shown and described, as it is evident 85

that the same may be changed to engage a
wheel or a lever when applied to elevators

employing these forms of operating mech-
anism.
In some eases it may be desired to start the 90

elevator from the outside when a constant at-

tendant is not employed—as, for instance, in

a private dwelling—and in this case the shaft

or car doors are provided with holes //', sub-

stantially in line with each other, and, pref- 95
erably, opposite the lever of the operating
mechanism, so that the same may be reached
and operated from the outside.

The hole /' in the shaft-door may be pro-

vided with a cover which may be locked or 100

Secured in any desired manner to prevent
tampering by unauthorized persons.

It will be noticed that the clamp to engage
the starting mechanism and the bolt to lock

the door aTe connected together, so that when 105

one, as the clamp, is in operation the other is

not and cannot be put in operation until the
clamp is rendered inoperative, the movement
made to render the clamp inoperative render-
ing the'bolt operative, no
We claim

—

1. In an elevator, the combination, with a
car having a door and a shipping mechanism
within the car, of a clamp or holder to engage
the shipping mechanism, and a bolt connected t i 5
to the said clamp or holder to operate simul-
taneously therewith, and adapted to loek'tbe

ear-door when the shipping mechanism is free

to be operated to put the car in motion and
to unlock said door when the shipping mech- 120

anism is clamped, substantially as described.
2. An elevator comprising a shaft-door, an

elevator-car provided with a door, a shipping
mechanism within the car, a clamp or holder
to engage the shipping mechanism, a bolt con- 125
nected fro the said clamp or holder to operate
simultaneously therewith and adapted to lock
the car-door when the shipping mechanism is

free to be operated to put the car in motion,
and to unlock said door when the shipping 130
mechanism is clamped, a door- connection,
substantially as described, to lock the car-

door and shaft-door together when the car-

door is substantially opposite the shaft-door,
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io

a looking device to lock said shaft-door, and
projection carried by the car to operate

said locking' device to permit the shaft-dooi

to be opened when the car-door is substan-
tially opposite the shaft-door, substantially
as described.

•°). In an elevator, a car -door, a3
, having

guides supported at its outer side combined
with a door of the elevatoi shaft or well pro-
vided with a stud or projection to co-operate
with said guides to open the said doors when
the car- door is substantially opposite the
shaft-door, substantially as described

4. In an elevator, a car-door, u 3
, and a shafi-

iK

door, J'>. combined with a locking device or

door-connection, consisting of guides a4

and a stud to engage said guides to unite the
said doors together when substantially oppo-
site each other, substantially as described.

In testimony whereof we have signed our
names to this specification in the presence of
two subscribing witnesses.

WILLIAM B. CABOT.
RICHARDS M. BRADLEY

\V itnesses:

James H. Churchill,
15. Dewar.

J 5
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To all wJiom it may concern:

Be it known that I, William E. Nicker-
BON, of Cambridge, in the county of Middle-
sex and State of Massachusetts, have invented

5 certain new and useful Improvements in De-
vices for Jointly Operating the Doors of the

Elevator Carriage and Weil-Room, of which
the following, taken in connection with the

accompanying drawings, is a specification.

io My invention relates to elevator-doors, and
has for its object the lessening of labor on
the part of the attendant in opening and clos-

ing the same.
It consists in applying mechanisms to the

15 doors of an elevator well-room and to the
door of the carriage in such a manner that

the door of the well-room at which the car-

riage is stopping and the carriage-door are

simultaneously operated in opening and clos-

20 ing.

I have shown one method of reducing my
invention to practice in the accompanying
drawings, in which

—

Figure 1 is an elevation showing a well-

25 room door in its closed position and a part
of the well-room wall, the point of view being
within the well-room. Fig. 2 is an elevation

of the side of the carriage, showing the door
of the same as seen from the landing outside

30 the carriage, no well-room door or wall being
shown. Fig. 3 is a horizontal section of the
carriage and well-room, (the carriage being at

a landing,) taken on a level with the lines x
x, Figs. 1 and 2, both the carriage-door and

35 that of the well-room being closed. Fig. 4 is

a horizontal section similar to Fig. 3, with the
exception that both the doois are open in-

stead of closed. Fig. 5 is a horizontal section

of a portion of the carriage and well-room, en-

40 larged, taken on the line zz, Figs. 1 and 2, and
shows the construction of a detail. Fig. 6 is

a horizontal section of a portion of the car-

riage and well-room, enlarged, taken on the
line y y, Figs. 1 and 2, and shows the con-

45 struction of a detail. Fig. 7 is a vertical

section, enlarged, of portions of the carriage-

door and of one of the well-room doors, and
shows a detail.

A, Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5, and G, indicates an ele-

50 vator-carriage; B, Figs. 1, 3, and 4, the well-

room walls, and C the corner-posts of the well-

room.

55

60

D, Figs. 1, 3, 4, 5, G, and 7, indicates a door

of the well-room, and E,Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5, G, and

7, the door of the carriage. The carriage-

door E is provided with an openly-wound
helical spring F. (Shown in Figs 3 and 4 and
by dotted lines in Fig. 2.) Part of this spring-

occupies a cylindrical channel in the body of

the door, as 'shown at /, Fig. 2, and the re-

mainder of its extends along the side of the

carriage to the block F', which opposes its

further extension at that end. A rod F 2 is

situated within the helical spring extending

from the block F', to which it is fastened, to 65

the point indicated' by P in the channel

just within the edge of the closed door, Figs.

2 and 3, and serves to keep that part of the

spring which is without the channel from
lateral buckling, the channel itself perform- 70

ing the same office for that part of the spring

which is within it. The function of the

spring F is to close the door E when unre-

strained, which it does by the tension which
the opening of the door places upon it by 75

compressing it.

The well-room door D is provided with a

spring G, Figs. 1, 3, and 4, in all respects

similar to spring F, and which serves to close

the door D when unrestrained.

IT and II' are two spring-cleats upon the

well-room door D, between which a similar

spring-cleat II 2 on the carriage-door E passes

in the ascent or descent of the carriage. (See

Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, and G.) A side elevation of 85

these spring-cleats enlarged is represented in

Fig. 7, portion of the doors being shown.

When the carriage stops at a landing, these

cleats will stand relatively to each other, as

shown in Figs. 6 and 7, and it is readily seen

that if either door is moved laterally to open
or shut it the other must move in unison

with i t. These cleats are made, preferably, in

the shape of a flat spring, so as to yield readily

to frontal but to resist lateral pressure, and 95

each is bolted tightly at one end and held at

the other by a bolt loosely set, the end of the

cleat being slotted.

I, Figs. 1 and 0, is a latch in the well-room

casing, adapted to engage the slot in the edge 100

of the well-room door D to prevent the door

from being opened from without. The latch

I swings upon the pin I', upon the inner end
of which is placed a curved arm I

2
,
(see Figs.

80

90
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1 and 5,) which engages with the block I3
, lo-

cated on the carriage, (shown in Figs. 2 and
5, and whose location relative to the curved
arm I

2
is shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 1,)

5 and thereby raises the latch when the eleva-
tor is at the landing, allowing the door to be
opened. The latch I is kept down when not
held up by the block I3 by a small spring,
(shown at I

4
, Fig. 1.)

io K is a catch pivoted at k on the floor of

the carriage for the purpose of holding the
doors open when desired, and is kept in posi-

tion by the spring K'.
L, Figs. 3 and 4, is a handle for moving the

15 door E.

The operation of my invention is as follows:

If the well-room doors are not automatic, but
are operated manually, then the carriage-
door E is moved by the hand of the attend-

20 ant, and the well-room door D will, through
the action of the cleats II, II', and H2

, move in
unison with it, (the carriage being at the land-
ing, and the latch I consequently released.)

If the carriage starts up or down from a land-

25 ing, the doors not having been closed, then
the cleats on the two doors will slip out of
engagement, and the well-r-jom door D will

be closed by the spring G and locked by the
latch I. If the well-room door is an auto-

30 matic door moved by force derived from the
movement of the car, as shown in my appli-
cation dated March 3, 1889, Serial No. 304,521,
subject, " elevator well-room doors," or other-
wise, then it will control the movement of

35 the carriage-door, and the actuating mechan-
ism will cause both the well-room and the
carriage-doors to open and close instead of
the well-room door only.

If the well-room door is automatic, the cleat

II may be dispensed with and the spring F 40
be relied on to close the carriage-door; qr the
cleat H may be retained and the spring F
omitted by making the spring G sufficiently

stiff to close both doors. When the well-room
door D is not automatic, but is moved by the 43
attendant through the carriage-door E, then
the cleat II' may be omitted and the spring
G depended upon to close the door D. If de-

sired, the springs F and G may both be
omitted and the door E operated wholly by 50
hand, the door D moving in unison with it

when the carriage is at a landing by means
of the cleats H H' HI
The gist of my invention consists in caus-

ing a well-room door to operate a carriage- 55
door, or vice versa, by means of engaging-
cleats or equivalent mechanisms.

I claim as my invention

—

1. In an elevator, the carriage A, its door
E, the well-room door D, the spring G, and 60

cleats H II' H2
, substantially as and for the

purpose set forth.

2. In an elevator, the carriage A, its door
E, the well-room door D, the spring F, the
spring G, and the cleats II, H', and IF, substan- 65

tially as and for the purpose set forth.

In testimony whereof I have signed my name
to this specification, in the presence of two sub-
scribing witnesses, on this 29th day of April,

A. D. 1889.

WILLIAM E. NICKERSON.

Witnesses:
Frank G. Parker,
Matthew M. Blunt.
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To all whom ib may concern:

.

Be it known that I, Charles E. Ongley,
a citizen of the United States, residing at
New York, county of New York, and State of

5 New York, have invented certain new and
Useful Improvements in Elevators, fully de-
scribed and represented in the following
specification and the accompanying drawings,
forming a part of the same.

to _ This invention relates to an organized ap-
paratus for operating electrically the main-
valve or other mechanism which controls the
movements of an elevator.

The invention consists, broadly, in an or-

15 ganized system of electrical connections by
which the elevator, having been stopped at

any point, will be prevented from starting in

the opposite direction; of an organization
which combines with electrical appliances

20 for actuating the controlling mechanism of

the elevator a means by which said mechan-
ism can be operated mechanically from the
car in case of an emergency, and of a novel
form of auxiliary-valve apparatus combined

25 with electrical connections for actuating the
main-valve or other controlling mechanism
of the elevator.

In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1

shows in sectional view a portion of a build-

30 ing containing an elevator equipped accord-
ing to my invention, showing the relation of

the several parts. Fig. 2 is a diagram illus-

trating the several electric circuits and the
means by which the movements of the eleva-

35 tor are controlled through said circuits either

from the car or any portion of the building.
Fig. 3 is an enlarged elevation of the auxil-

iary-valve apparatus and its electromotor by
which the main-valve or other controlling

4.0 mechanism of Jhe elevator is moved in one
direction. Fig. 4 is a'sectional view of the
same.

Referring to said drawings, A denotes an
elevator-shaft, B the car, C a hydraulic cyl-

45 inder or other motor by which the car B is

raised, and D the hoisting-cable, all of which
parts are organized in the usual and well-

known manner.
E represents the mechanism for controlling

50 the movements of the elevator, which in the
case shown is the main or induction and ex-

haust valve of the cylinder C, and is of any
suitable construction to allow the water to be
admitted to the cylinder C to cause the cac
to ascend when the valve is in one position, 55
to allow the water to escape from the cylin-

der -to permit the car to descend when the
valve is reversed, and to close both the in-

duction and exhaust to stop the car when
the valve is in an intermediate or mid posi- 60

tion. Such cylinders and valves are in com-
mon use, and their construction is well known.
I have not, therefore, deemed it necessary to

illustrate or describe the same in detail. It

is to be understood, however, that the cylin- 65

der C may, if preferred, be arranged verti-

cally instead of horizontally and may be pro-

vided with the well-known circulating-pipe,

or may be a motor of any of the forms com-
mon in elevators. The -mechanism for con- 7©
trolling the movements of the elevator-car is

therefore the main valve or other mechanism
which controls the movements of the eleva-

tor-motor, and this mechanism is determined
by the character of the motor employed. 75

F' is a piston, which works in a cylinder F2
,

and is connected by a rod F to the main-valve
or other controlling mechanism. The cylin-

der F2 is provided with induction and ex-

haust pipes G G', forming ports through which 80

the water is allowed to flow into and out of.

the cylinder upon the opposite sides of the

piston F', moving it and the connected main
valve.upward or. downward, as it is desired

to cause the car to descend or ascend. .85

The pipes G G' are controlled by means of

what I term "auxiliary-valve mechanisms"
II O, which are operated by electromotors

under the control of the conductor or of a
person at any landing. The electromotors 90

are herein shown as ordinary electro-magnets
and will be hereinafter termed "magnets;"
but the term is to be understood as includ-

ing any form of electromotor which can be
energized by an electric current. 95
As the auxiliary-valve mechanisms H O are

connected by the pipes G G' with the valve-

operating cylinder F2
, these mechanisms may

be placed in any convenient position in any
portion of the building, either near to or re- 100

mote from the main valve of the elevator. In
the drawings they are shown as-inclosed in a
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case attached to the wall upon the first story
of the building, while the elevator-operating
mechanism with its main valve are located in
the basement.

S The valve mechanisms II O are alike in
construction and operation and have, for con-
venience, a common water-supply, one valve
controlling the pipe G and the other the pipe
G'. These valves are controlled by electro-

10 magnets I J, which are energized through
electric circuits, which include batteries K
and appropriate circuit-closers L M, located
at the different landings and on the car.

The construction 'and operation of the aux-
15 iary-valve mechanisms H O will now be de-

scribed. As these two mechanisms are exact
duplicates, a description of one will apply to
both.

Referring to Figs. 3 and 4, it is to be un-
20 derstood that a is a valve-cylinder' contain-

ing two valve-seats c2, formed upon the ends
of a bashing b, having perforations c' and
two heads b' b2

, which are securely fastened
in the cylinder. The auxiliary induction and

25 exhaust valves d e are connected by a valve-
rod /, to which a spiral spring /' is applied
to hold the valve d against its seat and the
valve e away from its seat. The valve-cylin-
der is enlarged at one end to form a cylinder

30 a', in which is fitted a piston g, which is at-

tached to the valve-rod /.

Communicating with the cylinder a' is a
pipe h, which is controlled by a valve h3

,

termed, for convenience, a "primary" valve,

35 the rod h* of which is adjustably connected by
the nuts j

4 to a lever j, carrying at its free end
an armature/, held within the magnetic field

of the electro-magnet J by means of the sus-
pension-rod j

2
, having a nutj5

, by which the
40 position of the lever j is adjusted. The

water-supply pipe k communicates with the
valve-cylinder a and also with the pipe h, as
shown, and the induction and exhaust pipes
G G' communicate with the cylinders a of

45 the respective valve mechanisms between the
heads b' b2 of the bushing b. Each of the
cylinders a is provided with waste-pipe I,

which communicates with the space between
the valve e and pfston g-, and each of the

50 pipes h is provided with a small open waste-
pipe rn, which communicates with the pipe
between the piston g and valve 7i

3
.

The operation is as follows: The valves d are
normally held against their seats c2, and the

55 valves e away from the seats by the springs

f and also by the pressure of the water in
the supply-pipe k, thereby preventing any
water from entering the pipes G or G' to act
upon the piston I" and operate the main

60 valve, and at the same time allowing the
water to flow out of the cylinder upon both
sides of the piston to permit the piston to be
moved in either direction. As soon, however,
as either one of the magnets I or J is ener-

65 gized by the closing of the electric circuit

through said magnet, its armature will be at-

tracted, thus raising the lever/ and primary

valve fo
3
,, and allowing water from the

pipe h to enter the cylinder a' and act upon
the piston g, and as the area of the piston g 70
exceeds that of the auxiliary induction-valve

d, the valve e will be moved to its seat and
the valve d away from its seat, and allow the

water to enter by the valve dand pass through
the openings c' to the pipe G or G', as the case 75
may be, and to the cylinder F2

, causing the

piston F' to be moved and operate the main
valve to cause the car to ascelid or descend.

As soon as the circuit through the magnet is

broken, the magnet will be de-energized and 80

its armature released. The weight of the lever

j, aidedby the pressure of the water in the pipe
h, will at once close the primary valve hs

, there-

by removing the pressure .from the piston g.

The water between the valve hs and the piston 85

g will then gradually escape through the pipe

m, thereby allowing the springf to close the

auxiliary induction-valve d, so as to shut off

the further flow of water to the cylinder F2
,

and at the same time the auxiliary exhaust- 90
valve e will be opened to allow the water con-

tained in the pipe G or G', as the case may
be, and in the end of the cylinder F*, with
which that pipe communicates, to pass freely

into the waste-pipe I. By closing the cir- 95
cuit through the other magnet the same oper-

ation will take place in the other auxiliary-

valve apparatus, thereby admitting water to

the other end of the cylinder F* to act upon
the opposite side of the piston F' and move 100

the main valve in the opposite direction, and
this being continued the main valve will be
reversed and the car caused to move in the
opposite direction; or, if it is desired to simply
stop the car, the, circuit will be broken as*. 105

soon as the main valve arrives in its mid
position, and the car will then remain at rest.

As the piston F' is moved in either direction,

by the admission of water to one end of tho

cylinder F2 the water in the other end of the u*
cylinder will find an unobstructed escape
through the pipe G or G', as the case may be,

and past the auxiliary exhaust-valve e to the
waste-pipe I. The waste-pipes in ^,re, as will

be observed, always open for the escape of 115

water from tho cylinder a'; but these pipes
being of small size.as compared with the pipes
h, the water will not escape with sufficient

rapidity to prevent the pistons g from oper-

ating properly. The rods h* of the primary 120

valves 7i
3 are preferably provided with sliding

joints, as shown in Fig. 4, so as to permit
those valves to accommodate themselves more
readily to their seats.

The system of electrical connections by 123

which the magnets I J are energized to oper-
ate the primary valves 7i

:!

to control the move-
ments of the elevator-car, ^s just described,
will now be explained. In this explanation
it will be assumed that the auxiliary-valve 130
apparatus H, which is operated by the mag-
net I, controls the ascent of the car, and that
the auxiliary-valve apparatus O, which is

operated by the magnet.Jucontrols the descent
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of the car. In the organization herein shown
the two magnets are energized by separate
batteries K. This is preferable, but is not in

all cases necessary, as in some cases a single

5 battery may be employed for both magnets.
The magnet I is located in an electric circuit

formed of wires or electrical conductors 2,

which circuit includes one of the two batter-

ies K and a push-button or other circuit-

to closer 10, located upon the car B. The course
of this circuit, and also of the other circuits

to be referred to, can readily be traced by
reference to Fig. 2 of the drawings. The
term "push-button" is herein used for con-

15 venience, and is to be understood as includ-
ing any means for making and breaking the
circuits. The magnet J is located in a simi-

lai-ly-arranged circuit 3, which includes the
other one of the two batteries K and a push-

20 button or other circuit-closer 11, also .located
upon the car.

From the description of the operation of the
auxiliary-valve apparatus which has already
been given, it will readily be seen that by

25 operating the button 10 to close the circuit 2

and energizing the magnet I the car will be
caused to ascend, and. that by releasing said
button 10, so as to break the circuit 2 and de-

energize the magnet land then operating the
30 button 11 to close the circuit 3 and energize

the magnet J, the car will be stopped or caused
to descend, according to the length of time
the circuit 3 is kept closed, and vice versa.

There are many cases where it is desirable,

35 in addition to the means for controlling the
movements of the elevator from. within the
car, that there should also be provided means
by which a person at any landing can cause
the car to ascend or descend to that landing.

40 To enable this to be accomplished, the cir-

cuits 2 3 are respectively provided with
branch circuits or loops 4 5, which in-

clude push-buttons or other circuit -closers

12 13, located at each lauding, as also indi-

45 cated in Fig. 2. By this means a person at
any landing can, by operating the button 12
or 13, cause the car to ascend or descend, as
the case may be, to that landing, and can
then arrest the car by operating the other but-

50 ton in the same manner as already described
in connection with the buttons upon the car.

The push-buttons of only one landing are
indicated in the drawings; but it will readily
be understood that the buttons at any num-

55 ber of landings can be arranged and con-
nected to the circuits 2 3 in the same manner.
From what has been said it will be seen

that the two circuits 2 3, with their respective
branches 4 5, are sufficient to enable a person

60 either in the car or at any landing to cause
the car to ascend and descend and come to

rest at any desired point. In order, however,
to bring the car to rest and retain it at any
point, it is necessary, as has been explained,

65 to break the circuit as soon as the car stops,

as if the circuit continues closed after the
car has stopped the main valve will move

onward past its mid-position, and thus cause
the car to start in the opposite direction

from that in which it was moving before it 70
stopped. If the person operating the ele-

vator is skillful and attentive, this will oc-

casion no special difficulty, because such
a person will be able to break the circuit

at the proper time to retain the car in what- 75

ever position it is stopped. With an unskill-

ful or inattentive operator this, however,
might occasion some trouble and annoyance,
and it is therefore desirable to provide means
by which, when it is desired to stop and re- 80

tain .the car in any position without revers-

ing its movement, the circuit will be auto-

matically broken at the proper time to effect

this result. For this purpose the circuit 2,

which includes the magnet I and one of the 85

batteries K, is provided with a branch cir-

cuit 6, which includes a push-button or cir-

cuit-closer 14, located upon the car, and also

a pair of spring-contact plates or brushes 10. -

This branch 6 is in turn provided with a 99
branch 7, which leaves the branch 6 between-
the button 14 and the brushes 16, and unites

with the circuit 3 at a point between the bat-

tery K and the button 11. This branch 7 is

also provided with a pair of brushes 17, simi- 95
lar to the brushes 16. The circuits 2 3 are

also connected by a branch 8, which connects
the two circuits at a point near the buttons
11 14. The brushes 16 17 are located adja-

cent to a rod 18, which is connected to the 100

rod F of the piston F', and reciprocates

through guides secured to the sides of the cyl-

inder F2
; or this rod may be similarly recip-

rocated by some other moving part of the
mechanism. This rod is provided with oppo- 105

sitely-inclined shoulders 19, forming a circuit-

closer, which is so arranged that when the
main valve is in its mid-position, so as to stop

the car, the circuits through the branches 7

will both be broken. When, however, the 1 10

valve is moved upward from its mid-position,

so as to cause the car to descend, the brushes
16 will be acted upon by the circuit-closer 19,

so as to be brought together, thereby closing

the circuit through the branch 6, which cir- 115

cuit will then remain closed until the valve
is moved back to its mid-position. As the
valve is moved downward from its mid-posi-

tion, so as to cause the car to ascend, the

brushes 17 will be operated in the same man- 120

ner to close the circuit through the branch 7,

which circuit will remain closed until the

valve is again moved back to its mid-position.

It will readily be seen, however, that as soon
as the valve, moving in either direction, ar- 125

rives at its mid-position the circuits through
both of the branches 6 7 will be automati-
cally broken.
Assuming now that the main valve has been

moved downward from its mid-position, so 130

as to cause the car to ascend, and at the same
time close the circuit through the branch 7,

it is only necessary in order to stop and re-

tain the car at any point to pi'ess the button
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14. The circuit will then be completed from
the button, through the wires 6 7 3, to the
battery K, and from the.battery, through the
wires 3, to the magnet J, and from the magnet,
through the wires 3 8 2 6, to the button. This
will energize the magnet J and cause the main
valve to ascend until it arrives at its mid-po-
sition, when the circuit through the branch 7

will be automatically broken, thereby de-en-
ergizing the magnet andpreventing the main
valve from being moved upward past its mid-
position, so as to reverse the monement of the
car, and this will be the case whether the at-

tendant breaks the circuit by releasing the
button 14 or not. If the main valve has been
moved upward from its mid-position, so as to
cause the car to descend, the operation of
stopping and retaining the car will be the
same, except that in this case the circuit will

20 be closed through the branch 6, so that upon
pressing the button 14 the circuit will be com-
pleted from the button, through the wires 6 2,

to 'the other battery K, and from the battery,
through the wire 2, to the magnet I, and from

25 the magnet, through the wires 2 G,to the but-
ton, thereby energizing the magnet I and caus-
ing the mainvalve to move downward until
it arrives at its mid-position. To enable the
same operation to be performed from any

30 landing, it is only necessary to provide the
branches 4 with branches 9, which connect
with the branch G, and in which are located
push-buttons 15 at each landing, and to con-
nect the branches 4 5, as indicated at 1.

35 In addition to the electrical appliances
which have been described for actuating the
controlling mechanism in the ordinary work-
ing movements of the elevator, it is desirable
that means should be provided by which, in

40 case of an accident, or in case the electrical

appliances should, for any reason, become in-

effective, the conductor can have control of
the main valve or other controlling mechan-
ism by means of mechanical connections.

45 For this purpose the rod F is provided with
the usual rack, which is engaged by a pinion
upon a shaft 21, having a pulley 20, around
which passes a hand-rope 22, which extends
around pulleys located at the top and bottom.

50 of the shaft, and passes through the car in the
usual manner.

It has been already stated that the auxil-
iary induction and exhaust valves d e are
normally maintained in such position as to

55 afford an unobstructed escape for the water
from both -sides of the piston F'. From this

it results that in case the electrical connec-
tions or the auxiliary-valve mechanisms fail

to act, the main valve will not be locked by
60 the water in the cylinder F2

, but will be free

to be operated by the hand-rope 22, or other
mechanical connection. This hand-rope will

not be used in the ordinary working of the
elevator by the electrical appliances; but in

65 case of any emergency, as before- stated, the
conductor can by means of this hand-rope op-
erate the main valve and thus have mechanical

control of the movements of the elevator, as in

the old way. The hand-rope 22 maybeprovided
with the usual buttons 23, (see Fig. 1,) located 70
near the top and bottom of the shaft, and
which will engage with the car and operate
the main valve tostop the car before it reaches
the limit of its movement in either direction.

The ordinary hand-rope is herein illustrated 75
as the simplest and, all things considered, the
most desirable mechanical appliance for op-

erating the main valve in connection with the
electrical appliances herein described; but it

is to be understood that any of the other forms 80

of mechanical connections by which the con-
ductor -in the car is enabled to control the
main valve may be applied and used in place
of the simple hand-rope shown, and are to be
regarded in this connection as the equivalent 85
of said rope.

The form of motor C for operating the ele-

vator which is herein shown, has been se-

lected merely for the purpose of illustrating

the application of the invention. Any other 90
suitable form of motor may of course be em-
ployed.
What I claim is

—

1. The combination, with an elevator-car

and the mechanism for controlling its move- 95
ments, of an electro-magnet for actuating said
controlling mechanism, a circuit-closer 14 or

15, in circuit with said magnet, and a circuit-

closer 19, operated by a moving part of the
elevator mechanism to close the. circuit 100

through said magnet when the car is in mo-
tion and to break the circuit through said
magnet when the car is at rest, substantially

as described.
2. The combination, with an elevator-car 105

and the mechanism for controlling its move-
ments, of electro-magnets I J, for actuating
said controlling mechanism to cause' the
car to move in opposite directions, a cir-

cuit-closer 14 on the car, which is in circuit 11.0

with both of said magnets, and a circuit-

closer 19, operated by a moving part of the
elevator mechanism to close the circuit

through one of said magnets when the car is

in motion and to break the circuits through x 15

both of said magnets when the car is at rest,

substantially as described.
3. The combination, with an elevator-car

and the mechanism for controlling its move-
ments, of electro-magnets I J, for actuating 120

said controlling mechanism to cause the car
to move in opposite directions, circuit-closers

15, located at the landings and incircuitwith
both of said magnets, a circuit-closer 19, op-
erated by a moving part of the elevator mech- 1 25
an ism to close the circuit through one of said
magnets when the car is in motion and to

break the circuits through both of said mag-
nets when the car is at rest, substantially as
described. 130

4. The combination, with an elevator-car
and mechanism for controllingirs movements,
of electro-magnets I J, for actuating said con-
trolling mechanism to Cause the car to move
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in opposite directions, circuit-closers 10 11

upon the car, one of "which is in circuit with
each magnet, a third circuit-closer 14, which
is in circuit with both of said magnets, and a

5 circuit-closer 19, operated by a moving part

of the elevator mechanism to close the cir-

cuit through one of said magnets when the car

is in motion and to break the circuits through
both of said magnets when the car is at rest,

to substantially as described.

5. The combination, with the mechanism
for controlling the movements of an elevator,

of the cylinder F 2
, and piston F', for actuat-

ing said mechanism, an auxiliary-valve appa-

15 ratus controlling said piston and normally
maintained in an open position to allow the
water to flow out of the cylinder from either

side of the piston, an electro-magnet for act-

uating said auxiliary- valve apparatus, an
20 electric circuit including said magnet, and

a. circuit-closer upon the car, and a rope
or its equivalent connected to operate said
controlling mechanism from the elevator-car,

substantially as described.

25 6. The combination, with the mechanism
for controlling the movements of an elevator-
car, Of a cylinder and piston for actuating
said mechanism, an auxiliary -valve appa-
ratus controlling said piston and normally

30 maintained in an open position to allow the
water to flow out of the cylinder from either
side of the piston, two electro-magnets for
actuating said auxiliary valve apparatus to

cause the car to move in opposite directions,

35 two electric circuits including said magnets
and circuit-closers upon the car, and a rope
or its equivaTent connected to operate said
controlling mechanism from the elevator-car,
substantially as described.

40 7, The combination, with the mechanism
for controlling the movements of an elevator-
car, of a cylinder and piston for actuating
said mechanism, an auxiliary-valve appa-
ratus controlling said piston and normally

45 maintained in an open position to allow

the water to flow out of the cylinder from
either side of the piston, two electro-magnets
for actuating said anxiliarj'-valve apparatus
to cause the car to move in opposite direc-

tions, two electric circuits including said mag- 50
nets and circuit-closers upon the car, a rope
connected to operate said controlling mech-
anism from the elevator- car, and stops 23
upon said rope arranged to be engaged by a
moving part of the elevator before the car 55
reaches the limit of its movement in either

direction, substantially as described.

8. The combination, with the mechanism
for controlling the movements of an elevator,

of the cylinder F2
, and piston F', for actuat- 60

ing said mechanism, an auxiliary-valve appa-
ratus controlling said piston and normally
maintained in an open position to allow the
water to flow out of said cylinder from both
sides of said piston, an electro-magnet for 65
actuating'said auxiliary-valve apparatus, and
an electric circuit including said magnet and
a circuit-closer upon the car, substantially as
described. •

9. The combination, with the mechanism 70
for controlling the movements of an elevator,

of the cylinder F2
, and piston F', for actuat-

ing said mechanism, an auxiliary-valve appa-
ratus for controlling said piston and normally
maintained in an open position to allow the 75
water to flow out of said cylinder from both
sides of said piston, two electro-magnets for

actuating said auxiliary-valve apparatus to

cause the car to move in opposite directions,

and two electric circuits including said mag- 80

nets and circuit-closers upon the car, substan-
tially as described.

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my
hand in the presence of two subscribing wit-

nesses.

CHARLES E. ONGLEY.

Witnesses:
J. J. KENNEDY,
GEOKGE II. Botts.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Charles E. Ongley, a

citizen of the United States, residing at New
York, county of New York, and State of New

5 York, have invented certain new and useful
Improvements in Elevators, fully described
and represented in the following specification

and the accompanying drawings, forming a
part of the same.

io This invention relates to a mechanism for

operating the main valve or other mechanism
which controls the movements of an elevator,

which is especially adapted for use in con-

nection with a system of electrical connec-

15 tions for operating the same, such as or simi-

lar to that shown in my prior application for

Letters Patent filed November 22, 1887, Serial

No. 255,857, of which application the present
is adivision. The mechanism constituting the

20 present invention may, however, be operated
otherwise than electrically.

The invention consists, primarily, in what
I term an " auxiliary-valve apparatus," by
which the elevator-controlling mechanism is

25 operated in the ordinary working of the ele-

vator, but which is so constructed and organ-
ized as to permit the main valve or other con-
trolling mechanism to be operated by other
means in case of an emergency.

30 In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 is

a diagrammatic view illustrating an organ
zation of the apparatus embodying the pres-

ent invention. Fig. 2 is an enlarged eleva-

tion of what I term the " auxiliary-valve ap-
paratus," by which the main valve is moved
in one direction; and Fig. 3 is a sectional

view of the same.
Referring to said drawings, it is to be un-

derstood that B represents an elevator-car, C
40 a hydraulic cylinder or other motor by which

the car is raised, andD the hoisting-cable, all

of which parts are organized in the usual and
"well-known manner.
E represents the mechanism for controlling

45 the movements of the elevator, which, in the
case shown, is the main or induction and ex-

haust valve of the cylinder C, and is of any
suitable construction to allow the water to be
admitted to the cylinder to cause the car to

50 ascend when the valve is in one position, to al-

60

6r

low the water to escape from the cylinder to

permit the car to descend when the valve is

reversed, and to close both the induction and
exhaust to stop the car when the valve is in
an intermediate or mid position. Such cyl- 55
inders and valves are in common use, and
their construction is well known. I have not,

therefore, deemed it necessary to illustrate or
describe the same in detail. It is to be un-
derstood, however, that the cylinder C may,
if preferred, be arranged vertically instead of
horizontally, and may be provided with the
well-known circulating-pipe, ormay be a motor
of any of the forms common in elevators.

The mechanism for controlling the move-
ments of the elevator is therefore the main
valve or other mechanism which controls the
movements of the elevator-motor, and will

vary according to the character of the motor
employed. The main valve or other control-

ling mechanism is connected to the rod F of
a piston F', which works in a cylinder F3

, con-
nected to pipes G G', forming ports, through
which water under pressure flows into and
out of the cylinder upon the opposite sides of
the piston F', thereby moving it and the con-
nected main valve upward or downward, as it

is desired to cause the car to descend or ascend.
The pipes G G' are controlled by means of
auxiliary-valve mechanisms II O, which are
operated, preferably, by electromotors, under
the control of the conductor in the car. As
the auxiliary-valve mechanisms II O are con-
nected by the pipes G G' with the valve-op-
erating cylinder F2

, these mechanisms may
be placed in any convenient position in any
portion of the building, either near to or re-

mote from the main valve of the elevator.

The auxiliary-valve mechanisms II O are
alike in construction and operation, and have
for convenience a common water-supply, one
apparatus controlling the pipe G and the
other the pipe G'. These auxiliary-valve ap-
paratuses are controlled in the case shown by
electromotors I J,which are energized through
electric circuits, including suitable battery
power and appropriate circuit-closers, located
upon the car and at the different landings, all

as shown and described in my prior appliea-
tion before referred to.

70
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The construction and operation of the aux-
iliary-valve mechanisms H O will now be de-

scribed. As these two mechanisms are exact

duplicates, a description of one will apply to

5 both.
Referring to Figs. 2 and 3, it is to be un-

derstood that a is a valve-cylinder containing

two valve-seats c2
, formed upon the ends of

a bushing b, having perforations c' and two
io heads b' b2

, which are securely fastened in

the cylinder. The auxiliary induction and
exhaust valves (/ e are connected by a valve-

rod /, to which a spiral spring /' is applied

to hold the valve d against its seat and the

15 valve e away from its seat. The valve-cylin-

der is enlarged at one end to form a cylinder

a', in Avhich is fitted a piston g, which is

attached to the valve-rod /. Communicating
with the cylinder a' is a pipe Ti, which is con-

20 trolled by a valve 7r
3
, termed for convenience

a "primary valve," the rod ft
4 of which is ad-

justably connected by the nuts j
4 to a lever j,

carrying at its free end an armature j', held

within the magnetic field of the electromo-

25 tor J by means of the suspension-rod j
2
, hav-

ing a nut j
3
, by which the position of the lever

j is adjusted.
The water-supply pipe Tc communicates with

the valve-cylinder a, and also with the pipe 7),

30 as shown, and the induction and exhaust
pipes G G' communicate with the cylinders a
of the respective valve mechanisms between
the heads V b2'of the bushing b. Each of the

cylinders a is provided with a waste-pipe Z,

35 which communicates with the space between
the valve e and piston g, and each of the

pipes h is provided with a small open waste-

pipe m, which communicates with the pipe
between the piston g and valve hs

.

j.o The operation is as follows: The valves d
are normally held against their seats c2 and
the valves e away from the seats by the

springs /', and also by the pressure of the

water in the supply-pipe A
-

, thereby prevent-

45 ing any water from entering either of the

pipes G or G' to create a greater pressure

upon one side of the piston F' and operate

the main valve and at the same time leaving

the pipes G G' open to allow the water to flow

50 out of either end of the cylinder F2
, and thus

permit the piston F' to be moved in either

direction. As soon, however, as either one of

the motors I or J is energized by the closing

of the electric circuit through said motor, its

55 armature will be attracted, thus raising the

lever j and primary or motor valve 7i
3 and

allowing water from the pipe li to enter the
cylinder a' and act upon the piston g, and as

the area of the piston g exceeds that of the

60 auxiliary induction-valve d the valve e will

be moved to its seat and the valve d away
from its seat and allow the water to enter by
the valve d and pass through the openings c'

to the pipe G or G', as the case may be, and
65 to the cylinder F 2

, causing the piston F' to be
moved and operate the main valve to cause

the car to ascend or descend. As soon as

the circuit through the motor is broken the
motor will be de- energized and its arma-
ture released. The weight of the lever j, 70
aided by the pressure of the water in the
pipe h, will at once close the primary valve
Ti

s
, thereby removing the pressure from the

piston g. The water between the valve W
and the piston g will then gradually ?s- 75
cape through the pipe m, thereby allowing
the spring/' to restore the auxiliary induction
and exhaust valves to their normal position.

By closing the circuit through the other mo-
tor the same operation will take place in the 80

other auxiliary-valve apparatus, thereby ad-
mitting water to the other end of the cylinder
F 2 to act upon the opposite side of the piston
F' and move the main valve in the opposite
direction, and this being continued the main 85

valve will be reversed and the car caused to

move in the opposite direction; or if it is de-

sired to simply stop the car the circuit will be
broken as soon as the main valve arrives in
its mid-position, and the car will then remain 90
at rest. As the piston F' is moved in either

direction by the admission of water to one
end of the cylinder F 2

, the water in the other
end of the cylinder will find an unobstructed
escape through the pipe G or G', as the case 95
may be, and past the auxiliary exhaust-valve
e to the waste-pipe /. The waste-pipes m are,

as will be observed, always open for the es-

cape of water from the cylinder a'; but these
pipes being of small size as compared with 100

the pipes 7), the water will not escape with
sufficient rapidity to prevent the pistons g
from operating properly.
The rods 7i

4 of the primary valves hs are
preferably provided with sliding joints, as 105

shown in Fig. 3, so as to permit those valves
to accommodate themselves more readily to

their seats.

Although the valves W are herein illus-

trated as provided with means by which they no
are operated electrically, it is to be under-
stood, as before stated, that these valves may
be operated through other suitable connec-
tions with the car, if preferred.

In addition to the appliances for control- 115

ling the ordinary working movements of the
elevator through the auxiliary-valve appara-
tuses which have been described, it is desira-

ble that means should be provided by which,
in case of an accident or in case the auxiliary- 1 20

valve apparatuses should for any reason be-
come ineffective, the conductor can operate
the main valve or other mechanism which
conti'ols the movement of the car directly.

For this purpose the rod F is. provided with 1 25
the usual rack, which is engaged bjT a pinion
upon a shaft 21, having a pulley 20, around
which passes a hand-rope 22, which extends
around pulleys located at the top and bottom
of the shaft aud passes through the car in the 130
usual manner.

It has already been stated that the aux-
iliary induction and exhaust valves d e are
normally maintained in such position as to
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iS

20

open the pipes (i G' to allow the water to flow

out of the cylinder from both sides of the pis-

toil F', and thus permit the piston to be
moved in either direction. From this it re-

sults that in ease the auxiliary-valve mechan-
isms fail to act the main valve will not be
locked by the water in the cylinder Fa

, but
will be free to be operated by the hand-rope
22 or other mechanical connection. This
hand-rope will not be used in the ordinary
working of the elevator; but in case of any
emergency, as before stated, the conductor
can, by means of this hand-rope, operate the
main valve, and thus have mechanical control
of the movements of the elevator, as in the
old way.
The hand-rope 22 may be provided with the

usual buttons located near the top and bot-

tom of the shaft, and which will engage with
the car and operate the main valve to stop the
car before it reaches the limit of its move-
ment in either direction. The ordinary hand-
rope is herein illustrated as the simplest and,
all things considered, the most desirable me-

25 chanical appliance for controlling the valve,

in connection with the electrical appliances
herein described; but it is to be understood
that any of the other forms of mechanical con-

nections by which the conductor in the car is

enabled to control the main valve may be ap-

plied and used in place of the simple hand-
rope shown, and are to be regarded in this

connection as equivalents of said rope and in-

cluded within the term "rope."
The form of motor C, for operating the ele-

vator, which is herein shown, has been se-

lected merely for the purpose of illustrating

one application of the invention. Any other
suitable form of motor may of course be em-

40 ployed.
What I claim is

—

3C

35

1. The combination, with the mechanism
for controlling the movements of an elevator,

of the cylinder F 2 and piston F', for operating
said mechanism, an auxiliary valve for con- 45
trolling said piston, which is normally main-
tained in position to allow the water to flow
out of the cylinder, a piston for operating
said auxiliary valve, and a primary valve for
controlling said last piston, substantially as 50
described.

2. The combination, with the mechanism
for controlling the movements of an elevator,
of the cylinder F'-'and piston F', for operating
said mechanism, an auxiliary valve for con- 55
trolling said piston, which is normally main-
tained in position to allow the water to flow
out of the cylinder, a piston for operating
said auxiliary valve, a primary valve for con-
trolling said last piston, and a permanently- 60
open exhaust between said last piston and
said primary valve, substantially as described.

3. The combination, with the mechanism
for controlling the movements of an elevator,
of the cylinder F2 and piston F', for actuating 65
said mechanism, an auxiliary-valve apparatus
controlling said piston and normally main-
tained in an open position to allow the water
to flow out of the cylinder from either side of
the piston, pistons for operating said auxil- 70
iary-valve apparatus, primary valves for con-
trolling said last pistons, and a rope connected
to operate said controlling mechanism from
the elevator, substantially as described.
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set 75

my hand in the presence of two subscribing
witnesses.

CHARLES E. ONGLEY.

Witnesses:
T. II. Palmer,
G. M. Borst.
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To all whom, it may concern.
Be it known that I, Charles E. Ongley, a

citizen of the United States, residing at New
York, county of New York, and State of New

5 York, have invented certain new and useful
Improvements in Elevators, fully described
and represented in the following specification
aod the accompanying drawings, forming a
part of the same.

io This invention relates to an organized ap-
paratus for controlling electrically the move-
ments of an elevator-car, and particularly to

a system of electrical connections by which
the car is automatically arrested upon arriv-

15 ing in proper position at any landing.
The invention consists, principally, in a

system of electrical connections for automati-
cally accomplishing this result, which will now
be fully described and particularly pointed

20 out, reference being had to the accompany-
ing drawings, in which

—

Figure 1 is a sectional elevation of a part
of a building, showing the same provided with
an elevator equipped with a system of elec-

25 trical connections for controlling its move-
ments according to the present invention.
Fig. 2 is a diagram illustrating such system of
electrical connections. Fig. 3 is an enlarged
side elevation of the mechanism for control-

30 ling the movements of the elevator-car. Fig.

4 is a vertical sectional elevation of the same.
Fig. 5 is an enlarged perspective view of a
detail which will be hereinafter referred to.

Fig. 6 is a horizontal section taken on the line

35 x of Fig. 4.

Referring to said drawings, it is to be un-
derstood that A represents the elevator-shaft;

G, the several landings or stories of thebuild-
ing; B, the elevator-car; C, a hydraulic, cyl-

40 inder or other motor by which the car is raised,

and C2 the hoisting-cable, all of which parts
are organized in the usual and well-known
manner.
D, Fig. 1, represents the mechanism for

45 controlling the movements of the elevator-

car, which, in the case shown, is the main in-

duction and exhaust valve of the cylinder C,

which is of any suitable construction to allow
the water to be admitted to the cylinder to

50 raise the car when the valve is in one position,

to allow the water to escape from the cylinder

to permit the car to descend when the valve is

reversed, and to close both the induction and
exhaust to stop the car when the valve is in
an intermediate or mid position. This mech- 55
anism also includes an auxiliary valve and
piston for operating the main valve. Such
cylinders and valves are in common use, and
their construction and operation are well
known, and it is not necessary, therefore, to 60
describe the same herein in detail, except in

so far as w'll aid in giving an understanding
of the electrical connections for operating the
valve. The particular form of valve which
has been selected for illustration in the pres- 65
ent case will therefore be described in detail;

but it is to be understood that the invention
is not limited to a valve_of this particular
construction, but is eqaally applicable to

other forms of valves for accomplishing the 70
same results, or to whatever mechanism is

used to control the movements of the motor.
It is also to be understood that where a hy-

draulic cylinder is employed it may, if pre-
ferred, be arranged vertically instead of hori- 75
zontally, and may be provided with the well-

known circulating-pipe, or may be arranged
m any of the ways common in elevators.

Referring now particularly to Figs. 3 and 4,

the construction and operation of the valve 80
apparatus will be described. This apparatus
consists of a cylinder D 3

, having an induction-
pipe D', through which the water under suit-

able pressure is admitted to the cylinder; a
pipe C3

, through which the water passes from 85
the cylinder D 3 to the cylinder C, and a pipe
D 2

, through which the water is discharged
after performing its work. The valve proper
consists of two pistons D 5 and D 6

, which work
in the cylinder D s

. and are so arranged that 90
when in their central or mid position they cut
off communication between the pipe C3 and
both the pipes D'D 2

, but that by being moved
' from their mM-position they establish commu-
nication between the pipes D' C 3

, so as to allow 95
the water to enter the cylinder C, or between
the pipes C3 and D2

, so as to allow the water
in the cylinder C to-escape, thus arresting the
movement of the elevator-car or causing the
car to ascend or descend in the well-known 100
manner. The rod D8

, to which the pistons
D 5 D8 are secured, is extended beyond the
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pistons and carries two auxiliary pistons D 4

D 7
, which work in the ends of the cylinder D3

.

Communicating with the ends of the cylinder

D8 above and below the pistons D4 D 7 are in-

5 duction and exhaust pipes E' E2
, through

which water Is admitted to and exhausted
from the cylinder D s to operate the pistons

D4 D7 and their connected main valve in the
manner just described. These induction and

16 exhaust pipes are controlled by an auxiliary-

valve apparatus E, which is pperated by
electromotors under control of the conductor
in the car or of a person at any landing. The
induction and exhaust pipes E' E* may be ex-

15 tended so as to permit the auxiliary-valve ap-
paratus E to be located in any convenient
position, either near to or remote from the
main-valve apparatus. As herein shown it

is, however, kocated immediately at the side

20 of the cylinder D 3
. This auxiliary-valve ap-

paratus consists, primarily, of a valve com-
posed of two pistons a, (see Fig. G,) located in

a valve-chamber and so arranged that when
in their mid-position they close the openings

25 of the induction and exhaust pipes E'E2
. The

chamber in which the auxiliary valve is lo-

cated is provided with an induction-pipe E8
,

which opens between the two pistons a of the
valve, and with exhaust-passages E4

, which
30 lead from the opposite ends of the valve-cham-

ber outside the pistons a to an exhaust-pipe
E4

. The rod E5
, upon which the pistons a are

secured, passes through a stuffing-box in the
end of the valve-Chamber and is connected to

35 a pivoted lever E6
, to which is secured an

armature E s
, which is acted upon so as to rock

the lever in opposite directions by two electro-

motors E9 E 10
, located upon the opposite sides

of the armature. The lever E6
is normally

*o held in a mid-position, so as to hold the arma-
ture E8 centrally between the two electro-

motors, and the auxiliary valve in position to

close both the induction and exhaust pipes
E' E2

, by means of equalizing-springs E7
.

45 The auxiliary valve which has been de-

scribed is given merely for the purpose of
illustrating the operation of the invention.
Any other suitable form of valve may, how-
ever, be employed, if preferred. For exam-

50 pie, the induction and exhaust pipes E' E2

may be controlled by separate auxiliary-

valve apparatuses, such as. described in my
prior application for Letters Patent filed No-
vember 22, 1887, Serial No. 255,857, or the

55 electromotors may act directly upon the
main valve.

The electromotors E9 E 10 are herein shown
as ordinary electro-magnets, and will herein-
after be referred to in the specification and

60 claims as magnets; but it is to be understood
that the term as herein used includes any
form of electromotor which is capable of be-
ing energized by the

;
passage through it of

an electric current.

65 The operation of the apparatus as thus
far described is as follows: The pistons a,

forming the auxiliary valve, are, as before

stated, normally held by theequalizing-springs
E7 in position to close the induction and ex-

haust pipes E' E2
, and thereby prevent any 70

water from entering those pipes to act upon
the pistons D4 D 7 and operate the main valve.

As soon, however, as one of the magnets (E9

,

for example) is energized by the closing of

the electric circuit iu which the magnet is lo- 75
cated, the armature E8 will be attracted,

thereby rocking the lever E6 and moving the
auxiliary valve so as to open communication
between the induction-pipe E3 and the pipe
E', and thereby allow the water to enter the 80

pipe E' and pass to the cylinderD 3 above the
piston D4

. At the same time the pipe E2 and
the passage E4 at that end of. the auxiliary-

valve chamber will be brought into commu-
nication, so as to allow the water confined in 85
the cylinder D 3 below the piston D 7 to es-

cape through the pipe E2 and pass to the ex-

haust-pipe E4
. This will cause the main

valve to move downward and allow the water
to pass from the induction-pipe D' into the go

pipe Cs
, and thence to the cylinder C, and act

upon the piston in that cylinder so as to raise

the car. As soon as the circuit through the
magnet E9 is broken the magnet will be de-

energized, so as to release the armature E 8
, 95

and as soon as this is done the equalizing-
springs E7 will rock the leA'er E6 back to its

mid-position, and thereby restore the pistons

a, forming the auxiliary valve, to position to

close both the induction and exhaust pipes 100

E' E2
, and shut off the further admission and

exhaust of water to and from the cylinder Ds
,

and thus arrest the movement of the main
valve and hold it in any position in which it

is at that time. By closing the circuit through 105
the other magnet the auxiliary valve will be
moved in the opposite direction, thereby ad-_

mitting water to the cylinder D 3 beneath the
piston D", and allowing the escape of 'the

water from above the piston D 4
, so as to move 1 10

the main valve upward, and this being con-
tinued the main valve will be reversed, so as
to cause the car to descend ; or if it is desired
to simply stop the car the circuit will be
broken as soon as the main valve arrives in 115

its mid-position, and the car will then remain
at rest.

The system of electrical connections by
which the magnets E9 E 1U are energized to op-

erate the auxiliary valve, as just described, 120
will now be explained.
One pole of each of the magnets is con-

nected to a wire 2, which includes a suitable
battery F and leads to the elevator-car, where
it is connected to two wires 3 4, which return 125
to the other poles of the respective magnets.
The courses of these circuits, and also of the
circuits to be hereinafter referred to, can
readily be traced by reference to Fig. 2 of the
drawings. The wires 2 3 4 are connected to 130
the traveling car by being formed into a ca-
ble G2

, (see Fig. 1,) which hangs in the shaft
with sufficient slack to allow for the travel of

the car. The circuits 2 3 and 5 4 thus formed,
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each of which includes one of the magnets,

are provided with push-buttons or other cir-

cuit-closers 5 6, located upon the car. The
term "push-bntton" is herein used for con-

5 venience, and it is to be understood as in-

cluding any means for making and breaking
the circuits.

From the description of the auxiliary-valve

apparatus which has already been given it

io will readily be seen that by operating the

button 5 to close the circuit 2 3, and thus en-

ergize the magnet E 10
, the car* will be caused

to descend, and that by releasing said button,

so as to break the circuit 2 3 and de-energize

15 the magnet, and then operating the button 6

to close the circuit 2 4 and energize the mag-
net E', the car will be stopped or caused to

ascend, according to the length of time the

circuit 2 4 is kept closed, and vice versa.

20 There are many cases where it is desirable,

in addition to the means for controlling the

movements of the elevator from within the

car, that there should also be provided means
by which a person at any landing can cause

25 the car to ascend or descend to that landing.

To enable this to be accomplished, the circuits

2 3 and 2 4 are respectively provided with
branch circuits 7 8 and 7 9, which include
push-buttons 10 11, located at each landing,

30 as also indicated in Fig. 2. By this means a
person at any landiDg can by operating the
button 10 or 11 cause the car to descend or

ascend, as the case may be, to that landing,
and can then arrest the car by operating the

35 other button," in the same manner as already
described in connection with the buttons
upon the car. The push-buttons and branch
circuits for only two landings are indicated
in the diagram; but it will readily be under-

go, stood that the circuits and buttons at any
number of landings can be arranged in the
same manner.
From what has been said it will be seen

that the circuits 2 3 and 2 4 and their branches
45 7 8 and 7 9 are sufficient to enable a person

either in the car or at any landing to cause
the car to ascend or descend and to come to

rest at any desired point. In order, however,
to stop the car in exactly the proper position

50 at any landing, it is necessary to close the cir-

cuit which is to reverse the main valve at

such a time before the car arrives at the land-
ing that the time required for the main valve
to arrive at its mid-position will be gust suffi-

55 cient to allow the car to arrive at that land-
ing; and it will also be seen that in order to

retain the car at the place where it is stopped
it is necessary to break the circuit as soon as
the car stops. If the person operating the

60 elevator is skillful and attentive, this will oc-

casion no special difficulty, because such a
person "will be able to close and break the
circuit at the proper time; but with an un-
skillful or inattentive operator this might oc-

65 casion some trouble and annoyance, and it is

therefore desirable to provide means by
which, when it is desired to stop the car and

retain it at any landing, the circuit will be
automatically closed and broken at the

proper time to effect this result. For this pur- 70

pose there is provided a circuit-closer which
is operated by the car, and which consists of

a contactrplate O, (see Fig. 5,) having a spin-

dle G', which enters a socket O 8
, set into some

convenient, portion of the car—preferably 75
near its bottom—and is provided. with a
spring O 2

, which acts to press the plate O
outward, so that as the car moves up and
down the elevator-shaft the plate passes in

contact with a series of plates M N, arranged So
on the side of the shaft and located, respect-

ively, just above and below the position of

the plate O when the car is in position at

each landing. These platesM N are connected
with each other and with the wires 3 4 by 85

means of wires 13 17 and 13 16, and the plate

O is connected to the wire 2 by means of a
wire 14, which includes a push-button 15, lo-

cated upon the car. The wires 16 17 include
circuit -closers consisting of spring contact- 90
plates R R', which are located adjacent to a
rod R2

, which forms an extension of the rod
D 8 of the main valve, or which is connected
to the main valve or some other moving part
of the engine so as to be moved in unison 95
with the valve. This rod R2 is provided with
two oppositely-arranged shoulders, which are
so located that when the main valve is in its

mid-position neither of the pairs of contact-

plates R R' will be acted upon and the cir- ioe
cuits. through the wires 16 17 will be broken,
but that when the valve is moved up or
down from its mid-position one or the other of
the pairs of contact-plates—depending upon
which way the valve is moved—will be en- 105
gaged by the. corresponding shoulder upon
the rod R2

, so as to bring the plates together
and close the circuit through the wire 16 or

17, as the case may be.

The contact-plates M N are of such length no
vertically that the length of time which the
^plate O will remain in contact with either of
the plates as the car is descending or as-

cending will be just sufficient to allow the
main valve to move to its mid-position and 115
arrest the car; and the plates are so positioned
with relation to the different landings that
whenever the plate O passes out of contact
with the plate M as the car descends, or out
of contact with the plate N as the car ascends, 120
the car will be in proper position in front of
the landing. Assuming now that the main
valve has been moved downward from its mid-
position, so as to cause the car to ascend, and
thus bring the contact-plates R' together, so 125
as to close the circuit through the wire 17 at
that point, it is only necessary then, in or-

der to stop the car and retain it at any land-
ing, to press the button 15 as the car ap-
proaches the landing. As soon as the eon- 130
tact-plate O arrives in contact with the plate
N the circuit will be completed through
the magnet E 10

, thereby energizing that mag-
net, so as to operate the auxiliary ~alve and
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cause the main valve to move upward until
it arrives at its mid-position, so as to stop
the ear. As soon as the valve arrives in this

position the shoulder on the rod R2 will pass

5 out of contact with the plates R', and thus
break the circuit through the wire 17 and
arrest the main valve and retain the car in

proper position at the landing. If the main
valve has been moved upward from its mid-

io position, so as to cause the car to descend,
the operation of stopping and retaining the
car will be -the same, except that in this case
the plates R will be brought together, so as
to close the circuit through the wire 16, and

iS the plate O will come into contact with the
plate M, so as to close the circuit through the
magnet E9 instead of through the magnet
E10

. To enable the same operation1 to be per-

formed from any landing, the elevator-shaft

20 is provided with a second series of contact-

plates M' N', corresponding to the plates M
N, and arranged at the sides of the latter

plates in position to be also engaged by the
plate O, carried by the ear, so that when the

.»5 plate O is in contact with the plates M M'
and NN' it serves to connect them electric-

ally. These plates are connected with each
other and with the wire .7 by wires 18, which
include push-buttons 19, located at each

30 landing. By operating the buttons 19 the car
will be automatically arrested in proper po-
sition at any landing, the same as in operat-

ing the button 15 upon the car, as just de-

scribed.

35 In addition to the electrical appliance which
have been described for controlling the ordi-

nary working movements of the elevator, it is

desirable that means should be provided by
which in case of an accident, or in ease the elec-

40 trical appliances should forany reason become
ineffective, the conductor can have control of

the main valve by means of mechanical con-

nections. For this purpose the valve-rod D 8

is provided with the usual rack, which is en-

45 gaged by a pinion B5
, the shaft of which is

prodded with a pulley B 4
, around which

paases an ordinary hand-rope B', which ex-

tends around pulleys B3
, located at the top

and bottom of the shaft, and passes through

50 the car in the usual manner. To permit the

main valve to be operated by this hand-rope
in case of an emergency, as just stated, the

cylinder D 8
is provided with a circulating-pipe

21, having oppositely - arranged spring-con-

55 trolled check-valves 20, as shown in Fig. 4, to

permit the water to circulate between the ends
of the cylinder D3 above and below the pis-

tons as the valve is thus moved. The springs

controlling these check-valves are placed un-

60 der such tension as to close the valves against

the pressure necessary for the ordinary work-

ing movements of the valve. These springs

will, however, yield and permit the circula-

tion of water when power is applied to the

65 hand-rope to operate the valve in that man ner.

The ordinary hand -rope is herein illus-

trated as the simplest and, all things con-

sidered, the most desirable mechanical appli-

ance for controlling the valve in connection
with the electrical appliances herein de- 70
scribed; but it is to be understood tnat any
of the other forms of mechanical connections
by which the conductor in the car is enabled
to control the main valve may be applied and
used in place of the simple hand rope shown. 75

I do not herein claim the subjectrmatter
herein shown and claimed in my companion
applications filed November 22, 1887, Serial

No. 255,857, and January 22, 1889, Serial No.
297,127. 80
What I claim is—
1. The combination, with an elevator-cat

and the mechanism for controlling its move-
ments, of an electro-magnet for operating said

controlling mechanism, a circuit-closer 15 or 85
19 in circuit with the magnet, and a circuit-

closer operated by the car to cloce the circuit

through the magnet shortly before the car ar-

rives at a landing, substantially as described.

2. The combination, with an elevator-car 90
and the mechanism for controlling its move-
ments, of an electro-magnet for operating
said controlling mechanism, a circuit-closer

15 or 19 in circuit with the magnet, and a
circuit-cloBer operated by the car to close the 95
circuit through the raaguet shortly before the

car arrives at a landing, and to break the cir-

cuit as the car arrives at the landing, sub-
stantially as described.

3. The combination, with an elevator-car 100
and the mechanism for controlling its move-
ments, of an electro-magnet for operating
said controlling mechanism, a circuit-closer

15 or 19 in circuit with said magnet, a cir-

cuit closer R or R', operated by a moving 105

part of the elevator mechanism to close the

circuit* through the magnet when the car is

in motion and to broak the circuit when the

car is at rest, and a circuit-closer operated by
the car to close the circuit through the mag- no
net shortly before the car arrives at a landing,

substantially as described.

4. The combination, with an elevator-car

and the mechanism for controlling its move-
ments, of electro-magnets for operating said 115

controlling mechanism to cause the car to

move in opposite directions, a circuit-closer

15 or 19 in circuit with both the said mag-
nets, and a circuit-closer operated by the ear
to close the circuit through one of said mag- 120

nets shortly before the car arrives at a land-
ing going down, and through the other of

said magnets shortly before the car arrives at

the landing going up, substantially as de-

scribed. 125

5. The combination, with an elevator-ear

and the mechanism for controlling its move-
ments, of electro-magnets for operating said
controlling mechanism to cause the car to

move in opposite directions, a circuit-closer 130
15 or 19 in circuit with both the said mag-
nets, a circuit-closer operated by the car to

close the circuit through.one of said magnets
shortly before the car arrives at a landing
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going down, and through the other of said

magnete shortly before the car arrives at the
landing going up, and circuit-closers R R',

operated by a moving part of the elevator

mechanism to close the circuit through one
of said magnets when the car is in motion
and to break the circuits through both of

said magnets when the ear is at rest, substan-
tially as described.

6. The combination, with an. elevator-car
and the mechanism for controlling its move-
ments, of an auxiliary cylinder and piston
for operating said controlling mechanism, an
electro -magnet for actuating the auxiliary

valve, an electric circuit including said mag- 15

net and a circuit-closer on the car, and a cir-

culating-passage having a check-valve for

permitting the water to circulate from one
side to the other of the auxiliary piston, sub-
stantially as described. 20

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set

my hand in the presence of two subscribing
witnesses.

CHARLES E. ONGLEY.

Witnesses:
J. A. Hovey,
J. J. Kennedy.
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To cell whom it may concern:
He it known that I, CHARLES E. Onoley, a

citizen of the United States, residing atYonk-
crs, county of Westchester, and State of New
York, have invented certain new and useful
Improvements in Electrically-Controlled Ele-
vators, fully described and represented in the
following specification, and the accompanying
drawings, forming a part of the same.
This invention relates to an organized ap-

paratus for operating electrically the main
valve or other mechanism which controls the
movements of an elevator from the landings
of the elevator-shaft and also from the eleva-

tor-car.

The invention consists, primarily, in an
organized system of electrical connections by
which the movements of the elevator-car can
be controlled from the landings of the eleva-

tor-shaft, and also in an organized system of

electrical connections by which the move-
ments of the car can also be controlled from
within the car.

In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 is

a diagram illustrating the several electric cir-

cuits and the means by which the movements
of the elevator arc controlled through said

circuits either from the car or from the land-

ing's of the elevator -shaft. Fig. 2 is an en-

larged elevation of the auxiliary-valve appa-
ratus and its electro- magnet, by which the
main valve or other controlling mechanism of

the elevator is moved in one direction. Fig.

3 is a sectional view of the same.
Referring to said drawings, it is to be un-

derstood that 1> represents the elevator-car,

C a hydraulic cylinder or other motor by
which the car is raised, and I) the hoisting-

cable, which is connected to the motor in the

usual manner, all of these parts being organ-
ized in the usual and well-known way.
E l'epresentsthe mechanism for controlling

the movements of the elevator, which in the

case shown is the main valve of the cylinder

C, and is of any suitable form to allow water
to be admitted to the cylinder to cause the
car to ascend, to allow the water to escape
from 1 lie cylinder to cause the car to descend,
and to close both the admission and discharge I

to stop the car when the valve is in an inter- 50
mediate or mid position. Such cylinders and
valves being in common use, their construc-
tion is well known, and it is not, therefore,

necessary to further illustrate or describe the
same. It is to be understood, however, that 55
the cylinder C may, if preferred, be arranged
vertically instead of horizontally, and may be
provided with the well-known circulating-

pipe, or it may be a motor of any of the forms
common in elevators. The mechanism for 60
controlling the movements of the motor, and
through it the movements of the car, is there-
fore herein termed the " main valve," and this

term is to be understood as including any
suitable form of mechanism for controlling 6t

the movements of the motor, which mechan-
ism will be determined in each case by the
character of the motor employed.
The main valve is operated by means of a

piston F', which works in a cylinder F 2 and 70
is connected by a rod F to the main valve.

The cylinder F2 is provided with induction
and exhaust pipes G G', forming ports through
which the water is allowed to flow into and
out of the cylinder upon the opposite sides of 75
the piston, moving it and the connected main
valve in the required direction.

The pipes G G' are controlled by means of

what I term "auxiliary-valve .mechanisms"
HO, which are operated by electro-magnets 80

under the control of the conductor or of a
person at any landing. Ordinary electro-

magnets are herein shown for actuating the

valves, but the term "magnet" as herein
used is to be understood as including any 85
form of electro-motor which can be energized

by an electric current.

The valve mechanisms II O are alike in con-
struction and operation, and have for con-

venience a common water-supply, one valve 90
controlling tlie pipe G and the other the pipe
G'. These valves are controlled by electro-

magnets I J, which, are energized through
electric circuits which include batteries K and
appropriate circuit-closers located at the dif- 95
ferent landings and on the car. The two
mechanisms II O being exact duplicates, a de-

scription of one will apply to both.
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Referring particularly to Figs. 2 and 3, it

is to l)E understood that a is a valve-cylinder
containing two valve-seats formed upon the
ends of a bushing b, having perforations and

5 two heads which are securely fastened in the
cylinder. The auxiliary valve consists of two
heads (7 e, which are connected by a rod/', to

which a spiral spring/' is applied to hold the
head d against its seat and the head e away

io from its seat. The valve-cylinder is enlarged
at one end to form what I term a "primary
cylinder" a', in which is fitted a piston g,

which is attached to the rod /'. Communi-
cating with the primary cylinder is a pipe h,

15 which is controlled by a primary valve 7i
3
, the

rod of which is adjustably connected by nuts
to a lever,/, carrying at its free end the arma-
ture of the electro-magnet J or I, as the case

may be. The water-supply pipe 7v communi-
20 eates with the cylinder a and also with the

pipe 7i, and the pipes* G G' communicate with
the cylinders a of the respective valve appa-
ratuses II O between the valve-seats formed
hy the bushing h. Each of the cylinders a is

25 provided with a waste-pipe 7, which communi-
cates with the space between the head e and
the piston g, and each of the pipes h is pro-

vided with a small open waste-pipe m or other
vent which affords communication between

30 the opposite sides of the piston g.

The operation of this part of the mechan-
ism is as follows: The pressure- of the water
in the pipe k, aided, if necessary, by the
springs/', operates to normally maintain the

35 auxiliary valves in such position that no wa-
ter is permitted to pass from the pipe k to

the pipes G G' to act upon the piston F' and
operate the main valve. When the valves
are in this position, however, free communi-

40 cation is afforded between the pipes G G' and
the pipes /, so that any water contained in

the cylinder F2 can readily flow out of the
cylinder, thereby preventing the piston F'
from being water-locked and permitting it

45 and the connected main valve to be moved
freely in either direction. As soon, however,
as either one of the magnets I J is energized
its armature will be attracted, thus opening
the valve 7i

:5 and allowing the water from the

50 pipe h to enter the cylinder a' and act upon
the piston g, and as the area of the piston g
exceeds that of the head d of the valve the
valve will be moved so as to shut off commu-
nication between the pipe 7 and the pipe G or

55 G', as the case may be, and at the same time
open communication between the pipe k and
said pipe G or G', and allow the water to pass
from the pipe k into the cylinder F2 to move
its piston and the connected main valve. As

60 soon as the magnet is de-energized the valve
h 3 will be restored to its closed position and
the water contained in the cylinder a' in front

of the piston g will gradually escape through
the pipe m, thereby allowing the water-press-

65 nrc and the spring/' to restore the auxiliary

valve to its normal position and shut off the
further flow of water to the cylinder/2

, and

thereby arrest the movement of its piston and
the main valve. By closing the ci rcnit through
the other magnet the same operation will take 70

place, thereby moving the main valve in the

opposite direction, and, this being continued,

the valve will be reversed and the car caused
to move in the opposite direction; or, if it is

desired to simply stop the car the magnet 75
will be de-energized as soon as the main valve
arrives at its mid-position. As the piston F'
is moved in either direction the water in the
cylinder in front of the piston will find an un-
obstructed escape to the pipe I. The pipes or 80

vents m are always open; but these pipes be-
ing of small size, as compared with the pipes
h the water will not escape with sufficient

rapidity to prevent the pistons g from oper-

ating properly. 85

The system of electrical connections by
which the magnets I J are energized to effect

the operation just described will now be ex-

plained. In this explanation it will be as-

sumed that the apparatus II, which includes 90
the magnet I, controls the ascent of the car,

and that the apparatus O, including the mag-
net J, controls the descent of the car. In the
organization herein shown the two magnets
are energized by separate batteries K. This 95
is preferable, but is not in all cases necessary,

as a single battery may be employed for both
magnets. The magnet I is located in an elec-

tric circuit formed by wires or other electrical

conductors 2, which circuit includes one of too

the batteries and a push-button 10, located

upon the car. The couise of this circuit and
also of the other circuits to be referred to

can readily be traced by reference to Fig. 1.

The term "push-button " is herein used for 105

convenience, and it is to be understood as
including any means of making and break-
ing circuits. The magnet J is located in a
similarly-arranged circuit 3, which includes
the other one of the batteries and a push- no
button 11 upon the car.

From the description of the operation of

the auxiliary-valve apparatus whicli has been
given it will readily be seen that by operat-
ing the push-button 10 to close the circuit 2 115
and energize the magnet I the car will be
caused to ascend, and that by releasing said
button, so as to break the circuit 2 and de-
energize the magnet I, and then operating
the button 11 to close the circuit 3 and ener- T20

gize the magnet J, the car will be stopped or
caused to descend, according to the length of

time the circuit is kept closed, and vice versa.
There are many cases where it is desirable,

in addition ce controlling the movements of 125
the car from within the car, that there should
also be provided means by which a person at
anj landing can cause the car to ascend or
descend to that landing. To enable this to
be accomplished, the circuits 2 3 are respect- 130
ively provided with branch circuits or loops
4- 5, which include push-buttons 12 13, located
at each landing, as indicated in Fig. 1. By
this means a person at any landing can by
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operating the button 12 or 13 cause the car

to ascend or descend, as the case may be, to

that landing, and can then arrest the car by
operating the other button in the same man-

5 ner as already described in connection with
the buttons upon the car.

The push-buttons for only one landing are

indicated in the drawings; but it will readily

be understood that the buttons at any num-
io ber of landings can be arrauged and con-

nected to the circuits 2 3 in the same manner.
From what has been said it will be seen

that the two circuits 2 3 and their respective

branches 4 5 are sufficient to enable a person

15 to control the movements of the car. In or-

der, however, to bring the car to rest and re-

tain it at any point, it is necessary, as has
been explained, to break the circuit as soon
as the car stops, as if the circuit continues

20 closed after the car has stopped the main
valve will be moved onward past its mid-po-
sition, and thus cause the car to start in the
opposite direction from which it was moving
before it stopped. With an unskillful or in-

25 attentive operator this might occasion some
trouble and annoyance, and it is therefore de-

sirable to provide means by which,when it is

desired to stop and retain the car in any po-
sition, the circuit will be automatically broken

30 at the proper time to effect this result. For
this purpose the circuit 2, which includes the
magnet I, is provided with a branch 6, which
includes a push-button 14, located upon the
car, and also a pair of spring contact plates

35 or brushes 16, located in the case illustrated
near the cylinder F2

. This branch is in turn
provided with a branch 7, which leaves the
branch 6 between the button 14 and the
brushes 16 and unites with the circuit 3 at a

40 point between the battery and the button 11.

This branch. 7 is also provided with a pair of
brushes 17, similar to the brushes 16. The
circuits 2 3 are also connected by a branch 8,

which connects the two circuits at a point be-

45 tween the buttons 11 14. The brushes 16 17
are located adjacent to a rod 18, which is con-
nected to the rod F and reciprocates through
guides secured to the side of the cylinder F2

,-

or this rod may be similarly reciprocated by
50 some other moving part of the mechanism.

This rod is provided with oppositely-inclined
shoulders 19, forming a circuit-closer, which
is so arranged thatwhen the main valve is in
its mid-position the circuits through the

55 branches 6 7 will be both broken. When,
however, the valve is moved upward from its

mid-position, so as to cause the car to decend,
the brushes 16 will be acted on by the circuit-
closer 19, so as to be brought together, there-

60 by closing the circuit through the branch 6,

which circuit will then remain closed until
the valve is moved back to its mid-position.
As the valve is moved downward from i ts mid-
position, so as to cause the car to ascend, the

65 brushes 17 will be operated upon in the same
manner, so as to close the circuit, through the
branch 7, which circuit will remain closed un-

til the main valve is again moved back to its

mid-position. It will thus be seen that as soon
as the valve, moving in either direction, ar- 70
rives at its mid-position the circuits through
both the branches 6 7 will be automatically
broken. From this it results that whenever
it is desired to stop the car it is Qnly neces-
sary to press the button 14. The circuit will 75
then be completed through the magnet I or

J, depending upon the direction in which the
car is moving, and the magnet will be ener-

gized and operate the auxiliary-valve mech-
anism to cause the main valve to be moved 80

back to its mid-position, and as soon as the
main valve arrives at its mid-position the cir-

cuit will be automatically broken, thereby ar-

resting the main valve, whether the attend-
ant breaks the circuit by releasing the button 85
or not. To enable the same operation to be
performed from any landing, it is only neces-
sary to provide the branches 4 with branches
9, which connect with the branch 6, and in
which are located push-buttons 15 at each 90
landing, and to connect the branches 4 5, as
indicated at 1.

In addition to the electrical appliances
which have been described for actuating the
main valve in the ordinary working of the 95
elevator, there is shown in the drawings con-
nections by which the main' valve can also be
operated by an ordinary hand-rope 22.

The particular form of auxiliary - valve
mechanism which has been shown and de- 100
scribed has been selected merely for the pur-
pose of illustration, and may be widely de-

parted from without departing from the pres-
ent invention, which relates to the system of
electrical connections in connection with 105
which any suitable form of auxiliary-valve
mechanism may be employed, and in some
cases the auxiliary-valve mechanism may be
entirely omitted, the electromotor being ar-

ranged to actuate the main valve without the 1 10

interposition of an auxiliary valve.
The system of electrical connections which

have been described by which the circuits are
broken automatically, so as to prevent the
movement of the car from being reversed 1

1

5

after it has been stopped, also the combina-
tion, with electrical appliances for actuating
the main valve, of a hand-rope or other me-
chanical connection for operating said valve,
and also the particular auxiliary-valve appa- 120
ratus herein shown and described, and the
combination therewith of electrical appliances
for actuating the main valve through said
auxiliary-valve apparatus, are not herein
claimed, as these features form the subject- 125
matter of my prior applications for Letters
Patent, filed November 22, 1887, Serial No.
255,857, and March 9, 1888, Serial No. 266,653,
of which former application the present is a
division. 130
What I claim is

—

1. The combination, with an elevator-car,
its motor, amd main valve, of an electro-nfag-
net for actuating said main valve, a circuit-
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closer upon the car, which is in circuit with
said magnet, and circuit-closers at the land-
ings, also in circuit with said magnet, sub-
stantially as described.

5 2. The combination, with an elevator-car,

its motor, and main valve for controlling its

movements, of an electro-magnet for actuat-

ing said main valve, and circuit-closers lo-

cated at the landings which are in circuit

io with said magnet, substantially as described.

3. The combination, with an elevator-car,

its motor, and main valve for controlling its

movements, of electro-magnats for actuating
said 7nain valve to cause the car to move in

15 opposite directions, circuit-closers upon the
car which are in circuit with said respective
magnets, and corresponding circuit-closers

at the landings, also in circuit with said re-

spective magnets, substantially as described.
20 4. The combination, with an elevator-car,

its motor, and main valve for controlling its

movements, of electro-magnets for actuating
said main valve to cause the car to move in

opposite directions, and circuit-closers at £he

landings which are in circuit with said re- 25

spective magnets, substantially as described.

5. The combination, with an elevator-car,

its motor, and main valve for controlling its

movements, of an auxiliary valve, an electro-

magnet for actuating said auxiliary A'alve, 30
and an electriccircuit including circuit-closers

at the landings, substantially as described.
.0. The combination, with an elevator-car,

its motor, and main valve for controlling its

movements, of auxiliary valves for controlling 35
the movements of the main valve in opposite
directions, electro-magnets for actuating said
auxiliary valves, and circuit-closers at the
landings in circuit with said respective mag-
nets, substantially as described. 40
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set

my hand in the presence of two subscribing
witnesses.

CHARLES E. ONGLEY.

Witnesses:
J. J. Kennedy,
E. M. Borst.
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To all whom it may concern.'
Be it known that I, Cyrus AY. Baldwin, a

citizen of the United States, and a resident
of Yonkers, Westchester county, New York,

5 have invented certain new and useful Im-
provements in Stopping and Starting Devices
for Elevators, of which the following is a
specification.

My invention relates to that class of con-
io trolling devices for elevators in which a brake

is used in connection with the stopping and
starting device; and my invention consists of
certain connections between the operating
device within the cage, the stopping and start-

15 ing device, and the brake, as fully set forth
hereinafter, whereby to secure the movement
of the. stopping and starting device in ad-
vance of the application or release of the
brake.

20 In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 is

an elevation in part section showing my im-
proved controlling appliances in connection
with a vertical elevator. Fig. 2 is an enlarged
view showing the parts in immediate connec-

25 tion with the cage. Fig. 2 is a section on the
line 3 3, Fig. 2. Fig. 4 is a view illustrating the
application of the appliances in connection
with an electrical stopping and starting de-
vice.

30 For the purpose of illustrating my inven-
tion I have shown the same in connection with
a vertical elevator of the "Baldwin" type,
having a cylinder B, piston C, valve device
G, circulating-pipes 14 5, and supply-pipe 6,

35 communicating directly or through the valve
device with the circulating-pipes, as is com-
mon in apparatus of such kinds. There is

also a cage E, operated from the piston
through flexible suspensories, which cage is

40 provided with a brake I,- of any suitable con-
struction. As shown, the brake is a clamp-
brake having two jaws pivoted and sus-
pended below the cage and adapted to grip
the vertical brake bar or guide K, and the

45 jaws are forced against the guide to grip the
same by the action of springs 2 2, and are
separated by swinging a T-lever 25 in either
direction from a central horizontal position,
as fully set forth in Letters Patent of the

50 United States granted to me February 22,

1887, No. 358,322, to which reference is made
in lieu of a more detailed description of the
brake.
The brake is operated from within the

cage from any suitable device provided with 55
an operating-handle, as a wheel or lever, to
be grasped by the attendant. As shown,
there is a handled lever 29, connected by a
rod 28 with the arm 27 of a shaft rocking in
bearings on the cage, the arm 27 being also 60
connected by a rod 2G with the end of the
T-lever 25, and the parts being so ar-
ranged that the movement of the handle 29
in either direction from its central position
will swing the lever 25 and unclasp the clamp, 65
releasing the brake, while a reverse move-
ment will allow the springs to act to clamp
the guide K between the jaws of the brake.
The object of the brake is to coaet with

the stopping and starting device, whether a 70
belt-shifter, switch, or steam or water valve,
so that the brake will aid in reducing the
momentum of the cage and hold it finally in

a fixed position.

In Fig. 1 the brake is shown in connection 75
with a valve stopping and starting device,
the valve and the brake being operated pref-
erably from the same handle through devices
which first start the movement of the valve
and then apply or remove the brake. Thus 80
the operating-lever 29 is connected to a shaft
30, extending through the cage and carrying
an arm 50 outside the cage provided with
studs for two grooved pulleys 51 51, between
which extends a cable 13, hung from an eye- 85
bolt at the top of the well and connected at
its lower end to the end of a lever 10, attached
at its opposite end to the stem 9 of the stop-
ping and starting valve G. These parts are
so arranged that when the lever 29 is hori- 90
zontal the pulleys 51 51 will be in the posi-
tion shown—that is, one of the pulleys will

be on each side of the cable, one above the
other, and the cable will be bent around the
pulleys in such manner that the portion be- 95
low the pulleys has been drawn upward to
hold the lever 10 in its mid-position to close
the valve and arrest the movements of the
engine. By raising the lever 29 the cable is

further drawn up and the valve depressed to 100
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put the circulating-pipes in connection, al-

lowing the water to circulate and the car to

descend. By depressing the lever 29 from
its mid-position the cable is slackened, the

5 outer end of the lever 10, which is weighted,
descends, the valve is raised, and the water
escapes from below the piston, and also passes
under pressure onto the top of the same, and
thus moves down the piston and elevates the

io cage.

Without provision to the contrary the move-
ment of the operating-handle would apply
the brake simultaneously with the opening or

closing of the valve. This sometimes leads

15 to abrupt actions and the jolting and jarring

of the mechanism. I therefore so connect the
handle with the two devices as to secure the

lead in the movement of the stopping and
starting device, as will be now described. Thus

20 the T-lever 25 is shown in Figs. 1 and 2 ar-

ranged out of contact with the bearings 55

55 when in mid-position, so' that it can have
a limited movement before it makes contact
with the said bearings to force apart the

25 jaws, so that the lever 29 swings to a certain

extent to start the movement of the valve in

one direction or the other before the brake is

released or applied. When the hand-lever 29

begins its reverse movement, the cable is

30 operated on to move the valve simultaneously
with the first movement of the jaws of the
brake; but until the jaws are brought close

to the brake-bar thej^ do not act to retard the

cage, so that in this movement also the valve

35 operates to control the cage in advance of or

leads the brake.
In Fig. 4 I illustrate the arrangement of

parts not herein claimed, as it forms the sub-
ject of a separate application for Letters Pat-

40 ent, Serial No. 285,200, in connection with a
switch for electrically controlling the stop-

ping and starting device. In this case the
hand-lever 29 carries two contacts h i, con-
nected with conductors c d, and there are

45 three stationary contacts efg, connected with
conductors a b, as shown.
When the contacts li i are brought to coin-

cide with the pair of contacts ef, a circuit is

completed to move the valve in one direction,

50 and when brought to coincide with the pair
of contacts/ g a circuit is completed to move
the valve in the opposite direction; but in

either case the lever is not in its mid-posi-

tion, but is slightly inclined from a horizon-

55 talline.

The rod 28, instead of being pivotally con-

nected with the lever 29, is provided with a
slot y, receiving a pin 41 on the lever to per-

mit a limited motion of the latter before mov-
ing the rod, so that if the lever is in its mid- 60

position it can be moved to bring either pair

of contacts to coincide with those on the lever

and start the valve before the pin 41 reaches
the end of the slot in either direction, after

which the continued movement of the lever 65
operates to move the rod 28 and separate the
jaws. On reversing the movement of the le-

vpr the contacts are brought to coincide, and
the valve started before the brake is moved
sufficiently to exert any retarding effect upon 70
the cage.

I have not shown the electric connections
with the stopping and starting device, as they
form no part of this invention; but the parts
described serve to illustrate another applica- 75
tion of my invention, whereby from a single

operating-handle I am enabled to start the
movement of the stopping and starting de-
vice, whatever may be its character, in ad-
vance of the application or releasing of the 80

brake.
Without limiting myself to the precise con-

struction and arrangement of parts shown, I

claim

—

1. The combination, in an elevator, of a 85
cage, a stopping and starting device, a brake,
and connections between the stopping and
starting device and the brake, arranged sub-
stantial^ as set forth, to start the movement
of the stopping and starting device in advance 90
of the application or release of the brake, sub-
stantially as set forth.

2. The combination, with the cage, stop-

ping and starting device, and brake of an ele-

vator, of an operating-handle connected with 95
thebi*ake and with the stopping and starting-

device, the arrangement of the parts being-

such as to secure the lead of the stopping and
starting device in operating either to start or
stop the cage, substantially as set forth. roo

3. The combination of the cage, stopping
and starting device, and a brake of an ele-

vator, with a hand-lever connected to operate
the stopping and starting device, and con-
nected with the brake through connections 105
having a limited play to permit the stopping
and starting device to be put in action be-
fore the application or release of the brake,
substantially as set forth.

In testimony whereof I have signed my name 1 10

to this specification in the presence of two sub-
scribing witnesses.

CYRUS W. BALDWIN.
Witnesses:

WM. II. SWENY,
William F. Harrigan.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Charles E. Ongley,

a citizen of the United States, residing at
New York, count}' of New York, and State of

5 New York, have invented certain new and
useful Improvements in Elevators, fully de-

scribed and represented in the following speci-

fication and the accompanying drawings,
forming a part of the same.

io This invention relates to a means for op-
erating the valve or other mechanism which
controls the movements of an elevator by
means of pneumatic pressure derived from
the car or from the landings or other points
from which it is desired to control the move-
ments of the elevator.

The improvement relates particularly to

means for operating the auxiliary valves
shown in my patent, No. 410,181, dated Sep-
tember 3, 18S9, and similar valves, by pneu-
matic pressure.

One feature of the invention consists in the
combination, with the elevator proper consist-

ing of the car, its motor, and the main valve
25 or other mechanism for controlling the move-

ments of the motor, of an auxiliary piston
and cylinder for operating the main valve,

an auxiliary valve for controlling the move-
ments of the auxiliary piston, a primary cyl-

30 inder, piston and valve for actuating the aux-
iliary piston and valve, and pneumatic con-
nections for operating the primary valve from
the car or landing.
Another feature of the invention relates to

35 a pneumatic system whereby the main valve
is automatically arrested at the middle of its

stroke when it is desired to stop the car,

whereby it is rendered impossible to start the
car until all the doors leading to the elevator-

40 shaft are properly closed, and whereby the
main valve is arrestetHat the proper point at
the end of its stroke in each direction, so as
to prevent the slamming of the valve.

In order to convey a full understanding of

45 the various features of the invention, the sys-

tem will now be descr-ibed in detail, reference
being had to the accompanying drawings, in

which

—

Figure 1 is a diagrammatic view illustrat-

50 ing the system in its most complete form.
Fig. 2 is a similar view illustrating the sys-

tem in its simplest form. Fig. 3 is an en-

larged view, partly in section, showing the

auxiliary valves and the primary cylinders,

pistons, and valves. Fig. 4 is a similar view 55
illustrating an organization in which the pri-

mary pistons, cylinders, and valves are omit-

ted. Figs. 5 to 11 illustrate details which
will be hereinafter referred to.

Referring to said drawings, it is to be un- 60

derstood that A represents the elevator-car,

B the hoisting-cable, .and C the motor, con-

sisting of a hydraulic cylinder, these parts

being organized in the common and well-

known manner. The cylinder C, as herein 65
shown, is arranged vertically; but it may be
arranged horizontally, if preferred, as is well

understood in the art. The cylinder C is pro-

vided with the usual supply-pipe a, through
which water is admitted to the cylinder under 70
suitable pressure to drive the piston therein,

and with the usual circulating and discharge
pipes b c, by which the water is circulated

from the upper to the lower end of the cylin-

der as the car descends and by which the 75
water is discharged from the bottom of the
cylinder as the car ascends. This form of

motor is herein shown merely for the pur-
pose of illustrating the application of the
present invention. It is to be understood, 80

however, that the invention is not limited in

its application to a motor of this form, but
may be used in connection with other forms
of hoisting apparatus.
The movements of the motor are controlled 85

by means of the main-valve apparatus D,
which controls the circulation and discharge
of the water in and from the cylinder C. This
apparatus will therefore, for convenience, be
herein termed the "main valve;" but it is to 90
be understood that this term is herein used
iu a broad sense and is intended to include
any suitable form of mechanism for control-

ling the motor, which mechanism will of

course be modified in different cases to con- 95
form to the character of the motor employed.
The rod d of the main valve D is extended
beyond the casing of the valve, and is pro-
vided with a piston 9, called, for convenience,
an " auxiliary piston," which works in an aux- 100

iliary cylinder 10. The cylinder 10 commu-
nicates at its opposite ends with two pipes 12
13, which enter a valve-chamber/, which also

communicates by a pipe 14 with the circulat-
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ing-pipe l>, or with some other source from
which water is supplied under a suitable

pressure to operate the piston 9 and the main
valve. The induction and exhaust of the

5 water to and from the cylinder 10 are con-

trolled by means of two auxiliary valves g Ji,

which are located in the casing /. Each of

these valves consists of two disks 7 8, which
are connected to a common rod 15, and are

io arranged to seat against the ends of cham-
bers into which the pipes 1213 open between
the disks of the respective valves, the disks

of the respective valves being so arranged
that when the valves are in one position com-

15 munication is established between the pipe
14 and the pipes 12 13, and that when the
valves are in the reverse position communi-
cation is cut off between the pipe 14 and the
pipes 12 13 and is established between the

20 pipes 12 13 and a duet 16, which communi-
cates with a discharge-pipe 17. The valves

g h are provided with a spring or springs 18,

which is or are so arranged as to normally
hold the valves in position to cut off com 111 u-

25 nication between the pipe 14 and the pipes
12 13, and to keep the communication open
between the said" pipes 12 13 and the pipe 17.

In other words, the auxiliary valves are so

arranged that they are normally held in such
30 position as to equalize the pressure upon the

opposite sides of Hre~ptston, and at the same
time allow the water to pass out of both ends
of the cylinder 10, the purpose being to per-

mit the piston 9 to be moved in either direc-

35 tiou. The rods 15 of the respective valves g
h are extended beyond the disks 7, and are
provided with pistons 19, termed, for conven-
ience, "primary pistons," which work in pri-

mary cylinders 12. The cylinders 20 are pro-

40 videdwith induction-pipes 21, which commu-
nicate with the pipe 14, or with some other
source through which water is supplied un-
der suitable pressure to operate the pistons
19. The pipes 21 are controlled by primary

45 valves 22, by which the water is allowed to

enter the cylinders 20 at the proper times to

operate the pistons 19, and through them the
valves g li to move the piston 9. The valves
22 are normally held in position to close the

50 pipes 21 and prevent the entrance of water
to the cylinder 20 by means of springs 23,

arranged to act upon the valve stems.
The operation of the system as thus far de-

scribed is as follows: Assuming that it is de-

55 sired to cause the car to descend, it is only
necessary to depress the primary valve 22,

which controls the auxiliary valve g, so as to

allow water under pressure to pass through
the pipe 21 and enter the primary cylinder

60 20. The water entering the cylinder 20 will

act upon the pistons 19 and move the valve g
against the tension of the spring 18, so as to

cause the disks 7 to cut off communication
between the pipes 12 17 and the disk 8 open

65 communication between the pipes 1214. The
water will then pass from the pipe 14 into the

pipe 12 and enter the cylinder 10 above the

piston 9 , thus putting greater pressure upon
the upper side of the piston and moving it

and the connected main valve downward, so 70

as to permit the water to circulate from the
upper to the lower end of the cylinder C, and
thus permit the car to descend. During this

operation the valve h will remain in its nor-

mal position, so as to maintain communica- 75
tion between the pipes 13 17, so that as the
piston 9 is driven downward by the water en-

tering the cylinder 10 through the pipe 12

the water contained in the cylinder below
the piston will pass out through the pipe 13 80

and past the valve U to the pipe 17. When
the main valve has been shifted to the proper
extent, depending upon the speed at which it

is desired the car shall move, the valve 22

will be closed, and as soon as the valve is 85
thus closed the spring 18 will restore the
valve g to its normal position. To permit this

the pistons 19 are provided with permanently-
open exhaust-ports G, through which the wa-
ter contained in the cylinders 20 is allowed 90
to escape as the valves are restored to their

normal position by the spring 18. These ports

are, however, so small that the water enter-

ing through the pipes 2L will not escape with
sufficient rapidity to prevent the pressure 95
upon the pistons 19 from moving the valves.

To stop the car in its descent or cause it to

ascend it is only necessary to depress the
other primary valve 22. The auxiliary valve
li will then operate in the same manner as 100
just described to allow the water to pass
from the pipe 14 through the pipe 13 to the
lower end of the cylinder 10, and thus drive
the piston 9 upward. If it is desired to sim-
ply stop the car, the primary valve will be 105
closed as soon as the main valve has arrived
at its mid-position, so as to cut off both the
circulation and discharge of the water in and
from the cylinder C. If it isdesired to cause
the car to ascend, the primary and auxiliary no
valves will be kept open until the main valve
has been moved upward past its mid-posi-
tion, so as to allow the water to escape from
the lower end of the cylinder C and permit
its piston to desceucl, and thus cause the car 115
to ascend. To stop the car in its ascent
the operation is reversed. From this it will

be seen that in order to control the move-
ments of the car either from the car itself

or from any other point—as, for example, 120
from the landings—it is only necessary to
provide means by which the primarj' valves
22 can be opened at the proper times either
from the car or from such other desired
point. For this purpose the rods of the pri- 125
mary valves 22 are connected to levers 32 33,

which are fulcrumed upon the casing/, and
are arranged with their free ends in close
proximity to an expansible bulb or sack 25,

(see Fig. 6,) which is supported upon a rigid 130
arm 20, extending from some stationary part
of the machinery or frame-work. The sacks
25 are normally maintained in a collapsed
condition; but they are so arranged that when
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inflated they press upon the lovers 32 33, so as

to depress the levers and open the valves 22.

The sacks 25 will preferably be arranged to

lie within cylindrical cups or casings 27,

5 mounted upon the ends of the levers, as
shown; but they may of course be arranged
in any other suitable manner. The sacks 25

communicate with small pipes m n, which
lead from the respective sacks to collapsible

io bulbs 28, (see Fig. 5,) carried upon the car.

The portions of the pipes m n which are con-

nected to the bulbs 28 upon the car will be
flexible for a sufficient length, as indicated
by the depending loops, to allow the car to

T5 have the required up-and-down movement in

the elevator-shaft. The bulbs 28 are nor-

mally held in an inflated condition by means
of springs 29, inclosed within the bulbs or by
other suitable means. Each of the bulbs is

20 located in a suitable casing or receptacle, and
the bulbs are provided with push-buttons .30

31, similar to electrical push-buttons, but
having a more extended movement, by. which
the bulb can be collapsed when desired. The

25 bulbs 28, pipes m n, and sacks 25 being filled

with air and being so constructed thattheair
can find no escape, it becomes possible to op-
erate the valves 22 by simply pressing upon
the buttons 30 31 upon the car. To illustrate,

30 if the conductor wishes the car to ascend, he
will press the buttom 30, and thereby col-

lapse the bulb 28 beneath that button. The
air confined in the bulb will thus be forced
into the pipe m and will force the air out of

35 the pipe into the sack 25, which is arranged
above the lever 32, thereby inflating the sack
and causing it to press against the lever, so

as to depress the same and open the valve 22,

which controls the auxiliary valve li, and thus
40 cause the car to ascend, as before explained.

To cause the car to descend the conductor
will press upon the button 31, thereby de-

rn-essing the lever 33 and operating the valve

g in the same manner. To stop the car the

45 conductor will press upon the proper button
to reverse the main valve, and will release the
button in time to arrest the main valve in

its mid-position. As soon as pressure is re-

moved from either one of the buttons 30 31

50 the spring 29 will at once restore the bulb 28

to its inflated condition, thereby allowing the
air to pass out of the sack 25, so that the sack
will collapse and allow the spring 23 to close

the primary valve, which has been opened.

55 The system as thus far described embodies
my invention in its simplest form—that is to

say, it provides means by which the car can
be caused to move in either direction at any
desired speed andean be stopped in any po-

60 sition when moving in either direction, the
movements of the car being under the con-

trol of the conductor. This is sufficient to

meet the requirements in a great number of

cases.

65 I have thus far described the main valve as

being operated by an auxiliary piston which
is controlled by auxiliary valves, which aux-

iliary valves are in turn operated by primary
pistons controlled bjT primary valves, which
latter are operated by pneumatic pressure 70
from the car. This is the preferred organiza-
tion, as by this means the power required to

be exerted by the pneumatic pressure is re-

duced to such an extent that a comparatively
light pressure and small amount of movement 75
of the push-buttons is all that is required.
In some cases, however, it may be preferred
to dispense with the primary pistons, cylin-

ders, and valves and operate the auxiliary
valves directly. This is perfectly feasible 80
and maybe accomplished without wholly de-
parting from my invention by the organiza-
tion shown in Fig. 4, in which the rods 15 of

the auxiliary valves are connected to the le-

vers 32 33, so that the auxiliary instead of the 85
primary valves are operated by the inflation

of the sacks 25. In this case the pressure re-

quired to operate the levers 32 33 may be re-

duced by providing the levers with springs 34,
which act in opposition to the spring 18, and 90
are provided with means by which their ten-
sion can be adjusted, so as to nearly, but not
quite, overcome the tension of the spring 18.

By this means the valves g h can be nearly
balanced, so that a comparatively light press- 95
ure will be sufficient to move them. The speed
of the car cannot, however, be so easily con-
trolled by this organization as bj' that first

described.
In addition to the S37stera for controlling 100

the movements of the main valve D by means
of pneumatic connections from the car, it

may in some cases be desirable to provide the
elevator with means by which the main valve
can be operated mechanically from the car, 105
so as to give the conductor positive control
of that valve and of the movements of the
elevator in case for any reasons the pneu-
matic connections become disordered or fail

to operate properly. The organization of the 1 10

auxiliary-valve apparatus which has been de-
scribed, by allowing the water to pass freely
out of both ends of the cylinder 10, permits
this, and for this purpose the rod d of the
main valve is provided with the usual rack,

which engages with a pinion mounted upon
a shaft 24, having a pulley 35, around which
passes an ordinary hand-rope Tc, which passes
around pulleys arranged in the usual man-
ner and extends up and down the wall and 120
through the car in position to be grasped by
the conductor. In the usual working of the
elevator this hand-rope will simply remain
idle and be moved around its pulleys by the
rack and pinion as the main valve is moved 125
by the pisto" fl

, TLf, however, the pneumatic
"system becomes disordered or fails to oper-
ate, the conductor can by using the hand-
rope have positive control of the valve and
of the movements of the car.

It has been explained how by operating the
buttons 30 31 the conductor can cause the car
to ascend or descend or be stopped in anjr

position. In order to stop the car in anypo-:

"5

130
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sition, it is necessaiy, however, in the system
as thus far described, that the conductor
should release the button 30 or 31, as the case
may be, as soon as the main valve has ar-

5 rived at its mid-position and stopped the car,

as if the pressure is not removed from the
button immediately upon the main valve ar-

riving at its mid-position the valve will con-
tinue to move and. pass its mid-position, and

io thus reverse the movement of the car. If the
conductor is skillful and attentive, this need
not occur, as he will be able to release the
button at the proper time to arrest the valve
in the proper position. If, however, the con-

15 ductor is unskillful or inattentive, this may
occasion some annojTance,and to avoid this the
sj'stem, as illustrated in Fig. 1, is provided
with means by which, when it is desired to

arrest the car at any point, the main valve
20 will be automatically stopped in its mid-po-

sition. For this purpose the ear is provided
with a third push-button 30 and bulb 28, which
is connected with a pipe 0, similar to the pipes
111 n and having branches s t, which connect,

25 respectively, with the pipes n rn.

The branches s t are controlled by valve
apparatuses v iv, which are arranged as fol-

lows: Each of the valve apparatuses v iv (see

Figs. 10 and 11) consists, primarily, of a small

30 chamber, which is included in the respective

branches s t. Each of these chambers is pro-

vided with a port 5 and with two valves 3 4,

the former of which controls the port 5, while
the latter controls the pipe s or /, as the case

35 ma3r be, when the valve is in one position and
the port 5 when it is reversed. The valve 3

is arranged to move freely on its stem 37 and
is pressed to its seat by a spring 38, it being:

moved away from its seat by a pin 2 inserted

40 in the stem. The valve 4 is pressed to its

seat when in either position by a spring 39

secured to the end of the stem 37. By this

means it will be seen that a certain amount
of lost motion is permitted between the valves

45 and their stems 37, which permits the stem
to be moved slightly in either direction after

either or both of the valves have been carried

to their seats. The stems 37 are connected to

levers 40, which are arranged to be acted upon
50 by reversely-arranged shoulders 41, formed

upon a rod 42, which is carried by an exten-

sion 43 of the valve-rod d, or by any other

moving part of the elevator which moves in

harmony with the main valve. The shoul-

55 ders 41 are so arranged with relation to the

levers 40 that when the main valve is in its

mid-position the levers 40 will be allowed to

move to such position as to permit the valves

3 4 to close the ports 5 and branches s t, as

60 shown in Fig. 10, and thus cut off communi-
cation between the pipe and both the pipes
111 n. The shoulders 41 are, however, so ar-

ranged that when the main valve is moved
downward from its mid-position, so as to cause

65 the ear to descend,the shoulder 41,acting upon
the lever 40 of the apparatus w, will move the

valve-stem 37 so as to move the valve 3 away

from the port 5 and at the same time move
the valve 4 so as to open the branch t and into

position to close the port 5, as indicated by 70
dotted lines in Fig. 10. It will readily be
seen, therefore, that when the parts are in

this position communication is established
through the branch t between the pipes m,
the branch .5 remaining closed, so as to shut 75
off communication between the pipes n.

When the main valve is moved upward from
its mid-position, the operation is reversed, and
the other shoulder 41, acting upon the lever
40 of the apparatus v, operates similarly to 80

shift the valves 3 4 of that apparatus, so as to

establish communication through the branch
s between the pipes n, while the branch t

remains closed, so as to cut off communica-
tion between the pipes m. 85
The operation of this part of the system is

as follows: Assuming the car to be descend-
ing and that it is desired to stop the car at a
given landing, the conductor will, when the
car arrives at the proper distance from the 90
landing, press the button 36. This will press
the bulb 28 beneath that button and force the
air out of the bulb into the pipe u. The car
being, as assumed, descending, the valve D
will be below its mid-position, and as a con- 95
sequence the rod 42 will be moved downward,
so that the shoulder 41, acting upon the lever

40, will have moved the valves 3 4 of the ap-
paratus 10 to the position shown by dotted
lines in Fig. 10, so as to establish communi- 100
cation between the pipes m through the
branch t, while the valves of the apparatus v

will remain in the position indicated in Fig.

10, so as to cut off communication through
the branch s. The air forced into the pipe 105
cannot therefore find an escape through the
branch s, and will be forced through the
branch t to the pipe m, and will therefore op-
erate to inflate the sack 25 and operate the
lever 32, and through it the primary and no
auxiliary valves, so as to reverse the main
valve and cause it to ascend. As soon, how-
ever, as the main valve arrives at its mid-
position upon its ascent the shoulder 41 will

pass out of engagement with the lever 40 of r 15

the apparatus w, thereby allowing the valves
3 4 to move to the position shown by full

lines in Fig. 10, so as to cut off communica-
tion through the branch t. As the valves
thus move from the position shown by dotted 120
lines in Fig. 10 to the position shown by full

lines, there will be a short time in which the
port 5 will be open to the atmosphere, and
during this period the pressure in the pipes

t m will be relieved, so as to allow the sack 125
25 to collapse and the primary and auxiliary
valves to close, and thus arrest the main valve
in its mid -position, no matter whether the
conductor releases the button 36 at the proper
time or not. When the car is ascending and 130
it is desired to arrest it at any point, the op-
eration will be exactly the same, except that
in such case the main valve being above its

mid-position communication will be shut off
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through the branch s, so thai upon pressure
being applied to the button 36 the air will be
forced into the pipe n, so as to operate the
lever 33 and cause the main valve to move

5 downward to its mid-position.
It is in many eases desirable to provide

means by which the inovenientsof the car can
also be controlled from any one of the several
landings, so that where no conductor is era-

\m io ployed a person at any landing can bring the
car to that landing and stop it in proper po-
sition for ingress or egress. When this is de-
sired, it can readily be accomplished in the
manner indicated in Fig. 1. For this purpose

15 the pipes m n are extended to the several
landings and are provided at each landing
with push-buttons 44 45 4G, corresponding to

the buttons 30 31 3G, which act upon bulbs
which communicate with the respective pipes

20 the same as the bulbs upon the ear.

The operation of controlling the move-
ments of the car from any one of the several
landings is exactly the same as already de-

scribed.

25 In operating elevators of this class it is de-
sirable to provide means by which the main
valve will be arrested before it reaches the
extreme limit of its movement, so as to avoid
the effects which would result from theslam-

30 ming of the valve. Where the valve is oper-
ated by the ordinary hand-rope, this is usu-
ally accomplished by causing the rope to pass
through a stationary guide and providingthe
rope with stops located at a suitable distauce

35 upon either side of the guide, which by com-
ing into contact with the guide will arrest

the rope before ithasbeen moved sufficient^7

to slam the main valve. For the purpose of
accomplishing the same result in the present

40 system, the pipes m n are provided with au-
tomatic escape-valves, which operate to auto-
matically relieve the pressure in the respect-
ive pipes just before the main valve reaches
the limit of its movement in either direction,

45 and thus arrest the valve. These valves are
contained in small chambers p and q, (see

Figs. 8 and 9,) with which the pipes m n re-

spectively communicate. These chambers
are provided with ports 47, which are con-

50 trolled by valves 48, which are normallj'held
in position to close the ports by means of
springs 40, and thus prevent the escape of the
air from the pipes. The valves 48 are pro-
vided with stems 50, which are acted upon

55 by reversely-arranged shoulders 51, formed
upon rods 52 53, which are carried by the ex-

tension 43 of the valve-rod d, or by any other
part of the elevator which moves in harmony
with the main valve. The shoulders 51 are

60 so arranged that so long as the main valve is

in any position intermediate of the desired
limit of its movement in each direction the
valves 48 will remain closed to prevent the
escape of the air from the pipes m n, and

65 thus permit the valve to be operated. The
shoulder 51 of the rod 53 is, however, so ar-

ranged that as the main valve arrives at the

desired limit of its downward movement it

will come into engagement with the stem 50

of the lower valve and move the valve 48 70
so as to open the port 47, and thus allow

sufficient air to escape from the pipe n to

relieve the pressure in the pipe and permit
the sack 25 to collapse and the lever 33 to

rise, so as to close the primary and auxil- 75
iary valves and arrest the main valve. The
shoulder 51 of the rod 52 is so arranged that

as the main valve reaches the desired limit

of its upward movement it will act upon the

stem 50 of the upper valve and allow the air 80

to escape from the pipe m with the same re-

sult. When either of the valves 48 is thus
opened to automatically arrest the main valve

at the limit of its movement in one direction,

the other valve remains closed, so that the 85

primary and auxiliary valves which act to

reverse the movement of the main valve are

in condition to be operated. ("It is also de-
j

sirable in elevators of this class, and particu-

larly in the case of those that are used for bo

carrying passengers, to provide means by 1

which it will be impossible to startJ-h-e- car
:

from any landing until the door opening from /

the landing to the elevator-shaft has been/
closed, thereby providinga safeguard against1

95

accidents, caused b}T persons entering the'

door when the car is not present in front 0"

it. For this purpose the pipes m n are pro

vided with valves (see Fig. 7) located at each

lauding, and so arranged that whenever any 100

one of the doors E leading to the elevator-

shaft is not properly closed the valves will

be open, so as to allow the escape of the air

from the pipes m n, and thus prevent the op-'

eration of either one of the levers 32 33 and 105

the starting of the car in either direction un-
til the door has been properly closed. These
valves are located in chambers y z, which
communicate with the respective pipes m n,

and are provided with ports 54,which are con- fno
trolled by valves 55, the stems 5G of which
are in position to be engaged by the door E,

so as to cause the valves 55 to close the ports

54 when the door is closed, as shown in Fig.

7. The valves are provided with springs 58, 115

which act whenever the door is moved away
from the stems 56 to open the valves, and
thus afford free communication between the

atmosphere and the pipes in n. The valves

55 are made to slide freely in one direction 120

upon their sterns, and are provided with
springs 57, by which they are pressed against
their seats, so as to close the ports 54 when-
ever the stems are moved inward by the door.

This allows the stems 56 to have a limited 125

amount of movement after the valves have
been forced against their seats, and thus com-
pensate for slight variations in the position

of the door when closed.

The term '• bulb" as applied to the collap- 130

sible and expansible devices which are op-

erated upon by the push-button upon the
car and at the landings is herein used in a
broad sense, and is to be understood as in-
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eluding not only the specific form of expan-
sible device shown, but any other form ot ap-
paratus which will perform an equivalent
function—that is to say, any apparatus which

5 will operate through the pressure upon the
button to exert a pressure upon the column
of air contained in the pipe. So, also, the
term "sack "as applied to the expansible and
collapsible devices 25, which act through the

to medium of the levers 32 33 to operate the
primary or auxiliary valves, is used in a
similar sense, and is to be understood as in-

cluding not only the specific form shown,
which is the preferred form, but also any

15 other form which will perform the same func-
tion—that is to saj7

, will expand so as to ex-

ert a pressure to be transmitted to the valves
when the air-pressure in the pipe is raised
above its normal point.

20 What I claim is

—

1. The combination, with an elevator-car,

its motor, and the main valve for controlling
the movements of the motor, of an auxiliary
cylinder, piston, and valve for operating the

25 main valve, a primary cylinder, piston, and
valve for operating the auxiliary valve, an
expansible sack for operating the primary

• valve, and a pneumatic pipe connecting said
sack with a bulb, substantially as described.

30 2. The combination, with an elevator-car,

its motor, and the main valve-for controlling
the movements of the motor, of an auxiliary
cylinder, piston, and valves for operating the
main valve, primary cylinders, pistons, and

35 valves for operating the auxiliary valves, ex-

pansible sacks for operating the primary
valves, and pneumatic pipes connecting said
sacks with bulbs, substantially as described.

3. The combination, with an elevator-car,

40 its motor, and the main valve for controlling
the movements of the motor, of pneumatic
pipes through which the movement of the
main valve in opposite directions is con-
trolled by air-pressure, and valves 48, con-

45 trolling said pipes and operated by a moving-
part of the elevator mechanism to allow the
air to escape from the respective pipes as the
main valve reaches the limit of its working-
movement in opposite directions, substan-

50 tially as described.
4. The combination, with an elevator-car,

its motor, and the main valve for controlling
the movements of the motor, of a pneumatic
pipe having branches for controlling the

55 movements of the main valve in opposite di-

rections by air-pressure, valves controlling-

said branches and operated by a part of the
mechanism moving in harmony with the
main valve, and said valves opening commu-
nication through one of said branches when 60

the main valve is near the end of its stroke

and ftlosing communication through both of

said branches when the main valve is at the

middle of its stroke, as described.

0. The combination, with an elevator-car.x 65

its motor, and the main valve for controlling!

the movements of the motor, of a pneumatic
pipe through which the movement of the

main valve is controlled by air - pressure,

valves 55, controlling said pipes and having 70
an escape-opening, and doors of the elevator-

shaft in operative connection with said valves
[

55 to open said escapes by the opening of the

doors and close said escapes by the closing of

the doors, as described. 75
6. The combination, with an elevator-car,

its motor, and the main valve for controlling

the movement of the motor, of an auxiliary

cylinder and piston for operating the main
valve, an auxiliary valve for controlling the 80

same and having an open exhaust in free

communication at all times with an end of

the auxiliary C3dinder, an expansible sack for

actuating the auxiliary valve, a pneumatic
pipe connecting the said sack with a collapsi- 85
ble bulb, and a rope k, connected to operate
the main valve from the car, as described.

7. The combination, with an elevator-car,

its motor, and the main valve for controlling

the movements of the motor, of an auxiliary 90
cylinder and piston for operating the main
valve, auxiliary valves for controlling the
same so set that the exhaust-passages from
the auxiliary cylinder are open in all posi-

tions of the valve, in order to allow the water 95
to pass out of the auxiliar}7 cylinder and per-

mit the auxiliary piston to be moved in either

direction, expansible sacks for actuating the
respective auxiliary valves, pneumatic pipes
connecting said sacks with collapsible bulbs, 100
and a rope I:, connected to operate the main
valve from the car, substantially as described.

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set

my hand in the presence of two subscribing
witnesses.

CHARLES E. OXGLEY. [l. s.]

Witnesses:
Osmak D. Ballert,
W. F. Moody.
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United States Patent Office.

AUGUST SUNDH, OF YONKERS, NEW i'ORK, ASSIGNOR OF ONE-HALF TO
ERNEST BOENING, OF SAME PLACE.

ELEVATOR.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 446,397, dated February 10, 1891.

Application filed March 28, 1890, Serial No, 345,675, (No model.)

To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, August Sundh, a citi-

zen of Sweden, and a resident of Yonkers, in

the county of Westchester and State of New
5 York, have invented new and useful Im-
provements in Elevators, of which the follow-

ing is a specification.

My invention relates to passenger-elevators
for dwelling-houses; and it consists, first, in

io improved means for working the controlling

valve-rod by the operator in hydraulic ele-

vators in the car; also, for working the rod
with facility by a person on any one of the
floors of the building, as well as in the car,

15 for greater convenience in buildings not hav-
ing a special conductor for the car.

It consists, second, of an automatic locking
device to insure the retention of the car at
the door of the elevator-way until the door is

20 closed, all as hereinafter fully described, ref-

erence being made to the accompanying draw-
ings, in which

—

Figure 1 is a sectional elevation of an ele-

vator-way, car, and parts of several floors of

25 a building, illustrating my invention, the sec-

tion being taken on the line x x, Figs. 2 and
3, with a part broken out on lines y, Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 is a sectional elevation of part of the
same on line 2, z, Fig. 1, on an enlarged scale.

30 Fig. 3 is a horizontal section on line iv w, Fig.

1, also on an enlarged scale; and Fig. 4 is a
detail inside elevation showing a modified
arrangement of some of the parts.

I propose to employ the vertical shaft 0, in-

35 stead of the rope commonly used for working
the regulating-valve of the hydraulic appara-
tus, from the cart, by the conductor, said shaft

being suspended from the top of the elevator-

way by any approved means and extending
40 down to the hydraulic apparatus and con-

nected in my approved way with the control-

ling-valve; but this connection I do notj rep-

resent in the drawings, as it forms no part of

the invention to be claimed herein. In tlris

45 case I have represented said shaft as sus-

pended on anti- friction balls c under the
bevel-wheel d at the top, or it may be by the

yoke e and pivot /. It is thus suspended in

preference to supporting it by a step at the

50 bottom, because it would in such case spring
and wabble, owing to its great length and

small size, or would have to be stayed later-

ally by bearings contrived to shift away from
the shaft to allow the car to pass and return
again, which it is highly desirable to avoid, 55
because such bearings must of necessity be-

rather complicated and expensive, besides not
being very reliable. > Such lateral bearing-
stays may be and have been employed in an
arrangement of them in. such small size and 6c

applied to such small journals of the shaft as
to enable a wrench-shaped lever device on
the car for turning the shaft to slide past the
bearings; but the shaft has to be larger in such
arrangement than is required in my plan, in or- 65
der that the journals shall have sufficient size

for torsional strength. ^ Said shaft is geared
with the conductor's hand-lever g, pivoted to

the inside of the car by the bevel-pinions li i,

the former being carried along the shaft in 70
the bracket j, attached to the side of the car,

and the latter being attached to the lever-

pivot. The lever has a pointer fc, which trav-

erses an indicator-scale 1, showing the direc-

tions for working the carriage up or down. 75
The shaft is angular in cross-section, and the
hole in the pinion 7i is the same for allowing
the pinion to shift freely along the shaft, and
at the same time enabling the pinion to turn
the shaft as desired. This means of working 80
the controlling-valve is considered advanta-
geous as compared with the rope commonly
used, because it is easier for the conductor to

work the lever than to pull the rope up and
down; but the chief purpose of the shaft is to 85
provide for coupling with other working-le-
vers m in the different stories of the build-

ing, so that a person on any one of the floors

n may have command of the car to bring it to

his service without the aid of a conductor. 90
To this end I provide another shaft 0, extend-
ing along the elevator-way and supported in

bearings p at suitable intervals and coupled
in any approved way with said levers, as by
the connecting-rod q and crank s or the toothed 95
rack t and pinion u, for shifting it by them,
said shaft being geared at the top, as by the
bevel-pinions dxV, spur-gears v, or other means
for transmitting the motion from the levers

m individually to the controlling-varve. This 100

shaft is also represented as suspended in like

manner as the other; but as it is stayed at in-
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15

tervals by the bearings p it may, if desired,

rest 011 a step at the bottom. • Thus the car

is alike subject to the control of persons on

the different floors as well as in the car, and

thus may be practically useful to all the oc-

cupants of a building without the expense

of a special conductor; but the arrangement

has also another advantage in affording a

means of automatically locking the valve-opt

erating shaft when the door of the elevator-

way opens and keeping it locked while the

door remains open for safety to unskilled

persons using the elevator. This is accom-

plished by providing a notch w in the con.

necting-rod q or rack-bar t and a latch x,

pivoted to the wall in such relation to each

other that when the working-levers stand on

the center position and the elevator is stop-

ped said latch will swing into the notch

to and providing the inclined flange q' on the

door z in such relation to the latch that

when the door opens it will shift the latch

and engage it with the notch, and thus lock

the valve-working gear and effectually pre-

15 vent starting the elevator while the door is

open, and thus insures the closing of the door.

The closing of the door releases the latch

from the control of the flange and allows the

latch to return to the normal position by the

30 overbalancing gravity of the arm acted on by

the flange, or it may be a spring, and thus

prevents, the shifting of the valve-shaft to

start the elevator again. The latch has an

anti-friction roller a' to roll on the flange for

35 easy action.

Although I have represented the shaft a as

arranged' in the space between the car and

the wall of the elevator-way, which is the ar-

rangement that I prefer, I may of course have

40. it extended through the car as the rope of the

common arrangement does, and I do not limit

mvself to the arrangement shown.

I am aware that it is not a new device

broadly to provide anti-friction bearings to

sustain lengthwise thrusts on a shaft, as in

the case of the screw-shaft of a baling-press,

subject to excessive thrust lengthwise, and I

do not claim such arrangement. My purpose

45

is to combine such device with the vertical

valve-controlliug shaft and appliances con- 50

necting the same with the car of an elevator,

where such shaft must of necessity be too

long and slender to keep its alignment with-

out intermediate bearings if supported in a

step and where such bearings are impractic- 55

able.

What I claim, and desire to secure by Let-

ters Patent, is

—

1. The combination, with the elevator-car,

of the shaft for working the controlling-valve. 60

suspended in the elevator-way from an anti-

friction support at the upper end and inde-

pendently of intermediate bearings along the

elevator-way, the working-lever pivoted to

the inside of the car, and the bevel-wheels 65

mounted on the car and gearing said lever

and shaft together, one of said wheels sliding

along the shaft, substantially as described.

2. "The combination, with the elevator-car,

of the shaft for working the controlling-valve 70

suspended in the elevator-way and geared

with the conductor's working-lever in said

car, the intermediate shaft also arranged in

the elevator-way and geared with the valve-

working shaft, and a working-lever in each 75

story geared with said intermediate shaft and

through it with the valve-controlling shaft,

substantially as described.

3. The combination,with the working-lever

mechanism for shifting the valve-controlling 80

rod, of the safety-stop consisting of the

notched rod or bar connecting the working-

lever with the intermediate shaft, the stop-

latch, and the inclined flange on the door of

the elevator-way, said stop-latch being auto- 85

maticallv detachable from the notched bar

when the door is closed, substantially as de-

scribed.

In testimony that I claim the foregoing as

my invention I have signed my name, in pres- 90

ence of two witnesses, this 20th day of March,

1890
AUGUST SUNDH.

Witnesses:
W. J. Morgan,
Ernst Lundgren.
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United States Patent Office.

WILLIAM BAXTER, JR., OF BALTIMORE COUNTV, MARYLAND.

SYSTEM OF OPERATING ELECTRIC ELEVATORS,

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 449,61 1, dated March 31, 1891.

Application 6!ed March 17, 1888. Serial No. 267,524. iNo modeU

To all w/tom it may concern:
Be it known that I, William Baxter, Jr.,

a citizen of the United States, residing in the
ninth election district of the county of Balti-

5 more, State of Maryland, have invented cer-

tain new and useful Improvements in Systems
of Operating Electric Elevators, fully de-

scribed and represented in the following speci-

ficationandtheaccompanying drawings, form-
io ing a part of the same.

This invention relates to a system for actu-
ating elevator-hoisting mechanism by the en-

ergy of an electric current, and is adapted
without modifications, exeept in immaterial

15 mechanical details, to move the car or plat-

form in either a vertical or an inclined path.

The devices described herein are intended for

use with a stationary hoisting device having
a rotating drum or pulley to actuate a rope

»o for raising the car or platform by which the

load is carried, and the construction or mode
of operation'of the hoisting device is entirely

immaterial. The car may be counterbalanced
or not, and the hoisting-rope may be wound

»S upon the drum or simply turned about a pul-

ley and actuated by a frictional contact there-

with, as the object of my appliances is to stop

and start or reverse the movements of the

hoisting mechanism, whatever its nature, by
30 the current in a main electric circuit and

branch circuits derived therefrom and con-

trolled by suitable switches located therein

aud fixed upon the car or the hoistway-land-

ings.

35 The invention involves the use of an oper-

ative electric circuit the current.in winch is

controlled by switches located cither upon
the car or at stations along the path of the

car and operated to affect the hoisting meeh-

40 auism in th'o desired manner to raise or lower

the car or to stop the same at pleasure.

Heretofore motors have been used to oper-

ate hoisting mechanism, and if connected
therewith the armature would be turned in a

15 reverse direction by thedescentof the weight-

ed platform, with a view of converting the

motor into a generator and to store up the

current thus produced for future use. I do

not claim such mode of operation; but in one

;o modification of my invention I construct the

circuits and switches so that the motions of

the motor maybe reversed at the pleasure of

the operator for the purpose of actuating the
hoisting apparatus in reverse directions to

raise or lower the car, as desired. . Such con- 55
struction is more simple than when the motor
is alternately employed as a generator, and is

more suitable for use in a circuit derived from
a central station for the distribution of light

or power in which other electrical appara- 60
tus would also be connected. In such a cir-

cuit the current employed is unavoidably fur-

nished with a current of constant potential

or constant strength, and in such case the
motor-circuit and the contacts in the switches 65
require to be arranged in a suitable manner

.

to avoid in the one case making a short cir-

cuit' and in the other case making an open
circuit. Such arrangements are fully sliowh
herein; but it is obvious that others may be 70
used without departing from my invention.
The means for carrying out my invention

consist, partly, in such an arrangement of

the circuit-wires and switches that the action
of the hoisting mechanism may Decontrolled 75
from the car when it is in motion or standing
still'; partly in such an arrangement of the
circuit-wires and switches that the hoisting

mechanism maybe controlled from any de-

sired station along the path of the car; partly

in such an arrangement of the circuit-wires

and swi tches that the open i 11g of a door or gate
opposite a car-landing will operate a switch

to stop the action of the hoisting mechanism.,
and thereby prevent the car from leaving 1^5

such landing until the door is closed; partly

in an arrangement of circuits with a switch

and iudicator at the car-landing to show when
the switch is turned whether the car is in mo-
tion; partly ill an arrangement of circuits 90
with a switch at the car-landing to be moved
by the opening of the door, and adapted when
thus moved to stop the car when it reaches

such landing, and in a modification of the

same in which the closing of the door would 95
actuate the switch to automatically start the

car upon its course; partly in magnetic lock-

ing devices and switches whereby the various

landing-doors would be held closed until the

car reached the landing at such door; partly 10

in an arrangement of switches to stop the car

at the opposite ends of its course Or travel,

and partly in the specific construction of the

switches and their electrical connections, and

^ ,i
h
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in other details of construction. When the J

switch .is located tipon the ear, the oleetric
current may be conveyed thereto by means of
.sliding or rolling contact-pieces bearingupQn

5 stationary conductors placed along the p^th
of the car, or by flexible cables containing
suitable electric conductors. The operation
of the electrical circuits is somewhat dif-
ferent when a constant current or constant

io potential is used in the circuits; but I have
shown both construct iooa herein and claim the
same generically, while I have claimed the
particular arrangements for operating with a
constant potential and fixed conductors, as

15 well as the arrangements for using the con-
stant current and the constant potential with
a flexible conductor to the car in other appli-
cations, Serial No. 271,328-, filed April 20, 1888,
Serial No. 280,394, filed July 19, 1888, and Se-

»o rial No. 284,397, filed September 3, 1888,
I have herein shown a variety of modifica-

tions to illustrate the scope of my invention.
In the annexed drawings, Figure 1 repre-

sents an electric hoisting-machine with a dUv
15 gram of the electrical connections required,

with stationary conductors fixed along the
hoistway and switches for operating with con-
stant currents. Fig. % is a diagram of the
car-switch npon a larger scale; and Fig. 3 is

30 an edge view of the back of the car, upon a
larger scale, in section, one pivot of the car-
switch, the hand-leve? and its attached crank
end beingshown in section, and two switches
being shown in the same figure in a line with

j5 the pin upon said crank. Fig
4 4 represent^

a diagram of an electric motor and the eon*
nections required with stationary conductors
along the hoistway, and switches for operat-
ing the same with constant potential. Fig. 5

a is a diagram of the motor with car and land-
ing switches and connections for a constant-
potential- circuit, the lower landing-switch, be-
ing turned to move the car in one direction,

and the car-switch moved to actuate it in-the

45 oppositedirection. Fig. 6 is a diagram of the
motor with ear and landing switchesand con-
nections for a constant-current circuit, the
car being shown in two different positions in

the hoistway. Fig. 7 is a similar diagram
50 with the car between the two landings and

its switch in the normal position with the
lower landing-switch turned to bring the car
down to such landing. Fig. 8 is a similar

diagram w ith theupperlanding-switch turned

55 instead of the lower one. Fig. 9 is a similar

diagram with three landing-switches and a
car-switch, all turned from their normal po-
sition!*. Fig. 10 is a diagram showing a mo-
tor a lid constant-current circuit having only

do landing-switches connected therewith. Fig.

11 lncprraenfs an electric motor connected by
twit with a reversible rotary pump and a hy-

draulic lifting apparatus, And electrical efr-

euitoforBtationarycondnctors arranged along

65 the hoistway, and switches foroperating each
circuits with constant potential. Fig. 12 is a *

diagram of an electric motor operating a
counter-shaft and the latter connected with
a hoisting-drum by straight and crossed driv-
ing-belts, a belt-shifter being applied to such jo
belts and connected with a magnetic arma-
ture, and electric circuits and switohes being
shown.for controlling the movement of suoh
armature to shift the belts. Fig. 13 is a dia-
gram of a stationary electric motor with clr- 75
cuits and switches adapted for conveying the
electric current to and from the car through
a flexible conductor or cable, the circuits and
switches being constructed to operate with
constant current In ail the figures above 80
described the switches are shown operating
directly upon the main motor-circuit or cir-
cuits derived therefrom; but in Fig. 14 is
shown a construction for using an independ-
ent electricalgeneratorand circuits connected 85
with the moving car (and a switch thereon)
by a flexible cable, the variations in the cur-
rent produced by the switches upon the car
or car-landing serving to actuate a magnetic-
ally-moved switch in the main motor-circuit, 90
and thereby controlling the movements' of
the hoisting-motor in the desired manner.
Fig. 15 is an enlarged view of the magnetic
shifter; Fig. 16 a,n edge view of the same;
Fig. 17, a plan of"the same; Fig. 18, adiagram 9$
of the door-switches.

The current through the independent gen-
erator and circuits in such easels varied by
the car-switch or landing-switch in the same
manner as if it were the primary circuit too
through the electric motor; and my system of
electrical connections and switches is there-
fore used in the samemanner and to thesame
degree as when no independent circuit is

used, and such independent generator and 105
circuits may be used with fixed conductors
along the hoistway (instead of cable con-
ductors) and may be operated with either a
constant current or constant potential ia'fttfe

circuits. no
Id the various diagrams in the drawings an.

elevator-oar is shown suspended by a hoist-

ing-rope, and the car in such case *ould com-
monly be operated in a' well or hoistway pro-
vided with landings at the top and bottom 115
and at intermediate points; butmy system of
electrical connections is adapted for an in-

clined hoistway, such as is used in mines, or
for any other arrangement in which a mova-
ble car or platform 7s lifted by a rope, band, iao

or chain connected with a stationary hoisting-
machine.
Where a closed hoistway or well is used,

doors are commonly employed to give access

to the car when at the landings, and my in- 1*5

ventidn provides means for locking such
doors with electrical connections adapted to

effect the following objects: first, to unlock
the doors when the car is at the landing;

secondly, to stop the car when Jt arrives at tjo

the landing; thirdly, to prevent the car from
being moved so long as the door is open,sad,
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fourthly, to start the car automatically as
soon as the door is closed iu the same direc-
tion that it was moving before its stoppage.
In private dwellings, whore an attendant

5 is not employed to operate the elevator, the
car would be actuated chiefly by means of
the landing-switches, and I provide an indi-

cator or bell to, be actuated by a branch cir-

cuit to show beforo the landing switch is op-
10 erated whether the car is already in motion.

In constructing such a system of electrical

circuits and switches as is contemplated iu

my invention I arrauge tin* circuits and
switches with reference to the constant cur-

15 rent or constant potential (tliat may bo, sup-
plied from the electric generator) by observ-
ing two distinctions: first, that when the sys-

tem is operated with a constant current the
various landing-switches are connected in se-

2c ries; but when a constant potential is used said

switches are connected in multiple arc, and,
secondly,whentheconstantcurrentisusedthe
stoppage of the electrical hoisting apparatus
is effected by short-circuiting, whereas when

25 the constant potential is used the stoppage is

effected by opening the circuit. Such varia-

tions in the construction and operation of the
switches are required to maintain a passage
for the current in one case, while in the other

30 the electric generator in producing a constant-
potential'current is adapted to compensate
automatically for the opening of the circuit

at any point.

Describing my invention in connection with

35 Fig. 1, an electric motor is shown connected
by a belt P fi with a.hoisting-pulley P7

, and 7

and 8 are the positive and negative line-wires

orconnectionstothe.generator. Marethecoils
of the motor-magnet; A, its armature; A' its

40 armature-shaft, employed toactuatethehoist-
ingmechanism, and A 2 the commutator. The
liDesl 2 34 represeotconductors which would
be fixed rigidly along the sides of the hoist-

way parallel wit h Hie movement of the car, and

45 12, 13, 14, and 15 are contact-pieces adapted
1o move along such conductors to convoy the

current to a switch S upon the car T. The
conductors 1 - are shown connected with the

commutator-brushes B B', and the conductor

50 3 is connected with one extremityof the field-

"eoils. The negative line-wire8 is shown con-

nected with the conductor 4 at the eud near
the motor-, and the positive line-wire 7 with

the other, extremity of t he lield-coils, the mo-

55 tor being shown wound in series, and the car-

switch adapted to receive the current from
such coils through the conductor 3, and to

divert it at pleasure into either of the con-

ductors 1 or 2, so a* to reverse the" motion of

60 the armature and to lead it thence to the line-

wire 8 by conductor 4. The car-switoh and
the electrical connections in the diagram are

adapted forconstantcurrent. The car-switch

requires two contacts receiving the current,

65 respectively, from the field-coils and from one

of the brushes, and two contacts for deliver-

i ing it, respectively, to the ythcr brush and to
the negative line-wire.

The ear-switch is shown upon a largerscalo
in Fig. 2, formed of two conducting-levers 33 70
and 34, arranged to beai wheu in their neutral
or normal position upon a contact-strip 35,
which opei'Htes to connect them electrically,

and to thus form a short circuit between the
conductors 3 and 4, to which such levers are 75
connected by wires to the contacts Hand 15.

The strip 35 is connected to the contact 1 2 on
conductor 1, and the levers are tied together
by a non-conducting link a, so that botli may
be moved at once; and two contact-studs 20" 80
arearranged near the endsof the strip 35 and
connected together and with the brush 13
upon the conductor 2. Such switch is adapted
particularly to operate with constant current,
with which it is necessaryat all times toavoid 85
an open circuit/and the levers are therefore
made wide enough to touch both the strip

and the stud when moved toward the latter.

Supposing the switch -levers to be pushed
toward the left to make the car go down, the 90
course of the currentthrough the various con-
ductors would be, as indicated by the arrows
0, from conductor 3 to contact 14, lever 33 and
contact 12 to brush B, and from brush B' to

contact 13, lever 34, and contact 1 5 to the con- 9$
ductor4and line-wire 8. The current would
thus pass through the armature in a given
direction, as to make the car go down ; an 3 to

cause its ascent the switch-lever would be
pushed to the right, and the current would be 100
reversed through the armature, as indicated
by the arrows c.

Fig. 3 shows the pivot of the lever 33 ex-
tended through the side of the car and pro-

"

vided with an arm having a projecting pin d. 105
Blocks d' with inclined faces are shown in

Figs. 1 and 3, fixed in the path of the pin at

the extreme opposite ends of the car's travel

and adapted to shift the pin (and with it both
the switch - levers) to the central position up
shown in Fig. 1. When thus shifted, the
motor-armature would be short-circuited b>
the connection of the conductors 3 and 4, and.

the car would therefore stop, and the rela-

tion of the incline to the pin d would neces- 115
sarily be such that when the car was thus
stopped at either end of the route the switch
could bo shifted still farther to cause its

movement away from such incline to travel

over its path toward the other incline. A 120

solenoid magnet-coil M' is shown connected
with the armature-circuit by a loop between
the conductor 2 and the brush B', and the

core M* of the magnet is represented as con-

nected with a brake-lever P2
. The lever is 12s

provided with a weight P :l to press it nor-

mally upon a brake-wheel P', which would
be connected with the hoisting-pulley, and
the, magnet would operate, wheu energized*

by the current, to move the lever in opposf- rjo

tion to the weight, and thus relieve the brake-

wheel of. the friction imposed by the lever.
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With this construction the closing of theoir-
quit through the armature, which is required
to actuate the hoisting mechanism, operates
positively to remove the friction of the brake,

5 while the cutting off of the current from the
armature-circuit automatically releases the
brake-lever and permits it to press upon the
brake-wheel P\ The hoisting-pulley is thus
held securely when the motor is stopped in-

to dependency of the motor-gearing, while it is

automatically released from the pressure of
the brake whenever the motor is started.
Lines 1? are drawn across the hoistway at in-

tervals to represent the location of landings,
'15 and e represent switchesheld normally open

in branch circuits connecting the conductors
3 and 4 and adapted to be closed by a suit-

able connection to the landing-door when the
latter is opened. The switch opposite the car

to is shown closed; but the doors are not shown
in the diagram, as they would only obscure
the electrical connections; bnt it is obvious
that a door-switch may be operated by the
door to short-circuit the motor when operet-

ta ing with constant current, and to thus pre-
vent the car from being started untilthe land-
ing-door is closed. Each door may also be

. provided with a looking device to secure the
door normally shiit,andprovided with a solen-

30 oid L, which.would be actuated by the auto-
matic shifting of a switch s, when the car is

moved to the landing in suitable position for
the door to be opened. Such solenoid isshown
in thediagram connected with aloopof theeon-

35 ductor4formedaronnd a gap or break a',and it

would be necessary to keep the circuit through
the solenoid-coils closed duringthemovement
of the Car to maintain a continuous current
through the conductor. The switch s is ar-

40 ranged to normally close the circuit around
the solenoid and the door lock or. bolt is actu-
ated by a spring i to normally lock the door,

thecar operatingwhen it reaches the landing
to open such switch and permit the current

45 to pass through the solenoid-coils. The solen-

oid then operates in opposition to the spring

to withdraw the bolt orlockingdevice to per-

mit the opening of the door. Between the
lowest two landings a dotted outline D* is in-

50 serted to represent a doorand the door-look is

-represented as a bolt Ds
, operating through

the door-frame Du and formed with a sloping

point and passed through a solenoid aud
adapted to engage a notch D8 in the top of

55 the door. The wires s3, between which the

switch 3 is located, form a loop of the con-

ductor 4 through the solenoid-coils and the

switch is held normally6pen, as shown in the

figure, until moved by a suitable connection

69 to the car when it reaches the landing, as by
rod t'. The door-locks are shown at two of

the landings^nd are omitted from the others

to avoid obscuring other parts. It is imma-
terial how the door-looks and door-switches

f; h forshort-circuiting the motor are constructed,

as their electrical connections and relations

to- the other electrical elements of the system

do not form the subject of my present in-
vention.
In Fig. 4 isshown a means of governing the 70

hoisting mechanism by switches applied to
the landings as well as to the moving car, the
diagram' showing connections adapted for use
with constant potential, and the oar-switch
being connected with the operative circuit by 75
contacts moving upon conductors fixed in
the hoistway, as in Fig. 1. The motor, the
conductors, the line-wires, the-brake-magnet,
the car, and the landings, are lettered the
same as in Fig. 1; but the switches, being de- 80
signed normally to open the circuit, are con-
structed differently. Each landing-switch is

constructed with six contacts, two of which
19 and' 20 are of segmental form, fixed at op-
posite sides of a central stud /, and connect- 85
ed, respectively, with the conductors 4 and
3. Upon the stud is pivoted an arm having
at its opposite ends metallic springs /' and
/*, bearing upon the segments and projecting
beyond the same to reach the other four cou- 90
tacts. The arm is of non-conducting mate-
rial, so that the springs serve merely to con-
nect the contacts they touch. Adjacent to the
segments upon one side of the arm When in
its middle position are contacts 17 and 21, 95
connected with the conductor l,and upon the '

opposite side contacts 18 and 22, connected
with the conductor 2. When the arm is in

its middle position, as shown in the drawings,
the springs touch only their respective seg- ioq

inents and connect none of the contacts, and
the outer contacts are bo arranged that when
the arm is tnrned to the right, as indicated

by the arrow marked " right/* the segment 20

may be connected with the contact 17, thus 105
joining the conductors 4 and 1, the segment
19 being simultaneously connected with the
contact 21 to connect the conductors 3 and 1,

as per arrows a'. Supposing such movement
of. the current rotates the motor to cause the 2 so

ascent of the car, then by turning the arm to

the left the contacts 20 and 17 would connect
the conductors 4 and 1 and the contacts 18

and 19 wonld connect the conductors 3 and
2 and cause the reversal of the motor to make 1 15
the car descend. Adjacent to the contacts-

which are connected with the commutator-
brush conductors are shown additional con-

tacts r', with intermediate resistances r, which
form a connection with the segment 19 when iae

the spring/' is first moved from its normal -

position. Such resistances operate toprevent

the en tire current from entering the armature
when the switch-arm is first moved, and thus

avoid starting the motor too .violently, while 125

the gradual movement of the spring/' past

the resistances gradually increases thecurrent

through the armature, until the maximum is

attained. The. motor is represented as series

wound like that in Fig 1, the ourrent passing 134
from the conductor 3 in all cases to the con-

ductor 2 or 1 to actuate the motor, and from
•thence to the conductor 4 andthe line-wire 8.

The movement of the switch in either direc-
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tion, as just described, therefore connects the
conductor 3 with one of the commutator-
brushes, and simultaneously connects the
other brush with the negative line-wire, thus

5 causing the rotation of the armature in re-

verse directions, according to the movement
of the switch, while the placing of the arm in

its normal or middle position opens the circuit
' and causes the stoppage of the motor. As the

io constant-potential circuit is not adapted to
work withoutasuitableresistance.each switch
is constructed to avoid short-circuiting the
motor and is arranged, as already shown, so
that when in fts normal or middle position it

!5 will open the circuit by connecting none of
the contacts. A similar switch is shown upon
the car, with the springs upon the switch-arm
similarly lettered, and the several segments
and contacts are indicated by the same num-

•o bersasinthe landing-switch, with a "prime"
mark added thereto. The moving contact 12
upon the conductor 1 is represented, as in the
lauding -switch, connected with the switch-
contacts 17' and 21'. The moving contact 13

«5 upon the conductor 2 is connected with the
contacts 18' and 22'. The moving contact 14

upon conductor 3 is connected with the seg-

ment 10', and the moving contact 15 upon
conductor -1 is connected with the segment 19'.

30 The ear-switch therefore operates in all re-

spects like the landing-switch, and when con-
necting the segment 20' with the contact 22'

(by the turning of the arm to the right) it

causes the car to ascend, as before described,

35 as per arrows c'. The diagram does not at-

tempt to show the true position of the con-
ductors with = reference to the car Or to the
landing-switches, as it would obviously ob--

scure the drawing to show an actual hoistway
40 with suitable conductors arranged therein

for Iho .moving contacts, and with landing-
switches located at the sides of the hoistway
and suitably connected with the conductors.
The diagram shows the electric circuits; and

45 the relation of the car-switch to the landing-
switches, when the car is at different points
in its travel, may be readily determined by
tracing the path of the current through the
conductors, as is fully shown in the other fig-

,50 ures, in which the switches are shown in va-
rious positions. Where a series of switches op-

erate by a constant potential, there is a liabil-

ity tosliort-circu it the motorwhen twoswitches
are turned at once in opposite directions.

55 I have shown in the other figures an electric

bell as a means for indicating to an operator
at any landing whether the car is already in

motion and its switch therefore turned from
its normal position, and when such indicator

60 is used it is only through malice or careless-

ness that the landing-switch would be turned
to produce such short circuit. To avoid the

damage which might result to the dynamo
which supplies the current in such a constant-

65 potential circuit, in case a short circuit were
produced, fusible plugs/ 3 are inserted in the

switch connections, as Are shown in the con-

nection between the segment 20 and the con-
ductor 4 in Fig. 4. It is obvious that if the
landing-switch should be turned in the same '70

direction as the car-switch it would connect
the same conductors and produce no short
circuit; but if a car-switch is turned in owe
direction to connect the conductors 3 and 1

while the landing-switch were turned in the 75
opposite direction to connect 1 and 4 a short

circuit would result and the fusible plugs
would be required,and such plugs would then
by their melting open thecircuit immediately.

"
Fig. 5 shows the connections for a constant- 80

potential circuit with a shunt-wound motor
and car and landing switches arranged in the

circuit, the lower landing-switch beingturned
to the right as to go up and the car-switch

turned to the left as to go down, as shown by 85

thearrows marked "right" and "left." With
a shunt-wound motor thecurrent passes partly

through the magnet-coils and thence td the

negative line-wire, and the open circuit, which
is produced by the switches, is formed only in 90
the armature - circuit. The conductor 3 is

therefore interrupted at each landing and
the switches provided withan additional con-

tact connected with the segment 19 by the

spring/', to normally close the circuit around 95
the break 13 formed in such conductor." The
series of landing-switches thus operate nor-

mally to maintain a circuit (through con-

ductor 3) to the car-switch, but break the
connection to the same when moved to actu- 100

ate the motor. The breaks may be formed,

as by a short overlapping of the adjacent
parts of the conductor, so that the contacts

12, 13, 14, and 15 may move over them with-

out obstruction, but lose the current from 105

the previous section of the conductor when
passed beyond the same. The first function

of the landing-switch in actuating the motor is

to shift the spring/' toopen thecircuit around
the break 13, and, second, to close the circuit no
from the conductor 1 to the conductor 2 or 3,

as may be required, the spring/* simultane-

ously connecting one of the brash-conductors

to conductor 4 and the negative line-wire 8.

Ih a system with a shunt-wound motor thu 115
final terminal of the magnet-coils is connected
with the conductor 4 and the current from
both passes through the coils of the brake-
magnet M' to the line-wire 8. The arrows
d indicate the path of the current through uj
the landing-switch to connect the conductors
3 and 1, while the arrows d" show the pas-

sage of the current through the car-switch to

connect the, conductors 1 and 4. The cur-

rent thus finds a course from 3 to 1 and 1 to 125

4 and produces a short circuit. The fusible

plug/* is shown in the connection from the
car-switch to the moving contact 14, instead of

in the several connections from the couductor
1 to the contacts 20 in the lauding-switches. 150

When thus located it obviates the use of a
numberof separate plugs in tho separate con-

nections from the landing-switches to cor-

rect a short circuit through the car-switch.
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The fuse may, however, be placed in any suit*
ublo location, as in the connections from con*
ductoir 3 to the segments 10 in Fig. 5. It will
be noticed in reference to Fig. & that the mo-

5 tor will receive the current to move the car
when bo.th the car and landing switches are
turned in the same direction ; but when turned
in opposite directions a short circuit will re-

, stilt and the- car will not be moved, but the
t o fuse will be melted. Although such fuse may

be readily replaced, its meltiug is wholly un-
necessary with the use of the indicator de-
scribed herein, and it is only inserted in the
connectiOus as a safeguard against careless-

15 ness. The indicator is shown in connection
with a system for constant current shown in
Fig. 6. In this construction the similar parts
are lettered the same as in Figs. 1 and i, with
the conductors 12 3 4 similarly arranged,

so and a branch circuit around the armature
being formed by wires 5 and 6, connected, re-

spectively, with the conductors 1 and 2. At
each landing an electric bell k* is shown actu-
ated by an electro-magnet fc

9
, which is placed

2$ in circuit with the wires 5 and 6 by the clos»
ing of a switch kK The switch is held nor-
mally open, and is closed when the operator
desires to learn if the car is in motion, the
magnetic bell being then actuated by the dif-

jo ference of potential in the conductors 1 and
2. When the motor is not in operation, the
counter electro-motive force of the armature
is nothing; but when the motor is in opera-
tion the counter electro-motive forceis devel-

35 oped to a sufficient degree to establish a
branch cireuit from the conductors 1 and 2
through the wires 5 and 6 and to actuate the
bell in the desired manner.'. By pressing an
ordinaryswitch-button an operato?at tbeland-

40 ing may thus easily ascertain whether the
motor or car is in motion. It is obvious that
anannunciatorof any kind, or other indicator
giving notice to the eye instead of the ear,

may be substituted for the bell. The motor
45* is shown series wound with the line-wire 7

connected With one terminal of the field and
circuitsinterposed between the other terminal
of the fijeld and the armature and between
the armature and the other terminal of the

50 line. The car and landing switches are pro-
vided with contacts to close these circuits

through the armature ia reverse directions;

bat provision is required in a constant-cur-
rent circuit to keep the circuit always closed,

55 The several switches are. arranged in series

and provided with contacts in such proximity
as to maintain.-the circuit while the switch
is moved from one contact to another. Breaks
30 are shown in the conductor 3 and breaks

60 31 in theconduotor^aedth'e landtng-&witct.es

are provided with contacts normally con-
nected to maintain the circuit around such
breaks, the current being thus conducted from
one switch to another along the broken con-

65 d actor so Jong as the landing-switches remain
unmoved. In Fig. 6 the oar T is shown in
two locations in the hoistway to illustrate

the operation of (he circuits when in such
positions, andwith landing-switches V; shown
at the landings not occupied in the diagram 70
by the car. In practice all the landings could
be furnished with switches to operate the
sameas tboseshown. The car-switch isshown
the same as in Fig. 1, with the moving con-"
tacts likewise arranged; but the landing. 75
switches U are shown with two arms at right
angles to one auotber. enrryingfourindepend-
ent springs which operate upon four segments"
to connect them with adjacent contacts. As
no resistances are required, the movement of 3o
the switch is quite small, and the contacts
are placed in such relation to one another
that the springs may form a new connection
without making an open circuit. The ear-

switch operates normally to short-circuit the 85
motor by conveying the current from con-
ductor 3 to 4, as iu Fig. 1, and the function of
the landing-switch in actuating the motor is

first to breck this short circuit and next to
complete a circuit through the armature. In 00
all the diagrams the motor is shown at the
top of the hoistway to make its relations to

the switches more Clear; but it is obvious that
it may be located in any position and at any
distance from the hoistway, as may be re- 95
quired to operate the hoisting mechanism.
However it is located, the conductors 1, 2, 3,
and 4 would preferably be connected at one
end only to the line-wires or motor, and the
switch nearest to such connected endswould, 10c

obviously, if there were a break in one of the
conductors, receive the current in advance of

any other switch. The conductors areshown
thus connected at their top ends, and the top
switch in each diagram would therefore re- 105

ceive the current from the broken conductor
and would operate either to. transmit it to

those beyond or to divert it into the motor to

actuate the same. The movement of the car
past any such break would thus wholly de-'« 10

prive it of the current, except when a circuit

were closed around the break by the landing-
switch. The landing-switches shown in Figs.

5 and 6 operate thus to normally close the
circuit around the broak and to thus convey i"
the current past the break to the car-switch,

whatever its position in the hoistway. Any
landing-switch, however, between the car and
th' tops of the conductors (the ends con-

nected with the circuit) would operate tocnt 1*0

off the current from the car-switch when .

moved from itsnormal position/while those be-
yond the car-switch Would have no effect upon
such switch. In the landing -switches the
four segments are numbered 39, 40, 41, and "5
42. The springs resting thereon are num-
bered 26, 27, 28, and 29, and contact-stud 45

is connected normally with thespring 20 and
permanently with the conductor 3, the seg-

ment 40 being permanently connected with 130

the same conductor npon the opposite side of

a break 30. The contact-stud 4ti is connected
normally with thespring27, and permanently
with the conductor 4, the segment 41 being
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permanently connected w'.th the same con-
ductor upon the opposite side of a break 31.

The segment 42 is permanently connected
with the conductor 2. The segment 39 is con-

5 nected normally with the spring 20 and per-
manently with tho conductor 1. By the side
of the segment 42, connected with conductor
2, are studs 47 and 49, con nected, respectively,

with the conductors 4 and 3, and by the side
io of the segment 39, connected with conductor

1, are the studs 43 and 44, conceded, re-

spectively, with the conductors 3 and 4.

Fig. 6 shows the switches all in their nor-
mal position, the current passing from the con-

15 ductor 3 into the spring 26 and back through
the segment 40 to the same conductor beyond
the break 30, and then traversing the said con-
ductor to the moving contact 14, from which
it passes through the car-switch to the mov-

20 ing contact 15, and through the conductor 4
to the line-wire 8. The car-switch thus oper-

ates normally" to short-circuit the motor so
long as the landing-switches are unmoved,
whatever its position, as may be seen by trac-

es ing the arrows e in Fig. 6, to the car-switch

in both of the cars represented in such figure.

Fig. 7 shows a similar diagram with the car
in the middle of the hoistway, its switch in

its normal position, and the lowest landing-
$0 switch turned to bring the car down to such

landing. Such movement turnsthe spring 27
away from the contact 46 and thus opens the
short circuit around ihe break in the con-
ductor 4, the spring 2G at the same time be-

35 ing shifted from the contact 45 to open the
short circuit around the break in the con-
ductor 3. Tbe spring 29 at, the same time
connects stud43 (which is united to conductor
3) with the segment 39 and conductor 1 to lead

40 the current from conductor 3 to the armature,
the shifting of the spring 28 at the same time
connecting the stud 47 (which is united to con-
ductor 4) with thesegrncnt42toreceivethecur-
rent from the armature through the conductor

45 2 and lead it to conductor 4. The current alter
passing, as shown by the arrows /V around
the break 30 in the conductor 3 through the
two upper landing-switches is unable to find

a short circuit through the car-switch, as the
50 connection from the car-switch to the nega-

tive line-wire 8 is cut off by the rnovementof
the spring 27 in the lowest landing-switch.
Xo current, therefore, passes through the car-

switch, and the motion of the motor is wholly

55 controlled by the movement of the lower land-
ing-switch. By turning the lower landing-
switch the car may thus, whatever its situa-

tion in the hoistway, be brought down to the
lower landing for the use of any one at that

60 point.

Fig. 8 shows a similar diagram with the car-

switch in its normal position and the upper
landing-switch turned to bring the car up.

The movement of this switch operates to

65 wholly cut oif the current from the conductors
beyond the same, the short circuit through
the car-switch being broken by the movement

of the springs 2G and 27, and the current pass-

ing, as shown by tho arrows g, through the
spring 28 to one of the armature-brushes, ahd 70
from the other to tho spring 29, and to the
conductor 4 and line-wire 8. From the above
illustrations it, will be seen that any person
upon a landing above the car may operate
the landing-switch so as to bring the car up, 75
or by a landing-switch below the car may
cause it to move down; and it will be. also

noticed, by tracing the path of the current in

the various positions of the switches,. that the

landing-switch not only connects the various 80

coutacls therein to send the current through
the motor-armature in the right direction,

but it also opens the circuit through the car-

switch by destroying the continuity in the

loop around the break in the" attached con- 85

ductor. Such an effect upon the car-switch

can only be produced with constant current,

in which case the car-switch may be permit-

ted to short-circuit the motor; but in a sys-

tem using constant potential, as shown in 90
Fig. 4, it would not be permissible to short-

circuit the motor through any of the switches,

and the car-switch is therefore held normally
open, the same as the landing-switches shown
in that 'figure. In cases where an operator is 95
not employed to constantly attend the eleva-

tor-car, it is obvious that personson different

landings may desire to use the car at the same
time, or may attempt to control the current

by the use of the landing-switch when the 10°

car is in motion and its switch shifted. One
of tho objects of this invention is to furnish

an electric-elevator system adapted to recon-

cile, as far as possible, the requirements for

such a situation, and to avoid short-circuiting 105

with constant potential or an open circuit

with constant current. It is- also especially

adapted to prevent any injury to the several

parts of the system from the contrary work-
ing of th« switches, by accident or by differ- 1 1°

ent persons operating at the landing and in

the car at the same time. A circuit oper-

ated by constant current is especially adapt-

ed to effect these objects, and has been
specifically claimed heroin, although m}r gen- f'S

eric claim is intended to cover a system
adapted for both kinds of current. In a sys-

tem, operated with constant current broken
conductors may be used, and the switch above
the car, whether it is at rest or in motion, I2 °

will operate, as just stated, to wholly cut off

the current from the ear-switch, and to there-

fore exclusively control its movement. The
broken conductor below such landing-switch
becomes practically dead, and thereby de- l35

stroys one of the connections necessary to the
operation of the car-switch. I do not, however,
limit myself tothe use of broken conductors
in cases where car and landing switches are
both required, as the switches may be op- 13°

erated without such continuous conductor
although not with tho same convenience.
If the continuity of some conductor connected
with a landing-switch (in the system with con-
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staut current) wore not broken, any landing-
switch bryond the car-switch would not op-
erate when the car-switch was in its normal
iwwitiou, as the car-switch then short-circuits

5 ihe. motor; but the breaking of the circuit
through the conductor, in a loop thereof, by
means of the landing-switch, when shifted to
operate the motor, destroys the short circuit
through the car-switch, and enables the land-

10 ing-switch to control the current. The num-
ber of discontinuous conductors employed to
operate a c;u -switch and landing-switch in the
same circuit is not material, as the construc-
tion may be varied with the winding of the

15 motor and the class of currentemployed; nor
is it material which of said conductors is bro-
ken, the conductor 1 being shown with breaks
13, in Fig. 5, and the conductors 3 and 4 being
shown discontinuous in Fig. 7.

»q • The diagram in Fig 9 is drawn to illustrate
the effect when all the switches are moved at;

once into an operative position; the arrows
marked a\ b\ c*, tP, t\f\ g', h', i,j, fc

6
, andP

fehow the path of the current to conductors 3
25 and 4, the current passing through the arma-

ture from conductor 2 to 1 and then branching
off at different points into the paths formed
by the various switches. The effects shown
ara produced in a system operating by con-

$0 stant current, but when operating by constant
potential there is a liability to short-circuit the
current, as shown in connection with Fig. 4,
and the safety-plugs are therefore required to
prevent damage to the dynamo furnishing

35 the current.

The diagram in Fig, 10 is drawn to illus-

trate the construction for a system with con-
stant current when lauding-swftehes alone
are used. .Such a construction would be most

40 suitable for freight-elevators, where no regu-
lar attendant would be employed to attend
the car; but it would have to be brought to
and dispatched from the different landings
by the use of switches thereat. In such ease

45 it would be possible to secure the stoppageof
the car at any particular landing by provid-
ing a landing-door and a door-switch thereat,
or a switch analogous to the door-switch ar-

ranged to be operated by hand at such land-
50 ing, so that the car when dispatched from

any other lauding would stop thereat In
such a system it would also be very important
to provide an automatic stop at each end of
the bourse to prevent the fouling or break-

55 ago of- the suspending-rope. It will be no-
ticed that the dogs d' and switch-stud d
(shown in Fig. 1} would not operate to stop
the car if it were moving under the control
of the landing-switch, as the only function of

60 the dogs is to throw the car-switch into a neu-
tral position, and such neutral position is

the normal position in which it is controlled
by the landing -switches. Where landing-
switches are used it is therefore .necessary to

'65 provide means independent of the car-switch
or any dogs for shifting the same to stop the
car positively at the top aud bottom of the

hoistway. I have shown herein switches
adapted to be shifted er actuated by a pro-
jection upon the car when the latter reaches 70
the proper limits of its travel. Such switches
are shown in Fig. Gatyy', the switches being
iuserted in branches between the line-wires

7 and 8, so as to short-circuit the motor when
closed. The switches are held normally open 75
by springs y

2
, and are provided each with an

arm y
3

, having a stud or pin y
4

, projecting in

the path of a wedge if, attached to the mov-
ing car. The switch is so located that when
the car reaches the desired limit of its travel 80

the wed;re operates to shift the switch and to

stop the motor, thus preventing any accidents
if the car is not properly governed by the op-
erator. The short circuit thus formed cuts

out all the car and landing switches, and 85
means m ust therefore be provided for reopen-

ing the circuit through -such switches before
the motor ean. be started to move the car
from its position. Such means would con-

sist in a spring -closed switch adapted to' 90
open the short circuit formed by either of

the switches y y', and located upon the land-
ing, where it could be heldopeaby the opera-
tor until the car could be moved from its con-
tact with the switch y or y'. Such springs ,95
closed switches are indicated at x x\ adjacent
to the switches y y', and a mere push-button
would be used in practice, and would be ar-

ranged to normally close the circuit ju9t as

the switches y y' operate normally to open it so^

Stop-switches operated in a similar manner
are shown ia Fig. 10 at i/

41 and j/*
1

, eachpwitch
consisting of two spring-leaves connected, re-

spectively, with the conductors 7 and 8, and
joined electrically, when the car reaches the '.0%

limit of its travel at either end of the hoist-

way, by a metallic plate «8 upon the car T.

In Fig. 4 a similar plate c'^and springs c" are

connected with the locking-magnet L. The
switches x x' are in Fig. 10 shown applied to 1 10

breaks in the conductor 8, the switches being
shown closed aud provided each with a push-
button adapted to open it when required.

These switches may be located at Xs in a loop
of the line 8. These stop-switches y, y', y*1, 115

and y
31 may be used to stop the car automati-

cally at the ends of the hoistway in place of

the means shown in Figs. 1 and 3 for shifting

the lever of the car-switch. A freight-ele-

vator, such as is shown in Fig, 10, may also ra»

be started at any landing and automatically

stopped at an intermediate point by means
of door-sw4tohes at the landings operated by
opening the doors, as just described above.

In Fig. 10 three landing-switches are shown 135

adapted to operate by constant current, each

being constructed with three springs attached

to the switch arm or lever and bearing upon
three separate segments. Such landing-

switches would be connected merely by wires, 130

and no conductors' would require to be fixed

in the hoistway. I have, however, numbered
the wires the same as the constant-current

conductors shown in Fig. 6. The segment I
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in the switch nearest the motor is connected 1

to conductor '3, the segment m is connected
with the conductor 1 from the brush B', and
the segment n with the conductor 2 from the

5 brush B. Tlio switches are shown arranged
to be normally connected in series by a spring
o, bearing upon the segment I and upon a
stud V, adjacent to the segment and connected
by a wire P with the similar segment of the

io succeeding switch, the segment of the last

switch in the.series being con nested by wire»

P with line-wire b. Adjacent contact-studs

m' and n' are connected with segments mand
n and adapted to throw the current from the

15 segment I and spring o into the conductors 1

and 2, respectively, when the spring is moved
to such studs. Springs r and s bear, respect-

ively, upon the segments m and 71, and con-

tacts r' and s' are arranged adjacent to the
20 same and connected, respectively, with the

conductors 1 and 2, the springs operating
normally to close loops or breaks formed in

each of the said conductors, but adapted
when moved to connect either of said con-

25 ductors with the stud V and with the wire P
and negative line-wire 8. The upper switch
is shown in its normal positiou. The cen-

ter switch, arranged below it, is turned to

. the right, and the lower switch is shown in

30 full lines in its normal position in dotted

lines turned to the right, and in wa\'y lines

turned to tho left. Between the segmentsm
and ?i are shown contacts b", in line with the
space between the segments r' and s', and

35 connected with the same when the switch-

arm is moved into an operative position to

move the car.up or down. The contact. be of

each switch is connected by wiren* with the

contact V of the switch below, and operates,

40 when more than one of the switches is by, ac-

cident turned at the same time, to maintain a
path for the current to the positive and nega-

tive line-wires to prevent a break in the cir-

cuit. Such break would be ve/y injurious

45 with a constant-current circuit, and would
otherwise occur under such circumstances, as

will be seen byfollowingthe arrows in dotted

and wavy lines which are applied to the draw-

ings. When thecenter switch is turned from
to its normal- position, as shown, the current

parses from such switch by the black arrows

to the armature-brush B,and from the arma-
ture-brush 1>' back to the contact m in the

center switch, from which it passes through

55 the stud /' and connection P to the segment
I of the lower switch. From this segment, if,

the lower switch were in its normal position,

the current would pass to the stud I' and
through the connection P to the negative line-

60 wire b. It will be seen by inspecting thecen-

ter switch that the current returning to the

switch from the armature passes from the

segment m or n (according to the position of

the switch-arm) to'thestud V by a connection

65 c\ and if the lower switch receive the current

from the armature the current would enter

segment wi or n and pass thence to the stud

n'or m', and th rough the spring into the stud
Z'to reach the line-wire 8; but when the lower
switch, or the one farthest from the motor, 70
(and which forms normally the connection for
all th<5 other switches to the line-wire,) is dis-

placed simultaneously with any other switch-
in the series its spring is disconnected from
the stud V and line-wire,and other means are 75
required in each of the other switches to form
such connection. Such means are provided
in the

. wire a', which connects the stud b*

with the contact V of the switch below it in
the series. When the lower switch is moved 80
to the position shown in dotted lines, the car-
rent would-be compelled to follow the course
indicated by the dotted arrows to contact $'

of the switch above jt, and would be there
connected by the spring r or s (according to 85
the position of the switch-arm) with the con-
tact 68

, from which it could pass by the wire
as to the contact /'of the switch below it, and
thence through conductor P to the line-wire 8.

The same results follow when the lower 90
switch is moved to the position shown in wavy
lines, the wavy arrows showing the current
led to the contact r' of the switch above it,

and thence through the stud bl and wire a8

to the negative line- wire, as before. With 95
this construction when the center swkch, or
one nearer to the motor, is operated to actuate
the rnotor, the movingof a lower switch in the
series does not prevent the switch in advance
of it in the series from operating in the in- toe*

tended manner, nor does it prevent the cur-

rent from such earlier switch from reaching
the negative line-wire, as is required. The
path traversed by the current, as indicated

by the dotted and wavy arrows, is simply the 105
path that the current is required to follow

after leaving the center or earlier switch. It

is obvious that the switch nearest the motor
would receive the current from the conductor

3, and would affect the operation of the mo- no
tor to the exclusion of any other switch in the

series which might be turned at the same
time. It will be seen that with switches thus

constructed, and automatic stop-switches at

the ends of the hoistway, my construction js irj.

completely adapted to prevent the derange-

ment or interruption of the circuit, or the

stoppage of any other apparatus connected
in series therewith, and is so designed that it

may be operated by any persons who would 12.0

be trusted with the management of any form
of power-elevator.

The system shown in Fig. 10 is adapted for

dumb-waiters or hoisting-apparatus of any
kind actuated from stationary landings, and 125

when such switches are operated single each
one is capable of controlling the car at any
part of its course, owing to the absence of a

car -switch, which, as has been described

above, operates to cutout the landing-switches i$o

when- situated between any of the same and
the motor connections.

Fig. 11 shows an arrangement with circuits

and switches for actuating the car by hydrau-
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lie mechanism through the agency of an elec-
tric motor, the motor shown being of the re-
versible typo and connected with, a reversible
rotary pump. The movement of the car in

5 this construction is as much dependent upon
the movement of the motor, and therefore
upon the switches used to change the circuit
connections, as in any other of the systems
heretofore- illustrated.

i.o In Fig. 11, M is the electric motor, shunt
wound ; !

>ia
, the rotary p um p ;P13

, a water-reser-
voir with weighted plunger P\ and P5 a cyl-

inder having a piston-rod P" and pulley P? to

actuate the rope I/1 for the car IA The pump
15 operates, according to the direction of its

motion, cither to draw the water from the
reservoir and force it into one end of the
cylinder to pull the rope and hoist the car,

or to draw the water from the same end of

20 the cylinder into which it was forced, and
deliver it back into the reservoir under the
pressure of the plunger P* to lower the car.

The plunger is weighted to such pressure as
to overbalance the empty car, and to thus

15 furnish to the pump a current of fluid under
suitable pressure to materially assist in ele-

vating the load. The work thrown upon the.

motor when li fting is thus greatly diminished,
and some of the work is imposed upon it when

jo lowering the car. The switches are shown
for a eonstantrpotential circuit, the switch-

lover M4 upon the car being formed of non-
conducting material, with metallic plates m*
and tu\ and the switch being formed with

35 three sets of segments, lettered, respectively,

?i
8 connected with the conductor 4, n' con-

nected with the conductor 2, and v? connected
with the conductor 1, and with two sets of

resistances ?i,'
J conuected with tfte conductor

40 3. The conductors are shown as if fixed sta-

tionary in the hoistway and the- connections
for it made by moving contacts 1' 2' 3' 4'.

The conductors' 1 and 2 are connected with

the commutator-brushes, and the conductors

43 3 and 4 are connected primarily with the

positive and negative line-wires and with the

opposite terminals of the field-coils. The
cur-switch operates when moved from its

normal position to the right to throw a por-

50 tion of the current from conductors into the

conductor 1, and thence through the armature
into conductor 2, ared through segments n"

and n" into conductor 4 to the negative line.

When moved in he opposite direction, the

55 current passes from the conductor 3 to con-

ductor 2, and thence through the armature to

conductor 1- and 4, thus reversing the motion

of the armature and of the pump in the de-

sired manner. The landing-switch is pro-

60 vided with lever 0", having a metallic plate

o7 near one end fitted to connect, respectively,

segnicntso,0 with resistances n!9and segments

o11 with the resistances u", a plate or spring

o" at the opposite end of the lever being

65 adapted to bear upon the segment opposite

that in contact with -the plate o7
. The resist-

ances aro all connected with conductor 1, the

segment o" with tho conductor 3, i,ho segment
o10 with the conductor 4, and the plater/ with
the conductor 2, and the lover operates when 70
shifted to the right and left to effect the same
changes in the circuit as the lever of the car-
switch.

Hydraulic mechanism for operating eleva-
tor-cars is already so widely used in so many 73
modifications that it is obviously immaterial
what kind be employed in my electric system
to produce the motion of the ear, provided
the motion of the hydraulic hoisting appa-
ratus bo controlled by electric circuits and 80
switches in the manner shown in any of my
dilterent drawings, or described herein. I
have merely shown the construction in Fig.
11 to illustrate oue form of my invention, and
it is immaterial whether a reversible pump 85
be used or whether the electric motor and
pump be employed merely to elevate the
car, and the descent of the same be secured
by discharging the water from the hydraulic
cylinder, or whether the hydraulic .median- 90
ism be actuated by a water-motor and the
movements of the motor controlled by a mag-
netic switch and electric circuits, as shown in
Fig. 14.

Fig. 12 shows the application of my inven- 9s
tion to electric circuits and switches, in com-
bination with a motor running constantly in

one direction and connected with a hoisting-

drum by a belt or belts which require to be
shifted to and from the fast pulley 'vhich 100

drives the elevator. In such case my system
of circuits and switches is employed to act-

uate an electro-magnetic shifter to act upon
the elevator-belt and to move the same to and
from the fast pulley. In the drawings only 105

the armature A5 of the motor is indicated
with the bed M5 for the entire motor and the
binding-posts 2A which receive the current
from the segments of a hand-switch interposed

in the positive line-wire which is connected »?o

with one of the terminals of thefield. C* is

a counter-shaft driven continuously by the
motor, and 13s and B" are straight and cross

belts driven by the counter-shaft and shown
resting upon loose pulleys B7 on the elevator- 115
driving shaft B8

. A fast pulley B' is shown
upon the shaft between the pulleys B', and a
shifter B10 is shown applied to both the belts

and operates, when moving one of the belts

upon such fast pulley, to move the other away 1 20

from it upon the adjacent loose pulley. The
shifting device consists of an electro magnet
or magnets M*, with opposite poles N S, ar-

ranged at a suitable distance to admit be-

tween their pole-pieces X S a rotary electro- 125

magnet M 8
, which is held normally with its

poles at rijjla angles to the poles of the mag-
nets M° by an arm A 6 and weight W, the

coils of the armature being then at right

angles to the coils of the magnets Mc
. As 130

shown in the drawings, the current, when the

lever s7 of the hand-switch connects the seg-

ments S8 and 3*, passes from the line to the
motor and from the motor to one termin.il of
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the coils around the magnets M*, but passes-

only through the rotary magnet or armature
M8

, when the current is directed through the
same by circuits and switches arranged ac-

5 cording to my system. In this Fig. 12, C7 is

the car, and 12 3 4 conductors arranged in

the hoistway, with sliding contacts^*, 2|, 3-J-,

and 44, connected with a switch upon the
car. The switch is provided with four seg-

io ments, s8 connected with conductor 1, s
9 con-

nected with conductor 2, s10 connected with
conductor 3, and sn connected with con-

ductor 4, and with a lever P, carrying two
curved springs, insulated from one another

IS and adapted each to bear upon three of the

segments when in their neutral position, as

shown in the figure, but. to unite only two of

such segments when moved into an operative
position in either direction. Theswitchisthus

20 adapted for constant current.as it avoidsopen-
ing the circuit in eitherdirection, while it oper-

ates, like the car-switeh shown in Fig. 1, to

th row the current from conductor 3 alternately
into conductors 1 aud 2 to reverse the current

i$ in the circuit, and to thus actuate the hoisting

mechanism in contrary directions, as desired.

When the top of the car-switch lever is turned
to the left, as per arrow marked "left," the

current passes, as indicated by the arrows P,

30 from conductor 3 into conductor 1, which is

connected flexibly with one terminal of the

coil about the rotary armature M8
, and from

the other terminal of such coil to the con-
ductor 2, and through the switch-segments s9

35 and s" into conductor 4. The movement of

the lever Z
8 in the opposite direction diverts

the current through the armature M8 in the
opposite direction. The poles of the fixed

magnet are indicated by the usual signs NS;
40 but as-the rotary armature is very nearly cir-

cular in cross-section but very slight rotary
tendency is prod need by the attraction of such
poles until the circuit through the armature
is closed. When the armature becomes mag-

45 netized with poles at right angles to the poles

K S, there is a strong tendency to rotate in

1 he effort of the currents around fhe arma-
ture to place themselves at right angles to the
lines of force in the field between the poles

50 NS. The armature lever or arm A* is con-

nected with the belt-shifter B 10
, and the mo-

tion of the armature in one direction is util-

ized to throw the straight belt upon the ele-

vator-driving pulley B9
X and to thus hoist the

55 car, while the revei-sal of the current in the

armature and its movement in the opposite
direction is utilized to push the straight belt

off the fast pulley and to move the crossed

belt thereon to run the car down. Only the

60 car-switch is shown in Fig. 12, as in Fig. 1;

but landing-switches alone maybe used, if re-

el u i red, as in Fig. .10, or the entire system,
with car and landing switches, door-switches,

door-locks, and automatic stop mechanisms
65 shown herein may be connected with the cir-

cuit and operated as described herein. It is

obviously' immaterial whether the reversible

enrrent be directed through the coils of the
rotary, armature or through the coils of the
fixed magnet or magnets to effect the desired 70
movement ia the armature lever or arm A6

,

aud it is obviously immaterial whether an arm
be used to actuate the belt-shifting mechan-
ism or a rack and pinion or other equivalent
mechanism be employed.

75
Fig. 13 shows the arrangement of currents

and switches for a constant-current system,
in which a flexible conductor or cable is used
to convey the current to the car. 'Die motor
is series wound with the coils of the solenoid- 80
brake magnet 31' in a circuit passing from
one of the armature brushes to the wire 13',

connecting with the car and landing switches.
The conductors 1 and 2 are merely insulated
wires counected with the opposite armature- ?£
brushos. The conductor 3 is connected with
the negative terminal of the motor field-coils

and the conductor 4 with the negative line-

wire. Lines L9 represent landings at different

heights in the building, with landing switches 9c

applied to the first and third landing* and
the car shown situated at the level of the sec-

ond lauding. The car-switch- is the same as
that shown in Fig.'l, (a constant-current sys-
tem,) bntthe landing switches* re constructed 91
with merely two segments K and K', con-
nected, respectively, with conductors 2 and 1

and having a contact v connected with wire
12', leading through the- flexible cable to the
contact 35 of the car-switch and connected tot
normally with conductor 1. Adjacent to each
of the segments is a contact q, connected with
the conductor 4, and thus with the line 8, and
a contact q', connected with the conductor 3,

and through wire 14' with the lever 33 in the ioj

car-switch. The landing-switches, when their
levers provided with tho contact-springs K 7

and K8 are turned to the right and operated
independently of the car-switch, thus serve
to connect the conductors 3 and 2 to throw irt

the current into the brush B'and at the same
time to connect the conductor 1 and brush B
with the conductor4 and lineS. Wheu turned
to the left, the arms of the landing-switches
connect the conductor 3 with conductor 1, 115
and also connect the brush 11' with the con-
ductor 4 and tho line 8. The parts lettered

33, 34, 35, and 20 in the car-switch arc con-
nected, as in Fig. 1, with the conductors 3, 4,

1, and 2 by means of tho wires 14', 15', 12', 120

and 13'. Assuming "that the car-switch be
turned to the left to run tho car down, the
current then passes through the cable from
the field-termiuals by wire 14' to tho lever 33,

thence through wire 12' to contact v and 125

spring k* of the landing-switch, and through
contact K' to conductor 1 and brush B. After
passing through the armature the current
passes from the brush B' and brake-magnet
M' by the wire 13' through the cable to the ijo

contact 20 and lover 34. It then returns
through the cable by wire 15' to the conductor
4 and line 8. When the car-switch is turned
in the opposite direction, the current in the
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motor is reversed and the same effects pro-
duced as by the car-switch shown in Fig. 1.

The landing-switches are shown connected
mechanically by bell-crank ?/ and a link »' to

5 secure the opening of the circuit at all of cho
contacts r when any one of the landing-
switches is operated
The car-switch will operate in connection

with a landing-switch with the construction
io shown if only one landing-switch is used; but

if more than one be connected with the cir-

cuits, as shown in the figure, the movement
of- any one of the landing-switches will not
suffice to control the current, as it is necessary

ts in such case that the circuit through the ear-

switch should be broken. This is effected in

each landing-switch by moving the spring k*

from the contact r; but the movement of one
of a series of landing-switches will not suffice

20 to open the circuit through the car-switch un-

less the others be moved at the same time, for

which purpose the bell-cranks it and liuk u'

are shown. In lieu of such mechanism for

operating all the landing-switches at once the

f»5 landing-switches may all be connected in se-

ries, as is indicated by the wavy line l-', con-

necting the contact v in one switch with the

spring ks in the switch below it. With this

construction the circuit to the car -switch

30 passes through contact v of each switch to the

spring ks of the switch below it, and the cir-

cuit may thus be completed through any num-
ber of landing-switches. The movement of

any one of the landing-switches will therefore

35 open the circuit through the car-switch, and
the current will follow the path through the

paxtieularlanding-switch that is moved. The
wires 5 and (i, connected, respectively, with

the brushes B' and B, are provided for the

40 connection of indicators A at the landings, such

as are shown in connection with the same
wires in Fig. (J.

In all the systems shown in Figs. 1 to 13 the

sa'"e current that passes through the m'otor-

45 armature is conveyed by the circuits to the

various operative switches in the car or at the

landings. While this arrangement is most

.simple, it is obvious that as my system con-

sists in the combination of circuits and

50 switches such combination may operate with

an independent electrical generator, and that

the current operating in the circuit from such

independent generator may be employed to

actuate a-reversing-switch placed in the mo-

55 tor-circuit, and thus control the operationsof

the hoisting mechanism actuated by the mo-

tor. Such a construction is shown in Fig. 14,

the conductors befog shown at 1,2, 3, 4, 7, and

8, the car-switch connected with the conduct-

60 ors by a cable, and the independent gener-

ator G8 being connected with the switch upon

he ear and with a landing-switch connected

with the conductors 12 3 4. M is the mag-

net of the motor, which is shunt-wound and

65 with a circuit and motor-switch Z, adapted to

a constant-potential system. The current is

shunted through the field from the -+- line-wire

7 by wires «" and a13 and through the motor-
switch Z by wires i/

,u ando' 3
, which are connect-

ed, respectively, with Segments 19 and 20 in the 70
switch Z, which is constructed and operated
the same as the switch shown in Figs. 4 and .

r
>.

The switch-lever carrying the contact-pieces
or springs /' and /"- is shifted by a link J'"

3

,

which is actuated by an electro- magnetic 75
shifter (indicated by the letter Y in Fig. 14,
and shown in detail in Figs. 15, 10, and 17.)

In the latter figures, E E arc the poles of a
stationary magnet.; F F, the poles of a niov-
able magnet pivoted to turn in relation to E So
E and normally held at right angles to the
same by a weight W. This electro-magnetic
shifter operates electrically the same ah the
one shown in Fig. 12, but mechanically is of
different construction, as it is provided with S5
blushes resting upon movable contact-pieces
to convey the current to the cores of the mov-
able magnet from the independent generator
Gs,and the magnet and armature cores being
formed iu pairs connected by bridges. The 90
current passes from the independent genera-
tor G3 by the wire e to the coils of one pole
E, and from theuce by wire e' to the coils of
the other pole E, as shown in Fig. 15, and
from thence by wire /'•" to the conductor 2. 95
The conductors 1 and 3 are connected, re-

spectively, by the wires /'* and /", with the
brushes g

w and o", resting upon the seg-

ments 7<
lli and ft

11
, which are in electrical con-

nection with the coils of the movable magnet- 100
poles F. The conductor 4 is connected with
the wire/ 14 of the generator G 3

.

The car and landiug switches shown at X
and X' are similar to the switch Z and to the
constant-potential switches in Figs. 4 and 5, 105
and have their several contacts lettered the
same as in Figs. 4 and 5 and connected with
the same conductors. The movement of the
switch X or X' operates to vary the current
in the circuits through the brushes g™ and g

n
1 10

the same as the switches connected with the
armature-brushes B and B' in Figs. 1 to 13,

inclusive, and the current around the mov-
able magnet-poles F is therefore reversed at

pleasure, with the effect of reversing the po- 115
larity of such poles and causing them to bo
forcibty attracted or repelled by the poles of

the fixed magnet E E. As showu in Figs. 15

and 16, the bridge of the poles F is formed
with extensions at opposite sides to carry 120

upon the one hand the weight W and upon
the other hand the link/ 1

", by which the mo-
tion of such bridge (when the poles F are re-

tracted or repelled) is transmitted to the op-

erative arm of the motor-switch Z. By such 125
connection between the electro - magnetic
shifter atM the motor-switch the latter is

moved at the same time in the same direc-

tion with either of the switches X or X', and
thus varies the current in the motor-circuit 130
the same as if such circuit were connected
directly with the car or landing-switch. It is

obviously immaterial how the electro-mag-
netic shifter be caused to operate upon the
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motor-switch-, but it will be readily under-
stood that the axis x* of the switch Y might
be in practice made coincident with the axis
t4 of the switch Z by mounting the magnet

5 P upon the same stud that carries the arm of
the switch Z. In such case it would not be
necessary to employ a link, as / 10

; but the
arm of the switch Z could be connected di-
rectly to the bridge of the magnet-poles F.

to It is obvious that in the system shown in
Fig. 14 the car-switch maybe connected with
the electric circuit by sliding or. rolling con-
tacts moving over fixed conductors in the
hoistway, as in Pigs. 1 to 9, inclusive, the cir-

15 <5uits being conducted to the car by a cable
in Fig. 14 merely to show the connection of
a constant- potential circuit with the car-
switch equivalent to the arrangement of the
constant- current' circuits shown connected

20 with the car by a cable in Fig. i.3.

In Fig. 5 door-switches e3 are shown formed
in a loop of the conductor 4, the ends of the
loop being connected with the conductor at
each-side of a break e4

, formed in the said con-
25 ductor above the path of the sliding contact

lo. As such figureshowscircuits adapted for
constant potential, such door-switches would
be Held normally closed, and may be actuated
byany suitable connection to the doortoopen

30 the circuit, and to thus prevent the actuation
of the mpror until the door is Closed.

In Fig. 10 switches are shown in a loop of
the— line-wi re 8, which would beheld normally
closed, as by a spring push-button, and which

35 may be used instead of *he switches x x'.

In Fig. 13, in addition to the shifting-blocks

d' for automatically shifting the switch-lever

ii'i upon the car at the end of its travel, the
stop-switches y y' are shown arranged simi-

40 larly to those in Fig. G, and could be used to

stop the car in place of the means for shifting

the car-switch automatically, if desired. In
such case they would be held normally open
and operated by wedges if upon the car, as

45 shown in Fig. 6.

In Fig. 13 door-switches ec held normally
open are shown in a branch circuit between
the line-wires 7 and S, the one on a level with
tho carT being shewn- closed, as would be fhe

50 case if actuated by a connection to the open
door when the car was stationed at the land-

ing to short-circuit the motor. The same
switches upon the first and third landings are

shown open, as would be normally the case so

55 long as the- doors at such landings were
closed. When landing-switches are not used,

as in Fi<r. 1, the door-switches may be con-

nected with the same conductors upon which
the sliding contacts of the car are arranged

60 to move, the connections for such .switches

being attached at each landing, so that the

opening of the door-switch may cut off the

current from suehcontactsaud the car-switch

connected therewith. When landing-switches

65 are used, the connections thereto will cutout

the door-switches which may be located be-

yond them, and thereby render them inoper-

ative, and the arrangement shown in Fig. 18
ma}', if desired, be used, consisting in a sin-

gle switch e6
, connected with a branch of the 70

main cirenjtabovo the highest landing-switch
and actuated by mechanism as the wire or
rod e7 and cranks e8, located at the separate
landings. Rods en receive the thrust of the
door, and springs e13 press rods toward door. 75
Separate door-switches may also be used, as
shown in Fig. 13, arranged at the different

landings, but located in a loop of the — line 8,

so that they are wholly removed from the va-
riations in the current which are effected by 80
the landing and car switches upon the con-
ductors with which they are connected.
The car T in many of the diagrams is

shoAvn without any hoisting-rope or means of

connection to the hoisting apparatus; but in 85
other cases, as in Fig. 10, a mere suspension
of the car from a drum is indicated, and a
belt connection from the drum to a pulley

upon the motor-armature shaft.

.

In Figs. 4 and 11 various means arc shown 90
for transmitting tho motion of the electric

motor to the car, and it is obvious that in

those cases where the connection of the motor
with the car is omitted it may be readily sup-

plied by any of the means that are shown ot 95
any other suitable hoisting mechanism. The
brake-magnet M' is also shown in most of the

diagrams applied to a brake-wheel P\ and it

will be understood that such application may
be made at any point in the hoisting mech- 10c

anism where it will be most convenient or ef-

fective.

It will be understood that in the diagrams
the brake is pressed normally against the

brake-wheel, as by the weight Ps
, and thus 105

tends to hold the hoisting mechanism motion-

less; but as soon as the current passes through

the armature it operates to lift the brake

from the wheel, and to thus permit its rota-

tion while the motor is in operation. This.no
construction is shown in the drawings be-

cause it is the safest, forif the brake-magnet

fails to act from any cause the hoistingmech-

anism will simply be restrained from motion

and no accident to the car could occur. On 115

the contrary, if the circuits be so arranged

that the current would pass through the

brake-magnet when turned off of the motor

and operate to release the brake when the

motor is in operation, then a failure of the 120

brake-magnet to operate would deprive the

hoisting mechanism and the suspended car

of the entire restraint imposed by the brake

and serious accidents might result. It is,

however, immaterial to my invention whether 125

the brake be actuated or lifted from the

brake-wheel by the electro-magnetic energy.

When fixed conductors are used in the

hoistway and moving coutacts are attached

to the car to carry the current to a car-switch, 130

it will be understood that it is preferable to

have one ormoreof the fixed conductors dis-

continuous or provided with breaks, as shown

at 13, 30, and 31 in Fig. 7, so that the move-
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raent of the landing-switch raay out off the
circuit through the car-switch, and thug pre-
vent the latter from operating. It will also
be noticed that in most of the constructions

5 having a ear-switchr and landing- switches
when two of the landing-switches are turned
to make the car move in the same direction
the car w«ll move; but if two switches are
shifted to move the car in contrary directions

10 the car will not be moved, and in case a short
circuit is produced in a system with constant
potential a fuse will be required at some point
in the connections to prevent damage to the
dynamo which furnishes the current. It will

15 also be noticed that where a landing-switch
is used to normally close a circuit around a
break in one of the car-switch conductors the
movement of such landing-switch opens the
circuit at such break, and the portion of "the

»o conductor beyond such landing -switch is

wholly cut off from the current, and the car-
switch, when the car is located beyond such
break in the conductor, is wholly inoperative
by its connection with such dead conductor

15 and the movement of the car is controlled en-
tirely by such landing-switch.
Many of the differences of construction

shown herein are due merely to the provision
required in circuits with constant current to

jo avoid opening the circuit at any point, while
in a system operated with constant potential
the circuitsare normally open and no current
passes through a switch until moved, and if

the motor is series wound it is net magnet-
$5 ized at all until a switch is moved; but with

compound or shunt -wound motors the cir-

cuit through the field remains undisturbed
by the operation of the switches, an3 all the
changes, necessary to operate the car either

40 by the car or. landing switches take place in

the arraatnre-circuit.

Although the shunt-circuit around the field

is shown normally closed in the diagrams for

constant potential, it is obvious that the eir-

45 cuits and switches could be so arranged -as

to cut the whole motor out of the circuit the
same as with the constant-current system;
but such an arrangement would be more com-
plicated, and the advantage, except in cases

^o where the elevator is seldom used, would not
be sufficient to compensate for the additional

cost of construction and liability to derange-
ment.
My object in this entire elevator system

55 has been (0 make it as complete as possible

in respect to its simplicity, durability, and
the certainty of its action, and at the same
time avoiding; needless complication. I do
not therefore limit myself to the use of all

60 the attachments, as landing-switches, door-

lockfl, indicators, and automatic stops at the

top and bottom of the houtway, which I have
described herein, but believe that the con-

ditions frequently exist under which they

65 would be desirable and necessary. Thus
where an elevator is used in private houses

it may frequently be operated by ladies, who

could bring the car to any required landing
by Operating the switch fixed thereon, and
is such cases it would obviously bo very nee- 70
essary to employ an automatic lock to hold
the landing-door normally fastened until the
ear reached such landing, as by the bolts
shown in Figs. 1 and 4.

Where no operator is employed to con- 75
stautly ride upon the car and open the land-
ing-doors from the inside, it is obvious that
the door must be wholly unlocked, or some
class of lock actuated by the car when it

reaches the landing must be employed to pre- 80
vent inexperienced persons from accidentally
opening the door arid walking into an open
hoistway. Devices not magnetically operated
may be employed to effect such result, and
such a mechanical door-lock is shown in Fig. 85
4. v3

is the bolt of the lock, which would be
fitted through the door-frame, as shown in
Fig. 1. v* is a bell-crank having one arm at-

tached to the bolt and theotherarm attached
to a simple lever v\ pivoted at «•*, and pro- 90
vided with a roller vc upon its free end "to

bear upon a seat w', formed on the side of the
car. Such seat is formed with sloping sides

and adapted, when the car approaches its

resting-place at the landing from either di- 95
rection, to press the roller sidewise and draw
the bolt from the door to release the latter.

Upon, the car T in the same figure is shown
the magnet L for a lock similar to that shown
in Fig. 1, the electrical circuit through the 100

magnet being connected with the wires 7 and
8 and closed by a plate cw upon the side of
the car wheu at the landing. The mechan-
ical look and the electrical lock are both
shown in this figure applied to the same door 105

merely for convenience of illustration; bntit
is obvious that in practice only one lock

would be applied to the same door, and that

either system of locks would be applied to

all the landing-doors upon the same hoisjtway. tio

It will be noticed that in the constructions

described above for operating with conduct-
ors fixed in the hoistway and provided with
breaks, as. 13 in Figs. 5 and 6, or. 3d and 31

in Figs. 6, 7, 8, aud 9, the effect of the land- 1 15
ing-switch upon the car-switch is such that if

the switch below the car is moved to make
the car go up the cur will stand still, as the
connections are designed only to bring the
car down from an upper landing tosuch lower 1*0

one. On the contrary, if the car be below
the landing, the switch cannot he operated to

make it godown; but if the car is eitherabove
or below the landing the switch will operate
only to set it in motion toward that landing. 125

If theswitchls turned in the*wrong direction,

the car will not move. In consequence of such
construction, when. a landing-switch is prop-
erly turned to bring the car to such landing,

the car will stop of its own accord when moved 130

to such landing, because one or more of tho
contacts 12, 13, 14, or 15 will pass over the
brakes in the discontinuous conductor and
lose the electric current. Snch operation of
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Mic switches when turned in the wrong direc-
tion will be perceived by tracing the course
of the currents in Fig. 9, where the various
switches are turned contrary to oue another.

5 To effect such result the break in eacli con-
ductor is so constructed that the cou tact will

pass over it just before or after the car is

even with the landing. I>y such construc-
tion the car may be brought to the landing

io when moving in either direction, for if it lost

the current just before reaching the landing
the car would possess sufficient momentum
to carry it thereto.

In all the figures except Fig. IS ihe desired

15 movements of the hoisting mechanism are
effected by controlling the armature-circuit
through the operation of the car or landing
switches; but in this figure variations in the
course of the current affect the magnetic

20 field instead of the armature. In Fig. 18 the
circuits are so arranged that the current
passes continually through the armature and
is cut off (to stop the motor) or reversed (to

actuate it in opposite directions) by varying

iS the course of the current in the field-coils.

In some cases this is the best arrangement,
as the resistance of the armature is much
less than that of the field, and consequently
absorbs much less energy when the motor is

50 standing still. The electrical conductors and
all the connections from the same to th« car
or landing switches would be unchanged in

such a system, the alteration consisting merely
in reversing the relations of.the field-coils and

35 commutator- brushes to the system by con-
necting the conductors 1 and 2 with the ter-

minals of the field-coils, and the + line-wire

being then connected to one of the brushes
and the other brush being connected to eon-

40 ductor 3.

By comparing the connections of the con-
ductors 1, 2, and 3 with the motors in Figs. 1

and 18 the character of the change will be ap-
parent, and, indeed, issosimpleastob#read-

45 ily effected by changing the wires to any mo-
tor which is already connected with the con-
ductors by the arrangement shown in Fig. 1.

The indicators k2 are shown only in Fig. 6;

but it is obvious that they maybe connected
50 .with a branch circuit of varying electro-mo-

tive force in the systems illustrated in any of

the other figures. In like manner the means
(wedges <V) for shifting the car-switch auto-
matically are shown only in Figs. 1 and 13,

55 but may bo applied to any of the construc-

tions shown in the other figures, and to avoid
the risk of accident in case such mechanism
should not operate the switches y* and y

s

(shown in Fig. JO) ma}r be -used in addition
60 -to the mechanism shown in Fig. 1 for stop-

ping the car at; the onds of its normal travel.

In Fig. G a different construction for cut-

ting out the motor at the ends of the car's

travel is shown in the switches i/andi/', which
65 may be substituted in any construction for

the switches ;/
4i and y

u shown in Fig. 10, the

switches x .'•' shown in T'gs. 6 and 10 being

requisite in cither of such latter cases to ic-

storo the current to the operative circuits trav-

ersed by the switches until t he car is moved 70

from its contact with the cur-out switch.

A brake-magnet M' is shown in the motor-

circuit in nearly all the figures and operated
the same as is described for Fig. 1, and the

motor in nearly all the figures is represented 75

merely by diagram, showing the armature and
field magnet and the car by a mere rectangle

with or without any apparent means of con-

nection with the hoisting mechanism, it be-

ing understood that the car or hoisting-plat- 80

form would be constructed of any desired

shape and connected with the hoisting mech-
anism in any convenient manner.

I am fully aware that where an electric mo-
tor has been used to actuate an elevator-hoist? S$

ing machine the brake connected with such

hoisting apparatus has been magnetically op-

erated and itsoperation controlled byaswitch
upon the car. In such case the function of

the switch is merely to cut off the current 90

from the brake-magnet, and such switch has
no effect whatever in applying the power to

the hoisting apparatus or removing the power
therefrom!
While a brake may be said in a certain 95.

sense to control the movements of a hoisting

apparatus, it is only by resisting the power
or force exerted by such apparatus, and it

may therefore operate while the armature of

the electric motor is rotating and reduce the 100

speed of such armature by a wasteful expen-

diture of force, or it may operate in a similar

wasteful manner when the hoisting mechan-
ism is rotated merely by the descent of tho load.

In neither ease does the brake-switch affect 105

the application of the power to the hoisting

apparatus as in my invention. It will there-

fore be seen that the motor or other electro-

magnetic device which is affected by the cur-

rent passingthroughthecircuitsand switches no
of my system is generically different from a
brake, and that any of my switches furnishes

a means of applying the power to the hoist-

ing .apparatus or withdrawing such power
from the same, and may be used either to stop 115

or start the hoisting apparatus or to reverse

its motion, if desired, while simultaneously

actuating the brake.

Where the motor for operating the hoisting

apparatus is placed in circuit with other ap- 120

paratus, as in systems for the distribution of

light or power by an electric current from a

central station, it is obvious that the current

in the circuit would be kept either at con-

stant potential or constant strength, and that iaj

the apparatus would require to be connected

in multiple arc with such circuit or arranged

in series with the other apparatus therein.

In the former case the switches would in my
construction be provided with artificial re- 130

sistances to avoid throwing the current into

the electric motor until its armaturo-rod set

up a counter electro-motive force, and in the

latter ease the switch lovers or connectors
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would miuiro to connect the adjacent con-
tacts in (he switch when moved from one to
another to prevent an open circuit.

I hereby disclaim the mere actuation of a
5 brake by an electro-magnet having its coils

in a circuit connected with a switch upon the
car. In the construction I have shown here-
in to operate with constant current it will be
understood that the circuit cannot be opened

io even if all the switches are moved at the same
time, and that the switches adapted for a cur-
rent of constant potential are shown in all
cases provided with the resistances r to pre-
vent the current from flowing into the motor

iS until a counter electro-motive force is set up
therein.

.While I have claimed the electrical system
heroin described without reference to the use
of any particular form of switch or arrange-

20 ment of switches, I have, in the three other
applications referred to herein made spe-
cific claim to eircuits to operate expressly
with landing-switches, and have in such ap-
plications claimed many of the details of con-

25 s.truction which are shown herein but not
specifically claimed.
Having thus set forth the nature of my in-

vention, what I claim herein is— •

1. In an electric-elevator system in which
30 the motion of an electric motor is transmitted

to the car by means of a hoisting-pulley, in-
termediate mechanism, and a hoisting-rope,
the combination, with the motor-circuit, of a
switch located upon the car and arranged and

35 operated to reverse the motion of the car by
reversiug the motor and to stop the car by
stopping the motor, substantially as herein
set forth.

2. In an electric elevator system, the cotn-

40 bination, with a suspended car moving in a
hoistway provided with landings, of hoisting
mechanism operated by an electric motor,
electrical conductors, and a circuit connect-
ing the motor with the car and with the said

45 bindings, and switches upon the car and upon
the landings connected with said circuit and
provided each with contacts and with a mov-
able lever or connector adapted to vary the
course of the current in the motor, as and

50 for the purpose set forth.
3. The combination, with a suspended car

moving in a hoistway, of hoisting mechanism
operated by an electric motor, electrical con-
ductors, and a circuit connecting the motor

55 with the. car, a car-switch located thereinto
control the movements of the hoisting mech-
anism, and a door-switch located in a branch
of such circuit and Operated by the opening
of the door to stop the motor, as and for the

60 purpose set forth.

4. The combination, with a suspended car
moving in a hoistway, of hoisting mechanism
operated by an electric motor, a motor-circuit

supplied with a current of constant strength,

S5 circuits interposed between one or both of

1 he terminals of the field and the armature
and between the armature and one or both

of the terminals of the line,- and oue or more
switches located therein and arranged in or
along the path of the car and operated to re- 70
verse or stop the movement of the armature,
as herein set forth.

5. The combination, with a suspended car
moving in a hoistway, of hoisting mechanism
operated by an electric motor, a motor-circuit 75
supplied with a current of constant strength,
a car-switch located therein to control the
movements of the hoisting mechanism, and
a landing-switch located in such circuit and
operating normally, to complete said circuit, 80
as and for the purpose set forth.

G. In an electric-elevator system operated
by a constant current, the combination, with
a suspended car moving in a hoistway hav-
ing landings and landing-doors, of an elec- 85
trie motor and hoisting mechanism operated
thereby, a motor-circuit, and door-switches
arranged in the said circuit and operated by
the opening of the doors to short-circuit the
motor and to thus stop the same until the 90
door is closed, substantially as set forth.

7. The combination, with a suspended car
moving in a hoistway, of hoisting median'
ism operated by an electric motor, an eleetFic

circuit for operating the motor, a ear-switch 95
located therein and operating normally to

stop the said motor and when moved in op-
posite directions to close reverse circuits

through the motor-armature, and a door-
switch located in a branch of such circuit, 100
and operating," substantially as described, to

stop the car by the opening of the door when
the car is moved to such door by the shifted

car -switch, and adapted when the door is

closed to cbmplete the circuit through such 105
shifted car-switch and start the car in the
same direction, substantially as herein set

forth.

8. In an electric-elevator system, the com-
bination, with a suspended car moving in a iro.

hoistway provided with landings, of hoisting

mechanism operated by an electric motor,
electrical conductors fixed in the hoistway
and connected with an electric generatorand
with the motor, moving contacts pressed on 115
such conductors and affixed to the car, a
switch upon the car connected with such
moving contacts, a branch circuit connected
with the conductors beyond the movement of

such -contacts, a switch e
6 in said circuit, and 120

a connection from the switch to each landing
adapted to actuate the switch by the opening
of the door at each landing to prevent the
starting of the motor until the doo'r is closed,

substantially as set forth. 1 25
9. The combination, with a suspended car

moving in a hoistway, of hoisting mechanism
operated by an electric motor, a motor-cir-

cuit supplied with a current of constant
strength, a car-switch located therein to con- 130
trol the movements of the hoisting mechan-
ism, and a landing-switch located in such cir-

cuit and operating normally to complete
said circuit and provided, with additional
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contacts adapted when opening the circuit to

close a branch circuit and to thereby avoid
an open circuit in any position of t lie said
switch, as set forth.

5 10. The combination, with a suspended car
moving in a hoist-way, of hoisting mechanism
operated by an electric motor, a motor

:
circuit

supplied with a current of constant strength,
a car-switch located therein to control the

to movements of the hoisting mechanism, and
a landing-switch located In such circuit and
operating normally to complete said circuit

and operating when moved to close branch
circuits for actuating the hoisting mechan-

15 ism, as set forth.

11. The combination, with a suspended car
moving in ahoistway, of hoisting mechanism
operated by an electric motor, a motor-circuit

supplied with a current of constant strength,
>o a car-switch located therein to control the

movements of the hoisting mechanism, and a
landing-switch located in such circuit and op-
erating normally to complete said circuit and
operating when moved in opposite directions

25 to close branch circuits through the motor-ar-

mature jn opposite directions, as set forth.

12. The combination, with a suspended car
noving in a hoistway, of hoisting mechanism
operated by an electric motor, a motor-circuit

30 supplied with a current of constant strength,

a car-switch located therein to control the

movements of the hoisting mechanism, and a
series,of landing'switches located in said cir-

cuit and provided with suitable contacts to

35 normally close said circuit and to connect
them in series and operating each when moved
to close a branch circuit through the motor-

armature, as set forth.

13. The combination, with a suspended ear

40 moving in a hoistway, of hoisting mechanism
operated by an electric motor, a motor-circuit

supplied with a current of constant strength,

a car-switch located therein to control the

movements of the hoisting mechanism, and a

seiics of landing-switches located in said cir-

cuit and provided with suitable contacts to

normally close said circuit and to connect

them in series, and the said switches being
provided with other contacts to close branch

50 circuits in opposite directions through the

motor-avmaturo for actuating the hoisting

mechanism, substantially as set forth.

14. In an electric-elevator system operated

by an electric motor, the combination, with a

55 hoistway provided with landings and landing-

doors, of a door-lock having a bolt operating

normally to secure the door, an electro-mag-

net for operating or retracting the door-bolt

and having its coils in a branch of the motor-

60 circuit, and a switch in such branch circuit

operated by the car when at the landing, as

and for the purpose set forth.

15. In an electric-elevator system, the com-

bination, with a suspended cai' moving in a

65 hoistway, of hoisting mechanism operated by
an electric motor, a motor-circuit with a land-

ing-switch located therein, an electrical indi-

cator located at the landing, and a derived
circuit connected with the same and adapted
to operate the electrical indicator, as set forth, 7

:

and an indicator-switch at the landiug for
opening and closing such indicator-circuit,
substantially as described.

1C. In an electric-elevator s\ stem, I lie com-
bination, with a suspended ear moving in. a 75
hoistway, hoisting mechanism operated by an
electric motor.a landing provided with a land-
ing-switch in the motor-circuit foi regulating
the motion of the motor, an electric indicator,
located at the landing, a circuit derived from 80
the motor- armature and adapted to operate
the electric indicator, as sot forth, and an in-

dicator-switch located in such circuit at the
landing for opening and closing such derived
circuit to operate the electric indicator, as 85
and for the purpose set forth.

17. In an electric-elevator system, the com-
bination, with a suspended car moving in a
hoistway, of hoisting mechanism operated by
an electric motor,a motor-circuit with aland- 90
ing-switch located therein, an electrical indi-

cator located at such landing and connected
electrically with the commutator-brushes of

the motor, and an indicator-switch at the
landing for opening and closing such indi- 95
cator-circuit, substantially as set forth.

18. In an electric-elevator system, the com-
bination, with a suspended car moving in a
hoistway, of hoisting mechanism operated by
an electric motor, electrical conductors fixed too
in the hoistway and connected with an elec-

tric generator and with the motor, moving
contacts pressed on such conductors and af-

fixed to the car, and a switch upon the car

connected with such moving contacts and 105
adapted to vary the current through the mo-
tor to vary its movements in the desired man-
ner, substantially as set forth.

19. In an electric-elevator system, the com-
bination, with a suspended car moving in a no
hoistway, of hoisting mechanism operated by
an electric motor, electrical conductors fixed

in the hoistway and connected electrically

with a generator and with the motor, moving
contacts pressed on such 'conductors and af- 1 15
fixed to the car, a switch upon the car con-

nected with such moving contacts, and one
or more of the conductors being interrupted

with connections at each side of the break
for a landing-switch, and a landing-switch 120

operating normally to maintain the circuit

through such broken conductor, as and for

the purpose set forth.

20. In an electric-elevator system, the com-
bination, with a suspended car moving in a 125

hoistway, of .hoisting mechanism operated by
an electric motor, four electrical conductors
fixed in the hoistway, four moving contacts

attached to the'ear and adapted to press on
said conductors, two of the said conductors 130

being connected electrically with the commu-
tator-brushes of the motor and the other two
being connected directly or indirectly with

the positive and negative wires from the gen-
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orator, and n switch upon tho car connected !

with soch contacts and adapted to reverse
the current through tho commutator, sub-
stantially as set forth.

5 21. In an electric-elevator system, the com-
bination, with a suspended car moving in a
hoistway, of hoisting mechanism operated by
an electric motor, four electrieal conductors
fixed in the hoistway, four moving contacts

to attached to the car aud adapted to press on
said conductors, two of the said conductors
being connected electrically with the commu-
tator-brushes of the motor, one with the end
of the field-coils and the other with one end

IS of the line-wire, and a switch upon the car
connected with such contacts and adapted to

connect each of the commutator-brushes al-

ternately with the field-coils and with the said
line-wire, substantially as set forth.

.

20 22. Iuan electric-elevator sj'stem, the eom-
bination, with a hoistway provided with one
or more landings, of hoisting mechanism op-

erated by an electric motor, four electrical

conductors fixed in the hoisjtway, one or more
i$ of said conductors being broken at a landing,

but adapted for the passage of a moving
contact, four contacts upon the car pressed
upon such conductors, a circuit connecting
the motor with the car through certain of said

30 conductors, a car-switch connected with said

contacts and operating normally to close the

circuit around tho motor -armature, ami a
landing-switch operating- to normally close

the circuit around the break in the broken

35 conductor and provided with additional con-

tacts adapted when opening the circuit at the

break to close a circuit through the other con-

ductors and through the motor to operate the

same, substantially as set forth

4c 23. In an electric-elevator system, the com-
bination, with a hoistway provided with a se-

ries of landings, of hoisting mechanism oper-

ated by an electric motor, four. electrical con-

ductors fixed in the hoistway, one or more of

45 said conductors being broken at each landing,

but adapted for the passage of a moving con-

tact, foi\r contacts upon the car pressed upon
such conductors, a circuit connecting the mo-
tor with the car through certain of said con-

50 ductors, a car-switch connected with said con-

tacts and operating normally to close a circuit

around the motor-armature, and a series of

switches located at the landings and operat-

ing normally to close the circuit around the

55 several breaks in' the broken conductors and
provided with additional contacts adapted to

Close branch circuits in opposite directions

through the motor-armature, as and for the

purpose set forth.

60 24. In an electric-elevator system, the com-
bination, with a hoistway provided with a se-

ries of landings, of hoisting mechanism oper-

ated by an electric motor, four electrical con-

ductors fixed in the hoistway, one or more of

6* said conductors being broken ateach landing,

but adapted for the passage of a moving con-

tact, four contacts upon the- car pressed upon
such conductors, a car-switch connected with
said contacts and operating normally to close

a circuit around tho motor-armature, and a 70
series of switches located at the landings and
operating normally to close the circuit around
the several breaks in the broken conductoror
conductors, and the car-contact for the broken
conductor being arranged to move from the 75
break in opposite directions when tho car
moves from the landiug up ami down, so as
to cut off the car-switch from the main cir-

cuit, except through the landing-switch con-
nected around such break, substantially as 80
set forth.

25. In an electric -elevator system oper-
ated by a constant current, the combination,
with a suspended car moving in a hoistway
having landings and landing-doors, of door- 85
switches arranged and operated by the open-
ing of the doors to short-circuit the motor
and to thus stop the same until the door is

closed, substantially as set forth.

26. The combination, with a suspended car 90
moving in a hoistway, of hoisting mechanism
operated by an electric motor, an electric

circuit for operating the motor, a car-switch
located therein and operating normally' to.

stop the said motor and when moved in op- 95
posite directions to close reverse circuits

through the motor- armature, and a ddor-
switch located in a branch of such circuit

and operating, substantially as described, to
stop the car when moved to such door with 100

the car-switch shifted and adapted when the
door is closed to complete the circuit through
such shifted car-switch to start the car in the
same direction, substantially as herein set
forth. 105

27. In an electric-elevator system, the com-
bination, with a suspended car moving in a
hoistway provided with landings, of hoisting
mechanism operated by an electric motor, .

electrical conductors fixed in a hoistway and no
connected with an electric generator and with
the motor, moving contacts affixed to the car
and pressed upon such conductors, a switch
upon the car connected with such movingcon-
tacts,'a break in one of the conductors be- 115
yond the movement of such contacts, abranch
circuit connected with the broken conductor
at theopposite sides of such break, and a door-
switch held normally open in such branch
circuit at* each landing and closed by the iao
opening of the door at such landing to pre-
vent the starting of the motor until the door
is closed, substantially as herein, set forth.

28. In an eleetric-eievator system operated
by a constant current, the combination, with 125

a suspended car moving in a hoistway hav-
ing landings and landing-doors, of door-
switches actuated by the opening and closing
of the doors- to 'close and open a circuit be-
tween the main line on one side of the motor 130
and the main line on the opposite side of the
motor and thu.° operating to short-circuit tho
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motor when any of the said doors is open,
substantially as set forth.

29. In an electric-elevator system, the com-
bination, with a suspended car moving in a

5 hoistway provided with landings, of hoisting
mechanism operated by an electric motor,
electrical conductors and a circuit connecting
Ihe motor with the car and with the said
landings, and switches upon the car and upon

io the landings connected with said circuit and
provided each with contacts and with a mov-
able lever or connector adapted to reverse the
motion of the car by reversing the motor and
to stop the car by stopping the motor, sub-

iS stantially as herein set forth.

30. In an electric-elevator system in which
the motion of an electric motor is transmitted
to the-car by means of a hoisting-pulley, in-

termediate mechanism, and a hoisting-rope,
*o the combination, with a hoistwa}7 provided

with landings, of a motor circuit, a switch lo-

cated upon the car, and one or more switches
located upon the landings, all of the said
switches being located in the motor-circuit

25 and arranged and opei'ated to reverse the mo-
tion of the car by reversing the motor and to

stop the car by stopping the motor, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

31. In an electric-elevator system in which
30 the motion of an electric motor is transmitted

to the car by means of a hoisting-rope, the
combination, with such rope, of a hj'draulic

cylinder with piston and rod for actuating
such rope, a reversible pump actuated by the

35 electric motor for operating such hydraulic
pistou, a motor-circuit, and a car-switch lo-

cated in said circuit and operating to reverse
jr to stop the motor and to thereby reverse

and stop the hydraulic pmnp, as and for the

40 purpose set forth.

32. In an electric-elevator system in which
the motion of an electric motor is transmitted

to the car by means of a hoisting-rope, the
combination, with such rope, of a hydraulic

45 cylinder with piston and rod for actuating
such rope, a reversible pump actuated by the
electric motor for operating such hydraulic
piston, a hydraulic accumulator connected
with the cylinder and operated to overbal-

50 ance the weight of .the car, a motor-circuit,

and a car-switch located in said circuit and
operating to reverse or to stopthe motor and
to thereby reverse and stop the. hydraulic

pump, as and for the purpose set forth.

55 33. The combination, with a stationary elcc-

trie motor, hoisting mechanism actuated there-

by, and a suspended car moved by such hoist-

ing mechanism, of a primary circuit to actu-

ate said motor, a motor-switch in such circuit

60 provided with contacts to stop or reverse the

motion of the motor, an electro-magnet with

movable magnetic' armature for moving the

said switch, an independent electrical circuit

connected with such electro-magnet, and one

65 or more switches -.arranged in or near Hie

path of the car in such independent circuit

and provided with contacts to reverse the

current through such electro-magnetic device
and to thereby actuate the motor-switch, sub-
stantially as herein set forth. 70

34. In an electric-elevator system in which
a car or platform hoisting device is operated
by a stationary electric motor and the motor
is stopped and started to stop and start the
hoisting mechanism, the combination, with 75
the motor-circuit, of a magnetically-operated
brake applied to the hoisting mechanism and
having its magnet-coils in the motor-circuit,
and a switch located in the said circuit and
constructed and operated to close the cir- 80
cuit simultaneously through the motor and
through the brake-magnet, as and for the
purpose set forth.

35. In an electric-elevator system in which
a car or platform hoisting device is operated 85
by a stationary electric motor and the motor
is stopped and. started to stop and start the
hoisting mechanism, the combination, with
the motor-circuit, of a brake pressed normally
upon the hoisting-pulley, an electro-magnet 90
for withdrawing the brake and having its

coils in the said motor-circuit, and a switch
located in the saW. circuit and constructed
and operated to remove the brake from the
hoisting-pulley when starting the motor by 95
simultaneously closing the circuit through the
motor and the brake-magnet, substantially as
herein set forth.

30.. In au electric-elevator system, the com-
bination, with a moving car and a hoistway 100
provided with landings and landing-doors, of
hoisting mechanism operated by an electric
motor, a magnetically-operated brake applied
to the hoisting mechanism, electrical conduct-
ors fixed in the hoistway, contacts pressing on 105
such conductors and affixed to the <jar, b

switch uport the car connected with such slid-

ing contacts adapted to reverse the motor
wheu desired, a circuit through the electric
motor and the brake-magnet, and landing- ito
switches connected with such circuit and con-
nected also with the car-switch through the
conductors and provided with contacts adapt-
ed to close the-circuit through the car-switch,

the motor, and the brake-magnet when the 115
landing-switches arc in their neutral position
and the car -switch in operation, substan-
tially as set forth.

37. In an electric-elevator system in which
a car or platform hoisting device is operated 120

by a stationary electric motor, the combina-
tion,, with the electric motor and the car or
platform moved thereby, of an operative elec-

tric circuit and a switch-actuated by the move-
ment of the ear at the extreme opposite ends 125
of its trawl to stop the car at such points,

substantially as herein set forth.

38. In an electric-elevator system in which
a car or platform hoisting device is-opcrated

by astatiouary electric motor, thecombination, 130
witli the electric motor and tiiocar or platform
moved thereby, of an operative electric cir-

cuit, electrical conductors for conveying the
current to and from the moving car, and a
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to

switch upon tho car connected with said con-
ductors and provided with contacts to reverse

tho electric current and actuated by the move-
ment of the car at the extreme opposite ends

5 of its travel to stop the car at such points,

substantially as herein set forth.

39. In an electric-elevator system, the com-
bination, with the electric motor and with the
conductors 1, 2, 3, and 4 connected thereto to

shut off or reverse the. current through the
same, of the breaks 30 and 31 provided at tho
landings in the conductors 3 and 4, and land-
ing-switches provided each with .fixed con-

tacts electricallyconnected with the conductor
15 3 above and below the break 30 with fixed

contacts electrically connected with the con-
ductor 4 above and below tho break 31, a fixed

contact connected with the conductor 2 and
a fixed contact connected with tho conduotor

20 J, and four movable springs or contact-plates

2G 27 28 29, the several contacts being ar-

ranged and operated when the four movable
contacts are moved in one direction to con-
nect tho conductor 3 above the break 30 with
the conductor 1, as shown at the lower switch
in Fig. 7, and to cut off the current from con-
ductor 3 below the break 30, and at-the same
time to connect the conductor 4 below tho
break 31 with the conductor 2 and to cut off

tho current in the conduotor 4 above the break
31, and the stationary contacts being arranged
when the four movable contacts are turned
in the opposite direction to reverse the con-
nections of the conductors 3 and 4 with the
conductors 1 and 2 to reverse the current
through the motor, and the movable contacts

being adapted when in their intermediate po-

sition to connect the conductor 3 above the

break 30 with the same conductor below the

break' and the conductor 4 above tho break
31 with the same' conductor below tho break,

as and for tho purpose set forth.

40. In an clcctric-olcvator system in which
a car or platform hoisting devico is operated

45 by a stationary electric motor, the combina-
tion, with tho electric motor and the car-plat-

«5

30

35

40

form moved thereby, of an electric circuit,

electrical conductors for conveying the cur-

rent in said circuit to and from the car, a
switch upon the car connected with said con- 5
ductors through contacts adapted when, the
switch is in its neutral position to stop the
hoisting mechanism actuated by the motor,
and a projection from the switch actuated at

the ends of the hoistway by dogs adapted to 55
throw the switch into its neutral position and
to. thereby automatically stop the car at the
proper limits of its travelAsubstantially as
heroin set forth,

41, In an electric-elevator system, the com- 60
bination, with a hoistway provided with land-
ings and landing-doors, of a door bolt pro-

jected normally through the door-frame into

the door, a lever applied to such bolt and ex-

tended into the hoistway, and a projection 65
upon the car adapted to operate upon such
lever or extension to withdraw the bolt when
the car is at the

1

landing adjacent to such
door, as and for the purpose set forth.

. 42. In an electric-elevator system in which 70

the electric motor is connected in a circuit

supplied with a regulated current derived
from a central station for the distribution of

power,, as described, the combination, with a
suspended. car moving in a hoistway, of hoist- 75
ing mechanism operated by an electric mo-
tor, electrical conductors and a circuit con-

necting the motor with the car, and one or

more switches located in such circuit and
provided with a movable lever or connector 80

and. with contacts adapted to maintain the

circuit, as required, when the connector is

moved and to vary the course of the current

in the motor to stop or start the same, as and
for the purpose set forth. 85

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set

my hand in the presence of two subscribing

witnesses.

WILLIAM BAXTER, Jr.

Witnesses:
L. Lee,
THOS. S. CflAM.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, William Baxter, Jr.,

a citizen of the United States, residing in the
ninth election district of the county of Balti-

5 more and State of Maryland, have invented
certain new and useful Improvements in a
System of Operating Electric Elevators with
Landing-Switches Only, fully described and
represented in thefollowing specification and

io the accompanying drawings, forming a part

of the same.
The object of this invention is to provide a

means for controlling the movement of a plat-

form or car arranged to move in a hoistway;
15' and the invention consists in a system of

electrical circuits and switches adapted by
varying the course of the electric current in

the circuits to vary the movement of the
hoisting mechanism in the desired manner

20 from the landings only.

The invention is particularly applicable to

hoisting mechanism actuated by an electric

motor.
In my patent application, Serial No. 267,524,

filed March 17, 1888, 1 have made claim toa sys-

tem of circuits and switches for regulating
the hoisting mechanism from the moving car
and for landing-switches operating in con-
junction with a car-switch; but my present
construction is restricted to the use of

switches arranged at landings or fixed points
only, and is thereby adapted to control the
movements of a car or platform carrying no
operator, as a dumb-waiter or a freight-hoist-

ing platform. It is therefore provided with
means for indicating to an operator at any
one of the series of switches whether any
other switch in the series has been turned
from its normal position, the indicator show-
ing if the car or platform is already in mo-
tion, and with automatic- stop-switches for

arresting the movement of the carat the limit

of its travel.

Certain parts of my invention are also lim-

ited to the use of a regulated current gener-
ated by a dynamo- electric machine, the

switches being formed with contacts that are

joined during the movement of the switch-

arm from one contact to another, so that the

50 system may be used with a current of con-

25

30

35

40

45

stant potential, Or the switches being pro-
vided with a series of resistances that are cut
out as the switch -lever closes the circuit
through the electric apparatus and the sys-
tem thus adapted to.operate with a current 55
of constant potential. By adapting the
switches to operate with a regulated current
my system for operating elevators may be
placed in the circuits now largely used for the
distribution of light and power, in which cir- 60
•cnits the current is generated by a dynamo-
electric machine at a central station, and the
various electrical apparatus which are oper-
ated from such a central station are arranged
in series in the circuit if the current be regu- 65
lated to possess constant strength, or in mul-
tiple arc if the current be regulated to possess
constant potential.
My invention will be understood by refer-

ence to the annexed drawings, in which

—

; 7c
Figure 1 is a diagram showing a car moved

by a hydraulic hoister, the switches being
adapted to a constant potential in the elec-
tric circuit. Fig. 2 is a diagram showing a
car actuated by an electric motor with three 75
switches adapted to operate with constant
potential in the circuits and the switch near;

est the motor turned to run the car up. Fig.
3 is a similar diagram with the lower switch
turned to bring the car down. Fig. 4 is a dia- 80
gram showing the car actuated by an electric
motor and three switches adapted for constant
current in the circuit; and Fig. 5 shows a dia-
gram the same as Fig. 4, with certain of the
switches turned to indicate their operation. 85
Where an electric motor is used to actuate

the hoisting mechanism, the motor may be
compound or shunt wound or wound in se-
ries or otherwise, and the variations effected
in the circuit by the switches may be restricted 90
to the armature-circuit or the field-circuit, if

preferred.

In Fig.' 1, showing a series- wound_ motor
adapted to operate with constant potential in
the circuit, the hoistwa.y is indicated merely 95
by two parallel beams P, with a carT arranged
between them and actuated by a hydraulic
plunger E, fitted to a hydraulic cylinder E'.
The magnet-coils of an electric motor are in-
dicated at M and the armature at A, and a io'c
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rotary pump F is shown connected by a pul-

ley F' and bolt F- with a pulley L upon the

shaft of the armature A. An accumulator G.

provided with weighted plunger G', is con-

5 nected with the suction of the pump, and its

outlet is connected witli the bottom of the ele-

vator-cylinder E'j so that the rotation of the

motor and pump in one direction will draw
the fluid from the accumulator and force it

10 into the elevator-cylinder to hoist the car T,

while the reversal of the motor and the con-

sequent rotation of the pump in the opposite

direction will withdraw the fluid from the

hydraulic cylinder and restore it to the accu-

15 mulator. The weight G" upon the plunger G'
of the accumulator may serve to balance the

piston of the elevator-cylinder E' and the car
with part of its load.

The commutator-brushes are shown at B B',

20 and wires or conductors 1 2.3 are shown ar-

ranged parallel with the hoistway and pro-

vided with connections to a series of switches
arranged upon thedifferent hoistway-landings

L*. It is obvious that such electrical wires

25 may be carried to any location and the con-

nections effected with the same facility; but
their arrangement by the side of the hoistway
is most convenient for illustrating the elec-

trical connections and the operation of the

30 circuits in the drawings.

The conductors 1 and 2 are connected, re-

spectively, with the terminals of the field-coils,

the conductor 3 with the commutator-brush
B', and the wire P, which is attached to the

is contact V in the last switch of the series, with

the — line-wire, while the -f- line-wire is con-

nected with the other brush B. With such
connections the current enters the armature-
circuit at B and emerges at B', and the

40 switches operate to transmit the current from
the conductor 3 or its connection ?.

2 into either

the conductor 1 or 2 at pleasure, the opposite
conductor 2 or 1 being simultaneously con-

nected with theconductor /
3 and — line-wire

15 S to complete the circuit to the generator.

The switch-lever is formed with three arms,
each having a spring, adapted to press upon
a contact-segment and upon other contacts

adjacent thereto. The three springs are

50 wholly insulated from one another upon the

arm's of the switch-lever and are lettered, re-

spectively, r, which is normally in electrical

connection with conductor 1; s, which is nor-

mally in electrical connection with conductor

55 2, and o, which is normally in electrical con-

nection with conductor 3. Each spring thus
serves to connect any contact to which it may
be moved with its respective couductor.
Adjacent to the segment I in each switch

60 is a contact V, connected when the switch-le-

ver is 111 its normal position with the seg-

ment I of the switch next in series, excepting
that the contact /' in the last switch is con-

nected with the — line S by means of the wire

65 l\ The conductors 1 and 2 are broken at

each switch and provided with loops and with

contacts which serve when the switches .are

in their normal position to close such con-
ductor through all the switches
Theconductor 1 is connected in each switch 70

with contacts m and m' below the break 13
and with the contact ?•' above such break, and
the conductor 2 is connected in each switch
with contacts n and- n' below the break 14
and with a contact s' above such break. The 75
contacts m and n are adjacent to the contacts
r' and s', and are adapted to be connected
therewith by the springs ?'and s of the switch-
lever, and the contacts m' and n' are adja-
cent to the segment I, and are adapted like 80
the contact V to be connected therewith by
the spring 0. Contact-studs m2 and ri* are
also arranged adjacent to the segments r' and
s' and connected with the contact V.

When the switch-levers-are all in their nor- 85
mal position, the spring r serves to close the
conductor 1 through all the segmental con-
tacts m and r', and the spring s operates to
close the conductor 2 through all the seg-
mental contacts m and.s'.

90
The current when the motor is at rest and

the switch-levers are all in their normal po-
sition, as shown in Fig. 4, passes through the
field-coils and reaches the —line 8 by the wire
3, contacts I and V, springs 0, and wires V1 at
and l\

In Fig. 1 the middle switch is shown turned
to the right, and the current through the
field-coils, which passes through the contacts
I andZ' in the first switch, enters the contact 100
I in the second switch, and is directed by the
shifted spring into the contact n', from
which it passes by contact n to the conductor
2. The current then passes around the break
14 at the first switch through the spring sand 105
enters the field-coils M by conductor 2. From
the field-coils the current passes around the
break 13 in conductor 1 through the spring r
in the first switch, and is then led by the
shifted spring r in the second switch from no
the contact m2 to the contact I' in the same
switch, whence it passes through the spring
in the switch beyond it and wire Z

3 to the
— line 8. The current in such case would ro-
tate the armature and pump in a certain di- 115
rection—as, for instance, to pump the water
into the hydraulic cylinder E'.

The turning of any of the switches in the
opposite direction— that is, to the left—oper-
ates to throw the current from conductor 3 12c.

into conductor 1, and the current then passes
into the field-coils M in the opposite direc-
tion and from the field-coils M' into the —
lineS.

With the above construction it is obvious 12c
that the movement of the car may be readily
controlled from any landing, the levers being
turned to the right or left, as required, to.

cause the car to move up or down in the
hoistway, and the operator may therefore 130
move the car from any stationary position to
his own landing by observing whether the
car is above or below the same and turning
tlic switch in theproner direction
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As it is common to connect a number of

electrical devices, as lamps or motors, or

both, in series in a single circuit when the

circuit is operated with constant current, it is

5 necessary to avoid an open circuit in any of

the switches, whether in their normal posi-

tion or moved to the right or left. The con-

tact-studs u2 and m2 are therefore placed suf-

ficiently near to the segments r' and s' for the

io arms r and s to ouch such studs before they
are moved from the segments, and the con-

tact spring or leaf o is made loug enough to

reach from the contact V to either of the ad-

jacent contacts before movingfromsuch mid-

15 die contact.

It will be found by an examination of the
drawings that the switch nearest the motor
or the one first receiving the current from the
positive conductor would control the move-

20 ments of the car, and the movement of any
such switch would neutralize the operation of

a switch at any otherlanding if turned at the

same time.

An electrically-operated indicator may be

25 placed by each switch to inform the operator
in advance whether the car is in motion from
the turning of some other switch, and thus
warning him not to move the switch, as it

would result in opening the circuit.

30 Iud'*cator-bells k2 are shown in Fig. 3, the
magnet-coils k3 being shown connected by a
switch or push-button fc

4 with circuit-wires 5

and 6. Such wires are electrically connected
with the' brushes B and B' of the commutator,

35 (through the conductors 1 and 2,) and,owing to

the increase in the electro-motive force of the
armature when in motion, a branch circuit of

sufficient intensity to actuate the hammer of

the indicator-bell is established in the wires
40 5 and 6 when any of the switches k 4,

is closed
and the armature rotating. The operation of

the bell or of any magnetically-operated indi-

cator in such branch circuit would therefore
show to the operator that the motor was in

45 operation and that it would be improper to

turn the adjacent switch.

Figs. 2 and 3 show constructions in which
the car is suspended from a drum L' and the
drum is actuated by a„ pulley I

2
, connected

50 with a pulley /
3 upon the motor- armature

shaft by a belt l\ The motor-coils are indi-

cated at M M-, the armature at A, and the ar-

mature-shaft at A', and the motor is repre-

sented as shunt wound, with the conductors

55 1 and 2 connected to the armature-brushes,
the conductor 3 to a branch of the + line-wire

7, and the conductor 4 to the — line-wire 8.

The shunt-circuit through the magnet-coils
extends directly from the 4- line to the — line

60 and is always closed In this construction the
resistance in the circuit when the motor is

standing still is equal to that of the magnet-
coils, which, being greater than that of the
armature, is more wasteful in its relation to

(s the electric current than the resistance of the
armature when at rest, which is the only re-

sistance in the circuit when the connections

,are arranged as shown in Fig. 1, although ap-

plicable only to constant current in the cir-

cuits. The circuit-connections to the motor 7c

shown in Fig. 1 are therefore best adapted for

constant-current circuits in situations where
thehoister is used but little,and the resistance
when it is at rest is the chief expense for the
electric current. 75
The motor in Fig. 2 is shown shunt wound

and in Fig. 3 series.wound with connections
adapted for constant potential in the circuit,

and theconductors connected with the brushes
being figured 1 and 2, the + conductor re- 80
ceiving the current directly or indirectly

from the -+- line-wire 7 being numbered 3,

and the — conductor connected with the —
line-wire 8 being numbered 4. Each switch
is placed in a loop of the + conductor 3, 85
the ends of such loop terminating in fixed

contacts 9 and 10, and the switch-lever is

formed with two arms, one of which, pro-

vided with contact plate or spring 11, is

adapted normally, as shown in the two lower 90
switches in Fig. 2 and the two upper switches
in Fig. 3, to connect such contacts and close

the circuit through the loop to lead the cur-

rent to the succeeding switch of the series.

A segment 12, like the contact 9, is connected 95
with conductor 4, and segments 13 and 14, ad-

jacent to the same, are connected with the
conductors 1 and 2. Studs 15 and 16 are also

arranged adjacent to the contact-segment 9

and are connected to the conductors 1 and 2, ioo
and additional contacts with intermediate re-

sistances r3 are arranged between the contact
10 and the contacts 15 and 1G. The spring
11 when moved from the contact 10 in either
direction throws the current from the seg- 105
ment 9 into the stud 15 or 16, the intermedi-
ate resistances and contacts serving to intro-

duce the current by degrees into the motor
through the conductor 1 or 2. A spring 17
upon the other switch-lever arm operates no
when the arm is moved to connect the con-

ductor 4 through segment 12 with the con-
ductor 1 or 2 through segment 13 or 14. The
movement of the switch thus serves simul-

taneous^, as shown by the arrows g in Figs. 115
2 and 3, to direct the current from the con-
ductor 3 into one of the armature-brushes and
to direct the current from the conductor con-
nected with the other armature-brush into

the conductor 4 and — line-wire by the inter- 123
mediate contact 12. The upper switch in Fig.
2 directs the current into the brush B, and,
supposing the rotation of the motor thus pro-
duced would operate to elevate the car T, then
the turning of any of the switches in the op- 125
posite direction, as in Fig. 3, would serve to

throw the current into the brush B' and to

reverse the motor to lower the car.

In Figs. 2 and 3 a door-frame T" is shown
at each landing, with the car-T represented 130
as a hollow box within the frame upon the
middle landing, and the wires 5 and 6 for the
indicator-circuit are shown at the right hand
of the conductors 1, 2, 3, and 4. A door T2

is
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shown in Fig. 3 in dotted lines (in front oi

such car) partially opened, and the same door
is assumed to be closed in the door-frames at

the other two landings of the same figure.

5 Switches o are inserted in the couduetor 7 and
are opened, each, when the landing-door is

opened, by a push-rod c, extended from an
arm of the switch through the door-frame T'.

A stop-pin d is inserted in each push-rod ad-

io jacent to a.bearing d', and a spring d? oper-

ates to hold the stop normally against the
bearing and to hold the switches normally
closed. The closing of the door operates by
moving the push-rod against the resistance of

15 the spring d? to close the switch 6, and such
closed switches thus maintain when all the

doors are closed the continuity of the con-

ductor 7, and thus preserve the circuit unbro-
ken. The openingof any door, as that shown

20 in dotted lines T3 at the middle landing in

Figs. 2 and 3, permits the spring d? to act

and the switch 6 to be turned, thus breaking
the circuit -and preventing the operation of

the motor until the door be closed. Such a
25 construction necessitates the closing of the

door by the operator at any landing before
the car can be started from such landing, the
closed door thus giving warning to other par-

ties that the car has been moved from such
30 landing and that the doorshould not be again

opened until the car is returned.
In the construction shown in Fig. 1 the

turning of two switches at the same time would
operate to break the circuit, as the current

35 when more than one switch at a time is

turned is unable to find a continuous connec-
tion to the conductor F'. Such an open circuit

would do no harm when a current of constant
potential was used; but where a current of

40 constant strength is used, as with the con-

struction shown in Fig. 1. an open circuit

would interfere with any other mechanism
arranged in the same circuit, and such switch-

connections could only be utilized by carc-

45 fully using the indicators shown in Figs. 2

and 3. In Figs. 4 and 5, however, is shown a
system in which the switches are provided
each with an additional contact adapted to

carry the current from the motor-circuit to

50 the line 8 independently of the series connec-
tion extending between the series of switches
when in their normal position. In these fig-

ures the motor is shown series wound and
the circuit adapted for constant current, and

55 a brake adapted to check the movements of

the motor when the circuit through the same
is broken is indicated in a brake-wheel P',

which would in practice be connected with
the hoisting devices.. P2 is a lever pressed

60 normally upon the brake-wheel by a weight
P 3

. M' is a solenoid, with core M2 attached
to the lever P2

, and operating when the coils

of the solenoid are energized to lift the

weighted lever from the brake-wheel. The
6.9 solenoid-coils are connected by suitable wires

with the conductor 2, closingacircuit around
a break o4 in such conductor, and the brake-

magnet is therefore energized Whenever tlie

current passes through the conductor in actu-

ating the motor and hoisting mechanism. The 70

stoppage of the motor by opening the arma-
ture-circuit operates automatically to destroy
the attraction of the brake-magnet and per-

mits the brake-lever to press upon the brake-
wheel and hold the hoisting mechanism and 75
car stationary, as desired.

In my application, Serial No. 2G7,524,Ihave
shown a brake thus operated, and do not
therefore claim the same generically herein,

but have restricted my claim to the corabina-* 80
tion of such a brake with a series of landing-
switches only. The switches in Figs. 4 and
5 operate, with the exception of the additional
contact just referred to above, the same as
the switches shown in Fig. 1, with the circuits 85

adapted for constant current. The conduct-
ors 1 and 2 are connected with the commuta-
tor-brushes B B'. The line- wire 7 is con-

nected with one terminal of the field-coils,

and the current from the other terminal of 90
the field -coils passes through conductor 3

to the segmental contact I in the switch
nearest the motor. In Fig. 5 the switch-

lever in the lowest switch—that is, the one
farthest from the motor which connects the 95
circuit. With the — line 8—is shown in full

lines in its normal position, in dotted lines

turned to the right like the middle switch,
and in wavy lines turned to the left. As the
last contact Y connects the circuit with the 100
— line 8, it follows that when the lower switch .

is turned at the same time as any other switch
in the series it cuts off the connection of the
segment I with such contact, and the current
reaching such segment in the lowest switch 105
would not therefore reach the — line S without
an additional connection. When the spring

in the lower switch is shifted, it connects
the contact I, which receives the current from
the upper switches, with one of the adjacent no
contacts m'- or n', which are united electric-

ally with the segments m and n. These seg-
ments are connected, respectively, with the
conductors 1 and 2, so that a current passing
therefrom ma3r

. traverse either of such cdh- 115

ductors to the segment r' or s' in the switch
above, and an auxiliary contact is provided
near the adjacent ends of such segments to

receive the current therefrom and conduct it

to the wire Z
3 when required. Such auxiliary 120

contact b6 is placed in each switch of the se-

ries between the segments m and n, so that
when either of the springs r or s is turned to

actuate the motor the other spring s or /• falls

upon the contact o6 and simultaneously con- i>5

nects the same with the adjacent ends of the
segments r' and 6'', the spring being made
wide euough to join 'such segments. The
contact b6 in each switch is connected by a
wire a r

' with the contact V in the switch be- 130
low it, and the current entering such auxil-
iary contact is thus led to the wire P and
— line 8 independently 6i the spring in the
lower switch-levers.
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The current returned to one of the upper
switches by the simultaneous shifting of a
switch below it enters such upper switch from
the conductor 1 or 2 at the segment r' or s',

5 and passes thence through the spring s (if

such spring be upon the contact bR
, as shown

in the middle switch) to the auxiliary con-
tact, and thus through the wire a" to the con-
tact V in the lowest switch, and thence to the

to — line-wire 8.

The direction of the current in the circuits,

with the middle switch turned and the lower
switch in its normal position, is shown by
the arrows in full lines, and the dotted arrows

15 and wavy arrows indicate, respectively, the
course of thocircuit to reach the— lineS when
the lower switch, in addition to the. middle
switch, is turned in the directions shown in

dotted or wavy lines.
*

20 With switches of the construction just de-
scribed it is obviously impossible to make an
open circuit, and the system thus wholly pre-
vents any derangement of other apparatus
(as arc lights or other motors) that may be

25 connected in series with such switches and
their motor- circuit. The operation of two
switches at the same time would, however,
not be able to actuate the car in two opposite
directions; but the switch nearest the motor,

30 or, rather, the one first receiving the positive
current, would control the circuit through the
motor, and would thus control the movements
of the hoisting mechanism. This will be un-
derstood by inspection of Fig. 5, where it will

35 be seen that the current coming from the first

switch is conducted from the segments I and
n in the second switch to the commutator-
brushes and back again to the.segment m in
the second switch, from which it passes to the

40 segment I in the last switch of the series be-
fore its course is abnormally deflected. After
passing through the armature-brushes it is

immaterial how the current reaches the — line .

8, and the course of the current in its passage
45 through'the conductor 2 and auxiliary con-

tact b6 in the middle switch to the lower con-
tact V by the wire a''' produces therefore no
effect upon the control which the second
switch has already exercised upon the direc-

50 tion of the current. It would obviously be
unnecessary to furnish indicators adjacent to
such switches to prevent the production of
an open circuit by turning a switch improp-
erly; but such indicators applied to the ar-

SS mature-circuit, as shown in Fig. 2, would show
the operator that the car was already in mo-
tion by the turning of some other switch, and
that it would be improper for him to turn a
switch, as it might, if nearer to the motor or

6c + conductor, interfere with the switch previ-
ously turned and reverse the movement 'of

the car operated thereby.
If the lower or middle switch were turned

to make the car go up and the upper switch
65 were simultaneously turned to make it gc

down, the upper switch would obviously re-

verse the motion of the motor and car as it

receives the current from the conductor 3 in

advance of thc-othcr switches, and would con-

trol the direction of its movement through 70

the motor, as above described, in reference to

the operation of the second switch upon the

third. The indicators may therefore be used
with advantage in any construction, although
they have no necessary connection with the 73
safe working of the circuits.

In Fig. 5 is shown a device for automati-
cally stopping the car at the extreme limits

of its travel, by which the car when started

would be prevented from striking the top or 8c

bottom of the hoistway and doing injury to the

apparatus. Such device consists in switches

y and y', consisting in contact-springs adapted
to be electrically connected by a plate y

2 upon
the car when thenar reaches the desired lim- 85
its of its travel. The springs in such switches

are connected, respectively, with the + and
— lines 7 and 8 outside of the motor and
landing-switch circuits, and thus servo when
connected by the plate upon the car to short- 90
circuit the motor and cut off the current from
the entire system of switches. The motor be-

ing thus stopped, the movement of the car

would be arrested; but it could not with such
construction be started again without break- 95
ing the short circuit to restore the current to

the switch-circuits, which would be effected

by opening spring-switches, which could be
located at any convenient point for the use

of the operator. Such switches would be 10c

normally closed, and may be located, as at x
and x', adjacent to the switches y and y', or

the}' may be formed, as the switches x3
, in a

loop of the circuit extended to any point
within convenient reach of au operator. In 105

case such automatic stop-switches are used '

the landing-switch should be properly turned
to start the car in the opposite direction be-

fore the short circuit is broken and the mo-
tor started. 1 1 o

Iu Fig. 1 herein the current is normally
closed in the armature-circuit and its course

is varied by the landing-switches in the cir-

cuit of the field-coils, whereas Figs. 4 and 5

show the reverse arrangement, the current 115

being .normally closed in the circuit of the

field-coils and affected by the switches in the

armature-coils only.

In Figs. 2 and 3, where a current of con-

stant potential is employed, the current also 120

passes without change of direction through
the field-coils, but is reversed in the arma-
ture-circuit to prod nee the desired movements
of the armature.

I am aware that a valve has been shifted 125

by an electro-magnetic device for the pur-

pose of opening ports for the'passageof fluid

under pressure to a hydraulic elevator-cylin-

der and connected with switches to reverse
the operation of such device, but not in a 130

regulated circuit with other electric appara-
tus. The switches heretofore used with such
au electro-magnetic device have not there-

fore been adapted for a regulated current
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having either constant strength or constant,
potential, and the " make and break " switches
heretofore used for operating such valve-
shifting device could not be used with a reg-

5 ulated current, as they would be certain to
produce a short circuit, which is not admis-
sible when a current of constant strength is

employed.
My first claim herein is therefore restricted

10 to the use of hoisting apparatus in circuit
with other electrical devices in a system for
the distribution of light or power in which a
regulated current is employed and with which
switches are required of different construe-

15 tion from those heretofore used for such a
purpose.

I hereby disclaim the combination, with a
valve in a hydraulic hoisting apparatus, of
an electro-magnetic device connected with

20 switches, the current being supplied merely
by a galvanic battery.

I also disclaim my application, Serial No.
207,524, filed March 17, 1888, in which certain
parts of my present invention are shown but

25 not claimed, and in which I have made generic
claim to certain features which are claimed
specifically herein.

It is obvious that where tjie nature of the
current be changed from constant current to

30 constant potential in the circuits the switches
would be changed in a corresponding manner
to avoid a short circuit in' the one case and
an open circuit in the other.

It will be understood that when a current
35. of constant potential is used and the circuit

is closed through a revolving armature like

.
that shown in the electric motor in Figs. 2 and
3 it is absolutely necessary to provide arti-

ficial resistances r3 in the switches, because
40 the resistance of the armature is very much

less when standing still than when it is ro-

tating, as it develops a counter electro-mo-
tive force in proportion to the speed of rota-
tion. If the circuit were closed by the switch

45 through the armature when stationary, the
dynamo-electric machine with which the cir-

cuit is connected would develop so great a
current as to destroy the insulation and elec-

trical connections. By providing the resist-

50 ances and connecting them with studs ar-

ranged in the path of the moving connector
11 the resistances are all included in the cir-

cuit when the current-is first thrown into the
armature, and majT be gradually cut out as

55 the speed of the armature and its electro-

motive force increases.

It is obviously immaterial whether the elec-

tro-magnetic shifting device (to operate
. merely in producing a movement of some

60 other part, as in Fig. G) be constructed with
an oscillating or rotating armature, as a ro-

tating armature is well known at the present
time as a means for producing motion by
combination with suitable gearing or mech-

65 anism and would be a mere equivalent for

the oscillating shifter shown in Fig. 6.

A variety of constructions for the switches

has been shown herein; but it is obviously
immaterial what form of switch be used, pro-

vided the contacts and connections .are con- 70

structed and arranged to operate as herein
set forth. I have, however, in each of the
drawings marked the conductor 3, which is

represented as transmitting the positive cur-

rent to the switches, and in like manner the 75
conductors are numbered 1 and 2, respect-

ively, in which the course of the current is

varied or reversed toactuate the electro-mag-
netic device in the desired manner.
The forms of the door-switches (shown in 80

Figs. 2 and 3) and the stop-switches y and y'

(shown in Fig. 5) are wholly immaterial, pro-

vided the essential elements of the construc-

tion are employed. Thus the switches b and
the switches xs (shown in Fig. 5) may be made 85

of a mere spring pressed against a metallic

contact, and the switches y and y' may be
formed in a similar manner and the spring
pressed upon its opposed contact to close the

circuit by the operation of the plate xf upon 9c

the moving ear. The plate y
1 in such case

would operate to produce the contact, al-

though not conveying the electricity from one
conductor to the other'.

It will be understood that the direction of 95
the arrows shown upon the drawings to indi-

cate the course of the currents are predicated
upon the use of the line-wire 7 as a positive

conductor; but it is evident that the electric

current would find the same continuous con- ioo

nections if passed through the circuits in an
opposite direction when the switches are in

their operative position, and it is therefore

wholly immaterial whether the current be.

traversed through the circuits in the manner 105

shown in the drawings or in a reverse man-
ner, which would be effected by using the

positive line-wire as a negative conductor. In
such latter case the motion of the motor would
not thereby be reversed, as the magnetism no
of the field and armature would be similarly

effected, and the attraction or repulsion of

the parts would be precisely t lie same with

the current operating in either direct ion.

Having thus set forth my invention, what I 115

claim herein is

—

1. The combination, with a suspended ear

moving in a hoistway.of hoisting mechanism
operated by an electric motor, an electric cir-

cuit connected normally through the anna- 120

tu re of the motor, a series of landings, and a
series of landing-switches located thereon and
provided with contacts for controlling the

course of the current in said circuit, as and
for the purpose set forth. 125

2. The combination, with si suspended car

moving in a hoist-way, of hoisting mechanism
operated by an electric motor, an electric cir-

cuit connected normally through the arma-
ture of the motor, a series of ,landings and a 130

series of lauding-switches located thereon and
provided with contacts connected with said

circuit, the series of switches operating nor-,

mally to stop the said motor and each switch
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operating whoa moved in opposite directions
to closo reverse-circuit's through the motor,
as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination, with a suspended car

5 moving in a hoistway, of hoisting mechanism
operated by an electric motor, an electric cir-

cuit connected normally through the arma-
ture of the motor with a current of constant
potential, a series of landings; and a series of

io landing-switches located thereon and pro-
vided with contacts for varying the course of
the current in said circuit, the series of
switches operating normally to open the cir-

cuit through the motor, field-coils, and each
15 switch operating when moved in opposite di-

rections to close reverse-circuits through the
motor, as and for the purpose set forth.

4. The combination, with a suspended car
moving in a hoistway, of hoisting mechanism

20 actuated by an electric motor, an electric cir-

cuit connected normally through the arma-
ture of the motor, and a series of landings
with landing-switches located in said circuit,

the switches being provided with suitable
25 contacts to normally cut off the current from

the motor, field-coils, and operating each when
moved to close a circuit through the motor
field-coils, as and for the purpose set forth.

5. The combination, with a suspended car
30 moving in a hoistway, of hoisting mechanism

actuated by an electric motor, an electric cir-

cuit connected normally through the arma-
ture of the motor, and a series of landings
with landing-switches located in said circuit,

35 the switches being provided with suitable
contacts to normally cutoff the current from
the motor field-coils, and operating eachwhen
moved in opposite directions to close branch
circuits in reverso directions through the

40 motor field-coils, as and for the purpose set

forth.

0. The combination, with a suspended cat

moving in a hoistway, of hoisting mechanism
operated by an electric motor, a primary cir-

45 cuit closed through the armature, a branch
circuit between one of the commutator-
brushes and one terminal of the field-coils

and a branch circuit between the other brush
and the other terminal of the field-coils, a

50 series of landings, and a series of landing-
switches having contacts connected with both
of such branch circuits and operating nor-
mally to cut off the current from the field-

circuit and adapted to reverse the current

55 through the field-coils, as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

7. The combination, with a suspended car
moving in a hoistway, of hoisting mechanism
operated by an electric motor, a primary cir-

60 cuit-conductor connected with one of the
motor-brushes, a series of landings, and a

series of landing-switches provided with con-
tacts connected, respectively, with the other
armature-brush, the terminals of the field,

65 and with the other primary conductor, the
switches being normally connected in series

and operating normally to cutoff the current

from the field-circuit and when moved in

opposite directions to reverse the current

through such field-circuit, as and for the pur- 7

pose set forth.

8. The combination, with a suspended car

moving in a hoistway, of hoisting mechan-
ism operated by an electric motor, a primary
circuit-conductor connected with one of the 75
motor-brushes, a series of landings, and a
series of landing-switches provided with con-

tacts connected, respectively, with the other
armature-brush, the terminals of the field,

and with the other primary conductor, the 80

switches beiug normally connected in serie

and operating when- thus connected to cut off

the current from the motor-field and when
moved in opposite directions to reverso the

current through such field-circuit, as and for 85

the purpose set forth.

9. In an electric-elevator system, the com-
bination, with a suspended car moving in a
hoistway havjng landings and landing-doors,

of hoisting mechanism operated by an elec- 90
trie motor, an electric circuit for operating
the motor, and a door-switch arranged in said

circuit and operated by the opening of the

door to cut off the current from the motor,

and to thus stop the same until the door is 95

closed, as and for the purpose set forth.

10. In an electric-elevator system, the com-
bination, with a suspended car moving in a
hoistway having landings and landing-doors,

of hoisting mechanism operated by an elec- 100

trie motor, an electric circuit for operating
the motor, and one or more door-switches ar-

ranged and operated by the opening of the

door or doors to open the motor-circuit and
to thus stop the motor until the door or doors 105

are closed, as and for the purpose set forth.

11. The combination, with a suspended car

moving in a hoistway; of hoisting mechan-
ism operated by an electric motor, an elec-

tric circuit for operating the motor, landing- no
switches located upon the landings of the

hoistway and connected with said circuit, and
a series of door-switches located in branches
of su^h circuit and operated, substantially as

described, to stop the car by the opening of 115

any of the said doors, as and for the purpose
set forth.

12. In an electric-elevator system in which
the motion of an electric motor is transmitted
to the car by means 0? a hoisting-pulley, in- 12c

termediate mechanism, and a hoisting-rope,

the combination, with the motor-circuit, of a
brake actuated by an electro-magnet circuit,

a brake actuated by an electro-magnet for

retarding the hoisting mechanism, and a se- 125

riesof landingsandaseriesof landing-switches
connected with the said motor-circuit and
provided each with contacts adapted to close

the circuit through the brake-magnet, as and
for the purpose set forth. 130

13. In an electric-elevator system in which
a car or platform hoisting device isoperated
by an electric motor, the combination, with
the electric motor and the car - platform
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moved thereby, of an operative electric cir-

cuit, stop-switches connected with such cir-

cuit and arranged at the top and bottom of
such hoistway and provided with contacts

5 adapted when connected to out off the cur-
rent from the motor, and a contact-plate upon
the car arranged and operated to connect such
contacts when contiguous to either of said
switches to close the said circuit and cut off

10 the current from the. motor, as and for the
purpose set forth.

14. In an electric-elevator system in which
a car or platform hoisting device is operated
by an electric motor, the combination, with

iS theelectric motor and the car-platform moved
thereby, of an operative electric circuit, stop-
switches connected with such circuit and ar-

ranged at the top and bottom of such hoist-
way and provided with contacts adapted

20 when connected to cut off the current from
the motor, a contact - plate upon the car to.

connect the contacts in either of said switches,
and an auxiliary switch to temporarily open

said circuit when closed by either of the stop-

switches, substantially as heroin sot forth. 35

15. The combination, with a suspended car

moving in a hoistway, of hoisting mechanism
operated by an electric motor, an electric cir-

cuit for operating the motor, landing-switches

located upon the landings of the hoistway 30
and connected with said circuit, and stop-

switches arranged at the top and bottom of

the hoistway and provided with contacts con-

nected, respectively, with the prime conduct-
ors outside of the motor and landing-switch 35
circuits, and a contact- plate upon the car

adapted to electrically connect the contacts
in either of said switches when contiguous
thereto, substantially as herein set forth.

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set 40
my hand in the presence of two subscribing
witnesses.

WILLIAM BAXTER, Jr.

Witnesses:
W. F. D. Crane,
Thos. S. Crane.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, John McAdams, a sub-

ject of Her Majesty the Queen of Great Brit-

ain, and a resident of New York, iu the

5 county of New York and State of New York,
have invented certain new and useful Im-
provements in Hydraulic Elevators, of which
the following is a specification.

The invention relates to improvements in

to hydraulicelevators; anditconsistsinthenovel
'means hereinafter .described and claimed,
whereby the attendant in the carriage may
conveniently and with reliability operate the
pilot-valve, which admits water to the main

15 valve of the hydraulic engine.
Referring to the accompanying drawings,

Figure 1 is a side elevation, partly broken
away, of an elevator-carriage with connect-
ing mechanism constructed and arranged in

20 accordance with the invention made the sub-
ject of this application. Fig. 2 is a like view
of same, but looking at another face of the
elevator-carriage. Fig. 3 is a detached ele-

vation of one of the clamps for connection
*5 with the operating-cable. Fig. 4 is a detached

top view of same; and Fig. 5 is a detached
side elevation, partly iu section, of a segment
forming one of the details of the mechanism
constituting the invention.

30 In the drawings, A designates the cab or
carriage, provided at a suitable point with
the lever B, which is normally vertical and
adapted to be moved on its axis to either side

of its vertical center. The lever Bis secured

35 on the rock-shaft C, which is mounted in

bearings fastened to the lower surface of the
carriage A, and said lever is provided with
the counter-balance D, suspended below the
carriage.

40 Upon the end of the rock-shaft C opposite

to the lever B is mounted the frame E, con-

sisting of the transverse arms F G, having
upon their ends the clamps II I for positive

attachment to the continuous cable N, pass-

45 ing over the pulleys J K at the top of the
elevator-shaft, and the pulleys L M at the
base or said shaft.

The cable N, while continuous, is divided
practically into two sections, (lettered O P, re-

50 spectively,) the former passing over the pul-

ley L and thence upward to the pulleys J K,

while the section P passes over the pulley M,
and thence extends upward to the pulleys J
K. The section O of the cable N is firmly se-

cured to the arm F by means of theclampH, 55
and the section P is likewise secured to the

arm G by means of the clamp I, and hence
with the rocking of the shaft C through the

working of the leverB the sections O P of the

cable will be affected, as hereinafter de- 60

scribed.

The pulleys L Mare mounted upon the ends
of the horizontal frame Q, secured upon the

end of the rock-shaft R and having the arms
S, whose lower extremities are in close prox- 65

imity to the pulleys L M and prevent the

cableN from slipping from said pulleys. The
extremities of the frame Q also form fingers

//, which aid in preventing the cable from
slipping from the pulleys LM. The frame Q 70

is rigid on the shaft R, and upon said shaft

there is also rigidly mounted the vertical

frame T, provided at its upper and lower ends
with the segments V W, which are grooved
to receive the cables X Y, the latter at one 75
end resting in said grooved segments and be-

ing there secured by means of clamps, such
as the one lettered Z in Fig. 5. Adjacent to

the shaft R there is suitably mounted in bear-

ings the rock-shaft a, carrying the- frame b, 80

corresponding with the frame T, above de-

scribed, and provided with the grooved seg-

ments b c, in which the other end of said

cables X Y are secured. The cables X Y thus
extend from the segments "V W to the

ments b' c, and may be kept taut by means
of clamps Z.

Upon the shaft a there is also mounted the

cam -wheel e or other medium for imparting
moti-pn from the shaft a to the pilot-valve,

(not'shown,) by which water is admitted to

the main valve of the hydraulic engine; and
it is the purpose of the invention to produce
adequate means between the lever B in the

carriage and the shaft a whereby, through
the medium of the cam e or other instrumen-
tality, the attendant in the carriage may have
full control of the said pilot-valve.

In the operation of the invention it maybe
understood that the carriage A will be at rest

when the lever B is in its normal or vertical

position, and that when said leverB is turned

85

90

95

100
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to the right (referring to Fig. 1) the carriage

will be ascending, while when said lever is

turned to the left the carriage will be descend-
ing, and when said lever is again returned to

5 its normal position the carriage will come to

a stop. When the lever B is turned to the
right, the frame E will move with it, the arm
F thereof moving upward and the arm G
downward, the effect of this movoment being

io that the arm F will draw the section of the
cable N to which it is attached upward and
the arm G will draw the section of said cable"

to which it is attached downward, thereby
tilting the frame Q at an angle correspond-

T5 ing with that of the arms F G and turning
the shaft R and frame T a definite distance

toward the shaft a. The turning of the shaft

R and frame T toward the shaft a operates,

through the cables X Y and frame b, to ro-

20 tate the shaft a a distance corresponding
with the rotation of the shaft R, and thereby
to move the cam e for the purpose of actuat-
ing the pilot-valve. (Not shown.) It will

thus be seen that when the lever B is turned
25 to the right its movement will be communi-

cated to the shaft a and cam e, and. that
thereby the pilot-valve will be moved a defi-

nite distance corresponding with the move-
ment of the lever B. When it is desired that

30 the elevator-carriage will travel in the oppo-
site direction, the lever B will be moved to

the left, (see Fig. 1,) whereby the arm F, with
its section of the cable 1ST, will be depressed
and the arm G, with its section of the cable

35 N, elevated, thereby rotating, through the
* frame Q, the shaft R in a direction opposite

to that in which it was before moved when
the lever B was turned to the right. The ro-

tation of the shaft R under the action of the
40 lever B when turned to the left operates,

through the frame T, frame 0, and cables X
Y, to cause the shaft a and cam e to have a
movement in the same direction as and cor-

responding with the shaft R. Thus the cam
45 e, when the lever B is turned to the leit, will

have a movement opposite to, that imparted
to it when said lever B was turned to the
right, and the effect will be to actuate the
pilot-valve, (not shown,) and thereby control

50 the flow of the water and the operation of the
main valve of the hydraulic engine.

Tt Avill be understood from the foregoing
description that when the lever B is, in the
position illustrated in Fig. 1 the elevator-cai-

55 riage will be at rest; that when said lever is

moved to the right the cam e will be actu-
ated and will operate the pilot-valve to per-
mit the movement of the carriage A in one
direction, and that when said lever B is moved

60 to the left the cam e and pilot-valve will be

actuated to permit the movement of the ele-

vator-carriage in the opposite direction. The
pilot-valve is thus placed under the control
of the attendant in the carriage and its opera-
tion is both convenient and reliable. 65
What I claim as my invention, and desire to

secure by Letters Patent, is

—

1. The lever to be operated by the attend-
ant in the elevator-carriage, combined with
the frame E, the continuous cable N, secured 70
to said frame and passing over pulleys at the
upper and lower ends of the elevator-shaft,

the frame Q, carrying said pulleys at the lower
end of the elevator-shaft and mounted upon
a rock-shaft, the frame T, mounted upon said 75
shaft, the rock-shaft a, carrying the frame
and connected with the frame T, and mech-
anism for imparting the motion of the shaft
a to the pilot-valve, substantially as set forth.

2. The continuous cable N and the lever in 8p
the carriage connected therewith, said cable
passing over pulleys J K at the top of the ele-

vator^shaft, combined with the tilting frame
Q, the pulleys L M, carried by said frame and
receiving the cable N, the tilting frame T, 85
connections X Y, tilting frame b, and mech-
anism, substantially as described, intermedi-
ate the frame b and the pilot-valve, substan-
tially as set forth.

3. The pulleys J K at the top of the eh> 90
vator-shaft, the frame Q, mounted on a rock-
shaft at the base of said elevator-shaft, the
pulleys L M, mounted on the opposite arms
of said frame, and mechanism for communi-
cating the motion of said frame to the pilot- 95
valve, combined with the tilting frame E, car-

ried by • the carriage, and the continuous
cable N, composed of sections O P, connected,
respectively, with the opposite arms of said
frame E, the section passing over the pul- 100

ley L and to both pulleys J K and the section
"

P passing over the pulley M and to both pul-
leys J K, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

4. The rock-shafts R a, the frames T & on 105
said shafts, the segments on the ends of said
frames, and the cables X Y, connecting said
segments, combined with the frame Q on the
shaft R, the pulleys L M on said frame Q, the
cable N, the frame E, connected with said no
cable, and means for operating the frame E
from the elevator-carriage, substantially as
set forth.

Signed at New York, in the county of New
York and State of New York, this 9th day of 1 15
May, A. D. 1891.

JOHN McADAMS.
Witnesses:

Chas. C. Gill,
Ed. D. Miller.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, William Baxter, Jr.,

a citizen of the United States, residing in the

city of Baltimore, in the State of Maryland,

5 have invented certain new and useful Im-

provements in Systems of Operating Electric

Elevators 'with Constant -Potential Motors,

fully described and represented in the follow-

ing specification and the accompanying draw-

io ings, forming a part of the same.

The present invention relates partly to

means of electrically actuating the switch of

an electric motor, partly to the construction

and arrangement of switches for operating

is electric hoisters .with a current of constant

potential, and partly to special apparatus for

locki ng the landing-doors of a hoistway. 1 he

constant-potentialcircuits referred to herein

would be furnished by a dynamo-electric ma-

oo chine constructed or regulated to furnish such

a current, and it would therefore bo wholly

inadmissible to permit a short circuit in any

part of the system, as such short circuitwomd
induce a current of abnormal strength in the

2S "dynamo," and result in great injury thereto

by the destruction of its insulation or its con-

nections. In such a system it is therefore

absolutely necessary when directing the cur-

rent through a revolving armature or other

to structure in which a counter electro-motive

force may be induced to provide the switches

with resistances which may be gradually cut

out of the circuit as such electro-motive force

increases. By the use of such resistances a

it short circuit is prevented and the entire con-

struction is adapted for operation with a cir-

cuit, used to distribute power from a central

station. ,
•

, .

Figure 1 of the drawings shows an electric

40 motor connected with a worm hoisting appa-

ratus by means of a belt and pulleys and the

car suspended by a rope from a hoisting-

druin. the circuits being adapted for landing-

switches onlv. In Fig. 2 I have omitted the

a: hoisting mechanism aud shown only a dia-

.'ram of the motor with circuits provided with

hind in "--switches- and with a car-switch hav-

in" sliding contacts applied to fixed conduct-

ors on the hoistway. Fig. 3 shows a circuit

co aud venerator independent of the motor-cir-

cuit lor actuating an electro-magnetic shift-

in" device to shift a switch in the motor-cir-

cuTt the cat-switch and landing-switch being

included in such independent circuit. 'Fig.

4 is a front view, upon a larger scale, of the 55

switch-shifter X in Fig. 3. Figs. 5 andG are

respectively a side view and a plan of the

shifter upon the same scale as Fig. 4.

In Fig. 1, M is the motor, and N° the hoist-

ing-drum, connected therewith by suitable 60

worm-gearing N' and pulleys provided with

a belt?.

A car T is suspended from the drum by a

rope I/, aud the stoppage of the motor oper-

ates to stop the drum and car, while its mo- 65

tion in opposite directions operates to elevate

or lower the car, as desired.

B and B' are the brushes applied to the mo-

tor-commutator,and the motor is shown shunt-

wound, the positive conductor 7 furnishing a 70

part of the current to the field-coils and the

remainder passing through the switch-circuits

to the brush B or B' at the pleasure of the

operator. The hoistway is omitted to expose

the electrical connections, and the conductors 75

1, 2, 3, and 4 are shown arranged along the

path of the car, the conductors 1 and 2 being

connected with the brushes B and B', the

conductor 3 with the positive line-wire 7, and

the conductor 4 with the negative line-wire 8. 80

The circuits are shown in the figure con-

nected with landing-switches only, and pro-

vided with segmental contacts 19 and 20, con-

nected, respectively, with the conductors 3

and 4, adjacent to which coutacts are ar- 85

ranged others connected, respectively, with

the conductors 1 and 2. Adjacent to the seg-

ment 19, which receives the current from the

conductor 3, are shown contact-studs r', hav-

ing intermediate resistances r, the last stud 90

2An one of the series being connected with

the conductor 2, as is also a contact 17, adja-

cent to the segment 20. The last stud 18 in

the opposite series of resistance-contacts is

connected with the conductor l,as isthecon- 95

tact 22, near the end of segment 20, opposite

the contact 17. A circuit-controller for elec-

trically joining the segments with the adja-

cent studs is shown formed as a lever piv-

oted between the segments upon a stud / and 100

provided at one end with a metallic leaf or

spring/', adapted to connect the segment 19

with its adjacent contacts, and at the oppo-

site end with a spring /' for connecting the

segment 20 with its adjacent contacts 17 and 105

2± The springs are insulated from each
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other. When the right-hand end f2 of the

circuit-controller is turned to the right, as in-

dicated by the arrow upon the upper switch

in the figure, the segment 19 becomes elcc-

5 trieally connected by the leaf /'with the con-

tact 21 and diverts The current from the con-

ductor 3 into the brush B'. The leaf or

spring/ 2 at the same time connects the seg-

ment 20 with the contact 22, thus joining the

io conductors 1 and 4 electrically, and thus fur-

nishing a course for the current from the

brush B to the line-wire 8. The circuit-con-

troller when turned to the left, as indicated

by the arrow upon the lower switch in the fig-

15 lire, connects the segment 19, which receives

the current from coaductor 3, with the brush B,

(through the stud 18 and conductor l,)and at

the same time connects the segment 20, which
is joined to the negative conductor 8, with

20 the brush B' by contact 17 and conductor 2.

It will be noticed that the conductor 3 is

formed with openings or breaks 23, which
are normally closed by connections </ and cf,

which are united, respectively, to the segment
25 19 and to a stud f* opposite the middle of

the same in each switch. The spring /' is

shown in the figure in its middle or normal
position, and then serves to connect the seg-

ment 19 with the middle contact /4
, so as to

30 maintain the circuit unbroken through the
conductor 3 when each switch lever or con-

nector is in its normal position. The switch
farthest from the motor may thus receive the
current from the conductor 3 and regulate

35 the movements of the current in the circuits

so long as the other switch -levers are un-
moved, The movements of the spring/' in

any switch operates, however, to disconnect
the Stud /4 from the adjacent segment 19,

40 and thus breaks the continuity of the con-
ductor 3 beyond such switch, so that when
the car is moving under the control of any
particular switch the movement of one far-

ther from the armature will not affect it. If

45 the motor or other electro-magnetic hoister-

shifting apparatus were at the lower end of

the hoistway and were connected with the
lower ends of the conductors 1, 2, 3, and 4, it

is obvious that the lower switch of the series

50 would be nearest the electro -magnet and
would control its operation. To advise the
operator at any landing, except that nearest
the electro-magnet, if the switch nearest the
magnet is turned, indicators may be located

55 at such landings and connected with a cir-

cuit derived from the motor -armature, as
claimed in my patent, No. 449,011, issued
March 31, 1891. Such indicators are shown
in Fig. 1 as bells 7c

2
, affected by bell-magnets

60 h% the coils of which are electrical^ connected
with the brushes B' by the conductors 5 and
G, when a switch 7o

4 connected with each in-

dicator is closed. The armature A, when in
motion, sets up a counter electro-motive force

65 to actuate the indicators. The indicator-
switches 7c

4 would be held normally open and
closed by the operator only when desiring to

learn whether the motor was already in op-

eration before actuating the landing-switch,
the ringing of the bell then showing if the 70
motor was in motion. In Fig. 2 the same
kind of landing- switches are used, except
that the conductors are shown continuous and
the stud/ 4 is omitted from the switch. The
motor is shown series-wound and having the 75
terminal of the field -coils (which are con-
nected with the 4- line 7) united to the con-
ductor 3, which is joined to the segment 19,

as in Fig. 1. Three landings L2 are shown in

the figure, "with landing -switches upon the 80
upper and lower landings, and a car (repre-

sented by a rectangle) at the middle landing
and provided with a car-switch S, similar to

the landing-switches.
Sliding contacts 12, 13, 11, and 15 are shown 85

applied, respectively, to the conductors 1, 2, 3,

arid 4 and connected with the same contacts
in the ear-switch as their-respective conduct-
ors are connected with in the landing-switches.
The segments 19 and 20 in each of the switches 90
are connected, respecliveby, with the primary
conductors 7 and 8 through the conductors 3

and 4, which are connected therewith, and the
other contacts in each switch permit the lever
or connector to close circuits through the 95
motor or other electro-magnetic apparatus.
The switches are therefore, by virtue of the
contact-segments 19 and 20, arranged in mul-
tiple arc between the primary conductors, as
is common in arranging a series of connec- 100
tions to be operated, by a currentof ^constant
potential.

With such construction as that shown in
Fig. 2, the switch nearest the electro magnet
would control its operation, as its circuit-con- 105
troller would close a circuit for the current
aud would cut off the circuit from the more
remote switches. Should a landing-switch" be
turned in the same direction as the car-switch,
it would connect the samecoux'uetors; but if no
a car-switch were turned in one direction to

connect the conductors 3 and 1 while the land-
ing-switch was turned to connect conductors
1 and 4 a short circuit would be made and
serious injury would be done to the dynamo 1 15
generating the current for the motor-circuit.
To prevent such short circuit, fusible plugs /,

may be inserted in the connections between
the landing-switches and the conductor 4, or
at any other suitable point. In a system 120
adapted for constant current door-switches
may be used to form, when actuated by the
opening of the door, a short circuit, and' thus
prevent the motor from being started until
the door is closed. In any construction with 125
constant potential a short circuit is inad-
missible and the door switches may be ar-
ranged to open thecircuit. as isshown in Figs.
1 and 2.

In Fig. 2 a single switch 11 is shown (in its 130
closed position) inserted in the conductor 4
and connected by a link u' with bell-cranks
i" at each of the landings. A rod r'is shown
at each landing extended beneath the deor,
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which is indicated by dottod linos j
; nt tho

middle landing. Tho door at each landing,

whon closed, presses upon a hook t* at the

end of tho-rod r' and operates in opposition

S to a spring u* (which holds the switch nor-

mally open) to holof tho switch // closed). The
landing-door is shown only at the middle
landing, where the car T is represented, but
would operate the same upon the hook r2 at

10 each of the other landings, being opened by a
movement to the right; which would release

the hook v2 and permit the spring n 2 to open
tho switch u and. thus open a circuit until

the door were again closed. In Fig. 1 the

15 .conductor i is shown broken at the same
point as in Fig. 2; but instead of placing a
single switch at such break and operating the

same by mechanical connections to the differ-

ent landings, a branch circuit or loop formed
20 by the wires 9 and 10 is extended to each of

the landings, and at each a separate switch
us

is inserted therein. Each switch would be
held normally open, like the switch u, by a
spring u* when the door was open, the switch

25 being provided with a rod i>
3
, against which

the edge of the door would push to close the
switch when the door was shut. The door
shown by the dotted lines ,/ is shown only at

the middle landing, whore the car T is placed,

30 and the door is shown partially opened by a
movement to the left, so that the switch ?i

:! at

such landing is opened and tho circuit through
the wires 9 and 10 is therefore broken.

Instead of extending a loop of the circuit

35 to each landing, a break may be made at each
landing in one of the conductors, as conductor
3 in Fig. 1, and a switch be applied to each
break to maintain the continuity of the con-

ductor when the landing-door is shut. The
40 switches in such conductor are lettered ?t

5 and
provided with springs u% ''which would serve
to automatically open the- switch when the
door was moved away from the end of the

push-rod v1
, and the circuit be thus held open

45 until the door was closed.

The switches u5 are all shown closed in Fig.

1, as it would only confuse the drawings to

show a landing-door in position to open one
of the same. A door-lock is shown in Fig. 2

50 adapted to bo operated by a solenoid,magnet
h, connected with wires 7$ and 8} in a branch
circuit from the line-wires 7 and 8 bj' means
of spring-contacts d and a plate c upon the

side of the car T. To avoid obscuring the

55 drawings, only a portion of the door-frame u1

is shown, having a bolt with a hooked head //

fitted therein and provided with an arm {/, at-

tached to the core e of the-magnet b. A spring

a is attached at opposite ends to the door-

60 frame and to a lever/" and presses tho lever

normally upon the rear end of the core e to

force it outward to cause the hooked boll-head

Ix to engage a plate / upon the edge of the

door j. TIiq attraction of the solenoid mag-
65 net b operates when the current in its coils is

closed to draw the core t within the magnet
and thus tmloeks the door. ThV hooked form

of the bolt-head enables it to cngago the door
automatically whon the door is being closed,

and the spring a then serves to hold the door- 70
bolt iu -its locked position until the car in its

movement to such door-landing brings tho
plate c into contact with the springs d and
closes tho main circuit through the magnet-
coil b. The door may then be opened, so long 75
as the car remains at the landing; but when
it moves away from the same the branch cir-

cuit through the door-lock magnet is again
broken and the bolt held in its locked posi-
tion by the spring a. An electro - magnetic 80
shifter may bo used to actuate a. switch in
the. motor-circuit, and such electro-magnetic
shifter may be operated by a current derived
from the motor-circuit, or an independent gen-
erator may be used to operato such shifter and 85
the hand-switches inserted in such independ-
ent circuit. Such construction" is shown in
Fig. 3, the car-switch being connected withthe
conductors by a cable, and the independent
generator G3 being connected with the switch 90
upon the car and with a landing-switch in the
circuits of the electro-magnetic shifter. M is

the magnet of the motor, which isshown shunt-
woundandconnectedwith acircuitand motor-
switch Z, adapted to a constant-potential sj's- 95
tein. The switches in this figure are all simi-
lar to those heretofore described, and thecur-
rent is shunted through the motor field-coils

from the -f line-wire 7 by wires a" auda",and
through tho motor-switch Z by wires b10 and 100
o ,r

', which are connected with the contacts 19'

and IS in such switch. The circuit-control-
ling levers /'p in such switch are shown con-
nected by the link / 10 with a moving arma-
ture or electro-magnet. (Designated by the 105
letter X.)
As shown iu the enlarged views in Figs. 4,

5, and G, the field-coils E of the electro-mag-
netic device are held stationary upon a suit-

able frame, with a stud D projected between no
the two magnet-coils E to support a movable
bridge F', carrying two cores having coils F.
A weight W is attached to the bridge to hold
the coils F normally equidistant from the
coils E. Insulated segments' 7t

10 and 7t" are 115
shown fixed upon a hub attached to the bridge
F', and stationary brushes g

m aridgr" are car-
ried by a holder upon the stud D, The seg-
ments are connected with the two coils F and
the brushes arc connected by the wires/" and 120

fa, respectively, with tho conductors 1 and 2.

The conductors are thus kept in electrical
connection with the coils F when the bridge
is oscillated back and forth by the magnetic
attraction, The ear-switch Sand the landing- 125
switch L arc, like the switches shown in the
other figures, provided with a series of studs
adjacent tothosegmcntl9,which is connected
with the positive conductor '.), and interme-
diate resistances ;• are provided between the 130
studs, so that when the loaf/' is ft ret moved
from its normal position the current must
pass through the resistances r before entering
the stud I

1
-; or 21. Whon tho rircuit in the
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switch L or S is closed with all the resistances

in the circuit, the current of the independ-
ent generator that passes to the stud 18 or 21

is very weak and the magnetic movement of

5 theshiftingdeviceX is correspondingly slight'

and the movement of the oscillating bridge
F' is correspondingly small. The link /

10

therefore operates to shift the circuit-control-

ler in tile switch Z but a small amount and
io operates to close the circuit in the motor-

switch with the same resistances that are in-

cluded in the independent circuit. As the

connector in the switch S or L is moved nearer
such stud 18 or 21 and the resistances are

15 gradually cut out, the current increases in the

independent circuit, and likewise the mag-
netic moment of the shifting device X and
the arc through which the bridge F' moves is

correspondingly increased.

20 It is evident that bjr a proper adjustment
of the resistances in the motor-circuit and the
independent circuit the movement of the elec-

tro-magnetic device X and of the connector
in the motor-switch Z can be perfectly con-

25 trolled.

From the above description it will be seen

that the switches and circuits may operate
upon an electro-magnetic device independent
of the motor, as in Fig. 3, to regulate the ap-

30 plication of the power to and its removal from
the hoisting apparatus, or the electro-mag-

netic device which applies the power to and
removes it from the hoisting mechanism may
consist in an electric motor, in which case the

35 circuits and switches operate to vary the

course of the current in the motor itself.

I am aware that a valve has been shifted

by an electro-magnetic device for the purpose
of opening ports for the passage of fluid under

40 pressure to a hydraulic cylinder; but I am
not aware that any electro-magnetic device

lias ever been placed in a circuit derived from
a dynamo^electric machine, such as is com-
monly used- at the present time for the dis-

45 tribution of electric light and power. Such
circuits are commonly supplied with a current

from a central station, and the conductors for

such circuit are represented in the attached
drawings by the line-wires " + line 7 " and

50 line 8."

When an electro-magnetic shifting appa-

ratirs is placed in such a circuit, the circuit

would be furnished with either a current of

constant strength or constant potential, and

55 none of the " inake-and-break " switches here-

tofore used in connection with a magnetic
shifting apparatus could be used in such case,

as a short circuit is not admissible when a
current of constant potential is employed, and

6c an open circuit is not admissible when a cur-

rent of constant strength is used.

The electro-magnetic shifting devices here-

tofore used have been constructed with merely

a flat vibrating armature moved to and from

65 the end of the magnet-pole. My invention

differs from such constructions in employing
an oscillating armature rotated laterally to-

ward the poles of an electro-magnet, by which
construction the attractive force of the mag-
netic poles is more effectively employed. 70

It is obvious that a single flat armature can-
not be advantageously moved through a con-
siderable arc by a single attraction of the
magnet-poles, owing to the great reduction in

the magnetic attraction as the armature re- 75
cedes from the poles, and a series of arma-
tures fitted together upon the same shaft aud
arranged to be attracted successively by a se-

ries of magnets have therefore been used to

secure a considerable angular movement in 80
an electro - magnetic shifting device, as in

United States Letters Patent No. 316,780,

dated April 26, 1887.

By my construction the armature is not
only located and operated more favorably in 85
the magnetic field, but an electro-magnetic
armature is, when desired, opposed to elec-

tro-magnetic poles, and coils are applied to

the armature as well as to the magnet poles

or cores, and circuit connections are provided 90
with switch-contacts to reverse the current in

such coils and to thus simultaneously alter

the polarity of both the armature and magnet.
I hereby disclaim any construction in which

a flat armature is vibrated at right angles to 95
the surface of the magnet-poles and limit this

part of my invention to an oscillating arma-.

ture movable (upon a pivot) tangential to or

parallel with the surface of the magnet-pole,"

so that the movement of the armature is not 100

limited by contact with or Approximation to

the surface of such poles.

I have made no specific claim herein to the
combination, with an elevator -car and its

landings and an electric motor and mechan- 105

ism connecting the motor to the elevator-car,

of electrical switches^jm. said landings, an
electric switch in the elevator-car, and a line-

circuit and connections for all of said switches
and for the motor, as I have claimed the same 1 to

in my patent, No. 449,611, issued March 31,

1891, in the prosecution of the application
for which patent the said combination was
made the issue of an interference in which
priority was awarded to me; nor have I made 115
any claim herein to operating an electric ele-

vator by landing- switches only, as I have
claimed the same in my patent, No. 449,662,

issued April 7, 1891.

What I claim herein, and desire to secure 120

by Letters Patent, is

—

1. In an electric-elevator system, the com-
bination, with an elective motor and hoisting
mechanism operated thereby and provided
with a hoisting-rope, of a car suspended by 125
such rope in a hoistway, a motor-circuit sup-
plied with a current of constant potential, a
switch upon the car with contacts in said cir-

cuit, and a circuit-controller operating nor-
mally to open said circuit and operating with 13c
the contacts when moved to close the circuit
through the motor to actuate the hoisting
mechanism.

2, In an electric-elevator system, the com-
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bination, with a suspended car moving .in a
hoistway, of hoisting mechanism operated by
an electric motor, a motor-circuit supplied
with a current of constant potential, and a

5 series of switches having contacts arranged
in multiple arc in said circuit, and circuit-

controllers in- such switches operating, when
moved from their normal position, to close the
circuit through the motor to actuate the hoist-

ro ing mechanism, as set forth.

o. hi an electric-elevator system, the com-
bination, with a suspended car moving in a
hoistway, of hoisting mechanism operated by
an electric motor, continuous electrical con-

15 ductors fixed in the hoistway and connected
with an electric generator and with the mo-
tor, moving contacts affixed to the car, a,nd a
switch upon the car having separate contacts
connected with said moving contacts, and a

20 circuit-controller in the switch operating nor-
mally to open said circuit and operating,
when moved in opposite directions, to close
the circuit through the motor in reverse di-

rections, substantially as set forth.

25 -4. In an electric-elevator system, the com-
bination, with a suspended car moving in a
hoistway, of hoisting mechanism operated bjT

an electric motor, a door-bolt held normally
engaged, an electro-magnet adapted, when

30 energized, to retract the door-bolt and release
the door, a motor-circuit, a branch circuit

connected with the coils of said magnet, con-
tacts adapted to close such branch circuit

when connected, and a metallic plate upon
35 the car .adapted to touch such contacts when

the car is moved to the landing and to thus
connect the said contacts and close the cir-

cuit through the coils of the magnet to un-
lock the door, substantially as herein set forth.

40 o. In an electric-elevator system, the com-
bination, with a suspended car moving in a
hoistway provided with landings, of hoisting
mechanism operated by an electric motor,
electrical conductors fixed in the hoistway

45 and connected with an electric generator and
with the motor, moving contacts affixed to the
car and pressed upon such conductors, a
switch upon the car connected with such mov-
ing contacts, a break in one of the conductors

50 beyond the movement of such contacts, a
switch to close the break, and a connection
from the said switch to each landing adapted
to actuate the said switch by the opening of
the ddbr at each landing to break the con-

55 ductor and thus prevent the starting of the
motor until the door is closed and the switch
restored to its normal position, substantially

as set forth.

C. In an electric-elevator system, the eom-
60 bination, with a suspended car moving in a

hoi9tway provided with landings, of hoist-

ing mechanism operated by an electric mo-
tor, electrical conductors fixed in the hoist-

way and connected with an electric generator

65 and with the motor, moving contacts affixed

to the car and pressed upon such conductors,
o switch upon the car connected with such

moving contacts, a break in one of the con-

ductors beyond the movement of such con-

tacts, a branch circuit connected with the 70

conductors at the opposite sides of such break,
and a door-switch held normally open in such
branch circuit at each landing and closed by
the closing of the door at such landing to pre-

vent the starting of the motor until the door 75
is closed, substantially as set forth.

7. In an electric-elevator system, the com-
bination, with a suspeuded car moving in a
hoistway having landings, of hoisting mech-
anism operated by an electric motor, an elec- 80

trie circuit supplied with a current of con-

stant potential, switches upon the landings,

and a switch upon the car, certain contacts
in all the said switches being connected with
the circuit in multiple arc and each switch 85
being provided with a circuit-controller oper-

ating normally to open said circuit and oper-

ating with the contacts when moved to close

the circuit through the motor to actuate the
hoisting mechanism, substantially as set forth. 90

8. In an electric-elevator system for a se-

ries-wound motor to operate with a current
of constant potential, substantially as herein
set forth, the combination, with an electric

motor, of four continuous conductors fixed 95
along the hoistway, a car provided with slid-

ing contacts for such conductors, connections
from two of said conductors to the motor-
commutator brushes, a connection from one
terminal of the field-coils to a third or field 100

conductor, a connection from the main-cir-

cuit wire to the fourth or line conductor,
and a switch having suitable contacts con-
nected with the four conductors, with resist-

ance-contacts in the connections to the brush- 105

conductors, the .switch being arranged and
operated to connect the brush-conductors al-

ternately with the field and line conductors
to reverse the motion of the motor when de-

sired, substantially as herein set forth. 1 ro

9. In an electric-elevator system, the com-
bination, with a suspended car moving in a
hoistway, of hoisting mechanism operated by
an electric motor, a motor-circuit supplied
with a current of constant potential, a switch 115
arranged upon the car and switches upon the
landings with contacts in said circuit, certain

contacts in all the said switches being con-
nected with the circuit in multiple arc, and
each switch being provided with a circuit- 120
controller operating normally to open said
circuit and operating, when moved, to close

the circuit through the motor to actuate the
hoisting mechanism, and fusible plugs being
inserted in an electrical conductor between 125
the switches, as and for the purpose set forth.

In 'testimony whereof I have hereunto set

my hand in the presence of two subscribing
witnesses.

WM. BAXTER, Jr.

Witnesses:
L. Lee,
Thos. S. Crane.
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To all ivhom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Andrew M. Coyle, a

resident of the city of Washington, District

of Columbia, have invented a new and useful

5 Improvement in Electrical Apparatus for Ele-

vator Control, which improvement is fully set

forth in the following specification.

This invention relates to electrical appara-

tus or appliances for controlling the move-
io meats of an elevator -car from the several

landings or floors of a building and from
within the car itself, the object being to ren-

der unnecessary the services of an attendant
for the car.

15 The invention contemplates means whereby
all the desired movements of the car can be
effected safely and with certainty without the

exercise of any more care and intelligence

than is required to touch a button correspond-

20 ing to the number of the floor to which the

car is desired to move. To this end the sys-

tem comprises a series of parallel or branch
circuits, one for each floor, and electricalljr-op-

erated devices so constructed that when .one

25 of the switches or push-buttons is actuated
the car will move to and come to rest at that

floor, no matter whether the ear be above or

below the floor. This arrangement has ob-

vious advantages over that which requires

30 one operation to cause the elevator to ascend
and another to cause it to descend.

Electrical systems for controlling elevators

have heretofore been devised by the aid of

which the car can be controlled either from
the different floors or from within the car
itself; but in such systems interference and
confusion are likely to occur in case some one
at one of the landings attempts to control the

car while it is in use. According to the pres-

40 ent invention means are provided whereby no
one at any of the floors can control the move-
ment of the car so long as the same is occu-

pied. This is or may be practically accom-
plished by leading the outside or floor cir-

45 cuits (as distinguished from the inside or car

circuits) through a switch -lever or circuit-

changer, which is operated the moment a per-

son enters the car, (as by his weight on the
fiooi',) so that outside control of the car is pre

50 vented until lie leaves it.

35

The system is applicable to elevators em-
ploying motor mechanism of any sort and is

connected in such manner as to operate the
stopping, starting, and devices,

which may be the valves of an ordinary -by

draulic system or a belt-shipper or other well-

known mechanism.
In carrying out my invention I employ a

main circuit in two parallel branches, includ-
ing a generator. vVhen the current flows in

one branch, the proper device is actuated to

cause the car to ascend, when it flows in the
other branch the car descends, and when both
branches are open the car is at rest. I em-
ploy a secondary or auxiliary circuit which
branches to each floor and also to a number of

switches or push-buttons in the car equal to

the number of floors. The function of these
circuits is simply to operate the main-circait
closer. There isone such main-circuit closer
for each floor, and the main circuit includes a
movable portion (which ma}7 be a metallic rib-

bon or band) which moves with or in unison
with the elevator-car, and this movable portion
consists of two sections insulated frota eaefc

other, one section being permanently coiint^t-

ed with that branch of the main circuit which
causes the ascent of the car and the other with
that branch which causes its descent. It

follows that when the main - circuit closer,

say of the second floor is actuated the cur-

rent will flow through one branch if the car
be above that floor and through the other if

it be below that floor, causing the car tomove
either up or down, as may be required. The
moving band carries a mechanical circuit-

breaker whose position with reference to the
main-circuit closers is always the same as the
position of the car with reference to the sev-
eral floors^which these circuit-closers repre-
sent. This circuit-breaker therefore acts to

open the main circuit and throw the circuit-

closer back to its normal position at the mo-
ment when the car reaches the floor at which
it is desired to stop, and the car accordingly
comes to rest. The main-circuit closers could,
of course, be at the different floors, and the
circuit-breaker be carried by the car itself;

butitis obviously advantageous to reduce the
length and complexity of the main circuit by

55
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employing a band or equivalent device mov-
ing in unison with the ear, but over a much
shorter path.

The invention, in addition to the main fea-

5 tures above indicated, includes certain de-

tails of construction and combinations and
arrangements of parts, as hereinafter set

forth.

In the accompanying drawings, which form
10 part of this specification, Figure I is a dia-

grammatic view illustrating the electrical con-

nections of the entire system. Fig. Ia is a de-

i tail indicating the position of electric valves.

Fig. II is a detail of one of the main circuit-

15 closers. Figs. Ill and IV are details of the

moving band or carrier and the circuit-break-

er, and Figs. V and VI are detailg of the cir-

cuit-changer fordiscpnnectingthe outside cir-

cuits.

20 In Figs. I, V, and VI the circuits are shown
as disconnected at the elevator-car, which is

assumed to be loaded.

In Fig. I the system is shown as applied to

an ordinary hydraulic elevator of which A
25 represents the cylinder; B, the piston; C, the

sheaves connected with thepiston; D, the sta-

tionary sheaves; E, the hoisting-rope, and F
the car. G represents the inlet -valve by
which water is admitted to the cylinder to

force the piston down, (raising the car,) and
II the outlet-valve.

Fig* P indicates the application of a well-

known, form of eleetric /valve in which the
motions of a flexible diaphragm in chamber
/ are controlled by electro-magnets inclosed
i n a box u. The valve G in pipe g follows the
movements of the diaphragm, being opened
when the latter is raised and vice versa, v is

a pipe connecting the chamber t with pipe g.

40 It is to be understood that this valve forms
no part of ray invention, but being a device
in common use is shown merely as an exam-
ple of one means which maybe adopted to

carry the invention into effect when applied

45 to hydraulic elevators. ..

The multiplying sheaves C D amplify the
motion of the piston, which travels, say, one-
fourth the distance of the car. The endless
band or carrier I is connected by an arm k

50 with the piston Is, and therefore travels in

unison with the car, but over a smaller path.
This band runs over small sheaves Land car-

ries portions of both branches of the main
electric circuit which operates the valves G

j.5 IT. The band may be conveniently in the
form of a metallic ribbon whose continuity is

interrupted at the two opposite points 1 and
_, Fig. I. That portion of the band which is

above the break 1 is permanently included in

.0 branch ') of the main circuit, while that pare
which is below 1 is permanently connected
with the branch i.

The switch-boards a' a2 a3—one for each
lloor—are arranged at distances apart corre-

65 spohding to (he distance between the floors,

and each is provided with main-circuit clos-

ing rru'i'hanism. such as shown in Fig. TI, and

jo

7°

75

80
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hereinafter described. The main ciicuit pro-

ceeds from the generator X by wire 5, which
connects by branch wires 6 with the main-
circuit closers at the several switch-boards,
(see Fig. II,) at each of which the circuit is

normally open, thence it returns to the gen-
erator by the band I and the branch 3 or 4,

as the case may be.

The circuit-closer M, Fig. II, is a pivoted le-

ver having a contact-point rn and provided
with a spring N, which tends to force its con-
tact-point against the traveling band I, and
thus electrically connect the wire 6 with said
band. The latch O normally holds the cir-

cuit-closer out of contact with the band; but
when thecircuit of the magnetP isclosedthe
circuit-closer is free to close the main circuit.

Q is the mechanical circuit- breaker at-

tached to the band I at the point I where the
metallic strips are separated. It moves
through the guide R, as shown in Figs. Ill

and IV, and throws back the circuit-closerM
until the latter is caught by its latch O.
As the operation of working the valves or

operating other starting mechanism, requires
considerable energy, I have made the main
circuit short and of as low resistance, as pos-
sible, using a separate circuit supplied by the 95
generator Y (or it may be by the same gen-
erator X) for the contacts and switch mech-
anism in the car F and on the several floors.

Other advantages attend this arrange\kent,
as will be seen hereinafter.

The secondary circuit requires verv little

energy, the only work it has to do berng to
energize the magnet P, which releases the
main -circuit closer M': Each floor has a
switch or push-button b' o2 bs

. Switch b' on
floor 1 is in the circuit of the magnet P on
switch-board a', which corresponds with the
first floor, and so on. In the car are three
similar switches or push-buttons c' c2 c3

, con-
trolling the circuit -closers at the switch-
boards a' a2 a3

, respectivelj\

The course of the auxiliary circuit and its

several branches can be readily traced on Fig.
I. Beginning at one pole of the generator Y
the wire 7 cruns through contacts controlled
by the doors S on the several floors. This
prevents the main circuit from being closed
and consequent^ the car from moving so long

;

as any door is open. This expedient, how-j
ever, is not broadly new. -From the last door , 1 20
the circuit continues by wire 8 to the switch-
board a', where it is closed through contacts
op, when the main-circuit closer M is in its

normal position, Fig. II. The secondary cir-

cuit, therefore, is broken as soon as the main 125
circuit is closed, which prevents more than
one main-circuit closer M from closing the
main current at the same time. It is not
likely that two buttons would be pressed at
exactly the same instant; but to avoid con- 130
fusion from such an event I propose to make
the loops from the several floors of different
resistance, so that one magnet will act more
promptly than the others. The circuit con-

i°5

no

"5
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tiiiues from switch -board a' by wire to

switch -board a2 and by wire 10 to switch-

board a8
, each of which lias" a similar provision

for breaking it. It then proceeds by wire 11

5 to a rope or cable which follows the elevator-

car, and in the latter it divides into three nor-

mally-open branches 12, 13, and 14, which in-

clude, respectively, the switches or push-bot-

toms c' c2 c3, corresponding with the several

to floors of the building. Following the branch
12 we find it returns through the rope or ca-

ble referred to, to the lower switch-board a',

connecting by wire 15 with one end of the

magnet-coil P and by wire 10 with the main
15 return wire 17 to the opposite pole of the gen-

erator Y. It will be seen by examination of

the diagram that the branches 13 and 14 are

similarly connected with the switch-boards
«2 and a3

, respectively, and with the main re-

20 turn wire 17.. Returning now to wire 11 we
find that before it reaches the push-buttons
in the car it connects with a branch wire 19,

leading to a movable contact 21, which is car-

ried by a lever or scale-beam T and normally

25 pressed by a spring t against a fixed contact
22 on the floor of the car. The weight of a
passenger standing on the false bottom U,
which is pivoted at u, causes beam T to tilt

by pressing on the short arm thereof, there-

30 by separating contacts 21 and 22, and as
these contacts arc in the circuit of the ex-

ternal push-buttons b' 1/ 6 3
it follows that the

elevator cannot bo controlled from the floors

or landings so long as the car is occupied.

35 This circuit is completed as follows: From
fixed contact 22 a wire 20 branches to each
push-button. From button b' a wire 23 runs
to wire 15, thence to the magnet I* of the first

switch-board a', and thence to the generator
40 by wires 10 and 17. In like manner the push-

buttons b2 &3#are connected by wires 24 and
25, respectively, with their corresponding
switch-boards.
The operation of the system will now be

45 explained. The car being at the top floor,

as shown in Fig. I, the circuit-breaker Q will

be between the circuit-closer M of the top
switch-board a3 and the traveling band I.

The door S of the top floor must be closed be-

50 fore the car can move, and it is preferred to

have means for automatically closing the
doors, as commonly employed. A person on
the first floor now desires to use the car and
pushes push-button b'. Here an advantage

55 of using a separate main circuit is seen, for
it is not necessary for the person to hold his
button down until the car arrives. A mo-
mentary Contact closes the auxiliary circuit
through the magnet P at switch-board a',

6a and the car at once starts and continues to

move until it readies the first floor. Neither
is it necessary to ascertain whether the car
l»« above or below the landing and to operate
die. proper valve to make it descend or ascend,
•is the case may be.. We have seen that the
divi>ion 1 between tiie two metallic strips of
haji'i J is :n i.hf lop floor. ("onseqiu*ntly as

soon as button b' is pressed magnet Pat board
a' is energized, latch O is lifted, circuit-closer

M released, and the main circuit closed there- 70

by, the current flowing through the branch
4, which causes the descent Of the car. Had
the car been below the first landing, the cur-

rent would have flowed through the branch
3. The car having started continues its de- 75
scent, and circuit-breaker Q travels down in

unison with it until it reaches the point of

i(
lever M at board a', which it forces back un-
til engaged by latch O. At this moment the
car reaches the first landing, and the main 80

circuit, being broken, comes to rest. During
its descent no one at an intermediate station

could control and arrest it, for as soon as lever
M was released it broke the auxiliary circuit

between the wires 8 and by separating-con- 85
tacts p. (See Fig. II.) The person who has
called the car can then open the door, which
again breaks the secondary circuit, and as
soon as he enters the car and before the door
can be closed behind him his weight has sepa- 90
rated the contacts 21 22, as already explained,
thus breaking the outside ^ranches of the sec-

ondary circuit. When the door is closed, he
touches the button in the car corresponding
to the floor to which he desires to go—say 95
button c2

. This closes thecircuitof magnet P
at board a2

, the circuit being by wire 15 a to

the magnet and 16a to the main return-con-
ductor 17. As the break 1 in the traveling
part of the main circuit is now beneath the 100

secoud floor switch-board a2
, the main circuit

is closed by circuit-closing lever M through
the branch 3, causing the car to ascend until

the circuit-breaker Q again opens it, when it

acts on the lever M at the board a2 and brings 105

the car to rest at the second floor.

For the sake of simplifying the description
I have shown the connections for but three
floors; but it will be obvious to persons skilled
in the art that it may be applied to any de- 1 10

sired number of floors or landings. It will be
obvious, also, that some of the improvements
may be used without others, and that details

of construction may be modified without de-
parting from the spirit of the invention. 1 15
The provision for preventing interference

with the movements of the car while in use
by automatically breaking all the outside cir-

cuit connections is considered an important
feature of the invention, and it may be car- 120
ried out in different ways. For example, as
shown in Fig. V, the hoisting-rope E is con-
nected to an eyebolt e, which boars upon a
spiral spring t', which is sufficiently strong to

keep the terminal 21, carried by the eyebolt, 125
in contact with the fixed terminal 22 as long
as the car is empty. When the weight is in-

creased by the entrance of a person into the

J

car, the contacts -will be separated, as shown.
' The arrangement shown in Fig. VI is similar 13
in operation. The rope E is attached to a le-

ver T", beneath which is a strong spring /,

which ktferts the contact-plates 2 J. 22 together
wTipii th-'rar isfmpty,bul.i:s compressed when
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the aionn.it weight is increased by that <> f a

passenger or passengers.

I claim—

•

1. In a system for controlling elevators elec-

5 trically, the combination, with a starting and
stopping mechanism, of a main electric cir-

cuit controlling the starting and stopping
mechanism, a series of main-circuit closers for

the several floors or landings, and a series

i :> of magnets in branches of an auxiliary circuit

for operating said circuit -closers, substan-
tially as described.

2. The combination, with the car and with
starting and stopping mechanism, of the main

15 controlling-circuit having two branches, two
couducting-strips traveling with the car and
connected with the two branches, respectively,

main-circuit closers for each floor or lauding,

and circuit connections, as specified, for actu-

20 ating each circuit-closer from the correspond-
ing floor, so as to close the main circuit through
one or the other branch, according as the car

is above or below such floor, substantially as
described.

25 3. The combination, with the car and with
starting and stopping mechanism, of the main
controlling-circuit having two branches, one
to cause the ascent of the car and the other to

cause its descent, two conducting-strips hav-
30 ing their ends in close proximity and con-

nected with said two branches, respectively,

circuit-closers, one for each floor, adapted to

make contact with one strip when the car is

above the floor corresponding therewith and
35 with the other when the car is below said floor,

.and a circuit-breaker also traveling with the
car, so as to disengage each main-circuit closer

as the car reaches the floor to which it corre-

sponds, substantially as described.

40 4. The combination, with starting and stop-

ping mechanism, of the main circuit having
a movable portion, main-circuit closers for

the several landings, and an auxiliary circuit

having branches with switches or push-but-

45 tons at each landing and including magnets
in each branch for controlling the correspond-
ing circuit-closer, said auxiliary circuit in-

cluding, also, a series of contacts, one of which
is broken whenever one of the circuit-closers

50 is actuated to close the main circuit, substan-
tially as described.

5. The combination of the car, starting and
stopping devices therefor, the main conduct-
ing-circuit, the two conducting-strips travel-

55 ing in unison with said car, but at a less speed,
and connected, respectively, with parallel

branches df said main circuit, main-circuit

closers, one for each landing, adapted to close

the circuit through one or the other of said
60 strips, an auxiliary circuit and magnets for

actuating said circuit-closers, said auxiliary

circuit having a normally-open branch at each
landing and normally-open branches equal to

the number of landings in the car, and cir-

65 cu it-closers, such as push-buttons, at the sev-

eral landings and in the car, substantially as

described.

j
G. The combination of the car, means for

starting and stopping the car, a main control-

ling-circuit having two branches including,re- 70

spectively, devices for starting the car in op-

posite directions, two conducting-strips elec-

trically insulated but mechanically connect-
ed, said strips traveling in unison with the
car and included, respectively, in the two l0

branches, a series of main-circuit closers sepa-
rated by distances proportional to the dis-

tance between the respective landings, and a
circuit-breaker arranged at the point where.
the ends of the two conducting-stripsapproach 80

each other, substantially as described.

7. In a system for electrically controlling

the movements of an elevator-car, the com-
bination, with the car and actuating mechan-
ism therefor aud with a circuit, including de- 85

vices for starting the car in either direction,

of a circuit-closer for each floor or landing
and a circuit-breaker traveling with the car

so as to open the circuit and arrest the car
when the latter reaches the landing whose 90
circuit-closer has been actuated, substantially

as described.

8. In a system for electrically controlling

the movements of an eievator-car, the com-
bination, with the car and mechanism for 95
starting and stopping the same, of a series of

main -circuit closers, one for each landing,
a main circuit having two branches, as speci-

fic J, a circuit-breaker moving with the car

so as to pass each circuit-closer as the car 100

reaches the corresponding landing, and two
disconnected conducting-strips connected, re-

spectively, with the two branches of the main
circuit extending in opposite directions from
said circuit-breaker and moving therewith, 105

substantially as described.

9. The combination, with the starting and
stopping mechanism and the main controlling-

circuit therefor, of the traveling band carry-

ing a conducting strip or strips forming part no
of the main circuit, a series of pivoted levers

constituting circuit-closers for said main cir-

cuit, an actuating -spring for each lever, a
latch for holding the lever' in opposition to

its spring, a magnet in an auxiliary circuit 115

for withdrawing said latch, and a mechanical
circuit-breaker carried by said band, substan-
tially as described.

10. In an electrical system for controlling
the movements of an elevator-car, the com- 120
bination, with the car, starting and stopping
mechanism therefor, and circuits, including
switches or push-buttons at the several land-
ings and extending to the car, of contacts actu-
ated by the entrance of a person into the car 125
to open or disconnect the external circuits,

substantially as described.

11. The combination, with electrical cir-

cuits and appliances for controlling the mo-
tion of an elevator-car from the several land- 130
ings of a building, of a switch or circuit-

changer actuated by the weight of a person
in the car for opening or disconnecting said
circuits, substantially as described.
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m

l_'. The cumhiuation of the elevator-car.

.1. -t-t rie circuits and appliances for control-

ling the >.tinc a movable platform in said

cur, a«*l a swhch or circuit-breaker actuated

!>y Mfcid platform in one direction and by a
spring in the other, substantially as described.

IS. The combination of the '.'levator -car,

.'Iciric circuits and appliances within and
external to the car for controlling the same,
ifl'iuding push-button-- in the car, and :\

nMTit'-h or eirCTiit-chaiigev actuated bv \
<.-.'<<

able plai form in said car fur opening lite ox

tenia! circuits while, the car is occupied, sub-

stantially as described.

In testimony whereof 1 have signed this i.s

specification in the presence of two subset-liv-

ing witnesses.

ANidJKW M. COYl'.tt;

"\\ ituosses:
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Joseph E. Barry, of

the city, county, and State of New York, have
invented a new and useful Improvement in

S Hydraulic Elevators, of which the following
is a specification.

My invention relates to elevators which are
operated by means of a piston passing up and
down through a long cylinder under the press-

io ure of water, the different operations being
effected by the movement of a valve-rod, with
several disks upon it, operating in an operat-

ing-valve, which is connected with the top and
bottom of the cylinder. A fault connected

15 with such hydraulic elevators not hitherto

overcome has been the scraping or sawing
noise heard at the stopping and starting of

the elevator during its ascent. The cause of

this noise is the passage of the water under
20 high pressure through the narrow opening at

some one of the ports of the operating-valve
as the edge of a disk on the valve-rod passes
such port. The noise occurs just after the
elevator starts in ascending and just before

25 it stops in ascending—that is, while the port
through which the water is passing under
high pressure is throttled. It is not feasible

to operate the valve-rod quickly enough to

prevent this noise.

30 My invention consists, in general, of the com-
bination, with the operating-valve, of a posi-

tively-operated valve placed in the discharge-

pipe—that is, such valve being operated in

connection with the operating -valve itself,

35 but by some means independent of the dis-

charge-water; also, of certain apparatus and
arrangement thereof by which such valve in

the discharge-pipe may be operated by the
main water-pressure. By this means the point

40 at which the noise is caused is removed from
the operating-valve to the valve in the dis-

charge-pipe, and so may be placed at any con-

venient point in the building where it will

not cause annoyance, and, also, by this means
45 the noise may be greatly lessened by the form

of valve to be used in the discharge-pipe.

In the accompanying drawings, in which the

same characters indicate analogous parts,

Figure 1 represents the apparatus complete
50 with the operating-valve in the position for

ascent. Figs. 2 and 3 represent the same op-

erating-valve in the two other positions—viz.,

for stopping and for descent, respectively.

Figs. 1, 2, and 3 show the operating-valve
by means of the different positions of which 55
the elevator is made to ascend, stop, or go
down. In Fig. 1 the operating-valve is in the
position it takes in order to cause the piston
to descend and the elevator to ascend. Fig.

2 is the position which the operating-valve is 60
made to take in order to cause the piston and
the elevator to stop, and in Fig. 3 the posi-

tion is that the operating-valve is made to

take in order to cause the piston to ascend
and the elevator to descend. 65
B is the ordinary water-cylinder full of wa-

ter and connected through the pipe D to the
tank on the roof or other water-supply under
pressure and having within it a piston and
piston-rod attached to one end of a rope, the 70
other end of which supports the elevator, so
that as the piston descends the elevator as-

cends and as the piston ascends the elevator
descends. The pipe D', open both to the up-
per part of the water-cylinder B and to the 75
inlet-pipe D, opens into the operating-valve
A. The pipe D 2 connects the bottom of the
water-cylinder B and the operating-valve A.
The pipe D 3 is the discharge-pipe and is open
to the bottom of the water-cylinder B. This 80
pipe D 3 is shown in this drawing as passing
into the discharge-tank E.

In the operating-valve A the valve-rod F
moves, having the four disks or pistons a, b,

c, and d attached thereto. From the upper 85
part of the operating-valve A a small pipe G
connects the operating-valve A with a valve
II at the end of the discharge-pipe D 3

. The
valve II may be placed at any other conven-
ient point in the discharge-pipe, the object 90
being to remove it from any place where the
noise would cause annoyance.
In the drawings the valve II is shown as

operated by a flexible diaphragm, the press-
ure of the water underneath the diaphragm 95
pressing it and with it the valve upward, and
the elasticity of the diaphragm returningthe
parts and closing the valve when the water-
pressure under the diaphragm is removed,
the operation being such that when the press- ico
ure of the water is open through the pipe G
to the diaphragm in the valve H the valve II
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in the discharge-pipe is open, so that, the wa-
ter may be discharged from the water-cylin-

der B into the tank E.

In order to allow the valve H to be closed

5 by the resilience of the diaphragm alone, the

diaphragm should be made of resilient mate-
rial of appropriate strength. The space in

the valve-chamber above the diaphragm may
also be made air-tight, so as to act as an air-

10 cushion, the pressure of the air compressed
by the upward movement of the diaphragm
tending to press down the diaphragm and
thus close the valve when the pressure of the

water through the pipe G underneath thedia-

15 phragm is removed. A device equivalent to

the diaphragm would be a spiral spring around
the valve - rod compressed by the upward
movement of the valve. A pipe e is also con-

nected with the operating-valve A for the pur-

20 pose of relieving the pressure under circum-
stances to be explained. The pipe G, I shall

call the "diaphragm-pressure" and the pipe
e the " diaphragm-relief."

The apparatus operates in the following

25 manner, namely: When the elevator is to be
made to ascend, the valve-rod F and pistons

a, b, c, and d in the operating-valve A are
placed in the position shown in Fig. 1. In such
position the pressure of the water from the

30 tank or other source of supply is open through
the pipe D', the operating-valve A, and the
diaphragm-pressure G to the valve H. This
opens the valve H in the discharge-pipe, and
the water then discharges through the pipe

35 D 3 from below the piston in the water-cylin-

der B, and this causes the elevator to ascend.
When the motion is to be stopped, the oper-
ating-valve is placed in the position shown in

Fig. 2. In such position the pressure of the

40 water is shut off from the diaphragm-pressure
G, and the pressure is also relieved through
the diaphragm-relief e, so that the valve H
closes and stops the outflow of the water. As
there is therefore no escape for the water un-

45 derneath the piston within the water-cylin-

der B, the piston and elevator stop. When
the elevator is to be made to go down, the op-
erating-valve is placed in the position of Fig.

3. In such position the water has free circu-

50 lation through the pipes D' and D 2 and the
operating-valve A, the pressure being also

shut off in that position from the diaphragm-
pressure G. The valve II is kept closed and
prevents the escape of water from the dis-

55 charge -pipe, and the elevator descends by
gravity.

Any appropriate means of positively oper-

ating the valve H so that it will be opened
when the elevator is made to ascend and shut
at all other times may be used. By the form 60

shown the water-pressure is used as the op-

erating force; but other methods will easily

suggest themselves—such, e. g., as some posi-

tive connection with the operating-rope.

This invention isentirely distinct from those 65

devices which operateto throttle the discharge-
pipe—such, e. g., as a valve in the discharge-
pipe automatically operated by the pressure
of the discharge-water. Such devices only
accomplish the purpose by a proportionate 70

loss of power which is necessarily involved
in throttling the discharge-opening; but the
valve H in my invention does not throttle the
pipe D 3 at all. but allows the full opening
whenever the water discharges. At all other 75
times it entirely prevents all discharge of

water.

I claim as my invention

—

1. In hydraulic elevators, the combination
of an operating-valve, a separate valve in the 80
discharge-pipe, and means, substantially as
described, whereby the valve is controlled by
the fluid under pressure from the primary
source of supply.

2. In hydraulic elevators, the combination 85
of an operating-valve and a separate posi-

tively-operated valve in the discharge-pipe, a
pipe connecting such valve in the discharge-
pipe with the operating-valve, through which
the water-pressure is applied to operate such 90
valve, and a relief-pipe connected with the
operating-valve to relieve the pressure upon
the valve in the discharge-pipe.

3. In hydraulic elevators, the combination
of an operating-valve having four disks or 95
pistons and having no discharge-pipe directly

connected therewith, a separate positively-

operated valve in the discharge-pipe, a pipe
leading from the operating-valve to the valve
in the discharge-pipe to operate such valve 100

by the main water-pressure, and a relief-pipe

connected with the operating-valve to relieve

the pressure upon the valve in the discharge-
pipe.

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my 105

name, this 21st day of March, 1891, in the pres-

ence of two witnesses.

JOSEPH E. BARRY.
Witnesses:

Charles W. Coleman,
Salter S. Clark.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I,Alexander J. McAdam,

a citizen of the United States, residing in the
city and county of San Francisco, State of
California, have invented certain new and
useful Improvements in Elevator-Controlling
Mechanism; and I hereby declare the follow-
ing specification, with the drawings forming
a part of the same, to be a full and complete
description of my invention.
My invention relates to elevators for rais-

ing or lowering passengers or goods and to
maintaining from the cages thereof conven-
ient control of the valves in the case of hy-
draulic elevators or the driving-gearing in the
case of elevators driven by belts or shafts; and
it consists in the employment of ropes or chains
extended from the cage of such elevators to
valves, belts, shifting devices, or other gear-
ing for controllingthe movements or stoppage
of the cage, the ropes or chains passing over
pulleys that take up the bight, so that the rela-
tion between the hand-operated mechanism
and that actuated by the ropes or chains will
remain the same in all positions of the cage and
maybe attached to levers or other devices
therein.

Referring to the drawings, Figure 1 is a
diagram or elevation of an elevator-cage and
its connected parts arranged according to my
invention. Fig. 2 is a view, partially in section,
of the same elevator in a plane at right angles
to Fig. 1.

Similar letters of reference on the two fig-

ures indicate corresponding parts.
The cage A moves between and is guided

by the posts B B in the usual manner and is

suspended by a rope C, passing over a pulley
D; or the cage may be raised and lowered by
means of a ram or piston beneath, my inven-
tion applying the same in either case.
At E is shown a valve such as controls the

flow of water or the movements of the cage in
a hydraulic elevator. The piston F of the
valve is actuated by a rack 6 and pinion II,

operated by a pulley I. Passing partially and
oppositely around this pulley I and attached
to the periphery thereof are two ropes J J.
These ropes pass from the pulley I over two
movable ones K K, and thence down to a
fourth one L, mounted on and moving with

55

the cage A The ropes J J pass partially and

oppositely around and are fastened to the pe-
riphery of this pulley L, the same as in the
case of the one I, so as to produce a coinci-
dent movement of the two. On the axis S of
the pulley L, mounted ou the bottom of the
cage A, is placed a lever T, by means of which
an attendant in the cage can turn the pulley
L to the right or to the left, and at the same 6o
time move the one I and the rack G by means
of the ropes J J to the same extent or as the
relative diameters of the two pulleys may de-
termine. The lever T also serves as a means
by which to adjust the pulley L and the pul- 65
ley I simultaneously, so that the cage will as-
cend, descend, or stop.
Thus far my description applies to the cage

and other parts when stationary and when
the ropes J J are operating from fixed posi- 70
tions; but when the cage ascends or descends
and the relative positions of the pulleys I and
L are changed the tension of the ropes J J
must be maintained accordingly. To do this,
I employ the pulleys K K, mounted in a frame 75or shackle O, suspended by a rope P, passing-
over a pulley Q and attached to a movable
weight R. As the cage A moves up or down
these pulleys K K move in the same direc-
tion at one-half the speed of the cage, keep-
ing the two ropes J J taut and maintaining the
connection between the two pulleys I and L.
On the same axis S there is a second lever uj
which, on the extreme up or down stroke of
the cage A, comes in contact with the stops V 85and W, so that the ropes J J and wheels L and
I will be moved automatically and the ca»-e
stopped accordingly. The stop W is, of
course, placed at the highest range of the
cage and the one Vat the lowest point. The
tension-pulleys K K can be set in any posi-
tion with respect to the cage—that is, their axis
may be transverse to the position shown—
and the ropes J J can be led in any direction
over the idle-pulleys to reach valve or belt
shifting mechanism distant from the cage
and also the wheels or pulleys I and L can be
substituted with levers or cranks, such change
being necessary to meet the requirements of
special circumstances and in no way chang-
ing the nature of my invention.
Having thus described the nature and ob-

jects of my invention, what I claim, and desire
to secure by Letters Patent, is—

80

90

95

100
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1 111 elevator-controlling gearing, the com-

bination of the cage A, the water-controlling

means consisting of a cylinder, piston, rack:

and pinion, and pulley I, np-and-down-trav-

c eling pulleys K K, pulley L, attached to the

cau-c, ropes' J J, passed partially and oppo-

sitely around and fastened to the pulleys 1

and L, hand-lever T, attached to the axle of

the pulley L, rope P, suspended shackle-pul-

io ley Q, and movable weight R, substantially

as described.
.

2 In elevator-controlling gearing, the com-

bination of the cage A, the water-controlling

means consisting of a cylinder, piston, rack

,5 and pinion, and pulley I, up-and-down-trav-

eling pulleys K K, pulley L, attached to the

cage, ropes J J, passed partially and oppo-

sitely around and fastened to the pulleys 1

and L, hand-lever T, attached to the axle of the

pulley L, rope P, suspended shackle-pulley Q, 20

and movable weight R, lever U, and stops V
and W, substantially as described.

In testimony whereof I have hereunto af-

fixed my signature in the presence of two wit-

nesses.

ALEXANDER J. McADAM.

Witnesses:
Alfred A. Enquist,
Wilson I). Bent, Jr.
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To all whom it may concern:
Beit known that we, Walter J. Rochford

and Ernest W. Kempter, citizens of the
United States, residing at Chicago, county of

Cook, and State of Illinois, have invented cer-

tain new and useful Improvements in Ele-

vators, of which the following, in connection
with the accompanying drawings, is a full,

clear, and exact specification.

Our invention relates to improvements in

controlling mechanism for elevators, and more
particularly to that class of such devices em-
ployed for preventing the operator from acci-

dentally or purposely starting the car either

up or down while any of the doors of the ele-

vator-shaft are open, thus avoiding the possi-

bility of persons becoming injured by being
caught between the moving elevator-car and
the casement or sill of the door, it being well

understood that a large percentage of the
casualties incident to the use of elevators are

due to this cause.

The object of our invention, therefore, is to

proyjde improved means for preventing the

movement of the car while any of the doors

are open and which shall be very simple of

construction, easy of and automatic in its op-

eration, and applicable alike to all styles of

elevators.

Our invention consists in certain features

of novelty in the construction and combina-
tion of parts by which the said object and
certain other objects hereinafter described

are attained, and which will first be fully de-

scribed with reference to the accompanying
drawings, and then particularly pointed out

in the claims.

In the said drawings, Figure 1 is a side ele-

vation of an elevator-shaft having our iui-

40 provements applied thereto, portions being
broken away to disclose the interior mechan-
ism and the car being omitted for the sake of

simplicity. Fig. 2 is a similar view, on a larger

scale, but lookingofrom the side at right angles

to that presented in Fig. 1, showing the upper
and lower portions of the shaft, the interme-

diate stories being broken away. Fig. 3 is a
detail view, on a larger scale, more particu-

larly illustrating the brake and its retracting

mechanism, as hereinafter described. Fig.

4

is a detail vertical section of the weight and
cable box or casing, showing interior parts, as

10

*5

20

25

3°

35

45

5°

hereinafter described. Fig. 5 is a similar sec-

tional view taken on the line 5 5, Fig. 4. Fig.

G is a sectional view similar to Fig. 4, illus- 55
trating the modification of the manner of con-
necting the weight-cable to the doors; and
Fig. 7 is a further modification of the same.

In the drawings, wherein like signs of ref-

erence refer to like parts throughout the sev- 60
eral views, A indicates the elevator-shaft,

which may be of the usual construction, pro-
vided at each story with the ordinary sliding
door B, and at its upper and lower ends with
the valve-rope sheave or pulley C and the 65
valve-actuating shaft D, respectively.

In hydraulic elevators it is usual to provide
the valve-shaft D with a pulley ordrum, such
as E, around which valve-rope F is wound and
passes upward over its sheave C at the top of 70
the elevator-shaft; but in other forms of ele-

vators—such, for instance, as the steam-ele-
vator—the drum E is notordinarily employed,
the rope F in such case being connected to

the lever or some other similar device for act- 75
uating the shaft D, which latter, however, is

invariably employed in one form or another.
Therefore for the sake of brevity I will term
the shaft D the "power-controlling shaft,"
which term will be understood to include any 80
form of shaft or device through the medium
of which the power for raising the elevator is

controlled by means of a rope, such as F.

Hence in applying our improvements to the
forms of elevators not already provided with 85
the drum E it is simply necessary to add such
drum to the shaft D and pass the rope F
around it in the manner shown in the draw-

1

ings or any other suitable way. .

Pivoted to the bracket or standard G, in 90
which the shaft D is journaled, is a brake
adapted to arrest the movement of the drum
E, so as to prevent the rotation of the shaft
D and the consequent application or shutting
off of the power through the medium of the 95
rope F. This brake preferably consists of
two brake-shoes II, pivoted to the standard G
at the points h, adapted to impinge one of the
flanges e of the drum when the brake-shoes
are oscillated or rocked away from each other 100
upon their pivots. Each of these brake-shoes
is provided, as more clearly shown in Fig. 3,

with an elongated arm, and these arms are
connected together by means of a toggle, which
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consists, preferably, of the two links I, piv-
oted, respectively, at their outer ends to the
arms of the shoes II and at their inner ends
to the perforated head or block i, so that

5 when such block is forced down ward, straight-
ening the toggle, the arms of the brake-shoes
wil' be forced asunder and the noses h' of such
shoes caused to impinge the drum with great
force. The brake-shoes are held normally

io in engagement with the drum. and this is ac-
complished, preferably, by means of a coiled
spring K, which bears between the block i
and a bracket L, secured to the elevator
shaft or frame in any suitable manner, and

iS passing upward through this springK is a tele-
scopic shaftorpin whose upper end or portionM is rigidly secured to the bracket L, while its
lower portion or end Nis connected or secured
in any suitable mar>ner to the block i, and is

20 provided with a pendent portion n, to which
latter is pivoted the short arm of a lever O
but since tiK purpose of the telescopic shaft
is simply to confine the spring to its proper
location and permit the toggle to be bent up-

25 ward for releasing the brake-shoes it is obvi-
ous that such shaft or pin might be formed'
in one piece and allowed to slide upward
through an opening or socket in the bracket
L, and that the lever O might be seci >-ed di-

30 rectly to the block i or to the telescopic shaft
or pin proper, both of which modifications
will be readily understood without further
elaboration; but the construction shown is
preferable, because the shaft M N is thereby

35 rendered more rigid and requires less room
for its operation.
Formed, preferably, in the frame or one cor-

ner of the elevator-shaft is a weight or cable
box P, which extends throughout the height

40 of such shaft, and is preferably in the corner
adjacent to the edge or side of the door or
doors bearing the latch or lock. In the up-
per end of this weight and cable box or cas-
ing P is secured the upper end of the weigh t-

45 cable Q, which extends downward to a point
near the lower end of the shaft and is there
provided with a weight R, which is of suffi-
cient size or specific gravity to cause the clos-
ing of any of the elevator-doors B. The case-

50 ment or frame S above each of the doors B is
preferably hollow and provided on its under
side with a longitudinal slots, through which
passes and slides a lug b, which is formed on
or otherwise secured to that corner of the

55 door which is adjacent to the casing or box P,
and to each of these lugs b is secured one end
of a branch cable q, which passes over an idle
pulley or roller T, suitably journaled in the
boxP, and has its other or lower end spliced,

60 tied, or otherwise connected to the main ca-
ble Q, the side of the box P being provided
with openings p for the passage of each of
the branch cables q, and it being understood
that such cables q should be at least as long

65 as the width of the door. Thus it will be seen
that whenever a door is opened in any story
of the building the cable Q will be drawn up-

ward "Uy the branch cable q, and the weight R
will consequently be lifted a distance equal to
the movement of the door, and that when the 70
door is released it will be automatically closed
by the superior gravity of such weight R.

In order to govern the movement of the
brake-shoes II by the movement of the doors
B, we communicate the movement of the 75weight R to the lever O, so that when such
weight descends in the act of closing the door
the lever O will compress the spring K and
release the brake-shoes, thus permitting the
power -controlling shaft D to be actuated 80
through the medium of the rope F. In order
however, that the spring K may be stout, so
as to produce by the aid of the leverage'af-
forded by the toggles I the requisite pressure
upon the brake-shoes without the necessity of 85
employing an excessively - large weight R,
winch would prove disastrous to the cable Qand render the opening of the doors B very
laborious, we communicate the movement of
the weight R to the brake-shoes and springK 90
through the intermediary of a compound le-
ver, of which the lever O, a lever of the first
order, is one member, while a lever T' of the
second order is a second member. The lever
T" is pivoted or fulcrumed in a standard or 95upright t, and its power end passes through
the path or line of movement of the weight
R, preferably through a vertical slot p' m the
box P,so as to constitute a guide for this end
of the lever. The lever O is pivoted or ful- 100
crumed in a suitable standard or bracket o,
and its power end or long arm passes through
the standard £, so as to be guided thereby, and
supports the lever T' by impinging the under
side thereof between two guide-plates t'. Thus 105
it will be seen that the gravity of the weightR is sufficient to overcome the inertia of the
spring K, and yet offer but little resistance to
the opening of the doors B.

In order to prevent the rotation of the weight noR and the consequent twisting of the cables
Q and q, we prefer to make the box P at its
lower end—at least where the weight is lo-
cated—non-circular in cross-section jina to
also form the weight of similar contour. As usshown in the drawings, it is square or rectan-
gular. The lower end of the weight R is also
provided with an antifriction-roller r, which
is suitably journaled in two depending ears
formed on the lower end of the weight, so as 120
to reduce the friction between the end of the
lever T and the weight to a minimum. With
an apparatus thus constructed it will be seen
that so long as the weight R is in contact with
tho lever T' the brake-shoes li' will he held 125
aloof from the periphery of the cable-drum
F; but as soon as any of the doors through-
out the height of the elevator-shaft are opened
the said weight will be raised from the lever
T' through the connections already described 130
and the spring K, through the medium of the
arms or levers II, will force the brake-shoes
firmly against the cable-drum, and thus ren-
der it impossible to turn such drum through
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the medium of the rope or cable F,and hence
the attendant will be tfnable to start the car
until all of the doors are closed.

If desired, the branch cables q may be done
5 away with and the main cable Q passed un-
der an idler U, arranged a little above the
idler T, and thence passed around a pulley b',

journaled on the lug 6 on the corner of the
door, the cable then passing over the idler T,

eo as before, whereby when the door is opened
a loop of the cable will be drawn into the hol-

low portion S of the casement and the weight
accordingly elevated. This construction,

however, multiplies the resistance of the

15 weight R upon the door and might be con-
sidered inferior to the preferred form before
described for that reason.

As a modificati of the form shown in Fig.

6, the lug may be extended into the box or

20 casing P through the openings and between
the idlers T U, so that the pulley 6' may be
journaled in its end in such a position as to

allow the main cable to hang vertically be-

tween the three pulleys, thus avoiding the

25 necessity of overcoming the friction in open-
ing a door, which is entailed by the cable run-
ning between the idlers T U and around the
pulley b' on all the doors below the door be-
ing opened.

30 Having thus described our invention, what
we claim as new therein, and desire to secure
by Letters Patent, is

—

1. In an elevator, the combination, with the
shaft having doors, of a. cable suspended in

35 said shaft and connected to each of said doors,

a weight secured to said cable, a power-con-
trolling shaft, a drum on said pcwer-control-
ling shaft, means for rotating said drum from
the elevator - car, a brake for locking said

40 drum against rotation, and a lever actuated
by said weight for releasing said brake, sub-
stantially as set forth.

2. In an elevator, the combination, with the
shaft having doors, of a cable suspended in

45 said shaft and connected to each of said doors,

a weight secured to said cable, the power-con-
trolling shaft, a brake for locking said power-
controlling shaft against rotation, means for

actuating said power -controlling shaft from
50 the elevator-car, and a compound lever for

releasing said brake arranged in the line of

movement of said weight, substantially as set

forth.

3. In an elevator, the combination, with the

55 elevator-shaft having doors, of a cable sus-

pended in said shaft and connected to each
of said doors, a weight secured to said cable,

the power-controlling shaft, means for actu-
ating said power-controlling shaft from the

60 elevator-car, a brake for locking said power-
controlling shaft against rotation, toggles for

actuating said brake, a spring for actuating
said toggles to hold the brake normally in en-

gagement, and a compound lever for releas*

65 ing said brake arranged in the line of move-
ment of said weight, substantially as set forth.

4. In an elevator, the combination, with the

elevator-shaft having doors, of a weight*t>ox,

a cable suspended in said box and connected
with each of said doors, a weight secured to 70
said cable, the power -controlling shaft, a
brake for locking said shaft against rotation,

and a compound lever for releasing said
brake and projecting through said weight-
box in the line of movement of said weight, 75
substantially as set forth.

5. In an elevator, the combination, with the
elevator-shaft having doors, of a suspended
cable, branch cables connecting said doors
with said suspended cable, a weight secured go
to said suspended cable, the power-control-
ling shaft, a brake for locking said shaft, and
a lever for disengaging said brake arranged
in the line of movement of said weight, sab
stantially as set forth. 85

6. In an elevator, the combination, with the
elevator-shaft having doors, of a suspended
cable, branch cables connecting said first ca-

ble with said doors, pulleys over which said
branch cables pass, a weight secured to said 90
first cable, the power -controlling shaft, a
brake for locking said shaft, and a lever for
disengaging said brake arranged in the line

of movement of said weight, substantially as
set forth. 95

7. In an elevator, the combination, with the
elevator-shaft having doors, of a non-circular
weight-box, a cable suspended in said box
and being connected with each of said doorSj

a non-circular weight secured to said cable in 100
said box, the power-controlling shaft, and a
brake for locking said shaft adapted to be
disengaged by the movement of said weight,
substantially as set forth.

8. In an elevator, the combination, with the 105
elevator-shaft having doors, of the box P, a
cable suspended iu said box, the hollow slot-

ted frames S, lugs on said doors, projecting
into said hollow frames S, branch cables con-
necting said lugs with said first cable, pulleys r 10

over which said branch cables pass, a weight
secured to said first cable, the power-control-
ling shaft, and a brake for locking said shaft
adapted to be disengaged by movement of
said weight, substantially as set forth. 115

9. In an elevator, the combination, with the
elevator-shaft having doors, of a weight for
holding said doors closed, the power-control-
ling shaft, a drum on said shaft, the rope F,
passing around said drum, brake-shoes ar- 120
ranged to impinge said drum, toggles for actu-
ating said brake-shoes, a spring for forcing
said toggles in one direction, and a compound
lever for forcing said toggles in an opposite
direction arranged in the line of movement 125
of said weight, substantially as set forth.

10. In an elevator, ihe combination, with
the power-controlling shaft having a drum
thereon, of the pivoted brake-shoes H, having
elongated arms arranged to impinge said 130
drum, toggles connecting said arms, the fixed
bracket L, the telescopic pin or shaft having
one end secured to said bracket and its other
end to said toggles, a spring sleeved on said
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telescopic shaft for forcing said brake-shoes
into engagement, and means for disengaging
said brake-shoes, substantially as set forth.

1 1. In an elevator, the combination, with

5 the elevator-shaft having doors, of a weight
connected with said doors for closing them,
an antifriction-roller on said weight, means
for preventing the rotation of said weight, a
brake for preventing the movement of the ele-

io vator-car, and a lever for disengaging said

brake and arranged to be impinged by said

antifriction-roller, substantially as set forth.

12. In an elevator, the combination, with a
weight for closing the doors and a brake for

15 preventing the movement of the elevator-car,

of a pivoted lever O for disengaging said

brake, the standard t, through which said lever

passes, the lever T', pivoted in said standard
/ and resting upon the end of the lever O and

20 being arranged in the line of movement of

said weight, and a guide for said lever T', sub-

stantial!v as set forth.

13. In an elevator, the combination, with
the elevator-shaft havingdoors, of a weighted
cable suspended in said shaft, antifriction de- 25
vices arranged between said cable and door,

and a pulley secured to the door and adapted
to engage the cable between said antifriction

devices, substantially as set forth.

14. In an elevator, the combination, with 30
the elevator-shaft having a door, of a weighted
cable suspended in said shaft, antifriction-

rollers journaled one above the other between
said cable and door, a bracket or lug on said

door projecting between said antifriction- 35
rollers, and a pulley on said bracket or lug
adapted to engage said cable, substantially

as set forth.

WALTER J.

ERNEST W.

Witnesses.
R. C. Omohundro,
F. A. Hopkins.

ROCHFORD.
KEMPTER
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Frank E. Herdman, a

citizen of the United States, residing at In-

dianapolis, county of Marion, and State of In-

diana, have invented a new and useful Im-

provement in Elevators, of which the follow-

ing is a full, clear, and exact description, ref-

erence being had to the accompanying draw-

ings, which form a part of this specification.

My invention has for its object an arrange-

ment, whereby if one of the operating-cables

should break the car can still be operated by

the other cable and brought to any point m
its travel desired by the operator; anditcon-

15 sists in certain construction of mechanism

whereby this result is obtained.

In the drawings, Figure 1 is a side eleva-

tion Fi<*. 2 is a detached side elevation of

part of mechanism. Fig. 3 is a detached

20 plan view of the same.

A is the elevator-car; B, the lifting-cable,

which is connected to the car and passes

over the pulleys b V and around the travel-

ing sheave b2 and is connected to a fixed sup-

2 c port at b\ The sheave W is connected to the

piston b\ which operates by hydraulic power

in the ordinary manner.

C are the operating-cables, which are con-

nected at the top to the beam at c c and pass

<o through the car, passing around the pulleys

c' c' c2 c2 , which are operated by the lever c\

To the end of each cable is attached a

wei°*ht TV\

D^is a bracket to which is attached the le-

„ ver E, pivoted to said bracket at e and hav-

ing the dependent portion e', to which is con-

nected the rod e\ connected to the bell-crank

e
3 which in turn is connected to the operat-

ing-valve. To each end of the lever E is at-

40 tacb.ed a bent lever F, pivoted to said lever

at f. At each end of the lever E are also the

pins f p. One end of each of the levers F is

grooved and the cables C C pass through

said grooves and around the pins/ / and

45 around the end of levers F (see Fig. 2) when

the cable is taut, as in normal operation ot

elevation, and the operating-lever c3 in posi-

tion shown in Fig.l. The lower ends of levers

F are in such position as to bend the cables

So around the pins/'/ 2
, and in consequence a

movement of lever c3 will tip lever E the

55

60

65

70

75

same as if it were fixedly fastened on the end

of lever E, and the weights w w balance each

other. If either cable C should break, the

rope on that side becomes slack and the le-

ver F on that side drops inwardly, which loos-

ens the cable around the pins/'/2
,
thereby

relieving the weight W on that side, and it

falls. The weight on the unbroken cable is

now able to draw that end of the lever down

and the operator can operate the unbroken

cable upward, thereby allowing the car to be

operated, although one cable be broken. As

the weight of the unbroken cable tends to

draw that end of the lever down, and in con-

sequence if the lever is thrown in position

on the car to be at rest, this weight would

tend to operate the car in the other direc-

tion. To prevent this, the bracket D, to

which the lever E is attached, can have a pro-

jection G at each end and the levers F a pin

a Now in case the cable at the left side

should break when the lever E is above the

center the pin g would rest against the pro-

jection G and prevent the lever F from drop-

ping inward until the leverE has been brought

to the center by the starting of the cable at-

tached to the right hand of lever E. As soon

as the lever E has been brought to the center

then the pin g will be below the projection 80

G, and in consequence the lever F would drop

inward, loosening the cable and allowing the

weight W to drop. By this arrangement the

weight W on the right-hand lever F could

not tip lever E from the central position, and in 85

consequence there would be no danger of the

weight reversing, as it could only bring it to

a central position.

Having now fully described my invention,

what I claim, and desire to protect by Letters

Patent, is— . .

1 In an elevating apparatus, the combina-

tion of the operating-cables, means forexert-

in°- a downward strain upon each of said

cables, a pivoted lever E, pins upon said le-

ver around which said cables pass, levers h

at each end of said lever E, around the ends

of which lever F the cables pass, and inter-

medial mechanism between the operating-

cables and the operating mechanism.

2. In an elevating apparatus, the combina-

tion of the operating-cables, means for ex-

90

95

100
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erting a downward strain upon each of said
cables, a lever, as E, a bracket, asD, to which,
said lever is pivoted, projections upon said
bracket, pins upon said lever, around which

5 said cables pass, levers F at each end of said
lever E, around the ends of which levers F
said cables pass, and pins upon said levers in
line with the projections upon the bracket.

3. In an elevating apparatus, in combina-
io tion, the operating -cables, valve -operating

lever, means for exerting downward and nor-
mally- counterbalancing strains upon said
cables and lever, and means, substantially
as described, when the cable in.action breaks

15 to retain the counterbalancing strain upon
the corresponding side of said lever until said
lever is brought to the center and to retain
the said strain upon the lever when the lever
attains its central position.

4. In an elevating apparatus, in combina- 20
tion, the operating -cables, valve -operating
lever, means for exerting downward and nor-
mally - counterbalancing strains upon said
cables and lever, and means, substantially as
described, when the cable in action breaks to 25
retain the counterbalancing strain upon a
portion of the broken cable and the corre-
sponding side of said lever until the lever is
brought to its central position and to relieve
the said strain upon the portion of the broken 30
cable and upon the lever when said central
position is attained.
In testimony of which invention I have

hereunto set my hand.
FRANK E. HERDMAN.

Witnesses:
W. L. Robinson,
W. V. Maetin.
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45

To all ivhom it may concern:
Be it known that 1, Charles E. Moore, a

citizen of the United States, residing at Bos-

ton, in the county of Suffolk and State of Mas-
sachusetts, have invented an Improvement in

Operating Mechanism for Elevators, of which
the following is a full description, reference

being had to the accompanying drawings,

making part of this specification, embodying
my invention.

My invention relates to a device whereby
the car of an elevator and the operating rope

will both move at the same speed and in the

same direction whenever the elevator is in

motion; the operating rope not being attached

to the car, but deriving its motion from dif-

ferential mechanism, the said mechanism be-

ing driven from the drum-shaft, or from any
of the other moving parts of the motor which
drives the elevator. With the usual arrange-

ment of the operating rope and its connec-
tions with the operating mechanism, the rope

will remain at rest while the car is in motion
and it is necessary, in order to stop the ele-

vator, that the attendant grasp and hold the

rope; and the time in which the elevator is

stopped depends upon the speed at which the

car may be moving, and with fast running
elevators, this is a serious objection, as it

causes a dangerous and disagreeable shock to

the car, serious water hammer in hydraulic

elevators, and also, carrying the operating

mechanism beyond the stopping point and
starting the elevator in the opposite direction.

With my improvement, the operating rope

moves with the car, at the same speed and in

the same direction; and the elevator can be

stopped in any desired time independently of

the speed at which the car may be moving.

The drawings represent my invention in

connection with the operating valves of a

steam elevator, only such parts of the elevator

being shown as are connected with my im-

provement.
Figure 1 is a side elevation of an elevator

having my improved operating mechanism
applied thereto'! Fig. 2 is a plan and Fig. 3

a side view of the differential mechanism.
A is the bed-plate of a steam elevator, B

the hoisting rope D, which passes over the

wheel E and is connected to the car F.

G are the operating-valve-stems, H the en-

gine frame, I the drum -shaft, J the drum-
shaft-staud, and K the stands of the rocker- 55

shaft L.

All the parts above designated are common
to all steam elevators and form no part of my
invention.
The following designated parts relate to my 60

invention and are shown on Sheets 1 and 2.

(a) is a shaft supported by the hangers (6),

(c) a sprocket-wheel tight on shaft (a), (d) a

sprocket-wheel tight on the end of drum-shaft

I; the sprocket-wheels being connected by the 65

link-belt (e).

(/), (g), and (7i) are three miter gears, (/}
being tight on shaft (a), (g) turning loose at

the end of the forked lever (i), which lever, is

loose on shaft (a), and (h) is also loose on 70

shaft (a). Fastened to the hub of the gear

(h) is a grooved wheel (j) which carries the

operating rope (k), the said rope passing

through the car, over the wheel (I) and down
on the outside of the car around the wheel (j) 75

guided by the leader wheels (m) and (n). To
one end of the lever (i) is connected the rod

(p) and at the opposite end is the gear (g)

turning on the stud (q). The rod (p) con-

nects with the lever \r), and the rod (s) with 80

the valve-stems G and levers (t).

The operation of the above described mech-
anism isas follows:—Theelevatorbeingatrest

with the car at the bottom of the hoistway,

the operator in the car gives a downward pull 85

to the operating rope (k) which turns the

wheel (./) and gear (7i), they being loose on the

shaft (a); and as the shaft (a) can only turn

when the elevator is in motion, the gear (h)

will turn the gear (g) and move it around the 90

gear (/) and carrying the lever (i) to the po-

sition shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 2,

Sheet 2; and by the connections with the op-

erating valve-stems G by the rods (s) and (2?),

levers (r) and (t), the valves are opened and 95

the elevator started. Immediately when the

elevator starts, the shaft (a) which drives the

differential gearing will be set in motion, be-

ing driven from the drum-shaft of the elevator

50 the cylinders, C the hoisting-drum, carrying I by the link-belt (e), and will turn the wheel 100
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0) by the gears (/), (g) and (h) driving the
operating rope (k) at the same speed and in

the same direction that the car is moving.
Pulling the operating rope in the opposite di-

5 rection closes the valves and stops the elevator.

What I claim as my invention and desire to

secure by Letters Patent, is:

—

The combination, with an elevator car and
its hoisting and starting and stopping mech-

io anism, of the shaft a, connected with and
driven by the hoisting mechanism, the wheel
j turning on said shaft a, the operating rope
fc traveling at the same speed and in the same
direction as the car, said rope passing over

15 said wheel j and a wheel I at the top of the
hoistway, and the differential mechanism for

transmitting motion from the wheel j to the
starting and stopping mechanism aud from
the shaft a to the operating rope wheel j, said

differential mechanism consisting of the miter 20

gear h turning loosely on said shaft a and hav-
ing the wheel j immovably secured to its hub,
the lever i connected at one end with the
starting and stopping mechanism, a miter gear
/immovably secured to the shaft a, and the 25
miter geargr turning loosely on the end of the
lever i and meshing with both of the gears h
and/, all operating substantially in the man-
ner and for the purpose set forth.

In testimony whereof I have signed my 30

name to this specification, in the presence of

two subscribing witnesses, on this 2d day of

July, A. D. 1892.

CHARLES E. MOORE.

Witnesses:
Rodney W. Greenleaf,
Joseph W. Moore.
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To all whom, it may concern:
Be it known that I, Arthur Taft Chase, a

citizen of the United States, residing at Cam-
bridge, in the county of Middlesex and State
of Massachusetts, have invented certain new
and useful Improvements in Electric Eleva-
tors, of which the following is a specification.

This invention relates to improvements in
circuit controlling devices for electric ele-

vators, the object of the invention being to

break the circuit through the field magnet,
at times when the elevator is not at work for
a considerable period, so as to economize the
current used.
As is well known there are ti mes, frequently

of considerable duration, during which an
elevator is not at work, the elevator cab be-
ing at such times, usually at the bottom of
the hatchway. In the case of electric ele-

vators when the current is kept turned on
through the field magnet during such times,
a considerable waste of electric energy oc-

curs. To obviate this waste, I take advan-
tage of the above mentioned fact that when
the elevator is not running the cab is usually
at the bottom of the shaft, with its door and
the door into the hatchway at that point open.
On one of these doors, for example, the hatch-
way door, I place a projection or striker,

30 which when the door is opened engages with
a switch connected to the field magnet circuit

of the elevator operating motor, so as to

cause such circuit to be opened and cut off

the current from the field magnet. When
the door is closed a reverse motion of the
switch is effected, again energizing the field

magnet and putting the motor in Operative
condition.
In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 is

an elevation of a portion of the lower part of

the hatchway, showing the door, the striker

thereon and the switch operated thereby.
Fig. 2 is a vertical section on the line 2—2 in
Fig. 1, also showing a portion of the cab. Fig.

3 is an enlarged view of the switch in the open
position. Fig. 4 is a diagram of the circuit

connections.
A represents a part of the elevator shaft,

B the cab and C an elevator door on the lower
50 or ground floor. An arm or projection D at-

tached to this door extends upwardly and
carries an anti-friction roller d, which, when
the door is moved in one direction or the

other, engages with the forked end e of an
arm of a double-pole switch E, which is placed 5 i

in or near the hatchway, and controls the cir-

cuit of the field magnet of the elevator oper-

ating motor.
As shown in Fig. 3 the switch may consist

of two metal arms e\ e3 pivoted at 1 and 2 re- 60

spectively, connected by an insulating linke3

so as to have a parallel motion, and engaging
with contacts 3, 4. The line connections I, I'

from the constant potential circuit are

brought to pivots 1 and 2, and the field mag- 65

net or motor connections /,/, lead from con-

tacts 3, 4. When the elevator door is closed,

as shown in Fig. 1, the switch levers e',

e

2 en-

gage with the contacts 3, 4, closing the field

magnet or motor circuit, and the roller d 70

stands somewhat to the right of the fork e

formed on the end of the switch lever e*.

Now when the door is opened by sliding it to

the left, the roller d strikes an arm of the

fork e and throws the switch to the position 75

of Fig. 3, and then passes on to the end of its

travel. When the door is again closed, the

roller returning, strikes the other end or arm
of the fork, and carries the switch back. In

order to insure this operation, to provide a 80

quick break, and to hold the fork in its ex-

treme position on either side so as to engage
properly with the roller, I provide a double-

throw spring s which may be attached at one
end to a fixed support and at the other end to 85

the lever e2 so as to tend to hold the switch

levers at either of their extreme positions, and
to quickly bring them to such positions as

soon as they have once passed the central po-

sition.
.

9°
As before stated this invention is especially

adapted for use with a constant potential cir-

cuit, the leads L, L' of which are indicated in

Fig. 4, connections I, V being taken through
the switch E and connections / to the field 95
magnet F.
In derivation with the field magnet circuit

is the armature circuit a, a' including the ar-

mature A of the elevator operating motor,
and a controlling rheostat and circuit breaker 100
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R having resistances r a series of contacts r'.

therefor, line terminals l\ I
3
, and a control-

ling switch lever t, which co-operating with
the line and resistance contacts, serve to
make, break, reverse and vary the resistance
of the armature circuit. Any other approved
form of controller for the armature circuit of
the motor may however, be adopted in place
of that here shown.
My invention relates more particular!}' to

the combination with an armature circuit
having a controlling means therein, of a de-
rived field magnet circuit having connections
to the line independent of the circuit con-

r5 troller in the armature Circuit, but controlled
by an independent switch which may be left

closed during such ordinary reversals and
stoppages as occur while the elevator is run-
ning up or down the shaft, and may be opened

20 at times when the elevator is stopped for such
a period as to make it desirable to save the
waste of current through the field magnet.
The circuit breaker controlling the field mag-
net connections may obviously be operated in

25 other ways so as to obtain the above result.

For .example, the striker D may be attached
to either the hatchway door, as shown, or to
the cab door, or to any other movable part
within reach of the elevator attendant when
the cab is in a position at which a long stop
is likely to be made.

It is desirable to make the circuit breaking
switch e', e2 open the connections of both the
field magnet and the armature circuits, so as

3°

to prevent the possibility of the current be- 35
ing turned onto the armature while the field

magnet is inactive. I therefore prefer to de-

rive the armature and field circuits from com-
mon connections controlled by this switch as

shown at/, /, in Fig. 4. 40
What I claim as new, and desire to secure

by Letters Patent, is

—

1. In an electric elevator, the combination
with the cab carrying a controlling device for

the armature circuit, of a double pole switch 4.5

controlling the line connections to the field

magnet and armatureand located near the ele-

vator shaft, and a door giving access to said

shaft and having an arm to positively open
said switch when the door is opened, and vice >^o

versa, substantially as described.

2. In an electric elevator, the combination
with the cab B, of the armature controlling

device mounted in the cab, the shunt wound
motor, the spring actuated double pole switch 55
controlling the connections from the mains
to the motor, and having a fork e, and the

elevator shaft door C, carrying an arm D
adapted to strike and operate the fork e both
in the opening and closing of the door, sub- 60

stantially as described.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my

hand this 11th day of December, 1891.

ARTHUR TAFT CHASE.

Witnesses:
A. P. Knight,
C. L. Haynes.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Robert \Y. Magrane,

a citizen of the United States of America, and
a resident of the ci ty of Brooklyn, Stateof New

5 York, have invented a new and useful Im-
provement in Electric Safety Devices for Ele-
vators, of which the following is a specifica-
tion.

My invention relates to safety devices for
to passenger and freight elevators in buildings,

so that the elevator cannot be started either
way until all the doors or openings have been
closed, and has for its object the provision
of a device simple in construction, cheap in

15 manufacture, and efficient in practical use.

To attain the desired end, my invention
consists in the construction and arrangement
of parts hereinafter fully set forth and de-
scribed.

20 Accidents are of frequent occurrence in
buildings, caused by elevator doors being left

open, and people unconsciously walking
through same, or the car being started either
through inexperience, or carelessness catch-

25 ing people between the car and floor, or ceil-

ing, causing severe injuries, and in most cases
instant death.

Referring to the drawings which form part
of this specification:—Figure 1, represents a

30 complete view of my invention in elevation,
showing all the doors B, closed and the arma-
ture-lever II, of magnet F, attracted and free
from the clutch I, on check rope J. Fig. 2, is

a detail view showing the armature-lever H,
35 of magnet F, released preventing the check

rope J, from being moved.
Referring again to the drawings:—A, rep-

resents an elevator shaft, B doors, C floors,

D D' electric circuit, E projections on doors
40 to open or close circuit, F magnet, G battery,
H armature -lever, I clamp or tapered ob-
struction (for convenience shown on cheek
rope), J check rope, K retractile spring. It

is evident that when all the doors are closed

45 as shown in Fig. 1, the armature-lever H, will

be attracted leaving the check or controlling
rope J, and the clamp, or tapered obstruction
I, free for manipulation either way. For con-
venience a projecting tapered obstruction is

50 shown. In both figures the check, or control-
ling rope J, is shown in its position when the

elevator car is at rest, and in which position the

tapered stop is adapted to be engaged by the

armature-lever H, when the magnet F, is de-

energized as shown in Fig. 2 and thereby 55
lock the check rope J. When the car is

started by the operator the movement of the

rope J carries the tapered stop above or be-

low its normal position opposite the lever H,
according to the direction in which the car is 60

to be moved, and in either of which positions

the lever H, cannot engage the tapered stop

to lock the rope J. If the circuit D D' be
broken by the door being opened, the spring
K, will force the lever H, into the path of the 6g

stop, but the lever cannot engage the stop un-
til the elevator is arrested. In stopping the
car the movement of the rope J, causes the tap-

ering obstruction I, to engage the lever H, and
force it aside until the obstruction is in the 70

position shown in Fig. 2, when the spring K,
will cause the lever II, to positively engage the
said obstruction and thereby lock the operat-
ing rope.

As it is evident that many slight changes 75
in the construction and relative arrangement
of parts might be resorted to, without depart-
ing from the spirit and scope of my inven-
tion, I would have it understood that I do not
restrict myself to the particular construction So

and arrangement of parts shown and de-

scribed, but that I reserve the right to make
such changes, and that
What I claim as new, and desire to secure

by Letters Patent, is

—

85
1. In an elevator, the combination of an

ejevator door, and the valve rope provided
with a tapered stop; an electro magnetic de-

vice adapted to engage said stop when the
door is open, an electric circuit in which the 90
magnet of said device is located, and a make
and break contact for the electric circuit, con-

trolled by the opening and closing of the door,

substantially as shown and described.

2. In an elevator, the combination of the 95
valve rope, provided with a tapered stop, the
elevator door, an electro - magnetic device
adapted to engage said stop on the valve rope,

when the door, is open, an electric circuit con-

trolled by the opening and closing of the 100

door, in which the magnet of said device is

located, substantially as shown and described.
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3. In an elevator, the combination of an
elevator door, an electric circuit controlled by
the opening and closing of the door; an elec-

tro-magnetic locking device with its actuat-
ing magnet located in said circuit, the valve
rope provided with a tapered stop which is

adapted to be engaged by the bolt or lever of
said locking device when the circuit is opened
by the door, arresting movement of valve
rope to start elevator, and also permitting
free movement of valve rope to its neutral
position, when elevator is under headway,
substantially as shown and described.

4. In an elevator, the combination, with an
elevator door adapted to be operated by hand,

and a valve rope provided with a tapered
stop, of a safety device and means whereby
the safety device may be thrown into posi-

tion to engage said tapered stop by the open-
ing of the door, substantially as shown and
described.
In testimony that I claim the foregoing as

my invention I have signed ray name, in pres-

ence of two witnesses, this 9th day of March,
1892.

1

ROBT. W. MAGRANE.
Witnesses: »

John P. Regan,
Joseph Weber.

20
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It is hereby certified that in Letters Patent No. 523,197, granted July 17, 1894, upon

the application of Addison N. Calkins, of Quincy, Illinois, for an improvement in

"Elevator Controlling Devices," errors appear in the printed specification requiring

correction, as follows : In line 22, page 2, a comma should be inserted after the word

"cables," and same line, same page, the comma after the word -mounted" should be

stricken out; and 'that the said Letters Patent should be read with these corrections

therein that the same may conform to the record of the case in the Patent Office.

Signed, countersigned, and sealed this 31st day of July, A. D. 1894.

WM. H. SIMS,
[SEAL.]

First Assistant Secretary of the Interior.

Countersigned

:

John S. Seymour,
Commissioner of Patents.
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To all ivliom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Addison N. Calkins,

a citizen of the United States, residing at
Qnincy, Adams county, State of Illinois, have

5 invented a new and useful Elevator Control-
ling Device, of which the following is a full,

clear, and exact description, reference being
had to the accompanying drawings, forming
a part of this specification, wherein like let-

io ters of reference refer to like parts wherever
they appear, and in which.

—

Figure 1 is a diagrammatical view, in side
elevation, showing the operation of my new
controlling device. Fig. 2 is a similar view

15 at right angles.
My invention relates to a new and useful

improvement in devices for controlling the
motive power of elevator machinery, and con-
sists, generally stated, in combining with the

20 elevator car, two wheels, around which pass
cables, which cables pass around pulleys or
sheaves located above and below the travel
of the car, and are paid out or drawn in on
each side of the wheels on the car when the

25 same are rotated, to operate a controlling rope
which is secured to movable pulleys or sheaves
actuated by the cables.
In the drawings, A represents the elevator

car, in which is mounted a suitable operating
30 hand-wheel or lever B whose shaft projects

through the side of the car and is provided
with two sprocket wheels C and D. Passing
over these sprocket wheels, are short sections
of chain E and F, to the ends of which are con-

;
nected the ends of the cables G and H, which
pass over sheaves I and J, respectively, at the
top of the shaft, and under movable sheaves
K and L at the bottom of the shaft, or vice
versa, as the case may be.

> The sheaves K and L are mounted in suit-
able bearings attached to the ends of a con-
trolling rope or cord M, which passes under
suitable stationarily mounted sheaves N and
O and around the controlling wheel or pulley

;
P, which operates a valve rheostat or belt
shifter directly controlling the machinery or
motive power of the elevator.
The cables G and H have their ends g and

h, connected, respectively, to the chains E and
> F, in such manner that when the sprocket-
wheels C and D are caused to rotate and the

chains E and F pass under and over or from
one side to the other of said sprockets, the
ends of the cables G and H will be drawn to-

ward or away from each other, dependent 55
upon the rotation of the sprocket wheel, which
will shorten one of said cables and lengthen
the other, as the case may be, and raise or

lower the sheavesK and L, which will disturb
the equilibrium of rope M rotating the wheel 60
or pulley P in one direction or the other to

start, stop, or effect the shift of the elevator
power machinery.
The operation is as follows:—Assuming the

parts to be in their normal position, in Fig. 1, 65
or a position in which the machinery is at rest,

and assuming that to effect the rise of the
elevator car the wheel P is to be turned to the
right, or in a direction as indicated by the ar-

row, the operator turns the wheel B or lever, 70
as the case may be, in the direction indicated
by the arrow in Fig. 1. This will cause the

sprocket wheels C and D to be rotated to the
right, forcing the right hand end of the chain
F down to a point about line a and raising the 75
left hand side of the chain to about a point in-

dicated by the line b; at the same time, caus-
ing the chain E to pass under the sprocket
wheel C, bringing the right hand end down to

a point about c and raising the left hand end 80
to a point about line d. As the cables G and
H have their ends connected to the chains E
and F on opposite sides of the sprocket C and
D, respectively, when said sprocket wheels are
caused to be rotated, as above indicated, one 85
end g of the cable G will be brought down to

about line c, while the other, the lower, con-

nected to the chain F, will be raised to about
line b. This shortening of cable G causes the
sheave K to be raised, pulling ropeM so as to 90
revolve wheel P in the direction of the arrow.
At the same time, the sheave L will be per-

mitted to follow the rope M by the cable H
which passes thereunder being lengthened by
the chains E and F reaching lines d, and a, re- 95
spectively. To' throw off the power, or cause
the elevator car to stop, it is only necessary
that the sprocket wheels C and D be returned,

to a position so as to equalize the cables and
their sheaves K and L to which the controlling ic o

rope proper is attached, and, to reverse the
motion of the car, or permit it to run down
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the shaft, a continued movement of the
sprocket wheels C and D in an opposite di-

rection from that indicated will cause the
sheave L to rise and K to be lowered.

5 It will be noted that the cables being se-

cured to the chains, as above described, form
substantially a continuous cable, which passes
around two stationarily mounted pulleys lo-

cated beyond one end of the travel of the car,

10 around two movable pulleys located beyond
the other end of the travel of the car, and

, around the wheels on the elevator car.

Having thus described my invention, what
I claim, and desire to secure by Letters Pat-

15 ent, is

—

The herein-described means for controlling

elevator machinery, consisting in the combi-
nation with a car, of two sprocket wheels
mounted thereon, means for operating said

20 sprocket wheels, chains passing around said

sprocket wheels and leading in opposite di-

rections, two cables stationarily mounted,

sheaves at the top of the shaft over which
said cables pass, two movable sheaves at the

bottom of the shaft under which said cables 25

pass, said cables having their ends connected

to the two chains on opposite sides of the

sprockets, a controlling rope attached to the

two movable sheaves at the bottom of the

shaft, and means for rotating the sprockets 30

from the car, whereby when the same is done,

one cable is drawn in or shortened, thereby
raising one of the movable pulleys, and the

other cable is paid out or lengthened, thereby
lowering the other pulley or sheave, substan- 35
tially as described.

In testimony whereof I hereunto affix my
signature, in presence of two witnesses, this

4th day of November, 1893.

ADDISON N. CALKINS.

Witnesses:
c. s. burbidge,
Joseph Kurz.
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To all ivhom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Wellington P. Kid-

der, a citizen of the United States of America,
residing at Boston, in the county of Suffolk

and State of Massachusetts, have invented Cer-

tain new and useful Improvements in Safety

Devices for Elevators, of which the following

is a specification, reference being had therein

to the accompanying drawings.
Thisinventionisdesignedmore particularly

as an improvement on the safety devices

shown in my Patent No. 495,094 and my ap-

plication, Serial No. 473,780, filed May 11,

1893, but it may be_ applied in part to other

elevators.

Jn most all power elevators, it is found to

be important to provide stops on the rope

near the top and bottom thereof, which are

engaged by the elevator in case the operator

fails to stop the car at its extreme upward or

downward motion; which is very necessary,

as otherwise the motion of the car would con-

tinue and the car rise so high or descend so

low as to do great damage. The use of these

stops causes the car, when it reaches a cer-

tain point in its motion in either direction, to

move the rope and thus stop the car, but it

often happens with some elevators that the

momentum of the car moves the rope too far

—

so far in fact as to open the valve and start

the car in the opposite direction, so that the

car might thus travel up and down continu-

ously until the power was stopped or the rope

properly adjusted by hand. Besides this dif-

ficulty there is another one which will occur

where my safety stops are used. If the car

moves the rope too far to stop, it would carry

my safety stop entirely past the opening be-

tween the horizontal bars on the door, and if

any one just at the moment when the stop

was thus passing, tried to open the door, my
.stop might be caught by the bars on the door

and thus damage would result. .. To overcome

these difficulties is the object of my improve-

ment, and to this end the invention consists

in the construction, arrangement and combi-

nation of parts hereinafter more particularly

described and then definitely claimed at the

end hereof. ,

In the accompanying drawings—Figure 1 is

a side view of an elevator arranged according

to my inveaiionwith parts represented broken

awav or removed the better to show other

Fig. 2 is a modification on aparts thereof,

larger scale. 55
Referring now to the details of the draw-

ings by letl er
y
A represents the well of an ele-

vator, B one of ihe doors thereof, C the car

and D the operating or controlling rope there-

of (which I shall hereinafter generally call the 60

controller), all of which -may be of any ap-

proved construction, excepting the door

which, preferably, should be provided with

vertical and horizontal bars or stops marked
6 and 6' respectively. 65

Rigidly mounted on the controller D are

blocks E,oue being near the top and the other

near the bottom of the well. Beneath the up-

per block is shown a spiral spring F, wound
open, and above the lower one is a similar 70

spring. The upper spring should be mounted
so as not to fall down, which may be done by
attaching it to the block E in any convenient

way. These, springs may be attached to the

top and bottom of the car and travel with it 75
if preferred, but I consider it best to connect

them to the blocks E E. These springs must
be so stiff as not to be compressed in the or-

dinary action of the elevator, so that the car

when it comes in contact with one of the bo

springs, will move the block E and controller

the same as if the spring were not there.

Ordinarily the springs will not yield, but
if the momentum of the car should, be £0

great as to be sufficient to carry the car too 35
far, then, in case the controller is arrested

from any cause so that the block E could not

go any higher, then if the momentum of the

car continues, the spring will be compressed
and no injury would result therefrom. In 90
some cases, I may attach a spring (shown in

dotted lines at I) to the under side of the
beam, in which case the block E would come
in contact with the spring if carried too far

up by the momentum of the car and thus 95
said spring I would act as a buffer This
spring I may be used either with or without
the spring F.

To overcome the other difficulty referred to,

I propose to make a yielding connection be- 100

tween the controller and my rope-stops, On*j

of the best ways of carrying out this feature

of my invention is that shown in the draw-
ings, but I do not wish to limit myself to this,

,

as it may be done in various ways. ic-5

Referring again to the drawings: J repre-
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sents a supplementary rope carrying the
safety stop K, which is preferably fast thereon
and co-operates with the bars o and &', as in

my application No. 473,780. This rope passes

5 around suitable pulleys L and its opposite

ends are preferably attached to closely wound
springs M whose other ends are attached to

the stops E, or to any convenient portions of

the controller. Should the car now carry the

io block above its proper height, and an attempt
be made to open the well door at the time
that the safety rope-stop K is passing the
opening between the bar-stops, so that the
stop would be partly entered into the open-

15 ing, the spring connection M, between the
safety rope-stop K and the block E, would
yield and thus no damage result. As a fur-

ther precaution, I cut off the corners at the
junction of the horizontal and vertical bars

20 diagonally or slantingly as shown, so that
should the door not be closed far enough to

be latched, the stop pushing against such di-

agonal corner would push the door fully
" home," and thus the latch would catch fast.

25 Instead of the spring connection between
the rope J and the stop K, I may sometimes
loosely mount the safety-stop on the rope J
between springs N, as shown in Fig. 2. In
this case if there should be any improper mo-

30 tion given to the rope J at a time when the
stop K was between the horizontal doorstops,
the springs would jdeld and thus damage
would be prevented.
Of course the springs M or N should be

35 sufficiently strong as not to be operated by
hand, or otherwise they might be used in such
a manner as to entirely defeat the object of

iny safety stop.

In some cases instead of using springs, I

4.0 may attach the stop K by a frictional con-
nection, so that should there be any extra
strain it would slide on the rope J, but this

would not be so good as the other arrange-
ments described, inasmuch as after sliding on

45 the rope the stop would require to be adjusted
to its proper position.

In addition to the advantages above set
forth, the supplementary rope J above de-
scribed has the further advantage that it

50 forms a very convenient way of attaching
my safety device to elevators already in use,

for it frequently happens that the ordinary
controller or rope is not in a position to con-
veniently receive the safety stops, and can-

55 not well be changed in such a manner as to

hold the stops in the proper position to act
on the door.

I have used the beam supporting the pul-
leys and controller in the arrangement first

Co described above, as a stop, to prevent the
block E from rising toe high, but of course
any olher fixed part of the frame may be
used as a stop for said block. Instead of the
block, a pin passing through the rope at right

65 angles and properly secured may be used.

Other forms of stops may perhaps be used
with as good advantage, but I prefer a block, I

and when I mention a "block" in the follow-

ing elaims, I mean to include any known de-

vice that will serve the same function, the 70
word " block " being used here to more clearly

distinguish it from stops co-acting with the
doors. These spring connections may also

be used with any other form of controller as

well as with the rope controller shown. 75
In so'me cases, the springs or bumpers F may

sufficiently protect my safety stop and door
mechanism from injuiy, in which case the
springs M or their equivalents may not be
required.. " So
In the drawings I have shown my safety

rope-stop K acting upon the door through
the medium of horizontal and vertical bars
h' and 6, but do not limit myself to this ar-

i*angement. 85
In the following claims, when I refer to "co-

acting" or "engaging" with the door, I wish
to be understood as meaning any arrange-
ment of the parts in which the doors and stop
co-act together, whether the door and stop are 90
in immediate conjunction or co-act through
intermediate mechanism.
What I claim as new is

—

1. In an elevator and in combination with
the controller and car thereof, of a block on 95
the controller acted on by the car, and a
spring co-acting therewith, substantially as
described.

2. In an elevator and in combination with
the controller and car thereof, a door, and a 10c
stop to engage with the door yieldingly con-
nected with the controller, substantial!}' as
described.

3. In an elevator and in combination with
the controlling rope, a door and the car thereof, 1 05
a supplementary stop-carrier connected with
the controlling rope and having stops co-act-

ing with the door, substantially as described.
4. In an elevator and in combination with

the controller, a door, and the car thereof, a nc
supplementary stop-carrier connected with
the controller, and a spring connection be-
tween the controller and the stop carrier, sub-
stantially as described.

5. In an elevator and in combination with 115
the controlling rope, a door, and, the car
thereof, a supplementary stop-carrier, a block
on the controlling rope, and a spring connec-
tion between the block and supplementary
rope-carrier, substantially as described. 120

0. In an elevator and in combination with
the controller and the car thereof, a stop con-
nected with the controller, and a door having
a stop engaging with the controller slop and
having its corners cut slantingly, substan- 125
tially as described.

In testimony whereof I affix my signature,
in presence of two witnesses, this 21st day of
August, 1893,

WELLINGTON P. KIDDER.
Witnesses:

P, B. RlSMAN,
M. P. Evans.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Wellington P. Kid-

der, a citizen of the United States of America,
residing at Boston, in the county of Suffolk

5 and State of Massachusetts, have invented cer-
tain new and useful Improvements in»Safety
Devices for Elevators, of which the following
is a specification, reference being had therein
to the accompanying drawings.

to This improvement relates to safety devices
on the principle of that shown in my Patent
No. 495,094, dated April 11, 1893, but of dif-

ferent construction, part of which may be used
in connection with the stops shown in my

15 aforesaid patent and also
-

yfith the stops
shown in my application for a patent, Serial
No. 473,780, filed May 11, 1893, and is designed
to use such safety devices in connection with
the starting levers or " controllers " sometimes

20 used in lieu of the usual operating rope. To
enable me to use my aforesaid safety devices
with such starting levers, I have devised a
plan of connecting the stops with said start-

ing levers, which is shown in the accompany-
25 ing drawings, fully described herein, and then

definitely claimed at the end hereof.
In the accompanying drawings.—Figure 1 is

an elevation showing the car, well doors, &c,
looking toward the well doors. Fig. 2 is a
plan of the same with the stop in position to

allow the door to open. Fig. 3 is a plan show-
ing the door locked by the stop. Fig. 4 is a
modification showing a different connection
between the door and stop. Fig. 5 is a modi-
fication with stops such as shown in my ap-
plication before referred to, but with a rigid

stop carrier, instead of the rope as shown in
said application. Fig. 6 is an elevation of an-
other modification in which supplemental

40 ropes are employed to carry the stops. Fig.
7 is another modification of the rope stop car-

rier.

Referring now to the details of the draw-
ings by letter and particularly to Figs. 1 to 3,

45 A represents the car which may be operated
in any suitable way, and is provided with the
starting lever or controller B, to which is con-
nected the valve operating ropes C, which
pass over and under pulleys D mounted on

50 levers E, the lower one of which should be
connected with the valve or other device for

setting the hoisting apparatus in motion and

is fixedly attached to a shaft F, but as this

device is well known and forms no part of my
invention, it is unnecessary to further de- £5
scribe the same.
: On the shaft F, I secure a toothed segment
G, which gears^with a pinicn II, on a shaft I,

mounted in suitable bearings J, and carrying

a series of disks K, one for each well-door, 60

each disk having a groove k of sufficient

width to allow the bottom of a well door L to

slide through it.

The operation is as follows: Supposing the

car to be in motion, the stop will be in the 65

position shown in Fig. 3, and the well door
cannot be opened as its edge would come in

contact with the disk K, but as the operator

moves the lever B to the position shown in

Fig. 1 to stop the car, the segment operates 70

on the pinion II, thus turning the shaft land
causing the stop to assume the position shown
in Fig. 2, in which position the well door can
be opeued. After the door is opened, the le-

ver B is locked fast and thus the shaft lean- 75

not be turned, and so the car cannot be started,

as no motion can be given to the lever or le-

vel's E, because the shaft I is kept from turn-

ing by the door L being in the groove k; but
when the door is closed, it will have been 80

moved out of the groove fcand then the shaft

I and the gearing connected thereto can be
readily moved and the car started.

It is obvious that iustead of the bottom of

the door being made to pass through the 85

groove, in the disk K, shown in Figs. 1 to 3,

a projecting plate I such as is shown in Fig.

4 extending along the bottom of the door L
may be arranged to pass through a groove in

the disk K in the same manner as the door 90

passes through the groove. Such a project-

ing plate, I should consider as part of the door
and where I use the word " door " in the claims
at the end of this specification, I mean a door

either with or without such a projecting plate 95
as the case may be.

In the modification shown in Fig. 5, I at-

tach to the shaft F a lever M to one end of

which is pivoted a rod N running in suitable

guides n and carrying the rising and falling 100

stops N' which co-act with the door stops O,

as shown in my application above referred

to or with the doors as shown in my aforesaid

Patent No. 495,094. The leverM is preferably
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provided with a counterbalance weight P.
j

The rod N may be sufficiently rigid to dis-

pense with the guides for the stops shown in

mv application, Serial No. 47-3,780. Instead of

5 us"ing the shaft I or rod N, I may use a rope to

carry the stops, as shown in my above men-

tioned patent and application, in which case I

attach to the shaft F a pulley Q (see Fig. 6) to

which I connect the ends ofrthe stop rope R
io having stops S fast thereon, which rope passes

around a pulley T at the top of the elevator

well. At U are shown guide pulleyrto de-

flect the stop rope in the desired position, to

suit the doors, but these will not be required

IS in all cases. Instead of using the pulleys Q
T, I may provide the levers E with extensions

as shown in Fig. 7, to which I attach ropes

R, one of which carries the.stop S. Any move-

ment imparted to the starting lever will of

20 course give motion to the levers E, and these

in their turn will give motion to the ropes R,

and thus the stop S will be moved up and

down, or left at the central position as de-

sired. Of course where ropes are used to carry

25 the stops, there should be guides employed to

keep them in position, although I have not

shown them in the drawings. Wires, rods,

straps, chains or other, similar equivalents

may be used in lieu 0^ the rope R if desired,

30 without departing from the spirit of my in-

vention, and the better to define my invention

I shall generally use the term "stop carrier"

in lieu ot " rope " in my claims. .......

When referring to the device or devices

35 carrying the stops I do not limit myself to

the particular form of operating lever and

connections shown, but intend to attach my
supplementary stop connection with any and

every form of controlling device I may find

40 convenient to use it with, and should con-

sider any such controlling device or controller

as an equivalent of the lever and ropes shown

in the drawings, except in claims where a le-

ver and rope are specifically referred to.

45 I am aware that it has been proposed to

provide a door with a plate or stop adapted

to enter a groove in the bottom of a car, so

that said car cannot readily be moved until

the door has been closed; but such an ar-

50 rangement is essentially different from mine,

inasmuch as there is nothing in such device

to prevent the moving of the rope to start the

hoisting machinery, which may therefore be

started, with the probability of breaking off

55 the plate or stop from its fastenings or dam-

aging the door or elevator cage, and with the

further liability of damage to life or limb af-

ter such first-mentioned damage had been ac-

complished,while with my invention the hoist-

60 ing machinery cannot be started until the

door is closed. I am also aware that a swing-

ing door has been provided with swinging

projections adapted to pass through recesses

in movable stops, but this is also objection-

65 able, because the door can be used as a lever

of considerable power when being swung

open, and thus the stops may be broken or

displaced by thegreat power that can be ex

erted by the projections^ the door coming

into contact with the stops, as such projec- 70

tions form the short arm of a lever while the

door forms a long arm thereof, and thus great

damage may result from an attempt to open

the door when the stops are in position to
.

keep it closed. With my arrangement, on 75

the contrary, the door slides and thus cannot

be used as a lever, and any attempt to open

the door when the stops are arranged so as to

keep it. closed would only act to can,, the

door over to the top as it strikes against the 80

stop at the bottom, and thus serve to jam-the

door fast, so that it could not be opened, and

the greater the force exerted under these.cir-

cumstances, the faster the door would be held

closed.

What I claim as new is— .

1. The combination in an elevator and with

the car and well doors thereof, of a controller

for the motive power, a supplemental stop car-

rier operated by but distinct from said con- 90

troller,and supplementary stops for fasten-

ing the doors closed, mounted on, earned by

and moving with said supplemental stop car-

2 The combination in an elevator and witn 95

the car and the well doors thereof, of a lever

mounted on the car, ropes connecting it witn

the hoisting mechanism, and a stop carrier

distinct from the rope and having secured to

and moving with it stopafor each, well door, 100

constructed and arranged to simultaneously

lock all of said doors connected to and mov-

ing simultaneously with the lever, substan-

tiallv as described.
; ...

3 "in an elevator and in combination with 105

the well doors thereof, a turning shaft run-

ning from floor to floor, and stops iot each

door mounted onand operated by saidIshalt

and securely fastening said doors dosed, sub-

stantially as described.
m

.

II0

4. In an elevator and in combination witn

the well doors thereof, a turning shaft, and

stops for each door mounted on, carried and

operated thereby and securely fastening said

doors closed, substantially as described. 115

5. In an elevator and in combination with

the well doors and the car thereof, a turning

shaft running to the different floors and

Grooved disks mounted thereon, constructed

to receive the doors in the grooves when the 120

car is at rest,, substantially as described. '

6". In an elevator and in combination with

the well doors, the car and controller thereof,

a stop carrier distinct from the controlling

rope running to the different floors, stops for 125

fastening each door securely closed, mounted

on and carried by said carrier and interme-

diate mechanism, substantially as described,

between the controller and the stop carrier,

as set forth. £ 3°

7. In an elevator and in combination with

a well door, the car and controller thereof, a

shaft connected with the controller, a toothed

segment 6n said snaft, a pinion gearing with
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such segment, a shaft on which said pinion is

mounted, and a stop connected to said shaft,

substantially as described.
8. In. an elevator and in combination with

S a well door, the car and the starting lever
thereof, the ropes G, levers E, shaft F, seg-
ment G fast on shaft F, pinion II meshing
with said segment, the shaft I carrying said
pinion, and the grooved disk K mounted on

said shaft and co-operating with the well door, i o

substantially as described and shown.
In testimony whereof I affix my signature, in

presence of two witnesses, this 19th day of

May, 1893.

WELLINGTON P. KIDDER.
Witnesses:

Edward S. Beach,
F. L. Goodhue.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that we, Leroy S. Buffing-

ton, residing at Minneapolis, county of Hen-
nepin, and State of Minnesota, and Walter

5 Clyde Jones, residing at Chicago, county of
Cook, and State of Illinois, citizens of the
United States, have invented a certain new
and useful Improvement in Electric Elevator-
Controllers, (Case No. 1) of which the foliow-

io ing is a full, clear, concise, and exact descrip-
tion, reference bei ng had to the accompanying
drawings, forming a part of this specification.
Our invention relates to electric elevator

controllers, and more particularly to means
. i s for automatically controlling the elevator car

and the elevator doors.
The object of our invention is, first, to pro-

vide means for automatically bringing the
elevator car to rest opposite any floor; sec-

20 ond, to provide means for automatically open-
ing and closing the elevator doors without
positively connecting the same with the mov-
ing elevator car at any time; and, third, to
provide an elevator system which will be

25 more automatic in its operation than systems
heretofore in use. .

Our invention consists, first, in an elevator
system comprisingan electro-magnetic device
for controlling the motive power, switches, at

30 the several floors, which may be designated
floor switches, which are adapted to be actu-
ated to control the circuit through the con-
trolling electro-magnetic device; electro-mag-'
netic devices adapted to control the position

35 of the floor switches, whereby the same may
Or may not be engaged by the moving ele :

vator car, and switching apparatus carried
upon the elevator car and adapted to control
the electro-magnetic devices that control the

4.0 floor switches. :

Our invention consists,-second, in an ele-

vator door suspended from and adapted to
slide upon a pivoted bar serving as a track,
the bar normally resting with its free end at

45 a less elevation than the pivoted end, an in-

clination being thereby imparted to the bar
to maintain the door closed, means being pro-
vided for raising the free end of the pivoted
bar by engagement with the moving elevator

fo car, the bar being thereby inclined in a re-'

verse direction, whereby the door is caused

55

to slide open, means being also provided
whereby the operator may release the pivoted
bar permitting the.same to return to its nor-

mal position to*cause the door to close.

Our invention consists, third, in an elevator

system comprising an electro-magneticdevice
for controlling the motive power, switches at

the several floors, adapted to be actuated by
the movement of the several doors to control 60
the circuit through the power controlling elec-

tro-magnetic device, elevator doors adapted
to operate in their movement the several floor

switches, and switchiug apparatus carried

upon the elevator car and under the control 65
of the operator for placing the elevator doors
in condition to be actuated by the moving
elevator car.

Our invention consists, fourth, in such
other constructions as will be hereinafter de- 70
scribed.

We believe that it has not heretofore been
proposed to automatically bring the elevator
car to rest at any predetermined floor through
the agency of apparatus controlled by the op- 75
erator in the car.

In the system of our invention, as herein
after illustrated, the operator is provided
with switching apparatus placed in the car,

which may comprise a lever moving over 1 So
series of contact points, by means of which
he may close circuit through any one' of a
number of electro-magnets placed upon the
wall of the elevator shaft at the respective
floors. The closing of the circuit through one \ 85
of the electro-magnets serves to place the cir-

cuit closing element of a floor switch m the
path of a projection upon the elevator car.

The movement of the elevator car serves to

actuate the floor switch an instant before the,

car reaches the level of the floor where it is

desired to stop, and the actuation of the floor

switch closes circuit through an electro-mag-
netic device, which, when excited, cuts off the
motive power and brings the car to rest. In 95
an electric elevator system the motive power
is derived from the motor, and the excitation

of the electro- magnetic device may serve,ftrst

to open the armature circuit,and then tothrow
on a brake. In starting the car again it is

only necessary to open the circuit through
the magnet controlling the floor switch,,©}"

90

100
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means of the switching apparatus on the car
when the floor switch Will, through the resil-

iency of a spring, or otherwise, open the cir-

cuit through the electro-magnetic device con-

5 trolling the motive power. The armature
switch may be adapted to be closed through
the resiliency of a spring, or otherwise, and
the brake may be thrown off through the
agency of compressed air in a well known

10 manner.
To secure automatic operation of the ele-

vator doors each is suspended from and
adapted to slide upon a bar, serving as a track,

said bar being pivoted at one end and nor-

15 mally resting with its free end at a less ele-

vation than its pivoted @nd, an inclination

being thereby imparted to the bar which
serves to maintain the door in a closed posi-

tion. Upon the end of said* bar, as well as
20 upon a bar adapted to be engaged by the car

in its downward travel, is provided a tongue
adapted to be moved into or out of the path
of a projection on- the elevator car, through
the agency of an electro-magnet carried upon

25 the end of said bar. The circuit of the elec-

tro-magnet extends to the elevator car,

whereby the operator may close or open cir-

cuit through the same to cause the tongue to

move into or out of the path of the projection,

30 as desired. When the tongue is moved into
the path of the projection on the car, the aaove*
ment of the car raises the free end of the piv-

oted bar, thus imparting to it an inclination

in a reverse direction, thereby causing the

35 doortoopenbyslidingdowntheinciined track
thus produced. The door being thus opened,
the tongue may be withdrawn from engage-
ment with the projection on the car, thus per-

mitting the free end of the pivoted bar to de-

40 scend, imparting to the same an inclination

in a direction to cause the door to close.

We are enabled to produce an entirely au-
tomatic elevator system by so placing the
floor switches that they will be operated by

45 the opening of the elevator door, circuit be-
ing preferably maintained open through the
electro-magnetic device that controls the mo-
tive power, so longas the door remains closed,

and closed so long as the door remains opened.
50 By this construction the operator is able at

will to place a,ny door in position to be opened
by the car, and ihe door at the instant of
Starting operates the means provided for
bringing the car to rest. When it is desired

55 to start the car the operator can withdraw the
tongtiej thereby permitting the door to close.

The door at the instant of closing operates
the means provided for starting the car. The
only attention requisite on the part of the op-

60 erator is to properly manipulate the switch-
ing apparatus upon the car.

Our irivention will be more readily under-
stood by reference to the accompanying draw-
ings, in which

—

65 Figure 1 is a diagrammatic representation

of an elevator system equipped after our in-

vention, the elevator car being shown in dot-

ted lines. Fig. 2 is a view showing the floor

switch in a position to close circuit through
the electro-magnetic device controlling the 70
motive power. Fig. 3 is a similar view show-
ing the position assumed by the switch when
the electro-magnet is de-energized, the circuit

being thereby opened= Fig. 4 is a diagram-
matic view of a system equipped after our 75
invention, the door being adapted to be auto-
matically opened and closed, and the car be-
ing adapted to be brought to rest opposite
any desired floor automatically; the elevator
car being shown in dotted lines. Fig. 5 is a 8c

view showing the door in its opened position,

the projection on the elevator car beingshown
in dotted lines. Fig. G is a view of the oper-
ator's switching apparatus.
Like lettersand numerals refer to like parts 85

throughout the several figures.

In Fig. 1 we have illustrated that part of
our invention which relates to the automatic
stopping of the elevator car opposite the de-
sired floor. At each floor is provided an elec- 90
tro-magnetic device and a switch. The elec-

tro-magnetic device may be in the form of an
electro-magnet a acting upon an armature
carried upon the end of a pivoted lever a'.

The other end of the lever af is connected 95
with the longitudinally movable rod a3 sup-
ported in a bearing and carrying upon its end
the switch lever

o

3 pivoted theretoand adapted
to make contaot with contaet points a4 or a5

.

To the rod a2 and the switch lever a3
is at- 10c

tacheda spring s which tends to maintain
said rod and lever in a straight line and to re-

turn the lever to this position when displaced
to either side.

Upon the elevator car is provided a projec- 105
tion which is adapted to impinge against
tho lever a3 when in its outer position to cause
the same to make contact with one or the
other qf the contact points. When the eleo-

tro-magnet is excited the lever is brought in r re
position to be engaged by the projection on
the car, and when not excited tho lever is not
in position to be so engaged.
Upon the elevator car is provided a contact

arm c pr6vided with & handle whereby the 115
same may be easily manipulated by the op-
erator, said arm being adapted to be radved
over a series of contact points 1, 2, 3, 4. Tub
contact arm is electrically connected withone
side of an electric circuit, while each of « the 120
contact points is connected with one termi-

nal of one of the electro-magnets placed at
the several floors. Thus contact point 3 is

connected with electro-magnet a at the third

floor, and contact point 4 is connected with 125
the electro-magnet at the fourth floor. We
have not illustrated the switching apparatus
at the first and second floors but such appa
ratus may be the same as that illustrated at
the third and fourth floors.' The Other ter- 130
minal of each of the electro-magnets is con-
nected with a common wire a7 extending to
the other side of the source of electricity.

When the contact arm e rests upon a contact
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point, as, for instance, contact point 3, one of

the electro-magnets will be excited and the

switch will be placed in position to be engaged
by the elevator car. Thus, as illustrated, the

5 contact arm c is on contact point 3 and the

switch at the third floor is in position to be
engaged by the car. In the car is provided
also means for operating a reversing switch d.

This may consist of an arm d' connected with
to one side of an electric circuit and adapted to

make contact with terminal points dz d3 con-

nected respectively through solenoids d*jd? to

the other side of the circuit. When the arm
rests on one contact point one of the solen-

15 oids is excited and acts upon its core to place
the switch in one position, and when it rests

upon the other the position of the switch is

reversed.
The reversing switch is included in circuit

>.o with the armature of the motor e, as is also

a rheostat h comprising terminal points be-
tween which are included resistance coils,

and an arm h2 adapted to be moved over the^

.erminal points. To the arm is secured the

?5 core li' of a solenoid h3 in such manner that
when the solenoid is excited the arm will be
caused to traverse the terminal points. The
solenoid h3

is included in circuit with the
floor switches, the latter being placed in mul-

jo tiple with one another.
We have shown the motor as provided with

a friction band brake, comprising a band e'

encircling a pulley e2 on the armature shaft.

The band is connected with a weighted lever

$5 e? in a well known manner, the end of the
lever being maintained in ah elevated posi-

tion by compressed air acting on a piston e*

provided in the cylinder e5
. A valve e* is

provided in the pipe leading to the compressed
40 air supply adapted to maintain the cylinder

e5 in communication with the compressed air

supply until the magnet i is energized, when
the valve is operated to open the cylinder to
the external air and to cutoff the compressed

15 air supply. The compressed air being re-

moved from beneath the piston e4 the latter
descends, due to the weight on the end of the
lever, thus causing the friction baud to grip
the pulley and bring the motor armature to

5© rest.

The operation of the system, as thus de-
scribed, is as follows: Suppose the car in the
act of ascending and the operator desirous of
stoppiagat the third floor. The contact arm c

55 is moved to make contact with terminal point
3, thereby closing circuit through electro-

magnet a, which) being excited, attracts its

armature to thrust the lever a8 into the path
of the projection b on the elevator car. The

60 projection b on the car in its ascent impiuges
against lever a3

, causing the same to make
contact with contact point a 4 thereby closing
circuit through solenoid 7i

8
. Solenoid 7^ be-

ing excited attracts its core h', thereby caus-

65 ing contact arm h2 to move over the terminal
points to gradually cut resistance out of and
finally open the armature circuit. At the in-

75

100

1 stant the armature circuit is opened the brush
7i

4
, carried on the extended end of arm 7t

2
,

makes contact with terminal hn
, thereby clos- 70

ing circuit through magnet i which attracts

its armature to cut off the supply of com-
pressed air and open the cylinder e5 to the
extern&lair, thereby permitting the setting

of the Brake which brings the motor arma-
ture, and, consequent^', the elevator car, to

rest. When it is desired to start again the
contact arm c is moved to some other posi-

tion, magnet a being thereby de-energized to

permit the spring attached to lever a' to draw 80
back the lever a3 out of the path of the projec-
tion b, the spring a6 then acting upon fever a*
to cause it to break contact with terminal a*.

Circuit being thus opened through solenoid
h8

> the spring h6 causes arm h2 to move to 85
break circuit through magnet i, thereby ie-

leasingthe brake, and to close circuit through
the motor armature and then to cut resist-

ance from the armature circuit, thus start ng
the elevator car. The car is 'automatically 90
stopped at the floor corresponding to the
terminal with which the arm c makes contact,
and during the travel the arm c may be moved
slightly in advance of the car so that the car
may be stopped at any floor that may be 35
called without reversing the motion of the
arm c. When it is desired to descend the
"arm d' is -moved to operate the reversing
switch and- change the direction of the cur-
rent through the armature.
In Fig. 4 we have illustrated the above do-

scribed system of automatically stopping the
elevator car in connection with means for
automatically opening and closing the eleva-
tor doors. The door is pivotally suspended
from a bar k provided with rollers running
upon the inclined bar I as a track. The bar
I is pivoted at l\ A lever 7* pivoted at I

3
is

provided with a pin 7
4 in its end adapted to

work in a slot in said bar I, so that when th* 1

1

end of lever 7* is depressed the free end o*"

bar I is raised. Upon the end of bar 7 is pro
vided a tongue in adapted to slide back and
forth so that the end thereof may in one po-
sition extend beyond the end of the bar 7. 1

1

5

To the,tongue is connected a pivoted lever car-
rying upon one end the armature of a mag-
net m'

y
which, when excited, attracts said

armature to cause said tongue to extend be-
yond the end of the bar. A similar tongue [20
is provided upon the end of lever 7

a and is

similarly operated by a magnet wt*. The ele-
vator is provided with switching apparatus'
similar to that described in connection with
Fig. 1, and the motor connections and the
brake are similar. Instead of floor switches
adapted to be acted upon directly by th.
moving car,, a s witch n is provided adapte-
to be actuated by the door. Such a switch is

provided at each floor and they are connected
with the solenoid It? in the same- manner
as heretofore described. When the u'opr is

opened the switch is adapted to close the
circuit through the solenoid 7i

3
, andip main

i<5

n<~
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tain the circuit open so long as the door is

closed. The switch may be of any well known
form, as for instance, a contact plate n' form-
ing one terminal of the circqit and a plate n2

S forming the other terminal, the plate nz being
held out of contact with plate n' while the
door is closed, but being adapted to close

against the same when the door is opened.
Upon the elevator car are provided projec-

ts trons o o\ one in the path of tongue m, and
the other in the path of tongue m3

,
projec-

tion 6 being so pivoted that it will permit
thepassage of lip m on the downward travel

of the car, but will engage therewith on the

15 upward -travel. Likewise projection 0' en-

gages with tonguem3 on the downward travel,

but not on the upward travel.

The operation of the system, as above de-

scribed, is as follows: The car* being in its up-

*o ward travel and it being desired to stop at,

say, the third floor, the operator moves arm c

to terminal 3_ Circuit is thus closed through
the magnets m', m%

, causing the tongues m
and ma to be thrust forward. As the car con-

25 tinues the projection o impinges against
tongue m, thereby raising the end of bar Z,

imparting to the same au inclination such
that the door is caused to open by sliding

down the inclined track thus produced. As
30 the door opens the switch n closes the circuit

through the solenoid h?. The latter is ex-

cited to attract its core, causing the arm 7i
2

to move over the terminal points and open
the armature circuit and throw on the brake,

«5 in a manner heretofore described. When it

is desired to again start the car, the contact
arm c is moved from terminal 3, thereby open-
ing the circuft through magnet m' to de-ener-

gize the same and permit the tongue m to be
40 Withdrawn from engagement with the projec-

tion 0, due to the reaction of a spring. The
2nd of bar I being thus unsupported the same
descends and imparts to the bar an inclina-

tion such that the opened door is caused to

45 close by sliding down the inclined track.

"When the door completes its travel the switch

ft is Opened, thus de-energizing the solenoid

.ft
8 andstarting the elevator car in a manner

heretofore described. When it is desired to

50 descend, th§ arm d' is moved to operate the
reversing switch to change the direction of

the current through the armature, and, con-

sequently, the direction of travel of the ele-

vator car.

55 The arm d' may be preferably mounted
upon the arm c, as illustrated in Fig. 6, in

which the arm d' is connected with the han-
dle dx which is adapted to be given a slight

rotary motion whereby said arm d' may make
60 contact alternately with contact points cP d3

parried upon the arm c. When the handle is

at one or 'the other end of its stroke Circuit

will be closed through one of the solenoids of

the reversing switch. The operator becom-
65 ing accustomed to the positions of the han-

dles in ascending and descending, will be en-

abled to control the car with the use of but
one hand.

It is evident that many of the operations
of the system as herein described may be ac- 70
complished by other means and in a different

manner without departing from our inven-
tion. We desire, therefore, to claim broadly
the features specified in the several clauses
of claim. 75

Having" described our invention, what we
claim as new, and desire to secureby Letters
Patent, is—>

1. In an elevator system* the combination
with an electro-magnetic device adapted to 80
control the motive power, of a switch adapted
to control the operation of said electro-mag-
netic device, an electro - magnetic device
adapted to place an element in position to be
engagedby the moving elevator car and there- £5.

by to cause the actuation of said switch, and
switching apparatus provided upon the ele-

vator car in electrical connection with said
secoud mentioned electro - magnetic device
and adapted to control the same, substan- 90
tiallyas described.

2. In an elevator system, the combination
with an electro-magnetic device adapted to

control the motive power, of a switch adapted
to control the operation of said electro-mag- 95
netic device, an electro-magnetic device, an
element adapted to be placed thereby in po-
sition to be engaged by the moving elevator
car and thereby to cause the opening of the
elevator door, said door being adapted in its tot>

movement to actuate said switch, and switch-
ing apparatus provided upon the elevator car
and adapted to control said second mentioned
electro-magnetic device, substantially as de-
scribed, tag

3. In an elevator system, the combination
with an electro-magnetic device adapted tp
control the motive power, of a switch adapted
to control the operation of said electro-mag-
netic device, a pivoted bar, an elevator door lio

suspended therefrom, ati*electro-magnetic de-
vice, an element adapted to be placed thereby
in position to be engaged by the moving ele-

vator car, and thereby to raise the end of said
pivoted bar to cause said door to open, said 115
door being adapted in its movement to actu-
ate said switch, and switching apparatus upon
the elevator car and adapted to control said
second mentioned electro - magnetic device;
whereby thedoor is automatically opened and 120
closed and the car is automatically brought
to rest opposite a predetermined floor, sub-
stantially as described.

4. In an elevator system, the combination
With a pivoted bar

;
of an elevator door sus- 135

pended therefrom, and means for raising and
lowering the free end of said pivoted bar to

effect the opening and closing of the elevator
door, substantially as described.

5. In an elevator system, the combination 130
wjjth a pivoted bar, of an elevator door sus-
pended therefrom, an electro-magnetic device
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adapted to place an element in position to be
engaged by the moving elevator car, and
thereby to raise the.end of said pivoted bar
to cause said door to open, and switching .ap-

paratus provided in the elevator car adapted
to control 'said electro-magnetic device, sub-
stantially as described.

6. In an elevator system, the combination
with switches provided at the several. floors,

of motor mechanism controlled by said

switches, said switches being adapted to be
actuated through the agency of the moving
elevator car, and electro-magnetic devices

controlled from the car for predetermining
the switch to be actuated; whereby the car

may be brought to rest opposite any floor,

substantially as described.
7. In an elevator S3*stem, the combination

with a contact arm adapted to be moved over
a series of contact points, of circuit connec-
tions through said arm and contact points for

controlling the movement of the elevator car,

a lever pivoted upon said arm., a pair of con-

tact points carried upou the said arm and
adapted to be alternately engaged by said le-

ver, and circuit connections through the lever

and the pair of contact points adapted to con-
trol the direction of movement of the car,

substantially as described.
8. The combination with a laterally sliding

elevator door, of door opening mechanism
for opening and closing the same through the
agency of the weight of the door.

9. The combination with a laterally sliding
elevator door, of means for opening the same
through the agency of the weight of the door.

10. The combination with a laterally slid-

ing elevator door, of means for raising the
.center of gravity of the same by the move-
ment of the elevator car, and means for 'open-

ing the door by the descent of the center.of
gravity of the door.

.11. The combination with a laterally slid-

ing elevator door, of means for raising the
center of gravity of the same by the move-
ment of the elevator car, mechanism for open-
ing the door by the descent of the center of
gravity, and means for closing the door by
the descent of the center of gravity.

12. The combination with an elevator door,
of means for opening the same through the
agency of the moving elevator car, and a de-
vice for automatically stopping the car by
the opening of the door, substantially as de-
scribed.

13. The combination with an elevator door,
of means for opening the same through the
agency of the moving elevator car, and a do-
vice for automatically starting the car from
rest by the closing of the door.

14. The combination with an elevator door,
of means for opening the sameHhrough the
agency of the moving elevator car, a device
for autoinatically stopping the car by the
opening of the door, and means for automati-
cally starting the ear from rest by the closing
of the door, substantially as described.

15. The combination with an elevator door,

of a moving elevator car, mechanism inde-
pendent of the motion of the car for auto- 70
maticajly opening said door, a device actu-
ated by the moving elevator car adapted to

place said mechanism in condition to open
the door, and mej,ns for automatically stop-
ping the car by the opening, of the door. 75

16. The combination with an elevatordoor,
of the elevator car, an electric switch thereon,
an electro-magnetic device controlled thereby
and means for opening the door through the
agency of the moving car, said means boing 8s
placed in operative condition by said electro-

magnetic, device.

17. The combination with an elevator door,

of the elevator car, an electric switch thereon,
an electro-magnetic device controlled thereby 83
and means for opening the door through the
agency of the moving car, said means being
piaced in operative condition by said electro-

magnetic device, and means for automatically
stopping the car by the opening of the door. 90

18. The combination with an elevatordoor,
of the elevator car, an electric switch thereon,
an electro-magnetic device controlled there-

by, means for opening the door through the
agency of the moving car, said means being 95
placed in operative' condition by said electro-

magnetic device, and means for automatically
starting the car from rest by the closing of the
door.

19. The combination with an elevator door, 100
of the elevator car, an electric switch thereon,
an electro-magnetic device controlled there-

by, means for opening the door through the
agency of the moving car, said means being .

placed in operative condition by said electro- 105
magnetic device, means for automatically
stopping the ear by the opening of the door,

and means for automatically starting the car
from rest by the closing of the door.

20. The combination with-an elevator car, no
of an elevator door, mechanism independent
of the motion of the elevator car for opening
the door, said means being controlled in its

time of operation by the movement of the car,

a device actuated by the opening of the door 115
for bringing the car to rest, and mechanism
for starting the car from rest by the closing
of the door, substantially as described.

21. The combination with an elevator car,

of an elevator door, mechanism independent 120
of the motion of the car for opening the same,
an electro-magnetic device, a switch upon the
car for operating the same, a movable element
adapted to be moved into the path of the car
by said electro-magnetic device, said car be- 125
ing adapted to engage the same to throw said
door opening mechanism into operation, sub-
stantial I3- as described.

22. The combination with an elevator car,

of an elevator door, mechanism independent 130
of the motion of the car foi opening the same>
an electro-magnetic device, a switch upon the
car for operating the same, a movable element
adapted to be moved into the path-of the car
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by said electro-magnetic device, said car be-,

ing adapted to engage the same to throw said

door opening mechanism iDto operation, and

a switch controlled by said door for throwing

5 on and off the motive power.

23. The combination with an elevator car,

/of an elevator door adapted to be opened
through the agency of the moving car, an elec-

tric switch controlled by said door, an electro-

i o magnetic device controlled by said switch, and
motive mechanism adapted to move said car,

controlled by said electro-magnetic device.

24. The combination with an elevator car

of a series of contact terminals located thereon

IS and connected respectively through electro-

magnetic devices located at the several floors,

a contact arm adapted to make contact with

any one of said terminals to close circuit

through the respective electro-magnetic de-

vices, and mechanism controlled by said elec : 20

tro-maghetic devices for bringing the elevator

car to rest opposite the respective floors.

. In witness whereof we hereunto subscribe

our names this 27th day of October, A. D.

1893.
LEROY S. BUFFINGTON.
WALTER CLYDE JONES.

Witnesses:
George L. Cragg,
Geo, S. Buell.
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JAMES COOPER, OF CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, James Cooper, a citizen

of the United States, residing at Chicago, in

the county of Cook and State of Illinois, have
5 invented certain new and useful Improve-

ments in Elevator Safety Devices, of which
the following is a specification.

My invention relates to safety devices for

elevators and has for its object to provide an
io improved device which, when used in connec-

tion with an elevator car, prevents said car
from being started when the elevator door is

open.
Referring to the accompanying drawings,

15 Figure 1 is a view of the elevator shaft and
driving mechanism of an ordinary hydraulic
elevator with my device in position. Fig. 2

is a section on line 2—2 Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a
section on line 3—3 Fig. 2.

20 Like letters refer to like parts throughout
the several figures.

In Fig. 1 1 have shown a view of an elevator
shaft with the elevator car omitted, the driving
mechanism being of the ordinary hydraulic

25 type. The controlling ropes or cables A A
pass through the car and move in the ordinary
manner by means of a lever on the car. The
ends of these cables are attached to the cross
piece A', pivoted to the support A2

. Rigidly
30 attached to the cross piece is the arm A3 con-

nected to the bell crank lever A4 by the rod
A5

. The other end of the leverA4
is coirhected

to the valve rod B, said connection being made
in the ordinary manner by a sliding block.

35 The valve rod B projects beyond the bell
crank lever A4 and extends into the tube B2

.

A notch B s in said valve rod (see Fig. 3) is lo-

cated so that it will come opposite the pin B4

when the valve is closed. Said pin B4 works
40 in a hole in tube B2 and is attached to one end

of the box or frame B 5 surrounding the tube
B2 and working in the guides B 6

. A spiral
spring B 7 tends to keep the pin B 4 from en-
tering the notch B3

. A coil spring B 8 has one
45 end attached to the frame B5

, the other end
being fastened to the flexible cord C which
extends to the top of the elevator shaft, and
is fastened to hook C\ C2 C 2 are guides for
cord C. Each elevator door is provided with

50 an arm C 8
, the cord C passing through a hole

in the end of each arm. Auy suitable device
may be substituted for the coil spring B8

which will allow the cord C to move a greater
distance than the frame B5

, and at the same
time exert a pull on said frame so as to keep 55
the pin B4 in the notch B3 when said cord is

moved by the opening of one of the doors.

My device may be used in connection with
any sort of a valve, the only requirement be-

ing that the rod B is moved as the valve 60
moves. In ease the elevator is run by an elec-

tric motor, this rod B would be attached to the
rheostat arm so that it would be locked when
the elevator door is open.

It is evident that the several parts may be 65
altered in form, construction and arrange-
ment without departing from the spirit of my
invention, and I therefore do not wish to be
limited to the exact construction shown.
The use and operation of iny invention are 70

as follows : When the elevator doors are closed

the cord C is suspended as shown in Fig. 1,

and the spiral spring B7 keeps the pin B4 from
engaging the valve rod B by entering the notch
B3 when the valve is closed, and hence the op- 75
erator in the car can m6ve the controlling le-

ver or rope and hence the valve, and stop or

start the car at will. If now the car is stopped
at one of the floors and the door opened, the
arm C8 attached to said door carries the cord 80
C with it (see Fig. 1) and thus shortens the
cord. The frame B5 and hence pin B 4 is pulled
forward and, since the elevator is stopped, said

pin enters the notch B3 in the valve rod B.
As this distance is very small some device 85
must be used in connection with the frame
that will allow the cord to be moved until the
door is fully opened. Of course any suitable

device may be used, the one shown in the
drawings consisting of a coil spring B* having 90
one end attached to the frame B5

. As the
cord C shortens, said spring allows its motion
to continue after the pin B 4 and frame B5

cease to move. The spring as it is pulled out,

is wound up so that it exerts a pull on the 95
frame B 5 and keeps the pin B 4 in the notch B3

while the door is open. When said pin is in

said notch this valve rod is held rigid, and
hence the valve cannot be moved so as to start

the car. As the door is closed the cord C re- ico
turns to its normal position, and when the
said cord hangs straight the tension is taken
from 'the frame B5 and the spiral spring B 7

moves the pin out of the notch B 3 and frees
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the valve rod B. The operator can now start
the car.

As described above, the valve locking de-
vice may be said to consist of two parts, viz:

5 the valve rod B and pin B4
, which move freely

with relation to each other while the valve is

open and which are adapted to be locked to-

gether when the valve is closed. It is evi-

dent that the result may be accomplished in

xo a different manner than, that shown in the
drawings although I deem such illustration

sufficient to show the nature of my invention.
It will thus be seen that I have here a device

which prevents the elevator operator from
15 starting the car until the door is closed, thus

avoiding the danger of having persons injured
by starting' to pass through the door after the
car is in motion.

It is evident that iny device'cair. be. used in

20 connection with any sort of a" valve, and that
it may also be used in connection with, a rhe-

ostat arm or the like in case of electric ele-

vators.

I claim

—

^5 1. The combination in an elevator appara-
tus of a motor- mechanism, a moving element
bf which said motor inechanismis controlled,

a rod attached to said moving element and
pz©vided -with a* single notch, a pin which is

opposite said notch only when the motor meeh- 30
anism is stationary, but normally out of en-

gagement with said, notch, and connections
between said pin and the elevator doors, said

connections being unbroken both when the
doors are open and closed whereby the pin is 3 5

forced into said notch when one of the doors
is open, and the valve is closed.

2. The combination with the driving mech-
anism of an elevator, of a moving element by
which said driving mechanism is controlled, 40
a locking device for said moving element com-
prising two parts which move freely with re-

lation to each other at all times when the driv-

ing mechanism is in motion but which are
adapted to be locked together when thedriv- 45
ing mechanism is at rest, and connections be-

tween said locking device and the elevator

doors said connections being unbroken both
when the doors are open and closed whereby
the moving element is locked when one of the 5c

elevator doors is open and said moving" ele-

ment is in the position that brings the driv-

ing mechanism to rest.

JAMES COOPER.

Witnesses:
Donald M.
Walter J.

Carter,
Gunthoep.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Wellington P. Kid-

der, a citizen of the United States, residing at
Boston, in the county of Suffolk and State of

5 Massachusetts, have invented a certain new
and useful Improvement in Safety Devices for

Elevators, of which the following is a specifi-

cation, reference being had to the accompany-
ing drawings.

io This improvement relates to that class of
safety devices for elevators wherein the hoist-
ing apparatus cannot beset in motion while a
well-door is open^nor a well-door opened while
the car is in motion; and its object is to pro-

15 vide a device of this kind which will be very
reliable, cheaply made, easily applied, and not
likely to get out of ofder.
To these ends the invention consists in the

mechanism hereinafter more particularly de-
20 scribed and then definitely claimed at the end

hereof.

In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1

represents a vertical section of an elevator
well and car provided with my improvement

25 and with part of the front of the car broken
away. Fig. 2 is a vertical section on the line

xx, Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a similar section with
some of the parts in a different position. Fig.
4 is a bottom plan of the car. Fig. 5 is an ele-

30 vation of part of the front of the car. Figs.

6 and 7 are modifications which will be more
fully described hereinafter. Fig. 8 is an en-
larged detail of a latch-operator.

Referring now to the details of the draw-

35 ings by figures, 1 represents the well pro-
vided with doors 2, each having a bar or pro-

jection 3 thereon and sliding on guides 4.

Fastened by screws or otherwise to the lower
guides are L-shaped brackets 6, the horizontal

40 partformingaguidefora wire or rod Therein-
after further described, and a support for a
door- fastener or a latch 8 pivoted at 9 to the
vertical part of the bracket 6, and normally
dropping behind the end of the bar 3, whereby

45 the door is prevented from being opened as
long as the latch is down, as shown in the
lower part of Fig. 1.

The wire or rod 7 may be suspended from

a lever 10, from the opposite end of which
hangs a weight 11 to keep the wire taut, or a 50
spring 12 may be employed for the same pur-
pose, or both weight and spring may be used
if preferred. The lower end of the wire is

connected to a bell-crank lever 13, carrying a
weight 14, which should be heavy enough to 55
overcome the weight 11 or spring 12, or both
of them if both are employed. The lower end
of the lever forms a detent 13', which engages
with a notch 16' in the pulley 16, whioh rep-

resents the ordinary pulley commonly used to 60
move the valve shaft or stem 17. These two
coacting parts—the detent and the notched
pulley—thus form a lock, as they prevent any
movement of the valve.

Attached to the bottom of the car 15 is a 65
block 18, and pivoted at 19 to said block is a
lever 20, carrying a foot-piece 21 and a catch
22, both pivoted to said lever, as shown. The
upper end of the catch 22 works in a guide 23
and is toothed, as shown at Fig. 8. Its lower 70
end is acted on by a spring 25, the fixed end
of which is secured to the block 18.

Firmly secured to the wire 7 in any con-
venient manner are blocks 26, one at each
door, and they are so arranged that when a 75
latch is lifted, so as to allow a door to open,
said latch bears on the under side of the block
just above it and moves the wire upward.
The operation is as follows: Supposing the

car is just about to stop or has stopped, the 80
operator presses his foot upon the foot-piece

21, which depresses the lever 20 and the catch

22, causing one of the teeth of the latter to

catch on the short end of the latch 8, and thus
through the block next above it, raising the 85
wire 7, which will operate the bell-crank lever

13, and cause the detent 13' to enter the
notch 16' in the pulley or disk 16, and thus
lock the valve shaft or stem from turning.

When in this pbsition, the welkdoor opposite 90
the car can be opened, and when opened the
bar or stop 3 will hold the latch 8 in its raised

position, which in turn, will keep the wire 7

raised, and the latter will hold the detent 13'

in the-notch 16' in the pulley 16, so that as 95
long as the door is open the valve of the hoist-
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ing apparatus cannot be operated, but when
the door is closed the latch will descend, thus
allowing the detent 13' to leave the notch 16'

uuder the force of the weight 14.

5 From the foregoing it will be seen that this

apparatus forms a perfect lock for the valve,

the movement of which is governed entirely

by the position of the weli-doors, so that the

valve cannot be operated while a well-door is

to open; nor can any well-door be opened unless

the car is opposite said door aud the valve is

in the closed position, for if an attempt be
made to open" a well-door when the valve is

open and the car in motion the detent 13' will

15 come in contact with the periphery of the pul-

ley and will thus bo prevented from moving
sufficiently to allow of theopening of the door,

and perfect safety is thus secured under all

circumstances.
20 Instead of the weight or spring for keeping

the wire taut, I may sometimes use a return-

wire, as shown in Fig. 6, in which case a T-
shaped lever 13" will have to be used, or in-

stead of a wire I may use a stiff rod 7', as

25 shown in Fig. 7?

Instead of making the notch 16' in the or-

dinary pulley on the valve-stem, I may use a
separate disk or casting of suitable form con-

nected with said shaft. For convenience in

30 drawing the claims, I shall call said pulley or

disk and the coacting detent a " valve-lock,"

for, as. before stated, they constitute a lock

that prevents the valve from being moved,
meaning to include in said term not only the

35 usual pulley on the valve shaft or stem, but
any device connected with said valve shaft or

stem by which the valve is locked fast by the
coaction of said device and a detent controlled

by the position of a well-door.

40 It is obvious that the wire shown in Fig. 1

and the rod shown in Fig. 7 both operate the

detent by tensile strain, and that stiffness is

not required, but either will accomplish the

desired object, and not only may a wire or rod

45 be employed, but a rope or chain, also, al-

though I prefer a wire.~In view of this and
in order to cover either form of device for op-

erating the detent, I shall in the following
claims refer to the wire or rod as a " detent-

50 operator/' except in specific claims, where the
" wire" may be specially mentioned, and mean
to include in such term either a wire, rod,

rope, chain, or equivalent device.

What I claim as new is

—

55 1. The combination in an elevator and with
a Well-door and the valve mechanism thereof,

of a door-fastener, a valye-loqk operating di-

rectlj7 upon said valve mechanism and inde-

pendent of the operating rope, and interme-
60 diate connections between the valve-lock and

door -fastener for holding the valve locked
when the fastener is in position to allow the
door to be opened, substantially as described.

2. The combination in an elevator and with

65 a well-door and the valve mechanism thereof,

of a door-fastener, a valve-lock operating di-

rectly upon said valve mechanism and inde-

pendent of the operating rope, intermediate
connections between the valve-lock and door-

fastener for holding the valve locked when 70

the fastener is in position to allow the door to

be opened, and a car provided with means for

operating the door-fastener, substantially as

described.

S. The combination in an elevator and with 75
a well-door and the valve mechauism thereof,

of a door-fastener, a valve-lock operating di-

rectly upon said valve mechanism and inde-

pendent of the operating rope, intermediate
connections between the valve-lock aud door- 80

fastener for holding the valve locked when
the fastener is in position to allow the door to

be opened, and a car provided with means
operated by the foot for operating the door-

fastener, substantially as described. S5

4. The combination in an elevator and with
a well-door and the valvo-operatin'g mechan-
ism thereof, of a door-fastener, a valve-lock,

intermediate connections between the valve-
lock and door-fastener for holding the valve 90
locked when the fastener is in position to al-

low the door to be opened, a car, a foot-lever

thereon, and a notched catch carried and op-

erated by said foot lever and operating on the

fastener, substantially as described. 95
5. The combination in an elevator and with

the well-door and the fastener thereof, of a
car, a foot-lever and a toothed catch for op-

erating the fastener, substantially as de-

scribed. 100

6. The combination in anelevator and with
a well-door and the valve-operating mechan-
ism thereof, of a door-fastener, a valve-lock,

intermediate connections between the valve-

lock and door- fastener, and a projection on 105
the well-door to hold the fastener in a raised

position, substantially as described.

7. The combination in an elevator and with
a well-door and the valve-operating mechan-
ism thereof, of a door-fastener, a valve-lock, 1 10

intermediate connections between the valve-

lock aud door-fastener, a projection on the
well-door to hold the fastener in a raised po-

sition and the locking device in engagement,
substantially as described. 1 1$

8. The combination in an elevator and with
a well-door and the valve mechanism thereof,

of a door-fastener, a valve-lock operating di-

rectly upon said valve mechanism and inde-

pendent of the operating rope, a deteut-oper- 120

ator moved by said fastener and operating
the valve-lock, substantially as described.

9. The combination in anelevator and with '

a well-door and the valve-operating mechan-
ism thereof, of a door-fastener, a detent-oper- 125
ator moved by said fastener,, and a detent con-

nected with the detent-operator, and a disk
on the valve-shaft or stem having a notch to

receive the detent, substantially as described.

10. The combination in an elevator and with 130
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the well-doors and car thereof, of a wire 7

running parallel with said doors, blocks 2G

on saidwi re, latches Sfor fasteuing the doors

closed operated by said blocks, a tension de-

vice for keeping the wire taut, a lever 13 pro-

vided with a detent 13', and a disk 16 on the

valve-shaft having a notch 1G' to receive the

detent, all substantially as described.

In testimony whereof I affix my signature,

in the presence of two wituesses, this 27th day io

of April, 1805.

WELLINGTON P. KIDDER.

Witnesses:
William J. Miller,
R. S. Barrows.
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To all whom it may coficern:
Be it known that I, Charles A. Darkness,

of Providence, in the county of Providence
and State of Rhode Island, have invented cer-

5 tain new and useful Improvements in Eleva-
tors, of which the following is a specification.

My invention relates to certain new and
useful improvements in elevators and devices
for controlling the movements thereof.

io Among the various objects of the invention
are, first, the providing of certain connections
between the cage and valve moving devices
whereby the said valve-moving devices will

be sensible of the slightest movement of the

15 operating-rope; second, the provision of a
manipulating or operating rope which will

not be subjected to any vibrations or jerks
resulting from the stopping or starting of .the

cage; third, the provision of means to com-
20 pensate for the slightest lengthening or short-

ening of the operating-rope; fourth, the pro-
vision of means supplemental to the operat-
ing-rope for effecting the movements of tiie

cage and for slopping it, either at will or au-
25 tomatically; fifth, the provision of means

supplemental to the operating-rope for stop-
ping the movements of the cage when it has
reached the highest or lowest point in its

travel; sixth, the provision of means whereby
30 all the doors leading into the well are auto-

matically locked against movement during
the travel of the cage and can be opened only
when the cage is at rest at predetermined
points; seventh, the provision of means for

35 locking the cage against movement while the
door is open; eighth, the provision of means
for audibly notifying persons on various floors

when the cage is in motion, and, ninth, the
provision of other novel features of eonstruc-

40 tion and arrangement of pails for the perfec-
tion of an elevator, as will hereinafter be de-

' scribed and pointed out.

Reference is to be had to the annexed draw-
ings and to the letters marked thereon, fonn-

45 ing a part of this specification, the same let-

ters designating the same parts or features,
as the case may be, wherever they occur.
Figure 1 is a side view of an elevator-cage,

showing one way of arranging the operating-
50 rope and connecting it'withthe counterweight.

Fig. 2 is a plan view showing the operating-
ropo and the drum for shifting the valve.

Fig. 3 is a front elevation, partly in section,

of the compensating devices for the operating-
rope. Figs. 4 and 5 show the operating-rope 5^
as having its ends rigidly secured to the wall
of the well. Figs. and 7 show the operating-.

rope as secured to the counterweight and op-
erating the valve -drum by supplemental
ropes. Fig. 8 is a view showing in detail the 60
supplemental rope for effecting the opening
and closing of the valve when the cage is at

predetermined points. Fig. !) is a plan view
of the rack and appurtenances. Fig. 10 is a
perspective view of a part of the same. Fig. 65
11 shows a modification in respect to the sup-
plemental means for effecting the stoppage
of the cage. Figs. 12, 13, and 11 show a modi-
fied means for stopping the travel of < he cage.
Fig. 15 shows in detail an arrangement where- 70
by the valve is automatically operated by the
cage and by the counterweight, respectively,

when the cage has reached its lowest and
highest points of travel. Fig. 10 shows an
arrangement of parts whereby all of the cor- 75
ridor or landing doors are simultaneousry
locked and unlocked against movement at

predetermined times. Fig. 17 shows a slight

modification in respect to the locking means
that are employed in the construction shown 80
in Fig. 10. Fig. 18 is a diagrammatic view
showing the buzz for notifying persons of the

moving of the cage. Figs. 1!), 20, 21, and 22

show the means for closing the electric cir-

cuit whereby the buzz is sounded. 85

Referring to the drawings, the cage is uni-

formly designated by A, it being one of '.be

ordinary types, suspended in the usual way
upon the end of a flexible cable, chain, or other
suspensory B,which latter passes over sheaves go

(see Fig. 15) and has its opposite end secured
to a stationary point, there being a counter-
weight D hung from a sheave C suspended
from the cable B. The cage may rise and fall

in suitable guides and its movement may be 95
effected by a motor of any of the ordinary
kinds now commonly used. I have conven-
tionally illustrated at E a valve-rod which may
be connected to a change or reversing valve
controlling a steam or hydraulic cylinder and 100

piston for operating mechanism by which the

cage is raised and lowered. If desired, an
electric motor controlled by said rod may bo
used. The rod E is provided with rack tefcth
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at one side with which mesh the teeth of a
pinion F rigid with a drum 6 on a shaft G2

.

The rod, the pinion, and the drum, which
are shown as one form of stop and start mech-
anism for the motor, may be varied to suit the
particular form of motor that it may he de-
sired to employ.

Heretofore the valve has been operated in

some cases by an endless rope, traveling with
10 the and connected directly with the

counterweight, and passing around operat-
ing-sheaves at the bottom of the well. This is

an excellent arrangement, as it takes all lon-

gitudinal strain off the operating-rope, and
15 yet it is not applicable to the many elevator

apparatuses in which the counterweight is so
arranged, by doubling the suspensory, as to

run but half the travel of the car. Hence, by
my improvements, the operating -rope is

20 passed around a pulley on the counterweight,
and has its ends secured to the well or hatch-
way wall, so that although the suspensory be
doubled, yet the shortened travel of the coun-
terweight is compensated for.

25 The operating or valve-controlling rope is

indicated by a, and passes around a hand-con-
trolled wheel b on the cage. This wheel may
be operated in any convenient way and may
be provided with devices for holding it sta-

30 tionary at any point in its revolution. The
rope a has its ends secured to the well-walls.

as in Figs. 4 and 5, or to a weight sliding in

guides on the well-wall, as illustrated in Figs.

1 and 3,. from whence they pass over small

35 sheaves c c depending from the counter-
weight D, thence downward around station-
arily-mounted sheaves c' c', under sheaves c2

c2 and around the wheel b. When the cage is

moving upwai'd, the counterpoise will move
40 downward a distance half that traversed by

the cage, so that the rope is free to move with
the cage under the sheaves c' ci

.

One half of the rop6 a passes around a pul-
ley d and the other around a pulley d', the

45 said pulleys d' d being each secured to the
end of the valve-operating means which, in
this case, are ropes secured to the drum g.

The pulleys d d' are mounted on shafts cZ
5

which slide transversely of their axes in

50 grooves d'
] in a guide-frame II, which is se-

cured to the floor in any suitable way. This
guide-frame II will be hereinafter further
described in connection with Figs. 13 and 14.

One rope d2 passes in one direction around
55 the drum and the other d* around the drum

in the other direction, so that if one rope is

subjected to a longitudinal pull the drum will

be rotated in one direction, and if the other
rope is pulled the drum will be rotated in the

60 other direction, so that the valve will be
either opened or closed, as the case may be.

Thus, if the hand-controlled wheel b be ro-

tated in the direction of the arrow, the left-

hand side of the rope a will be taken up (the

65 right-hand side being paid out in accordance
therewith) so that the pulley (/' is drawn for-

ward and the pulley/7 is drawn backward.

thereby causing the drum G to be rotated in
the direction of the arrow and the rod E to

be moved upward. The rope a moves freely 70
past the pulleys when the cage is in motion,
yet the latter are sensitive to the slightest

movement of the hand-controlled wheel b. -

In order to compensate for any longii ndinal
movement of the ends of the rope a, I may 75
attach them to a cross-bar a' which lies be- .

tween four upright spring-pressed ba^s r/\ A
weight, a" is attached to the cross-bars ' so as

to keep the rope a taut. The spring-pressed
bars are mounted in a frame a\ which latter So

is secured to one of the walls of the well.

It is apparent that, if desired, as hereto-

fore stated, the rope n may have its ends se-

cured by eyebolts «"' to the walls of the well.,

as illustrated in Figs. 4 and 0. 85

Referring to Figs. G and 7, it will be seen
how the rope a maybe materially shortened.
The ropes (/'- and d*, or chains if desired,

which are secured to the drum, (not shown,)
are of considerable length and pass around 50
pulleys d* in the bottom of the well. The
rope a passes down around the pulleys d d\
thence upward over pulleys dr

', under pul-

leys fZ
fi

, up over pulleys ( : l-:i the.counter-
weight 1) and having its ends finally se- 95
cured to the eyebolts a 5

. In all of these fig-

ures the line a is what is termed a ''running
rope*'—that is, a rope which travels with the

car, in contradistinction to a "standing line,"

or a line relatively to which the car travels, too

It is well known to those practically ac-

quainted with elevators that it is freipuently

impossible to stop the elevator at the proper
point, and that when the cage is traveling at

a high rate of speed the machinery is sub- 105

jected to sudden and severe strains when it

is desired to stop its ascent or descent by
means of the operating-rope, and the passen-

gers subjected to a disagreeable shock when
the cage is brought to a sudden rest. Hence 1 10

I employ a flexible means supplemental to

the hand-operating devices for automatically
stopping the car at predetermined points. I

have shown several mechanisms for accom-
plishing this purpose, they being illustrated 115

in Figs. 8 to 14.

Referring first more particularly to Figs. 8

to 10, e is a single ropehaving one end secured
to a wheel /on the cage, which latter is ro-

tated by means of a lever/', as shown in 120

dotted lines. The other end of the rope is

secured to the counterweight D so that as

one end rises the other end falls, and vice

versa, the rope passing around pulleys e' e-

secured to the well -walls near the bottom 125

thereof. The rope n has one -half passed
around a drum </ which is mounted on a shaft

(j journaled in any suitable bearings in the

cellar or in the bottom of the well. A pinion

<j- is keyed or otherwise secured to shaft g', 130

and meshes with a rack-bar /< which slides in

suitable guides. (Not shown.)
It will be seen that if rope a is drawn in one

direction the rack-bar will be moved by live
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drum and pinion in the other direction, and
vice versa. The rack-bar is secured to par-
allel side bars //' provided with cross-pieces 7i

2

corresponding to the number of landings at

5 the side of the elevator-well.

i is a dog pivoted on a cross-shaft /' and
lying above the path of the cross-bars 7i

a
7i

2
.

The dog is provided with an extension i'
2 on

which is journaled a loose pulley i
s

, and which
10 is also provided with a weight i\ the purpose

of which weight is to overcome the tendency
' in the sudden starting of the car to throw the
dog into engagement with the cross-bar 7<

2
.

The rope e passes from the pulley i
a and up

15 over the pulley e', so that if the lever/' be
moved to the right the rope will be wound
on the wheel /, thereby lifting pullej' i

s and
throwing the dog i down, so that it will en-

gage with the next cross-piece Ir as the side
20 bars move past. This stops the movement of

the rack-bar and prevents the pinion <y
2 and

druln (j from rotating, but as the cage and
counterweight still continue to move, one
valve-controlling pulley d will be drawn for-

25 ward and the other drawn back, so that the
drum G is rotated in one direction or the other
and the valve shifted. The pinion, rack, and
cross-bars are so related to the travel of the
cage that the cross-bars correspond to the

30 landings and stop the elevator at the proper
place. The cross-bars are made adjustable,
each being provided with slots 7<

3 through
which bolts 7t

4 pass into cross-bars It
5 h5

,
(see

Fig. 10,) and into the parallel side bars K' h'.

35 The cross-bars 7i
5

It:' can be moved apart and
secured in place at any points relatively to

each other and to the iron bar 7i
2 by the bolts

7;
4.w\ counterbalancing-spring/2

is employed
to make it comparatively easy for the opera-

40 tor to manipulate the lever /' to throw the
dog i into the path of the cross-bar W.
Referring to Fig. 11, a different mechanism

is shown for accomplishing the automatic
stopping of the elevator-cage. The rope a

45 passes between stationarily-mounted devices
for engaging it, consisting of a stationary bar
j suitably mounted in the wall of the eleva-
tor-shaft and a clamp j'. The latter is se-

cured to a lever k pivoted at k' and provided
50 with a counterbalaneing-weight k* and a pul-

ley 7v
!
. The supplemental running rope e is

secured toav heel/ and ^o the counterweight,
as in Fig. S,and causes the stationarily-mount-
ed device,/ to engage the rope a, and thereby

55 shift the stop and start mechanism. Rigid
with the wheel/ is a lever/3 and an antifric-

tion-wheel /*, which latter rests against a
guide-rail 7 extending from the top to the bot-
tom of the elevator-well* At each floor it is

60 bent outward, as at V , so that when the cage
reaches that point the lever/ 3

is pressed out-
ward by the lever /'. the rail permitting it,

thereby lengthening the rope e and allowing
pulley k3 to drop, whereby the weight 7c

2 causes
65 the clamp/ to grip the rope a against the

cross-bar j. This draws one pulley d forward

and allows the other to move backward, the

same as in Fig. 8, thereby shifting the valve.

For the sake of clearness and convenience
I have shown a device for clamping but one 70
part of the rope to stop the car in its move-
ment in one direction, but it will be under-
stood that in actual pi^actice I employ two
clamping devices,one for each side of the rope,

so as to stop the car in either of its move- 75
ments. In Figs. 12, 13 and 14 I show a
slightly-modified device for stopping the car.

In this case the rope a passes around the pul-

leys c2
, d and c', being secured to the counter-

weight D at its ends. The rope e is secured 80

to the wheel /, which is rigidly mounted on a
shaft /2 projecting through the side of the
cage, there being a lever /' secured to the
shaft on the inner end thereof for rotating
the said shaft and wheel whereby the rope e 85

is drawn in or paid out. The latter passes
from the wheel/down under pulley e

4
, around

the pulley e3
, back around pulley e

5
, under

pulley e6 up to the counterweight D. The
pulley e3 is connected through the medium of 90
a link e' to one end of a sliding frame e

s
, there

being a helical spring e
9 to keep the fram

drawn back. (See Figs. 12 and 13.) This
construction serves, among other things, as a
rope-tightener to the rope e—that is, as a 95
means for keeping the rope e taut.

In Fig. 14 I have shown a way in which the
spring e9 may be interposed between a head
e14 on the end of the link e' and the frame e8

and operate with the same effect as before 100

explained.
The frame e8 has grooves or slots ew in its

sides corresponding to the grooves in the sWe
flanges of the guide-frame II, so that the axles
of the pulleys d d' can slide freely back and 105

forth therein as the rope a is drawn in and
paid out for shifting the valve-rod or stop-

and-start mechanism. When the valve is

open, one pulley is in a forward position and
the other is some distance behind it, so that no
when it is desired to close the valve, it is

merely necessary to draw the frame forward,
and the end walls of the slots e10 will cause
both pulleys to come to a state of rest in the
position shown in Fig. 13, as will readily be 115

understood. The spring e
9 also serves to nor-

mally hold the frame e8 in the position shown
in Fig. 13, so that the pulleys d d' are free to

slide back .and forth for opening the valve.
' The frame e

s constitutes a device for opcr- 120

atingthe stop-and-start mechanism, and is, as
said, provided with a loose pulley es, around
which the supplemental running line e passes
to operate it. In all of these devices it will

be observed that I have provided an operative 125
running line connected with the car and co-

acting with stationarily-mounted devices for

operating the stop-and-start mechanism.
By " stationarily mounted" I mean that the
devices are not connected with the car so as 130
to travel therewith, but are mounted on sup-

ports which are stationary; and also that I
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have "provided means for automatically oper-
ating, the stationarily-inoimted devices when
the eiige has reached a predetermined point
in its travels. In Figs. 11 and 12 the means

5 consists of the offset guide-rail and the lever

f'-\ and in Fig. 8 it consists of the traveling
rack and the dog i. By the said means the
cage may be automatically stopped at any
landing by the operative drawing upon the

io lever /', as will be cleanly understood; and
in Figs. 11 and 12 the supplemental rope is

locked against movement relatively to the car,

except when the lever/3
is opposite one of the

offsets in the cam track or rail.

1 5 I also employ means for locking all the cor-
• ridor-doors during the movement of the cage,

as is illustrated in detail in Figs. 10 and 17.

In this instance the means is operated me-
diately by the operating-rope a through the

20 medium of the drum G and its supporting-
shaft,and is so constructed and arranged that
when the valve is partially or entirely open
locking devices are so shifted that they he in

the path of each door and prevent the move-
25 ment.

Referring to Fig. 1G, it will be seen that a
rope or chain n is employed, supplemental to

ropes a and e, (not shown,) which passes
around a sheave o at the top of the well or

30 hatchway, a sheave d at the bottom of the
well, and a guide-sheave o~, having the axis
substantially in the horizontal plane of the
axis of the sheave 0. Then the rope has its

ends secured to a sheave .o
3

, which is keyed
35 or otherwise rigidly secured to the shaft, to

which drum G is also rigidly secured.
n' n~ are cable attachments or clips clamped

.to the rope n, respectively, slightly above
and beloAv the upper and lower sills of the

40 corridor-door and lying in the vertical planes
of the door. Each attachment or clip is pro-
vided with a projection ?r

3
, which moves down

into the path of the door-sill when the cable
is shifted vertically, so that if the cable moves

45 downwai'd clip n' drops into the path of the
door, and if the cable is drawn upward clip

?<
2 rises with it so as to engage the vertical

side bar of the door. Thus the doors are ef-

fectually locked against movement when the
50 valve is shifted and the car is in motion.

It sometimes haiuxms that the engineer or
mechanic must get into the avcII or get on top
of the cage to repair some parts, and this

latter cannot be done unless the top of the

55 cage is below the landing, at which time the
door is locked. Hence it is necessary that
one or more of the clips be provided with a
projection that can be slipped out from be-
hind the door, so as to allow it to be opened.

60 In Fig. 17 I have shown a lower clip ??
4 as

being provided with a laterally-extending off-

set n5
, the clip being rigidly clamped on the

cable or rope n. Above the stationary clip

)i
}
is a vertically-sliding clip nr

', ha\ \ng a pro-

65 'jection rJ* for engaging the door, and an off-

set n* similar to that at n\ The clip n* is

held in position by a spring nn, there beinr

a bolt ?i
fl

, which limits the vertical movement
of said clip.

When the cable is moved upward in the 70
operation of shifting of the valve, pin ?i

3 en-

gages the edge of the door; but it can be
moved down out of engagement therewith to

open the door when that becomes necessary,
the spring forcing it back in place after the 75
door is again shut.

Above the door are two stationarily- se-

cured clips n" n", with a freely-sliding bolt

or pin, which is held down by force of grav-
ity, so that no spring is needed. When this 80

pin is in engagement with the door by reason
of the shifting of the rope n it can be slid up
out of engagement with the door by hand.

In oi-der to reduce the travel of the supple-
mental line the sheave o3

is of a reduced di- 85

ameter, so that when the drum is rotated the
line will move a distance less than the dis-

tance the main rope travels. The parts are
so arranged that the supplemental line will

move just enough to carry the pins n s behind 90
the doors.

In order to prevent too great vertical move-
ment of the cage and prevent any accident .

which might happen if the operating-ropes a
and e should become broken ordisabled, I em- 95
ploy means supplemental thereto for bring-
ing the cage to a state of rest at its highest
and lowest points of travel respectively. In
Fig. 15 such means are illustrated. A rope
or chain q is attached to a drum G' supple- 100

mental to drum G (not shown in said figure)

and rigid with its supporting-shaft G-. It

passes around guide-sheaves r r' r2and is kept
taut by a weighted pulley r4

. The vertical

portions of the rope q are each provided witli 105

an attachment or clip q' q~, with which can
alternately engage a projection &•' on the cage.

When the cage is traveling downward and
has nearly reached its lowest point, projec-

tion s' will strike clip q
2 and shift the valve- no

rod in one direction, so as to stop the cage,
and a similar thing will happen when projec-

tion s on the counterweight D strikes clip q
during the upward movement of the cage.

In addition to the above-described safety 115

devices whereby the corridor-doors are auto-
matically locked I employ other safety de-

vices, consisting of means for audibly notifjr-

ing waiting passengers of the movement of
the car. This may be done by an electric 120

sounding device located on the cage or at the
top of the hatchway or well. I prefer in many
cases to place a sounding device on each
floor, and in Fig. 18 1 have shown the device
as so placed. The device may consist of a 125

"buzz" or of a bell having a sound different

from that of the signal or call bell on the cage.
In order that the sounding device may be
sounded while the car is in motion, I provide
a switch, moved by the operating-rope, for 130
closing the electric circuit in which the sound-
ing devi"e is located.

In Fig. 181 have illustrated somewhat con-

ventionally an electric circuit and a series of
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55
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-sounding devices, together with the switch'
which is operated by the valve- closing de-

vices. Referring to Figs. 1!' and 20, / / t arc
a series of soundingdeviccsconin'ctidin mul-
tiple arc in a circuit consisting of Avires i- t'

i
.

One Avire, /'..is electrically connected with the
shaft which supports the valve - operating
drum 't, and the other wire, P, is connected
wit'- /iot;- Ti :; plate it having two arc-like
.: rtf&et-surfaces 11 h'K . On the shaft G 3 and
electrically connected therewith is a metallic

disk r haA'ing a concentric arc-like contact-
surface r'. The contact -surfaces </' , 11- and
r'are so related that when the valve is closed

they will occupy the position shown in Figs.

10 and 20 and the circuit Avill be open; but if

the drum G is moved in the slightest degree
to open the valve the contact v

1

Avill engage
either contact 11 or fraud the circuit Avill be
closed, thereby causing the buzzes or signals

tto sound,which they will continue to do until

the valve is closed.

In Figs. 21 and 22 I have shown a modifi-
cation in which the circuit is closed by the
shafts of the pulleys d (V. In this case Avife

P is connected to a metallic strip ir\ and AA'ire

/
4
is connected to a similar strip ?;

4
. At 11? in

each metallic strip is a strip of insulating ma-
terial. The shafts of Avheels d if are metal-
lic, and rest against the said strips ir u\ ex-

cept AA'hen the valve is closed, when they Avill

rest against the insulating-strip u 5
. The in-

ner ends of the axies rest in grooves in a me-
tallic flange IT, so that they sliall be always
in electrical connection.
"When the valve is opened by the rope a

moA'ing the pullej's d d' the axles of the lat-

ter "will close the circuit through wire f', strip

u s
, flange II', strip » 4

, and A\ire '*, thereby
causing the signal to sound.
While I haATe herein described my inven-

tion and parts thereof as embodied in one or

several forms, yet it Avill be understood that
I do not limit myself to the devices shown,
as many changes may be made without de-
parting from the spirit and scope of my in-

vention.
Whenever I herein use the term "valve-

shifting devices" it Avill be understood that I

mean devices for starting and stopping the
motor of any kind or type.

I do not herein claim broadly a car-control-

ling device comprising a controlling-line, a
hand device for shifting said line, secondary
mechanism for shifting said line to stop the
motor, and means to prevent the operation
of said secondary mechanism, except when
the car is near a landing, as that forms the
Subject-matter of a claim in my co-pending
application, Serial Xo. 533,052, filed Janu-
ary 2, 1895.

What I claim is

—

1. In an elevator apparatus, a cage, a sus-

pensory therefor, a counter-weight, a stop and
start mechanism, an operating line connected
Avith the stop and start mechanism, devices on
the avcII Avail for compensating for the varia-

t ions in the length of the line, said line trav-
eling Avith the car, passing around a pulley
"on the counter-weight, and having its ends se- 70
cured to said compensating devices on the
Avail of the Avell or hatclnvay.

2. In an elevator, the combination with' the
cage, a running operative linetraA'elingthci*e-
Avith, a stop and start mechanism for the mo- 75
tor, and tAvo movable pulleys connected with
the stop and start mechanism, and around
which the operative line passes, of a supple-
mental line traveling Avith the car, for draw-
ing said pulleys to a neutral position to effect So

a stopping of the car.
'>. In an elevator, the combination with the

cage, of a stop and start mechanism, a run-
ning operative rope, a stationarily mounted
device for shifting the operative ropeAvhere- 85
by the stop and start mechanism is operated,
and said device having a loose pulley, and \

supplemental running rope operated from
the cage and passing around said loose pulley
to operate said device. 90

4. In an elevator, the combination with the
cage, of a stop and start mechanism, a run-
ning operative rope connected therewith,
stationarily mounted devices adapted to en-
gage said rope, and a supplemental line for 95
operating said stationarily mounted devices
to engage, the rope and shift the stop and
start mechanism.

5. Tn an elevator, the combination with the
cage, of a stop and start mechanism for the 100
motor, a running rope connected with the
said mechanism and adapted to be moA*ed by
an. operative in the cage, a running line sup-
plemental to the rope for shifting the stop
and start mechanism independently thereof , 105
and means for automatically operating the
said supplemental line Avhen the car hag
reached a predetermined point in the travel,

substantially as set forth.

C. In an elevator, the combination with the no
cage, the suspensory, and the counterweight,
of the stopand start mechanism for the motor,
a rope for operating the said mechanism, and
a rope supplemental to that aforesaid and
connected to and traveling with the cage and 115
the counterweight, and also connected to the
stop and start mechanism for operating the
same, substantially as set forth.

7. In all elevator, the combination with the
cage, of a stop and start mechanism for the 120

motor, a running rope for operating said

mechanism to start the motor, a running rope
supplemental to said rope for operating said

mechanism to stop the motor, and means for

locking the said supplemental running rope 125

against movement relatively to the car except
at predetermined points, substantially as set

forth.

8. In aneiecator, the combination, with the
cage and a track extending up the elevator 130'

well and having offset or cut-away portions
corresponding to the landings, of a stop and
start mechanism for the motor, a rope for

operating said mechanism to stop the motor
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and devices on the cage for operating said
rope, said devices having means engaging the
said trackwhereby they can be operated only
Avhen the said means are opposite one of the

5 offset or cut-away portions of the said track,
substantially as set forth.

9. In an elevator, the combination with the
cage, a cam-track having offset or cut-away
portions, a stop and start mechanism for the

io motor, and a, rope, for operating said mech-
anism of a supplemental rope for operating
said mechanism to stop the motor, a wheel
for said supplemental rope on the cage, and
devices rigidly connected with said wheel

15 and engaging the cam track, Avhereby said

wheel cannot be rotated except when said de-
vices reach said offset portions substantially
as described.

10. In an elevator, the combination with
20 the cage, a cam track having offset portions

corresponding to the landings, and a stop and
start mechanism for the motor, of a rope for

operating said mechanism to stop the motor
and a wheel on the cage for said rope, and a

25 lever engaging said cam track, whereby it can
be moved on\y when opposite the offset por-
tions, substantially as set forth.

11. In an elevator, the combination witli

the cage and the stop and start mechanism
.30 for the motor, of the means on the cage for

operating said mechanism to start the motor
with different degrees of speed, and means
on the cage for stopping said car at an exact
predetermined" point irrespective of the speed

j5 of the cage, substantially as set forth.
12' Ih an elevator, a series of movable cor-

ridor doors, a cage, an operating line, a sup-
plemental line, attachments carried by said
supplemental line for simultaneously lpck-

40 ing said corridor doors, and means interposed
between the two lines whereby the supple

mental iine moves a distance less than the
travel of the operating line.

13. In an elevator, a cage, a counterweight,
and a suspensory, in combination with a stop 45
and start mechanism, a rope, connected there-

with and having clips or attachments, and
means carried by the counter ..-eight and cage,
respectively for engaging said cr^, c;or attach-

ments on said rope, substantially as s(* & ;; *h. 50
11. In an elevator, a cage, stop and start

mechanism- for the motor, two movable pul-

leys connected with said stop and start mech-
anism, a running rope passing around said
pulleys for moving them to operate the stop 55
and start mechanism, and means supple-
mental to said running rope for moving said
pulleys to a neutral position whereby the said

mechanism is brought to a non-active posi-

tion, and the movement of the car is stopped. 60

15. The combination with the cage, the op-

erating rope and the stop and start mech-
anism, of a sounding device, an electric cir-

cuit including said sounding device and a
contact movable by said operating rope for 65
closing said circuit for causing the sounding
device to operate during the movement of the
cage, substantially as set forth.

10. The combination with the traveling \
cage, of an electric circuit, an electric sound- 70
ing device in said circuit and means for clos-

ing said circuit during the travel of the cage,

•whereby the sounding device is continuously
actuated while the cage is in motion.

In testimony whereof I have signed my 75
name to this specification, in the presence of

two subscribing witnesses, this 5th day of

February, A. D. 1895.

CHARLES A. HARKNESS.
Witnesses:

Arthur W. Crossley,
C. C. Stecher.
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United States Patent Office.

CHARLES A. HARKNESS, OF PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND.

ELEVATOR.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 553,157, dated January 14, 1896.

Application filed January 7, 1895, Serial No. 534,165. 'No model. i

To all whom, it may concern:
Be it known that I, Charles A. IIarkness,

of Providence, in the county of Providence
and State of Rhode Island, have invented eer-

5 tain new and useful Improvements in Eleva-
tors, of which the following is a specification.

The present invention relates to means for

controlling the operation of elevators, and the
principal object is to establish such an inter-

io dependence between the motive power which
moves the car and the means of access to the
car that only under certain prescribed condi-
tions can the car be started and stopped or ac-

cess be had thereto.

1 5 Other objects are the provision of auxiliary
means for accelerating the speed of the car,,

for effecting a gradual stoppage of the same,
for obtaining a more direct connection be-
tween the devices in the car manipulated by

20 the attendant and the valve of .the motor, for

opening and shutting both doors in unison,
for directly connecting the line controlled
from within the car with the main valve, and
not through the medium of a pilot-valve, and

25 for perfecting the construction and mode of
operation of an elevator in various other parts.

In the accompanying drawings, which illus-

trate constructions embodying the invention,
means are shown for accomplishing all of the

30 above-recited objects.

Of the drawings, Figure 1 shows a sectional
view of a sufficient portion of a car and hatch-
way or well to displajr the controlling devices,
the car being represented as at a landing with

35 the car-door and the door of the hatchway
both closed and the former broken aAvay, and
also a portion of the side of the car broken
out. Fig. 2 shows a section on the line 2 2 of
Fig. 1. Fig. 3 shows a section on the line 3 3

•40 of Fig. 1. Fig. i shows a sectional view of a
modified form of means for manipulation by
the attendant. Fig. 4a is an enlarged view of
parts shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 5 shows a hori-
zontal section of the'ear and hatchway, illus-

45 trating a modified form of connection between
the hatchway-door and the motor-controlling
devices. Fig. G shows a similar view of an-
other modification; Fig. 7 shows a view simi-
lar to Fig. 3, illustrating means for graduating

50 the stoppage of the car. Fig. 8 shows an in-

terior elevation of the same. Fig. 9 shows a
sectional view similar to Figs. 3 and 7, illus-

trating a modification in the locking arrange-
ment. Fig. 10 shows a section on line lu 10

of Fig. 9. Fig. 11 shows a detail of one lri^m- 55
ber of the modified locking arrangement.
Figs. 12 and 13 show further details of this

modified locking arrangement, one being f»n

edge view and the other aside view. Fig. i4

shows a diagrammatical view of a complete 60

system. Figs. 15 and 10 show modified foimis

of clutching means hereinafter partionlarh
described.

Referring first to Figs. 1, 2 and 3, the letter

a designates one side of the car; a', the floor 65
of the car; a2

, the sliding door of the car; h,i\

corner-post of the hatchway ; ft', the front of

the hatchway, and ft
2 the door thereof. The

doors a2 and ft*
2 are opcratively connected by

interlocking ribs a3 andft8
, so that theopeniiiir 70

of the door aa opens the door ft
2

.

Through the side a of the car there extends
a shaft or spindle having affixed upon it in-

side the car a balance-wheel c, and outside
the car a sprocket-wheel c' and a toothed de- 75
tent-wheel c3

. A handle d is loosely mounted
on said shaft within the car, the boss of said
handle being formed with a V-shaped notch
d' for engagement with a similarly shaped
projection d2 on the hub of a clutch-cone dA

, 80
entering a socket formed for it in the Avheel

c2 . It will be seen that by turning the handle
in either direction the coaction of the inclined

surfaces of the notch d" and projection rt* will

cause the clutch-cone to be moved against the 85
wheel c% and continued movement of said

handle will turn said Avheel and with it the
wheel c'. A feather (not shown) on the shaft
on which the cone moves forward insures the
cone movingoutward instead of turning. Af- 90
ter the car has been started the handle will

remain in the position to which it has been
moved, and the clutch-cone will release itself

and return to its original position relatively
to the handle—that is, with the projection c7* 95
lying in the notch d'.

On the outside of the earthcre are two idlers

e, one above and the othdr below the sprocket- -

wheel c', and a sprocket-chain e' is held in en-
gagement with said wheel by the idlers. Said 100
sprocket-chain is connected with the valve of
the motor and the car runs along 1 1. as along
the ordinary cable. It follows that the turn-
ing of the sprocket-wheel through the means
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within the car above described shifts the
valve.

The engagement of the controlling line or
chain e' with the hand operative means, which

5 in this instance consists of the hand operative
device or lever d and the wheel c', is such
that it" the latter be locked against movement
the line will he locked to The car to prevent
creeping, as will be hereinafter explained.

10 The wheel c may be also considered as a line

operative means and be rotated in any suit-

able way, although I generally employ the de-
vices hereinafter described.

. The sprocket-wheel is locked when the car

15 isat a landing and the doors are open through
the following-described devices: A toggle
composed of two members /and /' connects
the door b- with the post b, the member/' of

said toggle having a lateral arm /2 with a pin
20 f3 at its free end in engagement with a curved

slotted arm/4 pivoted at/5 to a bearing in the
post b.

There is a bar <y suspended on the outside
of the car by equal-lengthed links g and </",

25 and said bar has an elongated cross-head g
2

presenting a face for the lug/ 6 to act against
when the car is at a landing. A weighted
arm g

s on the journal of the link g' tends to

X)roject the bar outward toward the said lug.

30 The other link g" is extended, as at g
i

, for en-
gagement with the under edge of a long grav-
ity-pawl h, which overhangs the wheel c2 and
is formed with a stop-lug g

s for said link to en-
counter. When the hatchway-door is closed,

35 the link is against the lug and the pawl is

held up out of engagement with the wheel, as
shown in Fig. 1. The movement of the tog-

gle consequent upon the opening of the door
causes the lug / B to be thrown against the

40 cross-head g
% by the coaction of the pin f 3 and

the slotted arm/ 4
, and bar g is swung inward,

displacing the link g" and allowing the pawl
h to drop into engagement with the wheel ca

and lock the latter so long as the door is open.

45 Therefore the car cannot move away until the
door is closed.

From the foregoing it will be apparent that
I have provided locking devices under the
control of the door for positively locking and

50 releasing the line-operating means, so that
when the movable door is opened the car is

prevented from creeping.
To prevent stopping the car, except at land-

ings, a vertical strip /is fastened along the in-

55 side of the hatchway, and the clutch-cone d3

is equipped with an arm i' bent outward to
bear against said strip. At the landings said
strip has offsets r, which permit movement of
the clutch-cone, whereas at all other places

6a the strip constitutes a stop to movement of
said clutch-cone, and consequently to shift-

ing of the motor-valve.
Auxiliarj7 means for accelerating the speed

of the car by a fuller movement of the valve
65 than producible by manipulation of the han-

dle d arc provided as follows: The return-
ropeJ, which is continuous with the chain e',

extends along the outside of the car and be-
tween cam-shaped grippers j' rigidly and im-
movably mounted on hangers and f pivoted -jc

to hangers on the under side of the car-floor

a', said gripper j
2 being weighted on the outer

side of its pivot, as shown at j
3
, so as to have

a tendency to grip the rope between it and
the other gripper. A lever j

4
,
pivoted under 75

the car and having a weight superior to the
weight/5

, extends under the weighted arm of

the grippQr j
2,and normally holds the same

free of the rope, and the said lever j* has rest-

ing upon it the lower end of a pin j
3

,
project- 80

ing through the floor of the car and formed
with afoot-pressure knob ./'on its upper end.
By pressing with his foot on the said knob the
attendant causes the grippers to grip the rope,

and the latter to be then taken along with the 8$
car so that the valve is more fully opened and
the speed of the car accelerated.

In the modification shown in Fig. 4, the de-
tent-wheel c" and clutch-disk ~d" (slightly dif-

ferent in shape from that in Fig. 1.) are inside 9<>

the car, and no balance-wheel is used. ' In
some instances the balance-wheel may be used
in this connection, and it may in some in-

stances be dispensed with in the construction
shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The locking-pawl h" 95
is bent at right angles and passed through
the side of the car for engagement with the
detent-wheel.
In some instances the doors of the hatch-

way will be differently located at different 100

landings. Where the hatclrvmy-door at a
landing is at the opposite side to that of the
ground-floor, I emploj^ the arrangement shown
in Fig. 5. The letter k designates the doOr
at the landing and k' and k" members of a 105

toggle connecting said door with a rock-shaft
k3

, which extends across the side of the car
and carries a pendent ci*ank k*, to act against
the cross-head of "the swinging bar. Where
the door occurs in a side of the hatchway at no
right angles to the side of the elevator-sup-
porting devices, I employ the arrangement
shown in Fig. 6. Here the hatchway or cor-

ridor door is connected with toggle-levers k'

k"i like those before described, and said le- 115

vers are likewise connected with the journal-
stud of a bevel-gear m, which meshes with
another bevel-gear m' provided eccentrically
with an inwardly-projecting pin m% which is

so constructed and arranged as to be caused 1 20

to act against the cross-head of the swinging
bar when the gear m' is turned, as it Avill be,
by the sliding of the hatchway or corridor
door through the medium of the toggle-levers.

Any other suitable equivalent connections 125

between the door and means for controlling
the pawl may be employed instead of those
shown.
The purpose of locking the sprocket-wheel

is for locking the operating-rope to the cars 130
and thereby preventing the starting of the
motor which is employed for raising or low-
ering the car, for by thus locking the rope
to the ear any movement of the motor cans-
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ing the car to creep in one direction or the
other will be immediately stopped or re-

versed by the pull of the car upon the line.

Hence, this being one of the essential fea-

tures of my invention, many changes may be
made in the form in which it is embodied
without departing from the spirit and scope
thereof.

In Figs. 9 to 13, inclusive, the swinging
bar g has a pin n against which a weighted
gravity-lever 1 rests.

2 designates a plate secured to the side of

the car and having three anus 3 3 3, by which
it is fastened m place, and a longer arm 4,

(part of which is shown in Fig. 10 by dotted
lines as broken off,) through which the pivot
or journal stud 5 connected with the gravity-

lever 1 extends and in which it has'a bearing.

From the opposite end of the journal stud or

pivot 5 there project radially in opposite di-

rections pins or ribs 0.

7 designates a split clamping-ring arranged
to fit within a circular chamber or recess

formed in the side of the sprocket-wheel c',

it being understood that, in this case, the de-

tent and wheel wTith which it co-operates are
dispensed with. Depending from the upper
part of the split clamping-ring 7 is a saddle-

arm 8, having a rounded bearing formed on
its lower end, so as to be suitably supported
on a fixed rounded bearing on the car. The
confronting ends of the split ring at its di-

vided point are provided with recesses 9 9,

rounded or formed on the arc of a circle, and
between the said split ends and within the
said recesses the portion of the stud 5 bear-
ing the ribs or pins 6 projects. The said ends
of the split ring do not quite meet and when
the lever 1 is in normal position the ribs G

project into the space between the said ends.
It being understood that the split clamp-

ing-ring is normally loose with respect to the
sprocket-wheel, when the swinging bar g is

moved inward, the weighted lever n' drops,
the stud 5 will be turned, and its ribs or pins
6 acting on the ends 9 9 will expand the split

ring in the chambered side of the sprocket-
wheel and lock it against turning. The lever
1 and its jourual-stud 5 are, of course, sup-
ported and maintained in position hy the
plate 2.

It will be understood that the wreight on the
lever 1 is inferior to that which impels the
swinging ba,r outward, so that the parts will

normally be held so that the split ring will be
in unlocked or unclutched position with re-

spect to the ratchet-wheel.
In Figs. 15 and 10 there is shown an alter-

native form of means for clamping the han-
dle or lever to its shaft in order to move the
latter and control the valve. In these last-

mentioned figures the handle or lever d is piv-
oted at 18 upon the lower end of a bracket
19 arranged upon the hub 20, which hub forms
part of, or is connected with, the plate 21
affixed to the car. Connected with the han-
dle at its base and on opposite sides of its

pivotal point are two friction-shoes 22 22, one
or the other of which is adapted to bear upon
the wheel 23 in a groove formed on its pe- 70
riphery, which wheel is affixed to the sprocket-
shaft. The bracket 19 at the point opposite
to that at which the lever-handle is pivoted
thereto is provided wdth a projection 24, which
extends into grooves formed in the wheel 23. 75

It will be seen that when the handle' d is

moved from the right to the left around the
pivot 18 the projection 24 and one of the
shoes 22 will grip or clamp the wheel 23, and
then turn the shaft. 80

In the upper part of the bracket 19 there is

a spring-pressed friction-shoe 25, which bears
on the hub 20 with sufficient force to insure
the swinging of the handle on the pivot IS of
the bracket when a movement is made to S5

clutch the adjuncts of the handle with the
shaft in either direction. The friction be-
tween the last-mentioned shoe and the hub
20 is not sufficient, however, to prevent the
sliding of the same thereon after the handle 90
and its adjuncts shall have been clamped to

the shaft.

There is a screw shown above the spring of

the spring-pressed shoe for adjusting the ten-
sion of the spring in order to regulate the- 95
frictional contact of said shoe with the hub.

In Figs. 1 and 2 there are shown contri-

vances whereby the door a2 of the elevator car
or lift may be connected with the corridor or
hatchway door o2

, so that the two may be 100
opened and closed in unison, and so that by
moving the door a? to open it the door &2 may
first be unlatched and then also opened.
a3

is a stationary strip attached in vertical
position to the corridor-door b2

, and b3
is a strip 1 05

aiTanged when in normal position substan-
tially parallel to the strip a3

, the strip b3 be-
ing connected to the corridor-door by means
of links 28 (shown in dotted lines) pivoted at
one of their ends to the door and at the other no
end to said strip. At a proper point the
strip b3 is provided with an outwardty-project-
ing arm 29 adaptedwhen the strip b3 is moved
Laterally to act against the latch-handle 30
(see dotted lines in Fig. 1) and move the latch 1

1

5

32 to unlatch the door. The gravity of the said
strip b3

is sufficient to move it to normal posi-
tion, as is shown in said Fig. 1.

The door a2 is provided with a latch 33 with
a handle 34, and is adapted to be closed 120
against a spring-pressed strip, (see Fig. 2,) so
that in closing the door a? it may be latched
and moved still farther to fully close and
latch the door b'

z
. The springs bearing against

the strip 31 are limited in their outward 125
movement, so that after the door a~ is moved
to latch the door b2 the said springs will oper-
ate' to move the door a? back to a predeter-
mined position, which backward movement
will bring the strip a32

, connected with the J30
door a and extending between the strips a3

and 6s
, to a point intermediate of said strips

and so that it will not bear against either in
the movement of the car up and down. Thus
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it will be seen that the two doors aro provided
with connections (strip an, strips a3 and 6s

,

&c. ) between them, whereby the opening and
closing of the cai*-door a~ will unlatch and

5 open or close and latch the corridor-door.
Referring now to Fig. 14, it will be noted

that the sprocket-chain e' is connected -

at its

ends to the rope j so as to form with the said
rope an endless line, running directly from

10 the valve-wheel p to and about sheaves or
pulleys p' p2

, the sheave p5 Of the tension de-
vice and sheavesp*pk

, back again to the valve-
A'hecl. The tension device is pi'ovided with
a weight, and is movable vertically with the

(5 sheave p° in order to keep the line formed by
tho rope.; and chain e taut"at all times. The.
ends of the rope are connected with the ends
if the sprocket-chain throxigh intermediate
devices, each consisting of a clamp e12 clamped

20 firmly upon a bight of the rope laid over a
hump therein, and an eye e13 swiveled in the
end of the clamp, so that any twisting of the
rope may not affect the position of the chain
on the sprocket-wheel.

25 It is to be particularly noted that by my
means, .as represented in Fig. 14, the con-
trolling means in the car connect directly
with the main- valve 32 of the motor through
the medium of a main -valve-operating means,

30 such as the valve-wheel p, and does not op-
erate through the medium of a pilot-valve or
other similar means, as is generally the case
in elevators. The means herein shown for

this direct connection with the main valve
35 consist of 'a spur-gear q on the valve-wheel or

sheave p, which meshes with a rack q formed
on the stem of tlve main valve.
The controlling-line is passed around the

valve-wheel in such way that the latter may
40 be positively rotated in either direction by

the line, instead of positively rotating it in

one direction by means of the line and rely-

ing upon a weight or equivalent devices to

rotate it in the opposite direction. Nor do I

45 limit myself to a valve-wheel, as any other of
the devices now employed for operating the
valve may be used instead. This direct con-
nection with the main valve is an important
feature Of \\\y invention,' since it. enables me

50 to obtain a certain and an immediate respon-
sive action of the valve to any movement of

the handle or lever to operate the same.
It has heretofore been practically impossi-

ble to employ a relatively stationary line or

55 standing rope connected directly with the
main valve, in combination with a lever
mounted at or near the floor of the car, owing
to the fact that a considerable length of play
of the main valve is required, which cannot

60 be accomplished by means of a lever. It is

necessary to- move the line at least from a foot

to six feet to shift the valve, and where a le-

ver is omployed in combination with a wheel
concentric with the pivot or fulcrum thereof

65 it is impossible to revolve the wheel for more
than one-fourth of its revolution. Hence the
line which passes over the wheel is moved but

a few inches when the lever is moved from
One limit to its other limit. Therefore it is

.

necessary to employ some device by means of 70
which the wheel may be revolved so that the
standing rope or line may be moved a num-
ber of feet relatively to the car, and I have
found that it can be done by means of a harir

die or hand-wheel adapted to be connected 75
with the rope or line wheel, the hand-wheel
or handle being capable of being rotated any
desired number of times. Thus by connect-
ing the standing rope or line with the valve-
rod by means of the drum-pinion- and rack' 80

passing around a wheel on the car and Con-
necting a handle or hand-wheel with the rope-
wheel or the axle thereof I can rotate the
rope-wheel as many times as may be desired
to move the line and therefore the valve to 85
the proper extent.
The coiinterpoise or counterbalancing

weight r for the car or lift is suspended"from
a sheave r' under which passes a roper2 con-
nected at its nearest end to a suitable station- 90
ary object, the said rope passing from the
sheave r', over other sheaves r3

, and is con-
nected at its other end to\the top of the car
or lift.

The counterbalaiicing-weight carriesanarm 95
§, which extends between tappets s- on the
rope,/, so that when the car reaches the limit

of its movement in either direction the motor-
valve will be shifted so as to stop the car's

movement in that direction. 100

When a car is run at high speed I provide
means for graduating its stoppage, as shown
in Figs. 7 and 8. The sprocket-wheel c' is

formed with ahub c3
, and astrapo, fastened at

one end to the car, passes over said hub and 105

over a small idler o' on the car, and thence
depends for connection with a lover o2

,
piVt

oted under the car-floor. Said leverhasan up-
standing-arm o3

1
jvhieh projects through the

floor of the car .and has a knob for the appli- 110

cation of the attendant's foot. By pressure
on this knob the attendant puts a brake oh
the wheel cT aud it is gradually stopped in its

rotation, which effects the closing of the mo-
tor-valve. This is of great advantage, as the 1 15
car is thus stopped when the handle is disen-
gaged from the wheel. When the car is trav-

eling rapidly and tho wheel is turning, the
handle hangs normally motionless, and it ^s

easier to stop the rotation of the wheel by 12b

means of the brake than it would be to clutch
the handle thereto. When this brake mech-
anism is used under control of the attendant's
foot, the speed-accelerating devices are some-
what modified, the grippers j7 being applied 1 25.

by operating a pull or push rod J
9 which con-

nects with a bell-crank lever extending under
the weighted gripper.

It will be understood that the line./ may be
composed as described or that a rod may be 130
employed instead, running directly to the im-
mediate means for controllingthe main valve.

It is evident the invention is Capable of em-
bodiment innumerous ways, and hence I wish
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it understood that I do not limit myself to the

forms of mechanism here shown.
I do not herein broadly claim a car-con-

trolling device for elevators comprising a flexi-

5 hie line for controlling the motor, and a hand
device on the car foroperating the same, com-
bined with a movable door and a device nor-

mally disconnected from the controlling-line,

and coacting with said door for preventing
10 the operation of said hand device when the

door is moved toward open position and until

it is closed, as that forms the subject-matter
of a claim in my copending application, seri-

ally numbered 533,052, tiled January 2, 1805.

15 I do not herein claim, broadly, an elevator-

controlling apparatus comprising a control-

ling-line, a hand-operative device on the car

connected therewith, a lock movably mounted
on the car, lock-actuating mechanism, a door

20 and means connected with said door to oper-

ate said lock-actuating mechanism so as to

cause said hand-operative device to be locked
when the door is partially or entirely open,

as this is claimed in my copending applica-

25 tion, Serial No. 506,051, filed October 18, 1805.

Having thus explained the nature of the in-

vention and described a way of constructing
and using the same, though without attempt-
ing to set forth all of the forms in which it

30 may be made or all of the modes of its use,

it is declared that what is claimed is

—

1. In an elevator apparatus, the combina-
tion with a car adapted to travel -up and down
in the well or hatchway, a main valve oper-

as ating means, a wheel on the car, and a hand
operative device for freely revolving said

wheel, of a line relatively to which the car
travels and extending from the main valve
operating means to and around a sheave in

40 the well or hatchway, and from thence back
to said main yalve operating means, said line

passing around the first said wheel on the car
at points between the said sheave and said
valve operating means, whereby when said

45 hand operative device is revolved in either

direction, the line and thereby the main valve
operating means are positively shifted in one
direction or the other.

2. In an elevator apparatus, the combiua-
50 tion with the car of a line extending along

the entire hatchway or well andi connected
with the main valve to operate the same, said
car traveling relatively to the line, the part
of said line extending throughout the travel

55 of the car consisting of a sprocket chain, a
sprocket-wheelengaging said section of chain,
and means within the car to move said
sprocket wheel and therefore the sprocket
chain in one direction or the other.

60 3. In an elevator apparatus, the combina-
tion of the car and its sliding door, with the
sliding door of the corridor or hatchway and
its latch, and connections between the two
doors to operate" on the said latch, whereby

65 the opening and closing of the car door will

unlatch and open, and close and latch the cor-

ridor door.

•4. Elevator controlling means comprising
a valve shifting line, a wheel on the car for

said line,a handle, a clutch between said wheel 70

and said handle whereby said handle may be1

engaged and disengaged from said wheel, and
a brake for said wheel, for engaging it to stop

the car when the handle is disengaged there-

from. 75
5. Elevator controlling means, comprising

a motor actuating line, line operating means
on the car engaged with the line for shifting

it in either direction, the engagement being
such that if the lint operating means be 80

locked, the line will be locked to the car, and
means for locking the said line operating
means, whereby the line is locked to the ear
to prevent creeping of the same.

G. In an elevator appai'atus, a car, and a 85
tension device, in combination with an end-
less line running di rectiy"from the valve wheel
over stationarily mounted pulleys at the top
of the well or hatchway, thence down around
said tension device, thence up over second 90
stationarily mounted pulleys at the top of the
well or hatchway and down to the said valve
wheel, said line being provided at points be-

tween the tension device and said stationarily

mounted pulleys. with tappets, a counter- 95
balancing weight provided with an arm to

engage said tappets to stop the ear at the
limits of its movement and a rope connected
to the car from which said counterbalancing
weight is suspended. ico

7. Elevator controlling means comprising
a valve shifting- line, hand, operative means
on the car engaging the line to move it in

either direction, the engagement being such
that if the hand operative means bo locked 105

the line will be locked to the ear, a movable
door, and lockingdevices on the car controlled

by said door for locking the hand operative
means whereby the line is locked to Ihe ear
as aforesaid. no

8. Elevator controlling means comprising
a valve shifting line, means on the car engag-
ing the line for operating it, a door, and lock-

ing devices controlled by said door for posi-

tively locking and releasing the line operat- x 1

5

Ing means, whereby the line is locked to the
car to prevent creeping of the same and un-
locked therefrom, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

9. Elevator controlling means comprising 120

a valve shifting line, a wheel engaged there-
with, a handle, means of connection between
the latter and the wheel, a door, and locking
means controlled thereby for positively lock-

ing and releasing the wheel. 1 25
10. Elevator controlling means comprising

a valve shifting line extending along the outer
side of the car, a wheel engaged with said line,

a door, means controlled thereby for posi-

tively locking and rolcasing the said wheel, 130
ahandle on the interior of the car, and a clutch

between the handle and the wheel.
1 1. Elevator controlling means comprising

a valve shifting line extending along Ihe outer
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side of the car, a wheel engaged with said line,

a detent-wheel fast with said wheel, a locking
pawl for engagement with said detent-wheel,
a door, means connected with the said door

S for engaging said pawl with and disengaging
it from the dete'ht-wheel, a handle inside the
car, and means of connection between said
handle and tho detent-wheel.

12. Elevator controlling means comprising
io a valve-shifting line outside tho ear, a wheel

on the car engaged with said line, a locking
device to hold said wheel stationary, a swing-
bar operatively connected with said locking
device and having an elongated abutment-

15 face, a door and means actuated by the open-
ing of the said door for moving said bar to

operate the lock.
' 13. Elevator controlling means comprising
a valve-shifting line outside the car, a wheel

20 on the car engaged with said line, a locking
device to hold said wheel stationary, a swing-
bar operatively connected with said locking
device and having an elongated abutment-
face, an arm pivoted to the hatchway and

25 having a lug to act against said abutment-
face, a door, and a toggle connecting said arm
and said door.

1 4. Elevator con1 rolling means comprising
a valve-shifting line outside the car, a. Avhoel

engaged Avith said line, a detent - wheel fast
with said wheel, a gravity '> pawl for engage-
ment with the detent -Avheel^ a swing -bar,
having an elongated abutment faoe, links
supporting said bar and one of them being

£5 extended for engagement 'Willi the gravity
deteitt, an arm pivoted to the hatchway and
having a big to act against the abutment-
faeepf said swing-bar, a door and means con-
nect ing said arm and the said door.

40 15. Elevator controlling means comprising
a valve-shifting line outside the car, a wheel
engaged therewith, a handle on the interior
of the ear,* a clutch between the handle and
the AvheelJ and means in the hatchway for

45 preA-enting closing of fhe clutch except at
landings.

10; Elevator controlling means comprising
a A-alve-shifting line outside the car, a wheel
engaged Avith said line, a handle inside the
car, a clutch for connecting the handle and 50
wheel, one of the clutch members and the
handle having engaging surfaces for produc-
ing longitudinal moA'cment of the clutch
member byturning the handle, and the clutch
member having a laterally projecting arm 55
connected thereAvith; and a strip exteuding
along the hatchAvay in front of said arm on
the clutch to proA^cnt movement of the latter,

said strip being offset or interrupted at in-

tervals for the purpose described. 60
17. In eleA'ator controlling apparatus, a

A-alve-shifting line outside the car, grippers
on the car for engagement with said line, one
of said grippers being weighted to produce a
gripping action, and a superiorly AA-eighted 65
lever sustaining said weighted gripper and
having an actuating piece projecting into the
car.

IS. The combination, with the ear, and cor-

ridor doors of an eieA-ator, of connections be- 70
tAAcen the doors AAhereby they may be opened
and closed in unison, yielding means con-
nected with one of the doors, which will per-
mit, of it being closed and latched and moA'ed
still farther to close the other door, and then 75
be moved back to a limited extent.

19. Elevator controlling means comprising
a movable door, n car, a motor actuating line,

and mOA'able door actuated means on the car
for locking the line thereto, Avhereby if the 80

car creeps after the car is stopped and the
door is opened, the motor will be actuated to

counterbalance such creeping.
In testimony thereof I have signed my

' name to this specification, in the presence of S5

tAA-o subscribing witnesses, this 20th day of
November, A. D. 1804.

CHARLES A. IfAKKNESS.

Witnesses:
M. B. May,
C. C. Stecher.
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To all whom it may concern:
I>e it known that I, Albert Cameron Hunt,

a citizen of the United States of America, re-

siding at Denver, in the county of Arapahoe
5 and State of Colorado, have invented certain
new and useful Improvements in Locking
Devices for Elevator-Controlling Mechanisms
and Elevator-Doors; and I do declare the fol-

lowing to be a full, clear, and exact deserip-
io tion of the invention, such as will enable oth-

ers skilled in the art to which it appertains
to make and use the same, reference being
had to the accompanying drawings, and to the
letters and figures of reference marked there-

15 on, which form a part of this specification.

My invention relates to improvements in

automatic elevator-doorand elevator-control-

ling-mechanism locks; and the objects of my
invention are, first, to provide an automatic

20 lock for elevator-doors; second, to provide a
lock operating independently of the operating
and -controlling lever; third, to provide a lock
which will lock the operating mechanism
against operative movement by the operator

25 until the elevator-door is closed; fourth, to

provide means for automatically locking and
relieving the doors of elevators controlled by
eiiiier the lever or pull-rope systems; fifth,

to pro\ ide a system of locking a plurality of

30 elevator-doors which will lock all the doors
and keep them locked, except when the ear
is in loading and unloading position opposite
a door at.a landing, and will then only release
the door at the landing at which the car is,

35 and will lock the operative mechanism of the
car the moment the door is started open and
will hold it locked until it is closed. I attain
these objects by the mechanism illustrated
and described in the accompanying drawings

40 and specifications, in which

—

Figures 1 and l a represent a vertical eleva-
tion of my improved elevator-door lock, show-
ing its attachment to elevators operated by the
lever system. Fig. 2 represents a modifica-

45 tion of the lower terminal of the means for
controlling elevators known as the "rope
system." Fig. 3 represents a fragment of the
locking mechanism of an elevator-door. Fig.
4 represents a fragment of the locking mech-
anism of the lower terminal of the elevator-5°

operating mechanism. Fig. 5 represents un-
locking device adapted to an electric elevator.

Similar letters and figures of reference refer
to similar parts throughout the several views.
Referring to Fig. I, A designates posts at 55

the corners of an elevator-well hole B. C des-
ignates an elevator-car suspended therein by
a rope D, which passes over a pulley E and
is connected with a suitable power device.
F designates a floor or elevator-landing. 60
G designates the floor of the car. To this

floor is secured the operating mechanism of

the lever system of operating passenger-ele-
vators. It consists of the locking-segment
bracket II, which is bolted to the floor, the 65
lever I, which is secured rigidly to the shaft
J, which is also supported in suitable bear-
ings secured to the car-floor, and the rock-arm
K. This rock-arm is also keyed to the shaft:
To the ends of the rock-arm are secured the 70
ends of ropes L and L', which extend 10 the
rock-arm M, which is keyed to a shaft X.
This shaft is connected with mechanism which
is adapted through the medium of the lever I

in the car to raise and lower and start and 75
stop the elevator in the elevator-well.

O designates a support for the shaft X and
rock-arm M.
The rope L passes around the sheave P,

which is pivoted in the rock-arm M. It ex- 80
tends from this sheave up to the top of the
elevator and around the sheave Q and de-

scends from it to the top of the car, to which
it is secured at the point R. The rope L',

which is secured to the opposite end of the 85
rock-arm K, is arranged like rope L. It

passes downward from the rock-arm K to and
around the sheave P', which is pivoted in the
opposite end of the rock-arm M, and from it

extends upward to the top of the elevator and 90
around the sheave Q' and down to the top of
the ear, to which it is secured at point R
Each rope extends in a continuous piece from
each end of the rock-arm K to the top of the
car. The mechanism just described consti-

tutes substantially the lever system of con-
trolling elevator-cars in common use.

I will now describe my improved locking
mechanism and its application to it.

S designates a door at a floor or landing

95

100
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leading into the elevator-well and into the
elevator-car when it is opposite it, as shown
in Fig. 1. To the door rollers T are se-

cured, which adapt it to run on a track U.
5 This track is secured to the corner-posts A
and A'. Above the track U, I place a second
track V, securing it to the door by straps V
and V 2

. This track extends beyond the door
at both ends. At the rear edge of the door

io.it is curved downward a few inches tc form
a curved or inclined step. It then continues
for a short distance approximately parallel
with its main portion and with the door.
The opposite end has a portion of the end

15 bent at right angles -to its length inwardly
toward the center of the elevator-well, for a
purpose which will be hereinafter described.
A roller W rests normally on the extreme op-
posite end of the track and is adapted to run

20 up the step and on the track when the door
is pushed open. The roller or sheave W is

pivoted by a pin TV" in an arm X, one end of
which is bifurcated to receive it. The op-
posite end is pivoted by a bolt Y to a support

25 Z, which is secured to the posts A and A' of
the elevator-way .or ,to its front inclosure,
which is not shown. One end of the pin W
is enlarged and a holeW2 is made through it.

(See Tig. 3.) Through this hole the rope or

30 wire 1passes and continues over a sheaveW 3
,

which is pivoted to the elevator inclosure. A
small weight W4

is attached to its end to keep
it taut. This wire or rope extends to a slid-

ing bolt 2, to which it is also secured. The^

35 rope, however, passes through the pivoting7

,pin W' of an arm similar to arm X, which is

.secured in operative relation to each door on
every landing or floor of the elevator-well, as
every door opening into the elevator-well and

40 into the car is arranged the same. A frag-
ment of the door S on the floor below the one
the car is represented to be at is shown in

-Fig. 1. On the wire or rope 1 I secure clips

or stops X'. These consist of pieces of metal

45 provided with a central hole through which
the .rope passes., and a set-screw for securing
fhem to it. The clips are secured to the wire
in positions to rest on the tops of the pinsW
of each arm. Consequently if any one arm is

50 raised by its door being rolled back it. will

carry the clip and the rope up with it, but the
rope will slide through the pins of the other
arms and the weight W 1 will keep it taut
above the arm raised. The sliding bolt 2 is

55 secured freely by clips 3 toanarm4, which is

keyed to the shaft N. A segment 5 is secured
to the support O, concentric with said shaft.

The-anm extends to the segment and is ar-
ranged to .slide along one side of it and lap

60 over its top edge flush with the side opposite
the one it slides on. A plate 6 is secured to
its top to project down the side of the seg-
ment, thus securing the arm to it against
displacement, but allowing it freedom to os-

65 cillate an -it as the shaft is oscillated by the
controlling-lever in the ear. I cut a recess
in the segment, arranging it in vertical aline-

ment with the axis of the shafts J andN and
the controlling-lever in the car. The recess

is adapted to receive the upper end of the 70
bolt 2, the latter to fit very freely in it. A
projection 7 is provided on the bolt 2 to se-

cure the lower end of the rope.

In Fig. 2 I illustrate the lower terminal ot

the pull-rope system. The shaft N is loosely 75
secured to a bar 8, the opposite end of which
is secured to a suitable foundation. The bar
8 is placed close to one side of the sheave 9,

around which the operating rope 10 passes.

The sheave is secured to the shaft N. On the 80
bar 8 a sliding bolt 11 is secured by clips 12, in

which it is free to move vertically. A recess

N' is cut in the periphery of the sheave which
is adapted to receive the upper end of said

bolt. This recess is made considerably lai;ger 85
than the bolt, as the movement of the ropery
the operator in the car is not defined by fixed

stops, as in thecase of the lever system. The
lower end of the rope 1 is secured to the bolt

11 in a mannersimilar to that shown in Tigs. 90
1 and 4. The arrangement of the elevator-

doors for this system, as well as for electric

systems, is exactly the same as for the lever

system.
To adapt my looking device to electrically 95

controlled and operated elevators it is only
necessary to arrange the device at the bottom
end of the rope 1 to break the electric circuit

which operates and controls the elevator-car.

There are several ways of doing this, but I 10^
preferably carry out this feature of my inven-
tion in the following manner: Referring to

Fig. 5, K' designates a support on which the
sliding bolt or plug K2 is secured to move
freely, vertically, by the clips K3

. This slid- 105

ing bolt or plug is made of conductive metal.

At its lower end K4 it is enlarged and then
beveled and converged to a point. Through
the .point one end of a rebounding spring K5

is secured, the opposite end of which is se- no
cured to a boss K6 on the support K'. KT and
K8 are oppositely-disposed contact-terminals

connected in an electric circuit of which the

wire K9 is a fragment; This circuit is the
operative-circuit of the elevator. The termi- 1 1

5

nalsK T andK8 are provided with edges beveled
to receive and fit against the beveled edges
of the plug K2

, as shown in Fig. 5, in Avhich

position the circuit is closed. To the top of

the plug the rope 1 is secured. When the 120

rope is lifted by the opening of a door by the

operator, and its pivoted arm is raised, to-

gether with the rope, this plug is ateo lifted

up away from the terminals, which breaks
the circuit. When the door is closed by the 125

operator, the spring, which is expanded by
raising the plug, rebounds and draws the plug
down against the edges of the terminals and
again closes the circuit. As this current-

breaker is inserted in the elevator operating 130

and controlling curcuit, the car cannot be
moved by the operator until the circuit is

closed, when he has onee started to open a
door, and until he closes the door the con-
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10

20

3°

tvollins? mechanism is inoperative, but is ren-

dered operative the moment the plug drops

into the terminals by the closing of the doors.

The end of the track V, which is turned

gidewise, rests on and its bent end extends

over a bar 13, preferably made of T-iron.

This bar I term a "locking-bar. It is sup-

ported bv suitable bearings 14, which are se-

cured to the post A', or to parts of the in-

cisure of the elevator-well. 11ns locking-

bar travels up and down freely in its sup-

ports in the elevator-well, being arranged to

always move in the same direction as the

elevator-car, but it is arranged to move but

ic a fraction of the distance traveled by the ear.

Consequently it need be but about a foot or

two in length.
_

At each landing, opposite tne ends ot tne

track, a locking-bar is placed in operative re-

lation to receive the hooks of tne track. 1 lie

bars are connected together by a rope
:
24,which.

I

extends from the upper one to a sheave lo,

around which it is wrapped and the end fas-

tened to it. This sheave is also provided with

c a sprocket-teeth portion, which is placed to

one side of the rope-tread of the sheave, and

a sprocket-chain 16 runs from it to a small

sprocket-pinion 17, secured to the shaft 18,

which supports the car-sustaining cable D.

The proportion of the diameter ot the

sprocket-pinion to that of the sprocket-sheave

is such that the travel of the car in the ele-

vator-well and the revolutions of the sprocket

pinion and sheave 15 to make this travel are

,«; reduced to a rotative movement of one or

more, or of only a partial revolution of the

sheave-wheel 15. This slight movement of

the sheave-wheel operates to move the lock-

ing-bars but a fraction of the distance the

'

40 elevator-car travels in the elevator-well. In

each one of the locking-bars a recess 19 is cut

through the tread and web portion wide and

deep enough to allow the bent end of the

track to pass very freely through. These re-

4S cesses are arranged in the locking- oars m-

term^diate of their ends at predetermined

varying distances, successively arranged

from floor to floor of the elevator-well, rela-

tively to the travel of the elevator. Thus at

the top floor the recess 10 registers with

track y and the door can be

the aoor below the slot is abov<

the end of the track hooks over the lo

bar and locks the door at the Landing clos

as well as all doors below it,

The operation is as follows' \\ hen tne op-

erator shifts the controlling-lever I to lower

the car, one end of the rope L is raised and

the same end of the rope L' on the opposite

o end of the rock-arm K is lowered. 1 he roc .v-

armsK andM and shafts J and N are also par-

tially rotated, which moves the arm 4 on the

segment 5 at the lower terminal, the two rock-

arms, the controlling-lever, and the arms as-

x suming the positions of the dotted lines -U,

21 22, and i'3: but when" the car is stopped

at 'a landing the controlling- lever is brought

to the center and fastened in a vertical posi-

tion to its locking-segment, and the various

parts aline themselves as represented in b lg.

1 The operator then rolls back the door,

which is unlocked free from the locking-bar,

as the recess of the locking-bar at that land-

in- is in position to register with the end ot

the track TJ and it can pass through it as the

door is rolled back. The minute the aoor

startsback the track Y raises the roller up the

step onto the main portion. Yv hen the rollei

is lifted by the track, the rope 1 is also littecl,

75

and also the bolt 2, which slides upward m 8o

the clips into the slot in the segment and pre-

vents the shaft N and the rock-arm 4 from

being moved by the controlling-lever m the

car, as the operator cannot move it far enough

to start the operating mechanism until the *s

door is closed, which allows the roller and its

supporting-arm and the rope to drop, and

consequently the bolt 2, which is heavy

enough to drop and rest on the shaft when

the rope is slacked. , . ,
5°

AVhen a rope-lifting arm is raised rjy a dooi

that is being opened, the other_ rollers and

their supporting-arms are not raised, and the

wire moves through the holes in tneir pivot-

im-pins, and the doors both below and above 9 5

are not released, as the slots in their respec-

tive locking-bars do not come opposite the

hooked end of the track Y. The rope-lifting

rollers and arms above any landing at which

the car is stopped are not affected, as the rope ioo

1 is simply slacked and they cannot be opened

,

as the slots in their locking-bars do not reg-

ister with the hooked end of the track Con-

sequently only the door of a landing at which

a car is stopped can be opened, and the con- io S

trolling-lever and operating mechanism are

also locked when a car is stopped at a land-

ing from the time the operator commences

to
&
roll the door open until he closes it.

) roil me uw "i"-" *
. I

This locking mechanism is very simpK, no

durable, and effective, and that portion of it

which locks the controlling mechanism can

be applied to elevators in use winch are al-

ready equipped with some formoi

ins and locking mi o in. The lo lock- 1 1;

[ 20

tag mechanism can ali

. .
.

the con-
es not equip] I I

h

. mism, the3

,
.actively; in.

preferred cons •

of my locking mechanism,
united strictly, I .

™"
tions of its parts might without de- »5

parting from the principle of my lm ention.

Having described my invention, what I

claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters

Pa,tont is

—

1 'The combination with the elevator-car i.3<

and controlling mechanism of an arm secured

to the lower terminal shaft of the controlling

mechanism, a fixed segment in engagement

with said arm, a sliding bolt on said arm, said
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segment having a notch adapted to receive
said sliding bolt, a track secured to each door
and movable therewith, having a downward
stepped portion at its rearward end, a roller

5 normallyin engagement with the step portion
of said track and in the path of its main por-
tion, an arm supporting said roller and piv-
oted to the elevator inclosure, and a rope con-
necting said roller and said sliding bolt

i o whereby when the door is opened, the con-
t rolling mechanism is locked against manipu-
lation by the operator, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. The combination in an elevator-locking
15 mechanism, of the doors each having a track

secured thereto, a pivotal arm carrying a
roller and arranged in the path of said door-
track, and adapted to be raised thereby, the
rope secured to said arms and adapted to be

20 raised by any one arm while the others re-

main in their normal state of rest, as its re-

spective door is opened and closed, the arm
• secured to the lower terminal of the control-

ling mechanism, the fixed segment and the
25 sliding bolt adapted to be raised by said rope

and lock the said lower terminal of said con-
trolling mechanism to said segment, substan-
tially as set forth.

3. The combination in an elevator-locking
30 mechanism, of the doors, the tracks secured

thereto, the pivoted arms, the rollers thereon,
the pivoting-pins, the rope and the adjust-
able clips.

4. The combination in an elevator-locking

35 mechanism, of the doors, the rope suspended
in the elevator-way, the adjustable rope-rais-
ing clips secured thereto, arms pivoted to the
elevator inclosure at each landing in opera-
tive relation to said clips, means secured to

40 said door for raising said arms when the doors
are opened, and means substantially as de-
scribed connected to the lower end of said
rope for locking the lower terminal of the
controlling mechanism. .

45 5. In an elevator-locking median ism the
combination with the car's controlling mech-
anism and the elevator-inclosure doors, of a
rope suspended in the elevator-well, an arm

,

pivoted at each floor in the opening path of

50 the doors, rollers pivoted to said arms, there
being an opening through said roller-pivot
through which said rope passes, adjustable
stops on said rope arranged and adapted to

be engaged by said arms to lift said ropes, a
55 track secured to each door, a stepped portion

on which said rollers normally rest, a higher
portion upon which said rollers are adapted
to be raised and retained while its respective
door is open, an arm secured to the shaft of

60 the lower terminal of the controlling mech-
anism, a fixed segment to which said arm is

slidably secured to oscillate, a notch in said
segment in vertical alinement with the said
shaft, and with the stop-locking axisrof the

65 controlling-lever in said car, a sliding bolt on
said arm in operative relation to the slot in
said segment,substantially as herein set forth.

G. The combination with the elevator-well,

the doors therein, the car and the controlling
mechanism, of a track having a hooked end 70
secured to each door in the elevator-well and
movable therewith, the sliding bolt and op-
erating-rope, the rope-raising arms arranged
in operative engagement with said door-
tracks,the bar and segmeut, a pinion sprocket- 75
wheel secured to the shaft that supports the
elevator-car, its carrying rope and sheave, a
large combined sprocket-wheel and sheave
having a predetermined ratio of diameter to

said pinion journaled with its sheave-receiv- 80

ing tread approximately parallel with the side

of the well adjacent to the front edge of the
elevator-doors, a rope or wire encircling the
sheave portion of said combined sheave and
sprocket-wheel, and extending to the lower 85
landing of the elevator-well, a locking-bar in-

terposed in the said rope or wire at each floor

or landing and positioned to engage the said
hooked end of each of said tracks, a notch
through each of said locking-bars adapted to 90
release said hooked ends of said tracks and
arranged in each locking-bar of each landing
at predetermined points in relation to its re-

spective track and the travel of the elevator-

car, and a sprocket-chain connection between 95
said sprocket-pinion and the sprt>cket-wheel

of said combined sprocket-wheel and sheave,
whereby the locking-bars are raised and low-
ered in unison with said car, r3ut at a prede-
termined fraction of the distance of the car's joo
travel, as set forth.

7. The combination in an elevator-locking
mechanism, of the doors, the track secured
to each door and movable therewith, the piv-

otal arms, the rollers therein ai-ranged to be 105

operatively engaged by said tracks, the pivot-

ing-pins of said rollers adapted to freely sup-
port the operative rope of the locking-bolt,

the locking-bolt-operating rope, the car-con-

trolling ropes, the lower terminal locking de- no
vice at the lower end of said ropes, and means
secured to said car-operative rope of the lock-

ing-bolt and adapted to cooperate with said

arms whereby any one arm may lift said rope
while the other arms remain in a state of rest, 1

1

5

as specified.

8. The combination in an elevator-locking
mechanism,oftheinclosure-doors having each
a track movable therewith, means substan-
tially as described for locking the controlling T20

mechanism by the reciprocative movement of

said doors, and for locking said mechanism
by .said movement of any one door independ-
ent of the others, a hooked end on each track
at the entrance ©nd of said doors, a vertically- 125

sliding locking-bar arranged in operative re-

lation to each door and in operative engage-
ment with the hooked end of each door's

track and adapted to lock each door closed

independent of the others, suitable supports 130
for said locking-bars, a slot in each locking-

bar adapted to move in a position to register

with said hooked end of said door-tracks and
arranged in each locking-bar at predeter-
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rained points of its vertical movement, rela-

tive to the position of the car in respect to

each, whereby each door in its turn is released
from its locking-bar when the car is at its re-

spective landing and a differential power con-
nection between the elevator and said lock-

ing-bars whereby they are moved conjunc-
tively and in unison with said car, and the
said locking-bars are moved at a predeter-

mined fraction of the distance traveled by the 10

elevator-car, substantially as described.
In testimony whereof I affix my signature

in presence of two witnesses.

ALBERT CAMERON HUNT.

Witnesses:
Adam G. McChesney,
Joel AV. Stearns.

\
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Tn all ichom it may concern:
Be it known that I, William C. Fahy. a

citizen of the United States, residing in the
city and county of Philadelphia. State of Penn-

5 sylvania, have invented anew and useful Im-
provement in Locking Attachments for Eleva-
tors, which improvement is fully set forth in
the following specification and accompanying
drawings.

io My invention relates to elevators: and it

consists of a novel construction of locking at-

tachment, which is automatically operated by
the opening and closing of the elevator-doors.
whereby provision is made for locking the

15 starting and stopping mechanism when said
doors are open.

It further consists of a novel construction
of locking devices for an elevator-door, which
are automatically operated by the car. so that

20 said door is held in locked position until the
car reaches a predetermined point in its

travel.

It further consists of novel details of con-
struction, all as will be hereinafter set forth,

25 and specifically pointed out in the claims.
Figure 1 represents a side elevation of an

elevator-well provided with locking device-
embodying my invention. Fig. 2 represents,
on an enlarged scale, a side elevation of a

30 portion of the mechanism whereby the lock-

ing device is actuated upon +he movement of

the door. Fig, 3 represents, on an enlarged
scale, a side elevation showing the mechanism
in the lower portion of the elevator-well for

35 locking and unlocking the starting and stop-

ping devices. Fig. i represents, on an en-
larged scale, a side elevation of a portion of

the actuating mechanism. Fig. 5 represents
a side elevation of a portion of Fig. 4. show-

40 ing the ratchet employed therein. Fig. 6

repree sntp, on an enlarged scale, a side eleva-

tion of a modified "for:-: :: door-actuating
mechanism employed.

Similar letters of reference indicate eorre-

45 spending parts in the several figures.

Referring to the drawings, A des: . a ;-. tee an
:1 : : r-well, the same" being j>rovided with
the doors B. which are hung a. 1 : mstn
in the usual manner. Thee e : a serve as

5c a support for certain new and useful devi tea

which form part of my invented device and
will further be described in detail. These
devices form a portion of the means for ac-

tuating the locking mechanism, and since the
construction of door and devices is snbstan- 55
tially the same a description of one will

suffice for all, reference being had to Fig. 2

and the upper portion of Fig. 1.

C designates a bracket mounted upon the

sliding door B, in which is journaled the 60
roller D, which is adapted to contact with a

lever E when the door is opened, said lever

being fulcrumed at F and in the present In-

stance having its free end slightly depressed.

so as to readily be engaged by said roller D. 65

P3 designates a chain, cord, cable, or other

connection which is attached to each of said

levers E, and which passes over the sheaves H,
which are journaled at the upper portion of

the elevator-well, said connection F\ after 70

passing around said sheaves H. being desig-

nated by the letter G. J designates an arm
projecting from said connection F-. which
has attached thereto one end of a spring K.
the other end of the latter being secured to a

suitable part of the wall of the elevator-well,

as will be evident from Fig. 1.

L designates a pulley, which is mounted
upon a rotatable shaft M. which is supported
in the lower portion of the elevator-well, said 8c

shaft carrying a drum N
3
around which the

ropes P and Q' pass, the same also passing

around the drum R. it being understood that

the ropes F3 and G jjass around the pulley L.

In the preferred form of my invention I at- 85

tach the connections F ; and G. respectively.

to the pulleys H and L by means of the pins,

screws, or similar device- seen in Fig. 1, so

that any movement imparted to any one of

i connections, will be positively transmit- 90

tod tc the ether, the : :: .eetions Q and P \ -

ing attached., respectively, to the drums X
and R in the same manner, as will be evident

from the lower portion of Fig. 1.

No particular form of controlling rneehan- 95

ism is esse/- rial to my invention. In the form
rn in the drawings, Q is attacl : the

end of the level S, which is fulcrumed at the

point T' to the frame T. ae is best seen in

o

-Figs. 1 and 3, the lower portion of said f re 100
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having journaled therein the shaft IT, which
has mounted thereon the pulley V, around
which the controller-cables TV pass, which
latter are actuated by the attendant, by means

5 of suitable intervening mechanism, from the
elevator-car,, and since the invention is lim-
ited to no special construction of actuating
mechanism a detailed description of the same
is omitted.

10 Describing now a form of starting and stop-
ping mechanism, W 3 designates a lever or
walking-beam which is mounted upon the
shaft IT, and is connected by means of the
rods TV4 to suitable valve mechanism,whereby

15 the elevator is started or stopped according
to whichever end of the walking-beam W3 is

elevated or depressed, the construction of
said valve mechanism forming no part of the
present invention and therefore does not

20 need to be referred to in detail.

X and Y designate ratchet-wheels which
are mounted upon the shaft IT, said wheels
being separated from each other by the par-
tition Z, it being understood that the teeth of

25 said ratchet-wheels are turned in opposite
directions to each other when the parts are
assembled, as will be evident from the dotted
lines in the lower portion of Fig. 3. .

A' B' designate pawls which are pivotally
30 attached to or depend from the upper por-

tion of the frame T, and have Common thereto
the spring C, the tendency of which is to
draw said pawls toward each other, whereby
the extremities of the same are yieldingly

35 urged into contact with the ratchet1wheels X
and Y.
D' designates rollers mounted at substan-

tially equal distances upon the lever S on each
side of the fulcrum T', said rollers being

4 y adapted to contact with suitable portions of
the pawls A' B', whereby it will be seen that
when said lever S is in an inclined position,

as seen in Figs. 1 and 3, the pawls will be held
in engagement with their respective ratchet-

45 wheels by the spring C, but when said lever
is rocked into the position shown in dotted
lines in Fig. 3 the levers will also be caused
toassume the position shown in dotted lines;

and the pawls, and consequently the operat-
50 ing mechanism, can be readily actuated.

The operation is as follows : If we assume
a door to be open, as indicated at B4 in Fig.

1, it will be seen that the contact of the roller
.

D with the lever E has depressed the same,
55 and by. reason of the intermediate connec-

tions the lever S has moyed into the position
seen in full lines in Figs. 1 and 3, thereby al-

lowing the spring C to draw the pawls A' B'
toward each other into engagement with the

60 ratchet-wheelsX and Y, whereupon it will be
seen that the shaft IT cannot be operated by
means of the controller-Cables W in either
direction, and the car is therefore held in fixed
position so long as any of the doors remain

65 open, as at B4
. If now the door is closed, the

parts will assume the position shown in dotted
lines in Fig. 3, since the spring K now exerts

The combination of suitable starting and

a pull on the connection F 3
, and causes,

through the medium of the intermediate con-
nections, the lever S to assume the position
seen in dotted linos in Fig. 3, thereby throw-
ing the! pawls A' B' out of engagement with
their respective ratchets X and Y, and the
shaft IT can now be readily rotated by the
proper mechanism, and the walking-beamW 3

,

its valve mechanism, and adjuncts can be op-
erated in the desired direction to cause the
ascent or descent of the car.

In Fig. 6 I have shown a modified construc-
tion of door-operated mechanism which may
be preferably employed in some locations, B
designating the door as before, upon a suit-

able portion of which is mounted the roller

B 3
, which engages the walls of the slot D3 in

the bar E3
, which is fulcrumed at F 4

, and has
an arm G3

, which is adapted to contact with
a block II3

, attached to the connection G,
whereupon it will be seen that the opening
or closing of the door will impart the de-
sired movement to the mechanism in the well
for operating the valves, the parts being re-

stored by means of springs or similar devices.

Having thus described my invention, what
I claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters
Patent, is—

1.

stopping mechanism for an elevator, a shaft

for operating said mechanism, a series of ele-

vator-shaft doors, a series of levers opposite
said shaft-doors, means upon said shaft-doors
for operating said levers, a lock device hav-
ing one of its members positively connected
to said shaft so as to rotate therewith, and
connections between said levers and the other
member of said lock device substantially as

described.
2. The combination of suitable starting and

stopping mechanism for' an elevator, a shaft

for operating said mechanism, a series of ele-

vator-shaft doors,, a series of levers opposite

said shaft-doors, means upon said shaft-doors

for operating said levers, a pawl-and-ratehet
locking device having the ratchet portion

positively secured to said shaft, and connec-
tions between said lever and the-pawl mem-
ber of the locking device, substantially as

described.
3. In an elevator the combination., of the

elevator-shaft doors levers adapted to be op-

erated by the movement of said doors, the
starting and stopping mechanism, a ratchet-

wheel connected with said starting and stop-

ping mechanism, pawls adapted to engage
said ratchet-wheel connections between said

levers and said pawls and a spring tending
to move said connections in one direction and
the movement of said levers when acted upon
by the doors moving said connections in the
opposite direction substantially as described.

4. The combination ofsuitable stopping and
starting mechanism for an elevator, a shaft

for operating said mechanism, a series of ele-

vator-shaft doors a locking device having a,

plurality of ratchet-wheels mounted upon.

75
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the shaft of said mechanism, pawls engaging
with said ratchet-wheels, a spring adapted to
hold said pawls, a lever suitably fnlcrnmed
and having rollers contacting with said pawls

5 and adapted to move the said pawls in and out
of engagement with said ratchet-wheels, and
means operated by said shaft-doors for rock-
ing said lever substantially as described.

5. The combination in an elevator locking
io attachment, of starting and stopping mech-

anism a pair of ratchet-wheels revolving to-

gether and having the teeth of one set in the
reverse direction to the teeth of the other,

said ratchet-wheels being connected with said

15 starting and stopping mechanism pawls piv-

otally secured and. provided with yieldingly-

acting devices urging them into engagement
with said ratchet-wheels and means acting
positively upon said pawls to disengage them

20 from said ratchet-wheels shaft -doors and
means operated by said shaft-doors for oper-

ating the means acting positively upon the
pawls substantially as described.

6. The combination, in an elevator locking

25 attachment, of starting and stopping mech-
anism a pair of ratchet-wheels secured upon
the shaft of said starting and stopping mech-
anism and secured to each other and having
their teeth set in opposite directions a pawl

30 for each ratchet-wheel, freely movable to-

ward and away from same, means for yield-

ingly urging said pawls toward said ratchet-

wheels and means for positively withdrawing
them from engagement with same, shaft-

35 doors and means operatedby said shaft-doors
for operating the means for positively with-
drawing the pawls from engagement with the
same substantially as described.

7. The combination, in an elevator locking
40 attachment, of starting and stopping mech-

anism a pair of ratchet-wheels having their

teeth set in opposite directions, said ratchet-

wheels being connected with said starting and
stopping mechanism a disk se

v

t between said

45 ratchet-wheels of greater diameter than said

ratchet-wheels, a pawl for each ratchet-wheel
freety movable toward and away from same,
a spring yieldingly impelling said pawls into
connection with said l'atchet-wheels and a le-

ver pivoted between said pawls and provided
with means for engaging with said

,
pawls

whereby said pawls are moved positivelyaway
from engagement with said ratchet-wheels
shaft-doors and means for operating said le-

ver operated by said shaft -doors substan-
tially as described.

8. The combination, in an elevator locking
attachment, of starting and stopping mechan-
ism a pair of ratchet-wheels secured to and
moving with each other and having their

teeth set in opposite directions, said ratchet-
wheels being connected with said starting and
stopping mechanism a pawl for each ratchet-

wheel freely movable toward and away from
same, a spring yieldingly impelling said
pawls into connection with said ratchet-
wheels and a lever fulcrumed at a point be-
tween said pawls and provided with rollers

engaging with said pawls whereby said pawls
are moved positively out of engagement with
said ratchet-wheels shaft-doors and means
for operating said lever operated by said shaft-

doors substantially as described.
9. The combination in an elevator device

of starting and stoppingmechanism a locking 75
device set upon a shaft positively connected
with said starting and stopping mechanism,
a series of levers hung at the doors of the
elevator-shaft, said shaft-doors,'means placed
upon said doors for engagement with said le-

vers, a sheave at the top of the shaft, a flexi-

ble connection passing round said sheave
and positively connected to said locking de-

vice, and to said levers, substantially as de-

scribed.

WILLIAM C. FAHY.

Witnesses

:

John A. Wiedersheim,
E. Hayward Fairbanks.

So
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To all whom it man concern:

Be it known that I, Charles A. Harkness,
of Providence, in the county of Providence
and State of Rhode Island, have invented cer-

tain new and useful Improvements in Eleva-

tors, of which the following is a specification.

This invention has relation to elevators gen-

erally, and particularly to what are commonly
called " passenger-elevators;" and it has for

its objects, first, the provision of an improved
method of equipping the elevator-car with a

controlling rope or line with a view to keep-

ing the line taut at all times and preventing

shock to the same and to the car through sud-

den stopping or starting; second, the provi-

sion of improved means for securing the stop-

page automatically of the car with certainty

at the landings along the line of the elevator-

shaft; third, of providing improved means
for preventing the starting of the car after

the same has been stopped and the corridor-

door opened to any extent until the door is first

fully closed ; fourth, the provision of means
for preventing what is commonly termed
" creeping," that is, a slight movement of the

car after it has been stopped; fifth, the pro-

vision of improved means for automatically

shutting and for locking the doors, whereby
the use of catches or projections, which are

liable to tear or injure the clothing or per-

son of -a passenger, is obviated; sixth, the

provision of an automatic secondary lock for

the doors for absolutely locking the door

against movement except when the car is at

the landing.

To these ends the invention consists in the

improvements which I will now proceed to

describe in detail, and then point out with

particularity in the appended claims.

Reference is to be had to the annexed draw-
ings, and to the letters marked thereon, form-

ing a part of this specification, the same let-

ters designating the same parts and featui-es,

as the case may be, wherever they occur.

Of the drawings, Figure 1 is a front eleva-

tion of an elevator-car equipped with a con-

trolling rope or line constructed and arranged

in accordance with my improvements. Fig.

2 is a side elevation of what is illustrated in

Fig. 1. Figs. 3 to 8, inclusive, illustrate modi-

fications with respect to the manner of roping

and applying the tension-carriage and the

valve-actuating devices to the rope or line.

Fig. 9 is a side elevation of a car provided
with means for automatically stopping the 55
car at a predetermined point and locking it

at said point by means coacting with the cor-

ridor-door. Figs. 10 to 14, inclusive, illus-

trate details of construction of the various
parts shown in Fig. 9, the sections in Figs. 60

10 and 12 being on the lines 10 10 and 12 12,

respectively, of Fig. 9, and the section in Fig.

11. being also on line 10 10, Fig. 9, but some-
what enlarged. Figs. 15, 16, and 17 illustrate

a slightly-modified construction, by means of 65
which the car may be automatically stopped
at a landing and the operating-line locked
against movement by means coacting with
the door. Fig. 18 illustrates the locking and
stopping devices as directly engaging the 70
valve-controlling line itself. Figs. 19 and 20

show a still further modified form for accom-
plishing the locking of the car against move-
ment while the door is open, it being similar

in a number of respects to the construction 75
shown in Fig. 15. Figs. 21 to 23, inclusive,

show an improved means for positively lock-

ing the corridor-door against movement from
the outside by aid of weighted toggle-levers.

Figs. 24 and 25 show devices for locking the 80

outer handle of the door to the inner handle,

whereby the door may be opened from the

outside with the aid of a key. Figs. 26 to 33,

inclusive, show door-closing devices, all more
or less modified from that shown in Fig. 21. 85
Fig. 34 illustrates a secondary lock for the

door which is quite frequently employed in

connection with the toggle-levers and which
is adapted to be operated by the car or a de-

vice mounted thereon. 90
In the drawings, a designates an elevator-

car provided with a line-shifting device, con-

sisting, in this embodiment of my invention,

of a pulley or sheave b, journaled on a shaft c,

supported in suitable bearings in its wall or 95
side and having a hand-operative device in

the form of a crank or handled, fixed on the

inner end of the said shaft.

e designates the controlling rope or line

which passes around the pulley b, down 100

around pulleys //, with which the lines g g
are connected, thence up over pulleys hh and
i i above the car, the ends being connected,

as shown, with the wall of the well by bolts
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m. A tension device, consisting in this in-

stance of a weight k, and a bar J, from which
it depends, is arranged on the line, so as to
take up the slack, there being pulleys o o

5 under which the line passes. The weight h
travels in guides I on the wail of the well or
hatchway, the guides being disposed out of
the path of the car, since the weight travels
in a direction opposite to that of the travel of

io the said car. The guides extend from the top
of the well or hatchway to a point half-way
of the travel of the car.

In Figs. 3 and i I have shown how the
weight Jc may travel in guides I /, extending

15 downward from the center of the well orhatch-
way, the other parts being the same as those
illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. By passing the
operating-line directly from the pullej's/over
pulleys h; which are located at the top of the

20 guides near the center of the well or hatch-
way, I am enabled to use a much shorter line,

as will be readily seen.

Instead of arranging the pulleys// and h h,

respectively, side by side, as shown in Fig. 3,

25 they may be placed as illustrated in Figs. 5

and 6—that is to say, the pulleys U are dis-

posed one on each side of the bolts m, to which
the ends of the operating-lines are secured,
the pulleys//being correspondingly arranged

30 on either side of the guides / 1.

It frequently happens in placing an eleva-
tor apparatus in a building that it is desirable
to locate the pulleys//, which are connected
with the valve-operating devices, at points

35 above the central part of the elevator well or
hatchway. Hence I have shown in Figs. 7

and 8, inclusive, how the operating-line may
pass from the wheel b on the car, down under
sheaves n at the bottom of the well, up over

40 the pulleys/, down under the pulleys 0, which
are attached to the weight, and finally have
its ends secured to bolts on the wall of the
hatchway. In this case, however, the pulleys
//are secured upon the ends of long cables,

45 chains, or ropes g, which are passed over pul-

leys or sheaves }>, secured at or near the cen-
ter of the well or hatchway.
As is well known to those skilled in the art,

the controlling-lines used in elevator struc-

50 tures to control the movements of the car are
liable to variation as to their length by con-
stant use and by changes in the atmosphere,
and, furthermore, such ropes or lines are
quite liable to become broken up and abraded

55 by reason of their passage around their pul-
leys, which are usually small. This becomes
at once an element of danger and renders their
operation more or less uncertain. To avoid
this, I may construct the said line so as that

60 it shall have the characteristics of a chain,
as is shown in Figs. 1 and 2. When the said
line is constructed as a chain, while it may
lengthen to some extent, the tension-carriage
with which the line is supported will take

65 up all slack, and as there is no appreciable
shrinkage in the line it does not become so

tightened as to cause it to bind and be hard
or difficult of operation.
In all of the devices which I have illustrated

it will be observed that the ends of the con- 70
trolling-line are positively secured to the wall
of the well or hatchway, and that the tension
devices travel in guides out of the path of the
car. This is of essence in my invention, since
I am enabled thereby to keep the controlling- 75
line taut at all times and coincidently there-

with employ shorter lines than when the line

has its ends secured directly to the weight.
In connection with the devices already de-

scribed I provide means for automatically So

shifting the controlling-line and stopping the
carat a landing or other predetermined point,

and also means coacting with the door of the
corridor or the car for automatically locking
the line to the wall of the well and prevent- 85
ing the car from moving or creeping while the
door is partially or entirely open.
The stopping means consists of a device

mounted on the wall of the well and con-
structed to engage the line, or mechanism con- 90
nected therewith, and hold it so that the con-
tinued movement of the car will effect a shift-

ing of the pulleys which are connected with
the valve for the motor.
The controlling -line belongs to the class 95

known as " running-lines," that is, lines which
are connected with the car and travel there-

with, (in contradistinction to "standing-
lines" or those relatively to which the car
travels.) Hence in order to positive^7 lock ico

the running controlling- line against move-
ment it is necessaiy to lock it to some station-

ary support on the wall of the well or hatch-
way.
Referring more particularly to Figs. 9 to 14, 105

inclusive, the controlling -line e is engaged
with the sprocket-wheel b, which is connected
with the hand-operative device d, passing by
two idlers a' a' on the car over a pulley 6',

and thence downward to the motor-actuating no
devices.

Secured to the line at a point substantially

midway between the top and bottom of the

car is a rack-plate c', sliding in guides e' on
the car. (See Figs. 11 and 12.) The plate is 115

provided with integral teeth, as shown, and
has on its rear face a wide longitudinal groove
6 G and on its front face a transverse groove a 6

.

In the last-mentioned groove there is a slid-

ing tooth/', which has tongues g g' to hold 120

it in the said plate. The said tooth is slotted

vertically to receive the edge of a movable
T-shaped bar h', which extends into and has

a limited lateral movement in the vertical slot

o6 in the plate . Thus it will be seen that 125

the plate and the tooth can slide freely verti-

cally relatively to the bar h', while at the same
time the lateral movement of the bar in the

slot b 6 will cause a similar movement of the

tooth in the plate c. The bar h' is supported 13c

at its ends by links i' i and is connected by a
screw with the end of a rod /, which is secured
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to the end of a crank /.', fastened on the axis of

of the handle V.

On a strip m', secured along the elevator-
well, I mount a swinging weighted latch or

5 dog n', which has an outwardly-projecting
end which is so arranged that when the parts
are in the positions shown in Fig. 9 the plate

c' and the tooth/' will move freely past it;

but when the attendant is desirous of stop-
io ping the car he throws the lever V to one side

and draws the tooth out until its end will

strike upon the end of the latch n'. This
locks the plate c', and with it the operating-
line, to the walls of the well, so that the con-

15 tinued movement of the car will shift the
valve-operating pulleys and stop the motor.
Then, when the car has come to a state of
rest, the lever V and the bar h' are allowed to

return to their original positions and the tooth
20 /' will be withdrawn. Then I bring into play

the door-controlled devices for locking the
line positively to the wall when the door is

moved to open position.
0' is a pin or projection connected with the

25 door and bearing against the latch or dog n',

so as to hold it out of the path of the plate c',

for the weight tends to throw the end of the
dog forward. In this case the pin or projec-
tion o' is on a rodp', connected with the door,

30 so that at the moment the latter begins to
slide toward open position the pin will be
moved away from the dog and the end of the
latter will immediately slip in between the
teeth of the rack-plate c! and lock the line to

35 the wall of the well or hatchway until the
door is fully closed.

In many elevators there is a tendency of
the car to creep even after it has been stopped,
owing to leakage at the motor or other causes,

40 and hence by locking the line to the wall of
the well a movement of the car in either di-

rection will tend to start the motor in the op-
posite direction and bring the car to a perfect
standstill. There are many other Avays in

4<5 which this result, as set forth above, may be
accomplished. For instance, I have illus-

trated in Figs. 15, 16, and 17 a modified mech-
anism by means of which the car may be
stopped in its movement at a predetermined

50 point and have the controlling-line locked to
the wall of the well. In this case the operat-
ing-wheel b for the controlling-line is mounted
on the inside of the car, it being supported
upon a tubularshaftg',upon the outer project-

55 ing end of which is mounted a sprocket-
wheel r'.

s
J

is a sprocket-chain with centralljT-open
links which passes around the wheel r' and
around two idlers t' t', so as to have a verti-

60 cal portion arranged in a vertical line near
the edge of the car, the chain forming, as it

were, a triangle with one of its sides ver-
tical. The vertical part of the chain passes
through a guide u', which is open at its side,

|

65 as clearly shown in the last-mentioned figures.

The wheels b and r' being rigidly mounted
upon the same supporting-shaft, it follows

that when the chain s' is shifted so as to turn
the wheel r' the wheel b and the valvc-eon-
trolling line will be both correspondingly 70
shifted.

m' is a strip which extends along the ele-

vator well or hatchway, and upon this strip I

mount a dog or latch v' which, though nor-
mally out of the path of the guideway u' and 75
the chain s', may be also thrown into engage-
ment with the chain, so that the continued
movement of the car will cause the chain s'

to move relatively thereto and rotate the
wheel r' so as to shift the valve-controlling 80
line and bring the motor to a state of rest.

The latch-bar v', which is provided with a
laterally-projecting pin vx , is normally held
in its outer position by means of weight w'.

In order that the latch-bar may be thrown in 85
so as to engage with the chain s', I mount a
sliding bow or cross-head x' upon the car, it

having outwardly-inclined end portions and
a central straight portion, as clearly shown in

Fig. 15. It is secured to the rod y\ which is 90
adapted to slide in a bracket z' on the car.

a2 is a rod which projects through the tu-

bular supporting-shaft q' and has its inner
end secured to a handle b2

. This handle b2

is hinged to a bracket c2 on a loose sleeve d2
, 95

which is adapted to turn freely on the tubu-
lar shaft. Between the tubular shaft and
the handle I place means for disengaging
them, consisting of a clutch, so that the wheel
b may at times rotate freely relatively to the 100

handle. The end e2 of the tubular shaft is

provided with internal conical bearing-sur-
faces, with which the friction cone f2 on the
handle may engage when pressed inward, or
the shaft-end may have internal teeth or cor- 105

rugations to receive teeth or cprrugations on
the cone.

When it is desired by the attendant to turn
the wheel b, he presses the handle b2 inward,
so that the friction-cone f2 will engage the no
end of the shaft, and then' by turning the
handle while it is still firmly held inward the

wheel b will be rotated.

g
2 is a bell-lever connected with the rod y'

and with a link h2 pivoted to a lever i2 , con- 115

nected at its end with the sliding rod a 2
. By

means of these rods and levers, when the han-
dle b 2 is drawn by the attendant away from
the wall of the car the bow x' will be drawn
inward, as will be clearly understood. In 120

stopping the car automatically at a landing
it is necessary to draw the bow x' inward,
and as the car travels downward or upward
the bow will engage the pin vx on the latch v'

and thrust the latter into engagement with 125

one of the links of the chain .s-'. The con-

tinued movement of the car will shift the

chain and the operating-line, as I have before

described.
Of course it will be understood that, if de- 130

sired, the car may be brought to a state of

rest opposite a landing by turning the han-
dle b 2 in the direction opposite to which it

was turned to start the car.
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There are several important results to be
attained from the use of this form of mech-
anism, as, for instance, the handle is disen-
gaged from the wheel b, a friction device or

5 clutch being between them, so that when the
bow has been drawn inward toward the car
to effect a stopping at the next landing the
handle has been drawn away so as to disen-
gage it from the tubular, shaft and the wheel

to b, allowing the latter to revolve freely while
the handle remains stationary.
Although the devices just described are

employed for stopping the car, yet they may
be used to prevent creeping of the same when

15 the door of the corridor is closed. It hap-
pens sometimes, unless a device of this kind
be used, that after the attendant leaves a car
with the door shut the car will creep in either
direction, and hence by throwing the latch

20 bjr means of the handle into engagement with
the line and leaving it there the attendant
may safely leave the car without danger of

the latter creeping in either direction.

The latch or dog v' may be employed in con-

25 nection with movable door-actuated devices
for locking the line to the Avail of the well to

prevent creepin g. The corridor-door j
2 is in-

dicated as being connected with the side wall
of the elevator-well by toggle-levers k2 k3

, the
30 latter, k\ being provided with a crank-pin P.

When the door is moved toward open posi-

tion, the crank-pin will impinge against the
cross-head n2 on the latch v' and push the
latter in, so as to engage with one of the links

35 of the chain s', thus locking the operating-
line, through the medium of the chain s' on
the sprocket-wheel r', to the wall of the ele-

vator-well.

The latch v' in Fig. 18 and the latch v' and the

40 chain s' in Fig. 15 constitute what I may term
a "secondary" mechanism for stopping the
car. That is to say, the mechanism is second-
ary to the line-shifting wheel, and the han-
dle b2 may be connected with either the line-

45 shifting wheel or pulley and the secondary
mechanism b3r means of the clutch before de-

scribed.

In Fig. 18 I have illustrated how the latch

may be operated to engage the links of the

50 controlling-line instead of engaging those of

a supplemental line. The controlling-line

passes around the spi'ocket-wheel r' outside
of the car, up over idler t', through the guide
u', and from thence to the motor-actuating

55 pulleys. (Not shown in this figure.) An
additional idler a7 is employed to insure that
the chain will be property guided to the
sprocket-wheel. The mechanism for engag-
ing the latch with the chain is similar to that

60 just described.
In Figs. 19 and 20 I show substantially the

same construction, except that the means for

stopping the car in its movement is omitted.
In this construction the latch v' is mounted

65 upon the strip m' and is held out of the path
of the guide u'.

n' is a weighted lever pivoted on strip m',

which tends to throw the latch V forward,
the weight being held up by a pin m2 on the
door, (the latter not being shown.) This pin 70
is so arranged on the door relatively to the
weight that when the door is closed the
weight will be held in the position shown in
Fig. 19, but as soon as the door is partially
open the pin will be moved from under the 75
weight and the latter will cause the lever nx
to force the dog or latch v' into one of the
centralty-open links of the chain .s'. I pre-
fer to mount one of the idler-wheels t' so that
its supporting-axle may slide in a guide on 80

the car, and I attach the weight o2 to the axle,

so that the wheel will act as a tightener for

the chain to keep it taut.

The stopping means, Figs. 9 to 18, inclusive,

operates to stop the car at an exact point 85
without any calculating on the part of the
attendant, as he has merety to throw the lever
outward, as in Fig. 9, or draw it inward, as in
Figs. 15, 10, and 17. The line is positively

engaged by the latch or dog, so that there is 90
no chance for any slipping, as the latch either •

engages a link in the chain or else a rack-
plate mounted on the line, which, however, is

shown also as being a chain. In this con-
struction which I have just described the 95
latch or dog (n' in Fig. 9 and v' in the other
figures) also constitutes means in the hatch-
way for engaging the line to prevent creeping,

and coacts with the door to lock the line when
the door is partially or entirely open, since 100

the door is provided with means (as pin 0'

and arm p', Fig. 9, or crank-pin Z
2 and toggle-

levers k2 k3
, in Fig. 15) coacting with the latch

only when the door is open, since at all other
times the latch is held from engagement with 105

the line. The line is hereinafter referred to

as being provided with stops, and it will be
understood that I do not limit myself to the

use of a line having a portion formed as a
chain, a rack-bar connected with the line, or no
a chain connected to the line through the me-
dium of a gear-wheel, as the line may be pro-

vided with balls or attachments,which I have
not illustrated, since they are common in the
art. The line provided with . stops is con- 115

nected with the line-shifting means or pulley

Jb and travels with the car, so that the en-

gagement of the latch therewith prevents
creeping.
When I refer to the "means mounted on 120

the car independently of the shifting means
for connecting the line and the latch " I mean
that the tooth/' in Fig. 9, and the cross-head

x' and chain s' in Fig. 15, and the cross-head

x' in Fig. 18 are not supported upon the 125

line-shifting pulley b, but are mounted inde-

pendently thereof on the wall of the car, al-

though the said tooth in Fig. 9 and xihe said

chain and cross-head in Figs. 15 and 16 and
said cross-head in Fig. 18 are all indirectly 130

connected therewith. In all these cases the

engagement of the latch with the tooth or

the chain, the chain e being a part of the line

itself in Fig. 18, shifts the line to stop the
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travel of the oar, t lio positive engagement
being caused by a hand device consisting of

lover /', crank /.', and link /" in the embodi-
ment of the invention illustrated in Fig. !),

5 and handle Ir, rod (r, lever r, link Ir, and
bell-crank lever if- for operating the cross-

head- x' in those forms illustrated in Figs. lo,

10, and 18.

In Figs. 21 to 33, inclusive, I have illustrated

io several forms of.mechanism for automatically
closing and locking the corridor-door so as

to prevent any one from incautiously leaving
the door open or unlatched and thereby caus-

ing an accident. It is always necessary in a

15 building to have one of the corridor-doors

(usually the one in the basement) provided
with means whereby it may be operated from
the outside, so that the attendant may have
ingress to the elevator-car, and also necessary

20 to have the other corridor -dooi'S provided
with locks that can be operated only from the
inside, and in order to prevent a door from
being left unlatched by a careless attendant
it is desirable that means may be provided
for causing the door to close automatically
after it is started by the attendant.

I provide toggle-levers o 3 bs
,
pivoted to-

gether, the lever a3 having its forward end
pivoted to a bracket c8 at the rear edge of the
door and the lever J>

3 having its rear edge
pivoted to a bracket d9

, secured to the wall.

The levers are of such length that when the
door is closed they are on a "dead-center,"
one of the levers h3 being provided Avith a

35 stop e3 , adapted to project laterally and lie

upon the top of lever a 3 to hold them in this

position.

f3
is a weight depending from the pivot con-

nection of the two levers and of a size suffi-

40 cient to slide the door forward when the le-

vers are moved, so as to form an angle or an
inverted V. The bracket is extended a short
distance out beyond the wall, so that when
the door is moved to its extreme open posi-

45 tion the pivot connecting the levers lies on
the opposite side of the pivot in the bracket
d3

, so as to support the weight in its raised posi-
tion. A slight forward movement of the door,

However, will throw the weight past the pivot
50 and the door will automatically shut. When

the door has been shut, the levers will posi-

tively lock the door against opening.
In order to provide means for throwing the

levers out of their dead-center position, sev-

55 eral devices may be employed.
In Fig. 211 have shown how a lever g

3
, with

a laterally-projecting end lying under the le-

ver a3
, may be pivoted on the bracket c

3 and
connected by a link h3 with a handle i

s
,
piv-

60 oted at the front of the door. When the han-
dle is pulled backward bjr the attendant, the
lever g

3
is tilted, lifting the lever a9 so as to

throw the central pivot out of alinement with
the two other pivots, whereby the door may
be easily slid to open position, where it will

remain until it is drawn slightly toward its

closed position.

65

In Figs. 24 and 2o I have shown the han-
dles employed on the corridor-door in the
basement. The other doors are not provided 70
with outside handles, as it is desired that
they should be opened only from the inside.

It is desired to provide the corridor-door of
the basement with an outer handle, which
may be connected with the inner handle by a 75
key. The outer handle/' is mounted loosely
relatively to the Inner handle r, each being
provided with a keyhole-slot, through which
a key /,

x may be thrust to connect the han-
dles together. When the key is in place, 80

the turning of Ihe handle./" will throw the
handle r to one side and lift the levers from
their locked position, so that the door may
be opened. It will be understood that the
keyhole-slots may be formed in such way as 85
to require a particular key which is in the
possession of the janitor or attendant.

In Fig. 20 the handle /" is connected with
the lever a 3 by means of links J

3 and leversm3
,

while in Fig. 27 the lever <r is extended to 90
form a handle /r, which may be grasped by
the attendant and thrust down to open the
door. The lever b9 may be connected with
the handle, if desired, as illustrated in Figs.

28 and 29, the connecting means in this case 95
consisting of a chain, a cord, rope, or wire o3

,

passing over idler-pulleys p
3

.

In Figs. 30 to 33, inclusive,! have shown
the levers a3 b 3 as being round rods connect-
ed together by heavy castings which them- 100

selves form the weight to move the door. The
metallic castings are duplicates, each being
formed with a cup-shaped disk q

3 and an in-

ternally-threaded socket r3 to receive the end
of its rod a3 or b3

. The disks are cast with 105

stops or lugs s3 .s
3

, between which a heavy
curved spring t? is inserted to prevent the
stops from striking together when the door
is closed and to cushion them. One of the
disks is cast with a reduced internal annular no
ring u9

, through which a pivot-bolt v 3 passes
to pivot the castings together. Thus it will

be seen that the door is provided with a cush-
ioning spring, and that the rods are provided
with weighted means at their pivotal con- 115

nection without adding a separate independ-
ent weight. The means for throwing the rods
out of a dead-center consists, in Fig. 32, of

a foot-actuated pin 1c
3

, a lever x9
, connected

therewith, and a rod or bar y
3
, having its up- 120

per end ander the rod a3
. When the pin iv 3

is depressed by the foot, the rod y
3
is raised,

lifting up the rod a3
, as will be clearly under-

stood.

In all these devices it will be understood that 1 25
I have provided means for positively locking
the door shut without the aid ofany projecting
catches or hooks, which are always in the way
of passengers entering or leaving the car, and
which frequently tear the clothing or injure i?o

the person. It is impossible to tamper with
a lock of this character or to leave the door
partially open.
In order to prevent the door from being
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opened except when the car is opposite it, I

provide a secondary lock, one form of: which
is shown in Fig. 34. The form illustrated in

the last-mentioned figure consists of a verti-

5 cal rod a4
,
pivoted to the lever If; and a hori-

zontally-sliding bar l\ supported in guides
c4 and normally held by a retractile spring
'/', so that a lateral projection e4 on said bar
6 4 will lie just above the end of the said rod

io a 4
. The bar o 4

is provided at its outer end
with a curved cross head or bow e

x
, with

which a projection (not shown) on the car
may engage and draw the bar forward, so as
to remove the projection e4 from above the

15 rod, so that the latter is free to rise when the
levers a3 b3 are actuated. In order to insure
that the end of the rod a4 shall escape the
projection on the bar o4 when the cross-head
is moved forward by the projection on the

20 car, I connect the slotted upper end of the
said rod a4 with one arm of a bell-lever r5

,

the other arm of which rests against the end
of the bar 7j

4
, so that when the said bar is

moved forward the bell-lever will throw the
•25 upper end of the bar a4 to one side, so that

as it rises it will escape the lateral projection
e4 on the bar 6 4

. In this way I provide not
only a lock for preventing mischievously-in-
clined or forgetful persons from opening the

30 door or leaving it open, but provide, in addi-
tion thereto, means for positively preventing
the door from being opened except when the
car is opposite -it.

The locking-levers maybe employed in con-

35 nection with the extensible doors sometimes
employed in elevators, as shown in said Fig.

34, in which two vertical side bars fi fi are
connected by lazy tongs g

i
e/
4
, so that the said

bars may be moved toward each other to

40 open the passage-wa3T
, or from each other to

close it. The weighted toggle-levers are piv-
oted to the side bars /4/4 so as to hold them
in a separated position, and the secondary
lock, as shown in Fig. 34, is employed topre-

45 vent the levers from being operated except
when the car is opposite the door, as the said
secondary lock is mounted in such way as to

be inaccessible to mischievous or evil-minded
persons.

50 Having thus explained the nature of the
invention and described ways of construct-
ing and using the same, though without at-

tempting to set forth all of the forms in which
it may be made or all of the modes of its use,

55 it is declared that what is claimed is

—

1. In an elevator, a car, a pulley thereon,
a hand device for said pulley, two actuating-
pulleys connected with the motor, guides on
the wall of the hatchway out of the path of

60 the car, a tension device traveling in said
guides and having a pulley, and a controlling-
line having its ends secured directly to the
wall of the hatchway, and passing under the
pulley of the tension device, around the said

65 actuating-pulleys, and around the said pul-
ley on the car.

2. In an elevator, a car, a hand device on

the car for the controlling-line, two actuating-
pulleys connected with the motor, stationary
guides out of the path of the car, a tension 7°

device traveling in said guides and having a
pulley, an idler-pulley on the walls of the
hatchway, and a controlling-line having its

ends secured directly to the wall~of the hatch-
way and passing under the pulley on the ten- 75

sion device, around the idler-pullej^ on the
wall of the hatchway, from thence around the
actuating-pulleys, and finally connected to

the hand device on the car.

3. An elevator apparatus, comprising a car. #°

a line traveling with the car, a hand device
on the car for shifting said line, a movable
door, and means coacting with the door for

locking the line when the door is partially or

entirely open. 8 5

4.- In an elevator, a movable door, a con-
trolling-line connected to and traveling with
the car, and means coacting with the door to

lock said line against movement relatively tc

the hatchway while the door is partially or 9°

entirely open, whereby creeping of the car is

prevented.
5. In an elevator, a car, an operative line

traveling with the car, and means in the
hatchway for locking said line to the hatch- 95

way to prevent creeping of the car.

6. In an elevator, a car, an operative line

traveling with the car, a movable door, a
latch for said line mounted in the hatchway,
and means mounted on said door and coact- IO°

ing with said latch whereby the latch locks
the line to the hatchway when the door is

partially or entirely open.
7. An elevator-controlling device, compris-

ing a line traveling with the car, a movable io 5

latch mounted in the hatchway, a movable
door, and means coacting with the door where-
by the latch is engaged with the line only
when the door is open.

8. An elevator-controlling device, compris- 1 10

ing a line traveling with the car and provided
with stops, a movable latch mounted in the

hatchway, a door, and means coacting with
the door for holding the latch out of engage-
ment with the line except when the door is 115

open.
9. An elevator-controlling device, compris-

ing shifting means on the car, a chain con-

nected therewith and traveling with the car,

a movable latch in the hatchway, and a door, 120

coacting with said latch whereby the latch is

moved into engagement with the chain when
the door is open.

10. An elevator-con trolling device compris-
ing an operative line traveling with the car, 125

a supplemental chain mounted on the car and
connected with the line - shifting means, a

movable latch in the hatchway, and a door
coacting with said latch whereby the latter

is engaged with the links of the supplemental 130

chain onl}7 when the door is open.
11. Anelevator-controllingdevice,compris-

ing a line traveling with the car for control-

ling the motor, means on the car for shifting
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the said line, a movable latch in the hatch-
way, and means mounted on the car inde-
pendently of the said shifting means for con-
necting the line and the latch to stop the car.

12. An elevator-controllingdevice compris-
ing a line traveling with the car for control-

ling the motor, means on the car for shifting
the line, a movable latch in the hatchway,
means with which the latch may engage, said

means being opcratively connected with the
line and mounted on the car independently
of the said shifting means, and a hand device
for causing said latch to engage the last said
means and thereby stop the travel of the car.

13. An elevator-controllingdevice compris-
ing line-shifting means on the car, a line trav-

eling with the car and provided with one or

more stops, said line being connected with
the said line-shifting means, a latch on the
wall of the hatchway and means on the car
for causing a positive engagement between
said latch and the said line provided with
stops as aforesaid, to stop the travel of the
car.

14. An elevator-eont.rollingdovice compris-
ing line-shifting means on the car, a line trav-

eling with the car provided with one or more
stops, and connected with the line-shifting

means, a latch on the Avail of the hatchway,
and hand -operative means on the car for

causing a positive engagement between the
said latch and the said line, to stop the travel
of the car.

15. An elevator-con trolling device,compris-
ing shifting means on the car, a chain con-
nected therewith and traveling with the car,

a movable latch in the hatchway, and hand-
operative means on the car for moving said
latch into engagement with the said chain.

16. An elevator-controlling device compris-
ing shifting means on the car, a chain travel-
ing with the car and connected with the shift-

ing means, a movable latch mounted in the
hatchway, and a hand-operative means, hav-
ing as a part thereof a bow or cross-head for
moving the latch into engagement with the
chain.

17. An elevator-controlling device, compris-
ing an operative line, means on the car for
shifting the line to operate the car, secondary
mechanism for stopping the car, and a sin-

gle handle adapted to be connected to both
said line-shifting means. and said secondary
mechanism whereby either may be operated
thereby.

18. An elevator-controlling device, compris-
ing a controlling-line, a wheel or pulley on
the ear for shifting the line, a secondary mech-
anism for stopping the car, and a handle ar-
ranged to operate either the wheel or pulley
or the stopping mechanism alternately, and
in such way that when one is being operated
the other is disengaged therefrom.

19. An elevator-controlling device, compris-
ing an operative line, a latch for engaging
the line, a wheel on the ear for operating the

line, a handle for the wheel and means for

disengaging the handle and the wheel when
Ihe latch engages the line.

20. An elevator-controlling device,compris- 70

ing an operative line, a latch in the hatchway
for engaging said line, a wheel on the car for

the operative line, a handle, and a clutch in-

terposed between the handle and the wheel,

whereby when the wheel is turned during the 75
travel of the car by- the engagement of the

latch with the line, the handle is not turned
but remains stationary.

21

.

An elevator-controlling apparatus,com-
prising an operative line, a latch, a wheel on 80

the car for operating said line, means on the
ear for causing the latch to engage the line,

and a handle connected to the said wheel and
to the said means, for operating both of them.

22. An elevator-controlling device,compris- 85

ing an operative line, a latch for engaging
said line, a wheel on the car for operating the

line, means on the car for causing the latch

to engage the line, a handle connected with
the said means, and a clutch interposed be- 90
tween the handle and the wheel.

23. As a means for locking the controlling-

line of an elevator, a movable door having an
arm secured thereto, and a pivoted weighted
latch directly engaged by the arm on the 95
door, whereby it is held out of its locking
position, and being adapted to swing to its

locking position when the door is partially or

entirely open.
24. As a means for locking the controlling- 100

line of an elevator, a movable door provided
with an arm which moves therewith, a weight-
ed latch pivoted to normally swing into its

locking position, but engaged by the arm of

the door and held out of its locking position ro5

by the said arm when the door is closed, said

arm moving as aforesaid with the door,where-
by the latch swings into its locking position

when the door is partly or entirely open.
25. An elevator-controlling device compris- no

ing an operative line, a latch for engaging
said line, a wheel on the car for operating the
line, a tubular shaft for said wheel, means on
the ear for causing the latch to engage the
line, a rod passing through the tubular shaft 115

for operating said means, a handle pivoted to
a collar loose on the shaft, and having the
said rod secured thereto, and a clutch inter-

posed between the handle and the tubular
shaft. 120

26. A lock for a door, consisting of toggle-

levers pivoted to the door and to a stationary -

support and arranged to have their pivots in

a straight line when the door is closed, and a
stop carried by one of the levers for engaging 125

the other lever for the purpose set forth.

27. A lock for a door, consisting of two piv-

oted levers, one having its outer end pivoted
to the rear edge of the door, and the other
having its outer end pivoted to the wall in the 130
rear of the door, whereby said levers are out
of the way behind the door when the latter is
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opened, and a stop carried by one lever for

engaging the other lever to hold them with

their pivots i*n a straight line.

28. A lock for a door, consisting of toggle-

levers pivoted to the door and to a stationary

support, and arranged to have their pivots iir

a straight line when the door is closed, a han-

dle pivoted on the door, a lever for moving
the toggle-levers so that the door may be

opened, and a link connecting the handle on

the door and the said lever.

29. A lock for a door, consisting of toggle-

levers pivoted to the door and to a stationary

support, and arranged to have their pivots in

a straight line when the door is closed, a han-

dle pivoted on the door, a lever arranged to

have a portion under one of the toggle-levers

to lift it, and a link connecting the handle

and the said lever.

30. The combination with the door and the

toggle-levers pivoted together, of stops on the

adjacent ends of said levers, and a spring in-

terposed between said stops.

31. The combination with a movable door,

and two toggle-levers for locking said door,

and pivoted to the door and to a stationary

support, a vertically-movable bar connected

with one of said levers, and a lock for said bar

adapted to be moved out of the path-of the

said bar by the car, so as to allow the door to 30

be opened.
32. Thecombination withadoor, and a lock

for said door, of a mechanism for locking the

said lock from being actuated, and having a

portion extending out into the path of the 35

car, whereby it may be positively engaged by
said car, and mechanically disengaged by the

car from the said lock.

33. The combination with a door, and a lock

for said door, of mechanism for locking the 40

said lock from being actuated, said mechan-
ism having as a part thereof a cross-head rae-

ehanieallyconnected to said lock mechanism
adapted to be directly and positively engaged

by the car, for mechanically disengaging the 45

mechanism from the lock.

In testimony whereof I have signed my
name to this specification, in the presence of

two subscribing witnesses, this 20th day of

Xovember, A. D. 1804.

CHARLES A. IIARKXESS.
Witnesses:

Arthur W. Crossley,
Marcus B. Mat.

f
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To ail ivliom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Samuel D. Strohm, a

citizen of the United States, residing at Phil-

adelphia, in the county of Philadelphia and
State of Pennsylvania, have invented certain

new and useful Improvements in Elevators,

(Case A;) and I do hereby declare the follow-

ing to be a full, clear, and exact description of

the invention,which will enable others skilled

in the art to which it appertains to make and
use the same.
My invention relates to various new and

useful iinpi'ovement in elevators, and more
particularly to elevators which are controlled
or operated by electrical means; and the ob-
ject of the invention is to improve and sim-
plify the construction and operation of such
elevators.

My invention is capable of being applied
to 'and carried out in connection with any
elevator irrespective of type or motor mech-
anism.

P>3r means of my invention an elevator
equipped as I will describe will be rendered
absolutely safe in operation, it being impos-
sible to start the elevator when any one of
the landing-doors is opened or is otherwise
in an unsafe or insecure condition. More-
over, with my present invention, should the
elevator-car be in operation and any one of the
landing-doors be then opened or unfastened
the elevator will be immediately brought to

rest.

By means of my invention also the eleva-
tor can be automatically stopped at any one
of the landings by a person thereat without
the need of an operator in the car, so that the
elevator will thereby practically be an auto-
matic one.
Other features of novelty and utility will

be presently described, and embodied in the
claims.

In order that my invention' may be better
understood, attention is directed to the ac-
companying drawings, forming a part of this
specification, and in which—
Figures 1 and 8 are diagrammatic views of

a hydraulic passenger-elevator equipped with
iny invention and illustrating the manner of
controlling the elevator by a valve-rope pass-

ing through the car; Fig. 2, a similar view of

the same, illustrating a method of control-

ling the motor mechanism by means of a
switch carried on the car. Figs. 3 and 4 are
details of a convenient form of circuit breaker
or closer for the safety-circuit, operated by
the latch or other fastening device of the
landing-doors: Fig. 5, a sectional view of the
elevator-controlling push-button shown in

55

Fig. 1: Fig. 6, a detail view of the circuit- 6o
closer for breaking the safety-circuit by the
elevator-shoe, as will be explained; Fig. 7, a
sectional view, partly in elevation, of the pre-
ferred fprm of electrical valve employed; and
Fig. 9, "h sectional view of the preferred con-
struction of solenoid.

In all of the above views corresponding let-

ters and numerals of reference indicate the
same parts.

A represents an elevator-car movable in an
ordinary well or shaft and operated by a rope
or cable in any suitable way.

B, C, D, and E indicate stations in the
building at which the elevator is adapted to
stop and from which it may be controlled.

In Fig. 1 the stations C and D are shown
on one floor, and the stations B and E are
shown on the floor below the same, but there
may be separate stations or more than one
station at each floor.

a is a controlling rope or rod vertically ar-
ranged in the elevator shaft or well, and which
extends through the car, said rope or rod be-
ing counterbalanced by means of counterbal-
ance-levers 1 and 2 and being guided at its

lower end by a suitable sleeve 3, as shown.
Carried near the lower end of said controlling
rope or rod is a contact-plate &,' insulated
from the same and connected by a wire 4 to
one side of the battery c or other source of
supply.
d e are contact-plates with which the plate

b is adapted to make contact, according to
the position to which the controlling-rope is

moved.
5 is a safety-circuit extending through cir-

cuit breakers or closers controlled breach of
the landing-doors 0, and which, when in its

operative coudition, enables the hydraulic ap-
paratus of the elevator to be controlled. In
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the present instance this circuit is normally
closed, in which case said mechanism maybe
operated.
Preferably the circuit .closing or breaking

5 device at the landings are actuated by the
latches of the landing-doors, so that in order
that said circuit may be put into its operative
condition it is necessary that all of the land-
ing-doors shall not only be closed but shall

io be actually secured. A convenient form of
circuit-closing device is illustrated in Figs. 3
and 4, but it may be observed that the con-
struction of the same is capable of many
modifications which will suggest themselves

15 to others skilled in the art, and I therefore
do not wish to be limited to any particular
form of device.
Having reference to the circuit-closer illus-

trated, 7 represents a suitabl® insulated
20 spring, which is adapted to make contact

with a shoe 8, pivotally mounted adjacent to
said spring. Said shoe is provided with a
face 9, of insulating material, with which the
latch 10 of the landing-door 6 is adapted to

25 come into contact, so as to make contact be-
tween the shoe 8 and the spring 7 and close
the safety-circuit at that point. The shoe 8
is also provided with an insulating knob or
button 11 thereon, which, when said shoe is

30 forced to its retracted position by means of
the spring 12, when the door is unfastened,
comes into contact with the spring 7 and
breaks the safety-circuit, as will be under-
stood.

35 All of the parts described are carefully in-
sulated from the iron-work of the elevator
structure, so that there can be no danger of
grounds forming to short-circuit the battery.
A convenient arrangement of elevator-coii-

40 trolling push-button, which is also included
in the safety-circuit, is shown in Fig. 5 and
is lettered F in the other views.

13 is a suitable push-button mounted in a
casing and connected with a rod 14, said push-

45 button being normally forced to its outward
position by a spring 15, surroundim? said rod.
The push-button is made, preferably, of in-
sulated material, such as porcelain or fiber.
At the back of said push-button is an insu-

50 lated sleeve 16, in which works a plunger 17,
with which the end of the rod 14 engages
when the button 13 is pushed inwardly, said
plunger being normally forced outward by a
spring 18.

55 19 and 20 are two contact-springs carried
on the end of the sleeve 16 and making con-
tact normally with a rod 21, which mav be a
continuation of the plunger 17. Said rod
also carries one or more insulated studs or

60 buttons 22, which, when the plunger 17 is
pushed inwardly, engage beneath the springs
19 and 20, so as to break the circuit at these
points.

23 is a shoe pivoted on the end of the rod 21
65 at 24, and normally held in a position paral-

lel with said rod by a spring 25, a stop (not
shown) or other means being provided for

preventing said shoe from being forced to a
position beyond that point. Said shoe 23 is
provided with a curved forward end and with 70
an opening 26 therein.

27 is a stud carried in a suitable frame-
work and adapted to be forced to a retracted
position by means of a spring 28. Said stud
is normally held in the position shown at B 75and D, Fig. 1, so as to force the shoe 23 out
of line parallel with the rod 21, as will be un-
derstood.
When one or more circuit-closing push-

buttons such as I have explained are included 80
in the safety-circuit, it is also desirable to
include therein a circuit -breaking device,
whereby the safety-circuit Mill be broken by
a shoe carried on the elevator-car, for the pur-
pose to be explained, and a convenient form 85
of circuit-breaker for this purpose is shown
in Fig. 6 at G.

29 is a contact-spring having an insulated
button or knob 30 at its free end and secured

'

at the top to an insulating-block 31, and 32 90
is a second contact-spring secured to the un-
der side of said block and with which the
spring 29 normally makes contact, so as to
close the safety-circuit.

33 is a U-shaped circuit-breaking spring 95
carried by a plate 34, and normally extend-
ing through an opening in said plate, said
spring being adapted to be forced inward to
the position shown in Fig. 6, coming in con-
tact with the insulating button or knob 30, ico
so as to break the circuit between the springs
29 and 32. This is effected by means of a
shoe 35, carried on a rod 36, which rod works
in a bearing 37 at the top of the elevator, be-
ing held normally in its outward position by 105
a heavy spring 38. When desired, said shoe
may be drawn to a retracted position by means
of a bell-crank lever 39, operated by a rope
40 from the elevator or by other means. In
this condition the car will operate as an ex- no
press-elevator and be thrown out of control
of the various landing push-buttons, as will
be explained.

41 is a cylinder mounted at any suitable
point, in the present instance being at the 115
bottom of the elevator shaft or well, and 42
is a piston working in said cylinder. The
piston-rod of said cylinder extends through
stuffing-boxes at the ends thereof, and said
piston is formed Avith a rack 43 thereon, which 120
engages with a pinion 44, to which the main
actuating-valve is connected. The piston 42
is normally centered in the cylinder 41 by
springs 45 and 46, said springs being seated
upon adjusting-nuts 47 and 48, by which the 125
tension thereof may be regulated, so that said
piston will be normally properly centered.
If desired, stop-screws 49 may be provided
for limiting the throw of the piston 42, as
will be understood. x ^

50 is a main supply-pipe connected with
any suitable source of fluid-pressure, such
as with the pump which operates the eleva-
tor, and 51 and 52 are branch pipes connect-
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ing said main pipe with the ends of the cyl-

inder 41, above and below the piston 42.

53_is a three-way valve in the branch pipe
51, controlled by a core 54 of a solenoid II.

5 55 represents the overflow - pipe from said

valve. Normally the valve 53 connects the
interior of the cylinder 41 with said over-

flow-pipe and cuts off supply from the main
pipe 50, said valve being held in this position

io by means of a spring. If desired, an insu-

lating-block 56 may be interposed between
the core 54 and the valve-stem, so as to pre-

vent the possibility of any ground forming
to the pipe in case of a leakage from the so-

15 lenoid H to its core.

In the branch pipe 52 is a valve 57, having
an overflow-pipe 58 and operated by a core
59 of the solenoid I in the same manner as I

have explained. The solenoids H and I are
20 included in a circuit 60 61, supplied, prefer-

ably, from the lighting-mains of the building,
there being a separate branch or shunt cir-

cuit 62 for each solenoid. Each of said
branch circuits is provided with two contact-

25 plates 63 and 64 and 65 and 66, arranged in
pairs therein, as shown. A switch-arm 67 is

adapted to make contact between the con-
tact-plates 63 and 64, being carried on a core
68 of the solenoid or relay-magnet /, and a

30 switch-arm 69 is adapted to make contact
with the contact-plates 65 and 66, said switch-
arm being carried on a core 70 of a solenoid
or relay-magnet g. These solenoids or relay-
magnets / and g, Avhen the safety-circuit

35 through the landing -doors is closed, are
adapted to be energized, attracting their
cores and breaking the supply-circuits 62 to

the solenoids H and I, but when said safety-
circuit is broken said switch-arms are forced

40 downward by springs upon the cores 68 and
70, so as to close the circuits 62 and allow the
solenoids II and I to be energized.
The relay-magnet/' is included in a circuit

from the plate d to the safety-circuit 5, and
45 the solenoid or relay-magnet g is included in

a circuit from the plate e to said safety-cir-
cuit. Preferably said safety-circuit extends
to the latch 71 of the elevator-car, as shown,
being completed through the keeper 72 there-

50 of, thence to a brush 73, carried on the car-
door, which brush makes contact with a plate
74, from which plate the other side of said
safety-circuit extends to the spring 7 of the
circuit-closer at the station E, thence to the

55 shoe 8, thence to the spring 19 on the push-
button thereat, thence through the rod 21 to
the spring 20, thence to the spring 29, thence
to the spring 32, thence by the wire 75 down
to the spring 19. From the spring 29 the cir-

60 cuit extends to the other stations of the build-
ing in the same way and returns to the other
sideof the battery or other source of supply c.

When the safety-circuit is completed, in-
dicating that all the landing-doors (and, in

65 this instance, the car-door also) are closed,
and when circuit-closers of the construction
shown are used, indicating that said doors

are actually secured, the elevator can be oper-
ated by elevating or lowering the controlling
rope or rod a. It being supposed that said 70
rod is elevated, the contact-plate 6 makes con-
tact with the plate d, and the circuit from
the battery c or other source is thereby com-
pleted through the solenoid or relay-magnet
and through the safety-circuit 5, extending 75
throughout the building. Said magnet being
energized, elevates the switch-arm 67, break-
ing the circuit 62 of the solenoid II, causing
said solenoid to be deenergized and opening
the valve 53, so that water or other fluid under 80
pressure flows into the cylinder 41, forcing
the piston 43 downward, revolving the pin-
ion 44, and opening the elevator-valve in the
proper directiSn. This Avill cause the ele-

vator to descend, when it may be stopped by 85
grasping the elevator rope or rod a and bring-
ing the contact-plate b out of contact with
the plate d, so as to break the circuit through
the solenoid or relay-magnet/, allowing the
switch-arm 67 to close the circuit between the 90
contact-plates 63 and 64, energizing the so-

lenoid H, and throwing the upper part of the
cylinder 41 into communication with the dis-

charge-pipe 50, whereupon the springs 45 and
46 will center the piston 42 in said cylinder 95
and close the elevator-valve.

It will be noted that if any one of the doors
is open, or, in this case, if any one of the
landing-doors is even unfastened, so as to

break the safety-circuit, the elevator cannot 100

be started, because the solenoids or relay-

magnets / and g cannot be energized to break
the circuits 62 to solenoids H and I.

In order, therefore, that an elevator
equipped with my improved apparatus may 105

be operated, it is absolutely necessary that
all of the landing-doors shall be placed in a
safe and secure position before the control-

ling-valve can be actuated.
By providing an elevator with controlling 1 10

push - buttons at the various landings an
absolutely automatic elevator is produced.
With such an elevator it is desirable that or-

dinary stops 76 should be placed upon the con-
trolling rope or rod a, so that as the elevator 115

reaches the top or bottom of its movement it

will come into contact with one of said stops
and move said rope or rod to reverse the cir-

cuits through the parts. Said controlling-rope
is also preferably provided with two series of 120

rack- teeth 77 78 above and below a pinion 79,

which is also connected to the main control-

ling-valve. This latter arrangement is em-
ployed to obviate the danger of the electric-

ally-controlled device failing to arrest the 125
movement of the elevator at the top and bot-

tom of its travel. If the elevator is moved too
rapidly, itwillbe noted that an extreme move-
ment of the controlling rope or rod a in either
direction will engage the racks 77 or 78 with 130
the pinion 79 and reverse the elevator A
automatically. Devices of the kind being
therefore used, the elevator will constantly
travel up and down in the elevator well or
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shaft without requiring attention. When it

is desired to stop the elevator at any one of

the floors, for instance, at the floor E, the

push-button 13 is pushed in, carrying the

5 shoe 23 with it andcngaging the plunger '-'7

within the opening 20 in said shoe, so as to

lock the shoe in this position and bring the

insulated studs or buttons 22 into contact
with the springs 19 and 20, so' as to break the

io safety - circuit between said springs. The
push-button L'i, being released, is returned
to its original position by the spring 15; but
this movement does not affect the plunger 17,

which is locked in its retracted position, as

15 explained.
Although the safety-circuit has been broken

between the springs 19 and 20, it will be ob-

served that the shunt-circuit 75 still remains
closed between the springs 29 and 32, so that

20 the circuit to the solenoid or relay-magnet/
or g is still closed.

When the car in its movement up or down
approaches the landing at the station E, the
shoe 35, carried on the car, will come into

25 contact with the spring 33, forcing the same
inward against the insulated button and
breaking the shuut-eircuit 75 between the
springs 29 and 32. The safety-circuit there-

fore will be broken, deenergizing the solenoid

30 or relay-magnet /or g and bringing the ear

to rest, as before explained. When the door
at the landing E is then opened, the plunger
27 is forced back out of engagement with the
shoe 23, allowing the said shoe to be returned

35 to its original position by means of the spring
18 and closing the safety-circuit between the
springs 19 and 20. At this moment the safety-

circuit will be broken between the spring 7

and the shoe 8, controlled bj* the landing-door

40 latch, so that the car does not start. When,
however, said landing-door is shut, so as to

complete the safety-circuit between the spring
7 and the shoe 8, the elevator will start in the
direction it was originally moving, unless the

45 operator desiring to direct the car in the op-
posite direction shall have moved the con-
trolling rope or rod a accordingly.

If it is desired to operate the elevator as an
express-elevator, the shoe 35 may be moved

50 inward, .so that it will not come into contact
with the spring 33 in its movements, whereby
the shunt-circuit 75 will always remain closed,

irrespective of the breaking of the main
safety-circuit between the springs 19 and 20.

55 If desired, also, an ordinary annunciator may
be included in a circuit 80 and 81, adapted
to be closed by the push-button 13 in a well-

known manner, so as to indicate the floor

which is calling the elevator.

60 Instead of controlling the elevator-operat-
ing mechanism by electrical means actuated
by a valve-rod with respect to which the car
travels, as I have explained, it will be obvious
that the general principles of my invention

65 are capable of being carried out in a great
many ways without departing from the essen-

tial spirit thereof, and which will suggest
themselves to others skilled in the art.

As an illustration of the capabilities of my
invention I have illustrated in Fig. 2 a modi- 70
fieation wherein the same essential ideas are
present, but in which the elevator is con-
trolled by a switch carried tipon the car and
adapted to be moved to one side or the other,
according to the direction in which the ele- 75
vator is to be operated, or to be held in a
central position when the elevator is to be
stopped. Having reference, therefore, to this

figure, the car A is operated in" a well or shaft
in the ordiuary way, extending past the sev- 80
eral landings, as explained. The safety-cir-

cuit 5 extends through circuit breakers or
closers operated by the landing-doors and in-

cludes therein a single solenoid or relay-mag-
net/. In the pi'esent instance the safety- 85
circuit is normally closed through circuit-

breakers at the landings, and when in that
condition said solenoid or relay-magnet/will
be energized, indicating that all of the land-
ing-doors are in a safe and secure condition. 90
The secondary circuit 82 of the solenoid or

relay-magnet is adapted to be closed by a
switch-arm C7, carried on the core of said so-

lenoid or magnet, so that said secondary cir-

cuit will be closed at that point when all the 95
doors are in a safe and secure condition. Said
secondary circuit extends through a cable or
in any other way to the car A, and first passes
through circuit-breakers S3 and 81, controlled
by the door or doors of the elevator, so that 100
when said door or doors is or are closed the
secondary circuit in the elevator will be closed.

Said circuit extends to a switch-arm 85,which
is adapted to make contact with the contact-
plates 80 and 87 or be held in a central posi- 105
tion between said plates, as shown in dotted
lines. From said contact-plates separate cir-

cuits extend, in each of which is included a
solenoid II or I.

8S represents a pressure-tank, in which no
water underpressure is confined, and 89 is a
discharge-tank, into which water is discharged
from the main hydraulic cylinder 90 when
the elevator is descending. Said pressure or
discharge tanks connect by means of a pipe 115
91 to a pipe 92, which communicates with the
main cylinder 90, in front of the piston there-
in, in the ordinary way. Mounted within
each of said pipes 91, on both sides of the
pipe 92, are valves 93, which are- preferably 120
of special construction, as Avill be presently
explained, but for the purpose of clearness I

will assume these valves to be ordinary two-
way valves, each of which is connected to the
core 91 of the solenoid 1 1 or I, as the case may 125
be. The cores of said solenoid arc normally
held in a retracted position by means of
springs 95, so as to maintain said valves 93

normally closed, thereby cutting off commu-
nication between the tanks 88 and S9 and the 130
main hydraulic cylinder 90.

It will be noted that the secondary circuit
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of the solenoid or relay-niaguet / may bo

closed by tho switch-arm 85 when all of the

landing-doors are in a safe and secure condi-

tion. In order to provide additional security

5 and prevent the probability of the elevator

mechanism being placed in an operative po-

sition when the door or doors of the elevator

are not entirely closed, I employ a solenoid

or magnet J, included in a shunt 90, extend-
io ing from the circuit 82, between the circuit-

breaker 84 and the switch-arm 85. The core

of said solenoid J operates a small three-way
valve 97, included in a pi pe 98, extending from
the pressure-tank 88 or from the pipe 91 above

15 the valve 93 for said pressure-tank. Said
pipe -98 connects with the lower end of a cyl-

inder 99, in which is mounted a piston 100,

the piston-rod 101 of which extends through
stuffing-boxes at the top and bottom of said

20 cylinder. Said piston 100 is normally held
in a lowered position by means of a spring
102 on the lower end of said piston-rod 101.

The upper portion of said piston-rod is formed
with a rack thereon, which engages with a

25 pinion 103, said pinion controlling a valve
104 in the pipe 92. The operation of the modi-
fication thus described will be immediately
understood.

It being assumed that the safety-circuit 5

30 is closed, indicating that all of the landing-
doors are in a safe and secure condition, so
as to energize the solenoid or relay-magnet

/, the secondary circuit 82 of said solenoid
will be closed by means of the switch-arm 67,

35 and it being further assumed that the door
or doors of the elevator is or are closed said

secondary circuit 82 will be closed at the cir-

cuit-breakers 83 84. The secondary circuit

82 being thereby closed through the solenoid
40 J, as shown, said solenoid wili be energized,

opening the valve 97 and allowing water un-
der pressure to enter the cylinder 99, beneath
the piston 100 therein, elevating said piston
and opening the valve 104. The switch-arm

45 85 may now be moved into contact with the
contact-plates 86 and 87, being shown in the
figure in contact with the former plate. The
solenoid Hwill thereby be energized, attract-

ing its core and opening the valve 93, so that
50 water under pressure flows from the pres-

sure-cylinder 88, through the pipes 91 and 92,

into the main hydraulic cylinder 90, moving
the piston therein and eleyating the car or
cage. When the switch-arm 85 is moved out

55 of contact with said plate 86, the solenoid II

will be deenergizcd, closing the valve 93 and.
stopping the car. When said switch-arm 85
is moved into contact with the other contact-
plate, 87, the solenoid I will be energized,

60 opening the valve 93 and allowing the water
in the main cylinder 90 to discharge into the
tank 89, so that the car or cage will descend.

It will be noted that if one of the elevator-

doors is opened or unfastened, so as to break
65 the secondary circuit 82 at the circuit-breaker

83 or 84, or at both of said circuit-breakers,

the sole.noid J will be deenergized, whereby

its core will bo rotractod, throwing the cylin-

der 9!) into communication with the discharge-

pipe 105, in which case tho spring 102 will re-

turn the piston 100 to its lowermost position

and close the valve 104. It will further be
noted that if the safety-circuit 5 is broken by
the opening or unfastening of any one or more
of the landing-doors, whether the elevator-

doors are closed or not, the secondary circuit

to the solenoid J will be similarly broken, so

that the same operation takes place.

It will of course be understood that with
the modified form of device shown in Fig. 2

push-buttons may be provided on the, land-
ings for stopping the elevator thereat, as ex-

plained above, but for the purpose of clear-

ness I have omitted said push-buttons and
the accompanying elements from this view.
In order to obtain a very sensitive elec-

trical valve and to be able to operate the
same with a minimum amount of current, so
that the electrical closing devices may be
made as delicate as possible, I prefer to em-
ploy the special form of valve illustrated in

detail in Fig. 7, to which particular attention
is directed.

K is a valve-casing, of the general shape
illustrated, to which the supply-pipes 106 107

and the discharge-pipe 108 are connected.
The valve 109, which is preferably hollow,
normally closes the passage-way between the
pipes 106 and 107, and in this position the
pipe 107 communicates by a passage 110 in
the valve with the discharge-pipe 108.

By making the valve 109 hollow, as I have
explained, and by admitting water within the
same pressure is equalized therein, so that
the valve may be constructed of a minimum
amount of metal, and its coefficient of expan-
sion can be therefore made to be practically
the same as that of the valve-casing. This
is a matei'ial and practical advantage, for the
reason that with hydraulic elevators working
on great pressure the temperature of the wa-
ter is raised to a very high point, so that
there is in consequence considerable expan-
sion of the parts. I find that a solid valve
cannot be made to operate satisfactorily, since
it expands more than the casing, and I con-
sider it therefore very important to make
the valve hollow.

The valve 109 is formed with an integral
piston 111 at its upper end, working within a
cylinder 112, cast with the valve-casing.
Said cylinder is provided with a screw-cap
113, in which is a limiting-screw 114 for regu-
lating the play of the piston 111.

115 is a pipe of small bore connecting the
pipe 106 with the top of the cylinder 112, so
that normally water under pressure from the
pipe 10(5 is forced upon the piston 111 and
upon the bottom of the valve 109. Owing to
the difference in area of these parts the valve
will normally be kept in the position shown,
so as to cut off the supply from the pipe 106
to the pipe 107.

116 is a small three-way valve in the pipe
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115, which is normally open, so as to pill (he

pipe 10G into communication with tho cylin-

der 112, and which is adapted to be operated
by a magnet or solenoid / or g to cut oil" such

5 supply of water and to put such cylinder into

ooinniunication with an overflow-pipe 117.

By means of this device the solenoids or mag-
nets/or g can be made very small and sen-

sitive and be operated on very little current,
io since the valve 110, being of such small size,

is very easily moved.
Tho operation of the particular form of

valve described is as follows: The magnet or
solenoid /or g being energized, so as to par-

15 tially rotate the valve 116, the water soppty
from the pipe 10G is cut off from the cylinder
112 and said cylinder is put into communi-
cation with the discharge-pipe 117. TheAva-
ter-pressure on the bottom of the valve 109

20 will thereby elevate said valve, bringing the
discharge-opening therein above the pipe 107,

so that water under pressure flows immedi-
ately from the pipe 100 to the pipe 107 into a
cylinder or elsewhere, such as the main hy-

25 draulic cylinder 90. When the magnet or
solenoid g is energized, so as to return the
valve 116 to its original position, cutting off

the overflow-pipe 117 and allowing water to
flow from the pipe 100 to the cylinder 112, the

30 increase of area of the piston 111 will cause
the valve 109 to be returned to its original
position, cutting off the supply of water to
the pipe 107 and putting said pipe 107 in com-
munication with the discharge-pipe 108.

35 In practice I also prefer to make use of a
solenoid of novel construction, which, in this

art, I have found to be of great importance.
It may be stated that while I desire at all

times to be understood as including an elec-

40 tromagnet in the general expression "solen-
oid," yet, since the movement of the parts
is considerable, a solenoid per se is superior
to an electromagnet. My experiments have;
however, led me to decide that an ordinary

45 solenoid as now constructed is not very de-
sirable for practical use, for the reason that
the movement of the core toward its attracted
position is uncertain, and the pull or strength
of the solenoid decreases as the core enters

50 the same, being strongest when the core is at
its retracted position. I have therefore in-
vented a specific form of solenoid wherein
the core will be attracted very powerfully
and in which the final movements of the core

55 are considerably stronger and more rapid
than its first movements, being, in fact, ex-
tremely sharp and quick. By this means a
valve, switch, or other element may be oper-
ated to the best advantage.

60 In constructing my improved solenoid I

prefer to wind an insulated coil preferably
upon a brass or other non-magnetic spool and
to attach to one of the ends of the solenoid a
plate 118, of iron or steel, which becomes

65 strongly magnetized by the coil and acts to
attract the core near the end of its movement,
so that said core is forcibty drawn against

said pwlc when the solenoid is energized.
In order to prevent the core of the solenoid
from sticking to s«.id plate when the solenoid 70
is deouergized, I secure upon the under side
of said plate a plate of thin brass or other
non-magnetic material, although it will be
understood that such non-magnetic material
may be carried on the end of the core. 75
To allow for tho adjustment of the plate

118, whereby the movement of the core may
be regulated, I mount the said plate on ad-
just ing-serews!19,which may be screwed into
the end of the solenoid-bobbin more or less 80
for the accomplishment of this purpose.
Concerning my improved solenoid it will

be noted that it consists, broadly, of a solen-
oid-coil for effecting tho major movement of
a core and a pole-piece for attracting the core 85
toward the end of its movement. I prefer-
ably secure the pole-piece at the rear end of
the coil and energize said pole-piece by means
of the coil. It will be understood that the
pole-piece may be located at the forward end 90
of the coil and that the said pole-piece may
be energized by a separate coil.

Having now described my invention, what
I claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters
Patent, is as follows: 95

1. In an elevator, the combination of a car
or cage, means for operating the same, mech-
anism for controlling said operating means,
a solenoid or magnet for operating said con-
trolling means, a safety - circuit extending 100

through thelandings for operating said solen-
oid or magnet, a push-button at each landing
for closing or breaking the safety-circuit, a
shunt around each push-button, and a closer

or breaker in said -shunt operated by the ele- **>$

vator-car, substantially as set forth. .

2. In an elevator, the combination of a car
or cage, means for operating the same, mech-
anism for controlling gaid operating means,
a solenoid or magnet for operating said con- no
trolling mechanism, a safety-circuitincluding
said solenoid and. extending adjacent to the
elevator-shaft, a push-button at each landing
for making or breaking said safetj^-circait, a
shunt around each push-button, a closer or 115
breaker in said shunt, and a shoe carried on
the elevator for operating said closer or
breaker, substantially as set forth.

3. In an elevator, the combination of a car
or cage; means for operating the same, mech- 120

anism for controlling said operating means,
a solenoid or magnet for operating said con-
trolling mechanism, a safety-circuitincluding
said solenoid or magnet and extending adja-
cent to the elevator-shaft, a push-button at 125
each landing for closing or breaking said
safety- circuit, a shunt around each push-but-
ton, a closer or breaker in each shunt, a shoe
carried on the elevator-car for operating said

closers or breakers, and means for withdraw- 130
ing said shoe and for holding the same in a
retracted position, substantially as set forth.

4. In ah elevator, the combination ofan ele-

vator car or cage, means for operating the
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same, controlling mechanism for said operat-
ing means, a solenoid or magnet for operat-
ing said controlling mechanism, a safety-cir-

cuit including said solenoid or magnet and
5 extending adjacent to the elevator-shaft, a
push-button at each landing for closing or

breaking said safety-circuit,means controlled

by the landing-doors for locking said push-
buttons in their retracted positions, to main-

10 tain the safety -circuit closed or broken
through the same, a shunt around each push-
button, a closer or bieaker in each shunt, and
means carried by the car for operating said
circuit closers or breakers, substantially as

r5 set forth.

5. In an elevator, the combination of a car
or cage, means for operating the same, con-
trolling mechanism for said operating means,
a solenoid or magnet for operating said con-

20 trolling mechanism, a safety-circuit includ-
ing said solenoid or magnet and extending
adjacent to the elevator-shaft, a push-button
at each landing for breaking or closing the
safety-circuit, a latch controlled by each land-

25 ing-door for maintaining the push-button
thereat in its retracted position to maintain
the safety-circuit closed or broken, a shunt
around each push-button, a closer or breaker
in said shunt, and means carried by the car

30 for operating said closer or breaker, substan-
tially as set forth.

G. In an elevator, the combination of a car
or cage, means for operating the same, -con-
trolling mechanism for said operating means,

35 a solenoid or magnet for operating said con-
trolling mechanism, a safety-circuit includ-
ing said solenoid or magnet, and extending
adjacent to the elevator-shaft, a push-button
at each landing for closing or breaking the

40 safety-circuit, a shoe pivoted to the moving
elements of said push-button, a spring-pressed
plunger for engaging said shoe when the lat-

ter is moved to make or break the safety-cir-
cuit at each landing, said plunger being re-

45 traded from such engagement when the land-
ing-door is opened, a shunt around each push-
button, a closer or breaker in each shunt,
and means carried by the car for operating
said closer or breaker, substantially as set

50 forth.

7. In an elevator, the combination of a car
or cage, means for operating the same, con-
trolling mechanism for said operating means,
a solenoid or magnet for operating said oper-

„j atin^j mechanism, a safety-circuit including
said solenoid or magnet and extending adja-
cent to the elevator-shaft, and a push-button
mechanism, at each landing, comprising a
casing a spring-pressed push-button, a sepa-

60 rate plunger engaged by said push-button for
making or breaking the safety-circuil , a shoe
pivoted to said plunger, a second plunger with
which said shoe engages, normally held in
position to b3 engaged by said shoe by the

65 closing of the landing-door, and adapted to
be disengaged from said shoe when the land-
ing-door is opened, substantially as set forth.

s. In an elevator, tho combination of a car

or cage, means for operating the same, con-

trolling mechanism for said operating means, 70

a solenoid or magnet for operating said eon-

trolling mechanism, a safety-circuit includ-

ing said solenoid or magnet and extending
adjacent to the elevator-shaft, and a push-
button mechanism at each landing compris- 75
ing a casing, a push-button mounted in said

casing, an annunciator-circuit operated by
said push-button, a separate plunger also op-

erated by said push-button and adapted to

break the safety-circuit, a shoe carried by 80

said plunger, a second plunger with which
said shoe is engaged, normally held in a posi-

tion to be engaged by said shoe by theclos-

ing of the landing-door, but adapted t& be
withdrawn from said shoe when the landing- 85

door is opened, and a shunt around said push-
button, substantially as set forth.

9. In an elevator, the combination of a car

or cage, means for operating the same, con-

trolling means for said operating meehanism, 90

a solenoid or magnet for operating the said

controlling mechanism, a safety-circuit in-

cluding said solenoid or magnet, and push-
button mechanism at each landing compris-
ing a casing, a push-button mounted in said 95
casing, a separate plunger^ operated by said

push-button, insulated buttons on said plun-

ger, a pair of contact-springs with which the

plunger normalby engages, a shoe carried on
said plunger, a second plunger with which 100

said shoe engages but adapted to be with-

drawn from the shoe on the opening of the
landing-doors, and a shunt around said push-
button, substantially as set forth.

10. In an elevator, the combination of a car 105

or cage, means for operating the same, con-
trolling mechanism for said operating means,
a solenoid or magnet for operating said con-

trolling mechanism, a safety-circuit includ-

ing said solenoid or magnet and passing no
through circuit closers or breakers controlled

by the latches of the landing-doors, and mech-
anism for each landing for controlling said

solenoid or magnet, substantially as set forth.

11. In an elevator, the combination with a n.i

car or cage, means for operating the same,
controlling mechanism for said operating
means, a cylinder, a piston in said cylinder,

connections between said piston and the con-

trolling mechanism, a pipe or pipes for nor- 120

mally supplying liquid under pressure to both
ends of said cylinder, a valve at each of said

pipes, a solenoid or magnet for controlling

each valve, and means under the control of

the operator on the car for energizing either 125

of said solenoids- or magnets, substantially as

set forth.

12. In an elevator, the combination of a car
or cage, a cylinder, a piston in said cylinder,

connections between said piston and the con- 1 30

trolling mechanism, means for normally cen-
tering said piston for maintaining the con-
tro 1 ling mechanism in an inactive condition,

pipes leading to both ends of the cylinder, a
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valve in each pipe, a solenoid or magnet for

controlling each valve, and means under tlie

control of the operator for energizing either

end of said solenoids or magnets, substan-

5 tially as set forth.

13. In an elevator, the combination of a ear
orcage, meansforoperatingthesame, control-
ling mechanism for said operating means, a
cylinder, a piston in said cylinder, connee-

io tions between said piston and controlling
means, pipes leading to both ends of said cyl-

inder, and normally supplying a liquid under
pressure thereto, a valve in each pipe adapted
to shut off the supply of liquid to either end

15 of the cylinder and put the same iu com-
munication with a discharge-pipe, a solen-
oid or magnet for operating each valve, and
means under the control of the operator on
the car for energizing either one of the solen-

20 oids or magnets, substantially as set forth.

14. In an elevator, the combination of a car
or cage, means for operating the same, control-
ling mechanism for said operating means, a
cylinder, a piston in said cylinder, connec-

25 tions between said piston and the controlling
mechanism, pipes connecting with both ends
of said cylinder, a valve in each pipe, a so-

lenoid or magnet for operating each valve, a
switch in the circuit to each solenoid, a re-

30 lay-magnet or solenoid for operating each
switch, and a safety-circuit including said re-

lay-magnets or solenoids, said safety-circuit
extending through circuit closers or breakers
controlled by the landing-doors, substantially

35 as set forth.

15. In an elevator, the combination of a car
orcage, meansforoperatingthesame, control-
ling mechanism for said operating means, a
cylinder, a piston in said cylinder, connec-

40 tions between said piston and the controlling
mechanism, pipes connecting with both ends
of said cylinder, a valve in each pipe, a so-
lenoid or magnet for operating each valve, a
switch in the circuit to each solenoid, a relay-

45 magnet or solenoid for operating each switch,
and a safety-circuit including said relay-mag-
nets or solenoids, said safety-circuit extend-
ing through circuit closers or breakers con-
trolled by the latches of the landing -doors,

50 substantially as set forth.

16. In an automatic elevator, the combina-
tion of means for causing an elevator to travel
continuously up or down in an elevator shaft
or well, and mechanism at each landing con-

55 trolling the operating mechanism of the ele-

vator, whereby the elevator may be stopped
at any landing, substantially as set forth.

17. In an elevator, the combination of means
for causing the elevator to continuously travel

60 up and down in an elevator shaft or well, a
push-button at each landing controlling the
operating mechanism for the elevator, and a
circuit breaker or closer at each landing con-
trolled by a shoe carried on the elevator car

65 or cage and adapted to coact with the said
push-button, whereby when said push-but-
ton is operated the movement of the car in

actuating said circuit'closer or breaker will

bring the car to rest, substantially as set

forth. 7°

IS. In an elevator, the combination of a car

orcage, means for operating 1 lie same, con-
trolling mechanism for said operating means,
a cylinder, a piston in said cylinder, connec-
tions between said piston and the controlling 75
mechanism, pipes leading into said cylinder

at both ends thereof, a valve in each pipe, a

solenoid or magnet for operating each valve,

a stationary contact-plate in circuit with each
solenoid or magnet, a contact-plate movable 80

between said stationary plates and controlled

by the operator on the car, and a safety-cir-

cuit includiug said contact-plates extending
through circuit closers or breakers controlled

by the landing-doors, substantially as set 85
forth.

19. Iu an elevator, the combination of a car
or cage, means for operating the same, con-
trolling mechanism for said operating means,
a cylinder, a piston in said cylinder, connec- 90
tions between said piston and the controlling

mechanism, pipes leading into said cylinder
at both ends thereof, a valve in each pipe, a
solenoid or magnet for operating each valve,

a stationary contact-plate in circuit with each 95
solenoid or magnet, a contact-plate movable
between said stationary plates and controlled

by the operator on the car, and a safety-cir-

cuit including said contact-plates extending
through circuit closers or breakers controlled 100

by the latches of the landing-doors, substan-
tially as set forth.

20. In an elevator, the combination of a car
or cage, a hydraulic cylinder, pipes connect-
ing the ends of said cylinder with the pres- 105
sure supply, a three-way valve in each of said
pipes normally conveying the pressure to
both ends of the cylinder, a solenoid or mag-
net for operating each valve for cutting off

the pressure to either end of the cylinder and 1 10

connecting the same with the discharge, and
a switch controlled from the car or cage for

energizing said solenoid or magnet, substan-
tially as set forth.

21. In an elevator, the combination of a car 115
or cage, a hydraulic cylinder, pressure and
discharge pipes connected with said cylinder,

a valve on each of said pipes, a solenoid or
magnet for operating each of said valves, a
switch carried on the car for energizing either 1 20

of said solenoids or magnets, a switch in the
circuit of said solenoids or magnets, a relay-
magnet or solenoid for operating said switch,
and a safety-circuit including said solenoid
or magnet and extending through closers or 125
breakers controlled by the landing-doors, sub-
stantially as set forth.

22. In an elevator, the combination of a car
or cage, a hydraulic cylinder, pressure and
discharge pipes connected with said cylinder, 130
a valve on each of said pipes, a solenoid or
magnet for operating each of said valves, a
switch carried on the car for energizing either
of said solenoids or magnets, a switch in the
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circuit of said solenoids or magnets, a relay-
magnet oi- solenoid for operating said switch,
and a safety-circuit including said solenoid
or magnet and extending through closers or

5 breakers controlled by the latches of the
landing-doors, substantially as set forth.

23. In an elevator, the combination of a car
or cage, hydraulic mechanism for operating
the elevator, a valve in the main supply-pipe,

to a cylinder, a piston in said cylinder, connec-
tions between said piston and said valve, a
pipe supplying water under pressure to said
cylinder on one side of said piston, a valve in
the latter pipe, a solenoid or magnet for op-

15 erating the latter valve, aud a safety-circuit
extending through said solenoid or magnet
and including closers or breakers controlled
by the landing -doors, substantially as set
forth.

20 21. In an elevator, the combination of a car
or cage, hydraulic mechanism for operating
the elevator, a valve in the main supply-pipe,
a cylinder, a piston in said cylinder, connec-
tions between said piston and said valve, a

25 pipe supplying water under pressure to said
cylinder on one side of said piston, a valve in

the latter pipe, a solenoid or magnet for op-
erating the latter valve, and a safety-circuit
extending through said solenoid or magnet

30 and including closers or breakers controlled
by the latches of the landing-doors, substan-
tially as set forth.

25, In an eleval or, the combination of a car
or cage, hydraulic mechanism for operating

35 the elevator, a main supply-pipe, a valve in

said pipe, a pinion on said valve, a cylinder,
a piston in said cylinder, a rack connected to

said piston and engaging said pinion, a spring
for normally keeping said piston at one end

40 of said cylinder, a pipe leading into said cyl-

inder at the same end, a valve in said pipe, a
solenoid or magnet for operating said valve,
a circuit for said solenoid or magnet, a switch
in said circuit, a relajr-magnet or solenoid for

45 operating said switch, and a safety-circuit in-

cluding said relay-magnet or solenoid extend-
ing through the closers or breakers formed
by the landing -doo^s, substantially as set

forth.

50 26. In an elevator, the combination of a car
or cage, hydraulic mechanism for operating
the elevator, a main supply-pipe, a valve in
said pipe, a pinion on said valve, a cylinder,
p niston in said cylinder, a rack connected to

j5 sail piston and engaging said pinion, a spring
for normally keeping said piston at one end
of said cylinder, a pipe leading into said cyl-

inder at the same end, a valve in said pipe, a
solenoid or magnet for operating said valve,

60 a circuit for said solenoid or magnet, a switch
in said circuit, a relay-magnet or solenoid for
operating said switch, and a safety-circuit in-

cludingsaid relay-magnet or solenoid extend-
ing through the closers or breakers formed

65 by the latches of the landing-doors, substan-
tially as set forth.

27. An improved circuit closer or breaker

operated by alatch comprising apivoted shoe,
an insulating button or knob carried on said
shoe, and a contact-spring engaged by said 70
button or knob when the shoe is moved to one
position and engaged by the shoe itself when
in another position, substantially as set forth.

28. An improved circuit closer or breaker
operated by a latch comprising a shoe, an in- 75
sulated face on said shoe with which the latch
engages, an insulating knob or button on
said shoe, and a spring engaged by said knob
or button when the shoe is in one position,

and by the shoe itself when in another posi- 80
tion, substantially as set forth.

29. An improved push-button for the pur-
pose mentioned, comprising a casing, a push-
button 13 in said easing, a spring 15 for said
push-button, a sleeve 16 secured to said eas- 85
ing, a plunger 17 mounted within said sleeve,

a spring 18 for said plunger, a rod 21 carried

by said plunger, insulating buttons or knobs
on said rod, contact-springs 19 and 20 nor-
mally engaging said rod, and a shoe 23 piv- 90
oled to said rod, substantially as set forth.

30. Animproved valve, comprising a valve-
casing, pipes 1CK3, 107, entering the same at
opposite sides, a discharge-pipe connecting
with the same between the pipes 100, 107, a 95
valve centrally located in said valve-casing
and having a piston on one of its ends, a cyl-

inder for receiving said piston and formed
integral with the valve-casing, a pipe 115 con-
necting the pipes 106, 107 with said cylinder, too

and an auxiliary valve in said pipe, substan-
tially as set forth.

31. An improved electric valve, comprising
a valve-casing, a cylinder connected to said
casing, a valve in said casing, a piston mount- 105

ed in said cylinder and connected with said

valve, a stop-screw for adjusting the supply
of said valve, a branch pipe for normally sup-
plying pressure to said cylinder, a valve in

said branch pipe, and a solenoid or magnet no
for operating the latter valve, substantially

as set forth.

32. In an improved electric valve, the com-
bination of a valve-casing K, pipes 106, 107
leading to and from said casing, a valve 109 115

in said casing, the exit-pipe 108 normally con-
nected to the pipe 107, the cylinder 112 in-

tegral with the valve-casing, the piston 11 1 in

said cylinder integral with the said valve, the
branch pipe 115 connecting the pipe 106 with 1 20

the cylinder 112, the valve 116 in said branch
pipe, the discharge-pipe 117, and a solenoid
or magnet connected to said valve 116, sub-
stantially as set forth.

33. In an improved electric valve, the com- 1 25
bination of the valve-casing K, pipes 100 and
107 leading to aud from said casing, the valve
109 in said casing, the exit-pipe 10S normally
connected to the pipe 107, the cylinder 112 in-

tegral with the valve-casing, the piston 111 130

in said cylinder integral with the said valve,

the stop-screw 114, the branch pipe 115 con-

necting the pipe 108 with the cylinder 112 and
the valve 116 in said branch pipe, the dis-
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charge-pipe 117, and the soleuoid or magnet
connected to said valve 116, substantially as
set forth.

34. An improved solenoid, comprising a
coil, a core movable in said coil, and a mag-
netized disk or plate parallel with the rear end
of the coil and magnetized by the same, said
disk or plate attracting the core during its

final movements, substantially as set forth.

35. An improved solenoid, comprising a
coil, a core movable in said coil, a disk or
plate at the rear of the coil and adjustably se-

cured thereto and magnetized by the coil, said
disk or plate attracting the core during its

final movements, substantially as set forth.

30. An improved solenoid, comprising a
coil, a core movable in said coil, a disk or
plate at the rear of the coil and adjustably se-

cured thereto and magnetized by the coil, said
disk or plate attracting the core during its

final movements, and a non-magnetic plate
interposed between said magnetized disk and
the core, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

12th day of March, 180G.

samup:l d. stroiim.
Witnesses

:

Frank L. Dyer,
L. Della McGirr.

20
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To all whom it nitty concern,:

Re it known that I, Samuel D. Strohm, a
citizen of the United States, residing at Phila-

delphia, in the county of Philadelphia and-

5 State of Pennsylvania, have invented certain

new and useful Improvements in Electric

Elevators, (Case E;) and I do hereby declare
the following to be a full, clear, and exact de-

scription of the invention, which will enable
io others skilled in the art to which it apper-

tains to make and use tiie same.
My invention relates to various new and

useful improvements in electric elevators;

and the main object of the invention is to so

15 construct an elevator operated by an electric

motor or motors as to improve and render
more perfect the means for controlling said
motor or motors, and to further provide an
improved safety device to be used in connec-

20 tion with said elevator whereby absolute
safety in operation of the elevator will be as-

sured.

In order that my invention may be better
understood, attention is directed to the ac-

25 companying drawings, wherein I illustrate

two ways of carrying into effect the general
principles of my invention, and in which

—

Figure 1 is a diagrammatic view illustrat-

ing a convenient form of apparatus wherein
30 the rheostat and controlling-switches are op-

erated by the controlling-rope from the eleva-
tor-car; Fig. 2, a similar view showing the
rheostat and controlling-switches carried on
the car; Fig. 3, a similar view of the pre-

35 ferred arrangement of circuit - breaking
switch for the motor-circuits or elsewhere;
Fig. 4, a rear elevation, partly in section, of
a convenient form of circuit-breaking device
adapted to be operated by the latches of the

40 landing-doors; Fig. 5, a sectional view of the
same ; and Fig. 6, a view similar to Fig. 4, ex-

cept that the contact-plate is out of contact
with the contact-springs, so as to break the
circuit.

45 In all of the above views corresponding
parts are represented by the .same figures of
reference.

Having reference to Fig. 1, the motor 3 op-
erates the car 1 through the rope or cable 2,

50 said motor in this instance being located at
the bottom of the elevator-shaft.

11 represents a controlling-switch or rheo-
stat for the motor, located adjacent thereto
and having a switch-arm 12, adapted to be
moved up and down by a controlling-rope 13. 55
Said switch-arm is preferably divided into
three parts 14, 15, and 1G, mechanically con-
nected together, but electrically insulated
from each other, as shown.

17 is a series of contact-plates connected 60

together by resistance-coils 18 and mounted
above the switch-arm 12, and 19 is a corre-

sponding series of contact-plates connected
together by resistance 20 beneath said switch-
arm. The extreme plates 17 and 19 of these 65
two series are connected by "Wires 21 and 22
to one of the mains 23 of the, electric-light

circuit of the building or to any other source
of supply.

24 is a contact-plate above the portion 15 70
of the switch-arm, and 25 is a corresponding
contact-plate below the same, said contact-
plates being in advance of the pivotal point
of said switch-arm. Behind the pivotal point
of said switch-arm are two contact-plates 2G 75
and 27 above the same and two plates 28 and
29 below the same. The plates 20 and 28 ai'e

connected .by wires 30, 31, and 32 with the
other main 33 of the electric-light circuit of

the building or other source of supply. 80

34 is a wire connected between the plates
25 and 29 with one of the brushes 35 of the
motor 3.

30 is a wire connecting the other brush of
"said motor with a contact-plate 37. Opposite 85
the latter contact -plate is a corresponding
plate 38, and adapted to make contact with
said con tact-plates is a switch-arm 39, carried
on the core 40 of a solenoid 41 or on the arma-
ture of a corresponding magnet. When the 90
core 41 is attracted by said solenoid 40, the
switch-arm 39 will be elevated so as to com-
plete the circuit between the plates 37 and 38

;

but when said solenoid is deenergized a spring
42 forces the switch-arm 39 into contact with 95
two contact-plates 43 and 44, the purpose of
which will be presently explained.

45 is a wire connecting the contact-plate 38
with a contact-plate 40, and 47 is a corre-
sponding contact-plate opposite to the latter 100
contact-plate 40.

48 is a switcli-arm carried on the core 49 of
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a solenoid 50 and adapted when said solenoid
is deenergized to be forced by means of the
spring 51 into contact with the plates 46 and
47, so as to make contact between said plates.

5 When said solenoid 50 is energized, the said
switch-arm 48 is moved into contact with the
two contact-plates 52 53, the purpqse of which
will be presently explained.

54 is a wire connecting the plates 24 and
io 27 together, and 55 is a wire connecting both

of said plates with the contact-piece 47.

56 is a wire connecting the extreme upper
plate 17 of the series of contact-plates above
the switch-arm 12 with the plate 53, and "57

(5 is a wire connecting contact-plate 52 with the
plate 44. The other contact-plate 43 is con-
nected by a wire 58 with a very powerful so-

lenoid 59, which is connected by a wire 60
with the supply-main 33.

20 The core 61 of the solenoid 59 connects with
a lever 62, carrying a brake-shoe 63 or analo1

gous element at its free end and adapted to

be drawn into contact with a face-wheel 64,

carried on the motor-shaft, so as to brake the
2 5 same.,

G5 is a wire connecting the end of the wire
22 with a contact-plate 66, and 67 is another
contact -plate opposite the same and with
which a switch-arm 68 is adapted to make

30 contact. Si-id switch-arm is carried on the
end of the core 69 of the solenoid 70, which is

normally deenergized, and 71 is a spring for

forcing said switch-arm in contact with said
contact-plates when the circuit to said solen-

35 old is broken.
72 is a wire connecting the plate 67 with

the field 73 of the motor 3, the other side of

said field being connected by a wire 74 with
the supply-main 33.

40 75 75 are circuit breakers or closers carried
On the various landings of the building and
adapted to be operated when the several iand-
ing-doors are either closed or are actuallj7 fas-

tened, said devices being of any suitable con-

45 struction, such, for example, as I have shown
in applications for Letters Patent filed on
even date herewith and will hereinafter de-
scribe. These circuit closers or breakers are
included in a circuit 76 with a battery or

50 other source of supply 77 and the solenoid 41,

so that when all of the circuit closers or
breakers are in such condition as indicates
that all the landing-doors are closed or fas-

tened the said solenoid Or magnet will be en-

55 ergized or deenergized, according to the cir-

cuit being a closed or open circuit, to thereby
complete the circuit through the brake-so-
lenoid 59 or through the motor-armature, as
will be explained.

60 7S represents a circuit closer or breaker car-

ried on the elevator-car and operated by the
closing or fastening of the elevator-door, said
circuit closer or breaker being included in the
circuit 79 with the battery SO or other source

65 of supply and the solenoid or magnet 50.

In the present instance I have shown the
circuit 76 as being a normally closed circuit i

and the circuit 79 as being a normally open
circuit, the parts therefore, being in the posi-

tion shown, indicating that the circuit 76 is 70

broken and that therefore one or more of the
landing-doors is either open or not properly
secured and that the circuit 79 is closed, so as

to indicate that the elevator-door is in a simi-

lar condition. The parts being in these po- 75
sitions, therefore, the elevator is presumed to

beat rest, it being noted that the switch-arm
12 occupies a horizontal position and being
out of contact with all of the various contact-

plates. Current therefore passes from the 80

main 23 by wires 21 and 56 to contact-plate 53,

through switch -arm 48 to contact- plate 52,

through wire 57 to contact-plate 44, through
switch-arm 39 to contact-plate 43, through
wire 58, through solenoid 59, and through wire 85

60 to the main 33. In this condition, there-

fore, the solenoid 59 will be energized, attract-

ing the core 61 and forcing the brake-shoe 63

into contact with the face-wheel 64, so as to

brake the motor. In this condition it will 90
also be impossible to start the motor, since

the armature-circuit thereof is broken at the

points 37 38 and 46 47. When, however, all

of the landing-doors are closed, so as to com-
plete the circuit 76 and energize the solenoid 95
41, so as to attract the core 40, the switch-arm
39 will be elevated and will make contact with
the plates 37 and 38. This movement, how-
ever, it will be noted, does not entirely com-
plete the armature-circuit of the motor, be- 100

cause that circuit is still broken at the points

46 47. It is therefore necessary to close or to

fasten the door of the elevator-car, which in

this instance breaks the circuit 79, deener-
gizes the solenoid or magnet 50, and allows 105

the spring 51 to force the switch-arm 48 into

contact with the contact-plates 46 and 47. In
this condition the motor can be operated as

follows:

As stated, the solenoid 70 is in a normally no
open circuit, as SI, fed from the battery 80 or

other source of suppty, and having therein a
switch S2, which may be located in the car,

and by which said circuit may be closed to en-

ergize said solenoid 70. It is the intention, 115

however, with the apparatus shown, to main- -

tain the current constantly in the field of the
motor, so that said circuit 81 is constantty
opened to allow' the spring 71 to keep the
switch-arm 68 in coritact with contact-plates 120

67 and 68. Current thereby passes through
the field of the motor from the main 23,

through wires 22 and 65, contact-plate 66,

switch-arm 68, contact-plate 67, wire 72, mo-
tor-field 73, and wire 74 to the other main 33. 125

If, for example, it is desired to run the ele-

vator down, the operating-rope 13 is elevated,
bringing the portion 15 of the switch-arm into

contact with the plate 24 and the lower plate
17 of the series and bringing the portion 14 130
of said switch-arm i uto contact with the plates
2S and 29. Current therefore passes through
the armature of the motor from the main 23,

wire 21, to the first plate 17, resistance 18, to
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the second plate 17, second resistance 18, to

the third plate 17, to the portion 15 of the

switch-arm, to the plate 24, wire 5-1, plate 47,

switch -arm 48, plate 4G, wire 45, plate 38,

5 switch-arm 39, plate 37, wire 3G, through the

armature of the motor, wire 34, to plate 29,

through the portion 14 of the switch-arm, to

plate 28, wires 31 and 32, to the other main
33 of the circuit. As said controlling-rope 13

io is elevated to a greater extent the resistances

18 are cut out of the armature-circuit, and the

speed of the motor is thereby accelerated.

By moving said controlling-rope in the oppo-

site direction the position of the switch-arm

15 12 will be reversed, so that the current will

be passed through the armature of the motor
in the opposite direction, as will be under-
stood,the direction of rotation being reversed.

Having reference to Fig. 2, 1 illustrate mech-
20 anism whereby the controlling-switch for the

elevator may be carried on the car instead of

being located at the bottom of the elevator-

shaft, as explained, and wherein some differ-

ent features from those above described are

25 introduced. In this form of apparatus the
motor 3 controls the elevator-car in the ordi-

nary way. Mounted on the car is a revers-

ing-switch and rheostat S3. While the ele-

ments of this switch correspond closely to the
30 corresponding elements of the apparatus

shown in Fig. 1, for the purpose of clearness
I will designate them by individual numerals.

84 represents a switch-arm made, as be-
fore, of three sections insulated from each

35 other, the upper section 85 having a handle
to be grasped by the operator. This switch-
arm makes contact at each side with a series

of contact-plates S6, the plates of which se-

ries are connected together by suitable re-

40 sistances 87, and the outer plates of both se-

ries being connected together by a wire 88.

Said wire 88 connects by a wire 89 with a con-
tact-plate 90. 91 is another contact-plate op-
posite the same, which connects by wires 92

45 and 93 with one of the supply-mains of the
electric-light supply of the building or other
source of electric supply.

95 is a switch-arm adapted to make contact
between the plates 90 and 91, said switch-arm

So being carried on the end of the core 9G of the
solenoid97. 98 is a spring forcing said switch-
arm 95 out of contact with said contact-plates
90 and 91 into contact with contact-plates 98'

and 99 when said solenoid 97 is deenergiz'ed

55 or is energized, according to the character of
circuit with which it is used, whether open
or closed.

Beneath the contact-plates 8G are plates 100
and 101, adapted to be engaged by the upper

60 section of the switch-arm 84, and on the other
side of the pivotal point of each switch-arm
at the right and left thereof are plates 102,
103, 104, and 105. The plates 103 and 105
are connected by a wire 10G to the other side

65 107 of the source of supply. The plates 101
and 102 are connected by a wire 108 with one
"brush 109 of the motor 3, and the plates 100

and 104 are connected by a wire 110 with the

other brush 111 of said motor.

112 is a brake-solenoid carried adjacent to 70

the motor and connected by a wire 113 with

the wire 93 and by a wire 114 with the con-

tact-plate 99. The contact-plate 98 connects

by. means of the wire 115 with the wire 10G.

The core 116 of the solenoid 112 connects 75

with a lever 117, pivoted at 118 to a suitable

framework, and the free end of said lever

works upon the end of the brake-lever 119,

which carries a brake-shoe 120, said brake-

shoe engaging with a face-wheel 121, carried 80

on the motor-shaft.
122 122 are circuit closers or breakers on

the several landings of the building, adapted
to be opened or closed, according to the char-

acter of the circuit, by the closing or by the 85,

fastening of the several landing-doors. Said

contact closers or breakers are included in

the circuit 123 with a battery or other source

of supply 124 and the solenoid 97. In the

present instance the circuit 123 is normally 90
closed, so as to energize said solenoid 97, at-

tracting its core.9G and bringing the switch-

arm 95 into contact with the contact 90 and
91. In Fig. 4 said circuit 123 is shown as'be-

ing broken, indicating thereby that one or' 95
more of the landing-doors is either opened or'

unfastened.
125 is a switch carried in the elevator-ca*

and included in a circuit 12G, which short-

circuits the circuit closers or breakers 122, so- iot>

that bjr closing said circuit 126 the said cir-

cuit-breakers will be short-circuited and the
solenoid 97 will be constantly energized.

The parts being in the position illustrated in

Fig. 4 indicate that one or more of the doors 105

are opened or unfastened, and it will be noted
that current will flow from the supply-main
94 directly through the brake- solenoid 112,

wire 114, contact 99, switch-arm 95, contact-
plate 98, wire 1 15, to the other side 107 of the 1 iu
supply-circuit, thereby attracting core 116,

operating lever 117, and forcing the brake-
shoe 120 into contact with the brake-wheel
121, so as to brake the motor. At the same
time it will be noted that it will be iinpossi- 115
ble to start the motor, for the reason that the
circuit through the armature thereof isbroken
at the points 90 and 91. When, however, the
circuit 123 is closed, indicating that all the
landing-doors are secured, or when the cir- 120
cuit 126 is closed so as to short-circuit the
former, the solenoid 97 will be energized, at-

tracting the core 96 and bringing the switch-
arm 95 into contact with the contact-plates
90 and 91. If now the controlling-lever 84 is 125
moved to one side or the other—for instance,
to the right—current to the armature of the
motor traverses the same as follows: from
the supply-main 94, wires 93 92, contact-plate
91, switch-arm 95, contaqt-plate 90, wires 89 130
and 88, through one of the series of contact-
plates 86 and resistances 87 to the upper
plate of the switch-arm 84, to plate 101, wire
108, brush 109, motor-armature, brush 111,
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wive 110, plate 101, through the lower portion
of the switch-aim, plate 103, and wire 10G to

the other side 107 of the supply-circuit. It

will therefore be seen that if the circuit 123 is

5 closed, indicating that all of the landing-
doors are closed and therefore in a safe con-
dition, the motor is free to be controlled from
the car by means of the operating-lever 84.

. In carrying out mj^ invention in practice I

io prefer to use switches in the niotor-crrcuit,

which in this instance will be operated by the
solenoids 41 and 50 and which should be of

such a construction that the current t? the
motor will be introduced gradually thereto

15 under all conditions, and I illustrate the par-
ticular form of switches in Figs. 3 and 4 solely

for the purpose of clearness.

It will be seen that if the switch-arm 12 is

moved in either direction to its extreme limit
20 and any one of the safety-circuits is broken,

so as to break the motor-circuit, when said
safety-circuit is again completed there will

(in the apparatus of Figs. 1 and 2) be no re-

sistances in the motor^circuit, so that there
25 will be danger of burning the motor out. This

danger will also be appreciated when it is re-

membered that the operator is liable to oper-
ate the controlling-switch 12 before he has
closed the elevatorrdoor or landing-door, in

30 which case the same danger arises when the
safety-circuit is then completed. It is for
this reason, therefore, that. I prefer to employ
switches controlled in .tliis instance by the
solenoids 41 and 50, which will introduce the

35 current gradually into the motor, and in Fig.
3 I illustrate diagrammatically a switch em-
bodying these ideas. Having reference to
this figure, I illustrate a solenoid 41, which is

horizontally arranged and wherein the core
40 42 connects with a switch-arm 127,, mounted

at 128, the upper portion of which is insulated
at 129. 130 is a spring normally holding the
switch 127 against a stop 131. 132 132 are
contact-plates connected by resistances 133,

45 and 134 is a contact-plate arranged beneath
the plates 132. The wires 135 and -13G con-
nect with the contact-plate 134 and with the
end plate 133. With this form of switch it

will be seen that when the safety-circuit is

50 closed, energizing the solenoid 41 and therebj^
attracting the core 42 thereof, the switch-arm
127 will be moved toward a stop 137 and in
this movement will gradually cut-out of the
motor-circuit the several resistances 133, so

55 that the current of the motor will be intro-
duced gradually therein and thereby entirely
prevent the possibility of the armature being
burned out.

In Figs. 4, 5, and G I show a convenient
60 form of circuit making and breaking device

which may be used in this system, but to
which I do not make a claim, as the same is

covered in my concurrent application, filed

April 4, 1S9G, Serial No. 5SG,213. This making
65 and breaking device will be briefly described.

138 is a heavy insulating-plate secured to

the ironwork of the building, and 139 is the

casing of the lock of a landing-door secured
to safd plate, so as to be effectively insulated

from the,ironwork of tlK building. 70

140 is a heavy insulating-block mounted
within the casing 139 and carrying two con-

tact-springs 141 141, to which the wires of the
safety-circuit are connected in the usual way.
142 is a metal plate adapted to make contact 75
with the springs 141, so as to close the safety-

circuit. The said plate is carried by the

sleeve 143, which is fixed in the insulating-

block 144. Said insulating-block is carried

in a frame 145, having outturned ways 146, 80

which engage with light guide-bars 147, so

that said frame will be guided vertically.

In order to keep the contact-springslll nor-

mally out of contact with the plate 1<* 2, 1 make
use of a spring 149, bearing beneath said plate 85

and surrounding a guide-rod 148, which is em-
bedded in the insulating-block 110 and works
within the sleeve 143.

By means of a circuit closer and breaker of

this character it will be seen that when the 90
latch of a landing-door enters the opening at

the upper end of the casing 139 the weight
thereof resting upon the frame 145 will move
the contact-plate 142 downwardly, so as to

complete the circuit between the springs 141, 95
and that when said latch is removed the spring
149 will elevate the contact-plate 142, so as to

break the circuit.

Having now described my invention, what
I claim as new therein, and desire to secure by 100

Letters Patent,. is as follows:

1. In an electric elevator, the combination
of an elevator car or cage, an electric motor for

operating the same, a switch controlling the
circuit to said motor, a solenoid or magnet for 105
operating said switch, a safety-circuit includ-
ing said solenoid or magnet, and a closer or
breaker in said safety-circuit controlled by a
door opening on the elevator-shaft, substan-
tially as set forth. no

2. In iin electric elevator, the combination
of an elevator car or cage, an electric motorfor
operating the same, a switch controlling the
circuit of said -motor, a solenoid or magnet for

operating said switch, a safety-circuit includ- 115

ing said solenoid or magnet, and a series of

closers or breakers in said safety-circuit con-
trolled by the landing-door, substantially as
set forth.

3. In an electric elevator, the combination 120
of an elevator car or cage, an electric motor for

operating the same, two switches controHing
the circuit of said motor, a solenoid or magnet
for operating each of said switches, a safety-
circuit including one of said solenoids or mag- 1 25
nets, a series of closers or breakers in said
safety-circuit controlled by the landing-door,
a safety-circuit including the other of said
solenoids or magnets, and a closer or breaker
in the latter circuit controlled by the car-door, 130
substantially as set forth.

4. In an electric elevator, the combination
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of an elevator car or cage, an electric motor for

operating the same, a switch controlling the

circuit of said motor, a solenoid or magnet for

operating said switch, a safety-circuit includ-

ing said solenoid or magnet, a closer or breaker
in said safety -circuit controlled by a door
opening on the elevator-shaft, and a brake for

said motor, operated by said switch when the
same is moved to break the motor-circuit, sub-
stantially as set- forth.

5. In an electric elevator, the combination
of an elevator car or cage, an electric motor
for operating the same, a switch controlling

the motor to said circuit, a brake-shoe for

said motor, a solenoid or magnet for operating
said brake-shoe, a circuit for said solenoid or

magnet also controlled by said switch when
the latter is moved to break the motor-cir-

cuit, a solenoid or magnet for operating said

switch, a safety-circuit including said solen-

oid or magnet, and a closer or breaker in said

safety device, controlled by a door opening
on the elevator -shaft, substantially as set

forth.

G. In an electric elevator, the combination
of an elevator car or cage, an electric motor
for operating the same, two switches control-

ling the circuit to said motor, a brake-shoe
for said motor, a solenoid or magnet for op-
erating said brake-shoe, a circuit for said so-

lenoid or magnet controlled by said switches
when the same are moved to break the motor-
circuit, a solenoid or magnet for operating
each of said switches, a safety-circuit includ-
ing one of said solenoids or magnets, a series

of closers or breakers in said safety-circuit
controlled by the landing-door, a safety-cir-
cuit for the other of said solenoids or mag-
nets, and a closer or breaker in the latter cir-

cuit controlled by a car-door, substantially as 40

set forth.

7. In an electric elevator, the combination
of an elevator car or cage, an electric motor
for operating the same, a switch controlling

the armature-circuit to said motor, a solenoid 45
or magnet for operating said switch, a safety-

circuit including said solenoid or magnet, a
closer or breaker in said safety-circuit con-
trolled by a door opening on the elevator-

shaft, a switch in the field-circuit of the mo- 50
tor, a solenoid or magnet for operating said

switch, and a switch, in the car for controlling

said solenoid or magnet, substantially as set

forth.

8. In an electric elevator, the combination 55
of an elevator car or cage, an electric motor
for operating the same, a switch controlling

the circuit to said motor, a solenoid or mag-
net for operating said switch, a safety-circuit

including said solenoid or magnet, and a 60

closer or breaker in said safety-circuit con-
trolled by the latch of a door opening upon
the elevator-door, substantially as set forth.

9. In an electric elevator, the combination
of an elevator car or cage, an electric motor 65

for operating the same, a switch controlling

the circuit to said motor, a solenoid or mag-
net for operating said switch, a safety-circuit

including said solenoid or magnet, and a se-

ries of closers or breakers in said safety-cir- 70
euit controlled by the latches of the landing-
doors, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

12th day of March, 1896.

SAMUEL D. STROIIM.
Witnesses:

Frank L. Dyer,
S. Della McGirr.
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To all ivhom it may concern:
Be it known that I, John S. Muckle, a citi-

zen of the United States, residing in Phila-

delphia, Pennsylvania, have invented certain

Improvements in Elevator Mechanism, of

which the following is a specification.

The object of my invention is to provide
means for locking the landing-doors of ele-

vator-wells when the operating mechanism is

free and to lock the said mechanism when
one of the doors is open.
My invention is especially adapted for use

in connection with elevator-cars having lever
mechanism for stopping and starting in lieu

nf either wheels or ropes or rods passing
through the car.

In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 is

a vertical sectional view of an elevator car
and well on the line 1 1, Fig. 2. Fig. 2 is a
vertical sectional view on the line 2 2, Fig. 1.

Fig. 3 is a perspective diagram. Fig. 4 is an
enlarged view of one end of the hand-lever,
and Fig- 5 is a diagram view of a modification.
A are the walls of an elevator-well having

doorways a for the different landing-floors a'.

B is an elevator-car.

D is a hand-lever having a handhold d,

and this lever is pivoted at d' to the car and
in the present instance has two wheels d?,

around which passes the rope or chain con-
nected to the controlling mechanism in the
well, so that when the lever is moved to a
central position the car will remain stationary
and when moved to one side of the center the
mechanism will be so shifted that the elevat-
ing mechanism will lift the car and when
moved to the opposite side of the- same the
mechanism will be so shifted as to allow the
car to descend.

I pivot the handhold d at d3 to the lever
D, so that it will have a motion in the direc-
tion of the arrow, Fig. 1.

handle is a lug dl

e in a segment

50

At the rear of the
which may enter a notch

E, secured .to the car, when
the operator moves the lever to the center po-
sition to stop the car.'

The. pivoted handhold d is connected to a
lever G by .a rod G'. This lever G is pivoted
to bearings on the under side of the car and
its other arm is connected to an arm of a le-

ver G2
, arranged on a vertical pivot, and an

arm of this lever is connected to the locking-

slide II, which is mounted in bearings on the

under side of the car and on its outward
movement presses against a spring-catch 1, 55
whieh locks the door A' in its closed position.

The further movement of the slide II releases

the door, so that the operator can open it. On
the slide is a flange i, with which engages a
locking-lever J, hung at j to the side of the
elevator-well. One arm of this lever is con-

trolled by the door, while the other arm is

weighted..
The moment the door is released and opened

by the operator after bringing the car to a stop
the locking-lever is free and swings in front

of the flange i of the'slide II, preventing the
slide from being operated until the door is

again closed. On the closing of the door a
projection thereon strikes the locking-lever

J, moves it away from the slide, so that the
slide is released, and the operator can then
move the handhold clear of the notch, and
the lever can then be moved in either direc-

tion.

It will be seen that the car cannot move
when the elevator-door is open and the door
cannot be operated except when the elevator-

car is at the landing and at rest, so that the
operator can release the door by the move-
ment of the mechanism described above.
In Fig. 5 I have shown a slight modifica-

tion in which the levers GG2 are directly con-
nected and the lever G 2 connected to the slide

by a rod g. It will be understood that the
arrangement of parts can be modified to ac-
cord with different elevator constructions.

I claim as my invention—
1. The combination of an elevator-car, a

lever connected to controlling mechanism, a, 90
portion of said lever being independently
movable, Fdoor-releasing means on the car con-
nected to the independently-movable portion
of the lever, a landing-door, and catch there-
for adapted to be operated by the releasing 95
•means on the car, substantially as described.

2. The combination of an elevator-car, a
landing-door, a slide, a pivoted controlling-
lever mounted on the car, having a pivoted
handhold connected to the slide, a notched 100

segment fixed in the car, the pivoted hand-
hold having a lug adapted to a notch in the

60

65

70

75

80

85
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segment, so that the lever must be opposite
the notch in the segment before the slide can
be operated to release the door, and means
for locking the handhold to the segment while

5 the door is open, substantially as described.

3. The combination of the elevator-well, the
door, an elevator-car, a pivoted lever D con-
nected to the controlling mechanism, and
having a pivoted handhold d, a bell-crank

io lever G on a horizontal pivot, a rod connect-
ing the bell-crank lever with the handhold
d, a second bell-crank lever G2 arranged on a
vertical pivot and connected to the bell-crank
lever G, a slide II connected to the said lever

G2
, a notched segment tixed in the car, the

pivoted handhold d having a lug adapted to
rest in the notch of the segment so that the
lever cannot be moved in either direction un-
til the handhold is turned on its pivot, sub-
stantially as described.
In testimony whereof I have' signed my

name to this specification in the presence of
two subscribing witnesses.

JOHN S. MITCKLE.

Witnesses:
Will. A. Barr,
Jos. H. Klein.
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To all ivhom it may concern,

Be it known that I, Rudolph C. Smith, a

citizen of the United States, residing at Yonk-

ers, in the county of Westchester and State

of New York, have invented certain new and

useful Improvements in Means for Operating

the Control Devices of Elevators, of which

the following is a specification.

In those elevator apparatus in which it has

been necessary or desirable to make use of a

hand gear or device within the cage to oper-

ate the cables connected with the stopping

and starting device such hand-gear has con-

sisted of vertical or horizontal levers or hand-

wheels having handles projecting therefrom,

or of other constructions of such a character

that the clothing of persons passing to or from

the elevator-car is liable to engage with the

device or some part thereof and shift the

same and the valve or other part connected

therewith, starting the cage in motion with

risk of danger to the occupants. So long as

any hand operating device is used having a

projecting handle or grasp extending at an

angle to its line of movement and capable of

engaging the clothing or of contact with the

person, so as to be shifted by the drag of the

clothing or the pressure of the person, such

accidents cannot be prevented. In order to

overcome these defects, I make use of an op-

erating device in which the hand-gear is pro-

vided with a bar or rod which may be grasped

within the hand and which is arranged lon-

gitudinal to its line of movement, as fully

set forth hereinafter and as illustrated in the

accompanying drawings, in which

—

Figure 1 is a sectional elevation of an ele-

vator apparatus having a control device em-

bodying my improvement. Fig. 2 is a section

on the line 2 2, Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a sectional

plan on the line 3 3, Fig. 1. Fig. 4 is a sec-

tional view showing a modification. Fig. 5

is a detail side elevation of the modification

illustrated in Fig. 4.

A represents the cage or car of the elevator,

and B the stopping and starting or control-

ling device, which may be a water or steam

valve or electric switch, or any of the usual de-

vices employed for such purposes, and which

is operated from the cage through the medium
of one or more running or stationary cables

55

60

f>5

70

75

by taking up or elongating bights in such

cables. As "shown, there are two standing-

cables a a, connected with a pulley 6, the ro-

tation of which shifts the stopping and start-

ing or control device B, the said cables pass-

ing around pulleys 7 7, carried by a lever If,

pivoted to the cage and operating to take up
or elongate bights in the cables, as set forth

in Letters Patent to N. C. Bassett, No. 453, 955.

Any other form of cable operating devices

may, however, be employed—as, for instance,

the single traveling cable shown in C. W.
Baldwin's patent, No, 548,107, ot G. II. Rey-

nolds's patent, No. 456,152.

As shown, the operating device C consists

of a tubular or solid rod or tube b, having a

hand-grasp 8 at the center and guided so as

to move in the line of the direction of its

length or longitudinal axis—as, for instance,

extending into tubes 9 9, bolted to the ceiling

and floor^of the car—and between the hand-

operated device and the cable-controlled de-

vices are any suitable intermediate connec-

tions whereby the longitudinal movement of

the hand -grasp 8 will shift the cable -con-

trolled devices, and with them the stopping

and starting devices.

In most instances with large elevator ap-

paratus of the modern type with cars travel- 80

ing at a high rate of speed it would be im-

practicable to connect the hand-operated de-

vice directly with the cable -controlled de-

vices, and it is preferable to make use of in-

termediate connections that will give the op- 85

erator the advantage of a leverage in opera-

tion with the cable-controlled devices. Dif-

ferent intermediate connections may be em-

ployed, but I prefer that shown, consisting of

a cable 10, connected to the ends of the bar 90

b, passing over an upper pulley 12 and be-

neath a lower pulley 13, and provided with a

tightening device 14, the shaft of the pulley

12 having a pinion 15 engaging a rack 16 on

a rod 18, connected to an arm projecting from 95

the lever IT. By this arrangement and pro-

portion of intermediate connections the op-

erator has such a leverage that he can exert

all necessary power to operate the cables

without any undue exertion in moving the

operating device. The arrangement shown
has also the further advantage that the move-

100
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ments made by the operator correspond to

those made in operating the ordinary hand-
rope, so that there is no danger of accident in

transferring an operator from an apparatus

5 provided with an ordinary hand-rope to one
provided with my improved operating device.

While it is preferable to arrange the hand-
operated device to move vertically, my in-

vention may be embodied in a device having
10 a horizontal longitudinal movement. Thus

in Fig. 4 the control device consists of an
endless cable 16, passing around horizontal
guide-pulleys 17 and 18, extending through
the side of the car, and provided with a hand-
grasp 8, in the form of a sleeve sliding upon
a tubular portion of a casing 19, covering the
guide-pulleys within the cage, a cross-pin 20
of the hand-grasp extending through slots in

the casing and being connected to the cable.

Outside of the case the cable is connected to

a lever 21, connected in any suitable manner
with the cable controlling devices.

Whether the hand-operated device be ar-

ranged to move vertically or horizontally, it

25 will be seen that it has a longitudinal move-
ment only, and that it cannot be shifted either
by the pressure of persons against it or by en-

gaging with any moving object, except when
directly grasped bjr the hand and moved lon-

30 gitudinally.

Without limiting myself to the precise con-
struction and arrangement of parts shown, I

claim as my invention

—

t5

20

1. The combination with the operating-ca-
ble device of an elevator, of means for taking
up or relaxing the cable, and a hand operat-

ing device within the car, guides therefor ar-
ranged to permit only a longitudinal vertical

movement of said device, and connections
between the said hand device and the means
for taking up and relaxing the operating-ca-
ble, substantially as described.

2. The combination with an elevator-car

and with the cable control device for operat-
ing the stopping and starting device, and
means for taking up and relaxing the cable,

of a hand device consisting of a rod or bar
within the car supported longitudinally in

line with the direction of its movement and
connected to operate said means, substan-
tially as set forth.

3. The combination of an elevator-car, ca-

ble control devices carried thereby, an oper-
ating-rod provided with a rack, a pinion en-
gaging said rack and pulley connected there-

with, and a second pulley and cables passing
around said pulleys, and into the car and con-
nected with a hand control device therein,

substantial^ as set forth.

In testimony whereof I have signed my
name to this specification in the presence of

two subscribing witnesses.

RUDOLPH C. SMITH.
Witnesses:

Henry L. Brant,
W. Charles Eggert.
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To all whom it may concern:
Re it known that I, Robert W. Hare, a citi-

zen of the United States of America, residing
at Allegheny, in the county of Allegheny and
State of Penns3-lvania, have invented certain
new and useful Improvements in Elevator-
Locks, of which the following is a specifica-

tion, reference being had therein to the ac-

companying drawings.
This invention relates to certain new and

useful improvements in locking devices for

elevators, and relates particularly to those
that are automatic in their operation.
The invention has for its object the con-

struction of a locking device of theabove-re-
ferred-to class whereby the elevator-car will

be securely locked while the door is open or
the gate is raised and cannot be operated
until the door is again closed or the gate low-
ered.

The inventionhas forits still furtherobject
the construction of a locking device for this

purpose that will be entirely automatic in its

operation, thus requiringno additional mech-
anism for the operator to handle, and that
can be secured in the elevator-shaft without
interfering in any manner with the operation
of the car or gate.

A still further object of the invention is to

provide a locking device of the above-de-
scribed class that will be extremely simple
in its construction, strong, durable, and effec-

tual mite operation, and comparatively inex-
pensive to manufacture.
With the above and other objects in view

the invention finally consists in the novel
construction, combination, and arrangement
of parts to be hereinafter more particularly
described, and specifically pointed out in the
claims.

In describing the invention in detail refer-

ence is had to the accompanying drawings,
forming a part of this specification, and
wherein like figures of reference indicate simi-

lar parts throughout the several views, iu

which

—

Figure 1 isa front view of anelevator-shat't.

Fig. 2 is a side view thereof. Fig. 3 is a sec-

tional view taken on the line x x of Fig. 1.

Fig. 4 is a view taken on the line y y of Fig.

1. Fig. 5 is an enlarged detail view of the
hand-line-controlling mechanism, and Fig. 6

is a sectional view taken on the line z z of

Fig. 1.

In the drawings, 1 denotes a form of door 55
applied at a floor of a building, and to the
door is pivoted a link 2, which in turn is piv-

oted to a slide 3, having a beveled end, said

slide 3 being slidable in a casing or bearing
4. A rod 4a is arranged to slide vertically in 60

the shaft, preferably in one corner thereof,

and arms 5 project outwardly therefrom and
are adapted to be engaged by the end of the

slide 3, whereby the rod is elevated when the

door 1 is swung open. When 'the door is 65
closed, the slide 3 is withdrawn and the weight
of the rod causes it to descend to its normal
position, as shown in full lines in Fig. 5, while
in dotted lines the position of the rod and its

arms is shown when the slide 3 is in engage- 70
ment with either of the arms 5, presuming,
of course, that all of the floors have doors
similar to that shown at the top.

The hand-line G operates over a series of

pulleys 7 and a controlling-pulley arranged 75
on the shaft, having a toothed wheel 9, said

shaft being suitably hung in a bracket 10.

A lever 11 is pivoted to a support 12 and
to the sliding rod. This lever is provided with
a toothed end to engage the toothed wheel 80

when the rod 4 is elevated by the arm of the

door, such engagement resulting in the lock-

ing of the controlling-pulley, which renders

the hand-line inoperative during such engage-
ment. 85
In connection with the hinged door I also

illustrate a transversely-slidable door 13, pro-

vided with an extension 14, havingan inclined

edge 15, adapted to engage the arms of the

rod to elevate it, as will be apparent. I have 90
also shown a vertically-slidabledoor 1G, hav-
ing an extension 17, which engages the arms
of the slidable rod. The support 18 holds the

door 1G suspended.
The construction, as well as the operation 95

and advantages, will be understood from the

foregoing description,, and it will be noted
that various changes maybe made in the de-

tails of construction without departing from
the spirit of 1113- invention. 10©

Having fully described my invention, what
I claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters

Patent, is

—

1. In an elevator the combination of the
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controller-rope, floor-doors, slides connected
with said doors, a rod extending the length of

the elevator-shaft and adapted to be actuated
by the slides, a lever connected to said rod,

a toothed wheel adapted to be engaged by the
lever, said wheel being engaged by said con-
trolling-rope, substantially as described.

2. In. an elevator, the combination of the
controller-rope, floor-doors, slides connected
with said doors a rod extending the length of

the elevator-shaft and adapted to be operated
by said slides, and connections whereby said
controller-rope is locked by the movement of

said rod, substantially as described.
3. In an elevator, the combination of the

controller-rope, floor-doors, a vertical rod ex-

tending the length of the elevator-shaft, con-
nections wherebj' said rod is moved by the
opening of the doors, a lever connected to the
rod, a toothed wheel adapted to be engaged
by the lever and a pulley on the shaft of the
toothed wheel, the controller - rope passing
around said pulley, substantially as described.

4. In an elevator the combination of the
controller-rope, floor-doors, a vertical ly-slid-

able rod extending the length of the elevator-

shaft, slides adapted to operate said rod, links

connecting said slides and doors, a lever con-
nected with said rod, a toothed wheel adapted

to be engaged by said lever, a pulley on the 30
shaft of the toothed wheel, the controller-rope
passing around said pulley, substantially as
described.

5. In an elevator the combination of the
controller-rope, floor-doors, a rod extending 35
the length of the elevator-shaft, means where-
by said rod is moved by the opening of any
one of the doors, and connections whereby
said controller-rope is locked by the move-
ment of said rod, substantially as described. 40

G. In an elevator-lock, a rod reciprocable
in the elevator-shaft said rod being provided
with an arm at each floor, the door at each
floor having a cam secured thereon adapted
to engage the arm and operate the rod, a line 45
and weight attached to the upper end of the
rod, a lever connected to said rod at its lower
end and provided with cogs and a cog-wheel
secured to the motor-controlling sheave and
adapted to be engaged by said lever, substan- 50
tially as shown and described.

In testimony whereof I affix my signature
in presence of two witnesses.

ROBERT W. HARE.

Witnesses:
Alfred M. Wilson,
Louis Moeser.
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To a/7 irliom it mail concern:

Be it known that I, John S. Mitklk, a citi-

zen of the United States, residing in Phila-

delphia, Pennsylvania, have invented certain

5 Improvements in Elevator Mechanism, of

which the following is a specification.

My invention relates to certain improve-
ments in passenger and freight elevators in

which controlling mechanism is used for stop-

ro ping the car at the different landings. In all

elevator -controlling mechanism there is a

point where the movement of the mechanism
exercises no effect to stop or start the ear. This
movement I will call hereinafter the "idle"

15 movement of the controlling mechanism.
The object of my invention is to utilize this

idle movement of the controlling mechanism
to release the door when the car is at a land-
ing and to lock the door when the door is

20 closed and before the car is moved.
My apparatus is so arranged that after the

controlling mechanism is shifted and has
stopped the car, for instance, further move-
ment of this mechanism is utilized to move a

25 slide or other locking device to release the
door, and when the door is opened the said
slide will be locked and thus lock the con-
trolling mechanism while thedoorisopen, and
a continued further movement or return

30 movement of the controlling mechanism after
the door is closed is utilized to lock the door,
the door when closed releasing the controlling
mechanism, so that it can be operated to start

the car.

35 In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 is

a side view of sufficient of an elevator well
and car to illustrate my invention. Fig. 2 is a
view of a modified form of the mechanism.
Fig. o is a view of a still further modification

40 of the invention, and Fig. 4 is a detailed view
of the mechanism shown in Fig. 1.

Referring in the first instance to Figs. ] and
4, A is the car, which is adapted to travel up

. and down in the elevator-well. II is the land-

45 ing, and in the present instance G is a slid-

ing door.

Mounted in suitable bearings in the car is a
shaft J J, having a hand-wheel I> within the car
and a sprocket-wheel h

1

on the outside of the
50 car around which passes the valve-control-

ling chain bi
. The shaft, hand-wheel, and

sprocket-wheel form the controlling mechan-
ism on the car. On the shaft 1> is a pinion b?

',

around which passes a chain c to the chain-
wheel c on the intermediate shaft C. On 55
this shaft C is an eccentric gear-wheel c 2

,

which meshes with an eccentric gear-wheel cT-

011 the stud 1).

To a crank-pin d on the wheel (P is con-
nected a rod <V, attached to an arm e on the 60

rock-shaft E, adapted to bearings secured to

the under side of the car in the present in-

stance.

F is a slide adapted to guides/, and this

slide is connected to the arm e on the rock- 65
shaft E by a rod e'. This slide has at its outer
end a flange/' on one side and a roller/ 2 on
the opposite side and is the movable element.
On the walls of the elevator-well near each

landing is a spring-latch//,which engages with 70
a latch (j on the door G, and at one side of

this spring-latch is hung a lever S, having an
arm s, adapted to pass back of the flange/
on the slide F when the said slide is projected
and the door opened, s' is a weighted arm, 75
and s2 is an arm with which comes in contact
a finger (f on the door, so that when the door
is closed this finger strikes the arm .s

2
, turn-

ing the lever and throwing its arm s away
from the flange/', and thus releasing the slide. 80

Thus it will be seen that when the lever S en-

gages with the slide it will prevent the oper-

ator from turning the controlling mechanism,
asthe slide is connected with said mechanism.
The above-described mechanism with the 85

exception of the cccent ric gcai\s is fully de-

scribed and set forth in the Patent No.
55o,S2o, on March ), 1800.

]>y arranging the eccentric gears in the
manner shown I am enabled to so regulate the 90
throw of the slide that during the time that
the valve mechanism is shifting very little

motion is imparted to the slide, but immedi-
ately after shifting the valve the gears arc
brought into such relation to each other and 95
to the crank-pin that the slide is projected
its full extent.

In all elevating mechanism a certain
amount, of motion is given to the wheel, if a
wheel is used, beyond that required to shift 100
the valve to stop the elevator, and it is this

motion that I utilize to shift the slide. The
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same motion is utilized on the return of the
wheel to withdraw the slide before the valve
is reversed to start the car, the door in the
meantime having been closed so as to release

5 the slide from the mechanism hung to the
elevator-well.

In Fig. 2 I have shown the eccentric gears
arranged at the head of the elevator-well and
actuated by the controlling rope or chain''V

io through the medium of the wheel i, mounted
on[the shaft I, sprocket-wheel /'', chain i*, and
sprocket-wheel i

3
, mounted on an intermedi-

ate shaft on which is an eccentric gear o",

meshing with an eccentric gear <V\ On this

15 gear is a crank-pin to which is attached a
rod d\ connected to the bell-crank lever (7"',

to which is attached the rope j, having the
blocks J at each landing. These blocks en-

gage with an L-shaped latch g' onthe eleva-
20 tor-door G' and are engaged by a weighted

lever r/
2 when the door is open. This particu-

lar mechanism is described and claimed in

an application tiled bv me on the 20th day
of February, 1S06, Serial No. 580,119, with

25 the exception of the elliptical gears. By
placing the elliptical gears in the position
shown the same result is accomplished as by
that shown in Fig. 1.

I may dispense in some instances with the

30 elliptical gears, as shown in Fig. 3, and con-
nect the rod <V to a slotted arm D', pivoted
to a frame, and in the slot of this arm is a pin
projecting from the gear-wheel C. By this

means I obtain a differential motion, the

35 parts being so timed that the slow movement
is given to the slide while the valve-shifting
mechanism is opera! ing and the quick motion
is given either after or before the valve mech-
anism is operated.

40 It will be understood that my invention
can be applied to belt-shifting mechanism or
clutch mechanism as well as to valve mech-
anism and can be also applied to shifting

mechanism of an electric elevator.

45 I claim as my invention

—

1. The combination in elevator • locking
mechanism, of a car, a door, a lock therefor,

a device for operating the controller whereby
the car is caused to ascend or descend, mech-
anism for actuating the lock to release the 50
door after the car is brought to a stop at the
door and means whereby said mechanism is

operated from the controlling device after the
latter has been moved so as to stop the ear,

substantially as described. 55
2. The combination in elevator -locking

mechanism of a car, a door, a lock therefor,

a device on the car for operating the con-
troller whereby the car is caused to ascend
or descend, mechanism for actuating the lock 60

to release the door after the car is broughl
to a stop at the door and means whereby said
mechanism is operated from the controller

device on the car after the latter has been
moved so as to stop' the car, and a device for 65
locking the controller and its mechanism
when the door is opened, said device being
actuated to release the controller when the
door is closed so that the said mechanism can
be operated to again lock the door before Ihe 70
controller device is moved sufficiently to

start the car, substantially as described.
3. The combination in an elevator-car, of

the door, a lock therefor, controlling mech-
anism on the car, a movable clement adapted 75
to actuate the door-lock, with elliptical gear-
ing between said controlling mechanism and
the movable element whereby said element
will be moved slowly during the stopping
and starting of the car, and will be moved 80

quickly after or before the controlling mech-
anism is actuated to stop or start the car,

substantially as described.
In testimony whereof I have signed' my

name to this specification in the presence of 8>,

two subscribing witnesses.
JOHN S. MUCKLE.

Witnesses:
Will. A. Ba.br,
Jos. H. Kleix.
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To all ivhom it may concern:
Be it known that I, John S. Muckle, a citi-

zen of the United States, residing in Phila-
delphia, Pennsylvania, have invented certain
Improvements in Elevator Mechanism, of
which the following is a specification.

The object of my invention is to provide
mechanism for locking the car of an elevator
when opposite a landing and when the land-
ing-door is opened and to lock the landing-
door in the closed position when the elevator-
car is not at the landing.
My invention is especially adapted for use

in connection with hinged landing -doors
15 which either swing out from the elevator-car

or into the car and in which the controlling
mechanism is governed by mechanism with-
in the car of the rope or rod type.

In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 is

a vertical sectional view of an elevator-car
with the landing-door in the distance. Fig.

2 is a plan view of sufficient of the elevator
well and car to illustrate my invention. Fig.

3 is an enlarged view of the locking mechan-
ism in the position shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 4 is

a view of the locking mechanism, showing' the
bolt withdrawn; and Fig. is a perspective
view of the block. Fig. 6 is a view showing
the landing-door-locking mechanism and con-
trolling-rope.

Ais the car, having the usual passage-way a.

B are the walls of the elevator-well, and B'
is one of the landing-doors, hinged at b to
swing out from the elevator-car.

D is a rope, chain, or rod within the eleva-
tor-well and provided with a series of blocks
D' and forming a movable element. This ele-

ment is connected with any suitable control-

ling mechanism so that it will have a certain
limited vertical movement when the said
mechanism is actuated.
Referring to Fig. 6, S is the controlling-

rope, which passes around a wheel s at the
head of the elevator-well, and on the shaft of

this wheel is a sprocket-wheels', around which
passes a chain s2 to a sprocket-wheel s3

, car-

rying a gear-wheel which meshes with a gear-

wheel s4. P is a bell-crank lever one arm of

which is connected to the rod or cord D, and
50 the other is attached to a rod p, connected to

a crank-pin on the wheel s4, so that when the

65
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controlling-rope S is operated the blocks will

be raised or lowered and when the blocks are
locked the controlling-rope is also locked.
One of the blocks D' is situated near each 55^

landing and adapted to guide rods e e on a
plate E, in the present instance, which is se-

cured to the inner wall of the elevator-well.
Each block is perforated at d to allow for the
passage of the headed bolt I. In the present 60
instance this bolt has an L- shaped head i

and is adapted to a plate I', secured to the
door I3'j and has also a handle i' , by which it

is operated. The bolt has sufficient move-
ment so that it can be drawn back clear of
the door-jamb, as shown in Fig. 3, and can
be projected entirely through the block P/,
as shown in Figs. 1 and 4, so that it will be
engaged by the block when the block is

moved.
Pivoted at / to the plate E is a weighted

arm F, having a projection /', which rests
against the end of the bolt I when it is in the
block. The end/2 of the arm passes over a
projection d! on the block D' when the bolt I

is withdrawn, so as to lock the block from
any vertical movement while the bolt is free
and the door opened. As soon as the door
is closed and the bolt thrown the end of the
bolt will strike the projection /' and will force 80
the arm F away from the block and its end/ 2

out of engagement with the projection d' of
the block, thus releasing the block and its

mechanism and allowing the controlling

mechanism to be operated to raise or lower
the car. The bolt allows the block to move
up a certain distance with the controller, so
that when the block is raised it will prevent
the withdrawal of the bolt, and consequently
the opening of the door, until the elevator-
car again comes to a rest. By this means I

can readily apply locking mechanism to ele-

vator-plants provided with hinged or swing-
ing doors as readily as those havin
doors.

By arranging the arm F as shown the arm
will lock the block before the bolt leaves it,

so as to insure either the locking of the door
by the block or the locking of the block by
the arm.

I claim as my invention—
1. The. combination of the elevator-well, a

85
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95

100
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hinged landing-door, an elevator-car, control-

ling mechanism, a movable element in the
elevator - well connected to the controlling

mechanism, a pivoted arm adapted to pre-

5 vent the movement of the said element when
the door is opened and a slidable bolt on the
hinged door adapted to be engaged by the
said element when the door is closed, sub-
stantially as described.

10 2. The combination of an elevator-well, a
hinged landing-door, an elevator-car, control-

ling mechanism, a rope connected to the con-
trolling mechanism, a perforated block on
said rope opposite the door, a pivoted arm

15 adapted to engage the block, a sliding bolt

on the door having a head at one end, said
bolt being adapted to enter said perforated
block when the door is closed and to release
the block from the control of the pivoted arm,

20 so that on the withdrawal of the bolt the car
will be locked and the door may be opened,
substantially as described.

3. The combination of the elevator-well, a
landing-door, a bolt thereon, a car, control-

25 ling mechanism, a movable block connected

to the controlling mechanism, said block hav-
ing a projection, a pivoted arm adapted to

engage with the projection on the block and
to be acted upon by the bolt of the door, sub-,

stantially as described. 3c

4. The combination of the elevator-well, a
landing-door, an elevator-car, and controlling

mechanism, a plate E secured on the wall of

the well, a perforated block adapted to slide

on the plate, a bolt on the door adapted to 35
enter the ' perforation in the block, an arm
pivoted to the plate E and having a projec-

tion in line with the bolt and an end adapted
to engage a projection on the block when the
bolt is withdrawn so as to prevent the verti- 40
eal movement of the block, substantially as
described.

In testimony whereof I have signed my
name to this specification in the presence of

two subscribing witnesses.

JOHN S. MUCKLE\

Witnesses:
Will. A. Bark,
Jos. H. Klein.

!
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To nil whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Samuel D. Strohm, a

citizen of the United States, residing at Phila-
delphia, in the county of Philadelphia and

5 State of Pennsylvania, have invented certain
new and useful Improvements in Safety De-
vices for Elevators, (Case C;) and I do here-
by declare the following to be a full, clear, and
exact description of the invention, which will

i o enable others skilled in the art to which it ap-
pertains to make and use the same.
My invention relates to various new and

useful improvements in safety devices for -ele-

vators,which are designed particularly for use
15- with passenger-elevators, and the improve-

ments are of such a character that they may
be applied to and used in connection with any
varietj' of elevators.

The object of the invention is to provide a
20 safety device for elevators of such a charac-

ter that absolute safety of operation of the
elevator-car will be assured.
To this end the invention consists in the

provision of electrically controlled or oper-

25 ated mechanism by means of which, should
any one of the landing-doors be open or oth-
erwise unsafe or insecure, so as to operate the
closers and breakers in the safety-circuit, the
operating mechanism of the elevator will be

30 locked and can only be started when the said
doors are properly secured.
In order that my invention may be better

understood, attention is directed to the ac-

companying drawings, forming a part of this

35 specification, and in which—
Figure 1 is a diagrammatic view of a con-

ventional form of elevator, showing the ap-
plicability thereto of my present improve-
ments; Fig. 2, a section on the line x x oi

\o Fig. 1 ; Fig. 3, a detail view of the preferred
manner of applying an electrically-operated

lock to the actuating-motor; Figs. 4, 5, and
G, detail views of the preferred form of cir-

cuit-closer at the landings, adapted to be op-

45 erated by the actual securing of the landing-
doors.

In all of the above views corresponding
parts are represented by the same reference-
numerals.

.50 1 is an elevatoise&r movable in a suitable
well or shaft past the landings 2 2.

3 is a controlling-lever for operating a pul-

ley-wheel 4 by suitable appropriate interme-
diate connections, and to which pulley is con-

nected the valve or other controlling element 55
of the operating mechanism.

5 is an insulated strip secured' to one side

of the well or shaft, and which may be con-
veniently made of wood, and G is a metallic

contact strip or track secured to said insu- 60

lated strip.

7 is a sliding contact carried on the car 1

and making contact with said contact -strip G.

9 is a solenoid or magnet carried in the car
adjacent to the controlling-lever 3 and which 6 j

is supported in any suitable way. If desired,

said solenoid or magnet may be suitably in-

cased.
10 is a locking-bolt adapted to engage an

opening 11 in the controlling-lever 3 when 70
said controlling-lever is brought to its central
position to close the elevator-valve and stop

the car, said latch being normally forced into

engagement with said opening by means of a
spring 12. Said bolt 10 is connected with the 75
core or armature 13 of the solenoid or magnet
9 and may conveniently be an extension of

said core or armature, as shown in Fig. 2. 'In

the arrangement shown the solenoid or mag-
net 9 is in a circuit 14 between the brush 7 80

and one side of the circuit of the elevator-

lamp 15 for lighting the car, and, if desired,

.

a resistance 16 for cutting down the current
flowing through said solenoid or magnet may
be included in said circuit. Instead of em-
ploying as the source of electric supply the

lighting-circuits of the building a primary or

storage battery or other source maybe availed

of, with which the electric connections are to

be suitably .made. 90
In carrying out my invention I interpose

between th.e other side 17 of the current-sup-
ply and the magnet 9 suitable circuit making
and breaking devices controlled by the land-
ing-doors or other door or doors opening on 95
the elevator-shaft, so that unless said doors
are closed and preferably secured current will

be prevented ,from passing to said solenoid
or magnet for unlocking the elevator-actuat-

ing mechanism, as will be explained. Aeon- 100

venient arrangement for doing this is illus-

trated in Fig. 1 and will be described.

85
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Extending from one side of the source of

current-supply is a wire IS, which leads to

the pivoting-point 10 of a switch 20, carried

on the first landing, and which preferably is

5 incased, so that it cannot be tampered with.

The switch-lever 21 of this switch makes con-
tact with the contact-plates 22 and 23.

Extending from the contact-plate 22 is a wire

24, which passes through a circuit- breaker 25
io of any suitable construction. From said cir-

cuit-breaker a wire 2G extends to the other con-
tact-plate 23 of the switch. From the latter

contact-plate 23 a wire 27 extends to a switch
20 on the floor above, where similar electric

15 connections are made, and from the plate 23
of the switch at the extreme upper iloor of

the building a wire 28 conuects with the con-
tact-strip G, with which the brush 7 is con-
stantly making contact.

20 The operation of the apparatus described
above, and which is shown in Fig. 1, will be
readily understood and is as follows: When
all the landing-doors are closed, the circuit

from the lamp 15 to the other main 17, or

25 through any other source of supply, is closed
through the circuit-breakers at the landings
and the solenoid or magnet 9 on the car, so as
to retract the core or armature 5 and with-
draw the bolt 10. Whenever the car is

30 stopped and the lever is brought to its central
position, so as to close the elevator-valve, and
the landing-door at which the car is stopped
is opened, so as to break this circuit, the so-

lenoid or magnet 9 will be deenergized, al-

35 lowing the spring 12 to force the bolt 10 into
the recess 11 of the controlling-lever, and said
lever will thereby be locked against move-
ment. It will therefore be impossible to start

a car in this position, and said car can only
40 be started by closing the landing-door, com-

pleting the circuit, thereby energizing the
magnet or solenoid, retracting the bolt 10,

and freeing the controlling-lever 3. If for
any reason any one of the circuit-breakers at

^5 the landings is out of order, the switch-lever
21 of the switch at that floor may be thrown
over into contact with the upper contact-
plate 23, so as to cut out the circuit-breaker
at that floor. This will allow the car to be

50 operated, and the said circuit-breaker may
be repaired without affecting the operation
of the car.

I have found from experience that when
the current obtained is supplied from the elec-

55 trie-light circuit of a building it is necessary
that all parts be carefully insulated, as any
ground through the iron work of the elevator-
shaft is very objectionable and often fatal to
correct operation, and hj means of the con-

60 struction shown this result is obtained, it be-
ing noted that the bases of the switches 20
and other parts are mounted ou heavy insu-
lated blocks.

Preferably the circuit-breakers at the land-
65 ings are controlled by the actual securing of

the doors, or, in other words, the circuit
tli rough said circuit-breakers is closed b}7 the

latch 30 of the landing-doors. It is to be un-

derstood, however, that other forms of cir-

cuit-breakers may be employed, as will be 70

suggested to those skilled in the art.

In Figs, 4, 5, and G I illustrate a convenient
form of circuit-breaker of the first class, to

which attention is now directed.

31 is the body of the lock, mounted on a 75
heavy insulated block and havingan opening
or slot 32 therein, into which the latch 30

passes.

33 is an insulated block made, preferably,

of hard rubber secured within the plate 31 80

and carrying contact-springs 34 31 at each
side thereof.

35 is a contact-plate adapted to make con-

tact between said springs 34 34, said plate be-
ing carried on a sleeve 36, secured to an in- 85

sulating-block 37. Said block is carried in

a light frame 38, having slotted arms 39 there-

on, which arms engage with and are guided
by small guide-bars 40, secured within the
casing 31. 90

41 is a guide-piece secured to the sleeve 3G

and working within a hole in the insulating-
block 33, and 42 is a light spiral spring, inter-

posed between said insulating-block and said
contact-plate 35 for normally elevating the 95
same from the springs 34 34. With this form
of circuit-closer the latch 30 entering the slot

32 will come into contact with the top of the
insulating-piece 37and will force the contact-
plate 35 downward, so as to complete the cir- 100

cult between the springs 34 3*4. AVhen said
latch is elevated to unlock the door, the spring
42 will force the contact-plate 35 upward to
break the circuit at the landing, as will be
understood. This form of circuit-breaker T 105

have found to be very convenient in prac-
tice and it possesses the advantages of being-

si mple and reliable.

Instead of locking the controlling-lever 3

when it lias been brought to a central posi- no
tion, as illustrated in Fig. 1, the controlling-
wheel 43 may be used, as shown in Fig. 3,

provided with a slot 44 therein, which will be
engaged and locked by a bolt 10 when said
wheel is brought to its ecu tral position to close 1

1

5

the elevator-valve.
Having now described 1113- invention, what

I claim as new therein, and desire to secure
by Letters Patent, is as follows:

1. In a safety device for elevators, the com- 120
bination with an element connected with and
operating the hydraulic valve or other con-
trolling mechanism of the car, a latch or bolt
for locking said element when the same has
been brought to a position to hold the car at 125
rest, a solenoid or magnet for operating said
latch or bolt, a safety-circuit through said
solenoid or magnet, landing-doors adjacent
to which extends said safety-circuit, a plu-
rality of closers and breakers in said safety- 130
circuit operated by the latches of the landing-
doors, and an insulating-piece interposed be-
tween each closer and breaker and the latch
for operating the same, whereby the latches
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will at all times be insulated from the safety-

circuit, substantially as aud for the purpose
set forth.

2. Iu a safety device for elevators, 1 he com-

5 bination with an element connected with and
operating the hydraulic valve or other con-

trolling mechanism of the car, a latch or bolt

for locking said clement when the same has
been brought to a position to hold the car at

io rest, a solenoid or magnet for operating said

latch or bolt, a safety-circuit through said

solenoid or magnet, a plurality of closers and
breakers in said safety-circuit operated by
the landing-doors, and a switch at each land-

15 ing with connections for cutting out the cir-

cuit closer and breaker thereat, substantially

as set forth.

3. In a safety device for elevators, the com-
bination with an element connected with and

20 operating the hydraulic valve or other con-
trolling mechanism of the car, a latch or bolt

for locking said element when the same has
been brought to a position to hold the car at

rest, a solenoid or magnet for operating said

25 latch or bolt, a safety -circuit through said

solenoid or magnet, a plurality of closers and
breakers in said safety-circuit operated by
the landing-doors, and a switch at each land-

ing with connections for cutting out the cir-

30 cuit closer and breaker thereat, said switches
and closers and breakers being mounted on
insulated blocks so as to be insulated from
the iron-work of the elevator-shaft, substan-
tially as set forth.

35 4. A 11 improved circuit-breaker for use with

electric safety devices, comprising a casing
adjacent to the landing-door and having an
openi ng therei n in which the latch of the land-

ing-door extends, an insulated block inside

of said casing, two contact-springs secured 40
to said block, a contact-plate adapted to make
contact with said contact-springs, a frame car-

ried on said contact-plate but insulated from
the same, said frame being arranged imme-
diately below the opening in said casing so as 15

to be engaged by the latch of the landing-
door, a guide-rod for said frame, and a spring
for normally elevating said frame so as to

break the circuit between said contact- -

springs, substantially as set forth. 50
5. An improved circuit-breaker,comprising

a casing 31, an insulated block 33 therein,

contact-spring 34, 34, secured to said block,

a contact-plate 35, adapted to make contact
with said contact-springs, a sleeve 36 carrying 55
said contact-plate, an insulated block 37 to

which said sleeve is secured, a frame 38 car-

rying said sleeve, guide-lugs 39 on said frame,
guide-bars 40 with which said frame engages,
and a spring 41 beneath the contact-plate 35, 60

normally tending to elevate the same from
the contact-springs' 34, substantially as set

forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

12th day of March, 189G.

SAMUEL D. STROHM.
Witnesses:

Frank L. Dyer,
L. Della McGirr.
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IS

20

To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that we, Charles O. Lenz and

Charles H. Newhall, of the city of Provi-
dence, in the county of Providence and State

5 of Rhode Island, have invented certain new
and useful Improvements in Controllers for
Elevators; and we hereby declare that the
following is a full, clear, and exact descrip-
tion of the same, reference being had to the

io accompanying drawings, forming part of this

specification.

This invention has reference to improve-
ments in elevator-controlling devices.
The object of the invention is to so con-

struct an elevator that upon the opening of a
door leading to the elevator an electrically-

actuated stop is brought into play to prevent
the operation of the car.

The further object of the invention is to
produce a novel electrically-operated safety-
stop for elevators.

The invention consists in such peculiar fea-
tures of construction and combination of
parts as are hereinafter described,and pointed

25 out in the claims.

Figure 1 represents a front view of a plun-
ger-elevator, showing the electrically - actu-
ated stop connected with a supply - valve.
Fig. 2 is an enlarged view of portions of the

30 same, showing in section details of the sup-
pi y-valve and its connection with the magnet.

Similar numbers and letters of reference
designate corresponding parts throughout.
In the drawings, 5 indicates an elevator-

35 well constructed in any well-known manner
and extending through the number of floors
of a building which it is desirable to reach
by elevator. At each floor access is had to
the elevator-shaft and to the car G, movably

40 supported therein, by means of doors 7 7,

mounted to move laterally from before the
openings in the front of the elevator-well
and having shoulders, as 7'.

The contacts 10 and 12 are connected with
45 an electrical circuit, including the wires a b

and g h, connecting with the batteiy 11 or
other source of electrical energy and with the
magnet 14', located in a position to act on the
lever of a supply-valve located between the

50 main water-supply and the elevator-control-
ling valve.

The supply-valve consists of a casing 22,

having the inlet-chamber 23, connected with
the supply-pipe 24, and the outlet-chamber
25, connected by the pipe 2G with the eleva- 55
tor-controlling valve. The outlet -chamber
25 has an extension 27, furnished with ports
in which the valve 28 is adapted to recipro-

cate, the valve being constructed to close the
ports when raised and to open the same when 60

lowered. Secured to the valve 28 is the valve-
stem 29, which extends down through a suit-

able stuffing-box and is pivotally connected
at its lower end with the armature-lever 30,

this being pivoted at one end to the rod 31, 65
which in turn is pivoted to a stud extending
from the stuffing-box frame. When in the
released position, the lever 30 is supported
by the arm 32, through a slot in the lower end
of which the lever works. 70
When the contacts 10 and 12 are brought

together by the opening of the door 7, the
magnet 14' is energized by the current pass-

ing through the completed circuit and the ar-

mature end of the lever 30 is drawn upward, 75
the valve 28 being at the same time pushed
upward by the valve-stem 29, thus closing
the passage for the water or steam to the ele-

vator-controlling valve and preventing the
operation of the elevator. When, however, 80

the circuit is broken by the closing of the
door, the lever 30 drops away from the mag-
net 14', the valve 28 is opened, and the steam
or water passes through the valve-ports to
the controlling-valve. 85
Having thus described our invention, we

claim as new and desire to secure by Letters
Patent

—

1. In an elevator-controlling device, the
combination with the elevator-car, its operat- 90
ing mechanism, a valve through which fluid

may pass to said operating mechanism, and
an armature-lever for actuating the valve,
of a magnet adapted to act on said armature
when energized, an electrical circuit, includ- 95
ing a source of electrical energy and open
contacts, and a door adapted to close said con-
tacts when opened, as described.

2. The combination with the contacts 10
and 12, the magnet 14', and an energizing-cir- 100

cuit therefor, of the valve-chamber 22 having
the extension 27 furnished with valve-ports,
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the valve 28 movable in said ports for open-

ing and closing the same, the valve-stem 29

secured to the valve, the pivotally-supported

armature-lever 30 pivoted to the valve-stem

and adapted at one end to be attracted by

the magnet when energized, and a door adapt-

ed to close said contacts when opened.

In witness whereof we have hereunto set

our hands.
CHARLES O. LENZ.
CHARLES H. NEWHALL.

Witnesses:
C. H. Ltttter, Jr.,

J. A. Miller, Jr.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, William C. Fahy, a

citizen of the United States, and a resident
of the city and county of Philadelphia, State

5 of Pennsylvania, have invented a new and
useful Improvement in Elevator-Controller
Locks, of which the following is a clear and
sufficient specification, reference being had
to the drawings annexed.

io My invention operates to prevent the turn-
ing of the shaft which operates the valve or
other starting mechanism or is positively con-
nected with the same or to the controller-

cables, so that the controller-ropes will be
i\ unable to turn or rotate it when the landing

or floor doors, or any of them, are open, and
on the other hand to allow this shaft to be
turned when these doors are all closed.

From this it results that the elevator-car can
20 not move while any of the floor or landing

doors are open, and consequently all danger
of injury by crushing to people entering the
shaft while the elevator-car is in motion is

avoided.

25 My invention consists, essentially, of the
following elements: a locking device movable
into and out of positive engagement with a
device provided -with means for positively
engaging with the locking device and mov-

30 ing positivel}' with the mechanism operating
the starting and stopping m-eehanism of the
elevator, one of which devices moves with
shaft above mentioned, mechanism moving
said device in and out of engagement with

35 said cooperating keeper device, and mechan-
ical means operated by tht/ landing-doors
for causing the moving of said locking de-
vice into such engagement when any of the
doors are open (thereby stopping the starting

\o mechanism of the elevator and stopping the
elevator-car) and moving same out of such
engagement, and thereby releasing the valve-
operating or other starting mechanism and
allowing the elevator- car to be moved up-

45 ward and downward when all of the doors
are shut.
Various other portions of my device I con-

sider to embrace patentable novelty.
Describing now in detail the form of my

50 invention which I find best in practice, Fig-
ure 1 is a side elevation of a portion of shaft

with thev car therein provided with my in-

vented device. Fig. 2 is a front elevation of

parts in the neighborhood of the shaft con-
trolling the operation of the valve, and Figs. 3 55
and 4 are respectively a right side elevation

and a plan of same. In the right side eleva-

tion noattemptis made,however, to show any-
thing beyond the plane of the line y y' of Fig.

2. Fig. 5 is a sectional view along the line 60

y y' of Fig. 2. Fig. 6 is an elevation of the
inside of one of the floor-landing doors with
the devices for operating the cable connected
to the device shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 7 is a
sectional view along the line x x' of Fig. 2. 65
Fig. 8 is a sectional view along the line u u'

in Fig. 2; and Big. is a side elevation of a
floor or landing door, looking at it from the

side toward which it moves when opening.
Fig. 10 is a side elevation of several stories 70
of the elevator-well.

The elevator-shaft can be of any ordinary
or usual or convenient construction, as can
be the hoisting device, car-controlling mech-
anism, starting device, and means for ingress 75
and egress. All these parts can be varied in

all cases to suit the particular problem which
the elevator-builder may have to solve in the

erection of his plant, and while I have shown
a particular form of most of these parts and 80

will particularly describe them in places

such description or illustration is not to be
taken as any limitation on my invention.

Z is the car, which is provided with any
suitable hoisting means and which travels 85
vertically in the shaft W. The sides of a
portion of the shaft are formed bj7 the parti-

tions Y Y, provided with floor or landing
doors X, which when open allow ingress and
egress to the shaft. The car is provided with 90
a controlling mechanism which consists in

part of the controller -pulleys 7 8, con-

nected together by the rods 5 and 0, which are
shifted in the ordinary manner and around
which pass the controller-cables 10 10, which 95
pass around the pulley which is secured to

the main shaft C, which operates the valve.

These cables are usually keyed fast to the

wheels to give a more positive coaction be-

tween them and the shaft C. The particular 100

form of valve - operating or other starting

mechanism and the hoisting mechanism form-
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irig no part of my invention are not shown
except by the shaft C and will not be further
described.
Describing now the locking mechanism.

5 This consists in the best form of my device
of which I am now aware of a device secured
to the shaft C and turning with it, with which
a locking device operated by the opening and
shutting of the landing-doors engage when

io the latter are open and prevents the turning
of the device secured to the shaft C. Continu-
ing the description of the said best form,
the part attached or positively connected to

shaft C is the disk A, provided with ratchet-

15 teeth 3 3, set in opposite directions. The
teeth are placed only at the point where the
locking mechanism will engage them when
the shaft C is so turned that the elevator will

be substantially stopped, the other part of
20 the disk being a curved surface over which

the parts of the locking device adapted to

engage the teeth 3 3 will pass without en-
gaging, so that in case the locking mechanism
be thrown into action when the elevator-car

25 is in motion the latter do not engage the disk
A, but will pass freely over as indeed they
will ordinarily do over the ratchet-teeth set

in the opposite direction to those they are
intended to engage. The locking device con-

30 sists in the said best form of the pawls B B,
set in a suitable framework and having pro-
visions for yieldingly impelling them into
contact with the disk A. These provisions
are ordinarily a tension-spring H, which is

35 suitably secured to said pawls, to one by the
piei-ced ear I and to the other by the screw-
eye h, which passes through the pawl and
allows the regulation of the tension of the
spring by the turning of the nut b upon the

40 screw???. The framework shown in the draw-
ings forms a very convenient arrangement
for the mounting of these pawls and consists
of a bed-plate G, in which these pawls are
pivoted, and a standard F, which supports the

45 pawls and lever actuating same, as will be
further described. The best form of which
I am now aware of devices for moving these
locking devices toward and away from the co-
operating devices provided with means for

50 positively engaging with the locking device on
the shaft is as follows:

I employ a yielding provision, such as the
spring H, the detailed description of which I

have given, to move toward disk A, and I

55 employ devices acting positively upon the
pawls to separate them from the disk. The
advantages of this arrangement can be clearly
seen by considering that if the motion to-

ward the disk be not positive the pawls will
60 not be strained by coming into contact with

the outside of the disk in case any landing-
door should be opened when the disk is in
such position that the teeth of the parts will
fall against the circular untoothed periphery

65 of the disk instead of fitting between the
teeth. The means I employ for this purpose
is a lever N, pivoted between the pawls very

conveniently to the standard F at the points.

This leverN has provisions for engaging with
the pawls B B and moving them away from 70

the disk A as the lever is moved toward a po-

sition at right angles with the said pawls.

The provisions are rollers O O, engaging with
the inner faces of the pawls. To quicken
the action of the lever N, I make the rollers 75
moving along the pawls B B to move from a
lower to a higher point on the pawls B B,

which can very conveniently be done by
making notches 2 2, into which the rollers

will fall when the lever is shifted, to allow 80

the pawls to contact with the disk and out of

which they will be moved as the lever N is

moved fT) separate the pawls from the disk
A. In practice I provide this lever 1ST with a
sliding lug P, which can be moved along the le- 85
ver to adjust the amount of motion of Jthe
rollers relative to the movement of the mecws
operated by the landing-doors. This is pro-

vided with eye p. For causing the move-
ment of the lever N in a direction to with- 90
draw the rollers O O from the notches 2 2 1

place thereon a weight N', which is arranged
to slide thereon and is provided with set-

screw n' in the ear n, which holds it in posi-

tion on the lever N. 95
The form, of mechanical means operated by

the landing-doors for causing the movements
of the locking device out of engagement with
the parts cooperating therewith and moving
with the main shaft, which is the best of 10^

which I am now aware, is as follows: At
each door I provide door-operated devices,
which are provided with connections extend-
ing from same to the device for moving said
locking devices out of engagement with the 105

devices, with means for positively engaging
with the lockingdevice and cooperating there-

with and moving with the main shaft. These
door-operated devices in said best form of
my device consist of levers of the second no
class 17, pivoted to the walls of the shaft W
at each door intended to be protected. and
having connected thereto the connections
mentioned abov«. The ends of these levers
away from the fUiuruin are curved downward 115

and are in engagement with the device coop-
erating with and placed on the door, this lat-

ter, in the best- form of my device as afore-
said, being a roller 16, which runs on the top
of the lever 17. A guide 15 for the lever is 12c

also attached to door. The connection r is

in practice a wire rope, of small diameter, pass-
ing to the upper part of the shaft and con-
nected with the various levers 17 and over
the sheaves R R, down to the lug p, to which -

5
it is secured. If it is necessary to counter-
balance the weight of weight W more than
by weight of levers, a weight W can be se-

cured to end of rope.
The operation of the particular form of my 130

invented device which I have described above
in detail is as follows: When the landing-
doors are all closed, the levers 17 are raised
until they stand in the position shown in the
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full Hues in Fig'. 6 and the devices shown in

Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5, S, and 9 stand in the position

there shown. The controller mechanism is

then free to cause the hoisting device to move
the car in any desired direction. If one of
the doors open, the roller 1G will depress the
lever 17, which will pull down the cable r,

which will raise the lever N, which will make
the rollers O O move into the notches 2 2 and
allow the spring H to bring the pawls against
the disk A. If the pawls are opposite the
teeth 3, they will engage therewith and hold
the disk. If opposite any other part, they
will not engage, but allow the controller mech-

15 anism to be moved into any desired position

;

but if it is moved to bring them opposite the
teeth the position of the starting mechanism
will be such that the hoisting mechanism will

not move, and the pawls will then catch the
_o teetn and hold the disk until the open door

is closed, so that the fulcrum will be about
half the width of the lever below the bottom
edge of the rollers 16, whereby the top of the
lever will be horizontal and will not have any

25 impulse to close until the roller 1G reaches
the edge of downward bend near the end of
lever 17, and the machine will be locked until
the roller has passed this point. When this

occurs, the sharp incline will ordinarily serve
to close the door and lock it, so that it is prac-
tically impossible to avoid closing the door
when the door is pushed sufficiently far to
unlock the valve or other starting mechanism.
While I have described with great particu-

larity the details of the best form of device
of which I am now aware, many changes and
alterations can be made therein by a work-
man skilled in the art without departing from
my invention.
Having now described my invention, what

I claim, and desire to secure by Letters Pat-
ent, is

—

1. In an elevator, the combination of a slid-

ing door a lever hung in front of said door,
mechanism yieldingly actuating said lever in
one direction, said lever having its free end
unrved in the direction opposite that toward
which it is impelled by said mechanism, a
guide for said lever, a part connected with
the starting mechanism, locking device en-
gaging with said part and connections be-
tween said locking device and said lever sub-
stantially as described.
^-S^-TiTe combination of means for locking the
starting and stopping mechanism of an ele-

vator capable of locking engagement with
said mechanism onlj- at positions of the same

en the elevator -car is substantially sta-

tionary, a lever and connections between said

3°

35

40

45

5°

55

60 lever and locking means, said lever being
adapted to operate said locking means, means
for yieldingly moving said lever in one direc-
tion, a series of landing-doors, a series of le-

vers adjacent said landing-doors, and adapted
65 to be oscillated on the opening and closing of

said doors, and a connection between all of

said levers and said lever adapted to operate
the locking means, substantially as described.

3. The combination of means for locking
the starting and stopping mechanism of an
elevator, a lever and con nection s between said

lever and locking means, said lever being
weighted at one end and adapted to operate
said locking means, a series of landing-doors,
a series of levers adjacent said landing-doors
and adapted to be oscillated on the opening
and closing of said doors, and connection be-
tween all of said levers and the said weighted
lever, substantially asjlescribed.

4. In an eleTatbivthe combination of a ro-

tating device positively connected with the
starting and stopping mechanism, a pair of

pawls suitably pivoted and having the free

ends of each movable in and out of position

to engage positively with said rotating de-

vice, said rotating device being provided with
means for engaging with said pawls only when
the elevator is stationary, yieldingly-acting
devices for urging said pawls into contact
with said rotating device, a landing-door and
means whereby the said pawls are moved out
of engagement with the said rotating device
when the said door is opened substantially as
described.

5. In an elevator, the combination of a pair
of pawls snitabty pivoted and having at the
free end of each, a tooth set substantially op-
posite the tooth of the other, a rotating de-

vice positively connected with the starting
and stopping mechanism, and provided with
means for positively engaging said pawls only
at such points on said device as are opposite
the teeth of the pawls when the elevator-car
is motionless, yielding devices for urging said
pawls into contact with said rotating device,

a landing-door, a lever adjacent to said door
and connections between said lever and said
pawls substantially as described.

G. The combination of the disk attached to

and moving with the shaft of the starting and
stopping mechanism, the pawls secured to a
suitable framework and having their teeth
on their free ends lying on either side of the
disk, teeth on said disk at the points only
thereon that will lie opposite the teeth of the
pawls when the disk is in the position it will

occupy when the starting and stopping mech-
anism is in position to hold the car substan-
tially motionless and having the rest of the
periphery of the disk upon which the pawls
may impinge without means for engaging with
the same, yieldingly-acting means for draw-
ing said pawls toward each other and toward
said disk and means operated by landing-
doors acting in opposition to said yielding
means for causing the separation of said

pawls, substantially as described.
7. In an elevator, the combination with a

car, a rotating device positively connected to

the starting and stopping mechanism, pawls
set in a framework and adapted to positively

device only when

70

75

80

85

90

95

100

10-

110

ii5

120

I2 5

130

engage with said rotating
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said car is substantially. stationary, a lever

mounted in said framework, and provided

with means for engaging with said pawls, a

yieldingly-acting device for yieldingly lmpel-

S ling said pawls in one direction, a landing-

door and means operated by the opening and

closing of said landing-door for oscillating

said lever, substantially as described.

8. In an elevator the combination with a

io part rotating positively with the starting and

stopping mechanism, pawls engaging with the

same, a yieldingly -acting device impelling

said pawls toward the part with which they

engage, a positively-acting device having pro-

15 visions for engaging with the faces of said

pawls, the said faces being raised where said

provisions will rest when the pawls are sepa-

rated and depressed where said provisions

will rest when the pawls are drawn toward

20 the said part rotating with the starting and

stopping mechanism, a landing-door, a lever

adjacent to said landing-door, and connec-

tions between said lever and said positively-

acting device, substantially as described.

25 9. In an elevator, the combination of a car,

a rotating part positively connected with the

starting and stopping mechanism and pro-

vided with means for engaging Avith pawls co-

acting therewith only at such points as lie op-

30 posite said pawls when the car is substantially

stationary, pawls, a yieldingly-acting device

for yieldingly impelling said pawls toward

said rotating part, a rocking lever pivoted

between said pawls and having provisions for

35 engaging with the face of said pawls, a yield-

ingly-acting device acting upon said lever, to

cause it to separate said pawls from said ro-

tating part, a landing-door, and mechanism

operated by said landing-door for causing the

40 movement to said lever in a direction to sepa-

rate the pawls from said rotating part sub-

stantiallv as described.

10. The combination of an elevator-car, a

locking device for the stopping and starting

45 mechanism and adapted to lock only when

said car is substantially stationary, a series

of landing-doors, a series of levers opposite

said landing-doors and depressed positively

by the opening of said doors, a sheave placed

50 above said doors, a flexible connection se-

cured to said levers and extending upward

over said sheave and downward from sheave

free from engagement with said levers,means

for moving said locking device yieldingly ac-

5 c tuated in one direction by a yieldingly-acting
"
device and actuated positively in the other

by said connection, and means for counter-

balancing the weight of said levers, all sub-

stantially as described.

60 11. The combination of a car means for lock-

ing the starting and stopping mechanism of

an elevator locking only when said car is sub-

stantially stationary a lever and connections

between said lever and locking means, said

65 lever being adapted to operate said locking

means, means for yieldingly moving said le-

ver in one direction, a series of landing-doors,

90

95

100

a series of levers adjacent said landing-doors

and adapted to be oscillated on the opening

and closing of said doors and a flexible con- 70

nection secured to each of oaid levers and to

said lever adapted to actuate said locking

means, substantially as described.

12. The combination of means for locking

the starting and stopping mechanism of an 7

elevator, a lever having connec^nsjbetwean.^

itself and said locking means, an adjustable

weight upon said lever, a series of ranoTng-

doors, a series of levers placed opposite said

doors, a flexible connection corrected to said 80

levers, and to said lever having connections

between itself and the locking d- ; ce, all sub-

stantially as described.

13. The combination of a cai . means tor

locking the starting and stopping mechanism 85

of an elevator, locking only when the car is

substantially stationary' a lever, rollers se-

cured to said lever and engaging with said

locking device, means for yieldingly moving

said lever in one direction, a series of landing-

doors, a series of levers adjacent to said land-

ing-doors, and adapted to be oscillated on the

opening and closing of said doors, and a flexi-

ble connection secured to each of said levers,

and extending between them and the lever

adapted to actuate said locking mean-, sub-

stantially as described.

14. In an elevator, the combination with a

car, a rotating part positively connected with

the starting and stopping mechanism, of a

locking device, adapted to be moved into and

out of positive connection with said part only

when the car is substantially stationary, yield-

ingly-acting means for bringing said locking-

device into engagement with said rotating

part, a positively-acting device operating to

move said locking device out of engagement

with said rotating part, a series of landing-

doors, a series of levers opposite said doors

and a flexible connection connecting all of said

levers to said positively-acting mechanism,

substantially as described.

15. The combination of an elevator -car

means for locking the starting and stopping

mechanism of an elevator, locking only when

said car is substantially stationary yieldingly-

actuated means for bringing the locking

means into locking engagement with the said

stopping and starting mechanism, a lever

adapted to operate said locking means, a roller

connection between said lever and locking

means, means for yieldingly moving said lever

in one direction, a series of landing-doors, a

series of levers placed opposite said doors, a

roller and guide placed upon each of said doors 1

and engaging with said levers and a flexible

connection secured to each of said levers op-

posite said doors and to the levers adapted to

operate said locking means all substantially

as described. T 3°

1G. The combination of a toothed disk

toothed on a portion only of its circumference

a pair of pawls placed on either side of said

disk, engaging with the teeth thereof , a spring

105

no

12
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secured to the said pawls, and tendinglo bring
them into contact with the disk, a lever turn-
ing on bearings set between said pawls and
having means for engaging with said pawls,

5 yieldingly-acting means forcausing the move-
ment of said lever in one direction and means
actuated by the opening and closing of the
elevator-doors for causing the movement of

the said lever in the other direction, substan-
10 tially as described.

17. In an elevator, the combination with a
rotating toothed disk moving positively with
the starting and stopping mechanism, of a
framework, a pair of pawls set in said frame-

15 work, and having a portion of their faces cut
away, a rocking lever pivoted between said
pawls and provided with rollers engaging with
said pawls and lying in said cut-away parts
thereof when said pawls are in engagement

20 with said toothed disk, landing- doors and
mechanism actuated by said landing-doors
operating to move said lever in one direction
when any of the doors are open and into an-
other position when all of the doors are closed,

25 substantially as described.
18. In an elevator, the combination of a re-

volving disk moving positively with the start-

ing and stopping mechanism, and having a
small portion only of its periphery provided

30 with teeth, pawls engaging with said disk, a
framework in which said pawls are set, a
weighted lever having bearings between said
pawls set in said framework, a landing-door,
a lever set opposite said landing-door, and a

35 flexible connection extending between said
lever opposite said door and said weighted
lever, all substantially as described.

19. The combination in an elevator with a
car and a rotating part in positive connection

40 with the stopping and starting mechanism, of

a locking device adapted to engage with said
part only when said car is substantially sta-

tionary, a series of landing-doors, a series of
levers opposite said doors, rollers and guides

45 upon said doors engaging with said levers, a
lever for operating said locking device, and a
flexible connection to each of said levers ad-
jacent to said doors and to the lever operat-
ing said locking device, substantially as de-

50 scribed.

20. The combination of an elevator-car se-

ries of landing-doors, a series of oscillating

levers operated positively in one direction by
the opening of said doors, means for yield-

55 ingly operating said levers in the opposite di-

rection, a locking device for the starting and
stopping devices of the elevator, adapted to

lock only when the car is substantially sta-

tionary a lever adapted to operate said lock-
60 ing device, and a single flexible connection

connected to each of said levers opposite the
doors, and said lever operating said locking-

device, substantially as described.
21. The combination in an elevator, with a

65 disk positively connected to the starting and
stopping mechanism, said disk being provided
at different portions of its circumference with

teeth set in opposite directions each set ex-

tending over only an arc of said circumfer-
ence of a pair of pawls, a framework in which 70
said pawls arc set, a weighted lever pivoted
on said framework, having rollers secured
thereto engaging with the faces of said pawls,
a spring secured between said pawls, landing-
doors and mechanism operated by the open- 75
ing and closing of the said landing-doors ac-

tuating said lever in one direction, when all

of the doors are open and allowing it to move
into another when all of the doors are closed
substantially as described. 80

22. In an elevator, the combination with a
rotating part positi vely connected to the start-

ing and stopping mechanism, of a pair of pawls
adapted to engage with said rotating part, a
spring secured between said pawls to one of 85

which one end of said spring is secured, said

spring having a serewestern, a set-screw turn-
ing on said stem and bearing against one of

said pawls, a lever pivoted between said pawls
and having provisions for moving said pawls 90
in the opposite direction to that in which they
are moved by the said spring, a landing-door,

and mechanism operated by the opening and
closing of said landing-door by which said le-

ver is moved in one direction when the door 95
is open and in the other direction when the
door is closed, substantially as described.

23. In an elevator, the combination with a
disk positively connected with the starting

and stopping mechanism of a pair of pawds 100

adapted to engage with said disk only wdien

said car is substantially stationary, a spring
secured between said pawds, and acting to

bring the pawls into engagement with said

disk, a lever pivoted between said pawls, and 105

provided with rollers engaging with said

pawls, yieldingly-actuated mechanism oper-

ated to move said lever in one direction, a
landing-door and positively-actuated mech-
anism operated by the opening of said land- no
ing-door, to move said lever in the opposite

direction to that in which it is moved by said

yieldingly-actuated mechanism substantially

as described.
24. In an elevator the combination of an 115

elevator-car a rotating part positively con-

nected with the starting and stopping mech-
anism, of a locking device adapted to be
moved into and out of engagement with said

part only when said car is substantially sta- 120

tionary, a series of landing-doors, a series of

levers adjacent to said landing-doors, pivoted

at one end and engaging with the said door
and a flexible connection attached to said le-

vers between pivot and the part engaging 125

with said door, and extending between said

levers and said locking device, substantially

as described.
25. In an elevator, the combination with a

car a revolving part positively secured to the 13c

starting and stopping mechanism of a pair of

pawls adapted to be moved into and out of

engagement with said part only when said

car is substantially stationary, a spring yield-
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io

15

20

2 5

iugly urging said pawls into engagement with
said disk, a lever pivoted between said pawls
and provided with rollers engaging with the
faces of said pawls, a bed-plate in which said
pawls are mounted, a standard rising from
said bed-plate to which said levers are piv-

oted, a guide-piece for said pawls, secured to

said standard, landing-doors and means op-
erated by the opening and closing of the land-
ing-doors for controlling the movement of

said lever substantially as described.
26. In an elevator, the combination with a

part positively connected with the starting
and stopping mechanism, a locking device
adapted to be moved into and out of positive

connection with said part, a yieldingly-acting
device for moving said locking device into

such positive engagement only when the ele-

vator is substantially stationary, a landing-
door, a lever adapted to be operated by said
door and connections between said lever and
said locking device for causing the locking
device to disengage itself from said part when
said door is closed, substantially as described.

27. In an elevator, the combination of a
rotating part positively connected with the
starting and stopping mechanism, a locking
device adapted to engage said rotating part
positively, and only when the elevator is sta-

tionary, a yieldingly-acting device operating 30
to move said locking device into such en-
gagement, a landing-door, and mechanical
connections between said door and locking
device for causing the locking device to dis-

engage itself from said rotating part when 35
the door is closed, substantially as described.

28. In an elevator, the combination of a
locking device, a toothed disk positively con-
nected, with the starting and stopping mech-
anism, and having teeth set to engage said 40
locking device only at points on the periphery
of same that will be opposite the said locking
device when the elevator is stopped, yield-

ingly-acting mechanism for bringing the lock-

ing device into engagement with said toothed 45
disk, a landing-door, a lever oscillated by the
movements of said landing-door, and connec-
tions between said locking device and lever
whereby the said locking device is disengaged
from said toothed disk when said door is 50
closed, substantially as described.
In testimony whereof I have hereto set my

hand this 19th day of March, 1896.

WILLIAM C. FAIIY.

In presence of—
Geo. W. Reed,
Mark Wilks Collet.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be itknown that we,EDWiN C. Merrill and
Bartholomew J. Foley, of Pittsburg,Penn-

sylvania, have invented a new and useful Im-

5 provement in Automatic Control Devices for

Elevators, which improvement is fully set

forth in the following specification.

This invention relates to automatic control

. devices for elevators ; and its first object is to

10 provide means for locking the elevator when
any door of the elevator-shaft is opened, so

that the elevator cannot move from the floor

at which a door has been opened until the

latter has been closed. A reliable and sim-

ple device for this purpose has been greatly

desired as a safeguard against accident, and

the legislature of one of the States has re-

quired that all elevators be equipped with

mechanism for this purpose.

This part of our invention consists in a

pneumatic control system or a system oper-

ated by compressed air, the object being to

insure certainty of action by means of simple

mechanism. According to our invent ion each

25 elevator-door is provided with connections

whereby when a door is opened a valve in the

compressed-air system is actuated, causing

application of the locking mechanism. The
locking mechanism and the connections

30 whereby it is actuated may be of many dif-

ferent forms; but it is preferred to apply the

stopping device or lock to the elevator-con-

troller.

The invention also has for its object to pro-

35 vide mechanism operated by compressed air

whereby the operator can on approaching a

floor, by the manipulation of a lever or other

device, cause the door of that floor to open.

The opening of the door causes the locking

40 of the elevator, as already explained. To
start the elevator, the operator first moves

the lever to close the door, after which the ele-

vator being released may proceed on its way.

The exhaust -air from the door - operating

45 mechanism is utilized to operate the locking

mechanism.
The whole system can be most conveniently

explained in connection with the accompany-

ing drawings, in which we have illustrated

50 the application of the system to one of the

55

60

well-known types of elevators in common use.

It will, however, be understood that the

mechanism or some parts thereof must be

modified for application to elevators of a dif-

ferent type.

In the drawings, Figure 1 is a front eleva-

tion looking toward one of the doors and the

elevator-car. Fig. 2 is aside elevation. Fig.

3 is a section of one of the door-controlling

valves and its casing transverse to the axis

of the valve. Fig. 4 is a section at right an-

gles to Fig. 3. Fig. 5 is an end elevation of

the valve and its actuating mechanism. Fig.

6 is a sectional detail of one of the lock-con-

trolling valves. Fig. 7 is a section, partly in

elevation, of the governor-wheel and the lock-

ing mechanism. Fig. 8 is a sectional eleva-

tion on line 8, Fig. 7 ; and Fig. 9 is a sectional

plan of part of the door-operating mechanism.

We have shown the mechanism for one floor

only of the building, and it will be understood

that each floor will be equipped with mech-

anism similar to that shown.

In the drawings, A represents an elevator-

cage, and B a door on one of the floors.

The mechanism for starting, stopping, and

reversing the elevator is of ordinary construc-

tion and will require but a brief description.

C is the operating-lever in the car. It may
occupy any one of three positions. In that

indicated in Fig. 2 the car is supposed to be

moving downward. This lever controls a

shifting beam C, having on each end a roller

c. The guide-rope c' is looped around each

of these rollers and at its lower end passes

around the controller-wheel D. The latter

is on a shaft D', which has at one end a

crank arm or tanpet d, which is connected

with the valve of the hydraulic elevator

mechanism in the usual way. This mechan-

ism forms no part of the invention and there-

fore is not illustrated. It suffices to state

that in one extreme position of tappet d the

elevator is moving upward, in the other it is

moving downward, and in the intermediate 95

position it is brought to rest. The bearing

of shaft D' carries in the rear of wheel D an

upright abutment E, and wheel D has on its

rear side two stop-screws e <?', which by con-

tact with abutment E limit the movement of

65
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75

80

85

90

100
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the wheel D. As seen in Fig. 2, the wheel D
is in one of its extreme positions, screw e' be-
ing in contact with abutment E.
F represents the locking-piece, pivoted at /

5 to a supporting-frame F' and hollowed out so
that it can embrace the abutment E when
thrown into its locking position. When in
that position, (shown in Fig. 8,) it is in the path
of the stops e e', and so prevents the move-

i o ment of the wheel. It will be observed that
locking-piece F can only be thrown into its
operative position when wheel D is in its in-
termediate position—that is to say, when the
car is at rest. Now the result to be accom-

15 phshed by this part of the mechanism is to
throw the lock into action by the opening of
the door B. When the apparatus is con-
structed as shown in the drawings, this is
accomplished in the following way: A suit-

20 able tank or reservoir 10 contains air at a
moderate or low pressure. One pound above
atmospheric pressure has been found suffi-
cient. Suitable means for supplying air to
reservoir 10 and regulating the pressure there-

23 in are provided, as will be presently shown.
From reservoir 10 is led a discharge-pipe 12,
which passes up the elevator-shaft and is
open to the atmosphere at its upper end. Ad-
jacent to each door B is a valve 13, which is

30 normally open. Consequent^ under normal
conditions—that is, when all the doors are
closed—there is a current of air passing
through pipe 12 and escaping at its end.
Valves 13 are all controlled by the doors B,

35 the valve being held open when the door is
fully closed and closed when the door is
opened. The valve-actuating mechanism is
shown in Fig. 6. The stem g of the valve 13
projects through and beyond the stuffiing-box

40 g ,
and its outer end is in contact with an arm

G, pivoted at G', and having at its lower end
a roller G2

. When door B is closed, the side
of the door-frame presses on roller G2 and
tilts arm G sufficiently to lift valve 13 off its

45 seat against the pressure of spring g
2

. As
soon as door B moves in the direction to open
it spring g

2 closes valve 13, as shown in Fig.
6. Consequently the pressure accumulates
in pipe 12, and this will occur whenever any

50 door of the system is opened. From pipe 12
a branch pipe 14 leads to a casing H, con-
taining a flexible diaphragm h, which actu-
ates the lock F. As shown in Fig. 7, the
parts are in their normal position. Lock F

55 is connected by a link/ 3 with a lever /',which
amplifies the movement of diaphragm h, to
which it is connected by a link/2

. As soon
as the air being cut off by the closing of one
of the lock -control valves 13 accumulates

60 behind diaphragm h the latter is forced out-
ward, setting the lock and holding it in that
position until the control -valve is opened,
which does not occur until the door is fully-
closed.

65 It will be readily seen that the principle
embodied in the mechanism just described

of causing compressed air controlled by the
movement of a door to lock and unlock the
hoisting mechanism may be carried out in
many different ways.

7 oM represents the main air-supply pipe. As
shown in Fig. 1, a branch pipe 15 connects
the main with reservoir 10. In this branch
are a stop-cock Jc and a pressure - reducing
valve k'. This branch is used for filling the 75
reservoir initially and to maintain the pres-
sure therein in case of deficiency in the nor-
mal source of supply, which, as will presently
be shown, is the exhaust -air from the door-
operating cylinders. A safety or blow-off 80
valve m is provided to prevent excess of pres-
sure in tank 10, and pipe 12 has a leak-valve
m' set to permit the desired amount of air to
pass.

We will now describe the mechanism for 85
automatically opening and closing the doors.
Above each door and supported from the
ceiling or otherwise is a cylinder N, in which
is a double-cupped piston W. The project-
ing end of piston-rod n is secured to the cross- 90
bar of a rectangular frame P, the side bars of
which embrace the cylinder N, and which is
reciprocated by piston-rod n. To the end of
frame P, opposite the piston-rod, is jointed
by pivots p a yoke q, which is at one end of 95
a lever Q, which is pivoted at Q'. At its end
q' lever Q is jointed to link Q2

, which in turn
is pivoted to door B. The latter is suspended,
as usual, by rollers b from rail B'. Obviously,
through the connections just described, the 100
movements of piston N' will be transmitted
to the door to open and close the same. It is
also obvious that various mechanical con-
nections may be substituted for those de-
scribed. In the position of the parts shown 105
in Fig. 1 the door B is closed. Piston W is
controlled by a valve S, there being, of course,
one valve for each door. For convenience
these valves will be termed the "door-con-
trol valves." Figs. 1 and 2 indicate the posi- 1 10
tions of these valves and the connections of
the piping, and Figs. 3, 4, and 5 illustrate in
detail the valve and its actuating devices. The
main air-pipeM has a branch 1 6 to each valve.
The pressure in this pipe must be high rela- ik
tiyely to that in the tank 10 and its connected
pipes. We have found that a pressure of
fifteen pounds above atmospheric pressure
gives good results. From valve S two pipes
17 and 18 lead, respectively, to opposite ends 120
of cylinder N. When main M is connected
with pipe 17, the pressure will be exerted on
piston N' on the side to close the door, and
when connected with pipe 18 the piston will
be reversed and the door opened. A fourth 125
pipe 19 leads from valve S to tank 10. This
is the exhaust-pipe, so that the exhaust-air
from cylinders 1ST goes to supply the low-pres-
sure reservoir.

,.L
n FiS- 4 the relation of the valve to the 130

different ports it controls is shown, and to
facilitate understanding of the operation
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the several air-passages in the valve -casing

are designated each by the numeral of the

pipe with which it connects. Passage 1G con-

nects with the branch to main M, passage 17

5 leads to the door-closing side of piston N',

passage 18 leads to the door-opening side of

said piston, and passage 19 leads to tank 10.

Valve S has two grooves or channels s s'.

Groove s connects the air-inlet 1G with one

io of the pipes 17 or 18, leading to cylinder N,
while groove s' connects the other pipe with

the exhaust-port 19. In the position shown
in Fig. 4 the inlet 16 is connected -with the

door-closing end of cylinder N, while the

15 other end is in connection with the exhaust.

A slight turn of valve S on its axis will re-

verse these connections and cause the door

to open. It will be observed that by the op-

eration of the valve S not only is the door

20 opened and closed, butit is locked in each of

these positions until the valve is shifted.

The valve-shifting mechanism may be va-

riously constructed. As shown, the valve-

spindle has a crank-arm T, connected by a

25 pin T' with a bar T 2
, arranged to slide in

grooves between two parts VV of the valve-

casing. These parts are fastened together by
screw-bolts /, by means of which wear may
be taken up. On its projecting end bar T2

30 carries a roller P. This roller occupies such

a position that it may be acted upon by a shoe

W, carried by the elevator-car and under con-

trol of the operator therein.

Y represents the operating-handle, Fig. 2,

35 in the form of a bell-crank lever. Its short

arm is jointed at y to a link y', pivoted to a

fixed support at y
2

. Lever Y is jointed at y
3

to the stem w of shce TV, and its short arm
forms with link y' a toggle. In the normal

40 position (shown in Fig. 2) shoe W will just

clear roller f on passing it. When the oper-

ator wishes to open a door, he throws lever Y
to the right, moving shoeW into the path of

roller P. Bar T2 will consequently be moved
45 to the position shown in Fig. 5, shifting valve

S and opening the door. Lever C having
been brought to its central position to stop

the car, lock F is automatically applied, pre-

venting further movement of the car until

50 the door is closed. To accomplish this, lever

Y is moved back to its first position, where-

upon spring S 2 restores valve S and the door

is closed by the air-pressure. Every time

this operation is performed the exhaust-air

from cylinder N passes to reservoir 10. 55

Manifestly the apparatus for automatically

locking the elevator and that for opening and

closing the doors could each be used inde-

pendently of the other ; but to accomplish the

full object of the invention the system as a 60

whole must be used.

Having thus described our invention, what

we claim as new, and desire to secure by Let-

ters Patent, is

—

1. The combination of the controller-wheel 65

carrying two stops, an abutment cooperating

with said stops to limit the movement of the

wheel, a locking-piece movable between said

stops when the wheel is in a central position,

and pneumatic actuating mechanism for said 70

locking-piece operated by the opening of a

door in the elevator-shaft, substantially as

described.
2. In an elevator system, the combination

with a door of the elevator-shaft, and with a 75

lock for the hoisting mechanism, of devices

actuated by compressed air for opening and

closing the door, means for operating said de-

vices from the car, and mechanism, operated

by the exhaust-air from door-operating de- 80

vices, for actuating said lock, the lock-actu-

ating mechanism being controlled by the po-

sition of the door, substantially as described.

3. In an elevator system, the combination

with an elevator-door, of a lock for the hoist- 85

ing mechanism, pneumatic mechanism for

operating said lock, a low-pressure tank and

piping for supplying air to said mechanism,

a lock-control valve operated by the door,

pneumatic mechanism for opening and dos- 90

ing the door, comprising a cylinder, a piston

connected with the door, and a door-control-

ling valve, a supply-pipe leading to the valve,

an exhaust-pipe leading from said valve to

said low-pressure tank, and means for regu- 95

lating the pressure in said tank, substantially

as described.
In testimony whereof we have signed this

specification in the presence of two subscrib-

ing witnesses.

EDWIN C. MERRILL.
BARTHOLOMEW J. FOLEY.

Witnesses

:

Wm. K. Gray,
Wm. C. Charlton.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Frank J. Russell, of

the city, county, and State of New York, have
invented a new and useful Improvement in

5 Controlling Devices for Electric Motors, of
which the following is a specification.

The object of my invention is to provide
electrical means for controlling electric mo-
tors when applied to conditions where accu :

io racy and certainty of control, both in point
of direction of motion and extent of motion,
is of especial importance. Such conditions
are present when electric motors are applied
to the turning of turrets on war- ships, or the

15 moving of rudders or guns, or signal appara-
tus of -any kind, or in hoisting or lowering
weights, such as elevators.

My invention consists in the method of con-
trolling electric motors and also in the ap-

20 paratus for carrying said method into effect,

which apparatus is the best means which I

now know for the aforesaid purpose.
The principle of my invention is to exercise

the necessary control upon the motor in such
25 a way as that such control shall not depend

for its efficiency on the maintenance of con-
stant voltage necessary for the driving of the
motox or other translating device which may
be in the circuit, so that no matter how much

30 the electromotive force on the mains may
fluctuate beyond the limit necessary for the
operation ofmy device the said operation shall

be entirely independent of such fluctuations.

Inasmuch as my apparatus is readily con-

35 structed to operate at a very low voltage it

follows in practice that it is independent of
any and all fluctuations likely to occur in a
circuit including such translating devices as
motors or lights.

40 My apparatus is constructed so that the
movement of the manipulating-lever intro-

duces into the motor-controlling device a se-

ries of current-impulses of substantially uni-
form strength. If the lever is moved in one

45 direction, these impulses have a correspond-
ing direction. If it is moved in the other di-

rection, the direction of the impulses is re-

versed. The number of impulses depends
upon the extent of deviation of the lever.

50 The construction is also such that the un-
weakened current of the mains comes to the

controlling device, and as the lever passes
over its successive contact-plates to produce
successive impulses the movement of the le-

ver does not throw in or take out resistances, 55
or, in other words, the strength of the cur-
rent is not impaired in any wise in proportion
to the extent of movement of the lever, as in
most devices where the extent or period of

movement of the motor depends upon the ex- 60
tent of deviation of the manipulating-lever.
It will further be observed that I accomplish
this result without the use of any multiple
system of wiring.
In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 65

shows, diagrammatically, the apparatus and
the relation of the parts when at rest. Fig.

2 is a similar view showing the relation of

the parts at the time that, the motor is oper-
ating. Fig. 3 is a view in plan and partial 70
section of the manipulating device, which is

governed by the hand of the operator. Fig.

4 is a transverse section of the same. Fig. 5

is a diagram illustrating the manner in which
the contact-arm of the manipulating device 75
shown in Figs. 3 and 4 makes circuit with the
plates arranged in said manipulating device
for the purpose of governing the motor. The
observer is supposed to look radially outward
from the center on which said contact-arm 80
turns.

Similar numbers and letters of reference
indicate like parts.

Referring first to Fig. 1, 1 is the dynamo
or other source of electricity, which is here 85
shown with its brushes in direct circuit by
the conductors 2 and 3 with the field-coils of

the motor 4. The conductors 2 and 3 may be
those used for supplying an electric-lighting

system, as shown by the diagrammatic illus- 90
tration of lamps at 5 and 6.' The conductor
2 is here supposed to be a plus conductor and
the conductor 3 a minus one.

I will first describe the manipulating de-

vice, which is shown at 7 in Figs. 1 and 2 and 95
illustrated in detail in Figs. 3, 4, and 5. This
consists of a hollow cylindrical case A, of in-

sulating material, having at its ends spiders

B C, of metal. Extending inward from the

spider B are inclined spring contact-plates 100

E E' E2 E3 and e e' e2 e3
. Extending inward

from the spider C are similar inclined spring
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contact-plates F F' F2 F3 and //' f* p. The
contact-plates on spider C are disposed op-
posite to the contact-plates on spider B, and
the opposing1 faces of said plates are substan-

5 tially parallel, as shown in Fig. 5. Said
plates may be, if desired, disposed at regular
intervals circumferentially around the spi-

ders.

G is a contact-arm journaled at D in the
io spiders and provided with a handle H. Said

arm carries at its end two contact-plates I and
• J, which are inclined with their faces respec-
tively substantially parallel to the faces of
the series of plates E e, &c, and F/, &c, as

15 seen in Fig. 5. The plates I and J are cov-
ered with insulating blocks or screens L N
on their inner faces.

The spider B is connected by conductor 11

with the plus main conductor 2 and the spi-

20 der C by conductor 9 with the minus main
conductor 3. The plate J is connected to cir-

cuit-wire 10 and the plate I to circuit-wire 12.

Assume now that the handle H, Fig. 3, is

moved to the left, carrying the contact-plates

25 I J on the arm G to the right of Fig. 5. Then
the contact -plate J will pass beneath and
make contact with the plate/on spiderC, thus
establishing circuit from the minus main con-
ductor 3 through conductor 9 to conductor 10.

30 The contact-plate I will pass beneath contact-
plate e on spider B,but will be prevented from
establishing circuit by the insulating block
or screen N, which comes between said plates

I and e. As the plates / and J are both of

35 considerable width, electrical circuit is main-
tained over the period during which they re-

main in contact and until the plate J passes
beyond and to the right of plate/'.

If the handle II, Fig. 3, be moved to the
40 right instead of to the left, then the plate J

will pass over the plate F and be prevented
from closing circuit therewith by the insulat-

ing-block L, but the face of plate I will meet
the plate E, and thus circuit will be closed

45 through the plus main conductor 2, conductor
11, spider B, and plate E, plate I, and con-
ductor 12. Consequently when thehandleH
is turned to the left circuit is established
through the apparatus with the minus con-

50 ductor 3 as contact is made between plate J
and each successive plate //' /2

, &c. , and the
duration of the closing of the circuit will be
governed by the width of the respective plates.

On the other hand, when the handle II is

55 turned to the right circuit in like manner is

established with the plus conductor 2 as con-

tact is made in like manner between plate I

and each successive plate E E' E2
, &c.

Now assume that the plates J I have been
60 carried to the right of Fig. 5 and beyond the

plates e f and that they are to be returned to

their original middle position, moving to the
left. Then the plate I will establish contact
during its return journey with the plate e by

65 moving over said plate, while the plate J,mov-

iug over plate/, will be prevented from clos-

ing circuit with said plate by the insulating-

block L. Similarly, if the plates J I have been
carried to the left of plates F E and are to be
returned to middle posit ; on, moving to the 70
right, then plate J will establish circuit

through plate F, while plate I, passing also

beneath plate E, will be insulated therefrom
*

by block N.
The net result is as follows: Assuming arm 75

G to be in its middle position, as shown in Fig.

3, if said arm be moved to carry plates J I to

the right and beyond plates ef then circuit is

established between plates J and /to minus
conductor 3 and wire 10. When said arm is 80
moved to the left to return it to its original

position, circuit is established between plates

I and e to plus conductor 2 and wire 12. AVhen
said arm G is moved from its original position

to carry plates J I to the left and beyond plates 85
F E, then circuit is established between plates

I and E to plus conductor 2 and wire 12. When
said arm is moved to the right to return it to

its original position,then circuit is established
between plates J and F to minus conductor 3 90
and wire 10; or, more briefly, original move-
ment of plates J I to the right establishes mi-
nus connection through the apparatus as each
plate//', &c. , is successively passed over,and
movement back again to the left- establishes 95
a succession of phis connections through
plates e e' e2

, &c. Movement originally to the

left establishes plus connection as each plate

E E E2 E 3 is traversed, and movement back
again to the right establishes successive mi- 100

nus connections as the plates F F' F2
, &c, are>

passed over.

Reference to other details of the manipu-
lating device may be deferred until other
parts of the general apparatus are explained. 1C5

13, 14, 15, and 16 are electromagnets, each
having a plunger-shaped core, (indicated in

Fig. 1 in dotted lines 13 and 14 and shown
partly protruding from the solenoids 15 and
16 at 17 and 18.) The cores 17 and 18 are ver- no
tically disposed and carry pivoted engaging
pawls 19 and 20. Connected to pawls 19 and
20 are retracting -springs 21 and 22. The
pawls 19 and 20 are placed so as to engage
with the teeth of a toothed pinion 23. The 115

teeth of this pinion also engage with the teeth

of a sliding rack 24. On the rack 24 is an in-

sulating-block 25, which carries a metal con-

tact 26.

27 is the armature of the motor 4. The 120

shaft of said armature is threaded at 28 and
carries the nut 29, provided with a sliding

finger 30, which finger, when the position of

the parts is as shown in Fig. 1, bears against

the metal contact 26 on rack 24. The motor- 125

shaft on the other side of the field-magnets

may be screw-threaded, as shown at 31, in

order to engage with the sector-rack 32, and
thus impart" motion to the thing to be gov-

erned or controlled by the motor—as, for ex- 130

ample, a rudder, indicated by dotted lines

33, of which 32 would then be the tiller; or

33 may represent the valve-rod of a steer-

i ing-engine actuated by the sector 32. The
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cores of magnets 13 and 14 (indicated by
do! ted lines in Fig. 1 and shown protruding
from the solenoids at 34 and 35, Fig. 2) are
connected by links 30 and 37 to a lever 38,

5 which is centrally pivoted at 39. The lever
38 carries at its ends contact-pieces 40 and 41,
which are insulated, as shown, from the body
of the lever. The lever-38 also carries metal
plates 42 and 43, which are armatures to the

io solenoids 15 and 1G. The ends 40 and 41 of
the lever 38 are adapted to close contact be-
tween the pairs of fixed contact-plates 44, 45,

4G, 47, 48, 49, 50, and 51.

The arrangement in circuit and operation
15 of the parts thus far named is as follows : As-

sume the handle H to be moved to the right,

so carrying plates J I to the left of Fig. 3

and meanwhile establishing plus connection,
already explained by the sweeping of plate I

20 over and in contact with plate E. Shunt-cir-
cuit is then established through wire-12, so-

lenoid 15, wire 52, to main conductor 2. So-
lenoid 15 then draws up its core 17 and pawl
19, so that toothed pinion 23 is rotated to the

25 right and rack -bar 24 moved to the left.

Through the movement of bar 24 circuit is

broken between finger 30 and contact-plate
26 and established between finger 30 and the
body of the bar 24, as shown in Fig. 2. The

30 solenoid 15 also attracts its armature 42 on
pivoted lever 38, tilting said lever, as shown
also in Fig. 2, and causing it to close circuit

between the pairs of plates 50 and 51 and 44
and 45. The circuit then established is as

35 follows: from main conductor 2 by wire 54,
through plates 40,50,and 51 to wire 55, by wire
56 to bar 24 to finger 30, by wire 57 through
fuse 58 and electromagnet 59 to and through
the motor-armature, then by wire 60 to cen-

to tact-plates 41, 44, and 45, and thence by wire
61 to the minus main conductor 3. The motor
is thus set in operation, rotating in definite
direction, and the period of its operation will
depend upon how many contact-plates E E',

45 &c, have been passed over by the plate I,

or, in other words, upon the extent of move-
ment of the handle H. The passage of plate
I over each contact-plate in turn produces
the result above stated—that is to say, if one

50 contact-plate E is passed over then the bar
24 is moved to the left a certain distance and
a certain space on the bar intervenes between
contact-plate 26 thereon and finger 30. If

two contact - plates E E' are traversed, then
55 the bar moves twice as far (two impulses)

and double the aforesaid space intervenes,
and so on; but as soon as the motor begins
its rotation the nut 29 begins to travel on the
screw 28 in a direction toward contact-plate

60 26 until finally the finger 30 on said nut once
more establishes contact with said plate 26.

The transverse width of the contact - finger
30 is greater than the width of the insulating
material surrounding the contact-plate 26, so

65 that the forward edge of contact-finger 30 es-

tablishes contact with plate 2 6 before the rear
edge leaves contact with the bar 24. There-

fore there is no break of circuit at any time by
the finger in moving from the body of bar 24
to contact -plate *26. When the finger rests 70
wholly on the plate 26, the circuit that is then
formed proceeds as follows: from the plus
main conductor 2 by wire 54 to contact-plates

40, 50, and 51, wire 55, wire 62 to solenoid 14,

wire 63, solenoid 13, wire 66, contact -plate 75
26, wire 57, and the armature of the motor to

wire 60, contact-plates 41 44 45, wire 61, and
minus conductor 3. The effect of the cur-

rent energizing the solenoids 13 14 is to cause
them at once to draw their cores into a cen- 80
tral position, as shown in Fig. 1, thus bring-
ing the pivoted bar 38 into a position inter-

mediate between the pairs of contact-plates

and closing circuit through no pairs. Cur-
rent is thus broken in the armature -circuit 85
of the motor, and the motor stops, this stop-

page being assisted by the action of the fric-

tion - brake controlled by the electromagnet
59, which I will describe farther on.

The operation of the motor, now concluded, 90
has, through the worm -screw 31, actuated
the rack-sector 32,which, as I have said, may
be a tiller, and in this way has set the rudder
in definite position, and in that position the
rudder remains as long as may be desired. 95
Suppose now that it is desired to alter the

position of the rudder. If it is to be turned
still farther in the same direction in which it

has already been moved, then the handle H
is moved still farther to the right, causing 100

the contact-plate I on the arm G to meet the
other plates e e', and the same operation al-

ready described is repeated. If, however, it

is desired to return the rudder to its original

position, then it may be assumed that the 105

handle is carried to the left, and, as already
explained in this case, the plate J, communi-
cating with the minus conductor 3, movingto
the right of Fig. 5, will establish contact with
the plates F F', &c, and the effect will then no
be as follows: Current being established be-

tween the minus conductor 3 and the wire
10, the solenoid 16 is energized and is in cir-

cuit with the minus conductor through the
wire 53. It will then draw up its core 18 and 1:5
lift the pawl 20, which, engaging with the
toothed pinion 23, will rotate that pinion to

the left, and so move the rack-bar 24 to the
right. The contact-plate 26 will thxis be dis-

placed now to the right of the finger 30 in- 120

stead of to the left, as before, although it

will, as before, establish circuit.through the

bar 24. At the same time the solenoid 16

will attract its armature 43, thus tilting the

pivoted lever 38 to establish contact between 1 25
the pairs of contact-plates 48 49 46 47. The
parts being thus arranged, the circuit pro-

ceeds as follows: from plus conductor 2 by
wire 54 to contact-plates 40 48 49, through
the wire 65 to the armature of the motor 4, 13c

thence through the electromagnet 59 and fuse
58 to wire 57, to finger 30, to bar 24, by wire 56

to contact-plates 41 46 47,and thence by wire 61

to the minus conductor 3. It is obvious that
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the current then passes to the motor-arma-
ture in a reverse direction to what it did be-
fore, and therefore the motor rotates in the
opposite way, now carrying its nut to the

5 right until contact is again established be-
tween the plate 26 and the finger 30. The cir-

cuit thus formed proceeds as follows: from
plus conductor 2 by wire 54 around by the
path already stated to finger 30, and thence

io by wire 66 to solenoid 13, by wire 63 to solen-
oid 14, by wire 62 to contact-plates 40 46 47,

and thence by wire 61 to the minus conduc-
tor 3. The two solenoids 13 14 then act as
before, bringing the lever 38 into a central

iS position and breaking circuit through the ar-

mature of the motor and causing it to stop,

as previously described. If now it be desired
to rotate that armature still farther in the
same direction, or, in other words, to set the

20 rudder at a greater angle in the same direc-

tion, the handle H is moved still farther to

the left to make contact with other plates in

the manipulating device, but if it be desired
to bring the parts back to their original and

25 central position then the plate I in return-
ing establishes a plus connection through the
plate e of Fig. 5, thus completing the circuit

through the wire 12 and through the solenoid
15 and wire 52 to plus main conductor 2.

30 Solenoid 15 then draws up its core 17, and
the pawl 19, engaging with the toothed wheel
23, turns it to the right, moving the bar 24
to the left, and so bringing contact-plate 26
once more in circuit with finger 30, but by

35 reason of the energizing of the solenoid 15 it

has attracted its armature 42, thus tilting the
lever 38 once more into the position shown in

Fig. 2. Then the current proceeds from plus
main conductor 2 through the wife 54, through

40 the contacts 40, 50, and 51 to wire 55, wire 62
to the solenoids 13 14, by wire 63 to solenoid
13, by wire 66 to contact-plate 26 to finger

30, wire 57, fuse 58, magnet 59, armature of
the motor, wire 60, contact-plates 41 44 45,

45 wire 61, and so to the minus main conductor.
The solenoids 13 14 then act, as already de-
scribed, to centralize the bar 38 and break
contact through the armature-coils of the mo-
tor, as before, thus once more stopping the

50 motor.
From the foregoing it will be seen that when

the handle II of the manipulating device is

moved in one direction, no matter from what
point it starts, the motor always rotates in a

55 given direction, and when it is turned in the
opposite direction the motor always rotates
in the relatively opposite direction to what it

rotated before, or, in other words, the motor
follows the deviation of direction of move-

60 ment of the handle-bar II. If, for example,
in moving, say, to the right only one of the
fixed contact-plates of the manipulating de-
vice is swept over, then the motor will move
in a definite direction only to a certain ex-

65 tent. If the handle be returned immediately
to its original position, the motor will rotate
backward exactly to the same extent and as-

sume its original position. If in the first in-

stance two contact-plates are passed over,

then the motor will rotate in a determinate 70
direction twice as far as before. If in turn-

ing the handle backward only one plate is

passed over, the motor will rotate backward
only half as far, or if two plates are passed
over then it will rotate backward a distance 75
equal to that it has rotated forward, so that
no matter where the starting-point of move-
ment may be the extent of rotation of the

motor in either direction will always depend
upon the number of contact-plates that are 80

swept over successively by the contact-plates

on the end of the arm.
I desire to call especial attention here to the

fact that in this manipulating device there are
no resistance-coils or similar devices which 85

are thrown into the circuit by the movement
of the plates J and I from one fixed contact-

plate to the other, but that, on the contrary, at

every contact the same unweakened current
on the mains is transmitted to the controlling- 90
solenoids 15 and 16. Therefore the strength
of the current on the controlling-circuit does
not vary with the position of the controlling-

handle or with the number of positions in

which that handle may be placed. All that 95
is required, therefore, is that the current shall

have sufficient strength to energize the solen-

oids 15 and 16 to enable them to operate their

pawls and turn the wheel 23 and so move the
bar 24, and for this purpose only a very small 100

current is required, so that any current which
normally exists on lighting - mains will be
abundantly sufficient for this purpose, no mat-
ter how much it may fluctuate for lighting

purposes and practically no matter how much 105

it may fluctuate at the dynamo, provided it

does not become at the source diminished
to an extent too 'great to enable it to control

the solenoids; or, to put it another way, the
controlling electrical mechanism here does no
not depend for its efficiency upon the main-
tenance of the constant supei'ior voltage nec-

essary for other translating devices in the cir-

cuit. This is an extremely important point
to be considered in this invention, and is, so 115

far as I know, here accomplished for the first

time in the art without the use of a multiple
system of wiring involving an independent
conductor from each point of contact in the
manipulating apparatus. In this respect, 120

therefore, my invention is radically distin-

guished from all motor-controlling devices
which depend upon or are influenced by the
variations of electromotive force within the
ordinary limits existing on main conductors. 1 25
By constructing the solenoids 15 and 16 so as

to have an ample margin of tilting power the
whole device is rendered independent of fluc-

tuations in the translating device for produc-
ing light on the main circuit or fluctuations 130

in voltage at the dynamo, and such construc-
tion of solenoids is within the ordinary knowl-
edge of the skilled electrical workman at this

time.
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I will now refer lo certain details of the ap-
paratus designed to improve its efficiency and
the certainty of its working'.

Referring first to the manipulating device,

;i Figs. 3, 4, and 5, the middle portion of the
journal D, which passes through the hub of

the handle, is semicircular, as shown at M in

Fig. 3. The hub is made in two parts, one
of which, O, is received upon the convex side

io of said semicircular portion of the journal.

The other half, P, of the hub is loose and rests

against the flat side of the journal and the
edges of the part O, as shown in Fig. 3. The
part P of the hub is hollow internally, and

15 in this hollow portion is a headed rod Q,which
extends through an opening in the flat side

of the part P, through a hole in the middle of

tho journal D, through the hollow arm G, and
protrudes beyond the end of said arm. On

20 the rod Q is a collar R, and between this col-

lar and a portion of the* journal D there is a
spiral spring S, encircling said rod, the collar

operating to hold the end of the rod Q pro-
truding beyond the end of the arm S. The

2:5 two parts O and P of the hub are held together
by the springs T,which extend between arms
u and i>, protruding from said parts. In the
inner periphery of the casing A are recesses,

as a, which are placed in midway positions

30 between the successive contact-plates on the
spiders.

The operation of the device thus described
is as follows : Assuming the parts to be in the
position shown in Fig. 3, when the handle IT

35 is turned to the right in operating the device
the first effect is to move the part P of the
hub independently, so that it tends to turn
on a center on the right-hand side of said
semicircular portion P. This is permitted by

40 the yielding of the spring T, which connects
the parts of the hub together. As the han-
dle is moved still farther to the right the part
P of the hub engaging with the head of the
rod Q operates to draw that rod inward and

45 against the action of the spiral spring S, so
that after the handle II has moved a deter-

minate distance—that is to say, to a distance
equal to the distance intervening between
the position of the recess in which the end

50 of the rod Q is represented in Fig. 3 to the
next recess a on the left—then the rod Q will

have been drawn entirety out of the recess in

which it rests, and by the controlling action
of the spring T on the left-hand side of the

55 hub connecting its parts together the arm G
will be drawn rapidly past the contact-plate
on the left-hand side until the end of the arm
Q comes opposite the recess a, when by the
expansion of the spring S it will be thrown

60 into the recess. This operation will occur in

moving the handle II in any direction so as
to carry the plates J and I past one pair of

^ contact-plates on the spiders, and will thus
cause the contact-arm G to be engaged and

65 held in position, and after this impulses are
sent into the apparatus to work it. The ob-

ject of this is to prevent the operator from

establishing a contact in the manipulating
device without actually causing the plates to

pass completely over one another. In the 70
absence of such a device as I have here de-

scribed lie might move the handle II to estab-

lish a contact and then return it immediately
to its original position without causing the
plates to sweep past that contact. In such 75
case it is obvious that on the return stroke
the operator will not have established a re-

verse contact to bring the parts back to their

normal position, since in order to do this it

is necessary for him to cause the moving 80

plates to pass completely over one contact and
then back again over the same contact.

I have stated that in the manipulating de-

vice shown in Figs. 3, 4, and 5 the plates E F
e f, &c, are spring contact-plates. The ob- 85
ject of this is to enable them to yield as the
plates J and I pass over or under them, as
the case may be, and also to insure a quick
break as the plates part company. Instead
of making these stationary contact-plates E 90
F e f spring-plates I may make them fixed

plates and make the plates I J on the arm G
spring -plates, one arrangement being the
equivalent of the other.

Referring now to the safety -fuse repre- 95
sented at 58, 1 here exhibit a novel construc-
tion of such a device, which I will now ex-

plain, c is a pivoted lever, which is normally
connected by the band d, which is the fuse
proper and made of any suitable material to 100

become melted when the strength of the cur-

rent becomes too great, to the block g, which
block is connected by wire h in circuit with
the electromagnet 59 and the armature of the
motor, i is a retracting-spring, which is pre- 105

vented from drawing back the lever c by the
presence of the fuse d. j is a block which is

connected by another fuse -k to the block I.

This block by wire m is also connected to the

electromagnet 59 and the armature of the no
motor.
The operation of the device is as follows

:

When the current reaches a previously-de-
termined strength sufficient to melt the fuse
d, the lever c is drawn by its retracting-spring 115

i into contact with the block j, and circuit is

established anew through the fuse k, or, in

other words, the purpose of the device is in

any case when a fuse breaks to substitute
immediately and automatically another fuse 120

in the circuit. This device is especially ap-
plicable to cases in which my invention is

used for helm or rudder control, where the
power required to move the rudder may be
very greatly and suddenly increased by the 125

momentary action of a heavy wave and al-

most as rapidly disappear. In such cases it

is very desirable to substitute at once another
fuse in the circuit, so as to prevent the ces-

sation of the operation of the entire appara- 130
tus until tho attendant can have time to put
in a new fuse.

The purpose and function of the electro-

magnet 59 are to control an automatic friction-
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brake, which is constructed as follows : m' is

a pivoted brake-lever provided with a spring
n, which normally tends to bring it into con*

tact with the brake-disk o, which is on the

5 armature-shaft. As long, however, as the

magnet 59 is energized by the passage of the

working current the lever m' is .retracted

against the pull of the maguet and hence
away from the brake-disk o. When,how-

io ever, the armature-circuit is interrupted in

order to stop the motor, the spring n then re-

tracts the brake-lever m' and carries its end
in contact with the brake-wheel, and so by
friction stops the momentum of the armature.

j$ I do not claim herein the construction of the
controlling device represented in Figs. 3, 4,

and 5, for the reason that said manipulating
device forms the subject of a separate appli-

cation for Letters Patent, Serial No. 635,512,
20 filed by me May 7, 1807, and is therein

claimed.
I claim

—

1. The method of controlling an electric mo-
tor, which consists in establishing in an elec-

25 tromagnetic circuit-closing device a succes-
sion of current impulses corresponding in di-

rection to the deviation of the controlling-le-

ver and thereby causing the armature of said
motor controlled by said device to move in a

30 direction corresponding to the direction of
said current impulses and to an extent de-
pending upon the number of current im-
pulses, substantially as described.

2. The method of controlling an electric mo-
35 tor, which consists in transmitting to an elec-

tric magnetic controlling device the unweak-
ened current on the mains as successive im-
pulses, and thereby causing said controlling
device to actuate mechanism to establish cir-

40 cuit from said mains through the motor-ar-
mature for a period corresponding to the ag-
gregate number of said impulses, substan-
tially as described.

3. The combination of an electric motor,

45 supply-mains therefor, an electromagnet in

circuit with said mains, means for producing
successive closings of circuit through said
magnet and mechanism actuated by said mag-
net for establishing circuit in said motor-ar-

50 mature, and causing a definite extent of mo-
tion thereof for each closing of circuit through
said magnet, substantially as described.

4. The combination of an electric motor,
supply-mains therefor, two electromagnets in

55 circuit with said mains, a movable lever,

means controlled bj7 said lever for producing
successive closings of circuit through one
magnet or the other as said lever is deviated
to a greater degree in one or the other direc-

60 tion, and mechanism actuated by said mag-
nets respectively for establishing current in
said motor-armature in direction correspond-
ing to the deviation of the lever and for uni-
form periods corresponding to the number of

65 successive closings of circuit, substantially
as described.

5. The method of electrically controlling or
adjusting from a distance a ship's rudder,
turret, gun, signal apparatus or other adjust-
able mechanism by introducing into the cir- 7c

cuit of the controlling device of an electric

motor actuating said mechanism a succession
of current impulses of substantially uniform
strength and corresponding in direction to the
deviation of the controlling- handle and in 75
number to the extent of said deviation, sub-
stantially as described.

6. The combination with an electric motor,
supply-mains and a controlling device hav-
ing a movable lever such as H, an electro- 80

magnet 16, two contact-pieces as 26 and 30,

a

circuit-breaker constructed to break the ar-

mature-circuit of said motor when said pieces
26 and 30 are in contact, contact-piece 24,

mechanism actuated by said electromagnet 85
for breaking contact between pieces 30 and
26 and establishing contact between pieces
30 and 24, and mechanism actuated by the
motor-armature for breaking contact between
pieces 30 and 24 and establishing contact be- 90
tween pieces 30 and 26; whereby when said
lever H is moved in definite direction circuit

is broken through contacts 30 and 26 and
closed through contacts 30 and 24, and circuit

established through said last-named contacts 95
to the motor-armature,and thereafter through
the rotation of said, armature-circuit is auto-
matically broken between contacts 30 and 24
and closed through contacts 30 and 26, sub-
stantially as described. 100

7. The combination with an electric motor,
supply-mains and a controlling device hav-
ing a movable lever such as H, of electro-

magnets 15 and 16, two contact-pieces as 26
and 30, a circuit-breaker constructed to break 105
the armature-circuit of said motor when said
pieces 26 and 30 are in contact, contact-bar
24, mechanism actuated by electromagnets 15
and 16 respectively for moving said bar in
opposite directions, thereby breaking contact no
between pieces 30 and 26 and establishing con-
tact between pieces 30 and 24, and mechan-
ism actuated by the motor-armature for mov-
ing piece 30 out of contact with bar 24 and
into oontact with piece 26; whereby when 115
said lever is moved in one direction one mag-
net as 15 actuates said bar to break contact
between pieces 30 and 26 and establish con-
tact between piece 30 and said bar, and when
said lever is moved in the other direction, the 120
other magnet as 16 actuates said bar to move

.
in the opposite direction, so that circuit is es-

tablished through said contacts 30 and 26 and
the motor-armature and thereafter through
the rotation of said armature said piece 30 is 125
returned into contact with piece 26, substan-
tially as described.

8. The combination with an electric motor
supply-mains and a controlling device hav-
ing a movable lever such as II, of electro- 130
magnets 15 and 16, bar 24 of conducting ma-
terial, mechanism between said bar and said
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magnets whereby said magnets operate re-

spectively to move said bar longitudinally in

opposite directions, insulated contact 26 on
said bar, a reversing-switch actuated by said

5 magnets, magnets 13 and 14 acting upon said

switch to place same in position to break
circuit, mechanism actuated by the armature

of said motor for causing said contact 30 to

travel along bar 24, and circuit connections,
substantially as described.

FRANK J. RUSSELL.
Witnesses:

II. R. Mollek,
I. A. Van Wart.
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To all ivhom it may concern:
Be it known that I, John D. Ihlder, a citi-

zen of the United States, residing at Yonkers,
in the county of Westchester and State of

5 New York, have invented certain new and
useful Improvements in Compound Brakes for

Electric Elevators, of which the following is

a specification.

My invention relates to compound brake
io devices for electric elevators, and while it is

intended to be used with and is shown as
adapted to an electric elevator it will readily
be understood that it can be used in connec-
tion with other elevators and other apparatus

15 by those skilled in the art without departing
from the spirit of my invention.
The object of my invention is to provide a

brake apparatus for elevators and the like so
constructed and arranged that when used in

20 the ordinaiy operations at intermediate land-
ings or otherwise it will apply a certain
amount of pressure to the brake, which is

preferably elastic or yielding, but sufficient

to control the motions of the elevator, while

25 under other conditions, as in ease of .emer-
gency or when the cage arrives at the limit

of its movement, a greater, more forcible, and
direct action is imparted to the brake, which
will insure absolute stopping of the appara-

30 tus; and with this general purpose and ob-

ject in view my invention consists in a brake
apparatus constructed and arranged to ac-

complish these purposes and operating in a
manner substantially as hereinafter point-

35 ed out.

Referring to the accompanying drawings,
Figure 1 is an elevation showing the general
arrangement of an electric elevator appara-
tus and indicating the general relation of the

40 brake device and means for operating it.

Fig. 2 is an enlarged transverse section of suf-

ficient of a brake apparatus to illustrate my
improvement. Fig. 3 is a similar view show-
ing another arrangement of the shifting de-

45 vices in connection with the brake apparatus.
Figs. 4, 5, and are detached views showing
the movements of the eccentrics in various
positions.

As above stated, while my invention may
50 be applied to many and various forms of de-

vices where a brake is needed, it is especially

55

applicable to elevators, and I have shown it

in connection with electric elevators, and in
Fig. 1 I have shown a general arrangement
of such elevators wherein the cage A is con-
nected to the hoisting-rope A', passingaround
the drum A 2

,
which is driven in this instance

by a shaft A8
, operated bj~ an electric motor

A i
, controlled by a switch device A 5

, which
may be operated by a pilot-motor A6

, con- 60
trolled by the electric circuit on the car or by
the ordinary hand-ropes A", connected to a
sheave A8

, or in any other suitable manner.
Connected to the drum A2

is an ordinary au-
tomatic stop device A9

, the construction of 65
which need not be specifically described,
though I prefer the construction described in

my Letters Patent No. 558,075, and which
operates automatically to stop the motor as
the car reaches the extremes of its limit at 70
the top or bottom of the well, and in the pres-

ent instance I also connect the brake device
with this automatic stop device when I use
the direct positives-actuated brake in addi-

tion to the compression-brake, as hereinafter 75
set forth. The brake device B in this in-

stance is located between the drum and mo-
tor, and it is understood that in this con-

struction when the motor is stationary the
brake is applied and must be released before Sc

the motor can start. This is usually done by
connecting the brake device with the start-

ing device of the motor, and in the present
instance it is connected with the switch de-

vice A5
, or vice versa. The switch device is 85

connected with the brake device when the

same is operated by the hand-rope A", as in-

dicated in Fig. 3.

Referring more particularly to Fig. -, B' is

a brake -wheel on the shaft A3
, and there is 90

some suitable braking device connected with

the wheel, shown in the present instance as

consisting of two brake-bands B 2 B 3
, sup-

ported in the presence instance on a standard
B 4

, having springs b b' on opposite sides of a 95
lug B 3

, to which the bands are connected.

The free ends of the bands are connected to

a lever C, arranged on the frame of the ma-
chine and arranged so that as the lever is

moved the bands are tightened or released 100

around the brake -wheel IV. This lever is

mounted at the base of the standard C,which
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supports the operating mechanism of the

brake. On this brake -lever is mounted a

socket C 2
, in which moves a rod D', connected

to a strap D2
, mounted upon an eccentrical).

5 This eccentric is supported on a shaft E' in

the standard C, and is connected by a rod

D 3,attached to a projectionD 4
, with the switch

mechanism A5
, so that the eccentric D moves

with the switch mechanism. The strap D2 is

ic held in position on the eccentric D by any

suitable means, as the face-plate cl and screws

d', and interposed between the strap D 2 and

the socket C2 is a spring D5
. The end of the

rod D' is provided with a pin c?
3
, moving in

15 slot c2 in the socket C2
.

With the construction so far described it

will be seen that the brake device operates

as a spring-compression "brake device, and

that in the normal position shown in Fig. 2

20 the brake is applied under pressure, the spring

D 3 being compressed more or less, forming

an elastic and at the same time substantial

grip on the brake-wheel. When the starting

mechanism is operated by any suitable means,

25 the eccentric D is also moved, raising the

strap D 2
, releasing the pressure on the spring

D 5
, and as the rod D' moves upward the pin

d3
, acting upon the upper wall of the slot c2

,

lifts the socket and lever, releasing the brake

;

30 but when the stopping device is operated the

eccentric is turned through the medium of

the rod D 3 to its normal position, forcing the

strap D 2 down, applying the lever, and then

putting the lever under the tension of the

35 spring^D 5
. In some cases I have found it sat-

isfactory to use simply this construction as a

spring-compression brake, especially in rela-

tively small or slow-running elevators; but

in larger or faster-running elevators it is desir-

40 able to have a direct positively acting brake.

By the use of the words "spring-compres-

sion brake" I mean a brake and connecting

mechanism whereby the brake is held under

the tension of a spring, and by the use of the

45 words "direct positively acting brake" I

mean abrake and connecting actuating mech-

anism whereby the brake acts directly and

positively and does not depend upon the com-

pression of a spring. In the apparatus shown

ko the brake can be used first as a spring-com-

pression brake, in which the brake is under

the tension of a spring, and the same brake

can be further operated to act directly and

positively and is not dependent upon the re-

55 siliency of the spring. Further, this spring-

compression brake thus far described is usu-

ally sufficient to control the movements of the

elevator at the intermediate landings; but at

the top and bottom of the shaft it is desirable

60 to have a more direct positively acting brake,

and I will now describe the manner of apply-

ing such brake to this compression -brake

illustrated herein.

The shaft E' is provided with an eccentric

65 E, which is rigidly mounted on the shaft and

forms a bearing for the eccentric I). Con-

nected to a projection E 2 on the shaft E' is a

rod E 3
, which is connected to the automatic

stop device A9
. This eccentric E operates1 in

connection with the eccentric D to apply the 70

brake more forcibly when it is moved by the

automatic stop device, and the eccentric E
is provided with lugs e, arranged to engage
with a lug or projection di on the eccentric D.

In the arrangement shown in Fig. 3 the 75

construction is substantially the same, except

that there is a sheave A10 mounted on the

shaft E', and in this way the eccentric D is

operated directly by said sheave, and the

switch is operated therefrom instead of the 80

eccentric being operated from the switch.

Such being the preferred construction arid

arrangement of parts, (although, of course,

other equivalent constructions can be used,)

I will now proceed to describe the mode of 85

operation, referring more particularly to Figs.

4, 5, and 6, which show face views of the ec-

centrics.

Assuming the elevator to be stationary, the

parts are in the relative position shown in 90

Fig. 4, with the brake applied, the spring D 5

being compressed and the. parts acting as a,

compression - brake. When the motor is

started, the rod D 3 is moved to the right cr

left to cause the elevator to go up or down, 95

and the eccentric E> is rotated on its bearing,

which in this instance is the eccentric E, and

the parts assume the position shown in Fig.

5, wherein the rod D' is raised, releasing the

pressure on the spring D 3
, and the pin d? has 100

engaged the upper portion of the slot c
2

, rais- '

ing the lever C, releasing the brake-bands,

and the elevator travels to the desired desti-

nation, when the operator moves the rod D 3

to its normal position, which of course re- 105

stores the eccentric D to the position shown

in Fig. 4, applying the brake as before.

Under ordinary operations of the elevator

this brake is sufficient; but if the elevator is

moving rapidly it maybe necessary or de- 110

sirable to apply greater, braking power to

properlv stop the elevator, and I provide what

may be called an "emergency -brake," by

means of which the operator can apply a di-

rect positive - acting brake to the engine. 115

Again , it is generally desirable to apply greater

braking power to the motor as the car reaches

the extremes of its limit at the top or bottom

of the well, and this I provide for by means

of the direct positive-acting brake being ar- 120

ranged and connected to be operated auto-

matically, as by the automatic stop device of

the engine. Furthermore, if perchance the

operator should fail to apply the brake as the

car reaches the limits of its movement it is 125

desirable that the brake should be automat-

ically and positively applied, and this is pro-

vided for by arranging the parts so that the

automatic stop device will apply the brake

and apply it more forcibly than in an ordi- 130

nary stop. Thus, as shown, the automatic

stop device A* is arranged to move the rod E3

to its normal position (shown in Fig. I) when

the car reaches the extremes of its move-
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mont at top or bottom, and, furthermore, in
o ril or to provide tho emergency - brake the
rod E ;i

is oonncctod to be operated by the
Hhoave A", which is shown as being operated

S by the hand-rope A 7 from the car. With this

construction it will be seen that when the rod
E* is operated it turns the eccentric E oirthe
shaft E', as seen in Fig. G. If the operator
lias previously applied the spring-compression

io brake, the effect of the movement, of the ec-

centric E is to force the eccentric D down far-

ther, applying more pressure to the brake.
If, however, the operator has failed to set the
compression-brake, moving the rod Es will op-

15 erate the eccentric E, and this, by means of
the lugs e coming in contact with the lug d\
will turn the eccentric D to its normal posi-

tion and the parts will assume the relations
shown in Fig. 6, in which it will be seen that

20 the spring D 5
is more compressed, thereby ap-

plying greater pressure to the brake-lever,
and, further, I prefer to arrange the rod D'
so that under these conditions it will bear
positively upon the base c3 of the socket C2

,

25 forming a positive bearing thereon, and con-
sequently more positive action of the brake,
which will insure the immediate stopping of
the car.

It will be seen that the eccentric E and its

30 connecting-rod E s can be operated from the
car by the hand-ropes A7 when connected to

sheave A s
, so that in case of emergency the

operator can apply both the spring-compres-
sion and direct positively-acting brakes and

35 bring the car to a state of rest. Sometimes,
however, it is not deemed necessary to pro-
vide the intermediate emergency-brake, and
in that case the hand-rope A 7

is connected to

the sheave A 10 in Fig. 3 and the pilot-motor
40 A c

is dispensed with; or either the hand-rope
A7

, connected to the sheave A10
, or the pilot-

motor A c may be used, and the emergency or
direct positively-acting brake be applied'only
by the automatic stop devices as the car

45 reaches the top or bottom of its travel. .

If it is desired to start the elevator in the re-

verse direction after the emergency or direct
positively-acting brake has been applied, turn-
ing the eccentric D by the hand- ope or oth-

50 erwise will release the brake, and in order to

insure this action I preferably arrange the re-

lations of the eccentrics so that the eccentric
D will move the brake-lever considerably more
than the eccentric E when acting alone.

55 From the above description the general prin-

ciples of my invention will be understood by

k
those skilled in the art, and it will be seen
that these may be applied and used with va-
rious constructions Or details of mechanism,

60 so that my invention is not limited to the con-
struction shown and described, but includes
equivalent forms of mechanism, and it will

further be seen that my invention can be used
in whole or in part or in combination with

65 other equivalent constructions.
What I claim is

—

1. The combination with tho brako of nn

elevator-ongine, of a spring-compression de-
vice connected with the brako, a direct posi-
tively-acting device also connected with the 70
brake, and means for operating both devices
to apply the brake in the manner and for the
purpose described.

2. The combination with the brake of an
elevator-engine, of a spring-compression de- 75
vice connected with the brake, a direct posi-
tively-acting device also connected with the
brake, means for operating the spring-com-
pression device independent of the direct
positively-acting device, and means for oper- 80
ating the direct positively - acting device
whereby the spring-compression device may
be operated to apply the brake, or both the
spring - compression device and direct posi-

tively-acting device may be operated to ap- 85
ply the brake, substantially as described.

'6. The combination with the brake device
of an elevator-engine, of an eccentric, con-
nections with the eccentric whereby it can be
controlled by the operator, a strap mounted 90
on the eccentric, a rod connected to the strap,

a socket mounted on the brake device, and a
spring interposed between the strap and
socket, substantially as described.

4. The combination with the brake device 95
of an elevator-engine, of an eccentric, con-
nections with the eccentric whereby it can be
controlled by the operator, a strap mounted
on the eccentric, a socket provided with a
slot connected to the brake device, a rod con- 100

nected to the strap and entering the socket,
a pin in the rod, and a spring interposed be-
tween the socket and strap, substantially as
described.

5. The combination with the automatic 105
stop-motion device and the brake device of an
elevator-engine, of two eccentrics, connec-
tion between the eccentrics and brake de-

vice, connections with one of the eccentrics
whereby it can be controlled by the operator, no
and connections with the other eccentric
whereby it is controlled by the au tomatic stop-

motion device, substantially as described. .

6. The combination with the automatic
stop-motion device and the brake device of an 115

elevator-engine, of means under the control

of the operator for applying the brake, and
means connected with the automatic stop de-

vice for applying additional power to the
brake, substantially as described. 120

7. The combination with the brake device
of an elevator-engine, of a shaft, two eccen-
trics supported by said shaft, means for op-
erati ng the eccentrics independently,and con-

nections between the eccentrics and the brake 125

device, substantially as described.
8. The combination with the automatic

stop-motion device and the brake device of an
elevator-engine, of a shaft, an eccentric rig-

idlj' mounted thereon, connections between 13c

tho shaft and the automatic stop device of the

elovator-onginc, a second eccentric mounted
on tho first eccentric, connections between the

second eccentric and tho starting and stop-
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IQ

ping mechanism of the engine, and connec- >

lions between the eccentrics and brake de-

vice, substantially as described

9. The combination with the brake device

of an elevator-engine, of a shaft, an eccentric

mounted thereon, connections between the

shaft and the automatic stop device of the

elevator-engine, a second eccentric mounted
on the first eccentric, connections between

the second eccentric and the starting and

stopping mechanism of the engine, a strap

mounted on said eccentric, elastic connec-

tions between the strap and the brake, and
means whereby when both eccentrics are op-

erated a positive movement is applied to the

brake, substantially as described.

In testimony whereof I have signed my
name to this specification in the presence of

two subscribing witnesses.

JOHN D. IHLDER.

Witnesses:
Wm. P. Constable,
II. Beattie Brown.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Fountain S. Braid, a

citizen of the United States, residing in New
York, (Brooklyn,) in the State of New York,

5 have invented a certain new and useful Im-
provement in Elevator-Controllers, of which
the following is a specification.

The invention relates to that class of im-
provements in elevators in which the act of

io opening the shaft-door clamps the hand-rope
through a train of mechanism and prevents
operating the hoisting mechanism until the
door is again closed and the hand-rope re-

leased.

The object of this invention is to simplify
the mechanism, while affording a reliable,

positive, and uniform grip on the rope, inde-
pendent of the force exerted in opening the
door.

It consists, essentially, of a clamp carried on
the car and inclosing the rope between its

jaws, actuated by the movement of a piston
in a cylinder also carried on the car and re-

ceiving pressure from a reservoir which may
25 be at a distant point connected to the cylin-

der through a flexible tube or hose, and means
for admitting the pressure to the cylinder by
the act of opening the shaft-door. I prefer
to use compressed air admitted to and ex-

30 hausted from the cylinder through a suitable
valve, requiring but little force to operate it

and consequently offering but little resistance
to the motion of the shaft-door, while the
force exerted upon the rope by the clamp is

35 entirely independent of such movement and
is wholly determined by the pressure received
in the cylinder. The force is practically uni-
form and may be regulated by increasing or
diminishing the normal pressure in the reser-

40 voir.

The accompanying drawings form a part
of this specification and show the manner in
which I have carried out the invention.
Figure 1 is a front elevation of a car

45 equipped in accordance with my invention.
Certain portions are omitted for clearness.
The elevator-shaft is shown in vertical sec-

tion. The remaining figures are on a larger
scale. Fig. 2 is a plan or top view of the car

50 and a horizontal section through the shaft.

Fig. 3 is a corresponding vertical section of
a portion of the shaft, showing the top of the

door and its connections in elevation. Fig.

4 is a front elevation of the upper portion of
the ear and its mechanism. Figs. 5 and 6 are 55
sectional views showing certain details of
construction.

Similar letters of reference indicate the
same parts in all the figures.

A is a passenger-elevator of any ordinary 60

or approved construction, guided vertically
in the shaft B by the ways B' and raised and
lowered by any suitable hoisting ropes and
mechanism (not shown) controlled by the
hand-rope A', passing through the car, as 65
usual.

B 2 is the shaft-door, sliding horizontally at
the landing in ways. (Not shown.) The ar-
rangement at each landing is similar and a
description of one will suffice. 70
On the top of the car is mounted the cylin-

der C, receiving compressed air behind the
piston D through a pipe C, a portion of which
is a flexible tube C2

, from a reservoir C3
, lo-

cated at any convenient place, preferably at 75
the bottom of the shaft adjacent to the hoist-

ing mechanism, and supplied by an air-pump
C4

, of any approved type, operated either di-

rectly or from a moving part of the hoisting
mechanism. From the front of the piston D 80

extends a rod D', suitably guided and carry-
ing at its end a block D 2

, having a vertical

semicylindrieal groove d and forming with
the fixed block D 3

, having a similar groove,
a pair of clamping-jaws partly inclosing the 85

hand-rope A'. The movable jaw D 2 slides in

the ways D 4
, carrying the fixed jaw £> 3 and

firmly secured to the top of the car. A spring
D 5 within the cylinder exerts its force in the
direction to move the piston backward and 90
hold the jaws normally open.
E is a three-way cock placed in the pipe C

at any convenient point adjacent to the cyl-

inder. The plug E' is turned by the arm E 2

from the horizontally- vibrating lever E4
95

through the link E 3
. The ports are so ar-

ranged (see Fig. G) that a quarter-turn of the
plug admits air-pressure behind the piston
and the reverse movement shuts off the sup-
ply and allows the compressed air in the cyl- 100

inder to escape through the opening e. The
lever E4 turns on a fixed center E5 and is

subject to the force of a spring E 6
, tending

to move it in the direction to exhaust the
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cylinder, such motion being limited by the
fixed stop A2

. On the overhung end of the
lever is a vertical face-plate E7

, by which the
lever is moved in opposition to its spring

5 through means to be now described.
On the upper portion of the framing carry-

ing the doorB2 and within the shaft is mounted
a lever F, the lower arm carrying a roller F'
and the upper arm joined to one end of a link

10 F2
, connected at the other to a projecting lug

G2 on a cam device serving to change the mo-
tion angularly, so that it acts against the
plate E7

, above described. This device con-
sists of a cjdindrical casing divided on a spi-

15 ral line, one portion, G, fixed to the framing
and the other, G', carrying the lug G2

, rotata-

ble relatively thereto by the motion of the
link F2

. Through the axis extends a rod H,
the outer end of which carries a roller H',

20 lying in the path of the plate E 7
, and the

other squared to match to a similarly-shaped
extension G3 of the fixed portion G, in which
it may slide, but is held against rotation.

The movable portion G' rests against the
25 shoulder h on the rod and when partially ro-

tated travels up the spiral, thus forcing the
rod and its roller H' outwardly, or, rather, in-

wardly relatively to the shaft. This rotative
motion is transmitted from the lever F and is

30 received by the latter from the movement of

the door B 2 in the direction to open it. The
door carries along its top edge a track or way
B 3

, curved downwardly at B 4 adjacent to the
roller F' and lying in such relation thereto

35 that as the door is moved in the direction to

open it the curve B 4 strikes the roller and be-
gins to turn the lever F, the turning continu-
ing until the roller lies upon the horizontal
portion B 3 of the track and travels idly thereon

40 as the door is moved farther without causing
further movement of the lever. When the
car is stopped with its floor approximately
level with the landing, the plate E7 lies adja-
cent to and in the line of motion of the rod

45 IT, and as the latter is thrust outward from
its casing by the act of opening the door its

roller strikes the plate and turns the lever E4
,

which through the link E 3 and arm E2 com-
municates the motion to the plug E', as above

50 described, and admits pressure behind the
piston and. closes the clamp. The parts are
so proportioned that a full quarter-turn is

given to the plug and the full pressure is im-
mediately felt by the jaws D 2 D 3 and hand-

55 rope A'. While thus held, the rope cannot
be moved relatively to the car, and conse-
quently the latter cannot be started in either
direction. On closing the door the parts as-

sume their normal positions, reversing the

plug E' and allowing the air behind the pis- 60

ton D to escape. The piston is immediately
forced backward by the spring D 5

, carrying
with it the jaw D 2

, and thus the rope is again
liberated, allowing the operator through its

medium to start the hoisting mechanism. 65

The plate E7 is given considerable vertical

length, so that the roller IT will be sure to

find it even though the car-floor and landing
be not exactly in the same plane. The upper
and lower portions of the plate are curved 70
backward, as shown, and serve to strike the
roller and actuate the clamp if by accident or

design one of the shaft-doors should be opened
from its landing and not closed before the
passage of the car. 75
The flexible portion C2 of the pipe C allows

the free travel of the car without interrupt-
ing the communication with the reservoir C3

.

The latter may be equipped with a safety-

valve loaded to a predetermined pressure, 80

which will lift when that pressure is exceeded
and thus tend to maintain a constant pres-

sure while the pump is running.
Modifications may be made without depart-

ing from the principle of the invention or 85
sacrificing its advantages.
The train of mechanism from the door to

the cylinder may be varied within wide limits

or other means substituted, and other means
for controlling the admission and exhaust 90
may be employed in place of the three-way
cock shown.
Although I have described the invention as

using air-pressure, it will be understood that
other gases or fluids under pressure will serve 95
successfully.

I claim

—

In an elevator-controller of the character
herein set forth, a clamp carried by the car
and adapted to grasp and hold the operating- 100

rope, a cylinder also carried by the car and
receiving pressure, a piston mounted in said
cylinder and moved by said pressure to actu-
ate said clamp, and mechanism operated by
the door in opening and closing, controlling 105

the admission of pressure to said cylinder,

so that the operating-rope will be clamped
when said door is open and released when
closed, all combined and arranged to serve
substantially as and for the purposes herein no
specified.

In testimony that I claim the invention
above set forth I affix my signature in pres-
ence of two witnesses.

FOUNTAIN S. BRAID.
Witnesses:

Robt. Connor,
p. e. cullin.
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To all whom, it mat/ concern:

Be it known that we, Edward L. Hail and
George Hail, of Providence, in the county
of Providence and State of Rhode Island, have
invented certain new and useful Improve-
ments in Elevators, of which the following is

a specification.

This invention has relation to elevator

safety appliances of the class for preventing
movement of the car when a door leading into

an elevator-hatchway is partially or entirely

open; and it has for its objects the provision

of certain improvements in the same for the
purpose of rendering the mechanism more
simple and more easily installed than hereto-

fore, enhancing the general efficiency of ap-
pliances of the character mentioned, and re-

ducing their liability to get out of order.

To attain the various objects of the inven-

20 tion, it consists in a safety appliance or ap-

paratus embodying certain features of con-

struction and relative arrangement of parts,

alias illustrated upon the drawings, herein-

after described in detail, and set forth in the
appended claims.

Reference is to be had to the accompanying
drawings, and to the letters marked thereon,

forming apart of this specification, the same
letters designating the same parts or features,

as the ease may be, wherever they occur.

Of the drawings, Figure 1 represents an
elevator plant equipped with our invention.

In this figure there is shown a series of cor-

ridor-doors leading into the elevator hatch-
way or well and a portion of the controlling

device for a hoisting mechanism, the same
consisting of a pilot-valve and a main valve
and means controlled by the door for locking

the pilot-valve when one of the doors is open.
Fig. 2 represents an enlarged view of the

valve and the pilot-valve. Fig. 3 shows in

detail the door-controlled lock for a movable
member of the pilot-valve. Fig. 4 represents"

a lock-controlling wire and one of the door-

controlled levers which is connected to the
wire by a clip and a chain. Fig. 5 shows in

detail the clip to which one end of the chain
is connected. Fig. 6 represents a balance-
lever from one arm of which the line depends.
Fig. 7 represents the invention as being ar-

ranged to lock the motor- controlling line.

Figs. 8, 9, and 9 a represent in detail the lock

2 5

3°

35

40

45

50

for the controlling-line. Fig. 10 illustrates a

55

60

counterbalancing-lever as provided with an
arm to control the lock for the motor-control-
ling means. Fig. 11 illustrates the door-ac-
tuated lever shown in Fig. 4, with the line

dropped a little to show the action of the flexi-

ble connection between the lever and the
said line at such time. Fig. 12 represents an-
other embodiment of the invention especially
adapted for use in connection with swinging
doors. Figs. 13 and 14 show the action of the
door upon the door-actuated levers. Fig. 15
shows the lock in position to engage a locking 65
member on the pilot-valve.

Referring to the drawings, the doors which
lead into the hatchway at the landings are
indicated at a, those shown in Figs. 1 and 7

being arranged to slide across the openings
and those in Fig. 12 being adapted to swing,
the doors of this latter class being usually
fireproof doors in factories, warehouses, and
other similar buildings. The elevator-car is

not shown, but it travels up and down the
hatchway past the doors in the ordinary way,
being generally suspended from one or more
cables, which pass over sheaves at the top of
the hatchway and are attached to counter-
balancing-weights which travel in guides.
The car, so far as some features of the in-

vention are concerned, may be raised or low-
ered by a motor of any suitable kind—such
as those operated by steam, hydraulics, or
electricity—the motor-controlling means com-
prising any suitable mechanism, such as one
or more lines 6, and a movable member, such
as a tip-lever or a wheel &', arranged to gov-
ern the movements of the motor. In Fig. 1

the motor is shown as being controlled by a
main valve c, which is regulated by a pilot-

valve c'. The wheel &' is rigidly secured to

a rock-shaft ca , on which there is a crank c3
,

connected by a rod c4 with a transverse lever

c5
. One end of the last-mentioned lever is

connected by a rod c6 with the piston of the
pilot-valve; but its other end is connected
with the piston-rod c7 of the main valve. By
rotating the wheel 0' and rocking the shaft c2

in one direction or the other fluid is admitted
to either end of the main hydraulic cylinder
or is cut off therefrom to raise or lower the
car or bring it to a state of rest. The parts
are so arranged, however, that when the car

70

75

80

85

90

95

100
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is at rest the shafy or wheel 6' is always in

the same position. A notch is cut in the pe-

riphery of the shaft or wheel &', which thus
constitutes what may be termed a "locking

S member" for the pilot-valve, and a lock is

placed in such position as to enter said notch
and prevent the wheel from rotating when
one of the doors is open. Although, as shown
in Fig. 1, the lock may tiirectly engage the

10 rope-wheel, yet, if desired, we may secure a
supplemental locking member c8 to the rock-
shaft c2

, as shown in Figs. 12 and 15, in which
event the locking member may be a segment
or may be a small arm having a notch c

ft to

15 receive the lock d\ which in this case is a
bolt movable in a guide d2

. In Figs. 1 and 3,

however, the lock for the pilot-valve consists
of a bell-crank lever d, having one arm ^ar-
ranged to enter the notch in the wheel b' and

20 having its other arm d* apertured at its end
to be connected to the end of a line e, which
extends up the elevator shaft or hatchway,
as will be subsequently described. The bell-

crank d is fulcrumed on a pivot-stud ds
,
pro-

25 jecting from a plate c?
6
, having provisions for

permitting its attachment to a suitable sup-
port. A flexible chain connects the end of
the bell-crank to the wire or line, being se-

. cured to the latter by a clip, which will be
.30 subsequently described. A weight ds

is hung
from the bell-crank, and its tendency is to

draw the bent end of thearmd3 into the notch
in the locking member of the pilot-valve, this

action being prevented so long as the doors

35 a are closed by the line e,previously referred
to. This line extends up the shaft or hatch-
way, and it consists of a wi?-e whose upper end
is connected to one arm e' of a lever fulcrumed
on a pivot-stud e

2
, extending out from a plate

40 e9 and having its other arm e
3 extended and

provided with uotches e4 in its upper edge.
An adjustable weight e5 is supported upon
the arm e

3 and is provided with a set-screw
e6 to enter any one of the notches e* and hold

45 the weight immovable. The weight e5
is suf-

ficient to slightly more than counterbalance
the weight of the wire e and the parts sup-
ported by it and the tension of the weight
d8

. The lever has a third arm e7
, which plays

50 between two lugs or stops e8 on the.plate e9
.

Arranged in the path of each door a there is

a bell-crank lever/, each having an arm./',
projecting downwardly to be engaged by a
stud, projection, or bracket a' on the door at

55 the last of its closing movement and moved
into the position shown in full lines in Fig. 4.

These door-controlled lovers each have an
arm /-, which is connected by a flexible con-
nection /

3 with a clip/ 1

, adjustably and de-
60 tachably secured to the wire e. A plate g is

provided with a pivot-stud g', on which the
lever/' is fulcrumed, said plate having two
lugs or stops g

2 g 2
, between which the arm f

2

lies and which limit the movements thereof,

65 as shown in Fig. 4. In each of the lugs there
is an aperture (not shown) to receive a de-
tachable screw g\ to which a spring g* is at-

tached, said spring having its free end engag-
ing a finger/ 5 on the bell-crank lever. Each
spring g* is strong enough to overbalance the 70
weight e5 and permit the weight d* to throw
the lock into engagement with the locking

member of the pilot-valve when the door is

. opened. This construction and arrangement
of parts permits the lever to be reversed and 75

the spring to be attached to either of the
lugs. The flexible connection f 3 consists

of a chain formed with a series of connected
links, and it is attached to the clip/ 4

, which,
as shown in Fig. 5, is formed with a groove 80

to receive the wire e, said wire being held in

the groove by screws/ 6 and washers/ 7
. In

this form of the invention just described the

door-controlled levers, the line e, and the lock

may be said to constitute means for directly 85

engaging and locking a movable element or

locking member of the pilot-valve or for lock-

ing the controlling rock-shaft c2
, by means of

which the pilot-valve is governed, said door-

coutrolled levers and the said line e constitnt- 90
ing door-controlling devices for the lock.

The operation of this device hardly requires

explanation, for it will readily be seen that

when the doors are all closed, as shown in

Fig. 1, the weight e5 is sufficient to draw the 95
lock out of engagement with the locking mem-
ber of the pilot-valve. When one of the
doors is opened the lever/ which is engaged
therewith follows it under the tension of the
springgr 4,and the arm/ 2 draws tipon the flexi- 100

ble connection / 3 to pull the line e downward
against the tension exerted by the weight es

to permit the weight ds to cause the engage-
ment of the lock with the locking member of

the pilot-valve. As the line e, moves down- r<?5

ward the chains f3 do not exert pressure
upon the other door-controlled levers, but be-

come loose and slack, as shown in Fig. 11.

In Figs 7 to 10, Inclusive, we have shown
another embodiment of the invention, in ii#

which the motor-controlling means is locked
by the opening of one of the doors. In this

case the controlling-line b is provided with a
pair of stops b3 &3

,. which are conical at one
end, said conical ends pointing in opposite Us
directions. At some point in the hatchway,
preferably near the top, we secure a casing
consisting of a plate h, having a cap h', there
being between the plate and the cap an ap-
erture h2

, adequate to permit the passage of tao
the clips or stops ?;

3
. The cap is held in place

by a series of bolts or screws h*. A groove
is formed in the plate and cap to receive a
locking-plate h4

,
(shown in Fig. 9,) which is

adapted to partially close the apertu re h2
, and 1 25

thereby prevent the passage of the movable
stops o3

, and consequently prevent the oper-
ation of the motor-controlling means. This
plate h* is formed with a semicircular aper-
ture in its inner end and a.t its outer end is 130
provided with transversely-extending lugs
h5 hs

. The weight h1 is fulcrumed at Ji" on
the plate h in such way as to engage the lug
h5 and normally hold the locking-plate in the
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position .shown in full lines in Fig. 9, and to

throw the plate inward there is another
weight h9

, fnlcrumed at h i0 below the lock-

ing-plate and engaging the lug he
. The

5 weight li
7 is heavier than that at 7i

9
, so that

it more than counterbalances the latter and
holds the locking- plate outward. In this

construction the opening of the door draws
downward upon the line e, and the weight h1

io is drawn into the position shown in dotted
lines in Fig. 8 to permit the other weight to

operate and cause the locking-plate to be
thrown into position to engage the stops on
the motor-controlling line. In case one of the

15 doorsshould be opened while the car is travel-

ing and the locking-plate be thrown into the
dotted-line position in Fig. 9 on stopping the
car by shifting the valve-controlling means
to a neutral position the conical end of the

20 stop will force back the locking-plate and
permit it to pass through, although the plate

will immediately move back again into lock-

ing position, so as to prevent the other stop
from passing through or the first-mentioned

25 stop from returning.
It is evident that the invention may be em-

ployed in connection with swinging doors in-

stead of those that slide horizontally, as shown
in Fig. 13, the only change required being

30 that a pin k is attached to each one of the
door-controlling levers and a lug or bracket
k' is secured to one of the doors to engage
said pin, as shown in Fig. 14. It is also evi-

dent that various parts of this safety appli-

3<; ance may be employed separately, and con-
sequently it will be understood that we are
not limited to employing them all together.
We tnay also employ electrical means be-
tween the door and lock for locking the con-

40 trolling device, such means being now well
known.
We have employed the term "door" as

meaning an obstruction of any kind to pre-
vent passage through a doorway and intend

,45 to include therein gates, bars, extensile and
contractile gratings, and other similar forms.

Parts of this invention are applicable to
elevator systems in which the hoisting mech-
anism consists of an electric motor, so that the

50 lock engages a movable controlling member
of the motor to cut off the current or to hold
the said member in a neutral position.

Having thus explained the nature of the in-

vention and described a way of constructing

55 and using the same, though without attempt-
ing to set forth all of the forms in which it

may be made or all of the modes of its use,
we declare that what we claim is

—

1. In an elevator, a plurality of doors, amo-
60 tor-controlling line having stops, a lock for

said line having a sliding locking-plate, a le-

ver having one arm connected to said plate,

a line connected to said lever, and a lever co-
acting with each door and flexibly connected

65 'with said last-mentioned line.

2: In an elevator, a plurality of doors, a mo-
tor-controlling line having stops, a lock for

said line having a sliding locking member, a
three-armed lever having one arm weighted,
and a second arm connected with the said 70
member, a line connected to the third arm of

said lever, and a plurality of door-controlled
levers flexibly connected with the last-men-
tioned line.

3. In an elevator, a plurality of laterally- 75
sliding doors, a valve for governing the mo-
tive force, a plurality of door-controlled le-

vers adapted to directly engage said doors, a
wire extending from the top to the bottom of
the elevator-well and connected to said le- 80
vers, to move downward when any one of said
levers is actuated by the opening of the door
adjacent thereto, means independent of said
levers for overbalancing said wire when the
doors are closed, and a lock connected to the 85
wire and adapted to lock a movable member
of the valve.

4. In an elevator, a plurality of laterals-
sliding doors, a valve for governing the mo-
tive force, a plurality of spring-tensioned el- 90
bow-levers engaging said doors, a wire ex-
tending from the top to the bottom of the ele-

vator-well and connected to said levers, a lock
connected to said wire to lock a movable mem-
ber of the valve against movement when any 95
one of the doors' is opened, and a weighted
lever for yieldingly supporting the said wire
and permitting it to be pulled downward by
any one of said levers.

5. In an elevator, a plurality of laterally- 100
sliding doors, a valve for governing the mo-
tive force, a plurality of door-controlled le-

vers adapted to directly engage said doors, a.

wire extending from the top to the bottom of
the elevator-well and adapted to be pulled 105
downward by any one of said levers, a lock
for said valve connected to said wire, yield-

ing means independent of the levers for sup-
porting the said wire, and flexible connections
between said levers and said wire. no

6. In an elevator, a plurality of laterally-

sliding doors, motor-controlling means, a lock
for said controlling means, a wire extending
past said doors and arranged to control said
lock, a plurality of clips adjustably attached 115

to said wire, a plurality of door-controlled le-

vers, and yielding means connecting each le-

ver with one of said clips.

7. In an elevator, a pilot-valve for control-

ling the main valve of the hois'ilig mechan- 120
ism, a locking member connected to a mov-
able part of said pilot-valve, a lock arranged
to engage said locking member, a line con-
nected to said lock to hold it out of engage-
ment with said member, a counterbalance for 125
said line and said lock, a plurality of elbow-
levers, connections between said levers and
said line, and a plurality of laterally-sliding

doors directly engaging said levers.

8. An attachment constituting part of a 130
safety appliance for elevators, the same con-
sisting of a plate having a pivot-stud, and two
lugs or stops, a lever fulcrumed on said stud
and having an arm lying between said lugs
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to

or stops, and a spring detachable seeured to

one of said lugs and to said lever, said parts
being constructed and arranged whereby said
lever can be reversed and the spring attached
to the other of said lugs.

9. In an elevator safety appliance, a lock
for the motor-controlling means, a line for eon-
trolling said lock and governed by the doors,

a two-armed lever from one arm of which the
Hue depends, and a weight adjustably secured
to the otherarm, which is notched to receive it.

10. A locking device for a motor-control-
ling line having stops, the same consisting of
a casing having an aperture adequate to per-

15 in it the passage of said stops, a yieldingly-
operated locking-plate adapted to close said
aperture and engage one of said stops, and
means for operating said plate, said means
consisting of two oppositely-acting weights.

11. In an elevator the combination with a
line having stops, a casing having an aper-
ture adequate to permit the passage of said
stops, a yieldingly-operated locking member

20

adapted to partially elose the said aperture,
a weight for moving said member to operative
position, and a superiorly-weighted device
controlled by the door, for holding the mem-
ber in inoperative position.

12. A locking device for a motor-control-
ling line having stops, the same consisting of

a casing having an aperture adequate to per-

mit the passage of said stops, a yieldingly-
operated locking-plate adapted to partially

close said aperture and engage one of said
stops, and means for operating said plate,

said means consisting of two oppositely-act-
ing weights, each being pivotally mounted
and engaging said plate, one of said weights
being greater than the other.

In testimony whereof we have affixed our
signatures in presence of two witnesses.

EDWARD L. HAIL.
GEORGE HAIL.

Witnesses

:

Charles A. Harkness,
Gilman E. Jopp.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, George E. Shepler, a

oil izen of the United States of America, resid-

ing at Pittsburg, in the county of Allegheny

5 and State of Pennsylvania, have invented cer-

tain new and useful Improvements in Safety
Devices for Elevators; and I do hereby declare
the following to be a full, clear, and exact de-

scription thereof, reference being had to the
io accompanyingdrawings, which form a part of

this specification, in which

—

Figure 1 indicates a side elevation of a por-

tion of elevator-shaft with carriage therein
and side elevation of the ordinary li3Tdratilie

15 mechanism for operating the same; also, end
view of my improved device for automatic-
ally stopping the ear by the opening of a door
or doors in the elevator-shaft. Fig. 2 is a
plan view of my improved device for auto-

20 matically stopping the operating mechanism
of elevators. Fig. 3 is a side elevation of the
same. Fig. 4 is an end view of the same.
Fig. 5 is a sectional elevation on line A B of

Fig. 2. Fig. 6 is a diagrammatic view of elec-

25 trie circuits. Fig. 7 is an enlarged view of

elevator-shaft switch. Fig. 8 is a side eleva-

tion of car-switch.

My invention relates to apparatus for auto-
matically stopping the operating mechanism

30 of elevators by the opening of a door or doors
in the elevator -shaft and maintaining the
same inoperative so long as the door or doors
remain open.
One object of my invention is to produce a

35 device by the use of which the operating mech-
anism of the elevator is stopped in the event
of opening any of the doors in the elevator-
shaft and held in an inoperative position so
long as any of said doors remain open.

40 Another purpose of my invention is to pre-

vent the elevator-carriage sinking below the
level of the floor by leakage in the piston or
valves. It is also adapted to cut off or stop
the operating mechanism when ,the carriage

45 arrives at either end of the elevator-shaft;
and to these purposes my invention consists
in the novel construction and arrangement of
parts hereinafter more specifically described,
reference being had to the accompanying

50 drawings, which form a part of this specifica-

tion, in which like reference characters indi-

cate like parts wherever they occur

Referring to the accoupanying drawings,
1 is the elevator -shaft, having therein ar-

ranged in the usual manner a carriage 2, 55
adapted to be controlled by the controller-le-

ver 3, which is connected at its lower end to

the cross-bar 4, mounted on the shaft 5. To
the ends of said cross-arm 4 a controller-rope

6 is connected or attached. The said rope 60

passes over sheaves 7 7, mounted on shafts 8,

arranged in the top of the elevator-shaft, and
sheaves 9 9, which are mounted on the large

sheave 10, which sheave is mounted on. the
shaft 11, journaled in hearings in the stand- 65
ard 12, arranged in the bottom of the eleva-

tor-shaft. When said controller-rope 6 is ac-

tuated by said lever, the sheave 10 makes a
partial revolution, dependent upon the direc-

tion in which the lever is thrown. The motion 70
of said sheave 10 is transmitted to the wheel
13 by means of the rope 14, which passes over
said wheel and sheave 10. The said wheel 13 is

is mounted on the shaft 15, which is suitably
journaled in bearings formed in the standard 75
1 6, located on a platform 17, between the main-
valve chamber 18 and the auxiliary-valve
chamber 19. To one end of said shaft 15 a
small crank 20 is secured and to v/hich the
lower end of a link 21 is connected. The up- 80
per end of said link is pivotal ly secured to the
horizontal lever 22, the ends of which, respec-
tively, are pivotally connected to extensions
of the piston-rods 23 24 of the main and aux-
iliary valves, respectively, which- are located 85
in the main and auxiliary valve chambers,
respectively. Motion communicated to said

wheel 13 is thus transmitted to said crank
for the purpose of opening and closing said
main and auxiliary valves to admit and shut 90
off pressure to the hydraulic cylinder 25, con-
nected therewith. As this mechanism is the
usual mechanism employed for operating hy-
draulically-driven elevators, I need not en-

large upon the same. 95
The upper end or extension of the piston-

rod 26 of the hydraulic cylinder is provided
with a wheel 27, under which the elevator-
suspending rope 28 passes, said rope passing
over and being supported upon large sheaves rco

29 and being finally secured in the top of the
elevator-carriage. The extension 26 of said

hydraulic-cylinder piston-rod is provided with
a bracket 30, which projects laterally there-
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from and to which the ends of the sprocket-

chain 31 are secured. The length of said

sprocket-chain coincides with the stroke, of

the hydraulic- piston. The said sproeket-

5 chain passes over sprocket-wheels 32 and 33,

respectively, which are respectively mounted
on the shafts 34 and 35,arranged, respectively,

in the top of the elevator-shaft and in the

standards 36, 37, and 38, the said standards
io being suitably seemed to the platform 39.

The sprocket-wheel 33 is loosely mounted on
the end of said shaft 35, which is, as hereto-

fore stated,, journaled in bearings formed in

the upper ends of said standards: 40 is a

15 spur-wheel which is attached to or integral

with said sprocket-wheel 33 for the purpose
of transmittingpower to the large spur-wheel

41, rigidly secured upon the shaft 42, jour-

naled below said shaft 35 in bearings formed
20 in said standards 36, 37, and 38. Power is

thus transmitted to the shaft 35 by means of

the small spur-wheel 43, which meshes with

the large spur-wheel 44, mounted on the shaft

35. Power is then transmitted to the sheave
25 45, which is loosely mounted on said shaft 35

by means of a clutch, which consists of the
male part 46, mounted on said shaft 35 by
means of a spline, which projects in a slot 47
in said shaft, and the female part 48, which

30 is an integral part of said sheave 45 or may be
rigidly connected thereto. The said clutch
is actuated by the magnets 49 50 when the
same is energized by electric current con-
veyed from a batter}'. 51 or other source of

35 electric supply through the conductors 52 53.

The said magnets are bolted to or otherwise
suitably supported upon a yoke or bracket
54, which is secured to the top of the stand-
ard 37. The ends of said yoke are provided

40 with orifices through which the rods 55 56
project and on which are mounted sph*al

springs 55' 56', the retraction of which dis-

engages said clutch when said magnets are
deenergized. The ends, respectively, of said

45 rods are connected to the armature 57 of said
magnets and to the brackets 58 58, which
carry a collar 59, seated in a recess formed in

the periphery of the male part of the clutch.
The armature 57 is provided with anon-mag-

50 netic bearing 60, through which the shaft 35
projects, and is also provided with orifices 61

62, in which a non-magnetic pin 63, connected
to the cores of said magnet, projects for the
purpose of serving as a guide.' The said

55 sheave 45 transmits motion to a supplemen-
tal valve -wheel x on the valve-shaft 15 by
means of the rope or cable y, whereby pres-

sure is shut off from the cylinder and the op-
erating mechanism held inoperative so loDg

60 as said clutch is in engagement.
The lower end of the sheave 45 has secured

thereto a segmental gear 45', which meshes
with the toothed pinion 64, which is mounted
upon the inner threaded end of shaft 42, the

65 said pinion being internally threaded, where-
by when said shaft is rotated said pinion is

caused to move from and toward the abut-

ments 65 66, rigidly fastened upon said shaft.

The ends of said pinion are provided with re-

cesses 64', whereby when said pinion travels 70

a sufficient distance on the threaded end of

shaft 42 to engage either of said abutments
the said pinion is held rigid on the shaft and
caused to rotate therewith, revolving the

sheave a distance sufficient to transmit mo- 75
tion to the sheave x on the valve-shaft 15 by
means of the rope y, thereby operating the

valves to shut off pressure to the cylinder, as

hereinafterdescribed,forthe purpose of stop-

ping the mechanism. The shaft 42 is so 80

threaded and driven at a speed graduated
thereto that the car performs its upward jour-

ney and downward journey within 1 he same
period that the pinion is caused to travel be-

tween the abutments. 85

A indicates a series of switches located in

the elevator-shaft at every landing. The said

switch comprises a contact-plate a, which is

secured upon the insulator and is carried by
a pi c, t he outer part of which projects toward 90
the door or doors c^ in the elevator-shaft. A
small spiral spring e is mounted on said pin

on the inner end of the same for the purpose
of moving the plate a into or against the con-

tacts a2 o? when the door is opened. 95
Within the car I locate an emergenc}'-

switch B, having three contact-buttons///
for the purpose of energizing said magnets
through the medium of an auxiliary circuit

independently of the movement of the door too

or doors, comprising the conductors g g, as
hereinafter specified, for the purpose of oper-

ating the shut-off mechanism in the event of

the controller-rope breakingor other accident
occurring to the operating mechanism of the 105
elevator.

The operation of my device is as follows,

to wit: The door being open, as shown in Fig.

6, the retraction of the spring carries /the con-
tact-plate against contacts a2 a3

, which closes no
the circuit and permits electric current to

pass from the batteries or other source of elec-

tric supply to and through the magnet, ener-
gizing the same and attracting the armature
thereof, thereby compressing the springs 115
which are mounted upon the rods which con-
nect the armature with the male portion of the
clutch, movingsaid male portion into engage-
ment with the female portion of said clutch,
thus rigidly fastening the sheave which -is in- 120
tegral with the female portion of the clutch
upon the power-shaft and transmitting mo-
tion to the sheave x on the valve-shaft by
means of the rope^/, closing the valves which
admit pressure to the cylinder and holding 125
the same closed so long as the door remains
open and preventing the operator from throw-
ing his lever in any direction until the door
is closed, upon the happening of which the
circuit is broken and the spring on the arma- 130
ture-rod releases the clutch mechanism and
permits the operator to throw his lever in

whichever direction he may desire.

I In the eVent of any accident happening to
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the controller-rope or other circumstance that
would place the ear beyond the control of the

operator the operator by throwing the emer-
gency switch B to the upper contact trans-

5 -inits electric current to the auxiliary circuit

to the magnets, energizing the same and stop-

ping the car, as heretofore set forth.

Having described my invention, what I

claim, and desire to secure by Letters Patent,

10 is

—

1. The combination with an elevator-cage,

a door at a landing, a hydraulic cylinder
having a piston operatively connected to the

cage, valve mechanism for controlling the

15 Mow to the hydraulic cylinder, and control-

ling mechanism on the cage for governing the

valve mechanism, of a safety controlling ap-
paratus, for automatically stopping the cage,
comprising mechanism operatively connected

20 to the valve mechanism aforesaid b..it nor-
mally unaffecting it, means for operating the
safety mechanism by the movement of the
piston, and electrically-controlled means,gov-
erned by the door, for rendering the safety

25 mechanism operative with respect to the valve
mechanism.

2. The combination with an elevator-cage,

a door at a landing, a hydraulic cylinder
having a piston operatively connected to the

30 cage, valve mechanism for controlling the
flow to the hydraulic cylinder, and control-

ling mechanism on the cage for governing the
valve mechanism, of a safety controlling ap-
paratus, for automatically stopping the cage,

35 comprising a power-shaft which is driven by
the movements of the piston in the hydraulic
cylinder, a sheave mounted loosely on said
power-shaft, and operatively connected with
the valve mechanism, a clutch for locking

40 said sheave to the power-shaft, an electro-

magnet for operating said clutch, and circuit
connections with the door whereby the mag-
net is energized.

3. The combination with an elevator-cage,

45 adoor at a landing, and mechanism for rais-

ing and lowering the cage, of electromagnetic
mechanism governing the raising and lower-
ing mechanism, a circuit to the door which is

closed on the door becoming open, an inde-

50 pendent switch on the cage, and circuit con-
nections with the electromagnetic mechanism
whereby the closing of the switch will ener-
gize the electromagnetic mechanism which
will cause a stoppage of the cage.

55 4. In a safety device for controlling the
movement of elevator-carriages, the combina-
tion of a shaft, a door opening therein, a hy-
draulic cylinder having a piston therein,
means to connect said piston with the car-

60 riage, a sprocket-wheel loosely mounted on
the power-shaft, a second shaft adjacent said

power-shaft, means to transmit power from
sakl sprocket - wheel to said second shaft,

moans to transmit power from said second
shaft to said power -shaft, a sheave loose 1 }' 65

mounted on the power-shaft and adapted to

transmit power to a supplemental sheave on
the valve-shaft, a pair of magnets arranged
horizontally with* reference to said power-
shaft, a clutch mechanism on said power- 70
shaft adapted to be controlled by said mag-
nets and to rigidly fasten said sheave upon
said power-shaft, the said sheave being pro-

vided with a segmental gear secured upon the
lower periphery, a pinion upon the threaded 75
end of the second shaft adapted to engage
with said segmental gear, and abutments ar-

ranged on said second shaft adapted to en-

gage said pinion, substantially as set forth.

5. A safety device for controlling elevator- 80

cages, comprising a power -shaft equipped
with means for drivingthesame, a wheel loose

on the shaft which is provided with a clutch
member, a yoke or bracket, electromagnets
secured thereto, rods slidable" through the 85
yoke and provided with a cross connecting
piece or bracket, and a clutch member there-

on which is adapted to engage the clutch mem-
ber on the wheel, an armature connecting the
rods, and springs for retracting the rods and 90
armature, said clutch member on the yoke
being slidably splined on the shaft and rota-

table in the yoke.
fi. A safety device for controlling elevator-

cages, comprising a power-shaft, a driving- 95
wheel loose thereon, a sheave loose on the
shaft which is provided with a clutch, a yoke
or bracket, electromagnets secured thereto,

rods slidable through the yoke and provided
with a cross connecting piece or bracket and 100

a clutch thereon which is adapted to engage
the clutch on the wheel, an armature con-
necting the rods, and springs for retracting
the rods and armature, said clutch on the
yoke being rotatable therein and slidable on 105

a spline on the' shaft, a second shaft having
a gear which meshes with the gear on the
driving-wheel aforesaid, gearing connecting
the two shafts, screw-threads on the second
shaft, a pinion adapted to turn on said threads, 11c

a segmental gear on the sheave meshing with
the said pinion, and abutments on the second
shaft adapted to engage and lock said pinion
at the limits of its movements.

In testimony whereof I have hereunto af- 115
fixed my signature in the presence of two sub-
scribing witnesses.

GEORGE E. SHEPLER.
Witnesses:

Clarence A. Williams,
JXO. II. RONEV.
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United States Patent Office.

ALBERT C. BOOTH, OF CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA, ASSIGNOR OF TWENTY-THREE
FIFTIETHS TO WILLIAM H. DUTTON, OF SAME PLACE.

ELEVATOR-GATE.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 663,953, dated December 18, 1900.

Application filed September 10, 1900. Serial No. 29,578. (No model.)

To all ivhom, it may concern:
Be it kuown that I, Albert C. Booth, a

citizeu of the Uuited States, residing at Cedar
Rapids, in the county of Linn and State of

5 Iowa, have invented a new and useful Ele-
vator-Gate, of which the following is a speci-

fication.

My invention is an improved safety device
for elevators, the object of ray invention be-

io ingto provide means operated by an elevator-
door whereby when the door is open the con-
trolling mechanism which starts the elevator-

car cannot be operated, thereby preventing
the ear from being started until after the

15 door has been closed.

My invention consists in the peculiar con-
struction and combination of devices herein-
after fully set forth, and pointed out in the
claims.

20 In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 is

a perspective view of. an elevator provided
with my improved safety devices. Figs. 2,

3, and 4 are detail elevations of the respec-
tive elements of my invention, showing the

25 same disposed in operative position. Fig. 5

is a detail top plan view of the controller-

wheel.
The elevator well or shaft 1, the elevator-

car 2, the doors 3 at the various landings,

30 the mechanism for raising and lowering the
car, and the controller 4 are of the usual or
any suitable construction*. The controller
includes the rope 5 and the sheaveor wheel 6.

The latter is hereinafter referred to as the

35 " controller - wheel" and may be either di-

rectly or indirectly connected to the valve-
gear or other mechanism for starting, stop-
ping, and reversing the motion of the car.

The controller-rope 5 is, as usual, disposed in

40 the shaft or well and passes through the car.

The doors 3 on the various landings are
disposed in the same vertical plane, and be-
low each doorway in the embodiment of my
invention here shown is disposed a pivoted

45 bolt 7, which comprises an outwardly-ex-
tending arm 8 and an engaging shoulder 9,

the bolt being pivoted, as at 10., In Fig. 3 of

the drawings the door -is shown in full lines

as being open, and it will be observed that

50 the door when open moves directly above the
bolt, the latter being disposed just below the

path of the door and out of the way thereof
when the bolt is in the horizontal position

shown in full lines in Fig. 3. When the door
is closed, which position is indicated in dot- 55
ted lines in Fig. 3, the bolt may be turned on
its pivot, so as to raise its shoulder 9 and en-

gage . the same with the inner edge of the
door, and thereby lock the door in a closed
position. The locking position of the bolt is 60
indicated by dotted lines in Fig. 3.

The bolts are connected together in series

by a cord or rod 11. The upper end of the
cord or rod which connects the locking-bolts
together is attached to a vertically-movable 65
eyebolt 12, which depends from^he free end
of a pivoted rocking arm 13, the latter being
pivoted on a support or standard 14, as at 15.

A spring 16, which surrounds the»shank of

the bolt 12, bears under the free end of the 70
hanging arm 13, the function of the said

spring being to normally raise the said arm
and the series of locking-bolts attached there-

to to- the normal position shown in Figs. 1, 2,

and 3, with the locking-bolts disengaged from 75
the doors 3. The lower end of the cord or rod
11 is attached to a lever 17, which is mounted
on a suitable support 18, as at 19, the said
lever being disposed in the;bottom of the ele-

vator shaft or well and below and in proxim- 80
jty to the controlling-wheel 6. The latter is

provided with tappets 20, which w'hen the
wheel is partly rotated by the operation of

the controller-rope to start the car in either

direction depresses the lever 17, thereby 85
drawing down on the rod or cord 11, and
hence turning the locking-bolts on their piv-

ots. . In the event that all of the doors are
closed the said bolts may be thus turned to

;

their lockiug positions to prevent the doorS 90
from being opened while the car is in motion;
but if the door at the landing at which the
car happens to be has not been entirely closed
before attempting to start the car the initial

movement of the con trolling-rope will cause 95
the locking-bolt to engage the lower side of

the door, and hence the controlling-rope can-
not be operated and the car cannot be started
until the door has been closed and the bolt

cleared. / - 100

To enable my improved safety appliances
to be employed in connection with existing.
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elevators, I have devised means for attaching
tappets to the controlling-wheels of existing
elevators, the said means comprising a pair
of bars 21, which are clamped to opposite

5 sides of a controller-wheel by means of con-
necting-bolts 22. The tappets 20 are jonr-
naled on bearing-studs 23, which project from
the face of one of the clamp-bars 21.

While I have herein shown and hereinbe-
io fore described my locking-bolts as being lo-

cated below the doors, it will be understood
that they may be placed above the doors or
otherwise located with relation thereto with-
out impairing the efficient operation thereof.

iS Having thus described my invention, I

claim

—

1. The combination with an elevator-door,
of a pivoted bolt haviug a shoulder to engage
and lock the door when the latter is closed,

zo said bolt being locked by the door when the
latter is open, a lever connected to the said
pivoted bolt, and a,controller, the latter also
operating the said lever, whereby when the

door is open said controller is locked by said
bolt and lever, substantially as described. 25

2. The combination with an elevator-door,
of a bolt to lock said door when closed, a con-
troller, a lever operated by the controller' and
connected to the bolt, the latter when the
door is open serving to lock said controller 30
and when the door is closed serving to look
said door, substantial^ as described.

3. The combination with an elevator-door,
of a bolt to lock said door when closed, a con-
troller-wheel haviug tappets, a lever depressed 35
by said tappets when said controller-wheel is

operated, connections between said lever and
bolt and a spring to normally disengage said
bolt from said door,substantially as described.

In testimony that I claim the foregoing as 40
my own I have hereto affixed my signature in

the presence of two witnesses.

AhBERT C. BOOTH.
Witnesses:

Wm. G. Clark,
James W. Clark.

[
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To all ivhorti it may concern:
Be it known that we, Isaac Alloways and

,1 oskPH Ramsay, citizens of the United States,

residing at Philadelphia, in the county of Phil-

5 adelphia and State of Pennsylvania, have in-

vented certain new and useful Improvements
in Elevators, of which the following i3 a full,

clear, and concise description, reference being
had to the accompanying drawings, forming

\o a part of this specification.

This invention relates to certain improve-
ments in elevators, and particularly to an au-
tomatic locking device such as hereinafter
fully described.

15 The principal object of this invention is to

provide mechanism for automatically locking
the elevator ear against movement either up or
down simultaneously with the opening of the
landing-door, so as to prevent accidents due

20 to the carelessness of the operator in starting
the car while the door is open and leaving the
door open after the car has passed the floor.

A further object of this inveution is to pro-

vide mechanism for preventing the landing-

25 doors from being opened either from the inside
or outside of the hatchway until the car is at

the proper position in front of the landing.
With these objects in view our invention

consists in the construction and arrangement
30 of the different parts, such as will be herein-

after fully described,and particularly poiuted
In the claims made hereto.

In order to enable others skilled in the art

to which our invention most nearly apper-

35 tains to understand and use the same, we
will now proceed to describe it in detail, refer-

ence being had to the accompanying draw-
ings, in which

—

Figure 1 is a side elevation of a portion of

40 the hatchway of an elevator at the floor-line

looking from the interior of said hatchway
and illustrating a portion of the landing-door.
Fig. 2 is a sectional elevation taken trans-
versely to Fig. 1, about on the line 2 2 in said

45 figure, showing a portion of the elevator-car
directly opposite the landing. Fig. 3 is a de-
tail perspective of a spring-latch which forms
a part of the locking mechanism. Fig. 4 is a
sectional elevation illustrating an elevator-^

50 hatchway ^uowing two floors,the landing-door
being open in one instance and closed in the

other, while the elevator-controlling mechan-
ism is locked against movement. Fig. 5 is a
side elevation similar to Fig. 1, illustrating

a modified construction for use ou vertically- 55
sliding doors, such as are used on freight-

elevators. Fig. 6 ts a section taken about on
the li ue 6 6 of Fig. 5, transversely to the same.
The elevator-car and controlling mechan-

ism may be.of any of the well-known con- 60
structions, and this invention may be applied
thereto without changing or altering the parts
in any manner.

In said drawings, A designates the joist be-

tween the floors, B the landing-door, and C 65
the elevator-car.

D is a metallic rod running the full length
of the elevator-shaft, which is pivoted at its

lower end to a transversely-arranged pivoted
rod d, carrying near its free end the lugs d', 70
which when the rod D is shifted downwardly
serve to lock the operating-valve wheel E and
prevent the operation of the motor mechan-
ism until the rod d is raised. The lugs d' are

rounded or cam-shaped on their lower faces, 75
as shown at d\ so that in the event of the rod
d being dropped by accident, caused by the

breaking of any of the mechanism or by rea-

son of some one of the landing-doors being
pried open, the pin d3 on the valve-wheel E 80

will act on said cam-faces and raise the lever

sufficiently to allow the pin to assume the po-

sition shown in Fig. 4, which is the position

assumed when the operating-valve is closed.

To the joist A, directly below the floor-line, 85
is pivoted a bell-crank lever a, having pro-

vided in the end of its horizontal arm an eye
a', through which passes the vertical rod D.
Directly below this arm of the bell-crank is

a sleeve or nut a2
, which surrounds the rod 90

D and is secured rigidly thereon by means of

a set-screw a3
. The vertical arm of the bell-

crank a is provided on its lower end with an
enlarged edge, as a4

, against which bears the

lug &', formed on the arm b, which is secured 95
to the lower forward corner of the landing-
door B.

Secured at one end to the joistA is a spring-

lever c, having two locking projections c' c2

formed on its outer face near its free end, the 100

one c' being adapted to engage the edge of the
bell-crank a and hold it in normal position
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and the one c3 being adapted to engage the
rear edge of the arm 6 and hold the door B
closed and locked against movement until
the latch c is depressed^

5 The horizontal arm of the bell-crank a has
pivoted thereto about midway of its length a
rod e, which passes through a bracket e', se-

cured to the wall or joist A. The lower end
of this rod is th leaded and carries the jam-

io nuts e2. Between the jam-nuts e2 aud the
bracket e' is a stiff coil-spriOg e3

, under ten-
sion and adapted when the projection b' is re-

moved from the jejnd a4 of the bell-crank to

draw down the horizontal arm of said bell-

15 crank, and thereby shift the rod D down-
wardly.
On the outside of the bell-crank a we pro-

vide a flat spring/, rigidly secured at its up-
per end to a projection carried by the wall or

20 joist A and having its lower end secured by
means of a bolt/', which passes through the
slot/2 aud enters a block or projection formed
on the joist A. Secured to the rear side of the
spring /is a projecting boss /3

, which bears
25 against the latch-lever c, so that when the

spring /is depressed the lever c will also be
depressed and the lower bell-crank arm a and
arm 6 released from the locking projections

c' and c2
.

30 On the bottom of the elevator-car we pro-,

vide a pair of suitable hangers g, which sup-
port a sliding rod g', carrying on its outer
end a roller g

2
, adapted to bear on the out-

side of the spring/ A bell-crank lever h is

35 pivoted to the bottom of the car C in front of

the bracket g, having the lower end of its

vertical arm provided with a slot h', which
fits over a pin h2

, carried by the end of the
sliding rod g'. The horizontal end of the

40 bell-crank is pivoted at h3 to a rod i, which
passes up through the floor of the car C. A
socket-plate i' is provided around the rod i

for supporting the coil-spring j, the upper
end of said spring bearing against the head

45 /) carried by the upper end of the rod i. It

will thus be readily seen and understood that
as soon as the car C reaches a position in
frout of the landing-door B the sliding rod
g', carryiug the roller g

2
, will be in about the

50 center of the flat spring/, aud the operator,

by depressing the foot-rod i, causes the bell-

crank h to operate aud slide the rod g' and
its roller g

2 against the spring /and depress
the same. This movement depresses the

55 latch-lever c through the medium of the pro-

jecting boss/8 and releases the bell-crank a
and also the depending arm b, carried by the
landing-door B, and permits the said door's be-

ing opened. As soon as the door B is opened
60 the depending arm b and its projection 0' are

moved away from the contact with the lower
arm of the bell-crank a, and the spring e3

,

carried by rod e, will operate to pull down
the upper end of the bell-crank a. This ac-

65 tion will cause the vertical rod D to be shifted
downwardly by reason of the connection be-

tween said rod and the bell -crank. The

downward movement of the rod D drops the
lever d and stops and holds the controlling

mechanism of the elevator in a locked posi- 70
tion. The upper end of the rod D is pivoted
to a lever I, located at the top of the elevator-

shaft. This lever is pivoted to the wall of

the elevator-shaft and carries on its free end
a weight V, sufficiently heavy to counterbal- 75
ance the weight on the rod D after said rod
has been released by the bell-crank levers a,

so that when the elevator-door is closed and
the bell-crank returned to the positiou shown
in Fig. 1 of the drawings the rod D will be 80
returned to normal position and the elevator-

running mechanism released from its locked
position, so that the car can be operated.
From the foregoing description it will be

readily seen that when the landing-doors are 85
closed the motor or controlling mechanism
which drives the elevator-car can be operated
at will and all of the said doors are locked
securely against movement and can only be
released by the mechanism carried byline 90
floor of the car. This mechanism will only
operate to release said doors when the car-

floor is on a level with the landing-floor or
within a very short distance of the same.
When this position is reached, the operator 95
only has to compress the foot-piece j, when
the locking mechanism of the door is imme-
diately released, and simultaneously with this

operation the controlling mechanism of the
elevator is locked against movement, thus 100

completely preventing the car from being
moved either up or down until the landing-
door has been again closed. The reclosing
of the door immediately releases the elevator-
controlling mechanism and the car is again 105
at liberty to move in either direction at the
will of the operator.
In Figs. 5 and 6 of the drawings we have

shown a slightly different arrangement of

mechanism, the same being adapted to a ver- no
tically- moving door, such as ordinarily used
'for freight -elevators. In this construction
the arm b, which is secured to the lower end
of the door B', is provided on its inner side
with a beveled lug m, adapted to" engage a 115
latch c2, carried on the end of the spring-le-

ver c, which in this instance is vertically ar-

ranged instead of horizontally, as in the pre-
viously-described construction. A spring-
rod n, pivoted at one end, has its free end iao

bearing against the latch-lever c, and in front
of this rod n is a vertical spriug-rod /, rigidly

secured at its upper end to a block on the
joist A, while its lower end is adjustably held
by means of the pin /', passing through the 125
slot f 2

. A boss or sleeve f3 is secured to the
under side of this lever and bears against the
spring-rod n. On the latch-lever c is a sec-

ond lug c', which normally bears against the
lever a, which is pivoted at about its center 130
to the joist A. The other end of this lever
a is provided with an eye a', through which
passes the vertical rod D, which controls the
motor mechanism in the basement. The nut
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or collar a2 is secured to the rod D below the

lever a, as illustrated. The rod e is pivoted

to the arm a and passes through the bracket

e and has on its lower end the jam-nuts e2 .

5 Between the bracket e and the nuts e
2
is the

coil-spring es, all of -which operate substan-

tially as hereinbefore described. The car in

this instance is equipped with the mechanism
substantially as shown in Fig. 2 of the draw-

io ings and heretofore described. So it will not

be necessary to again describe this mechan-
ism. The operation of this modified form of

our invention is substantially the same as in

the first-described instance. When the ear

15 reaches the proper stopping place opposite

the landing-door, the lever g' is operated by
means of the foot-piece / and the spring / is

compressed, which action compresses the

spring-rod n, and consequently depresses the

20 latch-levfir c; which releases the latch c2 from
the lug m, carried by the arm 0, thereby leav-

ing the door B' free to be raised and opened.
As soon as the lever c is depressed the latch

c' also moves away from over the free end of

25 the lever a, and the spring e3 will then imme-
diately act to throw or pull down the end of

the lever a which is secured to the rod D,
and thus shift this rod downwardly and lock

the elevator-controlling mechanism. As soon

30 as the door is closed the arm b engages the

free eud of the arm a and throws this down
to normal position, thus releasing the con-

trolling mechauism by allowing the rod D to

return to normal position through the action

35 of the weight V. The beveled lugrri will again

engage the latch e2
, while the latch c' engages

the eud of the arm a, thus securely locking

the landing-door and allowing the elevator-

car to again start.

40 We do not desire to limit ourselves to the

precise details of construction illustrated aud
described herein, but hold that various slight

changes might be made without departing
from the spirit and scope of our invention.

45 Having thus fully described the nature of

our invention, what, we claim, and desire to

secure by Letters Patent, is

—

1. In an elevator, the combination of the

car, controlling mechanism for running the

50 same, a vertical rod extending the length of

the elevator-shaft, mechanism connected with
the said rod for locking the controlling mech-
anism, a lever pivoted to the wall of the shaft

adjacent to the landing, a connection between

55 the said lever and the vertical rod, a depend-
ing arm carried bj* the landing-door, mech-
anism for locking the pivoted lever and de-

pending arm, mechanism operated from the

elevator -car for unlocking the pivoted le-

60 ver and depending arm simultaneously, and
mechanism connected with the pivoted lever

for actuating the same after it has beeu re-

leased to lock the car-controlling mechanism
simultaneously with the opening of the land-

65 ing-door, substantially as described.

2. In an elevator, the combina'tiou of the

car, controlling mechanism for running the

same, a vertical rod extending the length of

the shaft, mechanism connected with the

lower end of said rod for locking the control- 70

ling mechanism, a lever pivoted to the wall

of The shaft having one end engaging the ver-

tical rod, a depending arm carried by the

landing-door, a latch-lever adapted to engage
and lock the depending arm and the pivoted 75
lever, means operated from the car for de-

pressing said latch-lever to release the de-

pending arm aud pivoted lever, and a spring

connected with the pivoted lever adapted to

actuate the vertical rod and lock the car-con- 80

trolling mechanism simultaneously with the

openi ng of the door,substantially as described.

3. The combination with the driving mech-
anism of an elevator, a vertical rod extend-
ing the length of the elevator-shaft having 85

connecting mechauism for locking the driving
mechanism when said rod is shifted down-
wardly, a lever pivoted to the wall of the shaft

below each landing-door having one end con-

nected to the vertical rod, a spring adapted 90
to throw said lever downwardly when the

same is released, a depending arm carried by
the landing-door, a spring latch-lever having
one latch adapted to engage and hold the
pivoted lever in uormal position and a second 95
latch adapted to engage and to hold the de-

pending arm ou the door, a projecting spring
extending from the shaft-wall having a con-
nection with the latch-lever, a sliding rod

carried by the elevator-car, and mechanism 100

for operating said rod to depress the project-

ing spring, substantially as described and for

the purpose stated.

4. The combination with the driving mech-
anism of an elevator, a vertical rod extend- 105

ing the length of the shaft having a connec-
tion at its lower end with the driving mech-
anism whereby upon the shifting of said rod

in a downward direction the driving mechan-
ism is locked, a weight connected with the no
upper end of said rod adapted to return the

same to normal position, a lever pivoted to

the wall of the shaft at each landing having
one connected to the vertical rod, a depend-
ing arm carried by the landing-door, a spring 115

latch -lever adapted to engage the pivoted
lever aud the depending arm, a sliding rod
carried by the elevator-ear adapted when op-

erated to actuate the latch-lever and release

the depending arm and pivoted lever, and a 120

foot-lever extending through the car-floor for

operating the sliding rod, substantially as de-

scribed.

5. The combination of the elevator-control-

ling mechanism, a vertical rod for locking and 125
releasing the controlling mechanism, a bell-

crank lever pivoted to the wall of the shaft
below the lauding, a connection between one
arm of said lever and the vertical rod, a de-
pending arm carried by the elevator-door, 130
mechanism for locking the bell-crank lever
and the depending arm, mechanism operated
from the elevator-car for unlocking the bell-

crank and the door-arm simultaneously, and
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a spring adapted to act on the bell-crank le-

ver and throw the same downwardly imme-
diately after it has been released, for the pur-
pose of shifting the vertical rod and locking

5 the controlling mechanism of the elevator.

6. The combination with the vertical rod D,
of mechanism connected with the lower end
thereof for locking and releasing the eleva-
tor-controlling mechanism, a bell-crank lever

io a pivoted to the wall of the elevator-shaft
below the landing, having one arm connected
to the rod D, an arm b depending from the
elevator-door, a spring-lever c secured at one
end to the wall of the shaft, a pair of latches

15 formed on said lever adapted to engage and
lock ihe arm o aud lower arm of the bell-

crank when the landing-door is closed, mech-
anism operated from the elevator-car for un-
locking the bell-crank and the door-arm si-

20 multaneously and a spring connected with
the horizontal arm of the bell-crank adapted
to throw the same downwardly when it has
been released, for the purpose substantially
as described.

25 7. The combination of the rod D having
mechanism connected at its lower end for
locking the controlling mechanism when the
same is shifted, a bell-crank lever a pivoted
to the side wall of the elevator-shaft, a slot

30 a' formed in the end of the horizontal arm of
said levex adapted to surround the rod D a
collar a2 'seeured on the rod D below the bell-

crank arm, a depending arm b carried by the
landing-door, a spring latch-lever secured at

35 one end to the wall of the shaft having latches
c' and c2 adapted to engage the lower arm of
lever a and the arm b respectively, a spring
e3 connected with the horizontal arm of the
bell-crank, an outwardly-projecting spring/,

40 connected near its center with the latch-lever
c and mechanism operated from the elevator-
car for depressing said spring and simulta-

neously unlocking the elevator-door and lock-
ing the controlling mechanism of the elevator,
substantially as described. 45

8. The combination with the rod D of the
pivoted bell-crank lever a having its horizon-
tal arm connected 'to the said rod, a rod e

pivoted to said bell-crank, a bracket e' se-

cured to the wall of the elevator-shaft through 50
whichsaid rod e passes, lock-nuts e2 thread-
ed on the end of rod e a coil-spring interposed
between the bracket e' and the nut e2 depend-
ing arm carried by the landing-door, a latch-

lever c adapted to engage and lock said arm 55
b aud the lower end of the bell - crank, a
bowed spring /extending in the front of the
latch-lever, a connection between said bowed
spring and the latch, and a lever g' carried
by the car adapted when operated to press 60
the spring /and release the latch-lever from
engagement with the arm b and lever a, sub-
stantially as described.

9. In an elevator, the combination with the
controlling mechanism, of a rod D running 65
the length of the elevator-shaft, a rod d piv-

oted at one end having the rod D pivoted
thereto, a wheel E connected with the oper-
ating device of the elevator, a projecting pin
carried by said wheel, a pair of lugs or stops 70
carried bj7 the pivoted rod d having cam-
shaped lower faces and mechanism connected
with the rod D for locking the operating-
wheel as the landing-doors are opened and
for releasing the same when said doors are 75
closed, substantially as described.
In witness whereof we have hereunto set

our hands this 10th day of May, A. D. 1900.

ISAAC ALLOWAYS.
JOS. RAMSAY.

Witnesses:
Elton W. Lucas,
Frank Feeney.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Fredekick Heizer, a
citizen of the United States, residing at Sioux
City, in the county of Woodbury and State of

5 Iowa, (whose post-office address is Sioux City,

Iowa,) have invented a new and useful Im-
provement in Elevators; and I do declare the
following to be a full, clear, and exact descrip-
tion of the same, reference beinghad to the ac-

io companying drawings,forming a part thereof.

My invention relates to improvements in

elevators for passengers or freight; and the
objects are to provide means for securing the
door of the elevator and locking the elevator

IS in a given position to prevent its operation
while the doors leadinginto it are open or may
be opened, provision being thus made for pre-

venting accidents which result from careless-

ness in the operation.
20 My invention consists in the novel construc-

tion, arrangement, and combination of the
parts, as will be hei'einafter fully described,
and particularly pointed out in the claims.

I have fully and clearly illustrated my in-

25 vention in the accompanying drawings,
wherein

—

Figure 1 is a view of section of elevator,
showing doors of the same and my invention
complete. Fig. 2 is a detail view showing

30 section of floor of elevator and section of wall
beside the elevator and bolts used in secur-
ing the elevator when the doors are open.
Fig. 3 is au enlarged detail view showing an-
other view of bolt and sliding bar used in its

35 operation. Fig. 4 is an enlarged detail view
of lever used to secure the door and to oper-
ate the bolts for locking the elevator. Fig.

5 is an enlarged view of latch used to secure
the door to elevator-shaft, showing also a sec-

40 tion of bolt for its operation.
Referring now to these illustrations, where-

in like parts are designated by similar letters

of reference, A designates the wire frame of
shaftin which the elevator-cage moves up and

45 down.
B designates^the upper part of the elevator-

cage, usually made of wire, as shown in the
drawings.
C designates the lower part of the elevator-

50 cage, composed of wood and solidly built, as
herein shown.

D is the floor of the elevator-cage; E, the
door to the elevator-shaft, constructed and
adapted to open and close in the ordinary
manner. 55
F is an inside door or door to the cage of the

elevator, constructed like the door to the
shaft, adapted to slide on rollers // at the top
and bottom of the door, the upper rollers mov-
ing upon a track g and the lower rollers in a 60

groove h, the door being located directly op-
posite and contiguous to the door to the ele-

vator-shaft. A door to the elevator-shaft is

situated on each floor of the building, as or-

dinarily.
a 65

G is the hand-lever used in the operation
of the elevator, and II is the slotted frame in

which said lever works. A short distance
above the floor of the cage a l-ound hole I is

made in the lever, and at this point an arc- 70
shaped bar G' is secured to the lever on the

side contiguous to the elevator-door, said bar
having a round hole in the center conforming
to that in the lever, both holes forming a con-
tinuotis opening. 75
J designates a flat bar of steel or other suit-

able material extending across the bottom of

the door of the cage on the inside opposite

the bar G' and secured to the door in such
manner as to be capable of a limited lateral 80
movement. Two pairs of lugs KK are firmly

secured to the upper and lower surfaces of

the bar and extend outward through narrow
slots J' J', cut in the door. The ends of the

lugs are connected on the outside of the door 85
by means of the bars L L, firmly secured to

the lugs. The lugs are narrower than the
slots and capable of sliding in them, Fig. 3.

A narrow vertical slot j is cut through the

bar J and extends nearly the length of the 90
bar. The bar is attached to the door so that

one end extends by the arc-shaped bar G',and
as the slot approaches the end of the bar it

diverges outwardly, so that the portion of the

bar between the slot and the inner edge of 95
the bar is thicker at this point.

M designates a bolt, one end of which is

adapted to fit the opening in lever G and bar
G', the other end of the bolt having forked
extensions N N, embracing the upper and 100

lower surfaces of the bar J, Figs. 2 and
3. The bolt is supported in a horizontal po-
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sition by the post or brace M', secured to the
floor, and is adapted to move back and forth

through the eye of said post.

O designates a round bolt or bar extending
5 tli rough the extremities of the forked exten-

sions N N, through the slot j, and downward
through a slot d in the floor of the cage.
Underneath the floor it turns at a right an-
gle under and parallel with the floor sup-

10 ported by the posts o o, secured to the floor,

and is adapted to be pushed into a slot a in

the wall A' beside the cage, the vertical slot

being provided to permit the operator some
latitude in stopping the elevator, it being in-

15 convenient to stop at a precise point. When
the bar J is in such position that the upper
part of the bolt O enters the divergent part
of the slot,;, the bolts M and O are pushed
outwardly away from the bar G' and the wall

20 A', and the elevator may be moved freely.

When the bolt O enters the straight part of
the slot j, the bolts M and O are pushed in-

wardly and are so situated and adjusted that
the lower end of the bolt O enters the slot a

25 and prevents the elevatorfrom moving, while
the bolt M enters the opening I, if the ele-

vator is at rest, and the hand-lever G in a
vertical position.

Pivotalty secured at one end to the upper
30 surface of the bar J at a point near the center

of the bar outside of tho slot j is a lever P,
having pivotal connection at the opposite end
with a short lever R, made in theshape of an
obtuse angle. The lever R is pivotally se-

35 cured near the angle to the inside of the door
F at the point r at the lower corner of said
door and near the edge at which the door is

secured. One fork of said lever extends
away from the edge of the door, while the

40 other extends downward. To the other end
of said lever R is pivotally connected a long
rod S, extending upward and pivotally con-
nected at the upper end with the latch-lever T.
The upper end of said rod S is bent in the

45 form of an arc, the arc extending toward the
edge of the door. A lug m extends down-
ward from the latch-lever, and to this lug
the rod S is attached. The latch-lever T is

pivotally secured to the plate/', which forms
50 a solid part of the door of the cage. The

latch-lever T has a round central part, with
a side extension I extending toward the edge
of the door when the door is closed, and to
the extension I is secured a convenient han-

55 die v. A bolt s is secured to the center of
the round part of the lever T, forming the
axis of said lever, and extends through the
end of the latch IT, which operates on said
bolt, and outward through the plate /'of the

60 door. The part of the bolt which extends out-
ward from the door is square, with rounded
corners, the sqnai-e part forming a shoulder,
which prevents the bolt from slipping back.
A lug m, having rounded corners, is cast on

65 said bolt near the outer end of the square
part and extends in an opposite direction
from the extension /. On the round part of

the lever T, nearly opposite the extension
Z, is a short extension n, having a square-cor-
nered lngn', extending in the same direction 70
as the bolt s. When the latch-lever is raised
and turned over, as will be presently de-

scribed, the lug n' comes under the central

part of the latch u and lifts it out of the catch

x. A plate e is secured to the inside of the 75
door to the elevator-shaft opposite the plate

of the inside door. A latch V, shaped like

the two sides of a triangle, is pivotally secured
at the point w to said plate and is adapted to

secure the door by connection with the catch 80

x'. Above the pivot of the latch a slot W is

cut in the latch, and a spring W', secured to

the plate e, operates in the slot, pressing the
upper part of the latch downward upon the
catch. Secured to the plate of the door E and 85

extending vertically parallel to the lower part
of the latch V is a bar V. There is sufficient

space between the latch V and the bar V for

the square part of the bolt s to pass. When
it is not desired to stop the elevator on a eer- 90
tain floor, the door of the cage being closed,

the bolt s passes between the latch V and
the bar V without disturbing the latch; but
when the elevator is stopped and it is desired
to open both doors the lever-latch T is lifted, 95
which turns over the bolt s and brings the
lug u in contact with the lower part of the
latch V, thus lifting the latch clear of the
catch. Springs X X, secured to the plate e,

operate in the slots V" of the barV and regu- 100

late the distance between the latch and bar
and tho pressure against the bolt s. The in-

side corners of the bar V are rounded, which
permits the bolts to pass without undue fric-

tion. The rounded corners of thesquare part 105

of the bolt permit it to turn freely between
the latch and the bar V.
My invention is intended to be used and

operated as follows: As indicated in Fig. 1 of

the drawings, the doors of the cage and of the no
shaft are closed, and the cage can pass freely

in either direction. The dotted lines indicate

the positions of the different parts of my in-

vention when the doors are unlatched and
the elevator is locked in its position. When 115
the elevator stops to receive or discharge
passengers or freight at a certain floor, the
latch-lever T is turned over, as indicated in

Fig. 1, the lug n' comes in contact with the

latch IT, lifting it out of the catch, and the 120

lug u is turned against the lower part of the
latch V on the outside door, thus lifting the
latch. As the door of the cage is pushed
back the bolt s, pressing against the bar V,
pushes the door of the shaft back at the same 125

time. The lifting and turning of the latch-

lever raises the rod S,which, operating in turn
on the levers R and P, pushesback the sliding

bar J, so that the upper part of the bolt O en-

ters the straight part of the bar j, thus push- 130

ing the boltM into the opening I and the lower
end of the boltO into the slot a. The eleva-

tor cannot then be moved until both doors
are closed and latched. The sliding of tho
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doors does uot a fleet the locking of the ele-

vator in its position, as it is locked by the
lifting of the latch before the doors are opened
and is not unlocked until the latches are again

5 secured.
It will be seen that with my invention it is

impossible to move the elevator while either
of the doors is open or unsecured, and one of
the most fruitful sources of accidents is thus

io removed.
Having described my invention, what I

claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters
Patent, is

—

1. A bar secured to the door of an elevator-

15 cage and capable of a limited lateral move-
ment, said bar having a vertical slot cut lon-
gitudinally therethrough and diverging at one
end, a bolt adapted to enter and move in said
slot and bent so that one end thereof is ca-

20 pable of enteriug a slot in the wall beside the
cage of the elevator, a bolt secured to said
first bolt supported by suitable means and
adapted to have one end engage the hand-
lever of the elevator and secure said lever

25 when said bar is moved, and a lever for mov-
ing said bar, substantially as described.

2. A door to an elevator-cage, a bar extend-
ing across the inside of said door and capable
of a limited lateral movement, said bar having

30 a vertical slot cut longitudinallj' therethrough
and divergiug at one end, a bolt having forked
extensions which embrace the upper and
lower surfaces of said bar and movably se-

cured opposite thehaud-leverof the elevator

35 and the other end of said bolt adapted to en-
gage said lever, said forked extensions em-
bracing said bar near the end where said slot

diverges, a bolt seanred to the ends of said
forked extensions passing through said slot

40 and bent in such manner that the end thereof
is capable of entering a slot in the wall beside
the elevator, and a lever for moving said bar
upon the door, substantially as described.

3. A door to an elevator-cage having a latch

45 securing the same, a latch-lever pivotally se-
cured to said door having a lug capable of
raising said latch when said lever is turned,
a bolt secured at one end to said latch-lever
and extending through and beyond said door,

50 a lug near the outer end of said bolt, in com-
bination with the door to the elevator-shaft, a
triangular-shaped latch pivotally secured to

said shaft-door, securing the same when the
door is closed, a bar secured to said door par-

5q allel with the vertical part of said latch, and
at a sufficient distance from said latch to per-
mit the said bolt to pass between, substan-
tially as described.

4. A movable bar extending across the in-

60 side of a door to an elevator-cage, said bar hav-
ing a vertical slot cut longitudinally there-
through and diverging outwardly at the end
near the hand-lever of the elevator, a bolt op-
erating in the slot of said bar, one end of which

65 is adapted to engage and lock the hand-lever
of the elevator when said lever is in a vertical
position, a second bolt connected with said

first bolt and adapted to enter the wall at the
same time and secure the elevator in its po-
sition, a lever pivotally secured atone end to 70
said movable bar and at the other end pivot-

ally connected with the latch for securing the
door, said lever being adapted when the latch

is raised to pull said movable bar into such
position that the said first bolt is in the 75
straight part of said slot and is thereby thrown
into connection with said hand-lever secur-
ing the same, substantially as described.

5. A door to an elevator-cage, a bar mov-
ably secured to said door and having a verti- 80

cal slot cut longitudinally through said bar,

said slot diverging outwardly at the end op-
posite the hand-lever of the elevator, a bolt

having forked extensions embracing the up-
per and lower surfaces of said bar and mov- 85

ably secured opposite said hand-lever, the
other end of said bolt being adapted to en-

gage said lever, a bolt secured to the ends of

said forked extensions passing through said

slot and adapted to have one end engage a 90
slot in the wall beside the elevator a lever

pivotally connected at one end to said bar
and having pivotal connection at the other
end with the latch-lever of said door, a latch-

lever pivotally secured to said door and adapt- 95
ed to raise the latch of said door and to move
said bar having said slot, a bolt secured to

said latch-lever and extending through and
beyond said door, said bolt having a lug near
the outer end thereof extending at a right 100

angle to said bolt, in combination with the
door to the elevator-shaft, a triangular-shaped
latch pivotally attached to said door and
adapted to secure the same, a bar secured to

said door parallel with the free part of said 105

latch and at a sufficient distance from said

latch to permit said bolt to pass between, sub-
stantially as described.

6. A door to an elevator-cage adapted to

slide on suitable rollers, a bar J extending no
across the lower part of said door and adapted
to be moved laterally on said door, said bar
having a vertical slot cut longitudinally there-
through and diverging toward said door at

the rear end thereof, an arc-shaped bar G' se- 1 15
cured to the hand-lever of said elevator a
short distance above the elevator-floor, said

bar having an opening in the part secured to

said lever, a bolt M having forked extensions
N, N, movably supported opposite said bar 120

by suitable means and adapted to engage the
opening in said bar G', the forked extensions
N, N embracing said bar J, a bolt O secured
to the ends of said forked extensions passing
through said slot j, and bent so as to engage 125

a slot in the wall beside said elevator, suit-

able means for movably supporting said bolt,

a lever P pivotally secured at one end to

said bar J and at the other end to a triangu-

lar-shaped lever R, a lever R pivotally se- 130

cured near the center to said door, the other
end of said lever being pivotally secured to

a lever S, said lever S being pivotally se-

cured to a latch-lever T, a latch-lever T piv-
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io

otally secured to said door, having a round
central part and an extension I with handle
v, and an extension n with lug ri adapted to

lift the latch when the lever is turned, a bolt

s secured to the round central part of said
latch-lever and extending through and be-

j-ond said door, said bolt s having a lug u
near the outer end of said bolt extending at
a right angle to said bolt and in the opposite
direction from said extension I, in combina-
tion with a door to the elevator-shaft, a tri-

angular-shaped latch V adapted to secure said
door by connection with the catch %', said
latch being pivotally secured to said door, a

bar V secured to said door parallel with the 15
vertical part of said latch, and at a sufficient

distance therefrom to permit said bolt s to

pass between, and means for regulating the
distance between said latch and bar, substan-
tially as described. 20

In witness whereof I have hereunto sub-
scribed my name in the presence of two wit-

nesses.

FREDERICK HEIZER.

Witnesses:
F. W. Lohr,
H. C. Gardiner.
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To all ivhom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Samuel D. Strohm, a

citizen of the United States, residing at Phila-
delphia, in the county of Philadelphia and
State of Pennsylvania, have invented certain
new and useful Improvements in Safety De-
vices for Elevators, (Case B ;) and I do hereby
declare the following to be a fall, clear, and
exact description of the invention, which will

enable others skilled in the art to which it ap-
pertains to make and use the same.
My invention relates to various new and

useful improvements in safety devices for

elevators, which improvements are designed
IS more particularly for use with passenger-ele-

vators.

The object of the invention is to provide a
device or devices capable of attachment to

and employment with any type of elevator
operated by any power and by means of which
absolute safety in operation will be assured.
To effect that end I provide electrically or
mechanically operated or controlled mechan-
ism, whereby whenever any one or more of
the landing-doors (or, if desired, the car-door
also) is in an unsafe or insecure condition it

will be impossible to start the car and which
may be so arranged that the car, if in motion,
will be instantly stopped whenever any of

30 said doors is opened or otherwise rendered
unsafe or insecure.
With my present invention, therefore, it

will be necessary to entirely close the door
at the landing where the car is stopped be-
fore it can again be put in motion, and it will

be impossible also to operate the car when
any landing-door has been opened, whereby
two very fruitful sources of danger now rec-

ognized in the operation of passenger-eleva-
40 tors are overcome.

Instead of employing the safety device in
connection with the landing-doors the same
may be used with the car-door only, in which
case it will be necessary to close the same be-

45 fore the car can be started and by means of
which the car will be stopped if the door
thereof is opened, whereby another source of
danger is overcome.

Preferably I arrange my safety device in

50 such a way that it will be necessary not only

to close but also to secure the landing or car
door before the car can be put in motion, in

which \3ase the electrically or mechanically
controlled mechanism will operate in connec-
tion with the latch, bolt, lock, or other se- 55
curing device for the door; but the said de-

vice may be so arranged that the closing or
shutting of the door alone will render opera-
tive the actuating mechanism of the eleva-

tor, all as I will fully hereinafter describe 60
and claim.
In order that my invention may be better

understood, attention is directed to the ac-

companying figures, forming a part of this

specification, and in which

—

65
Figure 1 is a diagrammatic view of a well-

known form of hydraulic elevator with the
operating mechanism removed, showing the
preferred arrangement of my improved safety
devices and illustrating the parts in their ac- 70
tive position; Fig. 2, a front elevation of the
valve-controlling mechanism thereof, show-
ing the parts in their inactive position; Fig.

3, a. side elevation of the same; Fig. 4, a sec-

tional view of the modified arrangement of 75
controlling-cylinder; Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,10, and
11, views of modified forms of devices which
will be described in detail; and Fig. 12, an
enlarged view of the pipe 27 and valves there-

in, to be presently described. 80
In all of the above views corresponding

parts are represented by the same reference-
numerals.

Referring particularly to the preferred form
of apparatus shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 3, 1 85
represents an elevator car or cage, movable
in a shaft 2 past the several landings 3 3 in

the ordinary way. 4 is a controlling-rope, op-
erated in this instance by a hand-wheel 5 in

the car and passing around the periphery of 90
a pulley 6, keyed to a shaft 7. 8 is a pinion
mounted on said shaft, engaging with a rack
9, which rack is connected to the valve of

the hydraulic cylinder and controls said valve
in any suitable way. The parts described 95
are of well-known construction, and I make
no claim to the same. In an apparatus of

this kind the parts are so adjusted that when
the hand-wheel 5 occupies a central position

the valve will be centered and the water will 100
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be locked in the main controlling-cylinder,
and as said hand-wheel is moved to one side
or the other said controlling-cylinder will be
put in connection with the pressure or dis-

5 charge ports of the valve-chest, so as to raise

or lower the car. My improved safety de-
vices are used in connection with an eleva-
tor of this or any other suitable construction
in such a way that absolute safety of oper-

10 ation will be obtained, as will be explained.
In the preferable form of apparatus shown
iu these three views I carry upon the main
valve-chest a suitable supporting-bracket 10,

having a bearing 11, formed at one side there-

15 of. Mounted upon said bearing 11 is a semi-
circular rack 12, engaging with a pinion 13,

keyed to a shaft 7. The rack 12 carries at
its upper end two cam-plates 14, having cen-
tering-recesses 15 15 therein.

20 16 is a cylinder carried on the bracket 10
and having a piston 17 therein. The piston-
rod 18 extends through stuffing-boxes 19 19
at the top and bottom of said cylinder and
projects some distance above the cylinder,

25 as shown.
20 is the cap-plate of the upper stuffing-box

,

and 21 is an adjusting-plate engaging with
screw-threads at the npper part of the piston-
rod, whereby the position of said plate 21 may

30 be adjusted vertically thereon. Between the
plates 20 and 21 is a coiled spring 23, the ten-
sion of which tends to keep the piston 17 nor-
mally elevated in the cylinder 16.

In order to limit the movement of the pis-

35 ton 17, I preferably mount on the piston-rod*'

thereof a collar 23' of the proper length and
which comes in contact with the lower stuff-

ing-box when the piston is in its uppermost
position, and thereby determines that posi-

40 tion.

24 is a cross-head carried at the lower end
of the piston-rod 18 and having adjusting-
screws 25 25 at the ends thereof. The posi-
tion of these screws 25 in said cross-head may

45 be readily adjusted, and said screws may be
held securely in any position by means of
lock-nuts 26.

By employing the adjusting-screws 25 the
relation between the cross-head 24 when at

j

50 its lowermost position and the cam-plates 14
can be very accurately regulated, and hence
the closing of the controlling-valve be effected
with the greatest nicety. This is of impor-
tance, because by reason of the packing of

55 the valve wearing away in use provision must
be made for the adjustment of the parts.

27 is a supply-pipe preferably connected
with theactuating-pump,which pipe leads into
the cylinder 16 at the upper end thereof. If

60 desired, the said supply-pipe may be connect-
ed to an air-chamber in which compressed
air is stored or it may receive any other fluid
or gas under pressure. This pipe is provided
with a supply-valve 28 therein, with a check

-

65 valve 29, and with a three - way valve 30,

said three-way valve normally connecting
the interior of the cylinder 16 with the dis-

charge-pipe 31, but is arranged when moved
to cut out the discharge-pipe and to connect
said cylinder with the pressure-supply. The 70
stem of the-valve 30 connects with a lever 32,

which is adapted to be operated by a solenoid
33 or any other suitable device. When a
solenoid is used, the core 34 thereof may be
connected directly with the said lever 32. 75
Said solenoid or other controlling device is

adapted to be under the control of circuit

breakers or closers adjacent either to the
landing-doors or to the elevator-ear door, or
to both, and adapted to be operated when any 80

one or all of said doors is or are in an unsafe
or insecure condition.

In Fig. 1 I illustrate diagram matically
moans whereby it is necessary not only to

close the landing-doors before the parts are 85
put. in their operative position, but to actually
secure the same; but I am not to be limited

to the same, since other means may be used,

operated in other ways, such as by the mere
closing of the doors. 90

35 is a suitable source of electric supply,
which may be either a battery or the supply-
mains of a building. A wire 36 leads from
one side of the supply to a branch 37, thence
to a switch-arm 38 on the first landing, which 95
switch-arm is preferably concealed and may
be operated by a key or in any other suitable

way. Said switch-arm is adapted to make
contact with the contact-plates 39, 40, and 41.

The contact-plate 3D may be grounded or be a 100

dead plate, so as to cut out the circuits when
desired. The plate 40 is connected to a con-
tact-spring 42, carried adjacent to the lock of

the door. 43. is another contact-spring adja-
cent thereto, and 44 is a con tact-plate held nor- 1 05
mally out of engagement with said contact-
springs by a spring 45, but adapted to be forced
into contact with said contact-springs by the
keeper or latch 46 of the door when the same
is secured, so as to complete the circuit be- no
tween the contact - plates 42 and 43. The
plate 41 is connected to the contact-spring 43,

so that the switch-arm 38 may be moved upon
said plate 41 to cut out the circuit-breaker at
any of the landings when any one of thecir- 115
cuit-breakers is disabled. From the contact-
spring 43 a wire 47 extends to the floor above
and through a similar circuit-closing device
and thence in series throughout all the floors

of the building. From the circuit-closer on 120
the top floor a wire 48 returns through a relay-

magnet 49 to the other side of the source of
current-supply. If desired, resistances 50 50
maybe interposed iu the circuit above de-
scribed. 125
The arm 51 of the relay is normally held

on the insulated section 52 by the attraction
of the magnet 49, since the primary circuit of

the relay in this instance is normally closed;
but when said circuit is broken, as by the 130
unlatching or unfastening of any one or more
of the landing-doors or car-doors, said lever
51 is retracted by the spring 53 onto a plate
54. Said plate 54 connects by a wire 55 with
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the wire 36, so that the secondary circuit of
the relay will then be from the source of sup-

p\y through wires 3G and 55 to the plate 54,

through relay-lever 51, wire 5G, and through
5 solenoid 33 to the other side of the current-

supplj-. If desired, resistances 57 may be
interposed between the plate 54 and the source
of supply, so as to prevent sparking.
The operation of the device jnst described

io will be readily understood, and is as follows:
When all the landing-doors, and also the car-

door, if equipped, ar9 closed, the primary
circuit of the relay will be closed, energizing
the relay-magnet 49 and breaking the sec-

15 ondary circuit through the solenoid 33. In
this condition the valve 30 will be closed and
the spring 23 will have forced the piston 17 to

its uppermost position, whereby the valve-
rope 4 may be operated to move the elevator-

20 valve in any direction. If, however, one of

the elevator-doors is opened or unlatched or
otherwise placed in an unsafe or insecure con-
dition, the primary circuit of the relay will be
broken, whereby the magnet thereof will be

25 deenergized. In this case the lever 51 will

be retracted by the spring 53 and the current
from the source of supply wiJl pass immedi-
ately through the solenoid 33, so as to ener-
gize the same, elevating the lever 32 and

30 opening the valve 30. The fluid under pres'o

sure will then pass from the pipe 27 into the
upper end of the cylinder 16, forcing the pis-

ton 17 therein downward and causing the ad-
justing-screws on the cross-head 24 to en-

35 gage with one or the other of the cam-plates
14, according to which is in the elevated po-
sition, so as to throw the rack 12 to its hori-
zontal position, at which time said adjusting-
screws 25 will engage in the recesses 15, as

40 shown iu Fig. 2. When in this position, the
elevator-valve will be closed, so that move-
ment of the car will be arrested. By em-
ploying the recesses 15, in which the adjust-
ing-screws will engage when the piston is

45 operated, the parts will be locked very se-
curely together, so as to effectively prevent
the possibility of the valve being opened
from the car even when the utmost efforts are
made to operate the same. This locking of

50 the valve will occur whenever anyone of the
landing- doors is in an unsafe or insecure
condition, and when the elevator is at a land-
ing and the door thereof is open it will be
impossible to start the hand-wheel 5 against

55 the pressure in the cylinder 16. To further
lock the cross-head 24 in its lowered position,
the check-valve 29 is employed, which oper-
ates as a positive check to any movements
of the piston 17 when the valve 30 is opened.

60 When, however, the landing-door which has
been opened is clused, so as to close the safety-
circuit through the relaj -magnet and to en-
ergize the same, the lever-arm 51 will be at-

tracted thereby and moved onto the insu-
65 lated section r>2, so as to break the secondary

circuit, deenergize the solenoid 33, and allow
the valve to close putting the cylinder 10

into communication with a discharge -pipe
31. The spring 32 will then return the parts
to their former position, so that the elevator- 70
rope will be free to move.
The main features and general principles

of my invention being understood from the
above description, the operation of the vari-

ous modified forms illustrated will be readily 75
comprehended.
In Figs. 4 and 5 I illustrate an improved

form of controlling-cylinder 16, wherein the
spring 23 majr be dispensed with. In this

form of device the piston-rod 18 below the 80
piston 17 is of a much larger area, so that the
operative area of the bottom of the piston
will be much less than that of the top thereof.

Connecting the pipe 27 behind the valve 30

with the lower end of the piston 16 is a pipe 85
58. By means of this construction pressure
will always be exerted beneath the piston ',

so as to normally keep the same elevated;
but when the valve 30 is open and pressure
is allowed to enter the upper part of the cyl- 90
inder the greater area of the top of the pis-

ton 17 will overbalance the same and force

the cross- head 24 downward. In the form
shown in Fig. 5 I dispense with the semi-
circular rack 15 and its connecting elements 95
and instead secure upon the valve - rope 4
two stops 59 59, with which the adjusting-
screws 25 on the cross -head 24 come into

engagement when the piston 17 is forced
downward, so that said stops will be biwight 100

to a horizontal position to close the elevator-

valve. In this figure also I dispense with the
relay and maintain the solenoid 33 in a con-

stantly-closed circuit which extends through
the circuit-breakers at the several landings. 105

In this modification, therefore, the valve 30

is reversed, so that when it is in its elevated
position the discharge-pipe 31 will be in com-
munication with the top of the cylinder.

When the circuit of the solenoid 33 is broken, no
said valve will move downward, so as to put
the upper part of the cylinder into commu-
nication with the pipe 27, as explained.

In Fig. 6 I illustrate a further modification
which possesses some features of advantage 115

in special connections. 60 is a gear-wheel
mounted on the shaft. 7 adjacent to the.pul-

ley 6. Engaging with said gear-wheel 60 at

each side thereof is a rack 61, said racks hav-
ing guide-rods 62 at their lower ends working 120

in bearings 63 at the lower end of the cylin-

der 16. 64 represents stops secured to the
racks 61 and with which the cross-head 24,

carried on the piston-rod of the cylinder 16,

engages, so as to bring said stops 64 in line 125
with each other and close the elevator-valve.

In this construction of apparatus I also make
use of a lug 65, secured to each rack 64 and
adapted to engage with the upper end of the

cylinder 16, so as to limit the movement of 130
the parts and prevent the alevator- valve
from being opened too far.

In the modified form of figure showo in

Fig. 7 an arrangement very similar to thai.
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shown in Fig. 5 is employed, except that the
stops 59 instead of being secured directly to

the valve-rope 4 are secured to a rope 66,

which passes around a pulley 67, keyed to

5 the shaft 7, and around an idler 68. It is to

be observed that instead of employing ropes
for this purpose sprocket-chains, may be used,
if desired.

Instead of any of the arrangements illus-

io trated the form of device shown in Fig. 8 may
be used, which possesses for some cases and
under some conditions great superiority,

since it is simple and extremely sensitive. In
this form of device I mount directly upon the

15 pulley-wheel 6 two stops 69, with which the
adjusting-screws 25 of the cross-head 24 are
adapted to engage when the piston 17 is op-
erated, so as to bring said stops in line with
each other and close the elevator-valve.

20 In the form of apparatus shown in Fig. 9

I connect the piston-rod 18 by means of a con-
necting-rod 70 with a disk wheel or similar

element 71, to which the valve-rope is con-
nected and which operates the elevator-valve

25 either directly or indirectly. In the position
of the parts illustrated the valve is entirely

opened to run the car up or down. When
the valve 30 is opened, the piston 17 is forced
upward, partially rotating the disk 71 and

30 closing the valve, as will be understood.
In all of the forms of my improved devices

which have been described above I have illus-

trated the employment of a cylinder hav-
ing a piston therein adapted to be moved

35 when a valve is opened, said valve beingcon-
trolled by an electric device energized or de-
energized by the making or breaking of a
supply -circuit at any one of the landings.
My invention is, however, broader than this

40 and is capable of being carried out in other
ways than by the employment of a cylinder,

such as will suggest themselves to persons
skilled in the art, and in Fig. 10 I illustrate

means whereby this may be done. In this

45 form of device I secure a face-wheel 72 on
the shaft 7 and provide the said face-wheel
with two pins or studs 73, which when brought
in line with each other maintain the eleva-

tor-valve in its closed position. 74 is a cross-

50 head carried on a lever 75, fulcrumed at 76
and having a pin 77 at its free end. This pin
works within a cam-groove 78 in the face of

a gear-wheel 79, said gear-wheel meshing
with a larger gear-wheel 80, secured to a drum

55 81 ^ around which a rope 82 is wound, to the
lower end of which is attached a weight 83,

whereby said drum 81 tends to revolve.. Se-

cured to the shaft of said drum is an escape-
ment-wheel 84, having in this instance four

60 teeth 85, and engaging with said escape-
ment-wheel is an escapement 86, controlled

by a magnet or magnets 87. ' In the arrange-
ment of parts shown in this figure the gear-
wheel 80 is of twice the diameter of the gear-

65 wheel 79. Instead of providing a circuit-

breaker controlled by a latch or bolt of the
doors, as I have before described, I illustrate

in this figure a circuit-breake;.' adapted to be
operated by the opening and closing of the
landing-doors. Said circuit-breaker in this 70
instance consists of an insulated block 88,

having contact-springs 89 89 thereon and pro-

vided with a metallic plunger 90, which pro-

jects into the door-casing and which is adapt-
ed to be normally forced back by the closing 75
of the door. Said plunger is provided with
an insulated stud 91 thereon, which when the
door is opened is brought between the con-
tact-springs 89 89, so "as to break the circuit

at that point. In order that this may be done, 80
the said, plunger 90 is provided with a spring
thereon, which normally tends to move the
same in the direction of the door when the
door opens. In this form of device the cir-

cuit is normally closed throughout the cir- 85
cuit-closers at the landing, and the escape-
ment 86 engages with one of the teeth 85.

The parts are so adjusted that in this posi-

tion the cross-head 74 will be retracted from
the studs 73, so that the valve-rope 4 may be 90
freely moved to control the elevator-valve.

When, however, the circuit to the magnet or

magnets 87 is 'broken at one of the landings,
the said magnet or magnets is or are deen-
ergized, disengaging the escapement 86 from 95
the tooth with which it was in engagement
and allowing the drum 81 to revolve one-
fourth of a revolution, carrying the gear-

wheel 79 through half of a revolution and by
reason of the cam-groove 76 therein eievat- 100

ing the cross-head 74, so as to bring the studs
73 in line with each other and close the ele-

vator-valve.
Instead of carrying out the general princi-

ples of my invention by means of electrical 105
appliances operating in connection with the
landing-doors or car-door, as I have explained,
it is possible to employ for that purpose me-
chanical devices operating in an analogous
way and which in some instances may be of no

i importance, as by their use the necessity of
attending to batteries and the care required
to effect the proper insulation and connection
of the parts are overcome.
In Fig. 11 I illustrate a convenient form of 115

medhanism showing how the same principles
may be carried out in a perfectly practical
way by mechanical devices operating in, con-
nection with the landing-doors. In this fig-

ure, 92 92 represent landing-doors on an ele- 120
vator-shaft, in which a car 1 travels. Above
each landing-door is pivoted a lever 93, hav-
ing a curved forward end 94. Engaging be-
neath each lever is a roller 95, carried on each
of the landing-doors and so arranged that as 125
any one of the landing-doors is opened the
said roller will engage with the lever 93 and
elevate the same. 96 is a controlling rope or
rod counterbalanced at its upper end by
means of a lever 97 and weight 98, said con- 130
trolling-rope beingprovided with n uts or other
stop devices 99 thereon, with which the le-

vers 93 engage. Preferably said nuts or other
stop devices are adjustably secured to the
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rod 96, so thai their position thereon may be
properly adjusted. 'Die rod 9G connects at

its lower end with a lever 100, normally held
in its lowered position by means of a weight

S 101, said lever being connected with the valve
30, so as to operate the same. In order to

illustrate the capabilities of 1113- invention, I

show in this figure controlling mechanism of

the operating-engine to one side of the ele-

10 vator-shal't, which is frequently necessary in

actual use. In this instance, therefore, the
cylinder 16 connects with a pipe 27, which
may be of any length, while at the same time
the controlling-valve 30 thereof may be lo-

ts cated immediately beneath the elevator, so
that the controlling rod or rope 96 may be
made without any joints or wearing parts.

The advantage of this construction will be
obvious, because if the valve 30 were located

20 adjacent to the cylinder 10 it would be nec-
essary to employ intermediate connections
between said rod 96 and said valve, in which
there would be always lost motion and fric-

tion, and there would be great danger of the

25 same becoming broken. In operation it will

be noted that Avhen the landing-doors are all

closed the controlling rope or rod 96 will be
at its lowermost position, so as to close the
valve 30 and put the cylinder 16 into commu-

30 nication with the overflow -pipe, the parts
being thereby in the positions shown in the
figure. When, however, anyone of the land-
ing-doors is opened, the roller 95 thereof en-
gaging the valve, the lever 93 will elevate the

35 latter, so as to raise the controlling-rod 96
upon the valve 30 and allow water or other
fluid under pressure to enter the cylinder 16
and force the cross-head thereof downward,
so as to center and thereby close the valve.

40 In Figs. 1, 0, 8, and 11 I show the control-

ling-rope 4 as being movable with the car, in

which case it is combined with any of the or-

dinary compensating devices for maintaining
the rope under the requisite tension, and in

45 Fig. 10 the valve-rope is stationary and the
car moves in respect to the same, as also is

usual. Since the invention does not relate

to the mechanism for actuating the valve or
other controlling mechanism, I have illus-

50 trated the controlling-rope conventionally.
Before claiming my invention I desire to

have it understood that many changes may
be made therein without departing from the
spirit thereof, both mechanically and elec-

55 trically, and that any suitable kinds of elec-

tric breaking and closing devices may be em-
ployed and that the invention may be suc-

cessfully carried out with an open circuit as
well as with a closed circuit, in which case it

60 will be noted that instead of arranging the
circuit-breakers in series, as shown in the fig-

ures, the said circuit - breakers will be ar-

ranged in multiple arc, as will be understood.
Having now described my invention, what

65 I claim as new therein, and desire to secure by
Letters Patent, is as follows:

1. The combination of an elevator-car and

a door, with moans for locking said car by
fluid-pressure when said door is open.

2. The combination of an elevator-car and
a door with means for controlling the power-
operating mechanism of said car by fluid-

pressure by the opening and closing of said
door.

3. A safety device for elevators, comprising
a cylinder and a piston therein connecting
with the elevator-controlling mechanism, so
as to be adapted to move the latter to an in-

active position, a valve for said cylinder, and
connections between said valve, and a door
adjacent to the elevator-shaft, whereby when
said door is put in an unsafe or insecure con-
dition, the said valve will be operated, sub-
stantially as set forth.

4. Asafet}' device for elevators, comprising
a cylinder, a piston therein, a cross-head con-
nected with said piston normally retracted
from the elevator-controlling mechanism, but-

adapted to engage and force the same to an
inactive position, a valve for said cylinder,
and connections between said valve, and a
door adjacent to the elevator-shaft, whereby
when said door is put in an unsafe or inse-

cure condition, the valve will be operated,
substantially as set forth.

5. A safety device for elevators, comprising
a pulley connected with and operating the ele-

vator-valve, a controlling-rope connected to

said pulley, two stop-plates connected with
said pulley adapted to be brought to a hori-

zontal position so as to turn said pulley to

close the elevator-valve, a cylinder mpunted
above said stop-plates, a piston in said cyl-

inder, a cross-head connected with said pis-

ton, normally disengaged from said stop-

plates, but adapted to engage the same, a
valve for said cylinder, and connections be-

tween said valve, and a door opening upon
the elevator-shaft, substantially as set forth.

6. In a safet3r device for elevators, the com-
bination of it pulley 6 connected to and op-

erating the elevator-valve, a controlling-rope

for said pulley, a pinion 13 on the pulley-

shaft, a semicircular rack 12 engaging with
said pinion, cam-plates 1 4, 14, secured to said

rack, a cylinder 16, a piston 17 in said cylin-

der, a cross-head 24 connected to said piston,

adjusting-screws 25, 25, on said cross-head,

adapted to engage with said cam-plates 14, a
valve 30 for said cylinder, and connections
between said valve, and a door opening upon
the elevator-shaft, substantially as set forth.

7. In a safety device for elevators, the com-
bination of a pulley 6 connected to and op-

erating the elevator-valve, a controlling-rope
for said pulley, a pinion 13 on the pulley-

shaft, a semicircular rack 12 engaging with
said pinion, cam-plates 14, 14, carried by said
semicircular rack, each cam-plate having a
recess 15, a cylinder 16, a piston in said cyl-

inder, a cross-head 24 connected to said pis-

ton, adjusting-screws 25, 25, on said cross-

head, normally disengaged from said cam-
plates, but adapted to engage the same, a
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io

valve 30 for said cylinder, and connections
between said valve, and a door opening upon
the elevator-shaft, substantiallyas set forth.

8. In a safety device for elevators, the eoin-

biuation of a pulley 6 connected to and op-
erating the elevator-valve, a controlling-rope
for said pulles7

, a pinion 13 on the pulley-
shaft, a semicircular rack 12 engaging with
said pinion, cam-plates 14 carried by said
rack, a cylinder 18, a piston in said cylinder,
a cross-head 24 carried by said piston, but
adapted to engage said cam-plates 14, a spring

2$ normally keeping said piston in one posi-

tion of its travel, a valve 30 for said cylin-

der, and connections between said valve, and
a door opening upon the elevator-shaft, sub-
stantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

12th day of March, 1896.

SAMUEL D. STROHM.
Witnesses:

Frank L. Dyes,
L. Della McGirr.
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To all ivhom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Samuel D. Strohm, a

citizen of theUnited States, residing atPhila-
delphia, in the county of Philadelphia and

5 State of Pennsylvania, have invented certain
new and useful Improvements in Safety De-
vices for Elevators, (CaseD;) and I do hereby
declare the following to be a full, clear, and
exact description of the invention, which will

io enable others skilled in the art to which it ap-
pertains to make and usethe same.
My invention relates to various new and

useful improvements in safety devices for

elevators, designed particularly for use as

15 passenger - elevators, the invention being
adapted for ready application to any eleva-

tors controlled' by an aetuating-rope or by
equivalent devices.

The object of the invention is to provide an
20 attachment to elevators whereby absolute

safety of operation will be assured.
By means of the invention where" an eleva-

tor-car has been stopped at any one of the
landings of a bu ilding it will be i mpossible to

25 start the same until the landing-door has been
closed andta door at any landing is opened,

. the elevator-car being in operation, its move-
ment will be arrested when it reaches said

landing.

30 To effect these ends, the invention consists

in the combinations of elements hereinafter
described and claimed.
The general principles of my invention are

capable of being carried out in a multitude

35 of ways; but in order that the same may be
understood I illustrate in the accompanying
drawing one convenient form of arrangement
which may be carried out economically and
which in action will be absolutely positive

40 and certain.

The figure shows a diagrammatic view of a
different form of locking device for the valve-

rope or other controlling element and illus-

trating the application of the invention in a

45 separate electric circuit at each of the floors.

Corresponding parts are represented by the

same figures of reference.

I secure at the side of the elevator shaft or

well 2 two contact-plates 14 and 15, with which

two brushes 16 and 17, carried on the eleva- so
tor-car, are adapted to make contact as the
elevator moves up or down. The solenoid or

magnet 5, which is shown carried beneath the

elevator-car, is provided with a core 6, carry-

ing the roller 18 at its free end. 19isacoiled 55
spring on said core, tending to normally re-

tract the same. Opposing the roller 18 are
two rollers 20 20, carried in a suitable sup-
porting-frame 21 on the bottom of the eleva-

tor. The valve-rope 4 works between said 60

rollers 18 and 20, as shown. The source of

current-supply is shown as a battery 10, car-

ried upon the elevator -ear; but it will of

course be understood that current may be
supplied to the apparatus in any suitable 65

way. The soleuoid. or magnet 5 is included
in a partial circuit extending between the

brushes 16 and 17, which circuit is adapted
to be completed when said brushes are upon
the contact-plates 14 and 15 if the circuit on 70
the other side of said contact-plates is closed,

due to the fact that the landing-door at the
said landing is opened. At each landing,

therefore, I provide a circuit-breaker 22, com-
posed of two plates 23 23 and adapted to nor- 75
mally make contact, said plates being forced
apart, so as to break contact at that point by
the latch 24 on the landing-door. Said con-

tact-plates 23 23 are in circuit with the plates

14 and 15. 80

It will be observed that when the landing-
door is closed, so that the latch 24 operates the
contacts 23 23, no current can pass through
the solenoid or magnet 5, so that the roller 18

will be held withdrawn from the operating- 85
rope 4. If, however, the elevator - car has
been brought/to the landing and stopped and
the landing-door is opened, the circuit will be
completed through the contact-plates 23 23

and the magnet or solenoid 5 will be ener- 90
gized so as to attract its core, forcing the

valve-rope 4 between the rollers 18 and 20,

as shown. When in this condition, the said

valve-rope will be locked against movement,
so that the elevator-car cannot be started 95
either up or down. When, however, the
landing-door is closed and secured, so as to

break the circuit at the plates 23 23, the mag-
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net or solenoid will be deenergized, whereby
the spring 19 will retract the roller 18, so as
to release the valve-rope, whereby the eleva-
tor may be started. Similarly, if the land-

5 ing-door at any one of the landings is opened,
whereby the circuit will be closed at the
plates 23 23, then when the elevator-car in

moving up or down passes the plates 14 and
15 the circuit through the solenoid or mag-

io net will be completed, gripping the valve-
rope 4, whereby the further movement up or
down of the elevator -car will operate the
valve thereof and arrest its movement. The
operator on the elevator-car will then know

15 that the door of the landing at which the ele-

vator-car has been thus stopped is not closed
and then can make it so.

It will of course be understood that the in-

vention which I have thus described is capa-
20 ble of many changes in modifications which

will occur to any one skilled in the art and
which need not be alluded to in detail.

I do not wish to be limited in any way to
the particular form of gripping mechanism

25 carried on the elevator-car, to any forms of
circuit breakers or closers at the landings,or,
in fact, to any details of construction not nec-
essary in the carrying out of the broad prin-
ciples of the invention.

30 Having now described my invention, what
I claim as new therein, and desire to secure by
Letters Patent, is as follows

:

1. In a safety device for elevators, the com-
bination of an elevator-car, a controlling-rope

35 for operating the controlling mechanism of

said car, a clamping or locking device on the
car normally out of engagement with said
controlling- rope, a solenoid or magnet for

operating said locking or clamping device, a
partial or incomplete circuit carried on the 40
car, a series of corridor-doors, a separate
partial electric circuit for each of said doors,
a closer in each of said circuits operated by
the corresponding doors, and means whereby
the partial circuit on the car will connect 45
with the partial door-circuits when adjacent
to the latter, substantially as described.

2. In a safetjT device for elevators, the com-
bination of an elevator-car, a controlling-rope-
for operating the controlling mechanism of 50
said car, a clamping or locking device on the
car normally out of engagement with said
controlling-rope, a solenoid or magnet for op-
erating said locking or clamping device, a
partial or incomplete circuit carried on the 55
car, the contacts 16, 17, thereon, a series of
corridor-doors, a separate partial electric cir-

cuit for each of said doors, a closer in each
of said circuits operated by the correspond-
ing doors, and the contacts 14, 15, whereby 60

the partial circuits of the car will connect
with the partial door-circuits, when adjacent
to the latter, substantially as described.
This specification signed and witnessed this

12th day of March, 1896.

SAMUEL D. STROHM.
Witnesses:

Frank L. Dyer,
L. Della McGirr.
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JOSEPH W. FLEMING, OF PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA, ASSIGNOR OF ONE-
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Joseph W. Fleming, a

citizen of the United States, residing in the
city and county of Philadelphia, State of

5 Pennsylvania, have invented new and useful
Improvements in Safety Devices for Eleva-
tors, of which the following is a specification.

My invention relates to improvements in
safety appliances for elevators ; and it consists

io of novel means whereby when the elevator
car or cage is moving either up or down all

of the doors in tl e elevator shaft or well are
closed and locked and it is impossible to open
either of them until the floor of the elevator-

15 car is on a level, or approximately so, with the
respective floor of a building.

It also consists of novel means whereby it

is impossible to start the elevator-car when
the respective door in the shaft or well of the

20 elevator is open of until said door is first

closed and locked.
It further consists of novel means where-

by, any tampering with the doors in the ele-

vator-shaft is prevented.
25 Figure 1 represents a side elevation of the

device as applied to an elevator-shaft. Fig.
2 represents a vertical section on line x x,
Fig. 1. Fig. 3 represents a side elevation of
certain of the parts seen" in Fig. 1. Fig. 4

30 represents a partial side elevation and par-
tial vertical section of certain of the parts
seen in Fig. 1, the same being on an enlarged
scale. Fig. 5 represents a view of the parts
shown in Fig. 4, but in different positions.
Fig. 6 represents a vertical section on line y y
in Fig. 4. Fig. 7 represents a Vertical sec-
tion on line z z, Fig. 5. Fig. 8 represents a
side elevation of certain of the parts shown
in Fig. 1, the same being on an enlarged
scale. Fig. 9 represents a view of the parts
shown in Fig. 8, but in different positions.
Fig. 10 represents a horizontal section on line

a a, Fig. 9.

Similar numerals of reference indicate cor-

45 responding parts in the figures.

Referring to the drawings, 1 designates a
portion of the inclosure of an elevator-shaft,
which latter has located adjacent thereto the
bar or rail or runway 2, upon which travel

50 the pulleys 3 on the door 4, which latter is

adapted to be 'moved to the right and the

35

40

left, so as to either open or close the opening
5 in the shaft-inclosure 1 in the usual manner..
Fulcrumed, as at 6, to the door 4 is a lever

7, which has pivoted thereto, one end of a link 55
8, whose opposite end is pivoted to the bell-

crank lever 9, which latter is fulcrumed at
10 to the door 4, it being noted that said le-

ver 9 has also pivoted thereto one end of a
link 11, whose opposite end is pivoted at 12 j6o

to the lever 13, which latter is pivoted at 14
to the door 4.

One extremity of the lever 13 is adapted to

abut at times against a bell-crank lever 15,

fulcrumed, as at 16, to the inclosure 1, it be- 65
ing noted that one limb of the lever 15 lies in

the path of the foot 15% secured to the door
4, so as to normally retain the latter in a
locked position, and that said lever 15 has
pivoted thereto one end of a link 17, whose 70
opposite end is pivoted, as at 18, to the bell-

crank lever 19, which is fulcrumed, as at 20,

to the wall of the inclosure 1. A limb of the
lever 19 contacts with an adjustable collar 21,

secured in the present instance bya set-screw 75
22 to the rod or bar 23, so that said lever 19

may impart motion to said rod 23 for a pur-
pose hereinafter described, it being under-
stood that said rod 23 is of sufficient length to

include all the floors in a building which are 80

used in connection with an elevator provided
with the safety device herein referred to.

The upper extremity of the rod 23 is piv-

oted, as at 24', to a bell-crank lever 25, which
latter is fulcrumed at 26 to any convenient, 85
fixed point, it being noted that said lever 25

has pivoted thereto, as at 27, one end of a
link 28, whose opposite end is pivoted, as at

29, to one extremity of the bell-crank lever

30, which latter is fulcrumed at 31 to any con- 90
venient fixed point, it being further noted
thai the other extremity of said lever 30 has
pivoted thereto, as at 32, the cross-head 33,

which is provided with slots 34 and 35, which
are adapted to receive the pins 36 and 37, 95
which project,respectively,from the eccentric- *

rollers 38jfor a purpose hereinafter described,

said rollers being mounted, as at 43, at any
fixed points.

Secured to any convenient point and below 100

the eccentrics 38 is a ledge or bed 39, between
which and said eccentrics 38 passes the cable
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40, whjoti actuates the mechanism for start-

ing and stopping the elevator-car and which
may be any of the well-known forms now em-
ployed.

5 The rbd 23 is provided with a notch or recess

41, which is normally in aliuement with the

bolt 42 for a purpose hereinafter described,

said b61t being pressed by the spring 45.

, It wrll be noted that the cable 40 is pro-

io videdvfath a spindle or tapering shoulder 44,

which occupies a position at a right angle to

the bolt 42 for a purpose hereinafter de-

scribed, it being also noted that the casing of

the bolt 42 is secured to any suitable fixed

15 point in the elevator-shaft.
• The operation is as follows: Assuming the
several parts of the device to be in the posi-

tions seen in Fig. 1 and that the floor of an
elevator-car is on a level with one of the floors

20 of a building, it will be apparent that the

door 4 of the elevator-shaft, and which is lo-

cated on this floor, Cannot be opened on ac-

count of a limb of the bell-crank lever 15 ly-

ing in the path of the foot 15 a
, as seen in Fig.

a$ 1. When it is desired to open the door 4, the
lever 7 is turned in the direction indicated by
the arrow b, so that said lever 7 will occupy
the position seen in Fig. 3. By observing the
direction of movements, as indicated by the

30 several arrows in Fig. 1, it will be apparent
that the lever 13 will depress that contiguous
limb of the lever 15 which normally lies in the
path of said foot 15a

, and thus permit the door
4 to be opened, in the present instance by

45 sliding the saute to the right. When the door
4 is in its opened position, as seen in Fig. 3,

the foot 15 a will retain the lever 15 in the po-
sition seen in said Fig. 3, it being apparent
that when the door 4 is being opened the bar

40 15a rides over the lever 15. It will further-

more be apparent that the rollers 38 are caused
to turn on their pivots 43 from their normal po-
sitions, as seen in Figs. 1 and 4, to that seen in

Fig. 5, whereupon the cable 40 is securely

45 clamped between said rollers 38 and Vhebed39
and thereby gripped, (see also Fig. 7,) so that
said cable cannot be operated, and the eleva-
tor-car consequently cannot be moved until
the door 4 is closed, whereupon the several

50 parts willagain occupy their normal positions,

as seen in Fig. 1, it being noted that as the roll-

ers 38 are then in the positions seen also in
Fig. 4 and 6 and the cable 40 is free to move
between said rollers 38 and the bed 39, so as to

55 cause motion to be imparted to the elevator-
car. When the elevator-car (not shewn iu the
drawings) is at a standstill, the spindle 44 in.

the cable 40 is in the position seen in Figs.

1, 9, and 10, its swelled or widest portion be-
60 ing adjacent an arm of the bolt 42, whereby

said bolt is withdrawn from the recess 41 in
the rod 23, and the latter thus permitted to

be moved up or down by the operation of the
lever 7, so as to either clamp the cable 40 or

65 release the same, as hereinbefore described.
In order to cause the car to ascend, it is nec-
essary to pull the cable in the direction indi-

|
cated by the arrow c in Fig. 1. It is appar-
ent that the spindle 44 will be moved from the

position seen in Figs. 1, 9, and 10 to that seen 70
in Fig. 8, whereby the bolt 42 is returned by
the spring 45, (see Fig. 10,) thus causing said

bolt to enter the recess 41 and lock the rod
23, so as to prevent the same from being
either raised or lowered when the elevator- 75
car is in motion. When it is desired to cause
the car to descend, the cable is palled in a
direction opposite to that indicated by the
arrow c in Fig. 1, whereupon the spindle 44

is lowered and brought into the position seen 80

in dotted lines, Fig. 8, thus releasing the bolt

when the latter returns to its normal posi-

tion, causing the rod 23 to be locked, as here-

inbefore described. It is to be understood
that every door in the elevator-shaft 1 is pro- 85
vided with mechanism similar to that seen in

connection with the door 4 and that there are

as many levers 15 and 19 and links 17 as

there are floors communicating with the ele-

vator.
<
In order to assist the rod or bar 23 99

in its ascent, there is connected therewith
the balance-weight 46, the effect of which is

evident.
Having thus described my invention, what

I claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters 95
Patent, is

—

1. In an elevator, a door of the elevator-

shaft provided with a foot projecting later-

ally therefrom, a secondary lever adapted to

engage said foot, a cable for operating the 100

power mechanism of the elevator, means con-

nected with said lever for clamping and re-

leasing said cable, and a primary lever adapt-
ed to operate said secondary lever to remove
the latter from the path of said foot. 105

2. In an elevator, a door of the elevator-

shaft, a primary lever mounted thereon, a
secondary lever mounted on the elevator-

shaft, a foot on the door adapted to be en-
gaged by said secondary lever, means on the no
door for operating said primary lever and
thereby removing the secondary lever from
the path of said foot, and means connected
with the secondary lever for operating mech-
anism that engages and releases the starting 115
and stopping cable of the elevator.

3. In an elevator, a bar, mechanism con-
trolling the same operated from the door of
the elevator-shaft, a starting and stopping
cable, mechanism connected with said bar 120
adapted to engage said cable, a lock on the
elevator-shaft adapted to engage said bar,
and means on said cable adapted to engage
said lock and throw back the same.

4. In an elevator, a starting and stopping 125
cable, means for controlling the same, a lock
adapted to engage a member of said means,
and a device on said cable adapted in its mo-
tion to engage said lock and throw back the
same from said member. 130

5. In an elevator, a starting end stopping
cable, a bed over which the same passes, an
eccentric-roller opposite to said bed, a sup-
port for said roller, means for lowering and
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raising said roller, and connections for said
means with devices extending from the door
of the elevator and the elevator-shaft, where-
by the support of said roller is moved in op-

5 posite direction.

6. In an elevator, a starting and stopping
cable, a locking device therefor, and means
for releasing a member of said device from
the lock itself consisting of a shoulder on said

io cable, and a projection on the bolt of said
lock, said projection being adapted to be en-
gaged by said shoulder.

7. In an elevator, a bar, a starting and stop-

ping cable, a door provided with means for

15 operating said bar, and a clamping device for

said cable adapted to be operated by said bar,
in combination with a lock on the elevator-
shaft adapted to engage said bar and means

on said cable adapted to engage the bolt of

said lock. 20
8. In an elevator, a door of the elevator-

shaft, a primary lever mounted thereon, a
secondary lever mounted on the elevator-

shaft, a foot on said door adapted to be en-

gaged by said secondary lever, said secondary 25

lever being adapted to be moved from the
path of said foot by said primary lever, a
movable bar connected with said, secondary
lever and a device adapted to be operated by
said movable bar and grip the starting and 30
stopping cable of the elevator and to be re-

leased therefrom.
JOSEPH W. FLEMING.

Witnesses

:

John A. Wiedersheim,
C. D. McVay.
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SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 718,230, dated January 13, 1903.

implication filed April 11, 1902. Serial No. 102,381. (No model.)

To all whom it may concern:
Be itknown that I, William II. B. Teamer,

a citizen of the United States, and a resident
of the city of Philadelphia, State of Pennsyl-

5 vania, have invented certain new and useful
Improvements in Elevators, of which the fol-

lowing is a full, clear, and exact description,

reference being had to the accompanying
drawings, forming part of this specification.

io My invention relates generally to an im-
provement in elevators, and particularly to

an improved mechanism for automatically
controlling the car at landings.
One of the main objects of my invention is

15 to provide means whereby the car when
stopped at a landing or floor may be auto-
matically held in such position so long as the
landing-door is open and movement due to

any defective action of the controlling mech-
20 anism compensated for automatically until

the said door is closed.

A further object of my device is to provide
means whereby the elevator is immediately
and automatically made to return to its proper

25 position at the landing should the controlling

mechanism operate improperly or the valves
leak sufficiently to cause the elevator to com-
mence its movement either in an upward or

downward direction.

30 Another object is to provide mechanism iu

combination with that above referred to

whereby the landing -door is locked in its

closed position at all times other than those
when the elevator is not at that particular

35 landing or within a predetermined distance
of the same.
For a detailed description of my invention

reference may be had to the following speci-

fication and to the accompanying drawings,
40 forming a part of the same, in which

—

Figure 1 shows a side elevation of a car em-
bodying my device, one side of the car being
shown removed. Fig. 2 is a sectional view of

the mechanism carried by the car and the co-

45 actingjnechanism located at a landing, show-
ing the same engaged and taken substantially
on the line 2 2, Fig. 3, and looking toward the
right. Fig. 3 is an elevation of the car and
landing mechanism, the operating-shaft be-

50 ing shown as shortened for convenience.
Fig. 4 is a sectional view of the same parts,

taken substantially upon the line 2 2, Fig. 3,

but looking toward the left. Fig. 5 is a sec-

tional view taken- substantially upon the line

5 5, Fig. 3, looking toward the right; and Fig. 55
G is a sectional view of the lower end of the
door-bar and locking-hook, taken substan-
tially upon the line 6 6, Fig. 3.

Similar reference - numerals indicate like

parts upon the several figures of the drawings. 60

Referring to Fig. 1, the numeral 1 indicates
the body portion of the car, having the usual
controller-wheel 2 or its equivalent and the
usual chain or belt 3, running to those parts
of the controlling mechanism carried by the 65
car. 4 is an auxiliary sprocket-chain which
couuects the mechanism for holding the car
at the landing with the controller-wheel 2.

At the bottom of the car, near the edge of the
same, is supported a shaft 5 in suitable bear- 70
ings 6 and 7. This shaft 5 has fixed or keyed
upon it three parts—to wit, a sprocket-wheel
8, a gear-wheel 9, and a cam or arm 10. The
sprocket-chain 4 passes around the sprocket-
wheel 8 and so connects the shaft with the 75
controller - wheel. The parts thus far de-
scribed constitute those carried by the car.

Upon the vertical portion of the hatch, be-

tween the floor and the lower ceiling, is hinged
or otherwise held the vertical rack 11 and is 80
adapted to be thrown into and out of engage-
ment with the gear-wheel 9, which is located
in a vertical plane with the same upon the
shaft 5, carried by the car 1. In this instance
the rack carries the projections 12 12, which 85
are pivoted to the standards 13 13, carried by
the base-plate 14, which is fixed to the hatch;
but said rack may be secured in any suitable
way, provided it is free to move toward and
away from the gear-wheel to engage the same. 90
The rack carries a projection 15, within which
is a diagonal or inclined slot 1G. Said slot 1G

is adapted to be engaged by a vertically-os-

cillating pin, hereinafter to be described, to

move the rack inward and outward. 95
Upon the base-plate 14 is pivoted the bell-

crank lever 15', having one end weighted, as

at 17, and its other end provided with a pro-

jection 18. A locking-bar 19 projects down-
wardly from the landing-door, and when the 100

same is closed bears against the projection

18, holding the same at the limit of its move-
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ment toward the right. A portion 20 projects
from the hub of the bell-crank lever and car-

ries a pin or projection 21, which is adapted
to engage the slot 16 in the projection 15, car-

5 ried by the rack. It will be seen that when
the landing-door is opened the bar 19 will be
moved toward the left, thus releasing the bell-

crank lever and allowing it to turn about its

pivot. This movement about the pivot will

to cause the pin 21 to travel upwardly in the in-

clined slot 16, and thereby move the rack 11
outwardly to engage the gear 9. The reverse
movement of the bar 19 will cause the rack
11 to be disengaged from the gear 9.

1 5 To the lower portion of the plate 14 is fixed
a spring-arm 22, which is in a vertical plane
with the arm 10 on the shaft 5. This arm 22
has a raised portion 25, which extends up-
ward and downwardly a predetermined dis-

2a tance from a fixed line which represents the
position when the floor of the elevator is ex-
actly level with t he floor at a landing. These
distances are fixed by the municipal regula-
tions of some cities to three inches. The

*5 spring-arm 22 is provided with a hooked or
barbed portion 24 at its npper end, which is

adapted to engage the lower end of the lock-
ing-bar 19 of the landing-door. The relation
between the arm 10 and the car-controlling

30 mechanism is such that when the said mech-
anism is in the position to stop the elevator
the arm 10 will be in a horizontal position
and will bear upon the spring 22 at its raised
part 23, so as to disengage the hook 24 from

35 the end of the door-bar 19. It will be seen
that if the car stops in such a position as to

bring the arm 10 within the space limited by
the raised portion 23 the door may be opened.
The opening of the door will release the bell-

40 crank lever and so raise the rack 11 and cause
the same to mesh with the gear-wheel 9. This
will not only lock the controller-wheel 2, so
that it can not be turned by a person within the
car, but should the controlling mechanism or

45 valves leak and cause the elevator to " creep "

the controlling mechanism would be automat-
ically operated to compensate for the creeping
motion, either by closing the valve or by re-
versing the controller to give a slight motion

50 to the car in an opposite direction. This is

made possible from the fact that the rack 11 is

fixed,and any motion of the car causes thegear
9 to travel along the rack and rotate the shaft
5. Forexamplei referring to Fig. 1, acloekwise

55 motion of the controller-wheel 2 will start the
car downwardly and an anticlockwise mo-
tion will start the car upward. Should the
controlling mechanism be defective and cause
the car to creep in an upward direction, the

60 rack 11 being stationary, the shaft 5, and con-
sequently the wheel 2, will be turned slightly
in a clockwise direction, which will just com-
pensate for the upward motion by bringing
the car to a stop or give the car a slight down-

65 ward motion, depending on the adjustment
and relations of the various parts. In the
latter case the downward motion after a slight

distance has been passed over would again
reverse the controller, and the car would
slowly reciprocate at the landing between 70
limits depending upon the amount of leakage
and the "lo3t motion" between the parts.

It will thus be seen that I have produced a
device which will accomplish the objects

above enumerated and by means of simple 75
and efficient mechanism which is applicable

to different forms of elevator-operating mech-
anisms cow in use, including hydraulic,

steam, electric, &c.
The shaft 5, which carries the sprocket 8 80

and gear -9. is preferably made in two sec-

tions and connected by a universal joint, so

that the end which carries the gear 9 may be
inclined outward toward the landing, so as
to bring said gear in a position to be engaged 85
by the rack 11. This construction is resorted

to in practice because the gear 9 is much
smaller in diameter than the sprocket-wheel
8. The gear 9 must necessarily be beveled
in proportion to the incline of the shaft, in 90
order that it may properly mesh with the

rack 11.

Minor changes in details and arrangement
of parts may be made without departing from
the spirit of my invention. 95
Having thus described my invention, what

I claim, and desire to secure by Letters Pat-
ent, is—

1. In combination, an elevator-car, a land-

ing, controlling mechanism, a controller mem- 100

ber located upon the car, means at the laud-
ing to lock the controller member and to com-
pensate for movement of the car while adja-
cent the landing at which "it is desired to stop

the car and connections between said means 105
and controller member, substantially as de-

scribed.

2. In combination, an elevator-car, a land-

ing, controlling mechanism, a pivoted con-
troller member located upon the ear, means no
at the landing to lock the controller member
from rotation while the car is stationary and
to compensate for movement of the car due
to defective action of the controlling mech-
anism, and connections between said means 115
and controller member, substantially as de-
scribed.

3. In combination, an elevator-car, a land-
ing, a door therefor, controlling mechanism,
means for locking the landing-door when the 120
car is more than a predetermined distance
from the landing, and means operated by the
door-locking means, to lock the controlling
mechanism and to compensate for movement
of the car while adjacent the landing at which 1 25
it is desired to stop the car, substantially as
described.'

4. In combination, an elevator-car, a land-
ing, a door therefor, controlling mechanism,
a controller member located upon the car, 130
means for locking the landing-door when the
car is more than a predetermined distance
from the landing, and means operated by the
door-locking means to lock the controller
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member and to compensate for movement of

the ear while adjacent the landing at which
it is desired to stop the car, substantial]}' as

described.

5 5. In combination, an elevator-car, a land-

ing, a door therefor, controlling mechanism,
means located at the landing for locking the

landing-door, means carried bj* the car for

operating said locking means, and means op-

io erated by said door-locking means for lock-

ing the controlling mechanism, and to com-
pensate for movement of the car while adja-

cent the landing at which it is desired to stop
the car, substantially as described.

0. In combination, an elevator-car, a land-

ing, a door therefor, controlling mechanism,
a controller member located upon the car,

meaus located at the landing for locking the
landing-door, means carried by the car for

20 operating said locking means, and means op-

erated by said door-locking means for locking
the controller member, and to compensate for

movement of thecar, while adjacent the land-

ing at which it is desired to stop the car, sub-
2$ stantiall}' as described.

7. In combination, an elevator-car, a laud-
ing, a door therefor, controlling mechauism,
means located upon the car and connected
with the controlling mechanism for lockiug

30 the latter and forgiving the same a movement
to compensate for a movement of the car due
to defective action of the controlling mech-
anism and means located at landing for lock-

ing the landing-door and for actuating said

35 means for operating the controlling mechan-
ism, substantially as described.

8. In combination, an elevator-car, a laud-
ing, a door therefor, controlling mechanism,
a gear, a rack, means connecting said gear

40 and rack with the controlling mechanism,
means for giving said gear and rack a rela-

tive movement to cause the same to mesh and
unmesh, and means for operating said latter

means when the car is within a predeter-

45 mined distance of a landing, substantially as
described.

9. In combination, an elevator-car, a land-
ing-door, controlling mechanism, a gear, a

rack, means connecting said gear and rack
with the controlling mechanism, means for 50

giving said gear and rack a relative move-
ment to cause the same to mesh and unmesh,
and door-locking means, said door-locking

means being connected with said gear and
rack meshing means to operate the same, sub- 55
stantially as described.

10. In combination, an elevator-car, a land-

ing, a door therefor, controlling mechanism,
a shaft carried by a car and operatively con-

nected with said controlling mechanism, a 60

cam or arm carried by said shaft, a gear also

carried by said shaft, means for locking the

door located at the landing and adapted to

be operated by said arm, a rack also located

at the landing and adapted to engage said 65

gear, and connections betweeu said rack and
said door-locking means to operate the former
to cause the same to mesh and unmesh with
said gear, substantially as described.

11. In combination, an elevator-car, aland- 70
ing, controlling mechanism, a shaft carried

by the car and operatively connected with
said controlling mechanism, a cam or arm
carried by said shaft, a gear also carried by
said shaft, a door at the landing, a locking- 75
bar projecting from said door, means to en-
gage said bar to lock said door and adapted
to be operated by said arm, a bell-crank le-

lever having one weighted arm and a sec-

ond arm adapted to eugage said door-lock- 80
ing bar, a projection carried by said bell-

crank lever, a rack located at the landing
and adapted to move transversely to engage
said gear, a part having a,diagonal slot car-

ried by said rack adapted to engage said 85
projection, whereby the oscillation of the
bell-crank lever will operate said rack and
cause the same to mesh and unmesh with
said gear, substantially as described.

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my 90
hand this oth day of April, 1902.

WILLIAM H. B. TEAMER.
Witnesses:

Jno. T. Cross,
Chas. K. Bennett.
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"> No. 739,782. Patented September 22, 1903.

United States Patent Office,

GEORGE HAIL, OF PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND.

ELEVATOR SAFETY DEVICE.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 739,782, dated September 22, 1903.

Original application filed November 13, 1902, Serial No, 131,096. Divided and this application filed June 25, 1903. Serial

No. 162,985. (No model:)

To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, George Hail, of Provi-

dence, in the connty of Providence and State
of Rhode Island, have invented certain new

5 and useful Improvements in Elevator Safety
Devices, of which the following is a specifica-
tion.

This invention has relation to door -con-
trolled elevator safety appliances of the type

16 including a lock for preventing the move-
ment of a car when a door is open, and has
for its object the provision of supplemental
means for withdrawing the lock to an inac-
tive position to permit a movement of the

15 car while a door remains open—as, for in-

stance, when the lock has moved to active
position by the opening of a door remote from
the car and it is necessary to release the lock
in order to raise or lower the car to permit the

20 attendant to close said door.
To this end the invention consists of the

improvements illustrated by the accompany-
ing drawings,described in the following speci-
fication, and pointed out in the appended

25 claims.

Referring to said drawings, Figure 1 repre-
sents a series of landing-doors opening into
a well, a car, a valve-lever, door-controlled
locking mechanism therefor, and suppleraen-

30 tal means for freeing the lever from the lock.

Fig. 2 represents in perspective view the
valve-lever or motor-controller and the con-
trolling-line connected thereto. Fig. 3 repre-

sents the motor-controlling mechanism.
35 On the drawings, a a indicate the landing-

doors, which are normally closed, and 6 the
elevator-car.

c indicates the rope, which may be actuated
by the attendant on the car. The rope or

40 line c is connected to the lever d of the ordi-

nary valve mechanism, (indicated at enrFig.
3.) By raising or lowering the line thelever
d may be shifted to cause the admission of

fluid into the hoisting mechanism or to cut

45 off the supply therefrom in the well-known
way.
The locking mechanism, by which the lever

d may be held against movement, includes a
member/, (which for convenience in nomen-

50 clature may be termed a "bolt," although by

that term there is no intention of limiting
the member to any particular form or shape.

)

This bolt is reversible from end to end and
is mounted in guides/'' on a supporting-plate

/2
. This bolt is caused to engage a locking 55

member on the lever d when any one of the
doors a is opened. For this purpose the le-

ver d is provided with a bow d', having a
notch d2 to receive the end of the bolt and
with inclined surfaces ds

. The notch is wide 60
enough to allow the slight relative movement
of the lever which is necessary to permit the
requisite loose or idle movement of the valve
when it is in a neutral position. When the
bolt is projected and the lever is out of neu- 65
tral position, the swinging of the lever upon
its fulcrum toward neutral or central position
will force the bolt gradually backward until

its end registers with the notch in the mem-
ber d'

t
whereupon the bolt will snap forward 70

and enter the notch, as will be explained.
Pivoted upon the plate/ 2 is a T-shaped le-

ver g, the pivot or fulcrum for which is indi-

cated at g'. One arm gr
2 projects downwardly

between two studs/3 / 3 on the bolt, while to 75
another arm g

3 is connected the lower end of

a line 7t, which extends upward through the
well and is connected at its upper end to one
arm of a three-armed lever ;'. This last-men-
tioned lever i is pivoted at i' to a bracket %\ 80

and it has an arm i
3
, with a weight i* ad-

justably secured thereto. This weight i
l

is

sufficient to overbalance the line h, the T-
shaped lever g, and the weight </', carried

thereby, and to move the bolt / to inactive 85
position, as shown in Fig. 1. The lever i is

further provided with a third arm i
5
, adapted

to play between stops i
6 on the bracket P.

When the line h is pulled downward, the
weight g* swings the lever g about its ful- 90
crum and forces the bolt/ yieldingly forwwM
to active position, so as to engage the lock-

ing member on the lever d. In proximity to

each door a there is a bell-crank /, flexibly

connected with the line h by a chain or other 95
connection /', Connected to a short arm on
each bell-crank there is a spring /, which
when the door is open is of sufficient strength

to swing the lever or bell-crank / about its

pivot and draw down the line h and permit 100
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the weight g
l to move the bolt to active po-

sition.

Each door carries a projection k, adapted
to engage one arm of the bell-crank j and

5 move it to the position shown in Fig. 1, so as
to permit the weight ft to raise, the line 7iand
swing the lever g into the'position shown.
This particular form of operative means be-
tween the doors and the lever g is illustrated

10 in Letters Patent No. G57,597, granted to Ed-
ward L. Hail and George Hail, September 11,

1900, and is not herein claimed as new.
In order to withdraw the bolt to inactive

position either by the attendant on the car

IS or by a person from any one of the landing-
doors for the purpose hereinbefore described,
the following mechanism is employed: A
flexible line in is connected at its upper end
toaneyebolt m' at the upperend of the top of

20 the elevator-well, and it extends down from
the well in position to be reached from any one
of the landing-doors or from the car.

As Fig. 1 is a more or less conventional
illustration of the doors and the car, the line

*5 is shown to one side to prevent confusion;
but it will be understood that it may pass
through the car, if desired.

The lower end of the line m passes around a
grooved pulley m2 and through an eye m3 and

30 is attached to the rear end of the bolt/. In vir-

tue of this construction the attendant on the
ear or the janitor at any one of the landing-
doors may draw upon the line m and retract
the bolt/, so that the lever d may be aetua-

35 ted to cause the car to travel upward or down-
ward in the elevator-well. This is a* desir-

able feature, for, as previously explained, a
door might be accidentally opened while the
car is at rest opposite another landing-door.

40 So long as the door remains open it would be
impossible to start the car without sending
some one to close it. With this construction
the lever may be freed to permit the car to
travel to the open door. This freeing uiech-

45 an ism is of great benefit to elevator repairers
and janitors by enabling them to move the
car from the car itself or from the landing,
as they desire, while working upon or around
the car, regardless as to whether the doors

50 are open or closed.

The valve-lever may be referred to as the
"conl roller" and the valve as the "motor-
controlling mechanism," whereas the line m
may be referred to as " means operable inde-

55 pendentlyof the means for actuating the lock
for rendering said lock inoperative or inac-
tive."

This is a division of application Serial No.
131,096, filed November 13, 1902.

60 Having thus explained the nature of the
invention and described a way of construct-
ing and using the same, although without at-
tempting to set forth ail of the forms in which
it may be made or all of the modes of its use,

6£ I declare that what I claim is

—

1
.
A safety appliance for elevators compris-

ing a controller, motor-controlling mechan-
ism to which said controller is connected, a
a ear, a door, a locking device in juxtaposi-

tion to said motor-controlling mechanism, op- 70
erative means whereby said locking device
is actuated to lock the said motor-controlling
mechanism when the door is open, and means
unconnected with and operable independ-
ently of the aforesaid operative means for 75
rendering said locking device inoperative.

2. A safety appliance-for elevators compris-
ing a controller, motor-controlling mechan-
ism to which said controller is connected, a
car, a door, a locking device in juxtaposi- 80

tion to said motor-controlling mechanism, op-

erative means whereby said locking device
is actuated to lock the said motor-controlling
mechanism when the door is open, and inde-
pendent mechanical means for rendering said 85

locking device inoperative.

3. A safety appliance for elevators compris-
ing a controller, motor-controlling mechan-
ism to which said controller is connected, a^

car, a series of landing-doors, a locking de- 90
vice in juxtaposition to said motor-control-
ling mechanism, operative means whereby
said locking device is actuated to lock the
said motor-controlling mechanism when any
one of said landing-doors is open, and means 95
independent of the aforesaid operative means,
extending to the topmost landing-door and
adapted to be operated to render said lock-

ing device inoperative.
4. A safety appliance for elevators compris- 100

ing a controller, motor-controlling mechan-
ism to which said controller is connected, a
car, a series of landing-doors, a locking de-
vice in juxtaposition to said motor-control-
ling mechanism, operative means whereby 105

said locking device is actuated to lock the
said motor-controlling mechanism when any
one of said landing-doors is open, and means
independent of the aforesaid operative means
and adapted to be operated from any one of no
said landing-doors to render said locking de-
vice inoperative.

5. A safety appliance for elevators compris-
ing a car, a door, a controller, valve mechan-
ism connected with the controller, a lock con- 1 15
taining a bolt, operative means whereby said
bolt is actuated to lock the valve mechanism
when the door is open, and means uncon-
nected with and independent of the aforesaid
operative means for moving said bolt to in- 120

operative position.

6. A safety appliance for elevators compris-
ing a car, a door, a controller, valve mechan-
ism connected with the controller, a lock con-
taining a bolt, operative means whereby said 125
bolt is actuated to lock the valve mechanism
when the door is open, and independent me-
chanical means for moving said bolt to inop-
erative position.

7. A safety appliance for elevators compris- 130
ing a car, a door, a controller, valve mechan-
ism connected with the controller, a lock con-
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tabling a bolt, actuating means whereby said

bull is actuated to lock the valve mechanism
w.ieu the door is open, and independent rae-

ehmical means adapted to be manipulated
5 foi moving said bolt to inoperative position.

8. A safoty appliance for elevators compris-
ing a ;-ai, a door, a controller, valve mechan-
ism connected with the controller, a lock con-
taining a belt, actuating means whereby said

io bolt is actuated to lock the valve mechanism
when the door is open, and means in the well

unconnected with and independent of said

actuating means and operable from the car
for moving said bolt to inoperative position.

1 3 9. A safety appliance for elevators compris-
ing a car, valve mechanism, a lock therefor
containing a bob., a door, operative means
whereby the said lock is actuated when the
door is open, and means unconnected with

20 and independent of the aforesaid operative
means, connected to said bolt and adapted
to be manipulated from the car.

10. A safety appliance for elevators com-
prising a inr, valve mechanism, a lock there-

23 for containing a bolt, a door, means whereby
the said lock is actuated when the door is

open, and independent mechanical means
connected to said boit and adapted to be ma-
nipulated from the car.

30 11. A safety appliance for elevators com-

prising a car, valve mechanism, a lock there-

for containing a bolt, a door-actuating means
whereby the said lock is actuated when the
door is open, and means in the well uncon-
nected with and independent of said actuat- 35
ing means, connected to said bolt and adapted
to be operated to move said bolt to inopera-
tive position.

12. A safety appliance for elevators com-
prising a car, valve mechanism, a lock there- 40
for containing a bolt, a door,actuating means
whereby the said lock is actuated when the
door is open, and independent mechanical
means in the well, connected to said bolt and
adapted to be operated from the car. 45

13. A safety appliance for elevators com-
prising a valve mechanism, a lock therefor
containing a bolt, a landing-door, operative
means whereby the said lock is actuated when
the landing-daor is open, and means in the 50
well independent of the aforesaid operative
means, connected to said bolt and adapted to

be manipulated from the said landing-door.
In testimony whereof I have affixed my sig-

nature in presence of two witnesses.

GEORGE HAIL.

Witnesses:
"Walter S.

Thomas J.

Reynolds,
Haller.
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SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 747,317, dated December J5, 1003.

' Application filed July 13, 1903. Serial No. 166,361. (No model.)

To all whom, it may concern:
Be it known that I, Robert Falkland

Carey, asubjeet of the King of Great Britain,

residing at 19 Ash Grove, Cricklewood, Mid-
5 dlesex, England, have invented certain new
and useful Improvements in and Connected
with Lifts, of which the following is a speci-

fication.

The object of this invention is to operate
io the mechanism of lifts by means of naked

electric wires connected to and moving with
the cage, the current being placed in or cut
out of action automatically as the cage ar-

rives at the position it is desired to be placed

15 and being of the same or of a less power than
that of the main supply.
The invention relates to tfiat class of lifts

which are operated by making electrical con-
nection by a push-button—thatis, each floor

20 of a building and the cage are each in elec-

trical connection with the controlling-gear of

the lift—so that a person on, say, the ground
floor and desiring to go by the lift to the third
floor presses the third-floor push-button on

«5 getting into the lift, and the door being closed
the electric current or other power will be es-

tablished and the lift moved to the third floor,

where it automatically stops by breaking the
circuit, all other floors during the motion be-

30 ing cut out of the current, or a person on any
floor wanting to use the lift pushes the but-
ton on the landing, and the lift automatically
comes to him, up or r? Dwn, as the case may
be, and automatically stops and unlocks the

35 door to admit him.
The invention will be clearly understood

from the following description, aided by the
accompanying drawings, in Which

—

Figure 1 is a diagram of a complete elec-

40 trie installation in which the electric power
for controlling the movement of the lift-cage

is less than that of the main Supply, which
actuates"the lift-cage. Fig. 2 is a front ele-

vation, partly in section. Fig. 3 is a side

45 part section of two insulated blocks for con-

nection to the lift-cage. Fig* 4 is a front ele-

vation of the two insulated blocks with the
contact in position wheij the cage is at rest

and the current cut off. Fig. 5 is an eleva-

<;o tion of a portion of the #ire connected to thf

cage, showing the contact in position when
the electric current is flowing and also show-
ing the push-button contacts in connection.
Fig. 6 is an elevation of a solenoid and its ap-
purtenances for locking the push-buttons. 55
Fig. 7 is a side view of one of the rods and le-

vers for locking the push-button. Fig. 8 is

an elevation of the solenoid and push-button
employed in the cage, the solenoid control-

ling a rod and levers for locking the push- 60
button. Fig. 9 is an inside elevation of two
doors of a lift-well, showing the electrical

connection and the door locked. Fig. 10 is a
side view of the electrical contact for fixing

in the lift-well wall. Fig. 11 is a view show- 65
ing the contacts of the well- wall door con-
nected. Fig. 12 is an elevation of a cam to

be applied to>a lift to actuate the locking de-

vice. Fig. 13 is a plan of same. Fig. 14 is an
elevation of a locking device, and Fig. 15 a 70
top view of the locking device.

For the purpose of this invention the same
is described in connection with an electric

lift:, the current being of lower voltage than
thatof the main. Two naked wires 12 are con- 75
nected to an insulating block or blocks 3 4 on
the cage, and such wires 1 2 are passed over
and under insulated pulleys 5 6, situated at
the top and bottom of the lift-well 7, the free

ends being connected to insulated blocks 8 9 80
and being held taut by a coiled spring 10,

which also compensates for stretch of the
wires 1 2.

Down the lift-shaft 7 at each floor 11 12 13
14 are arranged a series of push-buttons 15, 85
these when being pressed pushing contact-
pieces 16 against other contract - pieces 17
for establishing electrical connection with
contact - pieces 18,

' which act on one or
other of the wires 1 2, according to the po- 90
sition of cage 19, such contact - pieces 18
being electrically connected, so as to actuate
a solenoid or armature of motor to move a
switch. The electric current is conducted
by a separate lead 20 from a battery or small 95
motor-generator 21, connected to the main
supply-wke 22 to a solenoid 23 in the cage
19, and thence by a wire 24 to a switch 25,
and from the switch 25 by wires 26 27 to-

Wipers 28 29, these having connection with 100
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the wires 1 2 near the pulleys 5 6 on either I

side of the insulated pieces, so that on com-
pletion of the electric circuit one or other of

the wires 1 2, connected to cage 19, becomes
5 a live wire. Each push-button 15 is provided
with a collar 30 (see Figs. 1 and 6) and is

kept in its normal position by spring 31, and
adjacent to the push-button stem 32 and in

front of the collar 30 is, a>rod 33, actuated by
io a solenoid 34 in electrical connection with the

motor-circuit, said rod 33 being connected to

a lever 35, pivoted to the lift-well, so that on
pressing in a button 15 the contacts 16 17 are
connected to make electrical connection to

15 the switch on the motor, which starts revolv-

ing and electrically connects the solenoid 34,

which actuates each lever 35 either up or
down to lock each push-button 15 and pre-

vent movement of same from their normal
20 position, the push-button 15 operated being

, also locked in the working position, the lever

35 being disposed on the inner side of the
collar 30. In lieu of a lever the rod 33 may
be provided with rings, which encircle the

25 rods 32 for the same purpose, and instead of

one solenoid operating thewhole of the locking
levers or rings each ring or lever maybe ac-

tuated by a separate solenoid, or the rod or
rods may be actuated by a governor appli-

30 ance, so that the locking can be effected from
the movement of the motor or lift. Thus it is

impossible to tamper with the action of the lift

through any push-button while being used.
The doors 36 of the lift-well on each floor

35 are also electrically connected, so that when
they are closed the electric current can be
maintained ; but the moment either is opened
the electric current is broken and the cage
cannot be moved until the door is closed.

40 This is effected by running the negative wire
53 in proximity to each door 36 and breaking
same at each door by contact-pieces 38, the
connection being made by a plug 39, carried

by the door, fitting between such contact-

45 pieces 38 when the door is closed, as will be
understood by reference to Figs. 9, 10, and 11.

Each door is locked and unlocked, preferably
automatically, in the ordinary manner when
the cage 19 is at rest by providing the cage

50 19 with a cam-piece 40, Figs. 12 and 13, which
acts against a projection-lug 41 Of the door-
lock, Figs. 14 and 15, to push the catch 42
back to release the door 36, the door on clos-

ing becoming fastened by the spring 43 mov-
55 ing the catch 42 out, when the cam 40 is re-

moved from the abutment 41, due to the rais-

ing or lowering of the cage 19.

Push-buttons 44 are also arranged in the
cage 19, and its locking-rod is in connection

60 with a solenoid 23, so that the cage 19 can be
operated from the cage to allow the cage to

stop at any floor, the arrangements of push-
buttons' and locking device being the same
as for the floors.

65 The lift is moved by the motor 46, which
is switched in and. out of action for rotation

in the proper direction by the action of the

push-buttons in establishing 'electrical oon»

nection according to which floor the cage is

required to stop, and to effect this is the ob- 70
ject of the two naked wires insulated from
each other and moving with the cage. The
wire 2, running from the bottom of the cage,

is brought into electrical connection when it

is desired to lower the cage, and the wire 1, 75
ranning from the top of the cage, is brought
lhto action when it is desired to lift the cage,

the switch 25 controlling the direction of cur-

rent for operating the motor in one or the
other directions. The switch is electrically 80
connected to the main on each side of the bat-

tery or motor, so that the main current can
be directed to operate the motor 46 for mov-
ing the cage 19 and also for operating the
solenoid 34 for locking the push-buttons 15. 85

Instead of having push-buttons in the car

itself a hand-lever may be used to work the

switch one way to go up and the other to come
down and upon being released by the hand
is automatically returned to the center posi- 90
tion by a weight or spring, and thus stops the

lift.

The insulating-blocks 3 4 (see Figs. 2, 3, and
4) are each affixed to a base 47, which is se-

cured to the side of the car 19, and such bases 95 )

47 are provided with lugs 48, to which the wires

1 2 are secured, the bases being adjustable to

determine the distance the insulating-blocks

3 4 are to be apart. Behind the lugs 48 I ar-

range a piece of carbon 49, and then I secure 100

to the base the insulated blocks 3 4, so that

perfect insulation is obtained. The degree
of distance of the insulated blocks is for ad-

justing the cage as to position of rest at each
floor. 105

Instead of solenoids being employed for op-

erating the main switch one or two small mo-
tors may be employed, one to operate the
main switch to send the lift up and the other
to send the lift down. no
By employing a current of small power to

actuate the switch and locking devices no
danger can result from persons touching the
wires and, further, all sparking is prevented.
Referring to the diagram, the switch 25 is 115

provided with two solenoids 50 51, which are
connected to cross-arms of a pendulum 52,

which pendulum when in the vertical position,

as in full lines, is at rest, or, io* other words,
the switch 25 is cut off. Now supposing the 120

lift is required to be lowered,a push-button on
a floor below the lift is pressed, whereupon
the current will pass through the solenoids

23 and 51 and through the contact 29 to the
naked wire 2 and away by the contacts 18 125

and 17 on that floor to the negative main, the
solenoid 51 being only attracted, because the
solenoid 50 is not in circuit, due to there be-
ing no electrical connection with the naked
wire 1; but when it is desired to raise the lift 130
electrical connection with the naked wire 1

will cause the solenoid 50 to attract the pen-
dulum, and so alter the switch.

The action is as follows: Suppose the lift-
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cage 19 be in the position shown in Fig. 1

and someone on the floor 13 presses the but-
ton 15 on that floor. The current will flow

through wire 20 from the battery or motor 21

5 through the solenoid 23, which raises or low-

ers its rod and locks all the push-buttons 44
in the cage, thence to the switch 25 and by
reason of the connection by the push-button
on floor 13, the circuit through that part, if

co open, so that the electric current will operate
the switch for such current to pass through
the solenoid 51 and wire 27, wiper 29, naked
wire 2, through the contacts 18 and 17 to the
negative main 53. The movementof the pen-

15 dulum 52,attached to the switch 25,has placed
the switch 25 for the current from the main
22 to pass by the wire 54 to the motor 46, so

as to rotate same to lower the lift, the return-
current passing by the wire 55 at the same

20 time the solenoid 34 is actuated to lock the
push-button 15. This movement of the cage
continues until the insulating-pieces 4 on the
cage 19 pass between the contacts 18 on the
floor 13, when the current is broken. The

25 pendulum 52 immediately returns the switch
to the central position and stops the lift. The
current no longer passing through the lock-

ing-solenoids 23 34, therefore all the buttons
are released. Supposing instead of pressing

30 the button on the floor 13 the button on floor

11 is pressed, the action then would be simi-

lar, except that the current would pass
through the wires 24, solenoid 50, wire 26,

wiper 28, naked wire 1, contacts 18 and 17

35 on floor 11. At the same time the current
from 22 would pass to the switch 25 and
thence through wire 55 to the motor 46 and
back through 54 to the switch 25 and then
to the chief negative main 56, the solenoid

40 34 being actuated to close the push-button
15. The lift continues to ascend until the
insulating-piece is passed between the con-
tacts 18 on floor 11, when, the current being
broken, the pendulum 25 would return to

45 its central position and the lift would come
to rest. The action of the push-buttons in

the car is similar. The current is taken to

the contacts of whichever floor'it is desired

to reach through flexible wires and which are

50 in connection with the buttons in the cage 19,

each of which is marked with the number of

the floor to which it is connected. If a door
be opened at the moment the car is in front
of a floor, (the door at this moment being, of

55 course, unlocked,) the current is interrupted
by the circuit-breaker and the lift comes to

rest. In the unlikely event of two persons
on different floors pushing buttons simulta-
neously the car will travel to the floor farthest
from that at which the cage was at rest, when 60
it will stop, unless the person at the inter-

vening floor should stop the lift previously
by opening the door as the car passes.
This system is equally applicable to a hy-

draulic lift, the only difference being the con- 65
trolling-valve of the hydraulic system would
be operated instead of the controlling-switch
of the electric lift. The locking of the but-
tons on the floors would be effected by a small
hydraulic cylinder. 70
What I claim, and desire to secure by Let-

ters Patent, is

—

1. In lifts the combination of two naked
electric wires insulated from each other and
connected to the cage and moving with same, 75
means for establishing electrical connection
between either wiresand a negative main, and
a switch to determine the direction of move-
ment of the. cage substantially as set forth.

2. In lifts the combination of two naked 80
electric wires each having one end connected
to insulating-blocks on the cage, and after

being passed over insulated rollers at the top
and bottom of the lift-well, be connected to-

gether at their other end by insulating-pieces 85
and a spring, a switch controlling the power
for moving the lift, wipers against the naked
electric wires connecting each with the switch
and contact - pieces connecting the naked
wires with the negative main, substantially 90
as set forth.

3. In lifts the combination of two naked
electric wires each having one end connected
to insulating-blocks on the cage and after be-

ing passed over insulated rollers at the top 95
and bottom of the lift, will be connected to-

gether at their other end by insulating-pieces
and a spring, a switch controlling the power
for moving the lift, wipers against the naked
electric wire3connectingeach with the switcjj, 100

contact- pieces connecting the naked wires
with the negative main, and means for actu-

ating the locking appliances of the contact
devices, substantially as set forth.

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set 105
my hand in presence of two subscribing wit-

nesses.

ROBERT FALKLAND CAREY.

Witnesses:
Richard Core Gardner,
H. D. Jameson.
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To (ill whom, it, may concern:

Be it known that I, John S. Muoklk, a citi-

zen of the United States, residing in Phila-

delphia, Pennsylvania, have invented certain

5 Improvements in Locking Mechanism for

Electrically-Controlled Elevator Mechanism,
of which the following is a specification.

My invention relates to certain improve-
ments in elevators in which an operating-

io lever is used to govern the movement of the

car.

The main object of my invention is to com-
bine with this electric mechanism means by
which the landing-doors are allowed to be

15 opened when the car is at a landing and for

locking the car at the landing when the, door
is open. This object 1 attain in the follow-

ing mrnner, reference being had to the ac-

companying drawings, in which

—

20 Figure 1 is a front view of an elevator-car

electric controller, showing my improvement.
Fig. 2 is a rear view of Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a

plan view of an elevator-car, showing the con-

nection between the mechanism shown in Fig.

25 1 -ind the door-locking mechanism. Fig. 4 is

a view of the controller with the face, of the

casing removed. Fig. 5 is a detached view of

• he operating-lever and segment.
Referring to the drawings, A is the casing

30 of an electric controller for starting and stop-

ping the elevator-car. This controller-casing

is mounted on two pedestals B B. On the

rear of the casing A is a segment <t, having a

central recess a'

.

35 D is a lever pivoted at <l to the casing.

This lever has a locking-i;olt d', which is ar-

ranged to drop into the notch «' when the

lever is in a central position. The lever is

moved in one direction from the central posi-

40 tiori to shift the mechanism to raise the car

and is moved in the opposite direction to

k>wer the car.

Secured to the lever I) is a segmental rack

, meshing with a pinion (f on the shaft <-,

dirrying a segmental contact E, which is ar-

ranged to travel over the permanent contacts c

on the casing. Attached to an arm <t of the

segment D' is a link/, connected to a plunger
in one of the tubular pedestals, forming a
dash-pot. 50
The above-described mechanism forms no

part of my present invention, as it is simply
one form of electric controlling mechanism
for elevators.

G is a segment pivoted at (I and attached 55
by its arm g lo the lever D at g in the pres-

ent instance, and in some cases this segment
may be made integral- with the lever D.

The teeth of this segment mesh with a pinion

h on the shaft H, which is mounted in bear- 60

ings on the frame I, secured to the pedestals

B in the present instance by set-screws /.

On this shaft H is an elliptical gear-wheel IT',

which meshes with an elliptical gear-wheel J'

on a stud J. Attached to the pin j on this el- 65

liptical gear-wheel is a head h of a rod£', lead-

ing to the lock mechanism. (Clearly shown
in Fig. 3.) The locking mechanism consists

in the present instance of a spring-lever M,
pivoted to a plate M', secured to the elevator- 7°

well. This lever engages a latch 11 on the door

N at the landing, and on this plate is a lever

m, controlled by the door which locks the

plunger P, which is mounted on the car and
connected to the controlling mechanism above 75

described by a series of levers and. rods.

(Shown by dotted lines.) When the car is at

a landing and the door is open, the lever m
locks the plunger Pto prevent the operating-

lever 1) being moved; but as soon as the door 80

is closed by the operator it will shift the lever,

release the plunger, and allow the operating-

lever to be moved. The moment the door is

closed and the car leaves thv, landing the spring-

lever M locks the door, preventing it being 85

01 'med whe'n the car is not at a landing.

. 1 claim as my invention—
1. The combination of an electric control-

ling mechanism for elevators, a lever for shift-

ing the controlling mechanism, a segment 9°

thereon, a shaft, a pinion on the shaft mesh-

ing with the teeth of the segment, an ellip-

tical gear on the shaft, a second elliptical gear

meshing with the first -mentioned elliptical
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20

gear, locking mechanism on the elevator-car

connected to the last-mentioned elliptical gear,

and locking mechanism on the elevator-well

for locking the gear when the car is at a land-

ing and the door is open, substantially as de-

scribed.

2. The combination of an elevator-car, ped-

estals mounted on the car, a controller-frame

carried by the pedestals, electric controlling

mechanism therein, an operating - lever for

shifting the controlling mechanism, a seg-

ment on said lever, a frame on the pedestals,

a shaft mounted in bearings on the frame, a
pinion mounted on theshaftand meshing with
the segment of the operating-lever, an ellip-

tical gear carried by the shaft, a second ellip-

tical gear meshing with the first-mentioned

elliptical gear and carried by a stud on the

frame, a head pivoted to the last-mentioned
elliptical gear, a plunger connected to said

head, an elevator landing -door, means for

locking the door, and means on the elevator-

well for locking the plunger when the car is

at a landing, substantially as described.

3. The combination of controlling mechan- 25

ism for elevators, a lever for shifting the con-
trolling mechanism, asegment thereon,a shaft,

a pinion on the shaft meshing with the teeth

of the segment, an elliptical gear on the shaft,

a second elliptical gear meshing with the first- 30
mentioned elliptical gear, locking mechanism
on the elevator-car connected to the last-men-

tioned elliptical gear, and locking mechanism
on the elevator-well for locking the gear when
the car is at a landing and the door is open, 35
substantially as described.

In testimony whereof I have signed my name
to this specification in the presence of two sub-

scribing witnesses.

JOHN S. MUCKLE.
Witnesses:

Will, A. Barr,
Jos. H. Klein.

i^F
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Thomas W. Jenkins, a

citizen of the United States, residing at Phila-

delphia, in the county of Philadelphia and
5 State of Pennsylvania, have invented new and

useful Improvements in Safety Devices for

Elevators, of which the following- is a specifi-

cation.

This invention relates more particularly to

io apparatus for increasing the safety of travel

on passenger-elevators in one or more of the

following ways— that is to say: first, by
making the unlatching of a door on the ele-

vator-car or at a landing dependent upon the
1 5 presence of the car at a landing; second, by

making the opening of a door dependent upon
the position of the controller by which the car

is stopped and started; third, by locking the

controller when a door is opened; fourth, by
2 o making the operation of the controller depend-

ent upon the closure of a door. Some of the

parts, improvements, or combinations com-
posing the invention may, however, be found
useful in other relations in or outside of ele-

2 5 vators, and each of them is intended to be se-

cured for all the uses to which it may be
adapted with or without modification.

It is more important ordinarily that a land-

ing-door rather than a door on the elevator-

3° car should have its opening and closure guard-
ed, and in the following description a landing-

door only will be referred to, leaving it to be
understood that it is intended to cover the ap-

plication of the same or substantially similar

35 mechanism to a car-door or a landing-door
and a car-door with the necessary transposi-

tions and additions, which, in view of the said

description and the prior state of the art, will

be sufficiently obvious to the skilled reader.

40 The door may be opened and closed manually
or pneumatically or through any form of

power; but it will suffice to describe the in-

vention in connection with a manually-oper-
ated door, which is the most common arrange-

45 ment. From such description the application

of the new or improved safety devices to doors
opening and closing by other power will be
sufficiently obvious.

By the term "latch" herein is intended a

50 device which in one position prevents and in

55

another permits a door to be opened. The
term includes, therefore, such a device as a

valve for controlling the flow of compressed
air into the cylinder of a pneumatic door-
opening mechanism. It will suffice to exhibit

the latch as a removable stop in the path of

the door or of a device moving with the door.

Such form of latch is that which it is expected
to employ, although, as just indicated, other

forms are not excluded. The term "lock " is 6c

applied to a device which in one position pre-

vents and in another permits the movement of

the controller to start and stop the car. It

can be varied greatly as to its form, construc-

tion, and arrangement. In fact, various forms
are known. It will suffice to exhibit it in the

form of a dog engaging a lever or wheel on
the car, the same being probably in most cases

the best of the known forms of controller-

lock. The words "latch" and "lock" are in

themselves so similar in meaning that either

of them might be applied to the device for

preventing or permitting the movement indif-

ferently of the door or the controller; but for

greater precision the terms "latch," 'latch-

65

7°

ing," "unlatching," and the like will be em-
ployed in this specification with reference to

the door only and not to the controller, while

the terms "lock," "locking," "unlocking,"
and the like will be applied to the controller

only and not to the door. The term "con-
troller " is applied only to mechanism through
which the movement of the car is stopped and
started. The term "gap" signifies the space
or clearance which necessarily exists between
the elevator-car and the elevator-shaft, and
which may vary in width in different eleva-

tors or at different times and with different

loadings in the same elevator.

In accordance with the present invention a

latch and a lock are combined with operating

mechanism which is composed of two or more
sets of cooperating pieces, each set including

a reciprocatory cam-sliaped piece on one side

the gap and a cooperating piece on the other

and being governed in common with the other

set by one or more of the movable appliances

manipulated in running the elevator—namely,
by the door or by the controller or by the joint

action of the door and the controller. By this

75

85

90

95
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system interdependence of operation is se-

cured in a manner not to distract the attention

of the attendant from his duty of running the

car, while proper working of the safety de-

5 vices is allowed notwithstanding that a door
should accidentally be left open. It will be
understood that governance by movable ap-

pliances common to both sets of cooperating
reciprocatory devices does not exclude the use

io of a governing appliance peculiar to one set

if there is also an appliance common to both.

In fact, in some of the hereinafter-described

forms of the new or improved safety devices

the lock is governed by the joint action of the

1 5 door and the controller, while the latch in such
forms is governed by the controller only. In
others the lock and latch are both governed
by the joint action of the door and the con-

troller and other arrangements are not ex-
20 eluded. Also in accordance with the inven-

tion lock-operating and latch-operating mech-
anism is employed which includes two hori-

zontally -reciprocatory pieces each movable
transversely to the door's movement in co-

25 operation with a piece on the other side of the

gap and each operatively connected below the

car-floor with the lower end of an upright
vertically-movable bar. There may be up-
right vertically-movable bars appropriate to

30 the said horizontally-reciprocatory pieces, re-

spectively, or the latter may be connected with
the same bar or bars. Both forms of the in-

vention are hereinafter described. It is an
additional advantage and special improve-

35 ment to operate the latch by the aid of a rock-

shaft mounted under the car-floor parallel with
the door's movement and connected with the

corresponding reciprocatory piece and up-

right bar. This piece might be an arm of the

40 rock-shaft; but it is best constituted by a sepa-

rate piece, which is joined to such arm and
reciprocates in a straight or approximately
straight line. Moreover, this disposition of

rock-shaft could be used otherwise than in

45 connection with the upright bar without ex-

ceeding the limits of the invention.

While the use of two horizontally-recipro-

catory pieces movable transversely to the

door's movement, as aforesaid, and the use of

50 a latch-operating rock -shaft parallel to the

door's movement are improvements and are

one or both made essential in appropriate
clauses of claim, neither of them is essential

to other clauses, and one form of the new or
improved safety devices is hereinafter de-

scribed, (with reference to Figure 18,) in which
a transversely-disposed latch-operating rock-

shaft is employed and in which also there is

only one horizontally - reciprocatory piece

movable transversely to the door's movement
in cooperation with a piece on the other side

of the gap, the horizontally - reciprocatory

piece which acts across the gap to operate the

latch being movable parallel with the door's

65 movement. Further, in accordance with the

55

6c

invention a lock (with or without a latch) and
a controller which resists locking unless in

mid-position are combined with lock-operat-
ing mechanism which includes both a recip-

rocatory cam-shaped piece operating across

the gap and a yielding means of connection
through which the locking motion is trans-

mitted. If, therefore, a door should by any
chance be left open, the said cam-shaped piece
will automatically be brought into action

when the car reaches the corresponding land-

ing, and if the controller should not be in

mid-position there would be clanger of break-
age were it not for the yielding connection.
This is sufficiently stiff to transmit the lock-

ing motion; but it yields before breakage can
occur. Still further, in accordance with the

invention use is made of one or more stored-

power motors for operating the latch through
mechanism which acts across the gap and
which is more particularly although not ex-
clusively such as hereinbefore set forth. Such
use of stored power is believed to be new
broadly. The stored power may be that of a

normally retracted spring, or it may be fluid-

pressure, or it may be other form of force.

The use of stored power has several advan-
tages, especially when the latch -operating
mechanism is governed by the movable ap-
pliances (namely, the door and controller,

either or both) which have to be manipulated
in running the elevator, because only a lim-

ited movement of these appliances can be al-

lowed for such governance and because, fur-

ther, the effectiveness of this limited move-
ment is liable to be further diminished by va-

riations in the horizontal distance between
the car and the landing. It might be sup-
posed that this distance would be constant;

but, in fact, it varies sufficiently to make dif-

ficulty. The crowding together of passen-
gers near the doorway of the car is liable, es-

pecially when the load is heavy, to swing the

car somewhat away from the landing. The use
of a stored-power motor is also advantageous
in largely or wholly avoiding detrimental lost

motion in the latch-operating mechanism, and
still other advantages attend or may attend
its use. Stored power can also be used to ac-

tuate the lock -operating mechanism. This
latter application of stored power is not so
broadly new as is the application thereof to un-
latching; but the invention includes, broadly,
the combination of a stored-power motor with
lock -operating mechanism which both acts

across the gap and is controlled by the joint

action of the door and the controller. A
stored-power motor in either connection is not
essential to all the claims, and the new and
improved safety devices are hereinafter de-
scribed in some forms with and in others with-
out a stored-power motor or motors.
The invention also comprises all and sev-

eral the hereinafter-specified parts, improve-
ments, and combinations.
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Thedevices, with their operating mechanism
and governing appliances, may be modified

indefinitely, so long as the substance of any
one or more of the hereinafter-written claims

is taken.

In the accompanying drawings, which form
part of this specification, Fig. 1 is a view in

vertical section and elevation of an elevator

provided with the new or improved safety
10 devices in a form in which the latch-operat-

ing and lock-operating mechanisms are each

governed by the joint action of the door and
the controller through two stored motors, one
on the elevator-shaft and one on the car, the

15 view being in a plane parallel with that of

the landing-door and being taken inside the

car looking toward the landing-door with the

car-floor above the landing-floor. Fig. 2 is

a detail view in section of the stored-power
20 motor connected with one of the upright ver-

tically-movable bars. Fig. 3 is a view of a

modification in the connection between the

said motor and the upright vertically-mov-

able bar. Fig. 4 is a detail view in section

25 of the valve for said stored - power motor.
Figs. 5 and 6 are views in plan and horizontal

section and in elevation and vertical section,

respectively, of the elevator of Fig. 1, the

vertical section being in a plane at right an-

3° gles to that of Fig. 1. Figs. 7 and 8 are views
illustrating other forms of the new and im-
proved safety devices operating by the aid

of a stored-power motor. Fig. 9 is a detail

view showing a form of yielding connection

35 applicable to the mechanisms of Figs. 7 and
8. Figs. 10, 11, and 12 are views correspond-
ing with Figs. 1, 5, and 6, respectively, of a

form of the new and improved safety devices
operating without the aid of a stored-power

4° motor. Fig. 13 is a view in plan and hori-

zontal section below the plane of Fig. 11.

Figs. 14, 15, and 16 are views corresponding
with Figs. 1, 5, and 6, respectively, of an-

other form operating without the aid of a
45 stored-power motor. Fig. 17 is a view of

the same corresponding with Fig. 13. Fig.

18 is a view corresponding with Fig. 1 of an-

other form of the safety devices operating
with the aid of stored-power motors; and Figs.

5° 19 and 20 are views in elevation and in hori-

zontal section, respectively, of a form of

latch which without further changes can re-

place that of Figs. 1, 5, and 6, 12, 13, and
14 to 17.

Referring to Figs. 1 to 6, the car a travels

vertically in the elevator-shaft h in any ordi-

nary or suitable way. It is stopped and start-

ed by suitable controlling mechanism, which
is represented by the wheel c, herein referred

to as the "controller." Such a wheel is a

common appliance in elevators. When turned
in one direction from its mid-position, it starts

the car <t upward. When turned therefrom in

the other direction, it starts the car downward,
65 and when in mid-position it stops the car. Or-

55

So

dinarily the stoppages would be made at a land-

ing, asc/. where there is a doore in the elevator-
shaft h to permit or to prevent the entrance and
exitof passengers, according as the door may
be open or closed. The door is shown as a 7c

"sliding" door (as commonly called) which
moves in its own plane and is suspended by
hangers f, which have rollers running on the

stationary track gr, as customary in elevators.

The door when closed is held by means of a 75
latch h, formed, as shown, by the upper end of

a cam-shaped reciprocatory piece /, hinged at

its lower end to a base-plate k on the wall of

the elevator-shaft and pressed outward from
said wall by a spring /. The latch h consti- 80

tutes a movable stop in the path of the device

m, which moves with the door. The latch

and the reciprocatory piece which carries it

move transversely to the movement of the

door. To aid in supporting the latch against 85

an attempt to open the door when latched, a

lateral bearing n is provided for the recipro-

catory piece ,/. When the latch h is removed
from the path of the device m by pressing the

piece/ towards the supporting-wall, the door 9^

is free to be opened by moving it to the left

in Fig. 1. The device m is carried by a hori-

zontal bar j9, which is fastened to the door by
suspension-bars at the front and rear edges,

respectively, of the door. The bar q at the rear 95
edge of the door moves between supporting-
plates r. The latter form a new or improved
means for holding and guiding the door at the

bottom. The horizontal bar p has its left-hand

end bent (see Fig. 13 also) to form an incline too

or cam which acts upon and is acted upon by
a spring-pressed plate s, hinged at the bottom
to the base-plate k and provided at the top
with an antifriction - roller, shown as a ball

turning in a socket on the plate s. When the J05

door is moved to the left, the incline or cam-
face of the bar p during the first part of the

door's movement forces the plate s away from
the supporting-wall transversely to the door's

movement. When the door is moved to the no
right, the pressure of the roller of plate s

against the cam-bar p tends to move the door
during the latter part of its motion, and if it

should be not quite closed the said pressure

would complete the closure. For operating 115

the latch there is on the car a a reciprocatory

piece t, which acts across the gap. It is moved
out in order to withdraw the latch // from the

path of the device ///, and it is moved in in or-

der to leave the latch free to place itself in the 1 20

path of device m . Should the piece t be moved
out before the car arrives at a landing, the

cam shape of the cooperating reciprocatory

piece ,/ on the other side of the gap would en-

able it to operate to displace the latch h from 125

the path of the device in. The reciprocatory •

piece t is connected with an arm of the rock-

shaft v, mounted under the car-floor parallel

with the movement of the door e. Another
arm of the rock-shaft v is connected with the 13°
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lower end of an upright vertically-movable bar
w, which is lifted on occasion by the aid of a

stored-power motor x, provided the controller

c is in mid-position. When it is in mid-posi-

5 tion, a notch or cut-away portion z in a stop

device or disk 2 on the controller lies directly

over the upper end of the upright bar?c and
is adapted to receive the same. In other
positions the stop device 2 resists the rise

io of the bar w, and consequently also the mo-
tion of rock-shaft v and reciprocatory piece

t. The stored power of the motor x, as shown,
(see Fig. 2) is that of a normally retracted

spring 3. When this is allowed to act, it

15 tends to raise bar w. It is held retracted by
a vacuum in the collapsing -chamber below
the bar. One wall of this chamber is formed
of a flexible sheet 4. It may be of india-rub-

ber, which is fastened at the center to the lower
20 end of the bar w and at the edges to the base-

plate 5. • When the air is withdrawn from the

chamber, the bar w is forced down against the
pressure of the motor-spring 3. To protect

the sheet 4 of the collapsing-chamber, it is

25 placed under the metal cap 6, and there is a

flange or plate 7 on the lower end of the bar
?/' of greater diameter than the hole in the cap
6. In Fig. 3 the bar w is separate from the

plate 7, which has a pin 8, which projects

30 through the hole in the cap 6. A light spring
9 tends to hold down the bar w, although the

weight of the bar might suffice by itself. For
withdrawing the air from the collapsing-cham-

ber there is a pipe connection 10 between the

35 same and the cylinder 11, in which a vacuum
is constantly maintained by the exhaust-pump
12. A portion of this pipe connection is flexi-

ble to allow the end which is attached thereto

to rise and fall with the car. Included in the

40 pipe connection on the car is a three-way valve

13, (see Fig. 4,) two of the ways being part

of the pipe connection 10 and the third way
14 being open to the atmosphere. The valve-

plug 15 is normally in the position shown in

45 Fig. 4, which establishes communication be-

tween the collapsing-chamber of the stored-

power motor x and the vacuum-cylinder 11.

When it is turned, it opens communication
between the collapsing-chamber and the at-

50 mosphere, whereupon the air enters said cham-
ber, which is immediately expanded by the

spring 3. The valve-plug 15 is provided with
a lever-arm, which is connected with a recip-

rocatory rod 16, held by spring 17 in the po-

55 sition corresponding with the normal position

of the valve-plug. The reciprocatory spring-

held rod 18 is supported in bearings in one
a i-m of a lever 19, whose other arm is acted

upon by a laterally-projecting foot 20 on the
60 lower end of an upright vertically-movable

• bar 21 inside the bar w. Normally the rod
18 is dropped and the bar 21 raised; but when
the controller c is brought to mid-position the

cam 22 thereon acts upon the upper end of

65 the bar 21 to depress the same and to raise

the reciprocatory rod 18 into line with the

rod 16. At such times movement can be trans-

mitted from the spring-held rod 23 through
the rod 18 to the rod 16 and valve 13. At
other times, the rod 18 being out of line, any 70

motion of the rod would be idle. This last-

mentioned rod is connected with the recipro-

catory piece 24, which cooperates across the

gap with a reciprocatory piece 25. This lat-

ter is advanced and retracted in a direction 75

transverse to the movement of the door e by
a stored-power motor 26, mounted below the

door on or in the wall of the elevator-shaft.

The portion of the reciprocatory piece 24
which is directly opposite the piece 25 is cam- 80

shaped, (see Fig. 6,) so that if the latter piece

should be projected in advance of the arrival

of the car at a landing the former will be op-
erated by the movement of the cam-shaped
portion over and in contact with the piece 25. 85

The construction of the motor 26 is as shown
in Figs. 2 and 3 and hereinbefore described

with reference thereto. It is provided with
a pipe connection 27, leading to the vacuum-
cylinder 11. The three-way valve 28 (of the 9°

construction shown in Fig. 4 and already de-

scribed) is placed in the pipe connection. It

is governed by the arm 29, carried by the

door e and provided with a roller engaging a
fork 30 on the plug of the valve 28. Nor- 95
mally the valve (valve-plug) is in the position

shown in. Fig. 4, and the piece 25 is conse-

quently retracted. When the door is moved
to the left, its first movement shifts the valve-

plug to break the vacuum in the collapsing 100

chamber of the motor 26, whereupon the mo-
tor-spring projects the piece 25. At the same
time the fork 30 is turned so that the roller

may puss out to the left with the door. This
first movement of the door is permitted while io 5

the door is still under the control of the latch

//. because the device m is so set to be sepa-

rated from the latch h by a suitable distance

when che door is completely closed. In or-

der that the first movement of the door should T 1Q

not leave an opening, the cover-strip 31 may
be' provided, as shown. The lock for the

controller c is formed, as shown, by a dog 32,

(at the upper end of the bar w,) which en-

gages the notch 2 in the stop device or disk 2 n 5

on the controller whenever the bar id is raised

with the controller in mid-position. At other
times the bar w would be held down by the

opposing surface of the stop device. The bar
«', as shown, has two functions: It prevents I2 °

the operation of the latch unless the controller

is in mid-position. If operated when the con-

troller is in mid-position, it locks the same.
The two functions are shown as performed
by the same part; but they are distinct. The I2 5

dog 32 when occupying the notch locks (or,

in other words, prevents the rotation of) the

controller c. The stop device or disk 2 pre-

vents the longitudinal movement of the bar
/'' and consequent operation of the latch-op- I 3°
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crating piece / except when the cut-away
portion z is above saidbar.
The operation of the mechanism as a whole

is as follows: Normally the door is completely

5 closed, being so held by the spring-pressed

plate s. acting upon the cam-bar /;, and the

three- way valves 13 and 28 are in the vacu-
um-making position of Fig. 4. The latch /*

lies in the path of the device m, but sepa-

io rated therefrom by a certain interval. The
reciprocatory pieces 25 and t are retracted,

the upright bar n- is lowered, and the upright
bar 21 is raised. Thus the controller c is free

to be moved, while the door e can only be

15 moved so far as to bring the device m against

the latch //, and this movement (which is not
sufficient to open the door substantially, if at

all) is resisted by the spring-pressed plate s,

which would return the door to the com-
20 pletely-closed position so soon as released.

Assuming that the car reaches a landing at

which a stop is to be made, the controller c is

brought to the mid-position. The effect of

this is without other care on the part of the

25 attendant for the cam 22 to depress the bar
21, and thus to raise the rod 18 intoalinement
with the rods 23 and 16 and for the notch z

to be brought directly over the dog 32 on the

upper en(\ of the bar w. The attendant then

30 opens the door e by moving it to the left.

The first movement of the door shifts valve

28 so as to break the vacuum of motor 26,

whereupon the motor-spring immediately pro-

jects the piece 25, which acts across the gap
35 to press in the piece 24, and with it the rods

23, 18, and 16. The motion of the rod 16
shifts the valve 13 so as to break the vacuum
of motor x, whereupon the motor-spring 3

lifts the upright bar u\ engaging the dog 32
40 in the notch z to lock the controller c and rock-

ing the shaft v in the direction to project the
piece t, which acts across the gap upon the
piece ,/, and so withdraws the latch h from the

path of the device m. The attendant can
45 therefore open the door to receive or to dis-

charge passengers; but he cannot while the
door is open move the controller r to start the

car. When he closes the door, the device m
passes the latch h and then the arm 29 en-

50 gages the fork 30 and shifts the valve 28 so

as to restore the vacuum in the collapsing

chamber of motor 26, whereupon the piece 25
is retracted, the rods 23, 18, and 16 are ad-

vanced by their respective springs, the valve

55 13 is turned so as to restore the vacuum in

the collapsing chamber of the motor x, the
bar w is lowered, and the rock-shaft v is turned
in the direction to withdraw the piece t, and
so to allow the spring / to place the latch h in

6 o the path of the device m. The attendant can
now revolve the controller c to start the car

up or down, as the case may be, according to

the direction in which the controller may be
turned. The cam 22 being thus withdrawn

65 from its position above the bar 21, this latter

is raised by the weight of the rod 18, (or an ap-

propriate sprint;',) and the rod IS falls out of

line with the rods 23 and 16. Should the door
at any landing be moved by accident ordesign
so far as to turn the valve 28, the piece 25 will 7°

be projected, whether the car is at the landing
or not. and if notwithstanding the tendency of

the pressure of the plate s to restore the door
to the completely-closed position the piece 25
should stand projected at the time of the car's 75

passing no harm results, for the cam shape of

the piece 24 causes it to be pressed back by
the piece 25, (or to press back the piece 25 if

piece 24 should for any reason not yield.) If

at this juncture the controller c should not be 80

in mid-position, the rod 18 will be out of line,

and the rod 16 and valve 13 and motor x will

not be affected. Even if they should be
moved yet if the notch z should not be di-

rectly above the dog 32 the bar //• would be 85

held down by the disk 2 and no motion would
be imparted to the rock-shaft /•. Should the

attendant be intending to stop at that landing,

however, the dog 32 would snap into the notch
z so soon as the controller should be brought 9°

exactly in mid-position, whereupon the rock-

shaft r would be turned so as to project the

piece t and withdraw the latch Ji from the

path of the device in. Should the controller

be in mid-position, in order to stop the car at 95

the time the car reaches a landing at which
the door has been moved so as to project the

piece 25, the piece 24, the rods 23 and 18 and
16 and the valve 13 would be shifted, and the

motor x would be operated to lift the bar w, I0°

and so lock the controller, and to turn the

rock-shaft u, and so project the piece t and
withdraw the latch h from the path of the de-

vice m. Should the piece t at any time hap-
pen to be projected in advance of the arrival 105

of the car at a landing, the cam shape of the

latch-operating piece ./ enables the said piece

to push in the piece ./, and so to pass without
damage.

In Fig. 7 the mechanism on the car includes 1 10

the two reciprocatory pieces £ and 24 on the car

for cooperating across the gap with the re-

spective reciprocatory pieces./ and 25 on the

elevator-shaft, as shown in Figs. 1 to 6. The
controllers, as in these figures, is provided ' 1

5

with a cam 22 for governing the upright- ver-

tically-movable bar 21 and a stop device or

disk 2, notched at z. Instead, however, of

governing the latch by the joint operation of

the door e and the controller c it is governed 120

by the latter alone. The bar 21 is connected

at its lower end with a lever-arm 33 for turn-

ing the plug of the three-way valve 34, which
is constructed as shown in Fig. 4 for the

valve 13 and described above with reference 125

thereto. A spring 35 (spiral tension-spring,

as shown) holds up the bar 21. The motor
36. which is constructed as shown in Fig. 2

and described with reference thereto, has its

vacuum broken and restored according to the 130
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position of the valve 34. The reciprocatory
piece t is projected and retracted directly by
the motor 36. The reciprocatory piece 24 is

connected by the link 37 with the vertical arm
5 of a rock-shaft 38, a horizontal arm of which

is connected with the lower end of the upright
vertically-movable bar v\ A spiral tension-

spring 42 is shown for aiding the return of

bar //• and rock-shaft 38 and reciprocatory
to piece 24 when the influence of the piece 25 is

withdrawn. Assuming the car to be at a

landing at which a stop is to be made, the ele-

vator attendant brings the controller- c to the

mid-position in order to stop the car. and in

f5 so doing depresses the bar 21 and shifts the

valve 34 so as to break the vacuum in the

motor 36, whose spring (same as spring 3 of

Fig. 2) thereupon projects the piece t across

the gap against the piece ,/, Figs. 1 to 6, to
20 withdraw the latch ft from the path of the de-

vice ///. The attendant then opens the door
and in so doing shifts the valve 28 into posi-

tion to break the vacuum of motor 26, whose
spring thereupon projects the piece 25 across

25 the gap and forces inward the piece 24 and-

link 37. The link 37 turns the rock-shaft 38
and raises the upright bar w. so that the dog
32 at its upper end enters the notch s, and
thereby locks the controller. When the at-

3° tenclant wishes to start the elevator, he must
first close the door. In so doing he shifts the

valve 28 so as to reestablish a vacuum in the

motor 26, whereupon the piece 25 is retracted

and the dog 32 is removed from notch z, thus

35 allowing the controller to be turned. The
act of turning the controller to start the car
removes the cam 22 from its position above
the upright bar 21, which atonce rises, and in

rising turns the valve 24 so as to reestablish

4° a vacuum in the motor 36, and thus retract the

piece t and allow the latch // to place itself in

the path of the device m.
With the arrangement of Fig. 7, inasmuch

as the latch therein is governed only by the

45 controller and not by the door, the latter need
have no free movement while under the con-
trol of the latch, or, in other words, with the
arrangement of Fig. 7 when the door is fully

closed there may or may not be a space be-

50 tween the latch // and the device m.
In Fig. 8 the lock is operated, as in Fig. 7,

by the link 37 and rock-shaft 38 and upright
bar //•, and the latch-operating piece t is shifted

directly by the motor 36; but the latch is gov-
55 erned, like the lock, by the joint action of the

door e (having a suitable movement while un-
der the latch) and of the controller c, the valve

34 for the motor 36 having its lever-arm 33
connected with the upright bar ". Assuming

-60 the car to be at a landing at which a stop is

to be made, the elevator attendant brings the

controller c to the mid-position in order to

stop the car. He then opens the door e. The
first movement of the door to the left shifts

65 the valve 28, which breaks the vacuum of the

motor 26, Figs. 1 to 6, and allows the latter

to project the piece 25. This latter acts across

the gap and presses back the piece 24 and link

37, which turns the rock-shaft 38 and raises

the upright bar w so that the dog 32 at its 70

upper end enters the notch z to lock the con-

troller. At the same time the valve 34 is

turned (through the connection of its lever-

arm 33 with the bar >c) so as to break the vacu-
um of motor 36, which thereupon projects the 75
piece t across the gap and withdraws the latch

// from the path of the device///. If the con-

troller should not be in mid-position when the

attendant imparts to the door e its first move-
ment to the left, the valve 28 would be shifted : 80

but neither locking nor latching would take

place, because the upward movement of the

bar //• would be resisted by the stop device or

disk 2 on the controller c. No damage would
result, because the spring of the motor 26 f 11 r- 85

nishes a yielding connection.

An additional yielding connection could be
provided, if desired. Thus in Fig. 9 a spiral

compression-spring 39 is interposed between
the horizontal arm of the rock-shaft 38 and a 90

collar 40 on the upright bar w. The rock-

shaft arm can move loosely over the upright
bar ?/• and compresses the spring 39 if the

motion of the upright bar "• is resisted. A
collar 41 is on the upright bar below the rock- 95
shaft arm. When the attendant wishes to

start the car, he closes the door e. In so doing
he shifts the valve 28 so as to reestablish a

vacuum in the motor 26, whereupon the piece

25 is retracted, the dog 32 is removed from 100

the notch z, (allowing the controller c to be
turned,) and at the same time the piece £is re-

tracted, (allowing the latch h to place itself in

the path of the device m.

)

In Figs. 10 to 13 there is no stored motor 105

on the car. The power to operate the latch

is taken from the controller, and the power
to operate the lock is transmitted from across

the gap. The power transmitted is shown as

taken from the door, although it could evi- no
dently be taken from a stored-power motor, as

described with reference to preceding figures.

In Figs. 10 to 13 the reciprocatory piece on the

elevator-shaft (which is marked 43 and takes

the place of the piece 25 of Figs. 1 to 6) is carried ) 15

by the spring-pressed plate.$ of Figs. 1 to 6, and
the position of thecontroller on the car has been
changed in view of this new location of said re-

ciprocatory piece in order to simplify the oper-

ating mechanism as much as possible: but 120

modifications can be made in this mechanism
to suit the position of the controller if it

should be preferred to have it in a particular

place on the car. Mechanism on the car for

operating the lock and latch (either or both) 125

by the aid of a stored-power motor on the car.

as before described with reference to Figs.

1 to 9, is not necessarily restricted to the use

of a stored-power motor on the elevator-shaft

also. Except that the reciprocatory piece 43 ij,o
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is carried by the spring-pressed plate * (which

is forced outward by the cam-bar p during

the first pari of the movement of the door <

to the left) and that the stored-power motor

5 26 of Fig. 1. with its accessories, is omitted

from Figs. 10 to 13, the mechanism on the

elevator-shaft is the same in these figures as

in Figs. 1 to 6. Its parts are given the same
letters of reference. The reciprocatory piece

io t, which acts from the car across the gap in

cooperation with the piece,/ to withdraw the

latch h from the path of the device m, is con-

nected with the vertical arm of a rock-shaft

44, a horizontal arm of which underlies the

15 upright bar 21. As in Fig. 7, this bar is

raised by a spring and forced down by the

cam 22 on the controller c when this comes to

its mid -position. The spring is differently

placed in Fig. 13, being indicated at 45. The
20 reciprocatory piece 24 on the car, which is

acted upon from across the gap by the piece 43,

is (as in Fig. 7) connected by a link 37 with

the vertical arm of a rocker, which is provided
with a spring 42 and which has a horizontal

25 arm connected with the lower end of the ver-

tical bar //•. The rocker in Fiys. 10 to 13 is

a bent lever 46 in place of a rock-shaft. The
link in Figs. 10 to 13 is made with a pin 47
fitting in a tubular hole in the end of the link

30 and pressed out by a spring 48. The func-

tion of this last is the same as that of the

spring 39 of Fig. 9, which can be used instead

of or in addition to the same. Assuming the

car to have stopped at a landing, the attend-

35 ant will have brought the controller c to mid-
position and in so doing will have depressed
the bar 21, rocked the shaft 44, and projected

the piece t, which, acting across the gap, will

in cooperation with the piece / have with-
40 drawn the latch h from the path of the device

m. The attendant then opens the door e, in

the first movement of which the cam-bar j)

forces the spring-pressed plate s outward, so

that the piece 43, carried by said plate, acts

45 across the gap and (in cooperation with the

piece 24) moves the link 37 and lever 46 and
I >ar w so that the dog 32 enters the notch .2 and
locks the controller c. To start the car, the
door e is closed, and at the last of its closing

50 motion the cam portion of the bar p passes

under the plate s and allows the same, and
the piece 43 carried thereby, to move toward
the wall of the elevator-shaft, and so permit
the upright bar w on the car to fall and re-

55 move the dog 32 from the notch z. The at-

tendant now turns the controller c to start the

car, and in so doing he removes the cam 22,

which removal allows the upright bar 21 to

rise and withdraw the piece t, which has been
60 holding back the latch h, so that this latter

interposes itself in the path of the device in.

Should the door happen to be open before the
car arrives at the corresponding landing, the
piece 43 will stand projected; but the cooper-

05 ating piece 24, being cam-shaped in its con-

tact portion, Fig. 12, will ride over the piece

43. If the controller should be in mid-posi-
tion, the piece 24 will transmit motion through
link 37, lever 46, and bar w to the dog '-V2, so

as to lock the controller. If it should not be 7°

in mid-position, the motion of the 11 plight bar
w would be resisted by the stop device or disk

2, and the car would move on until the piece

24 should pass the piece 43. The spring 48
or other yielding connection in the lock-oper- 75
ating mechanism would prevent damage. The
spring 39 of Fig. 9 might be used instead of

or in addition to the spring 48, or the piece

43 might be of spring metal stiff enough to

raise the dog 32 if unresisted and yielding 80

enough to give way if the motion of the dog
should be prevented by the stop device or
disk 2.

The arrangement of Figs. 14 to 17 resem-
bles that of Figs. 10 to 13 in dispensing with 85

stored-power motors. Like it also it governs
the lock -operating mechanism by the joint

action of the door and the controller: but
it differs therefrom in that in Figs. 10 to 13
the latch-operating mechanism is governed by 90
the controller alone, whereas in Figs. 14 to 17

it is governed by the joint action of the door
and controller. In this last respect it resem-
bles the arrangement of Figs. 1 to 6. Refer-
ring to Figs. 14 to 17, the same mechanism is 95
shown on the elevator-shaft.as in Figs. 10 to

13. The pieces t and 24, which cooperate
across the gap with the pieces / and 43, re-

spectively, are likewise the same, as are also

the spring 45 for the piece t and the link 37, 100

with its pin 47 and spring 48 for the piece 24.

Moreover, this piece 24 is connected by a bent
lever 46 with the lower end of an upright bar
carrying the dog 32 for locking the controller

by entering a notch z. The piece t, however, 105

instead of being connected with a separate up-
right bar is connected with the upright bar
with which the piece 24 is connected. The
connection is made, as shown, through a lever

49 with the link 37, which is connected, as be- 1 1 o

fore said, with the upright bar which carries

the clog 32. With a wheel-controller c the dis-

position of the stop device or disk 2, notch r,

and bar /''might be as shown in any of the here-

inbefore -described arrangements. In Figs. 115

14 to 17 is shown a lever-controller 50, which
might itself be used in place of the wheel c in

any of the before-described arrangements, with

modifications in the immediately -associated

parts sufficiently indicated by Figs. 14 to 17- 1 20

that is to say, the upright bar or bars may be

mounted on the controller 50 and thecooperr
ating devices on the controller c can be fixed

in appropriate relation thereto. Thus, as

shown, the stop device 51, which corresponds 125

with the disk 2, is in the form of an arc sup-

ported by standards and is provided with the

notch .2 for receiving the dog 32 when the lever

is in mid-position. The upright bar 52, which • -

corresponds with the bar vr, is movable verti- 130
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cally in bearings on the lever 50 and at its up-
per end carries the dog 32, while at its lower
end it is connected with the bent lever 46 by
resting upon the arc 53, which is mounted

5 on the horizontal arm of the said bent lever

46. When the controller 50 is moved back
and forth, the lower end of the upright bar 52
moves idly over the arc 53; but when this

latter is raised and lowered the bar 52 par-
io takes o'f these motions. Assuming that the

car is at a landing and the controller in mid-
position for stopping, the elevator attendant
opens the door e and in so doing (before the
device m reaches the latch h) causes the cam-

1 5 bar p to force outward the spring-plate s and
piece 43 carried thereby. The piece 43 acts

across the gap to press in the piece 24 and
link 37, and thereby to rock the levers 46 and
and 49 so as on the one hand to raise the bar

20 52 and engage the dog 32 in the notch z and
on the other to project the piece t and with-
draw the latch h from the path of the device
;//. Before the attendant can start the car
again he must close the door in order to allow

25 the plate s and piece 24 to retire, and so per-
mit the dog 32 to be removed from the notch
2, while at the same time the piece t is re-

tracted and permits the latch h to place itself

again in the path of the device m. If a door
30 should accidentally be open, the piece 43 will

be forced outward, and when the piece 24
comes in front of the piece 43 the controller

50 will be locked if in mid-position or the
spring 48 (or other yielding connection) will

35 give way if the controller should be in other
than its mid-position.

Referring to Fig. 18, the latch 54 moves in

the plane of the door's movement instead of
transversely thereto, as does the latch h, and

4° the reci'procatory pieces 55 and 56, which
correspond with the pieces / and t, respec-
tively, of former figures, move parallel and
not transversely to the door's movement, as

do the pieces / and t. They move, however,
45 transversely to the line of gap and not par-

allel thereto, as does the door e, because the
line of gap where it passes the pieces 55 and
56 is at right angles to the said line where it

passes between the door e and the car. In
50 Fig. 18 means are indicated for using com-

pressed air as stored power for actuating the
motors x and 26. The fluid-pressure of the
compressed air may be used instead of or in

addition to spring-power, as before described.

With these modifications and additions the
arrangement of Fig. 18 is substantially that

of Figs. 1 to 6, only certain parts shown in Fig.

1 are not shown in Fig. 18, but can obviously
be used. Assuming the car to be at a landing,

6b with the door e fully closed and the controller c

in mid-position, the elevator attendant moves
the door to the left. During the first part of
its movement the arm 29 on the door shifts the

valve 28 so as to break the vacuum of motor 26

and to put the collapsing chamber thereof in 65
communication through the pipe connection 57
with the cylinder 58, which is kept full of com-
pressed air by the pump 59. The collapsing
chamber is inflated by the air, and the piece 25
is projected so that it acts across the gap to 70

press back the rods 23, 18, and 16, and thereby
to shift the valve 13 so as to break the vacuum
of motor x and connect its collapsing cham-
ber by the pipe connection 60 with the com-
pressed-air cylinder 58. The motor x is op- 75
erated to raise the upright bar w and lock the
controller c by inserting the dog 32 into the
notch .t, while at the same time it rocks the
lever 61, moves the link 620 to the right, rocks
the shaft 62. and projects the piece 56, which 80

presses back the piece 55 so as through the

link 63 to rock the latch 54 and move it out
of the path of the door. The operations of
unlocking and latching by the closure of the
door will be sufficiently evident from what 85
has been before said. If the car approach a
landing when the door is not fully closed and
when the piece 25 is consequently projected,

the piece 24 will ride over the piece 25. If the

controller is in mid-position, the piece 24 will 90
be pressed back, so as to lock the controller c

and withdraw the latch 54, (if this is not al-

ready withdrawn.) If the piece 56 should be
projected when the car is approaching a land-

ing, the cam shape of the piece 55 allows the 95
roller at the end of piece 56 to ride over and
press back the piece 55.

In Figs. 19 and 20 the latch 64 engages an
arm 65 in the door e and is carried by apiece
66, which rocks on a vertical axis. The axis 100

of the piece / is horizontal. The latch 64, like

the latch h, moves transversely to the move-
ment of the door. At 67 is the spring which
normally retains the latch in the path of the
arm 65. The piece t of former figures acts 105

against the corresponding portion of the piece

66, (which may be cam-shaped,) and when
piece t is projected it overcomes the pressure
of the spring 67 and pushes the said portion
toward the wall of the elevator-shaft. no
While a number of forms or modifications

have been shown, the enumeration is not in-

tended to be exhaustive; but further modifi-

cations can be made so long as the substance
of any one or more of the hereinafter-written 115

claims is taken. In these claims the expres-
sion of an element (in the singular) in any
claim is not intended to exclude from said

claim the use of two or more elements, and,
conversely, the expression of elements (in the 1 20

plural) in any claim is not intended to ex-
clude therefrom the use of a single element,
unless in each case there should also be pres-

ent other words of plain restriction to a single

element or to two or more elements, respec- 125

tively. The claims are, of course, to be taken
severally.

The term "'collapsing chamber " is intended
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to applymore particularly to achamber one of

the walls of which is formed of a flexible sheet;

but the movable wall of such chamber could
be formed otherwise. Thus a cylinder with

5 piston working therein is a known form of

collapsing chamber, thespace below the piston

collapsing or contracting when the piston

moves inward.
In a concurrent application filed February

10 (J, 1905, claims are made to features herein set

forth and not special to Figs. 1 to 9 and 18

nor common to them and to other figures.

I claim as m.v invention or discovery—
1. A system of safety devices, in which a

i$ lock, and a latch, are combined with two sets

of cooperating pieces, whereof each set in-

cludes a reciprocatory cam-shaped piece on
one side of the gap and a cooperating piece on
the other side of the same and is governed in

20 common with the other set of cooperating
pieces by movable appliances manipulated in

running the elevator, as in starting and stop-

ping the car, or in permitting and preventing
the entrance and exit of passengers, substan-

25 tially as described.

2. A system of safety devices, in which a

lock and a latch are combined with lock-oper-

atingand latch-operatingmechanism, which in-

cludes two horizontally-reciprocatory pieces,

30 each movable transversely to the door's move-
ment in cooperation with a piece on the other
side of the gap and each operatively connect-
ed below the car-floor with the lower end of

an upright vertically-movable bar, substan-

35 tially as described.'

3. A system of safety devices, in which a
lock and a latch are combined with lock-oper-

ating and latch-operating mechanism that in-

cludes two horizontally-reciprocatory pieces,

4° each movable transversely to the door's move-
ment in cooperation with a reciprocatory piece

on the other side of the gap and each opera-
tively connected below the car-floor with the

end of a longitudinally-movable bar,saidmech-
45 anism also including a rocker mounted under

the car-floor with the axis of rocking parallel

with the door's movement and connected with
the end of a longitudinally-movable bar, sub-
stantially as described.

50 4. The combination with a car, a door, a
lock, and a controller, of an upright vertically-

movable bar on the car, a reciprocatory piece

mounted under the car-floor to move trans-

versely to the door's movement and connected

55 with the lower end of said bar, and a door-
governed cooperating piece on the elevator-

shaft, this latter piece serving to actuate the

reciprocating piece first mentioned, substan-
tially as described.

60 5. The combination with a car, a door, a
lock, a latch, and a controller, of an upright
vertically-movable bar on the car, a recipro-

catory piece mounted under the car-floor to

move transversely to the door's movement and
65 connected with the lower end of said bar, a

door-governed cooperating piece on the ele-

vator-shaft, and a horizontally-reciprocatory
piece under the car-floor, which last-mentioned
piece is governed by said controller and coop-
erates with a latch-operating piece on the ele- 7°

vator-shaft, substantially as described.

6. The combination with a door, a control-

ler, a controller-governed latch, and a door-
governed lock, of a cam-baron the door, and
a spring-pressed plate mounted on the eleva- 75
tor-shaft and bearing on said cam -bar, the

pressure of said plate against the incline of

said cam-bar tending to close the door, sub-
stantially as described.

7. The combination with a reciprocatory 80

latch-operating piece located on one side of

the gap and movable transversely to the door's

movement, of a rock -shaft mounted on the
other side of the gap parallel with the door's

movement and connected with a horizontally- S5

reciprocatory piece operating across the gap
to release the latch, substantially as described.

8. The combination with a reciprocatory
latch-operating piece located on one side of
the gap and movable transversely to the door's 90
movement, of a rock-shaft mounted on the
other side of the gap parallel with the door's
movement and connected with a horizontally-

reciprocatory piece operating across the gap
to release the latch, and a lock-operating mech- 95
anism, which includes a door-governed recip-

rocatory piece movable parallel with the mo-
tions of said former pieces, substantially as de-

scribed.

9. The combination with a reciprocatory 100

latch-operating piece located on one side of
the gap and movable transversely to the door's

movement, of acontroller-governed rock-shaft

mounted on the other side of the gap parallel

with the door's movement and connected with 105

a horizontally-reciprocatory piece operating
across the gap to release the latch,substantially

as described.

10. The combination with a reciprocatory
latch-operating piece located oh one side of no
the gap and movable transversely of the door's

movement, of a controller-governed rock-shaft
mounted on the other side of the gap parallel

with the door's movement and connected with
a horizontally-reciprocatory piece operating 115

across the gap to release the latch, and a lock-

operating mechanism, which includes a door-
governed reciprocatory piece movable parallel

with the motions of said former pieces, sub-
stantially as described. 120

11. A system of safety devices in which a

lock and a controller arranged to resist lock-

ing except when in mid-position are combined
with lock - operating mechanism which in-

cludes both a reciprocatory cam-shaped piece i2 3

operating across the gap and a yielding con-

nection through which the locking motion is

transmitted, substantially as described.

12. A system of safety devices in which a

lock and a controller arranged to resist lock- 130
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ing except when in mid-position are combined
with lock - operating mechanism which in-

cludes both a reciprocatory cam-shaped piece

operating- across the gap and a yielding con-

5 nection through which the locking motion is

transmitted, and also with a controller-gov-

erned latch, substantially as described.

13. A system of safety devices in which a

lock and a controller arranged to resist lock-

io ing except when in mid-position are combined
with a door-governed rock-shaft mounted on

the other side of the gap parallel with the door's

movement and connected with a horizontally-

reciprocatory piece operating across the gap
1 5 to release the latch, and also with a controller-

governed latch, substantially as described.

14. A system of safety devices in which a

latch is combined with controller-governed

latch-operating mechanism which includes a

20 stored-power motor, and also reciprocatory

pieces located on opposite sides of the gap,

substantially as described.

15. A system of safety devices in which a

lock and a latch are combined withdoor-gov-

25 erned lock-operating and controller-governed

latch-operating mechanism which includes re-

ciprocatory pieces on opposite sides of the

gap and stored-power motors operatively con-

nected with said lock and said latch for actu-

30 atingbothof them by stored power, substan-

tially as described.

16. A system of safety devices in which a

latch is combined with a stored-power motor
having a collapsing chamber, a communicat-

35 ing pipe connection, and a controller -gov-

erned valve in said pipe connection, substan-

tially as described.

17. A system of safety devices in which a

latch is combined with latch-operating mech-

40 anism which includes reciprocatory pieces

on opposite sides of the gap, a stored-power

motor having a collapsing chamber, a com-
municating pipe connection, and a control-

ler-governed valve in said pipe connection,

45 substantially as described.

18. A system of safety devices in which a

lock and a latch are combined with controller-

governed latch-operating and door-governed

lock-operating mechanism which includes re-

50 ciprocatory pieces on opposite sides of the

gap, together with a stored - power motor,

substantially as described.

19. A system of safety devices in which a

lock and a latch are combined with operating

55 mechanism which is governed as to both lock

andiatch by the joint action of the controller

and the door and which includes a stored-

power motor, substantially as described.

20. The combination with a car, a door, a

60 latch,, a stored-power motor on the same side

of the gap as said door, and latch-operating

mechanism operatively connected with said

motor and including reciprocatory pieces on

opposite sides of said gap, substantially as

65 described.

21. The combination with a car, a door, a
latch, a door-governed piece acting across the

gap, a stored-power motor on the other side

of said gap, and latch-operating mechanism
operatively connected with saiddoor-governed 7c

piece and said motor, substantially as de-

scribed.

22. The combination with a car, a door, a

latch, a stored-power motor on the door side

of the gap, a second stored-power motor on 75
the opposite side of the gap, and latch-operat-

ing mechanism operatively connected with
both said motors, substantially as described.

23. The combination with safety devices,

including means for preventing or permitting 80

according to position the movement of an ap-

pliance which is manipulated in running the

elevator, of operating mechanism which in-

cludes a stored-power motor in the form of

a normally retracted spring, substantially as 85

described.

24. The combination with a car, a door, and
a latch, of a door-governed actuating-piece op-
erating transversely to the line of gap, a coop-
erating piece actuated thereby on the other side 90
of the gap, and other latch-operating mechan-
ism operatively connected with the last-men-

tioned piece, substantially as described.

25. The combination with a car, adoor,and
a latch, of a controller provided with a cam, 95
reciprocatory pieces cooperating across the

gap transversely to the door's movement, and
other latch-operating mechanism operatively

connected with said cam and said pieces, sub-

stantially as described. ico

26. The combination with a car, a door, a

lock, and a latch, of controller-governed re-

ciprocatory pieces cooperating across the gap
transversely to the door's movement, and
door-governed reciprocatory pieces cooper- 105

ating across the gap transversely to the line

thereof, substantially as described.

27. The combination with a car, a door, a

lock, and a latch, of two sets of reciprocatory

pieces, those of each set cooperating across no
the gap transversely to the line thereof, and
both sets being governed by the joint action

of the door and the controller, substantially

as described.

28. The combination with a car, a door, a 115

lock, and a latch, of two sets of reciprocatory
pieces, those of each set cooperating across

the gap transversly to the line thereof, and
being governed one set by the controller and
the other by the joint action of the door and 120

the controller, substantially as described.

29. The combination with a car, a door, a

lock, and a latch, of operating mechanism
which includes a yielding connection and also

two sets of reciprocatory pieces, those of each 125

set cooperating across the gap transversely to

the line thereof, and both sets being governed
by the joint action of the door and the con-

troller, substantially as described.

30. The combination with a car, a door, a 13°
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lock, and a latch, of operating mechanism
which includes two sets of reciprocatory

pieces, those of each set cooperating- across

the gap transversely to the line thereof, being

5 governed one set by the controller and the

other by the joint action of the door and the

controller, and which also includes a yielding

connection in the mechanism actuated by the

last-mentioned set, substantially as described.
to 31. The combination with a car, a control-

ler, a door, a lock, and a latch, of a stop and
dog engaging device connected with said con-

troller, and lock-operating and latch-operating

mechanism which includes rockers under the

15 car-floor, an upright bar connected at the bot-

tom with said rockers and at the top with a

dog for locking the controller, and twro sets

of reciprocatory pieces, those of each set co-

operating across the gap transversely to the
20 line thereof, substantially as described.

32. The combination with a car, a control-

ler, a door, a lock, and a latch, of a cam con-

nected with said controller, a dog-engaging
device also connected with said controller, and

25 lock-operating and latch-operating mechan-
ism, which includes rockers under the car-

floor, two upright bars connected at their re-

spective lower ends with said rockers, and
two sets of reciprocatory pieces, the upper

30 end of one of said bars carrying a dog, the

upper end of the other bar engaging said cam,
and the reciprocatory pieces of each of said

sets cooperating across the gap transversely

to the line thereof, substantially as described.

35 33. The combination with a car, a control-

ler, a door, a lock, and a latch, of a stop and
clog engaging device connected with said con-

troller, and lock-operating and latch-operating

mechanism which includes a stored-power mo-
40 tor, rockers under the car-floor, an upright bar

connected at the bottom with said rockers and
at the top with a dog for locking the controller,

and two sets of reciprocatory pieces, those of

each set cooperating across the gap trans-

45 versely to the line thereof, substantially as

described.

34. The combination with a car, a control-

ler, a door, a lock, and a latch, of a cam con-

nected with said controller, a dog-engaging
50 device also connected with said controller, and

lock-operating and latch-operating mechan-
ism which includes a stored-power motor,
rockers under the car-floor, two upright bars

connected at their respective lower ends with

55 said rockers, and two sets of reciprocatory
pieces, the upper end of one of said bars car-

rying a dog, the upper end of the other bar
engaging said cam, and the reciprocatory
pieces of each of said sets cooperating across

60 the gap transversely to the line thereof, sub-

stantially as described.

35. A system of safety devices in which a

lock is combined with a lock-operating mech-
anism, which is governed by the joint action of

65 the door and controller, and which includes

a stored-power motor and also reciprocating
pieces located on opposite sides of the gap,
substantially as described.

36. A system of safety devices which in-

cludes a stored-power motor having a collaps- 70
ing chamber with one wall thereof formed of

a flexible sheet, and a cap over said sheet, and
also having a bar or pin projecting through a
hole in said cap, and a flange or plate of greater
diameter than the hole in said cap, substan- 75
tially as described.

37. The combination with a car, a door, a
latch, and a door-governed piece acting trans-

versely to the line of gap, of two intercon-

nected reciprocatory pieces movable trans- 80
versly to the line of gap, one being actuated
across the gap by said door-governed piece

and the other acting across the gap to release

said latch, substantially as described.

38. The combination with a car, a door, a 85
latch, acontroller, a lock, and a door-governed
piece acting transversely to the line of gap, of

two reciprocatory pieces connected with said

lock and also interconnected to move in op-
posite directions transversly to the line of 90
gap, one being actuated across the gap by said

door - governed piece and the other acting
across the gap to release said latch, substan-
tially as described.

39. Asystemof safety devices for elevators, 95
which is characterized by the combination
with interconnecting mechanism, of the hinged
reciprocatory piece 24, and the sliding recip-

rocatory piece t, both movable transversly to

the line of gap, and the piece t moving out 10c

when the piece 24 is moved in, substantially

as described.

40. A system of safety devices for elevators,

which is characterized by the combination
with interconnecting mechanism, of two par- 105
allel longitudinally-reciprocating rods orpins
sliding in bearings, one moving outward to

transmit pressure across the gap when the
other is moved inward by pressure trans-

mitted across the gap, substantially as de- no
scribed.

41. The combination with two reciproca-

tory pieces located on the same side of the gap
and movable transversely to the line of gap,
of a controller-governed mechanism mounted 115

on the other side of the gap and including two
horizontally-reciprocatory pieces cooperating
across the gap with the first-mentioned pieces,

substantially as described.

42. The combination with a car, a door, a 120

lock, a latch, and a controller, of a recipro-

catory latch-releasing piece located on one
side of the gap and movable transversely to

the line of gap, a door-governed reciprocatory •

piece located on the same side of the gap and 125

movable transversely to the line of gap, and
a controller-governed mechanism mounted on

1 the other side of the gap and connected with
said lock and including two horizontally-re-

ciprocatory pieces cooperating across the gap 130
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with the first-mentioned pieces, substantially

as described.

43. The combination with a car, a door, a

latch, a controller, and a door-governed piece

5 acting transversely to the line of gap, of a

controller-governed mechanism mounted on

the car and. connected with said lock and in-

cluding two reciprocatory pieces movable
transversely to the line of gap, one being ac-

io tuated across the gap by said door-governed

piece and the other acting across the gap to

release said latch, substantially as described.

In testimony whereof I have signed my name
to this specification in the presence of two sub-

scribing witnesses.

THOMAS W. JENKINS.

Witnesses:
Wm. R. Jones,
Seth Buckle v.
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No. 787,208. Patented April 11, 1905.

United States Patent Office.

JOHN S. MUCKLE, OF PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA, ASSIGNOR TO
STANDARD ELEVATOR INTERLOCK COMPANY, OF PHILADELPHIA,
PENNSYLVANIA, A CORPORATION OF PENNSYLVANIA.

LOCKING MECHANISM FOR ELEVATORS.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 787,208, dated April 11, 1905.

Application filed May 20, 1904, Serial No. 208,962.

To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, John S. Muckxe, a citi-

zen of the United States, residing in Philadel-

phia, Pennsylvania, have invented certain

5 Improvements in Locking Mechanism for

Elevators, of which the following is a specifi-

cation.

The main object of my invention is to so
design the plunger of a locking device for ele-

io vators that it can be cheaply and accurately
made and can be used in connection with a
door opening either to the right or left.

A further object of the invention is to pro-
vide a lever-controlled elevator mechanism,

15 preferably of the type in which ropes are
used, with means for locking said mechan-
ism when the elevator is at a landing and the
door is opened.
These objects I attain in the following man-

20 ner, reference being had to the accompany-
ing drawings, in which

—

Figure 1 is a sectional view of an elevator-
car and part of the well, illustrating my in-

vention. Fig. 2 is an end view of the eleva-

25 tor-car shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is an en-
larged side view of the plunger and its slide.

Fig. 4 is an end view of Fig. 3, and Fig. 5 is

an inverted plan view of Fig. 3.

A is the landing, having a door A' locked
30 in its closed position by a spring-actuated

arm b, which is mounted on a plate B, secured
to the wall of the elevator-wT

e,U. This arm
engages a catch a on the door and can only be
released by means of a plunger on the car.

35 C is a car, and D is a plunger, which is

mounted on a slideway E, secured to the un-
der side of the car. The plunger is operated
by mechanism connected to the operating-
lever of the car, so that it can be forced out

40 to contact with the spring-arm, which locks

the landing-door. Heretofore this plunger
had to be specially designed for either a right

or left hand door ; but my improved plunger
is so designed that it can be used either for a

45 right or a left hand door.

The slideway E has a groove e at each side,

in which slide the flanges d d on the side

plates D' D 2 of the plunger D. These side

plates are spaced a sufficient distance apart
for the reception of the roller F for actuating 50
the arm b on the plate B. The roller is

mounted on a stud/, carried by bearings/'
on one end of the plunger. There are also

bearings/2 on the opposite end of the plun-
ger, as clearly shown in Fig. 5, so that the 55
roller and its stud can be mounted at either

end of the plunger. The side plate D' is ex-

tended, as clearly shown in Figs. 3 and 4,

forming a V-shaped recess, and at one end of

the plate is a flange d' and at the opposite end 60

of the plate is a flange d2
.

On the plate B, attached to the wall of the
elevator-well, is a weighted lever B', which is

released when the door is moved, and as soon
as it is released it engages in the present in- 65

stance the flange d' of the plunger, locking

the plunger to the elevator-well. The plun-
ger, as will be described hereinafter, is con-
nected directly to the lever mechanism for

starting and stopping the car, so that it will 70

be seen that as soon as the plunger is locked
the operator cannot move the car until the
door is again closed and the locking-lever B'
thrown to such a position that it releases the

plunger.
E is a lever-stand within the car. This

stand is mounted on the floor of the car, and
pivoted to the stand at e is an operating-le-

ver E'. By moving this operating -lever
from the center to the right, for instance,

the operating mechanism can be shifted so

as to raise the car, whereas by moving it to

the left the mechanism will be shifted to

lower the car, and if the lever remains in the

central position then the lever mechanism is 85

at rest. When the car is at a landing, the le-

ver is always in the center position. The le-

ver and the operating mechanism form no
part of my present invention; but it is the
application of my improved locking median- 9c

ism to this form of controlling device that I

wish to claim.

Secured to the lever E', by bolts in the

present instance, is a toothed segment G,
which meshes with a pinion g on a shaft G', 95
having its bearings in a casting E 2

, secured

75

80
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to the frame E. On the shaft G' is an ellip-

tical gear-wheel g' , which meshes with an-
other elliptical gear , ~h , on a shaftH . Proj ect-
ing from the gear h is a pin i, to which is

5 connected a rod I, in the present instance
attached to a lever i' on a rock -shaft I',

mounted in bearings on the under side of the
car. On the shaft F is a second lever Tc,

which is connected by a rod K to a pin ¥ on
10 the plunger D, as clearly shown in Fig. 3, so

that when the lever is in its central position
the plunger is projected, and if the car is in
line with the platform it will actuate the
spring-arm b on the plate in the elevator-

15 well and release the door A', and as soon as
the door is opened the locking-lever B' will

engage the flange of the plunger and hold the
plunger and the operating mechanism on the
car until the door is closed. As soon as the

20 lever is moved to start the car in either di-

rection the plunger is withdrawn and the
door is locked and cannot be opened until
the car is at the landing.

In equipping the elevators in buildings
25 with the improved locking attachment the

plunger has to be arranged for either doors
opening at the right or left hand side of the
elevator-well, and by providing the plunger
with the two flanges d'< d2

, as shown in Figs.

30 3 and 5, the plunger can be adjusted in the
slideway so that the locking-lever will prop-
erly engage the flange. The plate B is also
made double, and the locking-lever B' can be
located on either side of the plate, as fully set

35 forth in an application for patent filed by me
on the 14th day of July, 1903, Serial* No.
165,481.
The plunger D, which has a flange at each

end, as described, is so made that if it is de-
40 sired to remove one of the flanges and one

of the bearings/' or/2 the plunger may be
broken on either of the diagonal lines x, the
plunger being so designed that the removal
of a portion of the plunger will not reduce

45 its bearing on the slide nor change the po-
sition of the connecting-pin Y. The casting
can be grooved, if desired, on the lines x to in-
dicate the line of fracture. The object of
making the plunger in such a manner is to

50 enable it to be used in places where the full

plunger would interfere with some of the
mechanism under the elevator-car.

I claim as my invention

—

1

.

A plunger for the locking mechanism of
55 an elevator, consisting of two side plates

each having a flange and spaced apart to re-
ceive a roller, substantially as described.

2. A plunger for the locking mechanism of
an elevator, consisting of two side plates

60 each having a flange and spaced apart to re-
ceive a roller, one side plate having a vertical
flange at one edge, substantially as described.

3. A plunger for the locking*mechanism of
an elevator, having two side plates spaced

apart, one side plate being more extended 65
than the other and having a flange at each
edge, so that the plunger can be* reversed,
and each side plate having an inwardry-pro- ,'

jecting flange at the upper edge, substan-
tially as described.

, 70
4. A plunger for the locking mechanism oi

an elevator, having two side plates, one side!

plate being more extended than the otheA
and having a vertical flange at each edgej
and each plate having an inwardly-project- 75
ing flange at the upper edge and said plates
being spaced apart to receive a roller, sub-
stantially as described.

5. A plunger for the locking mechanism of
an elevator, having a central pin for a con- 80
necting-rod and having a vertical flange at
each end, a bearing back of each flange for a
roller, and flanges adapted to a slideway, the
plunger having a V-shaped recess in its un-
der side, the plunger being so proportioned 85
that one of the vertical flanges and a bearing
can be removed without interfering with the
balance of the plunger, substantially as de-
scribed.

6. A plunger for the locking mechanism of 90
an elevator, consisting of twof plates con-
nected together and having flanges adapted
to a slidewaj^, one of said plates having ver-
tical flanges at each end, with a bearing at
each end of the plate for the spindle of a 95
roller so that the roller can be placed at either
end of the plunger, substantially as described.

7. The combination of a guideway secured
to the bottom of an elevator having grooves
at each side, a plunger having two side plates 1 00
each provided with an inturned flange adapt-
ed to the grooves in the slideway, and a ver-
tical flange at each end of one of the plates,
substantially as described,

8. The combination of an elevator-car, a 105
stand therein, an operating-lever pivoted to
the stand, a segment attached to the operat-
ing-lever, a frame secured to the stand and j

having bearings, two shafts mounted in the
bearings, a pinion on one shaft meshing with 1 1 o
the segment, an elliptical gear on the said
shaft, an elliptical gear on the other shaft
meshing with the first-mentioned elliptical

gear, a rock-shaft on the car, two arms on the
rock-shaft, a connecting-rod attaching the 115
crank-pin of one elliptical gear to one arm of
the rock-shaft, a plunger mounted on a slide-
way on the car, and a connecting-rod attach-
ing the other arm of the ^ock-shaft to the
plunger, substantially as described. 1 20

In testimony whereof I have signed my
name to this specification in the presence of
two subscribing witnesses.

JOHN S. MUCKLE.
Witnesses

:

Will. A. Bare,
Jos. H. Klein.
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
LEON J. ADAMS, OF PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND,

AUTOMATIC SAFETY CUT-OFF FOR ELEVATORS.

No. 798,124. Specification of Letters Patent.
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Patented Aug. 29, 1905.

To </// whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Leon J. Adams, a citi-

zen of the United States, residing at Provi-
dence, in the county of Providence and State

5 of Rhode Island, have invented a new and use-

ful Improvement in Automatic Safety Cut-
Offs for Elevators, of which the following is

a specification, accompanied by drawings
forming a part of the same, in which

—

to Figure 1 is a side elevation, partly shown
in section, of a safety cut-off for elevators

embodying my invention and showing the
position of the operating parts when the elec-

trical circuit is broken. Fig. 2 is a side ele-

1 5 vation of the same device, showing the posi-

tion of the parts when the circuit is closed.

Similar letters of reference refer to similar
parts in both views.

The object of my invention is to provide a
20 safety device adapted to be used with eleva-

tors in which the elevator-operating mechan-
ism comprises an electric circuit, the comple-
tion of which is necessary for the operation
of the elevator-car, and the device embody-

25 ing my invention is adapted to break the
electric circuit whenever the elevator-door is

opened, and thereby prevent the movement of
the car, rendering the elevator inoperative
except when the elevator-door is closed.

30 Referring to the accompanying drawings,
A denotes the elevator -door, represented in

Fig. 1 as partially open and capable of a slid-

ing movement to bring it into contact with
the door-jamb B when closed. Attached to

35 the "jamb B is a supporting -plate C, upon
which the operating parts of my improved
safety cut-otf are mounted. Attached to the
plate C by insulated connections are the brack-
ets C and C2

. The bracket O supports a
4° cylindrical casing D and the posts E and F.

Sliding in suitable bearings in the casing D
and post E is a sliding bolt G, provided
with a rectangular section G', which slides in

the post E, and with a brass tip G2

, attached

45 by an insulated joint Gr
3
with the rectangular

section It'. The casing D contains a spiral

spring D', which presses against the end of

the sliding bolt G to normally hold its shoul-
der G4

against a stop - pin G5

, held in the
5° bracket C. In this position of the bolt G its

tip G2
projects through a suitable opening in

the plate C and door-jamb B in the path of
the door A, so that the operation of closing

the door will impart a longitudinal movement
to the sliding bolt G against the compression 55
of the spiral spring D', forcing the bolt from
the position shown in Fig. 1 to the position

shown in Fig. 2. The sliding bolt G is pro-

vided with a projecting shoulder G\ which,

as the bolt is pushed in by the closing of the 60

elevator-door, is moved against the curved
cam-surface H' of a lever H, pivoted on a

stud H2

, which is held in the post F. The
inward movement of the sliding bolt G lifts

the lever H from its normal position with its 65

tip resting upon the casing D, as shown in

Fig. 1, to the position shown in Fig. 2. In
the elevated position of the lever H, as shown
in Fig. 2, it is supported by a latch I, which
is pivoted at its lower end to the bracket C' 70

and is swung on its pivotal connection by the

stud I', carried by the sliding bolt to bring
the free end of the latch beneath a stud I

2

,

held in the lever H.
Attached to the lever H is a blade-spring J, 75

carrying at its free end an electric contact-

plate J', which is brought by the upward rock-

ing of the lever H against the contact-plate

J
2
, which is supported by and insulated from

the bracket C2
, but has an electrical connec- 80

tion with the wire b, forming part of the elec-

tric circuit. The lever H is electrically con-

nected with a wire a, also forming part of the

electric circuit, so that by the contact of the

plates J' and J
2
the circuit is closed. When 85

the door A is moved away from the door-
jamb B in the operation of opening the door,

the movement of the sliding bolt G is reversed

by the tension of the spiral spring D', which
carries the shoulder G° away from the lever 9°

H; but the lever H is held in its elevated po-

sition by the latch 1 until the latter is swung
from beneath the stud I

2 by means of the stud

I
3

, carried by the sliding bolt G. The re-

moval of the latch I permits the lever H to 95
fall by gravity and to instantly open the cir-

cuit by the removal of the plate J' from the

plate J
2

, when the operative parts of the mech-
anism again assume their normal position,

as shown in Fig. 1. The upward movement 100

of the lever H is continued for a short period

after the contact of the plate J' against the

plate J\ thereby causing a slight bending of

the blade -spring J, as shown in Fig. 2, by
which a pressure is applied to the contact- 105

plates equal to the elastic force of the blade-
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spring J, and in addition the curvature of the
spring causes a slight sliding movement be-
tween the contacting surfaces of the plates J'

and J2 and a slight period of dwell is given to

5 the contact-plate J', due to the lost motion of
the stud I

3
before it is brought into contact

with the latch I on the reversal of the sliding
bolt G. The contact of the stud l

3 with the
latch I near its pivoted end causes a quick

10 movement of the free end of the latch, and the
downward movement of the lever H by grav-
ity is then accelerated by the elasticity of the
blade-spring J, which is in a state of tension,
thereby producing an instantaneous break in

15 the circuit. As the contact-plate J' during
the upward movement of the lever H ap-
proaches the contact-plate J2

in a line at sub-
stantially right angles with their contacting
surfaces the contact of the plate J' with the

2 o plate J
3
is instantaneous and complete through-

out its entire surface.

I am aware that safety cut-off devices for
elevators comprising a sliding bolt which is

actuated by the movement of the elevator-
25 door is not new; but the several features of

construction and operation of my improved
device by which the circuit is maintained for
a period independently of the movement of
the door and in which the contact-plates make

3° an instantaneous face-to-face contact with the
yielding pressure applied thereto and with a
slight sliding movement of the contacting sur-
faces I believe to be broadly new.

In the operation of the mechanism, as above
35 described, the reversal of the sliding bolt G

and the separation of the contact-surfaces are
effected by means of the spiral spring D'. As
a precaution against the breaking of the spring,
I attach to the door-jamb B a bracket K, car-

40 rying a stud K', upon which I pivot a bell-

crank lever L, having one of its arms L' pro-
vided with a slot L2

, which incloses a stud L3

on the sliding bolt G. The other arm 1/ car-
ries a studL6

, on which a roll L6
is arranged to

45 be struck by the oblique edge M' of a plate M,
which is attached to the door A, so that the
roll L6

will pass into the oblique slot M2
as the

door A is closed, and as the door is opened the
oblique edge M3

, acting against the roll L6

,

5° will serve to rock the bell-crank L and reverse
the motion of the sliding bolt G independently
of the spring D'.

What I claim as my invention, and desire to
secure by Letters Patent, is

—

55 1. In a safety cut-off for elevators, the com-
bination with a sliding spring-actuated bolt
projecting into the path of the elevator-door,
of a rigid pivoted lever, a movable contact-
plate carried by said lever, a fixed contact-

60 plate in the path of said movable plate, means
carried by said bolt for rocking said lever,
thereby making a contact between said con-
tact-plate and said movable plate, and means

whereby said contact is broken by the action
of gravity. 65

2. In an elevator safety cut-off, the combi-
nation with a sliding bolt projecting into the
path of the elevator-door, of a spring for re-

versing the movement of said bolt, a shoulder
on said bolt arranged to contact with a piv- 70
oted lever, a pivoted lever, an electrical con-
tact-plate carried by said lever, a fixed contact-
plate, a pivoted latch arranged to hold said le-

ver with said plates in contact, and means car-
ried by said sliding bolt for actuating said 75
latch, substantially as described.

3. The combination with a pair of contact-
plates forming electrical terminals, of means
for bringing said terminals into contact com-
prising a sliding bolt a stud carried by said 80
bolt a pivoted lever carrying one of said ter-

minals, and arranged to be actuated by said
sliding bolt, a latch by which said lever is held
in position, and means carried by said bolt for
actuating said latch, substantially as described. 85

4. In a safety cut-off for elevators, the com-
bination of a sliding bolt arranged to be moved
in one direction by the closing of the elevator-
door, a spring by which the movement of the
bolt is reversed, a pivoted lever arranged to 9°
be lifted by said bolt, a latch for supporting
said lever in an elevated position, means car-
ried by said bolt for actuating said latch, a
fixed contact-plate, a blade-spring carried by
said pivoted lever, a movable contact-plate 95
carried by said blade-spring, and a shoulder
on said bolt arranged to move said pivoted
lever and impart a tension to said blade-spring
as the contact-plates are brought together,
substantially as described.

5. In a safety cut-off for elevators, the com-
bination with a fixed electric terminal, of a
pivoted member, a terminal carried by said
pivoted member,, means operated by the eleva-
tor-door for actuating said pivoted member i°5

to bring the terminals into contact, a latch
for holding said terminals in contact, and
means for releasing said latch, substantially
as described.

6. In a safety cut-off for elevators, the com- no
bination of a fixed terminal, a pivoted lever,
a movable terminal carried by said lever, a
sliding bolt adapted to move said lever against
gravity, a latch for supporting said lever in
its elevated position, a stud carried by said "5
bolt for moving said latch into engagement
with said lever, and a stud carried by said bolt
for disengaging said latch on the reverse move-
men^ of said lever, substantially as described.

7. In a cut-off for elevators comprising a 120
pair of electric terminals and a sliding bolt,
of a bell-crank lever pivoted upon a fixed stud,
with one of its arms operatively connected
with said sliding bolt and having its other arm
extending into the doorway of an elevator, 125
and an actuating-plate carried by the elevator-

100
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is re-door by which said bell-crank lever
versed, substantially as described.

8. The combination with a pair of electric
terminals of actuating- mechanism for bring-
ing said terminals into contact and separating
the same, and comprising a sliding bolt, a bell-
crank lever operatively connected with said
bolt, and a plate carried by the elevator-door,

by which said bell-crank is rocked as the door
is moved, substantially as described.
Dated this 9th day of May, 1903.

LEON J. ADAMS.
Witnesses:

Rufus B. Fowler,
Penelope Comberbach.
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TO

To all wliom it may concern:
Be it known that I, John A. Miller, a citi-

zen of the United States, residing at the city

of Baltimore, in the State of Maryland, have
invented new and useful Improvements in

Safety Systems for Motor-Propelled Cars, of

which the following is a specification.

This invention relates to an improved
safety system for motor-propelled cars or ve-
hicles, and while capable of application to

motor cars or vehicles of any type having
safety closures or gates the invention pos-
sesses special utility as an electrical safety
system for elevators.

15 To this end the invention contemplates a
safety system or mechanism arranged to pre-
vent the car from moving in the event of any
of the safety doors or gates being opened, as

well as providing means for arresting the car
20 in the event of a safety door or gate becom-

ing open during the travel of the car.

Also the invention comprises means for ar-

resting the travel of the car in the event of

the same attaining a dangerous speed.
2 5 A primary object of this invention is to

provide a reliable method and means for the
accomplishment of the above-mentioned pur-
poses that is extremely simple in design and
operation and comprises few working parts.

3° A further object of this invention is to pro-
vide an equipment that is adapted to be em-
ployed in connection with any type of elec-

trically-actuated elevator and which is. in-

expensive to install and that employs but a
35 small amount of electric energy to operate

the same, thereby insuring the highest econ-
omy in construction, operation, and mainte-
nance.
A further object of this invention is to pro-

40 vide a safety-governing means for a motor
that is subject to the influence of a detecting-
current in a normally closed safety-circuit in

a manner whereby the said safety-governing
means performs not only its special or in-

45 tended functions, but is susceptible of reveal-

ing the failure of power or apparatus in said

safety means

—

i. e., any failure of power or
apparatus in the safety means is indicated on
the side of safety by reason of the actuation

50 of the governing means and the consequent
disconnection of the supply-current from the
driving-motor and the application of the dy-
namic brake means employed.
To these ends the invention comprehends

primarily an electrically-actuated switch 55
mechanism included in a normally closed

safety-circuit in a manner to be responsive to

the opening of said circuit to cause the dis-

connection of the main or supply circuit to

the motor, and the application of an electro- 60

dynamic brake for the purpose of holding the

armature of said motor from movement.
This invention is especially applicable to

the type of elevator in which the load is lifted

by an electric motor and descends by gravity 65

under the control of the same motor when
the armature is reversed in direction ot rota-

tion.

Referring to the accompanying drawings,
Figure 1 represents a diagrammatic view of 7 c

the arrangement of the circuits and devices

employed. Fig. 2 represents in perspective

the electrically-actuated master-switch or

safety-circuit controlled governing means.
Fig. 3 represents a simple type of opening 75
and closing attachment for doors employed
in connection with the safety-circuit.

Like numerals indicate corresponding parts

in the several figures.

Referring to the drawings by reference- 80

numeral, 5 designates a sliding door that is

intended to close a doorway or opening which
leads into the elevator shaft or well (not

shown) at an elevator-landing. A like door
is provided at each of the various landings, 85

said doors being disposed in the same verti-

cal plane.

The safety-circuit closing and opening at-

tachment 6 (shown enlarged in Fig. 3) is em-
ployed in connection with each door and 90
comprises a spring-pressed pin 6', that is sup-
ported for longitudinal movement in the
frame 7 and which when pressed inwardly
by reason of the contact of the adjacent edge
of the closed door with the projecting end of 95
said pin serves to force the opposite end to

contact in bridging connection with the ter-

minal contacts 8 and 9 ot the said device to

close the circuit at that point in the safety-

circuit, which latter circuit will be hereinafter 100

described.

The electric current for driving the eleva-

tor is taken from supply conductors or mains
10 and 11 through a manually-controlled
double-pole switch 12. There is also in- 105

eluded in said conductors 10 and 11 fuses 13.

The conductors 10 and 11 terminate in fixed

or stationary contacts 14 and 15
;
that are
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shown as being electrically connected to a

reversing-switch 16 through an interposed
electrically-actuated switch device 17 a and
conductors 14' and 15', while conductors 17

5 17' and 18 18' represent the armature and
field-magnet circuits, respectively, that lead

from the reversing-switch to the motor 16'.

The reversing or controlling switch 16
(shown in dotted lines in Fig. 1) being a well-

i o known type and as its construction, arrange-
ment, and scheme of circuits and connections
with the motor form no part of this inven-
tion, it will be deemed unnecessary to de-

scribe the same.
15 The elevator-car (not shown) is adapted

to be electrically propelled or driven by the
motor 16' through suitable cables and mech-
anism, while the starting and stopping of the
motor is ordinarily effected by a cable oper-

20 ated from the car, which transmits a posi-

tive movement to the reversing-switch.

(None of which parts are shown.)
The armature-circuit of the motor is di-

vided into two branches or lines, one of

25 which extends from the reversing-switch
through conductors 17 17', while the other
normally open branch comprises conductors
19 19', that include in one of said conductors
resistance 20, the terminals of said circuit

30 being arranged in operative relation with the
master-switch 17 a

.

Referring now particularly to the master-
switch-controlling device 17 a

,
(see Fig. 2,)

there is shown provided stationary contacts

35 14 and 15, the contact-faces of which are

preferably composed of carbon and arranged
in the same plane and which are property
spaced on a supporting board or base 21 and
adapted to be engaged by the contact-faces

40 of the movable switch mechanism for open-
ing and closing of the supply-circuit that
leads to the reversing-switch and motor.
The moving switch mechanism comprises

a pair of switch-arms 22 22', that are ar-

45 ranged in spaced parallelism and which cany
on their free ends carbon contact-faces 23,
that are adapted to engage with the corre-

sponding contacts 14 and 15 when in a closed
position. The arms 22 22' are pivotally sup-

50 ported, respectively, on the brackets 23',

that project from the front of the board 21

and which form the terminals of the conduc-
tors 14' and 15', that lead to the reversing-
switch 16. The switch-arms thus con-

55 structed and arranged are adapted to fall

away from the contacts 14 and 15 by the
force of gravity, which tendency is assisted

by springs 24, operatively arranged, re-

spectivety, in connection with said arms, as
60 shown. Provision, however, is made to nor-

mally maintain the switch-arms 22 22' in a
closed position by an electrically-operated

detent means, which comprises a cross-arm
25, that is normally pressed upward against

65 the shoulders 25', formed on the respective

arms, said cross-arm being in turn supported
and carried on the upper end of the core or

plunger 26, that is adapted for vertical re-

ciprocation in the helix or solenoid 27. The
lower end of the core 26 of the solenoid also 70
supports a bridging contact-piece 28, that is

adapted to contact in its lowermost position

with the contacts 29 and 30, which form, re-

spectively, the contact-terminals of the dy-
namic brake or armature short circuit. 75
When the solenoid of the master-switch is

deenergized, the core 26 is allowed to drop
by gravity or by the exertion of spring force,

or by both, to thereby break the supply-cir-

cuit and to cause at the same time the closing 80

of the short circuit of the armature.
To provide a continuance of current-sup-

ply to the field-magnets of the motor 16', a
branch circuit formed of conductors 31 31'

lead independently from the main conduc- 85
tors 10 and 11 to the field-magnets of the
motor in the manner shown and include a
bridging contact-piece 32, that is carried by
the core 26 of the master-switch and which
slides on the contact-blocks 33 and 34 during 90
the reciprocation of said core 26. Thus it

will be seen that a very effective kind of dy-
namic brake may be obtained by the discon-
nection of the supply-main from the motor
and the introduction of a short circuit to the 95
armature of the motor, providing the said

short circuit includes a proper amount of re-

sistance and a suitable quantity of current is

allowed to pass to the field-magnets after the
regular main supply of current has been cut 100

off. I will now describe the means for ener-
gizing and deenergizing the solenoid of the
master -switch. The operating -coil 27 is

shown as being included in a subsidiary or

safety circuit, that comprises conductors 35 105
35', which include in circuit at the respective
door-landings the door opening and closing

attachments 6 and at a point adjacent to the
motor the speed-limit-governing means 36 for

said motor. The conductors 35 and 35' are no
shown as being connected to main feed-con-
ductors 1 and 11. It will therefore be ob-
served that so long as the safety-circuit just

referred to is closed the solenoid will remain
energized and the core thereof will maintain 115
a closure of the motor-feed circuit and a
break in the dynamic brake or short-circuit

of the armature, whereas upon the deenergi-
zation of said solenoid by reason of the open-
ing of the safety-circuit the motor-feed cir- 120

cuit will be automatically disconnected and
the armature short circuit will be estab-
lished.

37 designates a bank of lamps that are in-

cluded in the safety-circuit and which serve 125
not only to indicate the current strength in
said circuit, but which prevent sparking at the
points where said circuit is opened. The
safety-circuit is shown as also including a cir-

cuit-opening device operated by a centrif- 130
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ugal governor 36, which also serves to actu-
ate the master-switch in the event of the mo-
tor attaining a dangerous speed. The cen-
trifugal governor device consists of governor-

5 springs 3S, mounted on a horizontal shaft 39,
said springs carrying the usual central balls 40.

One end of this governor is attached firmly

to the shaft, while the other end is connected
to a sliding collar 41. The shaft 39 is pro-

:o vided on its extended portion with a worm-
gear 4'2, that in turn meshes with a gear-wheel
43. The gear 43 is positioned to engage with
the gear-wheel 44, mounted on the end of the
armature-shaft, as shown.

15 45 designates a sector the face of which is

provided with a centrally-arranged contact
portion 46 and insulated strip portions 46',

arranged as shown, the same being disposed
in range and directly beneath the pathway

20 and in contact with a pivoted lever 47, that is

fulcrumed to the sector. The opposite end of

the lever 47 is operatively connected to and
controlled by the sliding collar 41 of the gov-
ernor.

25 By reason of the foregoing-described ar-

rangement a speed-limiting means is pro-
vided for the motor that serves to open the
safety-circuit when the speed of the armature
reaches a dangerous point when traveling in

30 either direction.

The operation of the safety devices will be
readily understood from the foregoing de-
scription.

What I claim as new and useful is

—

35 1 . In a safety system of the class described,

the combination with a motor and its inde-
pendent controlling means, of a separate
safety - circuit, an armature short circuit,

opening and closing means for the safety-cir-

40 cuit independent of said motor-controlling
means, and switch mechanism comprising
means for opening and closing the motor-sup-
ply circuit, and for the reverse opening and
closing of said short circuit.

45 2. In a safety system of the class described,

the combination with a motor and its inde-
pendent controlling means, of a motor-sup-
ply circuit, speed-governing means for the
motor, a separate safety-circuit including

50 said speed-governing means, opening and
closing means for the safety-circuit independ-
ent of the said motor-controlling means, and
means also included in the safety-circuit for

controlling said supply-circuit and for apply-

55 ing a dynamic brake to the motor.
3. A safety system of the class described

comprising a motor -supply circuit, a nor-
mally closed safety-circuit, opening and clos-

ing means included in said circuit, a current-
60 indicator and spark-preventing means in-

cluded in said circuit, and an electric switch
arranged in operative relation to said safety-

circuit and provided with means for opening
and closing an armature short circuit for the

65 motor.

4. A safety system of the class described
comprising a supply-circuit for a motor, an
armature short circuit therefor, an Independ-
ent field-circuit for the motor, means for

opening and closing said supply-circuit, 70
means for causing the reverse opening and
closing of the short circuit, and means for es-

tablislung the independent field-circuit to the
motor.

5. In a safety system of the class described, 75
the combination with a motor and its inde-

pendent controlling means, of a motor-supply
circuit, an armature having a plurality of cir-

cuits, one of which circuits is normally open
and provided with resistance, a switch hi 80

each circuit for controlling the same inde-

pendently of said motor-controlling means,
and means for actuating the switches.

6. A safety system of the class described
comprising a motor-supply circuit, a nor- 85

mally energized magnetic switch normally
maintaining the current-supply for the mo-
tor, an armature branch short circuit includ-

ing said switch and adapted to be closed upon
the deene'rgization of the latter, a current-re- 90
taining circuit for the motor field-magnets,

and means for energizing and deenergizing
the magnetic switch from a remote point.

7. A safety system of the class described
comprising a motor-supply circuit, an arma- 95
ture short circuit,an independent field-circuit,

a separate safety-circuit, a switch included in

said safety-circuit and comprising means for

opening and closing the supply-circuit, for

causing the reverse opening and closing of the 1 00

armature short circuit, and for establishing

said independent field-circuit for the motor,
and a door or gate actuated circuit opening
and closing means included in said safety-

circuit. 105

8. A safety system of the class described
comprising a supply-circuit for a motor, an
armature short circuit, an independent field-

circuit, a separate safety-circuit, moto -gov-

erning means included in said safety-circuit, no
and a switch also included in said safety-cir-

cuit and comprising means for controlling all

of said other circuits, and controlled itself by
said governing means.

9. A safety system of the class described 115

comprising a motor-supply circuit, an arma-
ture short circuit, a current-retaining branch
for the field-magnets of the motor, a safety-

circuit, a switch mechanism included in said

safety-circuit and comprising means for con- 120

trolling said other circuits, means independ-
ent of the usual motor-controlling means for

opening and closing the safety-circuit, and a
speed-governor included in the said safety-

circuit and operatively related to said motor. 125

10. A safety system of the class described
comprising a motor-supply circuit, a safety-

circuit, motor-governing means included in

said safety-circuit, a switch mechanism also

included in said circuit and comprising means 130
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io

for opening and closing the motor-supply cir-

cuit, an electrically-operated detent arranged
in operative relation to said governing means
for normally holding the switch mechanism
in a closed position, and motor-armature
short-circuit connections arranged to be con-
trolled by said detent.

11. In a safety system for motor-propelled
vehicles having a safety-closure and inde-
pendent motor-controlling means, the com-
bination of a safety mechanism having a con-
trolling device operated solely from said clo-

sure and comprising means, independent of

said motor-controlling means, for opening
and closing the power-supply for the motor,
and for simultaneously applying restraining

means to the latter.

In testimony whereof I affix my signature
in presence of two subscribing witnesses.

JOHN A. MILLER.

Witnesses

:

G. P. Montague,
H. M. Sterling.
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To all whom, it may concern:

Be it known that I, John J. Westbrook, a
citizen of the United States, residing at Dan-
ville, in the county of Pittsylvania and State

5 of Virginia, have invented certain new and
useful Improvements in Slack-Cable Stops
for Elevators; and I do hereby declare the
following to be a full, clear, and exact de-

scription of the invention, such as will enable

to others skilled in the art to which it apper-
tains to make and use the same.
My invention consist in the novel features

hereinafter described, reference being had to

the accompanying drawings, which illus-

1 5 trate one form in which I have contemplated
embodying my invention, and said invention
is fully disclosed in the following description

and claims.

Referring to the drawings, Figure 1 repre-

20 sents a side elevation of a winding mechan-
ism for elevators embodying my invention.
Fig. 2 is a sectional view taken transversely
of the drum-shaft in rear of the flier-wheel, as

indicated by line 2 2 in Fig-. 3. Fie:. 3 is a

25 front elevation of the mechanism. Fig. 4 is

a sectional view on line 4 4 of Fig. 1. Fig. 5

is a sectional view on line 5 5 of Fig. 2. Fig.

6 is an enlarged detail of the slack-cable-op-

erated lever, the clutch-operating lever, and
30 the operating-spring for the latter.

The object of my invention is to provide a

simple and efficient mechanism for stopping
the elevator-operating mechanism in case the
car or the counterweight in its descent en-

35 counters an obstacle which arrests it. The
result of the stoppage of the car is that the
supporting cable or cables will continue to

unwind if the operating mechanism be not
thrown out of operation, and should the

40 weight of the car overcome the obstruction
and fall the shock would in most cases break
the cable and cause the car to plunge to the
bottom of the shaft.

By my invention I provide a construction

45 by means of which the operating mechanism
will be stopped almost instantly in case the
downward movement of the car is arrested or
in case for any other reason the suspending-
cable becomes slack, and the mechanism is

50 so constructed that it can be readily adapted
to drums of different diameters or width of

face and applied to different types of eleva-
tors having a winding-drum without alter-

ing the main elements of the mechanism, as

55 will hereinafter more fully appear.
In the drawings I have shown a belt-driven

winding mechanism for elevators with which
my improved slack-cable device is preferably
employed ; but it may also be used with other
forms of winding mechanism, such as elec- 60
trically-operated elevators, &c.

In the ajyparatus shown, A represents the
winding-drum mounted on the drum-shaft
B, which is supported in bearings in the cas-

ing C and in an exterior bearing c, said bear- 65
ing and casing being preferably supported
from suitable overhead beams or girders in

any desired manner. Within the casing C is

a worm-wheel D, (indicated in dotted lines in

Fig. 2,) mounted on shaft B and engaging a 70
worm E, (also indicated hi Fig. 2 in clotted

lines,) mounted on the driving-shaft F, which
is mounted in suitable bearings provided in

the casting and is provided with three pulleys
F'F 2 F3

. The central pulley F 2
is fast on the 75

shaft, and the two other pulleys are loose and
are adapted to be' driven in opposite direc-

tions by belts which may be shifted onto the
fast pulley to drive the apparatus in either

direction. 80
The belt-shipping apparatus comprises a

"flier -wheel" G, mounted loosely on the
drum-shaft B and provided on its outer face
with oppositely-disposed studs (or friction-

rolls) g, engaging slots in brackets h Ji', se- 85
cured, respectively, to sliding shipper-bars
H H'. The bar H carries a belt-shipper h2

for pulley F', and the bar H' carries a belt-

shipper h3 for pulley F3
. It will thus be seen

that the movement of the flier -wheel in 90
either direction will operate one of the belt-

shippers and start the mechanism in one di-

rection, and the movement of the flier-wheel

back to the position shown in Fig. 1 , which I

will term ''median position," will throw 95
whichever belt was upon the fast pulley back
upon its loose pulley and stop the apparatus.
The operation of the flier-wheel also throws
into and out of operation a brake mechanism
to secure a prompt stopping of the mechan- 100

ism and prevent it from continuing its oper-

ation by inertia. The driving-shaft F is pro-

vided with a brake-wheel F 4
,
around which is

a brake-band L, operatively connected to the

brake-lever M, which is pivoted near one end 105

at m to the casing and is provided at its op-

posite or outer end with a weight M', tending
to apply the brake.

N is a brake-controlling lever pivoted near
its center at n to the casing C and having its no
upper end connected by a link n' to the

brake-lever M at m' and its lower end pro-
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vided with a friction-roll ri
2

, which engages a
cam G', forming part of or connected oper-
atively with the flier -wheel G. This cam
has a recess g' , which engages the roll n%

5 when the flier -wheel is in its median posi-

tion, thus allowing the weight M' on brake-
lever M to apply the brake. When the flier-

wheel is turned in either direction, the roller

n' rides up a cam-grade, thus lifting the brake-
io lever M and releasing the brake.

The flier-wheel is provided with a yoke G2

for guiding a traveling block g
2 on a threaded

portion of the drum-shaft, and upon said

threaded portion are clamped the usual auto-

1 5 matic stops g
3
g
4 for throwing the flier-wheel

when the elcvator-ce r reaches the top or bot-
tom of the shaft.

The flier-wheel or some part conrected
therewith (in this instance the cam G') is pro-

20 vided with a clutch member, (indicated at

<7
6
,) and a movable clutch member g

1
is ar-

ranged adjacent thereto and is preferably
mounted on a spliin or feather on the shaft B.
O represents a pivoted clutch-operating le-

25 ver provided at its upper end with a yoke 0,

engaging the movable clutch member g
1 and

provided adjacent to its lower end with a
spring 0' , which tends to throw the movable
clutch member into engagement with the

30 clutch member carried by the flier-wheel.
This spring is connected to an adjustable
screw-hook o 2 or other device by means of

which its tension may be adjusted.
Adjacent to the lower end of the clutch-] e-

35 ver 0,1 provide a trip-lever P, pivoted to a sta-

tionary part of the apparatus (in this in-

stance the easing C) and so constructed that
the lever O can be moved so as to separate
the clutch members g° g

7 and locked in that
4° position by the trip-lever P. To provide for

a practically instantaneous disengagement of

the parts O and P, I prefer to provide one
with a concave socket to engage a convex
portion of the other, so that when they have

45 been moved slightly out of engagement the
pressure of the spring o' will cause them to
separate quickly. In this instance I have
shown the lever O provided with an angular
projection at its lower end, which carries an

50 adjustable screw o3
, the head of which is re-

cessed or concave, and the end p of the trip-

lever P is convex or rounded to engage this

recess in the screw o
3

.

The lever P is preferably formed of cast-

55 iron and is provided at the end opposite that
which engages the clutch-lever with a recess
p' to receive a trip-armP', which I form, pref-

erably, of wrought-iron and which is made to
conform to the particular winding-drum with

60 which it is to be used. The trip-arm P' has a
portion p

2
,
which extends across the lower

portion of the face of the drum between the
flanges and lies as closely as possible to the
cable-coils thereon as is possible without

65 touching them, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

The trip-arm P' is secured to the trip-lever P
by inserting it in the recess p' of the latter and
securing it by a set-screw p

3
.

It will be noted that by making the trip-

lever P o.nd trip-arm P' separately tee trip- 70
lever and the clutch-lever O can be made of

one size and pattern foi all sizes of machines,
and the trip-arm can be bent to the proper
form to suit the particular drum with which
it is to be used and then secured to the trip- 75
lever.

By reference to Fig. 5 it will be seen that
should the cable become slack for any reason,

as by the arresting of the car in its down-
ward movement, the weight of any slack coil 80
will depress the trip-arm P' and instantly dis-

engage the trip-lever P and clutch-operating

lever O, when the spring 0' will cause the
clutch-lever to throw in the clutch member g

1

and operate the flier-wheel in the direction in 85
which the drum-shaft is moving at the time,

thus returning the flier-wheel to median posi-

tion, and thereby, as previously described,

throwing off the driving-belt to its loose pul-

ley and allowing the brake to be applied, thus 90
almost instantaneously stopping the mechan-
ism and preventing the unwinding of the ca-

ble. After the slack-cable stop mechanism
has been operated it is necessary to pull out
the lower end of clutch-lever, reverse the 95
travel of the winding mechanism until the
slack is taken out of the cable, when tiie trip-

the lever P may be placed in engagement with
clutch-lever and will hold it out of operation
until the cable again becomes slack. Siiould 100

the counterweight of the elevator meet any
obstruction in its descent or should the trip-

arm P' through any cause or by accident be-

come disengaged from the clutch-operating
lever O, the clutch-lever will be thrown over 105

by spring 0' and operate the belt-shippers, as

previously described, or, in other words, this

slack -cable -stop mechanism will stop the
mechanism when the car is moving either up
or down should the trip-arm P' be tripped. no
While I have shown my invention applied

to one form of double belt-elevator-winding
mechanism, it may also be used in connec-
tion with other forms than that shown, and it

can also be used with single belt-winding 115
mechanism and with direct -connected en-

gine-winding mechanisms by simply varying
the connections from the flier-wheel which
serve to shut off or disconnect the power.
This invention is also applicable to electric 120
elevators, in which case the flier-wheel in-

stead of being operatively connected to belt-

shipping mechanism, as herein shown, is con-
nected with an electric controller for the mo-
tor which actuates the winding-drum. 125
What I claim, and desire to secure by Let-

ters Patent, is

—

1. In a slack-cable stop for elevator mech-
anism, the combination with the flier-wheel,

a clutch mechanism therefor provided with a 130
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movable member, a clutch-operating lever

connected with said movable clutch member,
a spring for moving said movable member
into operative position and a trip-lever hav-

S ing a part engaging said clutch-lever and a

part in position to be engaged by a slack por-

tion of the cable, substantially as described.

2. In a slack-cable stop for elevator mech-
anism, the combination with the flier-wheel,

10 a clutch mechanism therefor provided with a
movable member, a clutch-operating lever

connected with said movable clutch member,
a spring for moving said movable member
into operative position and a trip -lever hav-

iS ing a part engaging said clutch-lever, and a

part in position to be engaged by a slack por-
tion of the cable, the engaging portions of

said trip-lever and clutch-lever being the one
convex and the other concave, to form a

20 socket to receive said convex part, substan-
tially as described.

3. In a slack-cable stop for elevator mech-
anisms, the combination with the flier-wheel,
a clutch mechanism therefor provided with a

25 movable member, a clutch-operating lever

connected with said movable clutch member,
a spring for moving said movable member
into operative position and a trip-lever hav-
ing a part engaging said clutch-lever, and a

30 separate trip-arm having a portion arranged in

position to be engaged by a slack portion of

the cable, and rigidly secured to said trip-

lever, substantially as described.

4. In a slack-cable stop for elevator mech-
35 anisms, the combination with the flier-

w

rheel,

a clutch mechanism therefor provided with a

movable member, a clutch-operating lever

connected with said movable clutch member,
a spring for moving said movable member

40 into operative position and a trip-lever hav-
ing a part engaging said clutch-lever and

having a recess in its opposite end, a separate
trip-arm having a portion constructed to lie

within the flanges of the winding-drum of the
elevator mechanism, and having its opposite 45
end secured in the recess in said trip-lever,

substantially as described.

5. In a slack-cable stop for elevator mech-
anism, the combination with the flier-wheel,

a clutch mechanism therefor provided with a 50
movable member, a clutch-operating lever

connected with said movable clutch member,
a spring for moving said movable member
into operative position and a trip-lever hav-
ing a part engaging said clutch-lever and a 55
part in position to be engaged by a slack por-
tion of the cable, one of the engaging por-
tions of said trip-lever and clutch-lever being
adjustable with respect to the part to which
it is secured, substantially as described. 60

6. In a slack-cable stop for elevator mech-
anism, the combination with the flier-wheel,
a clutch mechanism therefor, a clutch-operat-

ing lever, a spring connected therewith for

throwing the clutch mechanism into opera- 65
tive position, said lever being provided with
an adjustable screw having a concave seat, a
pivoted trip-lever having a convex portion
for engaging said concave seat to hold the
clutch-lever and clutch out of operative posi- 70
tion, said lever being provided with a recess

at its other end, and a trip-arm having a part
engaging said recess and a part bent to ex-

tend across the face of the winding-drum of

the elevator mechanism and between the 75
flanges thereof, substantially as described.

In testimony whereof I affix my signature
in the presence of two witnesses.

JOHN J. WESTBROOK.
Witnesses

:

W. J. Westbrook,
Stanley W. Scott.
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Application filed May 16, 1906. Serial No, 317,226.

To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Samuel S. Teague,
engineer, a citizen of the United States, re-

siding at 936 E street northwest, Washing-
5 ton, District of Columbia, have invented

certain new and useful Improvements in Au-
tomatic-Control Devices for Elevators; and
I do hereby declare the following to be a full,

clear, and exact description of the invention,
io such as will enable others skilled in the art to

which it appertains to ' make and use the
same.
My invention relates to automatic control

devices for elevators and has for its object
t 5 means by which the operation of the elevator

is automatically controlled by the opening
and closing of the elevator door. In devices
of this general character, it is old to provide
means whereby the elevator having been

20 stopped at a particular landing and the door
opened, a start cannot again be made until

the door is closed; also to provide means
such as counterweights or springs whereby
when' the operating lever is released, it will

25 return to its inoperative position; also to

provide for the shutting off of the water sup-
ply to the operating cylinder upon the open-
ing of the elevator door or similar contin-

gency. As distinguished from these, my in-

30 vention provides that upon the opening of

the elevator door, for instance, means are set

in motion whereby through hydraulic pres-

sure, the shipper mechanism, is itself thrown
to an inoperative position and there locked

35 until the door be closed.

The invention consists, moreover, in cer-

tain features of construction whereby the
different elements co-operate to secure the
desired result in a perfectly automatic and

4.0 entirely certain and efficient manner.
The invention, as hereinafter more fully

described and as particularly set out in the
claims, will be readily understood from an
inspection of the accompanying drawings

45 setting forth a preferred embodiment of the
same and modifications.

In these drawings Figure 1 is a general
view of the device assembled in connection
with the operating cylinder of an elevator;

50 Fig. 2 is a plan view of the same disconnect-
ed; Fig. 3 is a modification; Fig. 4 is a hori-

zontal section through the valve mechanism
shown in Fig. 2 in one position of operation;
Fig. 5 is a similar view to Fig. 4 in the other

extreme position of operation; Fig. 6 is a 55
similar view at an intermediate position;

Fig. 7 is a further modification; Fig. 8 is a
detail view of a regulating valve employed;
Fig. 9 is a view showing an operative connec-
tion between the device and the elevator 60

doors; Fig. 10 shows a modified form of con-
nection from that shown in Fig. 9; Fig. 11 is

a detail view showing a trip mechanism; Fig.

12 is a plan view showing a connection be-
tween the trip and its operating device; and 65
Fig. 13 is a detail of the rack adjustment.
While the invention may be readily ap-

plied to any ordinary form of elevator, I

have illustrated and will describe the same
as connected with a hydraulic elevator. 70
The main operating cylinder or motor 1

containing the usual pistons operating, by
and through the piston rods 2 and the cross

head 3, upon the sheaves 4 to communicate
motion by means of the ropes 5 to the eleva- 75
tor car in a well known manner, is supplied
with water through the main or operating
valve 6 of ordinary construction from a pres-

sure tank (not shown) by means of a pipe 7.

This operating valve is manipulated in the 80

well known way from a pulley S operated
from the car by the shipper rope 9. The ma-
nipulation of this operating valve might be
effected by means of levers, rods or any other '

well known structure, the term "shipper*
mechanism" being used hereinafter to em- (

brace any means for controlling the motor /

from the car to start and stop the elevator. /

A fluid pressure pipe 10 tapping the supply
from the pressure tank leads to an auxiliary 90

valve mechanism forming a part of my inven-

tion and composed, preferably, of twin
valves 11 and 12, the stems 13 and 14 of

which are adjustably connected to the rack

15 and provided with disks ll a
, ll b

, ll c and 95

ll d and 12 a
, 12 b

, 12 c and 12d respectively.

The connection between the pressure pipe 10

and the auxiliary valve mechanism is by
means of branches 17 and 18 containing

check valves 19 and 20 permitting of a flow 100

in a forward direction only, the branches 17

and 18 communicating with the respective

valves 11 and 12 by ports 21 and 22. The
two ports 23 and 24 of the valve 11 lead by
way of the branches 25 and 26 of the pipe 27 105

to one end of a valve motor 28 while the

ports 29 and 30 of the valve 12 lead by way
of branches 31 and 32 of the pipe 33 to the
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opposite end of the valve motor 28. By the
stem 34 of the valve motor 28 is carried a
disk 35, and to the stem 34 is likewise ad-
justably secured a rack 36. Pipes 37 and 38

5 each containing a check valve as shown, lead

from the opposite ends of the valve motor 28
to a discharge pipe 39 containing a regulating
valve 40 to be hereinafter more particularly

described.
io The rack 36 attached to the valve stem 34

and the rack 15 connecting the valve stems
13 and 14 are respectively in engagement
with pinions 41 and 42 keyed to a common
spindle 43 rigidly connected by a coupling

1 5 member 44 with a similar coupling member
45 fixed upon the spindle of the shipper mech-
anism, which spindle controls the main valve

6, wherefore it will be seen that any move-
ment of the auxiliary valves will be posi-

20 tively transmitted to the shipper mechan-
ism and also to the operating valve.

A small pipe 46 leads from the pressure

pipe 10 by way of the regulating valve 40 to

a control valve 47 located adjacent to the

25 lower portion of the elevator shaft 48 from
whence a waste pipe 49 leads to the discharge
pipe 39 and thence to the open tank. Waste
pipes 50 and 51 likewise lead to the same
point of discharge.

ju The control valve 47, shown in section in

Fig. 10, is a simple balanced valve having an
inlet from pipe 46 and an outlet to pipe 49
with spaced disks so arranged that in the up-
per position the lower disk closes the inlet

35 and in the lower position the inlet and outlet

communicate by means of the space between
the disks. The stem and disks of this valve
are raised to close the same in the manner
hereinafter described and they return to the

40 normal open position of their own weight.

The regulating valve 40, preferably used,
• is of the Mason type shown in detail in Fig.

8, although other regulating valves of known
construction might be employed. The con-

45 struction of this valve is well known to be
such that the passage of fluid therethrough
by the pipe 39 is controlled by the pressure
in the pipe 46, wherefore if, by the closing of

the valve 47, the pressure in the pipe 46 is in-

50 creased, the regulating valve 40 closes the
discharge 39.

Attached to the stem 52 of the valve 47 is a
cord or rope or rod 53 extending upward
through the elevator shaft. Levers 54, piv-

55 oted above the doors 55, are connected to the
cord 53 by cords 56. The free end of the le-

vers 54 is provided with an anti-friction roll

57 arranged to ride upwardly upon the door
when opened, as shown in the central portion

60 of Fig. 9, thereby exerting tension upon the
lifting cord 53 to close the valve 47 when-
ever the door is opened and permitting the
same to drop and to open the valve 47 when
the door is closed

.

65 Instead of employing the lever described

75

80

above, to be operated by the opening of the
door, a spring pressed bolt 58 may be em-
ployed, as shown in Fig. 10 which, if re-

leased by the opening of the door, will, under
the tension of the spring, lift the cord 53 with 70
the same result.

The operation of the device is as follows:

When all of the doors of the elevator are

closed, the valves 47 and 40 will be open and
the operating valve or motor of the elevator

remain under the perfect control of the con-
ductor by the shipper mechanism. If, for

instance, the elevator is ascending, the oper-

ating or main valve 6 will, by means of the

shipper mechanism, have been thrown to an
extreme position and such movement of the

shipper mechanism by the rack and pinion
connection, will have also thrown the aux-
iliary valve mechanism into the position

shown in Fig. 4, the water from the pressure 85

pipe 10 passing through the pipe 18 past the

check valve 20, through the ports 22 and 29
of the valve 12, thence through the pipes 31

and 33 into the right end of the valve motor
28, and thence through the pipe 38 and the 90
discharge pipe 39 to the open tank, the

valve 40 being open, and the water having
free course through the auxiliary valves and
valve motor. If, on the other hand, the ele-

vator be descending, the auxiliary valve and 95
motor mechanism will, by reason of the

shifting of the shipper mechanism, occupy a

position at the other extreme as shown in

Fig. 5. In this case, the passage of the

water through the auxiliary valves is by way 1 00

of the pipes 10 and 17, past the check valve

19, through the ports 21 and 24 of the valve

11, the pipe 26 and 27 to the left hand end of

the valve motor 28, and thence through the

pipe 37 and the discharge pipe 39 to the 105

open tank, the valve 40 being open as before.

If the elevator be brought to a standstill, the
shipper mechanism being shifted to an inter-

mediate position, the coupling between the
said shipper mechanism and the racks 36 and 1 1 o

15 will likewise bring the valves of the- aux-
iliary valve mechanism to an intermediate
position as represented in Fig. 6, in which
case, the water from the pressure pipe 10 at-

tempting to flow through either the pipe 17 115

and the valve 11 or through the pipe 18 and
the valve 12 is trapped between the disks llb

and ll c
, and 12b and 12c occupying positions

on each side of the ports 21 and 22 respec-

tively, balancing the valves 11 and 12. It 120

will thus be seen that so long as the valve 40
is open and there is no obstruction to the

flow of water through the auxiliar}^ valve
and motor mechanism, said auxiliary mech-
anism is entirely idle and does not in any 125

way affect the manipulation, by the conduc-
tor, of the main or operating valve and the
motor cylinder, said operating valve being
acted upon directly by the shipper mechan-
ism and not indirectly through other valve 130
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20

mechanism. If, however, during the ascent
of the elevator, the auxiliary mechanism be-
ing in the position shown in Fig. 4

;
one of the

doors of the elevator should from any cause

5 become open, an upward pull upon the cord
53 will close the control valve 47 and through
it the regulating valve 40 to obstruct the
flow of water through the auxiliary valve
and motor mechanism. As a result, the
water in the right hand end of the valve
motor 28 finding no egress through the pipes
38 and 39, exerts its pressure to the left upon
the disk 35, driving said disk with its stem
34 and rack 36 to the left, the water in the
left hand end of the valve motor finding

egress through the pipes 27 and 25 and the
port 23 to the open tank through the pipe 50.

This movement continues until the rack has
reached the intermediate position shown in

Fig. 6, when the disk ll a carried by the valve
stem 13 will have closed the passage from the

port 23 to the discharge pipe 50 and thus
have equalized the pressure on both sides of

the disk 35, at which time also the inlet port

; 22 to the valve 12 will be closed by the disks

12 b and 12 c occupying positions on both
sides thereof as shown in said Fig. 6. This
movement of the disk 35 with its stem 34 and
rack 36 to the position shown in Fig. 6, will

30 be positively transmitted by the coupling 44,

45 to the shipper mechanism, also closing the
operating valve to the motor cylinder and
stopping the elevator.

If the elevator be descending and the

35 valve mechanism in the position shown in

Fig. 5, when the elevator door is opened, the
movement will be the reverse, that is, the
closing of the valve 40 will cause the pres-

sure of the water in the left hand end of the
40 valve motor 28 to drive the disk 35 with its

stem 34 and rack 36 to the right carrying
with it, by means of the connection through
the pinions 41 and 42, the stems 13 and 14
of the valves 11 and 12. The water in the
right hand end of the valve motor 28 will

escape through the pipes 33 and 32 to the
right hand end of the valve 12 through the
port 30 and thence to the discharge 51.

This movement will continue until the disk
12 a on the valve stem 14 reaches a position

to cut off the flow through the port 30 to the
discharge 51, whereupon the pressure on the
two sides of the piston 35 will be equalized
and the inlet of water to the valve 1 1 will

"55 be prevented by the two disks ll b and ll f

occupying positions on opposite sides of the
port 21. At this time, again, the auxiliary
mechanism will occupy the position shown
in Fig. 6 and the motion will have been

60 transmitted to the main valve and to the
shipper mechanism which will then be in an
inoperative position and the elevator will be
stopped. In| either case, the main valve
and shipper mechanism are locked in this

65 inoperative position, it being impossible to

45

5°

shift either because of the water trapped on
both sides of the disk 35 in the valve motor
28, any interchange flow between the two
ends by way of the pipes 37 and 38 being pre-

vented by the check valves 16 therein. The 70
shipper mechanism cannot be brought into
a position to operate the elevator until the
door is closed.

If it be desired to permit the elevator to
proceed, but at greatfy reduced speed after 75
the closing of the valve 40 by the opening
of a door, this result can be attained by so
adjusting the connection between the racks
15 and the steins 13 and 14, and between the
rack 36 and the stem 34, as to set the oper- 80
ating valve of the elevator slightly in ad-
vance or behind the auxiliary valves to

effect a partial instead of a complete throt-
tling of the motive fluid in the main valve.
In order to provide for this and also to en-
able any lost motion to be taken up in the
rack connections, the ends of the valve stems
are threaded and connected with flanges 59
of the racks in the manner shown in Fi°\ 13.

lock nuts 60 securing a fixed relation between 90
the two.
The construction described for the closing

of the valves 40 and 47 is arranged to be op-
erated by the opening of the elevator door.
Obviously, it may be automatically operated 95
by the happening of other contingencies, or

provision may be made whereby it may be
manually operated.

In Figs. 11 and 12, I have shown a trip

mechanism by means of which in case of 100

accident as by the breaking of the shipper
rope, the conductor will be able to stop the

elevator otherwise than by opening an ele-

vator door. In this case, the cord 53 is con-

nected by cords 61 to spring operated bolts 105

62 in a manner similar to that described

with reference to Fig. 9, the difference being
that these bolts are not released by the open-

ing of the door but are under all ordinary
conditions held in an inoperative position no
by means of a detent 63 pivotally mounted
and bearing against the end of the bolt 62

on the inside wall of the elevator shaft.

Upon the car a spring pressed bolt 64 is held

retracted by the engagement of a catch 65 115

in a notch cut in said bolt. If, during the

ascent or descent of the elevator, the shipper

rope were to break or become otherwise in-

operative, the conductor may release the

catch 65 from the bolt 64 which will then 120

be projected outwardly far enough to con-

tact with one of the detents 63 and throw it

into the position shown at the lower end of

Fig. 11, permitting the bolt 62, under the

tension or its spring, to lift the cord 53 and 125

close the valves 40 and 47 thus again throw-

ing the main valve and the shipper mechan-
ism into an inoperative position and stop-

ping the elevator.

In Fig. 3 is shown a modified connection 130
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15

20

*l

between the auxiliary mechanism and the

control valve, the discharge pipe 39 being-

tapped into a pipe 66 connecting pipes 26
and 31 and provided with check valves 67

5 and 68. In this case, when the auxiliary

valves are idle, the flow being unobstructed
by the valve 40, the water does not pass
through the valve motor 28 but directly from
the valves 11 and 12 through the pipe 66

10 past the check valves 67 or 68 as the case

may be to the discharge. The operation is

precisely the same as in the construction
heretofore described in detail.

As a matter of convenience, I have found
it desirable to use the regulating valve 40
which is closed by the closing of the valve

47, but its use may be dispensed with. If

the valve 47 be placed directly in the pipe

39, the valve 40 and the pipe 46 are not
needed, the lifting of the cord 53 shutting
off directly, by means of the valve 47, the
flow of water through the pipe 39, as indi-

cated in Fig. 7.

Having thus described my invention, what
25 I claim as new and desire "to secure by Let-

ters Patent, is

:

1. In a control device for elevators, the
combination, with the motor, and shipper
mechanism controlling the same, of means
acting independently pf the shipper mechan-
ism to stop the motor and throw the shipper
mechanism to its inoperative position.

2. In a control device for elevators, the
combination, with the motor, and shipper

35 mechanism controlling the same, of means
acting independently of the shipper mechan-
ism by fluid pressure to stop the motor and
throw the shipper mechanism to its inopera-
tive position.

3. In a control device for elevators, the
combination, with the motor, and shipper
mechanism controlling the same, of means
acting independently of the shipper mechan-
ism to stop the motor and throw the shipper

45 mechanism to its inoperative position and
lock the same.

4. Tn a control device for elevators, the
combination, with the motor, and shipper
mechanism controlling the same, of means

50 acting automatically and independently of

the shipper mechanism to stop the motor and
throw the shipper mechanism to its inopera-
tive position.

5. In a control device for elevators, the
combination, with the motor, and shipper
mechanism controlling the same, of means
cting automatically and independently of

the shipper mechanism upon the opening of

the elevator door to stop the motor and
throw the shipper mechanism to its inopera-
tive position.

6. In a control device for elevators, the
combination, with the motor, an operating
valve, and a shipper mechanism for opening

65 and closing the said valve, of means operat-

40

ing automatically and independently of the
shipper mechanism upon the opening of an
elevator door to close said valve.

7. In a control device for elevators, the
combination, with the motor, and shipper 70
mechanism controlling the same, of means
acting independently of the shipper mechan-
ism to stop the motor,jand a connection be-
tween the said means and the shipper mech-
anism whereby they normally operate in uni- 7 5

son - Al U li • i <^A "T^
8. In a control crevice for elevators, the

combination, with the motor, and shipper
mechanism controlling the same, of means
acting automatically and independently of 80

the shipper mechanism upon the opening of

the elevator door to stop the motor, and a
connection between the said means and the

shipper mechanism whereby they normally
operate inunison,. 85

9. ln~a~control device for elevators, the

combination, with the motor, and shipper
mechanism controlling the same, of an aux-
iliary valve and motor system, means acting

automatically through the said auxiliary 90
system, and independently of the shipper
mechanism to stop the motor, and a connec-
tion between the auxiliary system and the

shipper mechanism whereby they normally
act in unison. *

95
*TU. In a^control device for elevators, the

combination, with the motor, and shipper
mechanism controlling the same, of an aux-
iliary valve and motor system, means acting

automatically through the said auxiliary 100

system and independently of the shipper
mechanism upon the opening of the elevator

door to stop the motor, and a connection be-

tween the auxiliary system and the shipper
mechanism whereby they normally act in 105
unison.

11. In a control device for elevators, the

combination, -with the motor, and shipper
mechanism controlling the same, of an aux-
iliary valve and motor system acting upon no
the motor independently of the shipper
mechanism, and' means acting automatically
through the said auxiliary system to stop the

motor and throw the shipper mechanism to

its inoperative position. 115

12. In a control device for elevators, the

combination, with the motor, and shipper
mechanism controlling the same, of an aux-
iliary valve and motor system acting upon
the motor independently of the shipper i^o

mechanism, and means acting automatically
through the said auxiliary system upon the
opening of an elevator door to stop the motor
and throw the shipper mechanism to its in-

operative position and lock the same. 125

13. In a control device for elevators, the
combination, with an operating valve and
shipper mechanism acting thereon, of an aux-
iliary valve and motor system coupled with
the shipper mechanism, apressure fluid supply 1 30
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to the auxiliary system, a control valve gov-
erning the discharge therefrom, and means to

actuate the control valve to cause the opera-

tion by pressure fluid of the auxiliary sys-

5 tern and through it the shifting of the shipper

mechanism to an inoperative position.

1-1. In a control device for elevators, the

combination, with an operating valve and
shipper mechanism acting thereon, of an aux-

io diary valve and motor system coupled with

the shipper mechanism, a pressure fluid sup-

ply to the auxiliary system, a control valve
governing the discharge therefrom, and
means actuated by the opening of the ele-

1 5 vator door to close the control valve to cause

the operation by pressure fluid of the aux-
iliary system and through it the shifting of

the shipper mechanism to an inoperative po-
sition.

20 15. In a control device for elevators, the

combination with an operating valve and
shipper mechanism acting thereon, of an aux-
iliary valve and motor system positively

coupled with the shipper mechanism, a

25 pressure fluid supply to the auxiliary system,

a control valve governing the discharge

therefrom, and means actuated by the open-
ing of the elevator door to close the control

valve to cause the operation by the pressure

30 fluid of the auxiliary system and through it

the shifting of the shipper mechanism to an
inoperative position.

16. In a control device for elevators, the

combination, with an operating valve and

35 shipper mechanism acting thereon, of an aux-
iliary valve and motor system positively

coupled with the shipper mechanism, a pres-

sure fluid supply to the auxiliary system, a

regulating valve in the discharge therefrom

40 a control valve governing the operation of

the regulating valve, and means operating

automatically to actuate the control valve to

close the regulating valve to cause the opera-

tion by the pressure fluid of the auxiliary

45 sj'stem and through it the shifting of the

shipper mechanism to an inoperative po-
sition.

17. In a control device for elevators, the

combination, with an operating valve and
50 shipper mechanism acting thereon, of an aux-

iliary valve and motor system coupled with
the shipper mechanism, a pressure fluid sup-

ply to the auxiliary S3rstem, a regulating

valve operable by variations in fluid pressure

55 arranged in the discharge therefrom, an aux-
iliary pressure fluid pipe around the auxiliary

s}Tstem by way of the regulating valve to a

point adjacent the elevator shaft, a control

valve in the auxfliary pressure pipe, and
60 means operating automatically upon the

opening of the elevator door to close the con-
trol valve to operate the regulating valve to

cause the operation by the pressure fluid of

the auxfliary system and through it the

shifting of the shipper mechanism to an inop- 65

erative position.

IS. In a control device for elevators, the
combination with an operating valve and
shipper mechanism acting thereon, of an aux-
iliary valve and motor system positively 70

coupled with the shipper mechanism, a pres-

sure fluid supply to the auxiliary system, a

regulating valve operable by variations in

fluid pressure arranged in the discharge from
the auxiliary system, an auxiliary pressure 75

fluid pipe extending by way of the regulating

valve to a point adjacent the elevator shaft,

a control valve in the auxiliary pressure pipe,

and means connecting the control valve stem
with the elevator door whereby the opening 80

of the elevator door will operate the control

valve to close the regulating valve to cause

the operation by the pressure fluid of the aux-
iliary system and through it the shiftmg of

the shipper mechanism to an inoperative 85

locked position.

19. In a control device for elevators, the

combination, with an operating valve and
shipper mechanism acting thereon, of an
auxiliary valve and motor system coupled 90
with the shipper mechanism and comprising
a pair of twin valves having their stems pro-

vided with spaced disks controlling inlet and
outlet ports and a valve motor having its

stem provided with a disk, a control valve 95
arranged to govern, the discharge from
auxiliary sj^stem, a pressure fluid supply at

one position of the shipper mechanism and
valves through one of the twin valves and
one end of the valve motor to the discharge 100

and at another position thereof through the

other twin valve to the other end of the valve

motor and to the discharge, and means oper-

ating automatically to close the control

valve to cause the pressure fluid within the 105

auxiliarjr system to act upon the disks and
shift the same and the coupled shipper mech-
anism to an inoperative position.

20. In a control device for elevators, the

combination, with an operating valve and no
shipper mechanism acting thereon, of an
auxiliary valve and motor mechanism cou-

pled with the shipper mechanism and com-
prising a pair of twin valves having their

stems rigidly coupled and provided with 115

spaced disks controlling inlet and outlet ports

and a valve motor having its stem provided

with a disk and coupled with the stems of the

twin valves, a control valve arranged to gov-

ern the discharge from the auxiliary system, 120

a pressure fluid supply at one position of the

shipper mechanism and valves through one

of the twin valves and one end of the valve

motor to the discharge and at another posi-

tion thereof through the other twin valve 125

and the other end of the valve motor to the

discharge, check valves in the supply to each

of the twin valves and between each end of
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the valve motor and discharge, and means
operating automatically upon the opening of

an elevator door to actuate the control valve
to cause pressure fluid within the auxiliary

5 system to act upon the disks to shift the

same and the coupled shipper mechanism to

an intermediate position and there lock the

same.
21. In a control device for elevators, the

to combination, with an operating valve and
shipper mechanism acting thereon, of an
auxiliary valve and motor system compris-
ing a pair of twin valves having their stems
rigidly coupled by a rack and provided with

15 spaced disks controlling inlet and outlet

ports and a valve motor having its stem pro-

vided with a disk and a rack, a spindle cou-
pled to the shipper mechanism and carrying
pinions in engagement with the racks, a con-

20 trol valve in the discharge from the auxiliary

system, a pressure fluid supply at one posi-

tion of the valves through one of the twin
valves and one end of the valve motor to the
discharge and at another position thereof

25 through the other twin valve and the other
end of the valve motor to the discharge,

check valves in the suppl}* to each of the
twin valves and between each end of the
valve motor and the discharge, and means

30 operating automatically upon the opening of

the elevator door to actuate the control valve
to cause the pressure fluid within the auxil-

iary system to act upon the disks to shift the
same and the coupled shipper mechanism to

35 an intermediate position.

22. In a control device for elevators, the
combination, with an operating valve and
shipper mechanism acting thereon, of an
auxiliary valve and motor system coupled

4c with the shipper mechanism and comprising
a pair of twin valves having their stems rig-

idly coupled and provided with spaced disks
controlling inlet and outlet ports and a valve
motor having its stem provided with a disk

45 and coupled with the stems of the twin
valves, a regulating valve operable by varia-
tions in fluid pressure arranged in the dis-

charge from the auxiliary system, a pres-

sure fluid supply at one position of the
auxiliary valves through one of the twin
valves and one end of the valve motor to the
discharge and at another position thereof to

the other twin Valve to the other end of the
valve motor to the discharge, an auxiliary
pressure pipe extending by way of the regu-
lating valve to a point adjacent the elevator
shaft, a control valve in the auxiliary pres-

sure pipe, and means operating automatic-
ally upon the opening of the elevator door to

actuate the control valve to close the regu-
lating valve to cause the pressure fluid within
the auxiliary sj^tem to act upon the disks to

shift the same and' the coupled shipper mech-
anism to an intermediate position.

65 23. In a control device for elevators, the

5°

55

60

combination with an operating valve and
shipper mechanism acting thereon, of an
auxiliary valve and motor system comprising
a pair of twin valves having their stems
rigidly coupled by a rack and provided with 70
spaced disks controlling inlet and outlet

ports and a valve motor having its stem pro-
vided with a disk and with a rack, a spindle

coupled to the shipper mechanism and carry-
ing pinions in engagement with the racks, a 75
regulating valve operable by variations in

fluid pressure arranged in the discharge from
the auxiliary system, a pressure fluid supply
at one position of the valves through one of

the twin valves and one end of the valve 80

motor to the discharge and at another posi-

tion thereof through the other twin valve
and the other end of the valve motor to the
discharge, check valves in the supply to

each of the twin valves and between each 85
end of the valve motor and discharge, an
auxiliary pressure pipe extending by way of

the regulating valve to a point adjacent the
elevator shaft, a control valve in the auxil-

iary pressure pipe beyond the regulating 90
valve, and means operating automatically
upon the opening or the elevator door to.

actuate the control valve to close the regu-
lating valve and cause the pressure fluid

within the auxiliary system to act upon the 95
disks to shift the same and the coupled ship-

per mechanism to an intermediate locked
position.

24. In a control device for elevators, the
combination, with an operating valve and
shipper mechanism acting thereon, of means
to control and actuate the valve acting inde-

pendently of shipper mechanism, and means
operative through said actuating means
when the elevator door is open to throw the
operating valve and shipper mechanism auto-
matically to an inoperative position.

25. In a control device for elevators, the
combination, with an operating valve, ship-

per mechanism acting thereon, and means to

close said valve acting independently of the.

shipper mechanism, of a member movably
mounted adjacent the elevator door, and a
connection between said member and the
valve closing means whereby the opening of

the elevator door will operate to automatic-
ally stop the elevator.

26. In a control device for elevators, the
combination, with an operating" valve, ship-

per mechanism fftlr^ mereon*, and 'means to

control and actuate the shipper mechanism \\

of a lever pivoted acbacen^heek^ajjjr^j^r
and arranged to be^per^teoT'T^ffieoponmo;
of the door, and a mechanical connection
between the lever and means controlling and
actuating the shipper mechanism whereby
the opening of the door will operate to shift

the shipper mechanism to an inoperative
position.

27. In a control device for elevators, the 130

100

sfc
IOt

I 20
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combination, with an operating valve, ship-

per mechanism acting thereon, and means to

control and actuate the shipper mechanism
of a lever, pivoted adjacent the elevator door

5 Trim provided with an anti-friction roll ar-

ranged to ride upon the"*o
t
o'(Tp\\Tien opened,

and a mechanical connection between the
lever and means controlling and actuating
the shipper mechanism whereby'the opening

10 of the door will operate to shift the shipper
mechanism to an inoperative locked position.

28. In a control device for elevators, the
combination, with an operating valve, ship-

per mechanism acting thereon, and means to

15 control and actuate the shipper mechanism
of means tending to act upon the controlling
and actuating means to shift the shipper
mechanism to an inoperative position, a de-
tent holding said shifting means out of action,

20 and a trip under the control of the elevator
conductor for displacing the detent to per-
mit the shifting of the shipper mechanism.

29. In a control device for elevators, the
combination, with an operating valve, ship-

25 per mechanism acting thereon, and means to

control and actuate the shipper mechanism
of a spring pressed bolt connected with said
controlling and actuating means and tending
to act upon the same to shift the shipper

30 mechanism to an inoperative position, a de-
tent holding said bolt out of action, and a
trip tinder the control of the elevator con-
ductor for displacing the detent to release

the bolt to permit the shifting of the shipper

35 mechanism.
30. In a control device for elevators, the

combination, with an operating valve and
shipper mechanism acting thereon, of means

ft operating automatically to throw said ship-

yoVf>er mechanism from an operative into an in-

tT operative position, and means under the con-

YJ \\ trol of the conductor and other than the ship-
m per mechanism for shifting the shipper mech-

anism into an inoperative tposition.

45 31. In a control device for elevators, the
combination, with an operating valve and
shipper mechanism acting thereon, of an
auxiliary valve and motor system coupled
with the shipper mechanism, and distinct

50 means one under the control of the elevator
conductor and the other acting automatically
through the auxiliary system to throw the
shipper mechanism into an inoperative posi-

tion.

32. In a control device for elevators, the
combination, with an operating valve and
shipper mechanism acting thereon, of an
auxiliary valve and motor system coupled
with the shipper mechanism, and distinct

means one under the control of the elevator
conductor and the other beyond his control
and acting automatically upon the opening of

an elevator door to throw the shipper mech-
anism into an inoperative locked position.

65 33. In a control device for elevators, the

852,357

55

6c

combination, with an operating valve and
shipper mechanism acting (hereon, of an

auxiliary valve and motor system coupled
with the shipper mechanism, a lever pivoted
adjacent the elevator door beyond the con- 70

trol of the elevator conductor and arranged
to be actuated by the opening of the door, a

spring pressed bolt, a detent holding said

bolt out of action, a trip under the control of

the elevator conductor for displacing the de- 7 5

tent to release the bolt, and means connect-

ing the lever and bolt with the auxiliary sys-

tem whereby the slufting of the lever or the

releasing of the bolt will act through the aux-
iliary system to throw the shipper median- 80

ism into an inoperative locked position.

34. In a control device for elevators, the

combination, with an operating valve and
shipper mechanism acting thereon, of an
auxiliary valve and motor system coupled 85

with the shipper mechanism, a lever pivoted
adjacent the elevator door and arranged to

be actuated by the opening of the door, and
a mechanical connection between the lever

and auxiliary system whereby the opening of 90

the door will shift the shipper mechanism to

an inoperative position.

35. In a control device for elevators, the

combination, with an operating valve and
shipper mechanism acting thereon, of an 95
auxiliary valve and motor sj'stem coupled
with the shipper mechanism, a pressure fluid

supply to the auxiliary system, a control

valve governing the discharge therefrom, a

lever pivoted adjacent the elevator door and 100

arranged to ride upon the door when opened,
and a connection between the lever and con-

trol valve whereby the opening of the door
will through the auxiliary system shift the

shipper mechanism to an inoperative posi- io|

tion.

36. In a control device for elevators, the

combination, with an operating valve and
shipper mechanism acting thereon, of an
auxiliary valve and motor system positively 1 1 °

coupled with the shipper mechanism, a pres-

sure fluid supply to the auxiliary system, a

regulating valve in the discharge therefrom,

a control valve governing the operation of

the regulating valve, a lever pivoted adja- 115

cent the elevator door and arranged to ride

upon the door when opened, and a connec-

tion between the lever and control valve
whereby the opening of the door will through
the auxiliary system shift the shipper mech- 120

anism to an inoperative position.

37. In a control device for elevators, the

combination, with an operating valve and
shipper mechanism acting thereon, of an
auxiliary valve and motor system coupled 125

with the shipper mechanism and comprising
a pair of twin valves having their stems pro-

vided with spaced disks controlling inlet and
outlet ports and a valve motor having its

stem provided with a disk, a control valve 130
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arranged to govern the discharge from the

auxiliary system, a pressure fluid supply at

one position of the shipper mechanism and
valves through one of the twin valves and

5 one end of the valve motor to the discharge

and at another position thereof through the

other twin valve and the other end of the

valve motor to the discharge, a lever pivoted
adjacent the door and arranged to ride

10 upon the door when opened, and a connec-
tion between the lever and • control valve
whereby the opening of the door will operate
the auxiliary system and shift the shipper
mechanism to an inoperative position.

15 38. In a control device for elevators, the
combination, with an operating valve and
shipper mechanism acting thereon, of an
auxiliary valve and motor mechanism cou-
pled with the shipper mechanism and com-

20 prising a pair of twin valves having their

stems rigidly coupled by a rack and provided
with spaced disks controlling inlet and out-
let ports and a valve motor having its stem
provided with a disk and a rack, a spindle

25 coupled to the shipper mechanism and cariy-
ing pinions in engagement with the racks, a
control valve in the discharge from the aux-
iliary system, a pressure fluid suppty at one
position of the valves through one of the

30 twin valves and one end of the valve motor
to the discharge and at another position
thereof through the other twin valve and the
other end of the valve motor to the discharge,

check valves in the supply to each of the

35 twin valves and between the two ends of the
valve motor, a lever pivoted adjacent the
elevator door and arranged to ride upon the
door when opened, and a connection between
the lever and control valve whereby the

40 opening of the door will operate the auxiliary
system to shift the shipper mechanism to an
inoperative locked position.

39. In a control device for elevators, the
combination, with an operating valve and

45 shipper mechanism acting thereon, of an aux-
iliary valve and motor system comprising a
pair of twin valves having their stems rigidly

coupled by a rack and provided with spaced
disks controlling inlet and outlet ports and a

50 valve motor having a stem provided with a
disk and with a rack, a spindle coupled to the
shipper mechanism and carrying pinions in

engagement with the racks, a regulating
valve operable by variations in fluid pressure

55 arranged in the discharge from the auxiliary
system, a pressure fluid supply at one posi-

tion of the valves through one end of the
twin valves and one end of the valve motor
to the discharge and at another position

60 thereof through the other twin valve and. the

other end of the valve motor to the discharge,

check valves in the supply to each of the

twin valves and between the two ends of the
valve motor, an auxiliary pressure pipe ex-

tending by way of the regulating valve to a 65
point adjacent the elevator shaft, a control

valve in the auxiliary pressure pipe beyond
the regulating valve, a lever pivoted adja-

cent the elevator door and arranged to ride

upon the door when opened, and a connection 70
between the lever and the stem of the control

valve whereby the opening of the elevator

door will through the auxiliary system shift

the shipper mechanism to an inoperative
locked position. 75

40. In a control device for elevators, the
combination with an operating valve and
shipper mechanism acting thereon, of an aux-
iliary valve and motor system coupled with
the shipper mechanism and comprising a 80

pair of twin valves having their stems pro-

vided with spaced disks controlling inlet and
outlet ports and a valve motor having its

stem provided with a disk, a pressure fluid

supply at one position of the shipper mechan- 85

ism and valves through one of the twin valves
to the discharge and at another position

thereof through the other twin valve to the
discharge, a control valve arranged to govern
the discharge from the auxiliary system, a 90
connection between each of the twin valves
and each end of the valve motor, and means
operating automatically upon the opening of

the elevator door to close the control valve to

cause the pressure fluid within the auxiliary 95
system to act upon the disk of the valve mo-
tor and shift the same and the coupled shipper
mechanism to an inoperative position.

41. In a control device for elevators, the
combination, with an operating valve and 100

shipper mechanism acting thereon, of an aux-
iliary valve and motor system coupled with
the shipper mechanism, a pressure fluid sup-
ply to the auxiliary system, a control valve
arranged directly in the discharge from the 105
auxiliary system, and a connection between
the stem of the control valve and the eleva-

tor door whereby the opening of the door will

actuate the control valve to cause the opera-
tion by the pressure fluid of the auxiliary no
system and through it the shifting of the
shipper mechanism to an inoperative posi-

tion.

In testimony whereof I affix my signature
to this specification, in the presence of two 1

1

5

witnesses.

SAMUEL S. TEAGUE.
Witnesses

:

L. T. Greist,
Edwin O. Uildebeand.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Samuel S. Teague,

engineer, a citizen of the United States, re-

siding at Washington, in the District of Co-

5 lumbia, have invented certain new and use-

ful Improvements in Automatic Control De-

vices for Elevators; and I do hereby declare

the following to be a full, clear, and exact de-

scription of the invention, such as will enable

: o others skilled in the art to which it apper-

tains to make and use the same.

My invention relates to automatic control

devices for elevators and has for its object

means by which the operation of the elevator

15 is automatically controlled by the opening

and closing of the elevator door. In devices

of this general character, it is old to provide

means whereby the elevator having been

stopped at a particular landing and the door

20 opened, a start cannot again be made until

the door is closed; also to provide means
such as counterweights or springs whereby

when the operating lever is released, it will

return to its inoperative position; also to

25 provide for the shutting off of the water sup-

ply to the operating cylinder upon the open-

ing of the elevator door or similar contin-

gency.
As distinguished from these, my invention

30 provides that upon the opening of the ele-

vator door, for instance, means are set in mo-
tion whereby through hydraulic pressure, the

shipper mechanism is itself thrown to an in-

operative position and there locked. Provi-

35 sion is also made, whereby, after the shipper

mechanism is rendered inoperative b3r the

opening of a door, it may be released by the

conductor to enable the car to be moved
slowly to the point where the door is open for

40 the purpose of closing the same.

The invention consists, moreover, in cer-

tain features of construction whereby the dif-

ferent elements co-operate to secure the de-

sired result in a perfectly automatic and en-

45 tirelv certain and efficient manner.
Tlie invention, as hereinafter more fully

described and as particularly set out in the

claims, will be readily understood from" an

inspection of the accompanying drawings

50 setting forth a preferred embodiment* of the

same and modifications.

In these drawings Figure 1 is a general

view of the device assembled in connection

with the operating cylinder of an elevator;

Fig. 2 is a horizontal section through the de- 55

vice in one position of operation; Fig. 3 is a

similar view to Fig. 2 at an intermediate

locked position; Fig. 4 is a similar view to

Fig. 2 in the other extreme position of oper-

ation; Fig. 5 is a view showing an operative 60

connection between the device and the ele-

vator doors; Fig. 6 is a top plan of a modifi-

cation; and Fig. 7 is a fragmentary view in

elevation of a valve employed.
While the invention may be readily ap- 65

plied to any ordinary form of elevator, 1 have

illustrated and will describe the same as con-

nected with a hydraulic elevator.

The main operating cylinder 1 , containing

the usual pistons operating by and through 7c

the piston rods 2 and the cross head 3 upon
the sheaves 4 to communicate motion by
means of the ropes 5 to the elevator car in a

well known manner, is supplied with water

through the operating valve 6 of ordinary con- 75

struction from a pressure tank (not shown)

bv means of a pipe 7. This operating valve

is manipulated in the well known way from a

pulley 8 operated from the car by the shipper

rope 9. The manipulation of this operating 80

valve might be effected by means of levers,

rods or any other well known structure, the

term "shipper mechanism" being used here-

inafter to embrace any device for manipulat-

ing the operating means from the car. 85

A fluid pressure pipe 10, tapping the sup-

ply from the pressure tank, leads to a valve

mechanism forming the important part of

my invention and composed, principally, of

the auxiliarv valve 11, the stem 12 of which 90

is adjustably connected at its extremity with

the rack 13 and is provided with disks 14 and

15. The connection between the pressure

pipe 10 and the auxiliary valve 11 is by
means of branch pipes 16 and 17, provided 95

with check valves 18 and 19 permitting of a

flow in a forward direction only, and also

with manually operable valves 20 and 21, the

branch pipes 16 and 17 communicating with

the respective ends of the auxiliary valve 11 100

by ports 22 and 23. The port 24 opens from
the central portion of the valve 11 to the dis-

charge pipe 25 leading to an open tank.

Pipes 26 and 27, containing check valves

28 and 29, lead from the two ends of the 105

valve 11 to the pipe 30, communicating with

the port 31 arranged intermediate the two ex-

1 tremes of a differential valve 32, provided
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with a piston 33, carrying disks 34, 35, 36
and 37, the latter of which is of greater di-

ameter. A small pipe 38 leads from the
pressure pipe 10 and communicates by two

5 branches 39 and 40 with the two ends of the
differential valve 32. A discharge pipe 41

leads from the intermediate portion of the

valve 32 to the open tank by way of the dis-

charge 25, and a waste pipe 42 leads from the
io larger end of the valve 32 to a control valve

43, located adjacent to the lower portion of

the elevator shaft 44, from whence a waste
pipe 45 leads to the open tank. The control

valve 43, shown in section in Fig. 5, is a sim-

1 5 pie balanced valve having an inlet from pipe
42 and an outlet to pipe 45 with spaced disks

so arranged that in the upper position the
lower disk closes the inlet and in the lower
position the inlet and outlet communicate by

20 means of the space between the disks. The
stem and disks of this valve are raised to

close the same in the manner hereinafter de-

scribed, and return to the normal open posi-

tion of their own weight.

25 Attached to the stem 46 of the control

valve 43 is a cord or rope 47 extending up-
ward through the elevator shaft. Spring
pressed bolts 48, attached to the cord 47, are

held retracted against the tension of the

30 springs 49 by the closed elevator doors 50 (as

shown in the upper and lower portions of

Fig. 5). These bolts when released by the
opening of the door, (as indicated in the cen-
tral portion of Fig. 5) will, under the tension

35 of their springs, exert a pull upon the lifting

cord 47 to close the valve 43, and again per-

mit the same to drop and to open the valve
43 when the door is closed.

The rack 13 carried by the stem 12 of the

40 valve 11 is also connected with the stem 51 of

the main operating valve 6, forming a rigid

coupling between the. stems of the auxiliary

valve 11 and the operating valve 6. This
rack 13 is in engagement with a pinion 52

45 keyed to a spindle 53, upon which is mounted
the pulley 8 of the shipper mechanism,
wherefore it will be seen that any movement
of the auxiliary valve will be positively trans-

mitted to the shipper mechanism and the op-
50 erating valve.

The operation of the device is as follows:

When all of the doors of the elevator are

closed, the control valve 43 will be opened
and the operating valve of the elevator will

55 remain under the perfect control of the con-
ductor by the shipper mechanism. If, for

instance, the elevator is ascending, the oper-
ating valve 6 will, by means of the shipjDer

mechanism, have been thrown' to an ex-
60 treme position and such movement of the

shipper mechanism and operating valve will

have also, by the rack connection, thrown
the auxiliary valve into the position shown in

Fig. 2, the water from the pressure pipe 10

65 passing through the pipe 17, past the check

valve 19 and through the port 23 into the

right hand end of the valve 11, and thence
through the port 24 and the discharge 25 to

the open tank, a portion also passing through
i the pipe 27 by way of the central portion of 70

the differential valve 32 and the pipe 41 to

the open tank, the water thus having free

and uninterrupted course through the valve
system. If, on the other hand, the elevator

be descending, the auxiliary valve 11 will, by 75
reason of the shifting of the shipper mechan-
ism and the operating valve, occupy a posi-

tion at the other extreme as shown in Fig. 4.

In this case, the course of the water through
the valve system is by way of the pipes 10 80

and 16, past the check valve 18, through the
port 22 to the left hand end of the valve 1 1

,

and thence through the port 24 and the dis-

charge pipe 25 to the discharge, there also be-

ing a flow from the left hand end of the valve 85

11 through the pipe 26, past the check valve
28 and through the central portion of the
differential valve 32 by way of the discharge
pipe 41 to the open tank. If the elevator be
brought to a standstill, the shipper mechan- 90
ism being shifted to an intermediate posi-

tion, the rack coupling between the shipper
mechanism and the two valves 6 and 11 will

likewise bring the auxiliary valve 11 to an in-

termediate position as represented in Fig. 3, 95
in which case the water from the pressure'

pipe 10, attempting to flow through either

the pipe 16 and the left hand end of the valve
11, or through the pipe 17, and the right

hand end of the valve 11, finds no egress 100

through the port 24 to the discharge 25, by
reason of the disks 14 and 15 occupying posi-

tions one on either side of said port 24, where-
by the said valve 11 is balanced.

In either of the three positions referred to, 105

the elevator doors all being closed and as a re-

sult the valve 43 being open, the differential

valve 32 remains in the position shown in

Figs. 2 and 4, the waste pipe 42 relieving the

pressure from the larger disk 37 so that the no
piston of said valve is held by the pressure of

the water entering the left hand end of said

valve from the pipe 39 in its extreme position

as shown. It will be seen that under these

conditions the water entering the right and 115

left hand ends of valve 11 and finding no
egress through the port 24 and pipe 25, may
pass through both the pipes 26 and 27
through the differential valve 32 and the pipe
41 to the open tank. Thus, so long as the 120

valve 43 is open and there is no obstruction

to the waste of water from the larger end of

the differential valve, said valve remains in

the position shown in Figs. 2 and 4 and the
auxiliary valve 11 is entirely idle and does 125

not in any way affect the manipulation, by
the conductor, of the operating valve and the
main C3dinder. If, however, during the as-

cent of the elevator, the valve mechanism
being in the position shown in Fig. 2, one of 130
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the doors of the elevator should from any
cause become opened, an upward pull upon
the cord 47 will close the control valve 43 and
the excess pressure upon the right hand end
of the piston of the differential valve, due to

the larger area of the disk 37, will throw said

piston to the left into the position shown in

Fig. 3, whereby the passage of water from
either end of the auxiliary valve 11 through
said differential valve is prevented by reason
of the disks 35 and 36 occupying positions on
either side of the port 31'. As a result, the
water entering the left hand end of the valve
1 1 and finding no egress through the pipe 26,

exerts its pressure to the right upon the disk

14, driving said disk with its stem 12 to the
right, the water in the right hand end of the
valve 11 finding egress through the port 24
and pipe 25 to the open tank. This move-
ment continues until the rack 13 has reached
the intermediate position shown in Fig. 3,

when the disk 15 carried by the valve stem 12
will have closed the passage from the right

hand end of the valve 11 to the port 24 and
thus have equalized the pressure on both
disks 14 and 15, which disks will occupy po-
sitions on either side of the port 24, as shown
in Fig. 3. This movement of the stem 12 of

the auxiliary valve 11 is transmitted by the
rack coupling to the operating valve 6 and
also to the shipper mechanism, whereby' both
are thrown to an inoperative position and the
elevator is stopped If the elevator be de-
scending and the valve mechanism in the po-
sition shown in Fig. 4, when the elevator door
is opened the movement will be the reverse,

that is, the closing of the passage through the
differential valve 32 will cause the pressure of

the water in the right hand end of the valve
11 to drive the disk 15 with its stem 12 and.
the rack 13 to the left. The water in the left

hand end of the valve 11 will escape through
the port 24 and the pipe 25 until the com-
bined movement of the rack and valve stem
to the left brings the disk 14 to a position to

cut off the flow through the port 24 and the
discharge pipe 25, whereupon, the pressure
on the two disks 14 and 15 will be equalized,

said disks occupying again the positions

shown in Fig. 3 on each side of the port 24.

In this case also the motion will have been
transmitted by the rack to the operating
valve and shipper mechanism, both of which
will then be in an intermediate inoperative
position and the elevator will be stopped.
In either case, the shipper mechanism and op-
erating valve is locked in its inoperative posi-

tion, it being impossible to shift the same be-
cause of the water trapped in both ends of

the valve 11, any interchange of flow be-
tween the two ends being prevented by the
check valves. It will be seen, therefore,

that the shipper mechanism and operating
valve can not be brought into a position to

operate the elevator until the door is closed,

or by some other means the flow of the waste
from the larger end of the differential valve 32
through the pipe 42 is resumed.

It might happen that through some inter-

ference or accident an elevator door on the 70

top floor of a tall building should become
opened when the elevator was at the bottom
of the shaft. In such a case it becomes im-
portant that means be provided whereby, the
elevator having been once stopped and the 75
conductor placed upon his guard, he should
be enabled to move the elevator carefully

and guardedly up to the open door to close

the same. To accomplish this result, I may
provide a bypass 54 around the control valve 80

43, said by-pass being normally closed by a
weighted safety valve 55 of ordinary construc-
tion, a cord 55' leading from said valve to a

position in the elevator car so that if the ele-

vator is locked in an inoperative position by 85

the opening of the door the conductor may,
by the operation of this cord, open the safety

valve and establish a flow through the by-
pass 54, whereupon the piston of the differ-

ential valve would move from the position 90
shown in Fig. 3 to that shown in Fig. 2, re-

storing control over the shipper mechanism
and operating valve to the conductor.
In Fig. 6 I have shown a modified connec-

tion between the auxiliary valve 11 and the 95
control valve 43, by which the differential

valve 32 is entirely dispensed with, the pipe
30 instead of leading from the valve 1 1 to the
differential valve 32 proceeding directly to

the control valve 43. It will be seen that the 100

operation of the valve 43 directly controls

the flow of water from both ends of the valve
1 1 . By this arrangement the construction is

much simplified and would in many cases be
preferable to that shown in the other views 105

and previously described. In connection
with Fig. 6 also is shown a further modified
connection between the auxiliary valve and
the control valve, the rack 13 being in this

case not connected directly with the stem 51 1 to

of the operating valve but indirectly, the
spindle 53 of the pinion 52 being coupled at

56 to another spindle 57 carrying a pinion 58
engaging with a second rack 59 connected
with the stem 51 of the operating valve 6. 115

In this case the pulley 8 of the shipper mech-
anism could be mounted upon either the
spindle 53 or 57.

The invention, as herein set forth, being an
improvement in or modification of that dis- 120

closed in my copending application, Serial

No. 317,226, is not claimed broadly here, but
in such companion application to which ref-

erence is hereby made.
Having thus full}" described my invention, 125

what I claim as new and desire to secure by
Letters Patent of the United States is :—

1. In a control device for elevators, the
combination, with elevator operating means,
and shipper mechanism acting thereon, of a 130
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valve having its stem coupled with the ship-

per mechanism and provided with a disk, a
pressure fluid supply to both ends of the

valve, discharge ports from both ends of the
valve and from an intermediate point, the

intermediate discharge port controlled by the
valve disk, and means operating automatic-
ally to interrupt the flow through the end
discharge ports.

2. In a control device for elevators, the

combination, with elevator operating means,
and shipper mechanism acting thereon, of a
valve having its stem coupled with the ship-

per mechanism and provided with a disk, a
pressure fluid supply to both ends of the
valve, discharge ports from both ends of the
valve and from an intermediate point, the
intermediate discharge port controlled by the
valve disk, and means operating automatic-

20 ally upon the opening of an elevator door to

interrupt the flow through the end discharge
ports.

3. In a control device for elevators, the
combination, with elevator operating means,
and shipper mechanism acting thereon, of a
valve having its stem coupled with the ship-

per mechanism and provided with a disk, a
pressure fluid supply to both ends of the
valve, discharge ports from both ends of the
valve and from an intermediate point, the
intermediate discharge port controlled by the
valve disk, check valves arranged in the pres-

sure fluid supply and in the discharge from
the end ports, and means operating automat-

35 ically to interrupt the flow through the end
discharge ports.

4. In a control device for elevators, the
combination, with elevator operating means,
and shipper mechanism acting thereon, of an
auxiliary valve having its stem coupled with
the shipper mechanism and provided with a
disk, a pressure fluid supply leading by
branch pipes containing check valves to both
ends of the auxiliary valve, a discharge port

45 from the auxiliary valve intermediate its

two ends and arranged to be controlled by
the disk, discharge pipes containing check
valves and leading from both ends of the aux-
iliary valve to a common pipe, and a control

valve operating automatically upon the
opening of an elevator door to interrupt the
flow through the last named discbarge pipes.

5. In a control device for elevators, the
combination, with elevator operating means,
and shipper mechanism acting thereon, of an
auxiliary valve having its stem coupled with
the shipper mechanism and provided with
spaced disks, a pressure fluid supply to both
ends of the valve, a discharge from both ends
of the valve and from an intermediate point,

the intermediate point of discharge occupy-
ing a position between the spaced disks when
the shipper mechanism is in an inoperative
position, and means operating automatically
upon the opening of an elevator door to in-

40

5°

55

60

terrupt the discharge from the two ends of

the auxiliary valve.

6. In a control device for elevators, the
combination, with elevator operating means,
and sbipper mechanism acting thereon, of an 7c

auxiliary valve having its stem coupled with
the shipper mechanism, and provided with a
disk, a pressure fluid supply by branch pipes
containing check valves to both ends of the
auxiliary valve, a discharge port arranged 75
intermediate the two ends of the auxiliary

valve and controlled by the disk, discharge
pipes containing check valves leading from
the two ends of the auxiliary valve to a com-
mon pipe, a differential piston valve provided 80
with inlet and outlet ports for the passage of

the discharge from the two ends of the auxil-

iary valve, said ports controlled by disks car-

ried by the piston of said valve, a pressure
fluid supply to the larger and smaller ends of 85
the differential valve, a waste pipe leading
from the larger end of the differential valve,

a control valve arranged in the waste pipe,

and means operating automatically upon the
opening of an elevator door to close the con- 90
trol valve to interrupt the waste from the
differential valve.

7. In a control device for elevators, the
combination, with elevator operating means,
and shipper mechanism acting thereon, of an 95
auxiliary valve having its stem coupled with
the shipper mechanism and provided with a
disk, a pressure fluid supply by branch pipes
containing check valves to both ends of the
auxiliary valve, a discharge port arranged 10c

intermediate the two ends of the auxiliary
valve and controlled by the disk, discharge
pipes containing check valves leading from
the two ends of the auxiliary valve to a com-
mon pipe, a differential piston valve pro- 105
vided with inlet and outlet ports for the pas-
sage of the discharge from the two ends of

the auxiliary valve, said ports controlled bj
disks carried by the piston of said valve, a
pressure fluid supply to the larger" and
smaller ends of the differential valve, a waste
pipe leading from the larger end of the differ-

ential valve, a control valve arranged in the
waste pipe, a spring pressed bolt normally
held retracted against the tension of its

spring by the closed elevator door, and a con-
nection between the bolt and the control
valve whereby the opening of the door will

close the control valve.

8. In a control device for elevators, the 12c

combination, with elevator operating means,
and shipper mechanism acting thereon, of

means operating automatically upon the
opening of an elevator door to throw said
shipper mechanism from an operative into an 125
inoperative locked position, and means un-
der the control of the conductor and other
than the shipper mechanism for releasing the
said shipper mechanism.

9. A control device for elevators, the com- 130
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bination, with elevator operating means and
shipper mechanism acting thereon, of an aux-
iliary valve system coupled with the shipper
mechanism, means operating automatically
upon the opening of an elevator door through
the auxiliary valve system to throw said

shipper mechanism from an operative into an
inoperative locked position, and means under
the control of the conductor and other than
the shipper mechanism for releasing the ship-

per mechanism from, its locked position.

10. In a control device for elevators, the
combination, with elevator operating means,
and shipper mechanism acting thereon, of an
auxiliary valve having its stem coupled with
the shipper mechanism and provided with a
disk, a pressure fluid supply by branch pipes
containing check valves to both ends of the
auxiliary valve, a discharge port arranged
intermediate the two ends of the auxiliary

valve and controlled by the disk, discharge
pipes containing check valves leading from
the two ends of the auxiliary valve to a com-
mon pipe, a differential pistonvalve provided
with inlet and outlet ports for the passage of

the discharge from the two ends of the auxil-

iary valve, said ports controlled by disks car-

ried by the piston of said valve, a pressure
fluid supply to the larger and smaller ends of

the differential valve, a waste pipe leading
from the larger end of the differential valve,

a control valve arranged in the waste pipe,

means operating automatically upon the
opening of an elevator door to close the con-
trol valve to interrupt the waste from the
differential valve, and means for reestablish-

ing the waste independent of the control
valve.

11. In a control device for elevators, the
combination, with elevator operating means,
and shipper mechanism acting thereon, of an
auxiliary valve having its stem coupled with
the shipper mechanism and provided with a
disk, a pressure fluid suppby by branch pipes
containing check valves to both ends of the
auxiliary valve, a discharge port arranged in-

termediate the two ends of the auxiliary
valve and controlled by the disk, discharge
pipes containing check valves leading from
the two ends of the auxiliary valve to a com-
mon pipe, a differential piston valve pro-
vided with inlet and outlet ports for the

passage of the discharge from the two ends of

the auxiliary valve, said ports controlled by
disks carried by the piston of said valve, a 55

pressure fluid supply to the larger and smaller

ends of the differential valve, a waste pipe

leading from the larger end of the differential

valve, a control valve arranged in the waste
pipe, means operating automatically upon the 60

opening of an elevator door to close the con-

trol valve to interrupt the waste from the dif-

ferential valve, a by-pass arranged in the

waste around the control valve, a valve con-

trolling said by-pass, and means within the 65

control of the conductor for operating the

said last named valve.

12. In a control device for elevators, the

combination, with elevator operating means,
and shipper mechanism acting thereon, of an 70

auxiliary valve having its stem coupled with
the shipper mechanism andprovided with a
disk, a pressure fluid supply by branch pipes

containing check valves to both ends of the

auxiliary valve, a discharge port arranged in- 75

termediate the two ends of the auxiliary

valve and controlled by the disk, discharge

pipes containing check valves leading from
the two ends of the auxiliary valve to a com-
mon pipe, a differential piston valve pro- 80

vided with inlet and outlet ports for the pas-
sage of the discharge from the two ends of the
auxiliary valve, said ports controlled by disks

carried by the piston of said valve, a pressure

fluid supply to the larger and smaller ends of 85

the differential valve, a waste pipe leading
from the larger end of the differential valve,

a control valve arranged in the waste pipe,

means operating automatically upon the

opening of an elevator door to close the con- 90
trol valve to interrupt the waste from the dif-

ferential valve, a by-pass in the waste around
the control valve, a safety valve arranged in

the by-pass and normally held closed, and
means within the control of the conductor for 95
opening the safety valve.

In testimony whereof I affix my signature
to this specification, in the presence of two
witnesses.

SAMUEL S. TEAGUE.

Witnesses:
Lewis T. Greist,
Edwin O. Hxldebrand.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Frederick William

A. Wiesebkock, a citizen of the United
States, residing at New York city, (Bronx,)

5 county and State of New York, have in-

vented new and useful Improvements in

Safety Devices for Conveyances, of which the
following is a specification.

This invention relates to an improved de-

10 vice for automatically preventing the move-
ment of elevators, trains and other convey-
ances, until all the doors leading thereto have
been closed, so that accidents resulting from
a premature starting of the conveyance are

15 prevented.
In the accompanying drawings: Figure 1

is a vertical section through an elevator pro-

vided with my improved safety device; Fig.

2 a detail longitudinal section through one
20 of the valves ; Fig. 3 a similar view showing

the plunger in a different position; Fig. 4 a
cross section on line 4—4, Fig. 2 ; the mech-
anism shown in Fig. 5 is a front view, partly

in section, of the power locking means, and
25 Fig. 6 an end view, partly in section, of the

mechanism shown in Fig. 5.

Within the shaft 10 of the elevator moves
the car 11 accessible at every floor by a slid-

ing door 12. Opposite each door there is se-

30 cured to the frame thereof a cylindrical cas-

ing 13 in which is free to move a piston or

plunger 14, which is adapted to be pushed in-

wards by the door when the latter is closed,

the outward movement of the plunger being
35 limited by the engagement of its shoulder 15

with a head 16. The casing 13 of the top
floor receives compressed air from a tank 17
by a pipe 18, such air being conveyed to the

casing 13 of the bottom floor by pipe 19.

40 This lower casing, in turn, connects by pipe

20 with the cylinder 21 containing piston 22

of the power locking means. Plunger 14 is

provided with a circumferential groove or

port 23 that establishes communication be-

45 tween the compressed air pipes when the

plunger is in its retracted position, i. e., when
the door is closed. Each piston is further

provided with a longitudinal bore 24 having
rear port 25 and front exhaust openings 26.

50 A duct 27 of piston 14 further conveys the

compressed air to the back of such piston so

as to tend to force the latter outward. When
piston 14 is retracted, groove 23 connects the

compressed air pipes entering its casing 13,

55 while port 25 is thrown out of connection
with the lower one of such pipes, (Fig. 2).

When the piston is advanced, groove 23 is

moved out of communication with the com-
pressed air pipes, while port 25 is brought
into communication with the lower pipe, 60
(Fig- 3).

Piston 22 carries a bolt 28 adapted to lock
a wheel 20 which controls the movement of

car 11 and is operated by hand-rope 32.

Wheel 29 is provided with a circumferential 65
flange 30, recessed or cut away as at 31 to ac-

commodate bolt 28. As illustrated, wheel
29 operates by rod 33 the reversing switch 34
of an electro-motor 35 which rotates the
drum 36 of the hoisting cable 37, but this 70
construction may be varied for adaption to

the particular operating means employed.
The position of recess 31 is such that it will

arrive opposite bolt 28 when the car is

stopped, i. e., when switch-knife 38 arrives 75
in its central or neutral position. Piston 22
is, by a lever 39 engaging bolt 28 and carry-

ing counter-weight 40, adapted to be raised

so as to bring bolt 28 into engagement with
wheel 29. so
The operation is as follows: When all

doors 12 of the elevator are closed, plungers
14 will be retracted and tank 17 will deliver

compressed air through pipes 18, 19 and 20
and connecting grooves 23, into top of cylin- 85
der 21. Piston 22 will accordingly descend
against action of weight 40, to withdraw
bolt 28 from recess 31 and thereby liberate

wheel 29. The motor is now started to move
car 11 opposite the floor level desired, when 90
it is stopped. When any one of the doors 12

is opened its plunger 14 will be advanced by
the air pressure back thereof to disconnect
the ingress and egress air pipes entering the

casing 13 of such plunger. In this way tank 95
17 is cut off from cylinder 21 and the latter

is brought by the air pipe into communica-
tion with port 25 of the dislodged piston 14,

(Fig. 3). The compressed air will thus es-

cape from the cylinder through said pipe 100
and plunger out of the exhaust openings 26

to re ieve piston 22 from pressure. Counter-
weig it 40 will now raise piston 22 to carry
its bolt 28 into engagement with recess 31
which has arrived opposite the bolt. Thus 105
wheel 29 becomes locked and the elevator

cannot be re-started until the open door has
been closed and the pressure medium re-ad-

mitted to cylinder 21 by the retraction of the
corresponding plunger. no

It will be seen that by my invention auto-

matic means are provided for preventing the
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starting of the car as long as any one of the

doors is open, so that accidents resulting

from an untimely starting of the elevator

are prevented. The drawing shows an ele-

vator having two landings, but it is obvious
that the latter maj7" be multiplied to any ex-

tent desired. So also may the invention be
applied to various other conveyances, such
as electric and other trains, and wherever
movement is to be prevented as long as ac-

cess to such conveyance is unobstructed.
I claim:

A device of the character described, com-
prising a compressed air tank, a casing com-
municating therewith, an inclosed tubular

door-controlled plunger having a circumfer-
ential groove and an exhaust port, a pipe
adapted to communicate at one end with
said groove and port, a cylinder communi-
cating with the other end of the pipe, an in-

closed piston, a wheel controlled by the pis-

ton, and means controlled by the wheel for

operating a conveyance, substantially as

specified.

Signed by me at New York city, (Manhat-
tan,) N. Y., this 15th day of June, 1907.

FREDERICK WILLIAM A. WIESEBROCK.
Witnesses

:

William Schulz,
Frank v. Briesen.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Hugh Watson, a citi-

zen of the United States of America, residing

at the city of Washington, in the District of

5 Columbia, have invented certain new and
useful Improvements in Safety-Elevators, of

which the following is a specification.

This invention relates to new and useful

improvements in devices for opening and
1C closing elevator doors and it has relation

more particularly to devices which remain
inoperative until the car has reached a pre-

determined point.

It is an object of the invention to provide
15 a novel device of this character wherein an

electrical contact may be made when the car

has reached the floor to operate a mechan-
ism which will open the door.

It is also an object of the invention to pro-

20 vide novel means in a device of this char-
acter whereby simultaneously with the clos-

ing of the circuit for opening the door a

means will be made operative for holding
said door open.

25 It is also an object of the invention to pro-
vide in combination with a device of this

character, novel means whereby the circuit

for controlling the opening of the door will be
broken before the door has reached the limit

30 of its movement.
It is also an object of the invention to pro-

vide a novel device of this character wherein
the various doors of the elevator-well or

shaft are caused to open by a common motor,
35 each door having its individual clutch oper-

ating in conjunction with a shaft operated
by the motor.

It is also an object of the invention to pro-
vide a novel device of this character wherein

40 the various elements required for the suc-

cessful operation of the device in opening a

door and holding said door opened are made
operative from a single contact.

Finally an object of this invention is to

45 produce a novel device of the character

noted, which will possess advantages in

points of simplicity, efficiency and durability,

proving at the same time comparatively in-

expensive to manufacture and maintain.
50 With the foregoing and other objects in

view, the invention consists in the details of

construction and in the arrangement and
combination of parts to be hereinafter more
fully set forth and claimed.

55 In describing the invention in detail, ref-

erence will be had to the accompanying
drawings forming part of this specification

wherein like characters denote correspond-
ing parts in the several views in which

—

Figure 1 , is a vertical section of a portion of 60

a well-hole or shaft showing the door on one
floor open and the door on another floor

closed, the car being shown in section; Fig. 2,

is a side elevation of the upper portion of a

door showing a portion of the unlocking 65

mechanism in the position when the door is

closed; Fig. 3, is a view similar to Fig. 2, ex-

cept that the unlocking mechanism is shown
in the position assumed when the door is

unlocked; Fig. 4, is a side elevation of the 70

mechanism employed for setting the motor
in operation to unlock and open the door;
Fig. 5, is a sectional view of the clutch em-
ployed in the operation of the device; Fig. 6

;

is a perspective view of the cut-out em- 75

ployed for controlling the operation of the

clutch; Fig. 7, is an enlarged sectional view
setting forth the various connections re-

quired for the successful operation of the in-

vention; Fig. 8, is a view similar to Fig. 7, 80

illustrating a modified form of wiring where-
in the various parts are made operative
from a single contact; Fig. 9, is a fragmen-
tary sectional view illustrating a detail of

the invention; and Fig. 10, is a view in ele- 85

vation of the combined clutch and winding
drum.
In the drawings 1 , denotes the well-hole or

shaft, 2, the car and 3, the doors, all of wmich
may be of any approved construction. ' 90

At one side of the well-hole 1 , mounted in

suitable brackets is the shaft 4, which is ro-

tated by a motor 5, through the medium of

the gears 6 and 7. This motor may be po-

sitioned anywhere intermediate the length of 95

the shaft but it has been found best in prac-

tice to have the same located within the

basement of the building.

On each floor adjacent the shaft 4, and at

one side of the well-hole 1, is a combined 100

clutch and drum 8. This combined clutch

and drum may be supported in its proper po-

sition in any desired manner as this forms no
essential feature of the invention. In its

construction, the combined clutch and drum 105

comprises a driving shaft 9, mounted in suit-

able bearings 10. One end of this shaft pro-

jects beyond one of the bearings and is pro-

vided with a beveled gear 11, meshing with a

beveled gear 12, on the shaft 4. It will thus 110
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be seen that with the rotation of the shaft 4,

the driving shaft 9, will be rotated thereby.

Loosely mounted on the shaft 9, is the wind-
ing drum 13. This drum has secured thereto

5 a series of magnets 14 and these magnets are

connected by the wires 15, with the contact

rings 16, embracing the insulating sleeves 17,

carried by the hub 18, of the drum. These
rings in turn are contacted with by the

10 brushes 19, suitably connected with a proper
source of electricity. Keyed to the shaft 9,

but capable of longitudinal movement there-

on, is the disk 20, provided on its face op-
posed to the magnets with a soft iron ring 21.

15 When proper electrical connection is made,
the magnets 14, will become energized and
draw thereto the disk 20, and as long as this

connection is maintained the drum 13, will

be caused to rotate with the rotation of the

20 shaft 9.

Secured to the winding drum at one end is

the drawing member 22. This member is

illustrated in the drawings as being a cable,

but it is to be understood that any flexible

25 device which will operate with equal facility

may be substituted therefor. This cable 22,

passes over the pulleys 23 and 24 and is se-

cured to an end of a rod 25, mounted in the
brackets 26 and 27.

30 Located on the rod 25, are the collars 28,

29, 30 and 31, the collar 28, being loose on
the rod, and collars 29, 30 and 31, being pro-

vided with set screws by means of which
they may be adjusted to any desired posi-

35 tion. Situated between the collars 29 and
30, is a spring 32, and between the collars 28
and 29, is a spring 33. The purpose of the
springs is to cushion the stroke of the rod 25,

as it slides in the brackets 26 and 27. At-
40 tached to the forward end of the rod 25, is an

end of a flexible member 34, the opposite end
of said member being secured to the upper
arm of a spring-restrained angle-lever 35,

pivoted to one corner of the door. Secured
45 to the other arm of the angle lever is one end

of a flexible connection 36, the opposite end
of said connection being attached to a spring-

pressed latch 37, which is intended to engage
a keeper 38, secured to the wall of the well-

50 hole. It will thus be seen that when the
winding drum 13, is rotated, the door will be
unlatched and caused to open. When the
winding drum 13, has been released from the
disk, the weight 39, will cause the door to

55 close. This weight 39, is attached to a flexi-

ble member 40, secured to the forward edge
of the door. This flexible member 40, passes
over a pulley 41.

In order to prevent sudden shock or jar to

60 the door hi closing, a buffer or cushion 42, is

provided to relieve the strain of the weight
from the door when it has reached the limit

of its necessary drop.

Carried by the car 2, is a lever 43, said le-

65 ver being pivotally connected to the bracket

44, secured to an outer surface of the car.

Mounted in the free end of this lever 43, is a
roller 45, for a purpose to be hereinafter re-

ferred to. Intermediate its length, the lever

43 has pivoted thereto an end of a link 46, 70
which has its opposite end pivoted to the
outer portion of a foot lever 47, which ex-
tends through an opening 48, in the car. This
foot lever 47, is pivotally secured interme-
diate its length to a bracket 49, secured to 75
the base or floor of the car. By this arrange-
ment, the lever 43, may be moved on its pivot.

The roller 45, is intended to engage a con-
tact 50, in order to close the required cir-

cuits for opening the door. There is a con- so
tact 50, for each door and said contact is se-

cured to a wall of the well-hole and is so po-
sitioned that the roller 45, may contact there-

with only when the car 2, is in proper aline-

ment with the floor for the discharge or ad- S5
mission of passengers. This contact 50,

may be of any desired construction, but it

has been found best to form the same of two
pieces 51 and 52. The piece 51, is secured to

the wall of the well-hole while the piece 52, 90
is movable eccentrically with relation to the
piece 51, through the medium of the links 53,

pivoted to the piece 51, and the piece 52,

more particularly shown in Fig. 4. These
pieces are formed of non-conductive mate- 95
rial and have their opposed or contacting
edges faced with conductor strips 54, to

which wires 55 and 56 are connected, the
wire 55, being • connected to the movable
member while the wire 56, is connected with 100
the stationary member. The wire 56, is in

connection with one of the brushes 19, of the
clutch. The wire 55, leads to the motor 5.

The wire 57, of the main line is also in con-
nection with the motor. The wire 58, of the 105
main line is in connection with the second
brush 19, of the clutch. By this arrange-
ment, it will be seen that when the car has
been stopped at the proper floor, and the op-
erator presses the foot lever 49, the roller 45, no
will force the contact piece 52, against the
piece 51, and thereby close a circuit through
the wires 58, 56, 55 and 57, which contact
will cause the motor 5, to rotate the shaft 4,

and energize the magnets 14, which will ef- 115
feet the desired rotation of the winding drum
13, and thereby cause the door to open as

will, it is thought, be fully understood.
The line 55, is interrupted by a switch 59.

This switch may be of any structure which 120
will meet the necessities of practice and it

j

has been found desirable to employ the form
shown in Fig. 6, wherein the pivoted blade

60, normally engages the contacts 61, said

engagement being maintained through the 125
medium of the contraction spring 62. This
switch forms an essential feature of the in-

vention as this switch breaks the circuit and
stops the rotation of the winding drum 13,

when the door has been caused to open suffi- 130
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ciently. The switch depends upon the door
for its operation.

Extending rearwardly from the door is an
|

arm 63, which is in a line with the blade 60,

5 and is intended to contact therewith, said

blade being preferably extended beyond an
edge of the base block 64, of the switch.

The arm 63, contacts with the blade 60, just

before the door has reached the limit of its

10 movement and forces the blade out of en-

gagement with the contact 61, and thereby
breaks the circuit, which will consequently
stop the motor and free the winding drum
from the disk 20.

15 Under ordinary circumstances, the weight

39, would cause the door to close immedi-
ately upon the breaking of the circuit, but to

hold the doors open until the car leaves its

position, the magnets 65, are carried by the

20 well-hole and are intended to, contact with
the rear edge of the door or a metallic strip

66, carried thereby. When the car is in po-
sition, these magnets are inactive, but when
the car has stopped at the floor, the roller 67,

25 carried by the arm 68, projecting rearwardly
from the car closes the contact 69, said con-
tact being of the same construction as the
one hereinbefore referred to.

The movable member of the contact is

30 connected with the main wire 58, by the

wire 70, while the immovable member is con-
nected with the magnets by the wire 71, said

wire being continued and connected with the
Avire 57, of the main line. Thus it will be

35 seen that when the contact 69, is closed, the
magnets are energized. When the car is

moved, the contact 69, separates as soon as

the roller 67, passes therefrom.
From the foregoing description, it will be

40 seen that unless the device is in operation,

there is no waste of electricity. When the
time comes for the closing down of the eleva-

tor, the main line circuit may be broken by
the switch 72, when the door will close. Ac-

45 cess may be had to the car by the operator in

the usual way by a key or the like, it being
understood that the mechanism hereinbefore
referred to will not interfere with the gate
being operated manually.

50 It has been found in the successful opera-
tion of the invention that it is well to control
the operation of the magnets 65, by the con-
tact used in conjunction with the foot lever.

This arrangement is more particularly shown
55 in Fig. 8. In this form the wire 73, of the

main line is connected with the stationary
member of the contact while the movable
member of the contact is connected by the
wire 74, with one of the brushes of the clutch,

60 said wire 74, being interrupted by a switch
75 as in the form hereinbefore referred to.

The second brush of the clutch is connected
by a wire 76, with the motor 77, said motor
being connected with the wire 78, of the

65 main line by the wire 79. The magnets 80, |

are connected with the wire 74, by the wire

81, and with the wire 78, of the main line, by
the wire 82. It will therefore be seen that
when the pieces of the contact are in engage-
ment, circuits will he formed for the motor, 70
clutch, and the magnets, and that when the

switgh 75 is broken, a circuit will still he

maintained for the magnets and that the
said magnets will be energized as long as the

pieces of the contact are held in engagement 75
one with the other.

While not essential, it has been found ad-
vantageous to have the contacting end of

the arm 63, cushioned. This cushioning may
be effected in any manner but it has been 80
found desirable to have a telescoping mem-
ber 84, which is held at the limit of its out-

ward movement by the coiled spring 83.

The device as hereinbefore set forth has
been described in conjunction with a well- 85
hole wherein each floor has but one door.

It is to be understood, however, that a mul-
tiplicity of doors may be operated by the

present device with equal facility, the slight

changes which may of necessity accrue, 90

easily fall within the scope of a skilled me-
chanic.

I claim:
1. In combination with an elevator shaft

and its doors, a car, a winding drum for each 95

door, a flexible connection between each
drum and its door whereby the drum will

move the door in one direction, and a means
common to all the doors for rotating the

drums. 100
2. In combination with an elevator shaft

and its doors, a car, a winding drum for each
door, a flexible connection between each
drum and its door whereby the drum will

move the door in one direction, a means 105
common to all the doors for rotating the
drums, and means whereby the operating
means is made inoperative when the door
has been moved a predetermined distance.

3. In combination with the doors of an 110
elevator shaft, a car, a winding drum for

each door, a flexible connection between each
drum and the door to be operated by the
drum, means for transmitting power to the
drums, and electrically controlled means for 115

intermittently connecting the drums to the
power transmitting means.

4. In combination with the doors of an
elevator shaft, a car movable with relation

to the doors, means for operating the doors, 120

a motor independent of the car moving mo-
tor for actuating the door operating means,
and electrically controlled devices for con-
necting the door operating means with the
actuating means. 125

5. In combination with the doors of an
elevator shaft, a car movable in the shaft,

means for holding the doors normally closed,

door opening means comprising an electric-

ally controlled clutch stationed in operative 130
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relation to each door, a source of power for

rotating one member of each clutch, and
means for electrically connecting the parts
of any one clutch independently of the other
clutches, whereby one door opening means
may be operated independently of the other
door opening means.

In testimony whereof, I affix my signature
in the presence of two witnesses.

HUGH WATSON.
Witnesses

:

Wm. J. Knobloch,
Wilfred E. Lawson.
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
PATRICK F. FOLEY, OF NEW YORK, X. V.. ASSIGNOR OF ONE-HALF TO CHARLES W . SOFFMAN,

OF NEW YORK, \. Y.

SAFETY MECHANISM FOR ELEVATORS.

No. 900,158. Specification of Letters Patent. Patented Oct. 6, 1908.

Application filed February 17. 1905. Serial No. 246,040.

To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Patrick F. Foley, a

citizen of the United States, and a resident of

the city of New York, borough of Manhattan,
- in the county and State of New York, have
invented a new and Improved Safety Mech-

. anism for Elevators, of which the following
is a full, clear, and exact description.

My invention relates to mechanisms for ar-

20 resting the movement of an elevator which
has, from any cause, attained an excessive
speed. Its principal objects are to provide
positive and automatic means for quickly
bringing this safety mechanism into position

15 for application and then, by a continuation
of this movement, more gradually effecting

its engagement, and to enable the mechan-
ism to also be manually operated without in-

terference with its automatic action.

20 Reference is to be had to the accompany-
ing drawings forming a part of this specifica-

tion, in which similar characters of reference
indicate corresponding parts in all the views.

Figure 1 is a broken sectional elevation of

25 an elevator-car and a portion of the shaft
in which it moves; Fig. 2 is a bottom
plan view of the safety mechanism, parts be-

ing broken away and the guide-rails being
shown in section; Fig. 3 is a similar view of

30 one end of the safety mechanism but with the
jaws brought into proximity with the rail;

Fig. 4 shows the same elements in the posi-

tion for effecting engagement : Figs. 5 and 6

are vertical longitudinal sections on the lines

35 5—5 of Fig. 2 and 6—6 of Fig. 4, respec-

tively; Fig. 7 is a transverse sectional detail

on the line 7—7 of Fig. 5 ; Figs. 8 and 9 show,
in end elevation, the coacting portions of the
actuating member and the adjacent rotatable

40 member: Fig. 10 is a perspective view of the

operating member; and Fig. 11 is a detail in

broken side elevation of the stop-button and
its more closely associated elements.
Upon the walls of a shaft A are supported

4 5 the usual vertical guide-rails a, a, which may
also serve as the fixed contact members of

the safety mechanism. In this shaft moves
a car B operated in any usual or convenient
manner and having, across its lower portion,

50 beams b, b spaced some distance apart.

These beams serve to support the more es-

sential elements of my improved mechanism,
which is illustrated as substantially dupli-

cated at opposite sides of the car for coopera-
55 tion with both rails. As these sets of ele-

65

75

80

ments are the same, save that their inclined

threaded or cam portions may be reversed to

secure similar operating movements from a
rotatable member common to both, but one
will be particularly described. Considering, G0
then, one side of the car, there is attached to

the ends of the beams adjacent to the guide-
rail a plate 20 cut away at its central portion
to avoid interference with the movable por-
tions of the mechanism. Upon this plate is

fulcrumed a pair of levers 21, 21, by means of

bolts 22, which also support a bottom-plate
23 upon which the levers rest. At the outer
end of each lever is a pivoted contact mem-
ber or jaw 24, the face 24 a

, which cooperates 70
with the rail, being; shown as roughened to se-

cure more effective engagement. The inner
adjacent edges of the levers are inclined at

25, the}* converging inwardly and furnishing
contact surfaces. Between these faces is

situated an operating member which com-
prises a body 26, from opposite sides of which
extend pairs of arms 27, 27 overlapping the
levers and being supported and guided there-
on. Between the arms are lateral recesses

in which are rotatably mounted rolls 28
which coact with the contact-faces 25 of the
levers and serve to reduce the friction be-
tween these elements. The levers may be
drawn into contact with these rolls, they be- 85
ing thus held with the jaws separated for a
suitable distance from the rail, by a spring
28 a connecting studs 28b depending from the
under side of the levers near their extremi-
ties. In the operating member is shown an 90
axial opening, which is threaded at 29, and
with this thread coacts a threaded portion 30
of an actuating member or sleeve 31. This
sleeve has, at its opposite or outer end, a
head 32 overhanging the adjacent face of the 95
operating member and being provided with
opposite extensions 33. 33. each of which lias

an inclined contact or cam-face 34 which is,

in effect, a portion of a screw-thread of much
greater pitch than that formed upon the 100
sleeve at 30. Each of these cam-faces leads

to a face 34 a situated substantially parallel

to the head of the sleeve and terminates in a

vertical stop-face 35. Through the operat-
ing member and sleeve extends an operating 105
shaft 36 mounted to rotate in bearings car-

ried by bars 37. 37 extending between the
beams b. This shaft projects beyond the

sleeve and is squared at 38 to receive a collar

39, which, by its squared engagement, is con- 110
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strained to rotate with the shaft while being
permitted longitudinal adjustment thereon.
Its position with respect io the outer end of

the shaft is fixed by a nut 40, which, with a

5 lock-nut 41, is carried by the threaded end 12

of the shaft. From the inner side of the col-

lar 39 project a pair of separated arms 42 a

which coact with the contact-faces of the
sleeve.

10 Pivoted upon the outer face of the operat-
ing member is a- pawl 43 movable between
inner and outer slop-pins 44 and 45 and in

its inner position engaging a, projection 46
from the periphery of the sleeve-head, this

15 preventing the rotation of the sleeve. To
disengage the pawl from the projection and
allow the sleeve to rotate, a projection 47 is

provided at one side of one of the arms 42 a
,

and when it revolves with the arm, contacts

20 with a pin 48 extending laterally from the
pawl, forcing it outward beyond the projec-
tion 46. Fixed upon the shaft 36 near its

center is a drum 49, which, in the present in-

stance, is shown as tapered from one end to

25 the other. About this drum, between oppo-
site heads 49 a

, is wound an operating cable
50 which has one end attached to the drum
and then passes upwardly over a pulley 51
mounted upon a bracket 51 a at the top of the

30 shaft; then downwardly over a pulley 52 ro-

tatable in a bracket 52 a fastened at the bot-
tom of the shaft, and finalty upwardly, where
its other end is secured to a stop or control-

ling-button 53 fixed on the cable between the
35 drum and pulley 51 and normally located be-

tween arms 54 projecting from a bracket 55
which is shown as mounted upon the top of

the car. Coacting with each of the arms 54
is a pivoted arm 56 which is normally held in

40 proximity to the companion arm by a spring
57 carried by the car. The button is prefer-

ably provided with inclined ends 58 resting
in similarly formed recesses between the
arms so that, if the movement of the cable is

45 arrested, the button will force its way be-
tween the arms, thus releasing its engage-
ment with the car. Carried by the bracket
51 a

is a governor 59 of any convenient type,
which is connected to the shaft of the pulley

50 51 by some such gearing as the bevel-pinion
60. An arm 61 is moved by this governor
and is connected to a grip member 62 pivoted
upon the bracket, and when the pulley 51 ro-

tates at an abnormal speed, acting, by the
55 movement of the governor, to clamp the op-

erating cable between it and a companion
member 63 fixed upon the bracket.
Under rates of travel of the ear not much

exceeding the normal the grip member 62
60 will be out of contact with the operating

cable and the stop-button held between its

cooperating arms will move the cable with
the car, this passing over the pulleys at the
top and bottom of the shaft without rotating

Co the drum and operating-shaft. At this time

the arms of the collar 39 are at the lower ends
of the cam-faces upon the sleeve and the
pawl is in engagement with the projection
46. This allows the operating member to

occupy its extreme outward position, it be- 70
nig held there by the pressure of the lever-

inclines under the tension of the connecting
spring, which also holds the lever-jaws sepa-
rated from the guide-rail by such a distance
that they are not liable to come into contact 75
\\i(h it during the movement of the car. If

the car falls or attains an undue velocity the
"overnor acts to grip the operating cable be-
tween the members 62 and 63, thus holding-

it against movement with the car. The 80
operating-button then forces its way be-
tween the arms 54 and 56, pressing the latter

to one side and permitting the cable to rotate '

the drum, tire direction of its inclination

giving it a gradually - decreasing speed. 85
This causes the arms 42 a to ride up the in-

clines of the actuating-sleeve, which is held
against rotation b}^ the pawl and therefore
forces both the actuating member and oper-
ating member longitudinally of the shaft and 90
the latter against the levers, which are
quickly swung sufficiently upon their ful-

crum s to bring the jaws into close proximity
with the rail. This having been accom-
plished during a comparatively short travel 95
of the car, the arms reach the stop-faces of

the sleeve and at this time their projection
strikes the pawl-pin, moving it outward and
releasing the projection 46. The sleeve is

now free to rotate with the arms and this 100
turns it in the operating member, the thread-
ed engagement causing the latter to act as a
nut, it moving longitudinally but at a much
less speed, thus slowly forcing the lever-arms
from one another and the jaws into engage- 10

5

ment with the rail. The pressure of the
jaws increasing as the car advances gradu-
ally brings it to rest. It is also desirable

that the operator shall be able to manually
stop the car independently of its ordinary no
starting and stopping mechanism in event of

its becoming uncontrollable. For this pur-
pose each operating member has projections

64, here shown as two in number and situ-

ated upon its inner face at each side of the 115
shaft. To these projections, at one side of

the car, are articulated links 65 which, at

their inner ends, are pivoted to arms 66 de-
pending from a rock-shaft 67 which is shown
as journaled in the beams b. Upon one end 120

of the rock-shaft is a lever 68 projecting
through the car-floor and having latch mech-
anism 69 by means of which it may be locked
in position by engagement with a toothed
sector 70. An arm 70 a on the shaft 67 is 125

connected by a link 71 to an arm 71 a fixed

upon a rock-shaft 72 at the opposite side of

the car, and this shaft 72 also has fixed upon
it and depending beneath the beams, simi-

larly to the arms 66, rock-arms 73 which are 130
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joined by links 7 1 to the projections 64 from
the operating member at this side of the car.

It is quite essential that the movemenl of

the hand-lever shall in no wise interfere with
5 the automatic operation of the safety mech-

anism, and to avoid this a slotted connec-
tion is provided between the elements at each
side of the car. As illustrated, these slots
7~> are formed in the links 65 and 74, where

10 they are articulated to the rock-arms 66 and
73. The thrust of the lever in the manual
application of the safety mechanism comes
against the inner ends of the slots, thus leav-

ing the links perfectly free to move inde-

] 5 pendently of the automatic mechanism.
Normally the hand-lever would occupy the

position indicated in dotted lines at 68 a in

Fig. 1 of the drawings. In application the

operator would swing the lever outwardly,
go and when it reaches a position substantially

that shown in full lines the jaws will have
been moved into close proximity with the

rails, and upon a further outward movement
of the lever toward the position indicated in

Z'-, dotted lines at 68b they will be brought into

operative engagement with said rails to

check the movement of the car. Because of

the slot-connection between the elements
just described, if the efforts of the operator
to stop or control the car are ineffective and
it attains an excessive speed, the safety

mechanism will still be free to work inde-

pendently. After the jaws have been auto-
matically set upon the rails to stop the car,

1 5 the}" may be again released by inserting a
suitable rod in openings 49 b in the periphery
of the larger of the heads 49 a

. A compara-
tively slight angular movement of the shaft

36 frees the ends of the arms 42 a from the
40 face 34 a

, when the clutch of the jaws is at

once slackened. Then, as the arms run
down the cam-faces 34, it is a very easy
matter to continue the rotation of the drum
until the parts assume their normal positions.

45 It will be seen that with my improved
mechanism the contact-jaws will be brought
from a position properly removed from the
iriiide-raiLs for the ordinary operation of the
car into close proximity with them by a posi-

ive and comparatively simple mechanical
movement without the aid of such uncertain
factors as springs, compressed air or electro-

magnets; and then, by a direct continuation
of this movement, will be gradually applied

p-5 with a force sufficient to automatically stop
the car after a relatively brief advance for

any load which can be lifted, and that man-
ual control is provided for without interfer-

ence with the automatic operation.
60 Having thus described my invention. I

claim as new and desire to secure by Letters
Patent :

—

1. The combination with an elevator-car
and a fixed contact member, of a movable

£: contact member carried by the car, an oper-

ating member for the car contact member,
and means for moving the operating member
quickly and then more slowly, to effeel en-

gagement of the car contact member and
iixed contact member, comprising a nor- 70
mally engaged sleeve and releasing devices
therefor, permitting the sleeve to rotate in

and move longitudinally with the operating
member.

2. The combination with an elevator-car 75
and a fixed contact member, of a movable
contact member carried by the car, an oper-

ating member for the car contact member,
and a longitudinally movable and rotatable
actuating member associated with the oper- 80
ating member.

''). The combination with an elevator-car

and a fixed contact member, of a movable
contact member carried by the car, an oper-
ating member for the car contact member, 85
and a longitudinally movable and rotatable
actuating member having threaded engage-
ment with the operating member.

4. The combination with an elevator-car

and a fixed contact member, of a movable 90
contact member carried by the car, an oper-
ating member for the car contact member, a
longitudinally movable and rotatable actu-

ating member associated with the operating
member, and means for retaining the actu- 95
ating member against rotation during its

longitudinal movement.
5. The combination with an elevator-car

and a fixed contact member, of a movable
contact member carried by the car, an oper- 100

ating member for the car contact member, a
longitudinally movable and rotatable actu-

ating member associated with the operating
member, and rotatable means for effecting

both the longitudinal and rotatable move- 105

ments of the actuating member.
6. The combination with an elevator-car

and a fixed contact member, of a movable
contact member carried by the car. an oper-
ating member for the car contact member, a 110

longitudinally movable and rotatable actu-
ating member associated with the operating
member, a pawl and coacting projection car-

ried by the operating and actuating members,
and means for disengaging the pawl. 115

7. The combination with an elevator-car
and a fixed contact member, of a movable
contact member carried by the car. an oper-
ating member for the car contact member, a
longitudinally movable and rotatable actu- 120

ating member associated with the operating
member and being provided with a projec-

tion, and a pawl pivoted upon the operating
member and which may engage the actuat-
ing member projection. 125

8. The combination with an elevator-car

and a fixed contact member, of a movable
contact member carried by the car, a shaft

journaled upon the car. an operating mem-
ber surrounding the shaft and coacting with 13<"»
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the car contact member, an actuating mem-
ber having threaded engagement with the

operating member and being provided with
an inclined face, and a member rotatable

5 with the shaft and coacting with the inclined

face.

9. The combination with an elevator-car

and a fixed contact member, of a movable
contact member carried by the car, a shaft

10 journaled upon the car, an operating mem-
ber surrounding the shaft and coacting with
the car contact member, an actuating mem-
ber having threaded engagement with the

operating member and being provided with

15 a cam-face and a stop-face, and a member ro-

tatable with the shaft and coacting with the

faces of the actuating member.
10. The combination with an elevator-car

and a fixed contact member, of a movable
20 contact member carried by the car, a shaft

journaled upon the car, an operating mem-
ber surrounding the shaft and coacting with
the car contact member, an actuating mem-
ber having threaded engagement with the

25 operating member and being provided with
a cam-face and a stop-face and with a pro-

jection, a pawl pivoted upon the operating
member and which may engage the projec-

tion, and a member rotatable with the shaft

30 and coacting with the faces of the actuating
member and having a portion for engage-
ment with the pawl.

11. The combination with an elevator-car

and a fixed contact member, of a movable
35 contact member carried by the car, a shaft

journaled upon the car, an operating mem-
ber surrounding the shaft and coacting with
the car contact member, an actuating mem-
ber having threaded engagement with the

40 operating member and being provided with
an inclined face, a member rotatable with
the shaft and coacting with the inclined face,

and means for effecting an adjustment of the
last-named member upon the shaft.

45 12. The combination with an elevator-

car and a fixed contact member, of levers

pivoted upon the car and extending upon
opposite sides of the contact member, a
shaft extending in proximity with the levers.

50 means for rotating the shaft, an operating
member associated with the levers and hav-
ing a threaded portion, a sleeve surrounding
the shaft and being provided with a thread
engaging that of the operating member and

55 with contact-faces, and a collar rotatable

with the shaft and having an arm cooperating
with the sleeve contact-faces.

13. The combination with an elevator-car

and a fixed contact member, of levers pivoted
60 upon the car and extending upon opposite

sides of the contact member, a shaft ex-

tending in proximity with the levers, means
for rotating the shaft, an operating member
associated with the levers and having ;;

threaded portion, a sleeve surrounding the 65
shaft and being provided with a thread en-
gaging that of the operating member and with
cam and stop-faces, and a collar rotatable
with the shaft and having an arm cooperat-
ing with the sleeve cam and stop-faces. 70

14. The combination with an elevator-car
and a fixed contact member, of levers pivoted
upon the car and extending upon opposite
sides of the contact member, a shaft extend-
ing in proximity with the levers, means for 75
rotating the shaft, an operating member
associated with the levers and having a
threaded portion, a sleeve surrounding the
shaft and being provided with a thread en-
gaging that of the operating member and 80
with contact-faces, a pawl mounted upon
the sleeve and which may engage the operat-
ing member, and a collar rotatable with the

shaft and having an arm cooperating with
the sleeve contact-faces, said arm having a 85
projection which may coact with the pawl.

15. The combination with an elevator-car

and a fixed contact member, of levers pivoted
upon the car and extending upon opposite
sides of the contact member, a shaft extend- 90

ing in proximity with the levers, means for

rotating the shaft, an operating member
associated with the levers and having a

threaded portion, a sleeve surrounding the
shaft and being provided with a thread en- 95
gaging that of the operating member and
with contact-faces, and a collar rotatable

with the shaft and being longitudinally

movable thereon and having an arm cooper-
ating with the sleeve contact-faces. 100

16. The combination with an elevator-car
and a fixed contact member, of a movable
contact member carried by the car, a shaft

journaled upon the car, a tapered drum fixed

upon the shaft and operating cables sur- 105
rounding the drum, and means for moving
the car contact member actuated by the
shaft at a varying speed, a portion of which
variation is secured by the taper of the
drum, said means comprising a normally l]0
engaged sleeve and releasing devices therefor

permitting the sleeve to rotate in and move
longitudinally with the operating member.

17. The combination with an elevator-car
and a fixed contact member, of levers pivoted 115
upon the car and extending upon opposite-

si des of the contact member, automatically
movable means for operating the levers, a
link pivoted to the operating means, and an
operating lever fulcrumed upon the car and 120
being connected with the link, the link hav-
ing a slotted connection with the elements it

joins.

18. An elevator car, a clamping device
therefor, and a differential screw having a 125

high pitch thread and a low pitch thread for

actuating the clamping device.

19. An elevator car, a clamping device
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therefor, a high pitch screw and a low pilch

screw, said screws arranged to actuate the
clamping device.

20. An elevator car, a clamping device

5 therefor, a high pitch screw arranged to

move the clamping device quickly and a low
pitch screw arranged to tighten the clamping
device.

21. In a safety device for elevators, the

10 combination of a car, guides for the car, a
clamping device for the car. a high pitch
screw arranged to move the clamping device
against the guides, and a low pitch screw ar-

ranged to tighten the clamping device on the

15 guides.

22. In a safety device for elevators, the
combination of a car, guides over which the
car is adapted to run, a clamping device on
the car, and a differential screw having a

20 high pitch thread and a low pitch thread,

said screw arranged to move the clamping
device quickly against the guides and then to
tighten it on the guides.

23. In a safety device for elevators, the

25 combination of a car, guides over which the
car is adapted to run, a clamping device on
the car, and a differential screw having a
high pitch screw and a low pitch screw, said

screw arranged to move the clamping device

30 quickly against the guides and then to tighten
it on the guides more slowly and with greater

force.

24. In a safety device for elevators, the
combination of a car, guides over which the

35 car is adapted to run, a clamping device on
the car, a high pitch screw arranged to move
the clamping device against the guides, a
low pitch screw arranged to tighten the
clamping device on the guides, and means

40 for actuating the screws.

25. In a safety device for elevators the
combination of a car, guides over which the

car is adapted to run, a clamping device on
the car, a high pitch screw arranged to move

45 the clamping device against the guides, a low
pitch screw arranged to tighten the clamping
device on the guides, and means for actuating
the screws by the motion of the car.

26. In a safety device for elevators, the
50 combination of a car, guides over which the

car is adapted to run, a clamping device on
the car, a high pitch screw arranged to move
the clamping device against the guides, a
low pitch screw arranged to tighten the

55 clamping device on the guides, means for ac-

tuating the screws by the motion of the car,

and additional means for actuating the

screws by hand.
27. In a safety device for elevators, the

60 combination of a car, guides over which the
car is adapted to run, a clamping device on
the car, a high pitch screw arranged to move
the clamping device against the guides, a low
pitch screw arranged to tighten the clamping

6 5 device on the guides, and means for actuating

the screws by the motion of the car when the
car speed reaches a predetermined limit.

28. The combination with an elevator car,

guides over which the car is adapted to move,
a clamping device on the car, a high pitch 70
screw arranged to move the clamping device
against the guides, a low pitch screw ar-

ranged to tighten the clamping device on the
guides, and a governor connected to be run
by the car and arranged to actuate the 75
screws when the speed of the car reaches a
predetermined limit.

29. In an elevator safety device, the com-
bination of a car, guides therefor, clamping
devices adapted to engage with the guides, so
right and left hand differential screws each
having a high pitch thread and a low pitch
thread, arranged to operate the clamping de-

vices.

30. In an elevator safety device, the com- 85
bination of a car, guides therefor, clamping
devices adapted to engage with the guides,

right and left hand differential screws each
having a high pitch thread and a low pitch

thread, arranged to move the clamping de- 90
vices quickly against the guides and to

tighten the clamping devices on the guides.

31. In an elevator safety device, the com-
bination of a car, guides therefor, clamping
devices adapted to engage the guides, light 95
and left hand screws arranged to move the
clamping devices quickly against the guides,

and right and left hand screws of low pitch

arranged to tighten the clamping devices on
the guides. 100

32. In an elevator safety device, the com-
bination of a car, guides therefor, clamping
devices adapted to engage the guides, right

and left hand screws arranged to move the
clamping devices quickly against the guides, 105
right and left hand screws of low pitch ar-

ranged to tighten the clamping devices on
the guides, and means for actuating the

screws.

33. In an elevator safety device, the com- no
bination of a car, guides therefor, clamping
devices adapted to engage the guides, right

and left hand screws arranged to move the
clamping devices quickly against the guides,

right and left hand screws of low pitch ar- 115

ranged to tighten the clamping devices on
the guides, and a governor arranged to actu-

ate the screws when the speed of the car

reaches a predetermined limit.

34. In an elevator safety device, the com- 120

bination of a car, guides therefor, clamping
devices adapted to engage the guides, right

and left hand screws arranged to move the

clamping devices quickly against the guides,

right and left hand screws of low pitch ar- 125

ranged to tighten the clamping devices on
the guides, a governor arranged to actuate

the screws when the speed of the car reaches

a predetermined limit, and means for actuat-

ing the screws bv hand. 130
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35. In itn elf ifet] de\ ice, the com-
bination of ;i car, guides therefor, clamping
devices adapted to engage the guides, nghl

and left hand screw- arranged to move the

5 clamping devices quickly against the guides,

right and left band scre\ iov pitch ar-

red to tighten the clamping device

the guides, and means for actuating the

screws by the movement of the car.

!0 36. In an elevator safety device, the com-
bination with boisfrw ay rails, of friction mem-
bers adapted to engage said rails, a shaft hav-

ing portions provided with threads of the

same kind or direction but of different pitch,

15 means connecting said threaded portions to

said friction members, and means for auto-

matically rotating the shaft.

37. In a safety device for elevators, the

combination with hoistway rails, of friction

20 members adapted to engage said rails, a

shaft having differentially threaded portions,

means connecting said threaded portions to

the said I rid inn members, and means for au-
tomatically rotating the shaft.

25 38. In an elevator safety device, hoistway
rails, friction members adapted to engage
said rails, and a differential screw to operate

said members.
39. In an elevator safety device, hoistway

?,o rails, gripping jaws adapted to bite against

opposite sides of said rails, and a differential

screw for operating said jaws.

40. In an elevator safety device, rigid rails

for the hoistway, gripping jaws adapted to be

35 mounted on a cat' and engage said rails, and
a differential screw to operate said jaws.

41. In a safety device for elevators, the

combination with hoistway rails, of gripping
jaws adapted to engage said rails, a difreren-

40 rial screw to operate said gripping jaws, and
means lor automatically operating said

screw

.

42. In a safety device for elevators, a

brake to stop die car, longitudinally operat-

45 ing means for operating the brake, and posi-

tive means I'm actuating said longitudinally

operating means at different speeds to lirst

cause the brake to operate quickly and then
slower and more powerfully.

50 13. In a safety device for elevators, a

brake, a, longitudinally operating member to

operate said brake, a 'drum, and positive

means actuated by the drum to first give the

brake actuating member a, quick initial

55 movement and then a slower and more pow-
erful movement to stop the car.

41. In a. safety device for elevators, a

brake to stop the car, longitudinally operat-
ing means for operating the brake, means

60 for actuating said longitudinally operating
means at different speeds to lirst cause the
brake to operate quickly and then slower and
more powerfully, and a drum, said actuating
means being controlled by the drum.

05 15. In a safety device for elevators, a
|

brake to -top the car. means for operating

the brake, means for automatically act uat ing

-aid means at different speeds to first cause

the brake to operate quickly and then slower

and more powerfully, and means for actuat- 70

ing the brake by band.
46. In a safety device for elevators, a

brake, a member to operate said brake, a

drum, means actuated by the drum to first

give the actuating member a quick initial 75

movement and then a slower and more power-
ful movement to stop the car. and means for

operating the actuating member by hand.
47. In a safety device for elevators, the

combination of a brake, a brake actuating 80

member, rotatable mean- to actuate the

brake actuating member, said rotatable

means being adapted to first give a quick ini-

tial movement to the brake actuating mem-
ber and then a slower and more powerful 85

movement.
48. In a safety device for elevators, the

combination of a brake, a brake actuating
member, rotatable means to actuate the

brake actuating member, said rotatable 90

means being adapted to first give a quick ini-

tial movement to the brake actuating mem-
ber and then a slower and more powerful

movement, and means for operating the

brake by hand. 95

49. In a safety device for elevators, a brak-
ing device therefor, and rotatable means hav-
ing different surfaces for actuating the brak-

ing device, one surface being adapted to give

a (puck initial movement to the braking de- 10(

vice and another surface being adapted to

give a slower and more powerful movement
to the braking device.

50. In a safety device for elevators, a brak-
ing device therefor, rotatable means having 10"

different surfaces for actuating the brakin
device, one surface being adapted to give a

quick initial movement to the braking device

and another surface being adapted to give a

slower and more powerful movement to the H(
braking device, and means for automatically
actuating the braking device.

")1
. In a safety device for elevators, a brak-

ing device therefor, rotatable means having
different surfaces for actuating the braking 11J

device, one surface being adapted to give a

quick initial movement to the braking device
and another surface being adapted to give a

slower and more powerful movement to the

braking device and means for operating tin

braking device by hand.
52. In a safety device for elevators, a brak-

ing device therefor, rotatable means having
different surfaces for actuating the braking
device one surface being adapted to give a l2i

quick initial movement to the braking device
and another surface being adapted to give a

slower and more powerful movement to the

braking device, and a drum for controlling

the act ion of the rotatable means.
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53. In a safety device for elevators, the

combination of a car, guides for the car, a

clamping device for the car, rotatable means
for positively moving the clamping device

quickly to the guides, and additional rotata-

ble means for tightening the clamping device

on the guides.

In testimony whereof 1 have signed inv

name to this specification in the presence of

two subscribing witnesses.

PATRICK F. FOLEY.
Witnesses

:

Jno. M. Ritter,
Sylvanus II. Cobb.
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To all whom It may concern:
Be it known that I, John A. Miller, a citi-

zen of the United States, residing at Balti-

more, in the county of Baltimore City and
5 State of Maryland, have invented certain

new and useful Improvements in Safety
Mechanism for Elevators, of which the fol-

lowing is a specification.

This invention relates to safety mechan-
10 ism for elevators, and has particularly in

view a mechanically operated mechanism of

this character which becomes operative and
effective through the opening of the elevator
or landing door, and acts in the dual capacity

15 of a safety lock to lock the elevator against
the control of the operator while the door is

open, and also as a means for automatically
correcting creeping of the car due to leakage
in the apparatus. In this connection, the

20 improved safety mechanism is of special

utility in its application to hydraulic eleva-

tors and embodies the novel idea of providing
means for both closing and opening the main
control valve of the apparatus upon the

25 opening of the door in order to accomplish
the two functions above indicated.

A further and practical object of the in-

vention is to operate the safety mechanism
in connection with a mechanical fluid pres-

30 sure clutch controller.

With these and many other objects in

view, which will readily appear to those
familiar with the art, the invention consists

in the novel construction, combination and
35 arrangement of parts hereinafter more fully

described, illustrated and claimed.

The essential features of the invention are

necessarily susceptible to a wide range of

structural modification, but for illustrative

40 purposes, certain preferred practical embodi-
ments are shown in the accompanying draw-
ings, in which:

Figure 1 is a sectional diagrammatic ele-

vation showing a general view of a hydraulic
45 elevator system equipped with a mechanic-

ally operated safety mechanism embodying
the combination of features contemplated
by the present invention; the view showing-

one of the elevator or landing doors open,
50 and hence illustrating the various parts of

the safety mechanism set to operative posi-

tion. Fig. 2 is a detail perspective view
showing a form of operating connection for

the main controlling: valve of the motor.
3 is55 Fig. a sectional diagrammatic elevation

showing a general view of another form of
hydraulic elevator system equipped with the
present invention, and also illustrating an-
other form of clutch connection that may be
utilized to connect the safety mechanism
with the power control shaft of the elevator
motor. Fig. 4 is an enlarged detail sectional
view on the line 4—4 of Fig. 3 illustrating

more plainly the form of clutch shown in

Fig. 3.

Like references designate corresponding
parts in the several figures of the drawings.
The improved safety mechanism claimed

herein ma}T be installed with various types of
motors or lifting apparatus for elevators
without material change or modification of

such apparatus, so for illustrative purposes,
there is shown in Fig. I of the drawings a
general diagrammatic view of a hydraulic
elevator system including a well known form
of horizontally arranged hydraulic motor 1

having the usual lift or cable connection 2
with the elevator car 3. The motor equip-
ment includes as one of the working parts
thereof a power control shaft 4 having a suit-

able operating connection with the usual
main controlling valve (not shown) subserv-
ing the ordinary functions to provide for con-
trolling the flow and exhaust of fluid in the

motor cylinder. Any suitable operating
connection may be provided between the
power control shaft 4 and the motor control-

ling valve, but the connection shown in Figs.

I and 2 is illustrated as consisting of a rocker
shaft 5 carrying a valve operating arm 6 con-
nected with the stem 7 of the valve, said shaft

5 also carrying an oscillating cross arm 8 hav-
ing terminal link connections i) witli a similar

cross arm 10 on the power control shaft 4,

thus providing an arrangement wherein the
rocker shaft 5 acts in synchronism with the
power control shaft 4 and responds to and
follows the exact movements of the latter.

The power control shaft 4 of the motor
equipment is fitted with the usual turning
element 11 consisting of a wheel or equiva-

lent member which is engaged by the cable

12 operatively associated with the operator's

controlling element 13 in the elevator car,

said cable constituting a part of said opera-

tor's controlling element which is manipu-
lated by the operator in the car to provide for

turning the power control shaft 4 in either

direction, according to the direction of travel

intended for the car in the elevator shaft.

%o
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The foregoing elements constitute the

usual and well known parts of a common
form of hydraulic elevator apparatus, but it

is to be understood that the invention is ap-

5 plicabie to any form of elevator apparatus

having a power control member which pro-

vides for cutting off and controlling the

power for the motor. However, in the con-

struction shown, it is the purpose of the pres-

10 ent invention to combine with such con-

struction an auxiliary mechanism, herein

termed the safety mechanism, and which, in

turn, is controlled from the car or other mov-
ing part of the apparatus whose movement

15 corresponds to the motion of the car, and
also controlled by the opening and closing of

the doors or gates 14 of the door openings of

the elevator shaft. In this connection, it is

to be understood that in using the term '

' ele-

20 vator door" herein, the same is intended to

include any door either off or on the car

which is utilized to cover and uncover the
door openings at the landings or utilized to

protect such door openings, and it is also to

25 be understood that the term " moving part of

the apparatus" as above referred to, and as

occurring in the claims, is separate and dis-

tinct from and does not include the elevator

doors.

30 Referring particularly to the improved
safety mechanism, the same essentially com-
prises an auxiliary control shaft 15, a clutch

16 for coupling the auxiliary shaft to the

power control shaft, an operating connec-
35 tion 17 for communicating motion to the

auxiliary control shaft 15, and a safety con-
trolling device consisting of a fluid pressure
actuator 18 and a safety draw connection 19,

said safet}T controlling device being con-

4 trolled through the opening and closing of the

elevator doors 14, and in turn itself control-

ling (through the fluid pressure actuator IS)

the clutch 16 between the two shaft sections

4 and 15.

45 The clutch 16 may be of any construction

and type suitable for the purpose. For in-

stance, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2 of the draw-
ings, this clutch may be of the friction type
of clutch embodying as principal elements

50 thereof a cupped friction disk member 20

made fast to the power control shaft 4, and a

friction shoe member 21 operating within and
against the disk member 20 and having a

sleeve element 22 rigid therewith. The sleeve

55 element 22 of the movable clutch member 21

is intended to freely slide upon the auxiliary

control shaft 15, and, for that purpose, has a
feathered connection with such shaft. Fur-
thermore, the said shiftable or sleeve element

60 22 of the clutch member 21 is designed to

have suitably connected therewith the piv-

otal shift lever 23. This lever has a suitable

point of pivotal support 24, and is controlled
in its movements directly from the fluid pres-

65 sure actuator 18. This actuator consists of a

hydraulic or equivalent cylinder 25, a piston

26 movable therein, and an auxiliary actuat-

ing spring 27 a interposed between the piston

26 and one end of the cylinder. The piston

rod 27 extends without the cylinder 25 and 70

has a pivotal connection 28 with one end of

the shift lever 23. The water or other oper-

ating fluid is conducted to and exhausted
from the hydraulic cylinder 25 through a fluid

circulating pipe 29 having a connection with 75

one of the ports in the casing of a three-way
or equivalent venting valve 30. Any kind of

three-way or equivalent venting valve may
be emplo3Ted in this connection, but for the

purposes of this case, the valve illustrated 80
simply consists of a casing 31 having ports

with which are connected the pipe 29 and
fluid supply and exhaust pipes 32 and 33 re-

spectively. With these several ports coop-
erates the oscillating valve plug 34 having a 85
two-way port 35 therein which is designed to

respectively connect the pipes 29 and 32, and
29 and 33, according to whether the safety

mechanism is in operative or inoperative con-

dition. The stem of the valve 34 has suitably 90
lit ted thereto a rocking weight lever 35 a

which is weighted at one end and has con-
nected thereto one end of the safety draw
connection 19, the other end of which safety

draw connection is suitably connected to a 95

rocking hanger lever 36 located at the top of

the elevator shaft and providing for properly
hanging or stringing the cable or connection
19 in place. To provide for permitting the
necessary up and down movement for the 100
cable or connection 19, there is also asso-

ciated with the levers 35 and 36 a balancing
cable 37 which is arranged on the opposite
side of the pivots for the levers 35 and 36
from the said cable or connection 19. 105

In the embodiment of the invention sug-

gested in Fig. 1 of the drawing's, the cable or
safety draw connection 19 has suitably con-
nected thereto, at points in the path of move-
ment of the elevator door 14, bell crank or 110
equivalent release levers 38 adapted to be
engaged by the tappet or strike projections

39 on the elevator doors 14.

The operating connection 17 above re-

ferred to may be conveniently in the form of 115
an endless belt or cable 40 having a fast con-
nection 41 with a movable part 42 of the
elevator motor 1, and arranged to pass over
oppositely located belt wheels 43 and 44, the
latter of which communicates its motion to a 120
shaft carrying a friction wheel 45 contacting
with and driving a friction disk 46 carried by
the auxiliary control shaft 15.

Referring to the operation of the mechan-
ism as illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2 of the 125
drawings, it will be observed that when all

of the doors 14 are closed, the weighted end
of the lever 35 a holds the valve 34 in posi-

tion for connecting the pipe 29 with the
exhaust 33, thus chitting off the fluid pres- 130
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sure supply for the hydraulic cylinder
permitting the spring 27 a of the actuator 18
to draw back the clutch member 2] out of
engagement with the clutch member 20 so

5 as to hold the clutch 1 6 open, thus permit
the usual control of the apparatus th:

the operator's controlling element 12 and ]:).

However, when a car stops at

a door 14 is thrown open as sh i the

10 top of Fig. 1 of the drawings, the tappet 39
of such door engages the release lever :

the path thereof with the result of ro

said lever so as to move the safety draw
connection 19 downward and cause a turn-

15 ing of the valve 34 to establish c ni a-

tion between the pipes 32 and 29, whereupon
the water or other fluid under
passes into the cylinder 25 and moves the
piston 26 against the tension of the s]

20 27 a
, thereby rocking the shift lever 23 in a

direction for throwing the clutch 16 into
action and coupling the shaft sectio

15. Xow, inasmuch as the operati
neetion 17 is arranged to move exactly the

25 reverse of the movement provided for by
the operator's controlling element 12, 13, it

is apparent that as long as a door is open,
the elevator apparatus is effectually locked
against the control or manipulation of the

30 operator. However, in the event of the
elevator creeping after being stopped by the
operator and the door being open, the
creeping movement is transmitted to the
connection 17, from, the latter to the friction

35 disk 46, to the auxiliary shaft 15, and
through the clutch 16 to the power control
shaft 4, with the result of automatically
moving the main ppwer control valve of the
motor in a direction for correcting the said

40 creeping movement, and automatically re-

storing .the equilibrium of the parts without
regard to the leakage.

In further explanation of the operation
of that form of the mechanism illustrated in

45 Figs. 1 and 2 of the drawings, it may be ob-
served that according to the construction
shown in these figures of the drawings, the
shaft doors 14 must be opened fully before
the tappet or strike projections 39 thereon

50 engage the release levers 38, but it is of

course understood that the invention com-
prehends either an arrangement of this

character or one wherein the safety n

ism is set into operative condition and action

55 immediately upon the unlatching of the shaft

doors, and hence at the very moment when
the operator starts the opening thereof.

1 nis is fully contemplated by the form of

the invention shown in Fig. 3 of the draw-
60 mgs hereinafter more fully explained, but

in further relation to the '' rm shown in Fig.

1 of the drawings, it is also to be und< rstood
that the shaft doors 14 are sufficiently heavy
to remain stationary in their extreme fully

65 opened positions against the pressure of the

much lighter weight 3.V. Furthermore, in

any and all embodiments of the invention it

ood t hat t he elevator door 1 I

* elements of t he mech-
illing the draw , o

operati i the door,
is, by the do

To range of modification
ih:,i d resorted to in carrying out the

rition, there is shown in Fig. 3 of the 75

drawinj al view of another form of

hy< sten equipped with the
ihanism. In this em-

bodimi bted an elevator mo-
tor or liftin apparatus of the vertical type 80

and the power control shaft 4 of which has
the turning element 11 in the form of the

Lai wheel around which passes the cable
12 a which extends through and into the ele-

vator ear and constitutes the operator's eon- 85

trolling element in a manner well known to

iar with the art. Also, in said

Fi . • of the drawings, there is suggested a

form of clutch illustrating the wide range of

structures that may be utilized in carrying t)0

forward he invention, that is clutches of dif-

ferent kinds for coupling shaft sections in

ixial alinement, as well as clutches for con-
necting shaft sections out of alinement or in

parallel, which latter arrangement is shown 95

in Fi' s. 3 and 4 of the drawings. In these
figures of ihe drawings, the clutch shown

pri es the shaft section 4 having a gear
Lent 40 which is preferably fastened to

the turning element or wheel 1 1 and which is 100

adapted to mesh with a shiftable clutching
41 feathered on the auxiliary control

shaft section 9 a
. The shiftable clutching

..-ear 41 is designed to have operatively con-
nected therewith the shift lever 23 a or equiv- 1 05

alent shifting means. Furthermore, in this

form of the invention, viz: the one illustrated

in Figs. 3 and 4. the operating connection for

communicating motion to the auxiliary con-
trol shaft 9 a may be conveniently in the form 1 1 o

of a sprocket chain or other form of cable -12

arranged pass over a wheel 43 on the aux-
iliary shaft 9 a and bavin, its opposite termi-

as at 44 and 45, respectively connected

to opposite parts of the car so that when the 1 15

car is traveling in one direction, the cable or

connection 42 is moved one way, and vice

versa.

A still further modification suggested in

Fig. 3 of the drawings, is that of normally 120

bavin-' the parts (when the doors are closed)

in such position that the pipes 29 and 32 are

in communication and the pressure of the

fluid exerted in a direction on the piston 26

so as to bold the clutch 41 open, thereby pro- 1 25

vidiig an arrangement wherein, when the

valve 34 is turned by the opening of a door.

; , r i 1 1 . 27 a comes into -play for closing the

clutch by shifting the gear 41 into engage-

ment with the gear 40, through the move- J 30
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ment of the lever 23 a
. Also, in the form of

the invention shown in Fig. 3, there is sug-
gested the idea of associating with each door
a release lever 46 a having a fixed point of piv-

5 otal support at one end as at 47, and at its

other end provided with a drop off keeper 48,

which, under normal conditions with the
door closed, receives a bearing or contact
wheel 49 carried by the elevator door. Each

10 release lever 46 a
is arranged to bear under

and against a stop projection or button 50 on
the cable 19 constituting the safety draw con-
nection. W hen a door is drawn open, the
wheel 49 passes out of the drop off keeper 48

15 and rides on the straight portion of the lever

46 a
, but this action is sufficient to lift the le-

ver with the result of drawing upward on the
cable 19 and turning the valve 34 to estab-
lish communication between the pipes 29

20 and 33, so that the fluid may exhaust from
the cylinder and the spring 27 a come into
play to close the clutch. In connection with
this operation it will be observed that the
weight for the lever 35 a

is reversed in posi-

25 tion from that shown in Fig. 1.

By way of illustration, two types of
clutches are shown in the drawings and
described herein, but it is to be understood
that any form of clutch capable of perform-

30 ing the functions described may be utilized,

irrespective of whether said clutch is de-
signed to operate in conjunction with two
shaft sections or only with a single shaft
section, as it is only necessary for this part

35 of the invention to employ a normally open
clutch having a member turning with the
power control shaft, and a normally idle
member which is partly controlled from the
elevator door, and also rotated from the

4 car or other moving part of the -apparatus.
It will also be noted in this connection that
the clutch, in whatever form used, acts in
the capacity of a driving gear and conse-
quently the present invention contemplates

45 any form of gear connection between the
two shaft sections which will perform the
functions of the clutches herein described.

I claim:

1. In a safety mechanism for elevators,
50 the combination with the power control

shaft, of a normally open clutch having a
member turning with said shaft and also
having a normally idle member, means for
transmitting motion to said normally idle

55 member of the clutch from a moving part of
the apparatus, and mechanical means for
controlling the opening and closing of the
clutch through the opening and closing of
the elevator door.

GO 2. In a safety mechanism for elevators,
the combination with the power control
shaft, of an auxiliary control shaft, a nor-
mally open clutch connection between said
two shafts, means for transmitting motion

C5 to the auxiliary shaft from a moving part of

the apparatus, and mechanical means for

controlling the opening and closing of the
clutch through the opening and closing of

the elevator door.

3. In a safety mechanism for elevators, 70
the combination with the power control

shaft and the operator's controlling element,
of an auxiliary control shaft, a normally
inoperative clutch connection between said

two shafts, means for transmitting to the 75
auxiliary shaft a motion reverse and in

opposition to that transmitted to the power
control shaft from the operator's controlling

element, and means for mechanically con-
trolling the opening and closing of the clutch 80

by the opening and closing of the elevator

door.

4. In a safety mechanism for elevators,

the combination with the power control

shaft and the operator's controlling element, 85

of an auxiliary control shaft, a normally
inoperative clutch connection between said

two shafts, means for transmitting to the

auxiliary shaft a motion reverse to that

transmitted to the power control shaft from 90

the operator's controlling element, and a

door controlled actuator having means for

mechanically controlling the opening and
closing of the clutch through the opening
and closing of the elevator door. 95

5. In a safety mechanism for elevators,

the combination with the power control

shaft, of a normally open clutch having a
member turning with said shaft and also

having a normally idle member, means for 100
transmitting motion to said normally idle

member of the clutch from a moving part of

the apparatus, and a door controlled actu-

ator having means for mechanically control-

ling the opening and closing of the clutch 105
through the opening and closing of the ele-

vator door.

6. In a safety mechanism for elevators,

the combination with the power control ele-

ment, of a normally open clutch having one no
member connected with said power control

element and also having a normally idle

member, means for transmitting motion to

said normal!}7 idle member of the clutch
from a moving part of the apparatus, and a 115
mechanical actuator for said clutch having
means for controlling the opening and clos-

ing of the clutch from the elevator door.

7. In a safety mechanism for elevators,

the combination with the power control ele- 120
ment, of a normally open clutch having one
member connected with said power control
element and also having a normally idle

member, means for transmitting motion to

the normally idle clutch member from a 125
moving part of the apparatus, and a fluid

pressure actuator for opening and closing-

said clutch.

8. In a safety mechanism for elevators, the
combination with the power control element, 130
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of a shaft-turning clutch having one member
connected with the power control element,
means for transmitting motion to the other
clutch member from a movingparf of fch

5 paratus, and a mechanically operated door
controlled actuator for opening and closing
said clutch.

9. In a safety mechanism for elevators, the
combination with the power ontr< Jem

10 of a shaft-turning clutch having one member
connected with the power control element,
means for transmitting motion to the other
clutch member f; om moving a part of the ap-
paratus, and a door controlled fluid pressure

15 actuator for opening and closing said clutch.
10. In a safety mechanism for elevators,

the combination with the power control ele-

ment, of a shaft-turning clutch having one
member connected with the power control

20 element, means for transmitting motion to
tire other clutch member from a moving part
of the apparatus, and a safety controlling de-
vice consisting of a fluid pressure actuator
and a safety connection operatively related

25 to the said actuator and to the elevator
doors, said safety controlling device compris-
ing means for opening and closing the clutch.

11. In a safety mechanism for elevators,

the combination with the car, the shaft, the
30 doors and power control element, of a mech-

anism including a clutch for locking and actu-
ating said clement, and mechanical means
for setting said mechanism into operative
condition from any door with the elevator

35 car at any point within the shaft.

12. In a safety mechanism for elevators,

the combination with the elevator doors, the
power control element and the operator's
controlling element, of a mechanism, inde-

40 pendent of the operator's controlling element,
and including a clutch for locking and actu-

ating said power control element, and me-
chanical means for controlling said mechan-
ism from the elevator doors.

4 5 13. The combination with the elevator

motor, its operating mechanism, the car, the

operator's controlling element, and a door; of

means including a clutch independent of the

operator's controlling element for locking

50 said motor operating mechanism against

manipulation by the operator and for operat-

ing the said motor operating mechanism for

both stopping and starting, and mechanical
means actuated by the said door for operat-

55 ing said first-mentioned means.
14. In a safety mechanism for elevators,

the combination with the power control ele-

ment, and the operator's controlling element,

of a mechanism independent of said oper-

G0 ator's controlling element and comprising
means for locking the pov\rer control eiement
against the control of the operator, and for

actuating the same for both stopping and
starting, and a door-controlled fluid pressure

actuator for controlling said mechanism from 65
the elevator doors.

to a safety mechanism for elevators,
- combination with the elevator doors, the

motor, the power control element, and the
operator's controlling element, of a safety 70

mechanism independent of said operator's
controlling element and comprising meehan-

•' means for automatically operating said
power control element to both stop the motor
and permit the starting thereof upon the 75
opening of an elevator door.

16. In a safety mechanism for elevators,

lie combination with the elevator doors, the
motor, the power control means therefor, and
the operator's controlling element ; of a safety 80

mechanism independent of said operator's
controlling element and comprising mechan-
ical means for automatically locking said

power control means against manipulation
by the operator, and also for automatically 85

operating said power control means to both
stop the motor and permit the starting there-
of upon the opening of an elevator door.

17. In a safety mechanism for elevators,

the combination with the power control ele- 90

ment, of a mechanism including a clutch for

locking said element against the control of

the operator and for turning the same, a
fluid pressure actuator for throwing said

mechanism in and out of action, and a door 95

controlled device for controlling the opera-
tion of said actuator.

18. In a safety mechanism for elevators,

the combination with the power control ele-

ment, of a clutch having one member con- 100

nected with the power control element,
means for transmitting motion to the other
clutch member from a moving part of the ap-
paratus, and a safety controlling device con-
sisting of a fluid pressure actuator compris- 105

ing a hydraulic cylinder, a piston in the cyl-

inder operatively connected with the shift-

able clutch member and a spring arranged at

one side of the piston, a venting valve, a

fluid circulating pipe connection between 110

said valve and the cylinder, and a safety

draw connection operatively related to said

valve and to the elevator doors.

19. In a safety mechanism for elevators,

the combination with the power control ele- 115

ment, of a clutch having one member con-
nected with the power control element,
means for transmitting motion to the other

clutch member from a moving part of the

apparatus, a fluid pressure actuator com- 120

prising a cylinder, a piston, and a spring ar-

ranged to move the piston in one direction,

said piston being operatively connected with
the shiftable clutch member, a venting
valve, a fluid circulating pipe connection be- 125

tween said valve and the cylinder, a weight-

ed safety draw connection operatively con-

nected with the valve for turning the same
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in both directions, a contact element carried

by each elevator door, and a swinging release

lever associated with each door, each release

lever having a pivotal support at one end
5 and a drop off keeper at its opposite end.

20. In a safety mechanism for elevators,

the combination with the elevator car, a
shaft door, mechanism for operating the car,

and a controlling mechanism including a
10 gear; an auxiliary shaft, a gear carried by

the auxiliary shaft and movable into and
out of mesh with said other gear, means for

transmitting motion to the auxiliary shaft

from a moving part of the apparatus, and
15 means governed by the door for automatic-

ally connecting and disconnecting said gears.

21. In a safety mechanism for elevators,

the combination with the motor the power
control means therefor and the operator's

20 controlling element of mechanism independ-
ent of the operator's controlling element and
comprising means for automatically locking-

said power control means against manipula-
tion by the operator, and also for automat-

25 ically operating said power control means to

both stop the motor and permit the starting
thereof, and mechanical means operating
when the elevator door is put in unsafe or

insecure position to throw said mechanism
30 into operation.

22. The combination with an elevator
motor and its operating mechanism, the car,

the operator's cable and a door, of mechan-
ical means, independent of the operator's

35 cable, for controlling the motor operating
mechanism of said car for both stopping and
starting by the opening of said door.

23. The combination with an elevator
motor and its operating mechanism, the car,

40 the operator's cable and a door, of fluid pres-
sure means, independent of the operator's
cable, for controlling the motor operating
mechanism of said car for both stopping and
starting by the opening and closing of said

45 door.

24. In a safety mechanism for elevators,

the combination with the motor and its

power control element and the operator's
cable, of means including a lever, independ-

50 ent of the operator's cable, for locking the
said power control element against manipu-
lation by the operator, and also for operating
the said power control element for both stop-
ping and starting the motor, yieldingly-act-

55 ing means for controlling the movement of

said lever in one direction, a door, and me-
chanical means governed from said door for
controlling the movement of said lever in the
other direction.

60 25. In an elevator, the combination with
the elevator car, the operator's cable the
motor, and its power control element, of a
mechanism comprising means, independent
of the operator's cable, for operating the

r said power control element for both stop- 65

ping and starting the motor, a door, and a

fluid pressure actuator for controlling the
said mechanism by the opening and closing

of said door.

26. In an elevator, the combination with 7

the elevator car, the operator's cable the
motor, and its power control element, of a
mechanism comprising means, independent
of the operator's control cable, for operating
the said power control element for both stop- 7 5

ping and starting the motor, a door, and
mechanical means operated from said door
for controlling the said mechanism.

27. In an elevator, the combination with
the elevator car, the operator's cable, the 80

motor, and its power control element, of

mechanical means including a lever, inde-

pendent of the operator's controlling cable,

for operating the said power control element
for both stopping" and starting the motor, a 85

door, and mechanical means operated from
said door for controlling the movements of

said lever.

28. In an elevator, the combination with
the elevator car, the operator's cable, a door, 90
tire motor and its power control element of

means including a lever independent of the
operator's cable, for locking the said power
control element against manipulation by
the operator and for operating the said power 95

control element for both stopping and start-

ing the motor, and mechanical means oper-
ated from said door for controlling the move-
ments of said lever.

29. In an elevator, the combination with 100
the motor and the power control therefor, of

a cylinder and piston therein connecting
with the said power control so as to lock the
same against manipulation by the operator,
means independent of the operator's cable 105
for operating the said power control for both
stopping and starting the motor, a valve for
said cylinder, and connections between said
valve and a door whereby the latter con-
trols the operation of the valve. no

30. The combination with an elevator car,

an elevator shaft and the doors thereof,

mechanism for operating the car and a con-
trolling mechanism therefor, of a normally
open clutch having a member operatively 115
connected with the said controlling mechan-
ism, and also having a normally idle mem-
ber, means for transmitting motion to the
normally idle member of the clutch from a
moving part of the apparatus, levers adja- 120
cent to, and adapted to be operated by, said
doors, a draw connection having connection
with said levers so as to move upward when
any one of said levers is actuated by the
door adjacent thereto being put into an un- 125

safe or insecure condition, means independ-
ent of said levers for overbalancing said
draw connection when the doors are closed,
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and means connected with the draw connec-
tion for closing the clutch.

31. The combination with an elevatoi ci i

-

,

an elevator shaft and the doors thereof,
5 mechanism for operating the car and a con-

trolling mechanism therefor, of a norn
open clutch having a member operatively
connected with the said controlling mech-
anism, ami also having a norn!.-!:

10 her, means for transmit I »n 1

normally idle member of the clutch, fro

moving part of the apparatus levers adja-
cent to, and adapted to be operated by. said
shaft doors, a draw connection having con-

15 nection with said levers so as to move up-
ward when any one of the said levi

tuated by the door adjacent thereto
put into an unsafe or insecure condition,
means for overbalancing sai -connec-

20 tion when the doors are closed, and means
connected to the draw connection for closing
the clutch.

32. The combination with the eleva
car, the elevator shaft and the doors thereof,

25 mechanism for operating the car and a
trolling mechanism therefor, of a normally
open clutch having a member operatively
connected with the said < ling mechan-
ism, and also having a normally idle mem-

30 her, means for transmitting motion to the
normally idle mender of the clutch from a
moving part of the apparatus, levers adja-
cent to, and adapted to be operated by, said
shaft doors, a draw connection having con-

35 nection with the said levers so as to move
upward when any one of said levers is a

ated by the door' adjacent thereto being
into an unsafe or insecure condition, means
for overbalancing said draw connection when

40 the doors are closed, and ' id-pressure ac-
tuator connected with the draw connection
for opening the clutch..

33. The combination with the elevator
car, the elevator shaft and the doors the E

45 the motor and its controlling mechanism , of a
clutch having one member operatively con-
nected to the said motor controlling mechan-
ism, means for transmitting motion to the
other clutch member from a moving part of

50 the elevator apparatus, a draw connection
arranged to control the engagement and dis-

engagement of the member of the said clutch,

and means operating upon the opening and
the closing of the said shaft doors to control

55 the movements of the said draw con
34. The combination with the eleva

car, the elevator shaft and the doi ereof,

the motor and its controlling me sm, of

a clutch having a member operatively co i-

60 needed to the said motor control!: g mech-
anism, means for transmitting motion to the
other clutch member from a moving part of

the apparatus, a lever operatively connect-
ed to the clutch so as to control the engage-

id disengagemi q1 of the meml era 65

a! means -opera
upon the o] ; and closing of I be said
shaft doors rol i he movement s of 1 lie

said lever.

35. En a safety m sm for e!c. ;n

pluri : iors, motor con- rolli

a clul \ ing a meml er operai ly co i-

nected to the said controlling means, id

tally idle member, mea s

mitting m to the normally idle 75

>ei if 1 from a moi ing pai

us, a draw coe ii i, arranged
to co and the closing of the
clutch, a plurality of stop projections at-

the said draw-connection, and a so
plurality Of door controlled levers connected
with the said draw connection so as to engage
said ji 'us.

36. In a safety mechanism for elevators,
theh li g door, motor controlling means, a 85
clutch having a member operatively con-
nected to the said motor controlling means,
and also having a normally idle member,

is "for transmitting motion to the said

normally idle member of the clutch from a 90
moving part of the apparatus, a yieldingly-
acting device causing the members of the
clutch to become engaged, operating when
the landing door is put into an unsafe or in-

secure condition, a lever adapted to be oper- 95
ated by said landing door, and connections

een said lever and one member of the
clutch for causing the disengagement of the
said clutch members when the landing door
is put into a safe or secure condition. ioo

37. In an elevator, the combination with
an elevator car, the elevator shaft and its

doors, the motor and its controlling mechan-
ism therefor, of a clutch having one member
operatively connected to the said motor con- 105
trolling mechanism and also having a nor-

mally idle member, means for transmitting
motion to the normally idle member of the
clutch from a moving part of the apparatus,
a lever when in one position connected so as no
to be adapted to cause the disengagement of

the clutch members, and means controllable

from a shaft door whereby when the said

door is put into an unsafe or insecure condi-
tion the said lever will be operated to engage 115

the clutch membei s.

38. In a safety mechanism for elevators,

i the landing door, motor controlling means, a
clutch having a member operatively connect-
ed to the said controlling means, and also 120

having a normally idle member, means for

smitting motion to the said normally idle

member of the clutch, from a moving part of

the apparatus, a yieldingly-acting device for

closing said clutch operating when the land- 125

ingdooris put into an unsafe orinsecure con-

j
dition, and mechanical connection between
said landing door and the clutch for causing
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the disengagement of the members of said

clutch, operating when the landing door is

put into a secure or safe condition.

39. In a safety mechanism for elevators,

5 the landing door, motor controlling means, a

clutch having a member operatively connect-

ed with the said controlling means, and also

having a normally idle member, means for

transmitting motion to the said normally idle

1 member of the clutch from a moving part of

the apparatus, a yieldingly-acting device for

closing said clutch, operating when the land-

ing door is put into an unsafe or insecure con-

dition, and. a fluid-pressure actuator acting

15 upon the clutch for causing disengagement of

the members thereof, and connections be
tween said landing door and the fluid-pres-

sure actuator operating when the landing-

door is put into a secure or safe condition.

20 40. In an elevator, motor controlling

means, a clutch having a member operatively
connected with the said motor controlling

means, and also having a normally idle mem-
ber, means for transmitting motion to the

25 normally idle member of the clutch from
same moving part of the apparatus, a yield-

ingly-actuated mechanism operating upon
one member of the clutch to effect the closing

of the clutch, a landing door, and positively
30 actuated mechanism operated by the closing

of the landing door to move said clutch mem-
ber in the opposite direction to that in which
it is moved by said yieldingly - actuated
mechanism, substantially as and for the pur-

35 poses set forth.

41. In a safety mechanism for elevators,

motor controlling means, a clutch having a
member operatively connected with the said
controlling means and also having a nor-

40 mally idle member, means for transmitting
motion to the said normally idle member of

the clutch from a moving part of the appara-
tus, a series of landing doors, a series of levers
adjacent to and adapted to be operated by

45 said landing doors, and a draw connection
operatively related to said levers and to the
clutch, said levers engaging said landing
doors and the draw connection, substantially
as and for the purposes described.

50 42. In an elevator, the combination of the
elevator car, a series of landing doors, a se-

ries of levers adjacent said landing doors, and
positively operated in one direction by the
opening of the said landing doors, means

55 yieldingly operating said levers in the oppo-
site direction, a safety device for the elevator
controlling means consisting of a clutch hav-
ing one member operatively connected to the
controlling means of the elevator, and the

60 other a normally idle member, means for
transmitting motion to the normally idle

member of the clutch from a moving part of

the apparatus, and a draw connection con-

nected to each of said levers and with one
member of said clutch to effect engagement 65

and disengagement of the members thereof,

substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

43. In a safety mechanism for elevators, a
motor controlling means, a clutch having one 7

member operatively connected to the said con-
trolling means, and a normally idle member,
means for transmitting motion to the nor-

mally idle clutch member from a moving
part of the apparatus, a pivoted lever, suit- 7 5

ably connected with the normally idle clutch
member, a safety draw connection connected
with the said pivoted lever, so as to keep the

members of the clutch disengaged, a counter-
balance for said draw connection, a plurality 80

of levers, connections between said levers

and said draw connection, and a plurality of

sliding doors engaging said levers.

44. In an elevator, the combination of a
safety device, consisting of a clutch having 85

one member operatively connected to the

motor controlling mechanism of said ele-

vator, and a normally idle member arranged
so as to engage the clutch member connected
to the motor controlling mechanism, yield- 90

ingly-acting mechanism for bringing the two
members of the clutch into engagement, a

landing door, a lever operated by the move-
ments of the said landing door, and connec-
tion between said idle member of the clutch 95

and the lever whereby the members of the
clutch will become engaged when the said

door is open or put into an unsafe or insecure
condition.

45. In a safety mechanism for elevators, a 100
motor controlling means, a clutch having one
member operatively connected to the said
motor controlling means, and a normally idle

member, means for transmitting motion to
the normally idle clutch member from a 105
moving part of the apparatus, a lever con-
nected to the normally idle clutch member,
landing doors, and mechanical means oper-
ated by the opening and closing of the landing
doors for controlling the movements of the ]io
said levei'.

46. In a safety mechanism for elevators, a
motor controlling means, a clutch having one
member operatively connected to the said
motor controlling means, and a normally l ] 5

idle member, means for communicating
motion to the normally idle clutch member
from a moving part of the apparatus, a lever
connected to the said normally idle clutch
member, a landing door, and mechanical 120
means operated by the opening and closing
of the landing door for moving the lever in
one direction when the landing door is open
and in. the other direction when the landing
door is closed. 125

47. The combination with an elevator car,
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an elevator shaft, and the doors thereof,

mechanism for operating the car, and a con-
trolling mechanism therefor, of a norn
open clutch, having one member ope

5 connected to the said controlling mechan-
ism, and a normally idle member, means for

transmitting motion to the normally idle

clutch member from a nun
apparatus, a lever adapted to move the

10 normally idle clutch member in and out of

engagement with the clutch member con-
nected to the motor controlling mechanism,
yieldingly-acting means for causing (he lever

to move in one direction, means acting posi-

15 tively upon said lever to move it in the oppo-
site direction, and mechanical means i

ated by the shaft door for operating the means
acting positively upon the said lever.

48. The combination with an elevator car,

20 an elevator shaft and the doors thereof,

mechanism for operating the car, and its

controlling mechanism, of a normally open
clutch having one member operatively con-

nected to the said controlling mechanism and
25 a normally idle member, means for trans-

mitting motion to the normally idle clutch

member from a moving part of the appara-
tus, a spring arranged to yieldingly impel the
engagement of the normally idle clutch mem-

30 ber with the clutch member that is opera-
tively connected to the said controlling

mechanism, and a fulcrumed lever engaging
said idle member of the clutch so as to move
it out of engagement, and means operated

35 by the said doors for operating the said ful-

crumed lever.

49. An elevator controlling means, com-
prising a door, a car, a motor, the power con-
trol element therefor, and mechanical means,

40 actuated by the said door, independent of the
operator's control device, for governing the
said motor power control element by the said

car.

50. The combination with an elevator car,

45 elevator shaft, the doors thereof, the motor,
the power control element therefor, of means,
independent of the operator's control device,

normally unaffecting the power control ele-

ment, acting to stop the motor and shift the

50 said motor control element to an inoperative
condition, and lock the same against manip-
ulation by the operator, connection between
a moving part of the apparatus and said

means whereby the former actuates the lat-

55 ter, and mechanical means operated by the

opening of the said door for rendering tire

said first mentioned means operative with
respect to the motor control element.

51. An elevator controlling means, com-
60 prising a door, a car, a motor, the power con-

trol element therefor, and mechanical means
actuated by the said door, including a clutch,

for governing the said motor power control

element by the said car said mechanical
mean being operable from any door with the 65

r at any point within the shaft.

52. An elevator controlling means, com-
prising the combination with a door, a. car, a

motor, and the power control element there-
for, oi a clutch, having a member operatively 70
connected v> ith said car, the other member of

the said clutch operatively connected with
the said mot or power control element and
mechanical means, actuated by the said door
for causing the engagement and disengage- 75
ment of the members of the said clutch.

53. The combination with the elevator car,

the motor, the power control element there-

for, of a mechanism, normally u naffecting
the said power control element, comprising 80
means, independent of the operator's con-
trol device, for locking the said power control
element against manipulation fcy the opera-
tor, and also for operating the said power
control element for both stopping and start- 85

ing the motor, means for operating the said
mechanism from a moving part of the appa-
ratus, a door, and mechanical means operated
by the said door for rendering said mechan-
ism operative with respect to the motor con- 90

trol element.
54. In a safety mechanism for elevators,

the combination with the motor, the power
control element therefor, of means, independ-
ent of the operator's control device, for lock- 95

ing the said power control element against
manipulation by the operator, and also for

operating said power control element for

both stopping and starting the motor, yield-

ingly-acting means for controlling the move- 100
ment of the first mentioned means in one di-

rection, means acting positively upon the
said first mentioned means to move it in a

direction opposite to that in which it was
moved by the said yieldingly-acting means, ]05

and mechanical means operated by the shaft

door for operating the means acting posi-

tively upon the said first mentioned means.
55. In a safety mechanism for elevators,

the combination with the power control 110

shaft, of an auxiliary control shaft having a

driving wheel, a normally inoperative clutch

connection between said two shafts, an op-

erating cable connected with the elevator

car and arranged upon the driving wheel re- 1 15

versely to the arrangement of the connection

of the operator's controlling element with the

power control shaft, and means for mechan-
ically controlling the opening and closing of

the clutch through the opening and closing 120

of the elevator door.

56. In a safety mechanism -for elevators,

the combination with the power control

shaft, of an auxiliary control shaft, a nor-

mally inoperative clutch connection between 125

said two shafts, means for transmitting to
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!
the auxiliary shaft a motion reverse to that

,

moving the draw connection in one direc-

transmitted to the power control shaft from
j

tion. 10 1

the operator's controlling element, a safety
j

In testimony whereof I hereunto affix nvy
draw connection operatively connected with ! signature in the presence of two witnesses,

the clutch for controlling the opening and
J

JOHN A. MILLER,
closing thereof and having stop projections,

! Witnesses:
and a door actuated device having a lever

|

Calvin G. Chesnut,
element engaging with a stop projection for

|

Louise A. Miller.
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To oil whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, James T. Cowley, of

Boston, in the county of Suffolk and State

of Massachusetts, have invented certain new
5 and useful Improvements in Elevators, of

which the following is a specification.

My invention relates to elevators and the

like and has for its object to provide an ele-

vator apparatus wherein the car may be
10 started from any one of its stopping points

and sent to any other selected one of its

Stopping points and automatically stopped
there.

Also it is the Object of my invention to

15 provide an elevator apparatus which can be
operated only when all of the doors of the

well through which access may be had to

the car are closed.

Furthermore it is the object of my in-

20 vention to provide for locking all of the

doors of the apparatus except the one at

which the car is stopped or to be stopped.

To these ends my invention is an elevator

apparatus comprising a car. means to oper-

25 ate the car. a plurality of stopping points

along the path of said car, and means to

select any one of these stopping points to

the exclusion of the others and automatic-

ally stop the car at that point. In the pre-

30 ferred form of my invention a selecting de-

vice is provided at each stopping point and
interconnected car-stopping devices are pro-

vided, one at each stopping point, all of which

may be controlled by any one of the select

-

35 ing devices. These stopping devices are so

constructed that any one of the selecting de-

vices may be used to throw them successively

into operative condition so that any one of

them may be rendered operative to the ex-

40 elusion of the others. In this way the car

may be made to stop at any selected one of

its stopping points.

Another feature of my invention in its

preferred form is that a door is provided at

45 each stopping point which is the only means

of access to the car and automatic means is

provided for controlling these doors so that

when the car is running or about to be

started all of these doors are shut and locked

50 except the door at the selected stopping

point. Preferably, also, these doors con-

trol the elevator-operating means so that the

car cannot be started except when all of the

doors are closed.

Other features of in}7 invention are here- 55

inafter pointed out.

In the accompanying drawings which illus-

trate one form of my invention—Figure 1 is

a side elevation of an elevator apparatus
showing general arrangement. Fig. 2 is a 60

plan view of the mechanism located at each

floor and showing section of the elevator car.

Fig. 3 is a side elevation of the parts shown
in Fig. 2. Fig. 4 is a front view of the

lower' part of the car. Fig. 5 is an edge 65

view of the lower part of the slide or door

showing latch and controlling bar for same.

Fig. 6 is a plan view of a portion of Fig. 4.

Fig. 7 is an enlarged view of motor and cable

drum. Fig. 8 is an enlarged view of a por- 70

lion of Fig. 2, and Fig. 9 is a diagram show-

ing the mechanisms at three of the stopping

points and the manner in which they are

connected together, the parts being in the

positions they would occupy when any one 75

had been adjusted so as to stop the car at

stopping point or floor number 3.

Referring to the drawings, 1, 2, 3, and -t

represent the floors of a building through

which the elevator well extends. Within the 80

well is the car A carried by rope B, supported

near the top of the building by a sheave li-

on a shaft B3 journaled in a suitable hanger.

In the basement of the building is a motor C
that drives a drum B' around which the rope 85

B passes and this motor is controlled by a

rheostat C At the different floors of the

building the elevator is accessible through

doors D', D2
, D :!

, and D 4 which slide ver-

tical! v in ways. 90

The Starting of the elevator is effected

through a bell crank H (Figs. 2 and 3) con-

nected by a link K witli a smaller bell crank

K' connected by a link K2 with a slide K?

mounted on a vertical bar L'. The bar L' 95

which carries the slide K8 i> fixed at its ends

to brackets L fastened to the wall of the ele-

vator well. This slide K 3
is made with bosses

through which extend two rods .1 connected

at their upper ends by a belt or chain J' 100
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passing over a sheave J2
. One of the rods

J is fastened rigidly to the slide E? and the

other rod J slides loosely through the bosses

of said slide and at its lower end said rod is

5 connected by a bell crank C4 and links C3

with the motor-controlling rheostat C so

that vertical movement of that rod J starts

and stops the motor C. The reason for em-
ploying the two rods J connected by the belt

10 or chain J' as described is so that one rod
will serve to counterbalance the other, thus
reducing the labor in operating that rod J
which is connected with the controller C.
It Avill thus be seen that by means of the

15 bell crank H the motor C may be started,

said motor being stopped automatically as

described later.

In order to prevent the operation of the
car A when any of the doors D', etc., are

20 open, or in other words, in order to permit
of operating the car A only when all of the
doors are closed each bell crank H is con-
trolled by a latch H' which in turn is con-
trolled by its respective door. This latch H'

25 is pivoted at HB and a spring H2 tends to

hold said latch in engagement with the bell

crank H but when the door is closed a stud
H4 on the door engages a pin H5 sliding in

ai^ suitable fixture and acting through said
30 pin H5 engages the arm H3 of the latch H'

thereby freeing the bell crank H so that the
latter may be operated to start the car A up
or down. The "off" position of the bell

crank H is midway between the extremes of
35 its movement which is the case also with the

arm of the controller C so that if the bell

crank H is swung down the controller arm
is swung in one direction and a motor C is

started in one direction and if the bell crank
40 II is swung in the opposite direction the

controller arm is swung in the opposite direc-
tion and the motor C is started in the oppo-
site direction. It will be seen, however, that
if the door is open the latch II' locks the

45 bell crank H in its " off " position and the
car cannot be operated.
The studs which carry the bell cranks F

and H are fixed to a wall E', E 2
, etc., on the

different floors. This wall may be part of
HO the building within which the apparatus is

located.

As will be seen from Fig. 9 all of the slides

K3 are rigidly connected by the rod J that
is fastened to said slides and therefore if

55 any of the doors is open and its respective
bell crank H is locked none of the other bell

cranks can be operated even though their
respective doors are closed and consequently
in order to start the car in either direction

60 all of the doors must be closed.

In accordance with the invention it is

desired to be able to start the car from any
floor and automatically stop it at any of the
other landings or stopping points and in

65 order to accomplish this the selecting and

stopping devices now to be described are
provided.
Mounted loosely on the same stud with

the bell crank H is a double bell crank F
which has connected to it two links F4 and 7d
F 7

. The link F4
is connected through a bell

crank F5 pivoted on the bar 1/ with an in-

terlocking rod F6 which is common to all of
the bell cranks F, all of said bell cranks be-

ing connected in similar manner with said 75
rod. The other link F 7

is connected with a
slide F 8 mounted in transverse ways on the

slide K3
. This slide F 8 carries a roll G and

a pin H10
. There is an index alongside of

the bell crank F corresponding to the stop- 80
ping points or floors of the building and the

rolls are so placed on their respective

slides F 8 that when the bell crank F is

opposite 1 on the index then the roll G of

the first floor or stopping point is in the 85
path of a cam A8 carried by the car and
all the other rolls G are out of the path of

said cam. When a bell crank F is shifted

opposite 2, 3, or 4 on the index, then the roll

G of the floors 2, 3, or 4, is brought into the 90
path of the cam A8 while the other rolls G
will be out of the path of said cam. The
doors D', etc., each carries a latch H7 nor-
mally held by a spring H12 surrounding a
pin H13 in engagement with a slide H9

. This 95
slide H9

is made with a notch H 8 which
serves as a passageway for the hook of the
latch H7 when the notch is brought into the
path of said hook. The notches H8 of the
different slides are positioned so that when 100
the bell crank F is opposite 1 on the index,
notch H8 of the floor 1 is on the path of the
latch H7 of that floor while all the other
latches H7 are in locking engagement with
the slides II9

. Likewise the notches H8 of 105
the floors 2, 3, and 4 free their latches H 7

only when the bell crank F is opposite 2, 3,

or 4 on the index. That is to say, only one
latch H7

is freed at a time and that when the
bell crank F is opposite the number on the 110
index that corresponds to the floor of the
latch that is free so that only one door of
the whole series is free to be opened at one
time. The slide H9

is engaged by the pin
H10 on the slide F 8 and when the bell crank F 115

is shifted to select the stopping point for car
A the roll G at the stopping point selected

on the index adjacent the bell crank F is

brought into the path of the cam A8 and at
the same time the pin H10 shifts the slide H9 120
at the selected stopping point so as to free
the latch H 7 that cooperates therewith. This
selection having been made the operator
throws the bell crank H up or down accord-
ing to the direction in which he desires the 125

car to travel. As soon as the cam A8 strikes

the roll G at the selected stopping point the
car is automatically stopped and dumped.
The stopping is effected as follows: The
cam A8 lifting on the roll G raises the slide 130
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K\ rod J. as well as all of the other slides
K 3

that are connected with said rod which
results in a downward movement of the loose
roil J thereby shifting the controller (" so

5 as to stop the motor ('. It will thus he seen
that the car A may he started from any floor
ami automatically stopped at any selected
one of its stopping points and that the door
at that stopping- point is automatically un-

10 locked.

The bottom A' of the car A is pivoted at

A 1
' and this pivoted bottom is normally sup-

ported by two latches A 3 pivoted thereto
and resting n two latches A 3—

A

4 on a bar
15 A"' that is made with two notches A9 and
A 10

. The bar A.5 is mounted on slides on
the car A and carries the cam A8

, said rod
being normally held with cam As projected
so as to engage with the rolls G by a spring

20 A' ;

. When during the travel of the car the
cam A8 strikes the roll G at the selected
stopping point the bar A 5

is slid in the di-
rection indicated by the arrow in Fig. i far
enough to bring the notches A 11 and A10 <>p-

25 posite the latches A 3 and A 4
. The latter

being then unsupported the bottom A' tilts

and the contents of the car is discharged
onto a trough or the like S at the selected
stopping point. The cam A 8 as shown in

30 Fig. 4 is made with two inclines one extend-
ing up and the other down from a pocket
which separates the two inclines so that dur-
ing the travel of the car in either direction
the incline which engages the roll G first acts

55 to the shift bar A5 so as to free the bottom
A' and then when the roll G enters the
pocket between the two inclines said roll is

carried with the car and its movement acts
as described to stop the motor C.

40 The slot H 11 into which the pin H 1 " pro-
jects is elongated as shown in Fig. 9 to per-
mit the starting and stopping movements of
the slides K? referred to.

From the above description it will be seen
45 that the rolls G are interconnected and po-

sitioned so that they not only move together
but no two of them are in the path of the
cam A8 at once ; that all of the slides K3 are
connected so as to move together and so that

50 when the cam A8 engages one of the rolls G
to raise or lower any one of said slides the
motor C will be stopped; that all of the
slides H° are connected so as to move to-

gether and their notches H8 are so posi-
55 tioned as to successively free their latches H7

,

and that the bell cranks F are all connected
so as to work together and shift their links

F 4 and F 7 correspondingly.
Fig. 9 of the drawings shows the select-

60 ing, stopping and door-controlling and con-
trolled mechanisms of the first three floors

of the building illustrated in Fig. 1. In
said Fig. 9, however, the parts are shown in

the positions they occupy after the operator
65 at the 1st, 2d, or 4th floor has adjusted the

mechanism to stop the ear A at the third
floor. If the car be at the fourth floor the
operator at that point after shifting the
handle I

1" into position opposite "3" on the
index, as shown at floor 1 of Fig. !>. next 70
throws bell crank- II down and motor (' is

started in a direction to lower car A. The
car A then descends until the cam A s

en-
gages the roll G at the third floor where-
upon the car is stopped and emptied auto- 75
matically. If the car A is at the first or
second floor, then the operator at either of
those points throws the bell crank II up and
the car A is lifted by the motor C until the
cam A" engages the roll G with the results 80
described. As will be clear from Fig. !), the
car can not be started in either direction un-
less all of the doors are ciosed and when
the bell crank F is adjusted to select any one
of the floors as the stopping point for the 85
car tlie door at that floor is automatically
unlocked by the notch H8 being brought
opposite or into the path of the hook of
latch II 7 and at the same time all of the
other notches II s are carried out of the path 90
of their cooperating latches H7

.

Having thus described the nature of my
invention, and set forth a construction em-
bodying the same, what I claim as new and
desire to secure by Letters Patent of the 95

United States is:

1. In an elevator, a car, means for raising
and lowering said car, a controller for said
raising and lowering means, a plurality of
mechanisms for operating said controller, 100

a plurality of adjustable members adapted
to be moved by the car to actuate respec-
tively said controller - operating mechan-
isms, means common to all of said adjustable
members for simultaneously moving the 105

same, and selective mechanism operating
through said means common to the adjust-

able members to position any one of such
members to be engaged by the car to actu-

ate its controller-operating mechanism. HO
2. In an elevator, a car, means for rais-

ing and lowering said car, a controller for
said raising and lowering means, a plurality

of mechanisms for operating said controller,

a plurality of adjustable members adapted to H5
be moved by the car to actuate respectively

said controller-operating mechanisms, a plu-

rality of door-locking mechanisms respec-

tively actuated by said adjustable members,
means common to all of said adjustable mem- 120

bers fox simultaneously moving the same, and
selective mechanism operating through said

means common to the adjustable members
to position any one of such members to be
engaged by the car to actuate its controller- 125

operating mechanism and to actuate its

door-locking mechanism.
''>. In an elevator, a car, means for raising

and lowering said car, a controller for said

raising and lowering means, a plurality of l3 °
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mechanisms for operating said controller, a

plurality of door-controlled mechanisms re-

spectively holding said controller-operating
mechanisms against movement when their

5 doors are open and releasing the same when
the doors are closed, a plurality of adjust-

able members adapted to be moved by the
car to actuate respectively said controller-

operating mechanisms, means common to

10 all of said adjustable members for simul-
taneously moving the same, and selective

mechanisms operating through said means
common to the adjustable members to posi-

tion any one of such means to be engaged
15 by the car to actuate its controller-operating

mechanism.
i. In an elevator, a car, means for raising

and lowering said car, a controller for said

raising and lowering means, a plurality of
20 vertical slides connected with said control-

ler, means connected with said slides to ver-
tically move the same to actuate the con-
troller, slides adjustable transversely on said
vertical slides, members differently located

25 on said transversely adjustable slides

adapted to be engaged by the car to actuate
the vertical slides, a rod connecting said
transversely adjustable slides, and selective

means operating through said rod to simulta-
30 neously move all of said transversely ad-

justable slides to position one or another of
said members to be engaged by the car.

5. In an elevator, a car, means for raising
and lowering said car, a controller for said

35 raising and lowering means, a plurality of
vertical slides connected with said control-
ler, means connected with each slide to ver-
tically move the same to actuate the con-
troller, slides adjustable transversely on said

40 vertical slides, members differently located

on said transversely adjustable slides adapt-
ed to be engaged by the car to actuate the

vertical slides, a plurality of door-locking
mechanisms respectively actuated by said

transversely adjustable slides, a rod. con- 45

necting said transversely adjustable slides,

and selective mechanism operating through
said rod to simultaneously move all of said

transversely adjustable slides to position

one or another of said members to be en- 50

gaged by the car and to simultaneously op-
erate all of said locking mechanisms.

G. In an elevator, a car, means for raising

and lowering said car, a controller for said

raising and lowering means, a plurality of 55

mechanisms for operating said controller,

latches for said controller-operating mech-
anisms, door-actuated means for operating
each latch to hold its respective controller-

operating mechanism when the door is 60

opened and to free the same when the door
is closed, a plurality of adjustable members
adapted to be moved by the car to actuate

respectively said controller-operating mech-
anisms, means common to all of said ad- 65

justable members for simultaneously mov-
ing the same, and selective mechanism oper-
ating through said means common to the ad-
justable members to position any one of such
members to be engaged by the car to actu- 70

ate its controller-operating mechanism.
In testimony whereof, I have signed my

name to this specification in the presence of
two subscribing witnesses, this seventh day
of July A. D. 1905.

JAMES T. COWLEY.
Witnesses

:

W. A. Marct,
(t. F. Maonitzky.
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To all witoiit it may concern:

Be it known that I, Harold Rowntree, a
citizen of the United States, residing at Chi-
cago, county of Cook, State of Illinois, have

5 made a certain new and useful Invention in

Elevator Car and Well Door Operating
Mechanism, of which the following is a

specification.

This invention relates to elevator ear and
jo well door operating mechanism.

The object of the invention is to provide
means whereby the car door operating means
cannot be put in operation until the car ar-

rives adjacent an inclosure or well door.
]

"; A further object is to provide means
whereby the door on the car, and a door of
the inclosure or elevator shaft or well are
operated in unison and neither can be oper-
ated alone.

20 A further object is to provide means which
are simple and efficient for simultaneously
controlling the operation of car and inclo-

sure or well doors.

Other objects of the invention will appear
%5 more fully hereinafter.

The invention consists substantially in the

construction, combination, location and rela-

tive arrangement of parts, all as will be more
fully hereinafter set forth, as shown in the

30 accompanying drawing and finally pointed
out in the appended claims.

The single view of the drawing shows in

elevation, and somewhat diagrammatical^,
a construction of cooperating car door and

35 inclosure or well door operating mechanisms
and their interconnections^ and embodying
the principles of my invention.

For clearness of illustration and descrip-

tion I have shown the car door operating
40 mechanism at one side and the inclosure or

well door operating mechanism at the other

side of the view of the drawing, but it is to

be understood that in practice when the car

is in the required position for the door there-
45 on to be opposite a shaft or well door, for

the two doors to be simultaneously operated,

the operating mechanism for the one door

is directly behind that of the other door.

Where operating mechanism has been em-
50 ployed not only for the door on the car but

also for the doors of the car inclosure or

elevator shaft or well, it has hitherto been a

common practice to so construct, arrange

and install the mechanisms that the car door
55 could be opened at any time. It has also

been a common practice to so arrange the
inclosure door operating mechanism so that
such door cannot be operated until the car
arrives opposite or adjacent such door. The
capability of the car door to be voperated at 60
any time whether the car is opposite a floor

or landing or not, is objectionable and dan-
gerous in that through the opening of such
door before the car arrives at a floor or land-
ing, or while the car is in motion, the danger 65
is incurred of passengers on the car attempt-
ing to step through the car door opening and
hence being caught or jammed between the
floor of the car and the ceiling of the floor

or landing, or other projecting ledge, in case 70

the car is ascending, or the ceiling or roof of

the car, and the floor or landing or other
projecting ledge or shoulder of the shaft or
well in case the car is descending. Serious
and often times 'fatal accidents have occurred 75

in this manner in the operation of elevator.-.

It is among the special purposes of the pres-

ent invention to provide means for avoid-

ing the danger referred to and to render the

operation of elevators more safe. 80

In accordance with the principles of the

present invention I propose to provide means
whereby when operating devices are em-
ployed for the elevator shaft, well or inclo-

sure doors and also for the car door, through 85

suitable connections controlled by the con-

trol mechanism for the car door operating
mechanism, such car door operating mechan-
ism cannot be operated until the car arrives

adjacent the inclosure door, and approxi- 90

mately level with the floor or landing, and
when the car arrives at the required point

then the car door and inclosure door are

simultaneously operated.

While I have shown and will now describe 95

one construction and arrangement for ac-

complishing this result, and the best form
in which I at present contemplate carrying

my invention into practical operation, I de-

sire it to be understood that my invention is

not to be limited or restricted to the con-

struction disclosed as the principles thereof

may be embodied in a wide variety of dif-

ferent constructions without departure from
the spirit and scope of my invention. i05

In the drawing reference signs 1 and 2

designate respectively the elevator car door

and a landing or inclosure door.

The mechanisms for operating the doors

ma3r or may not be the same in construction 1 10
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and arrangement, so far as the present in-

vention is concerned. To illustrate the prin-

ciples of my invention, however, I have
shown the same construction of power

5 mechanism for operating the doors. This
mechanism consists of power cylinders 3, 4,

to which power medium may be supplied,

such medium, in the supply and exhaust
thereof, being controlled by valve devices 5,

20 6, having operating arms 7, 8, connected by
links 9, 10, to levers 11, 12. The pistons of
the power cylinders operate cross heads 13,

14, which are connected by links 15, 16, to

door operating levers 17, 18, pivotally

T5 mounted, and having suitable sliding con-

nection as at 19, 20, with the doors 1, 2. The
lever 11, of the car door operating mechan-
ism is" pivotally connected at one end to the

cross-head 13, and at the other end, through
20 suitable intermediate connections, to the con-

trol lever 21. Similarly, the lever 12 of the

inclosure door is pivotally connected at one
end to the cross-head 14, and at the other
end through a link, rod or other connection

25 22, to a lever 23, the latter being acted upon
by a spring 24. the tension of which oper-
ating through lever 23, rod 22, lever 12, link

10, and arm 8, normally tends to hold the
control valve 6, in position to maintain the

30 door 2, closed.

It is to be understood that the door 2, and
its associated power operating mechanism,
including the link or rod 22, lever 23 and
spring 24, are erected in the inclosure and at

35 the floor or landing at which the car is to

stop, and that each landing or inclosure, if

so desired, is similarly equipped. It is also

to be understood that the door 1, and its as-

sociated power operating and control mech-
4-0 anisrn, and, in fact, all the other devices and

mechanism hereinafter to be referred to and
constituting features of my invention are
mounted upon the elevator car. It is also

to be understood that while I have shown
45 and described a specific construction and ar-

rangement of power and control mechanism
for operating the doors in order to illustrate

my invention, any other form and construc-
tion of such mechanism may be employed

50 and may well answer the required purpose.
I will now describe a construction and ar-

rangement whereby the operation of the car
door is rendered impossible until the car
arrives opposite or adjacent a landing or

55 floor, but when the car is opposite or adjacent
the landing or floor, then both the car and
the inclosure doors are operated simulta-
neously, this being the important and valu-

able feature of my invention.

60 Interposed in the connection between the
control lever 21, and the motor controller 5,

is a spring 26, the tension of which normally
tends to maintain the controller in position
to keep the door 1, closed. In the particular

65 form shown, to which the invention is not

to be limited or restricted, however, the
spring 26. is connected to and act.-; upon one
arm of a bell crank lever 27, said arm being
connected by a link 28, to one end of a bar
29. The other arm of said bell crank lever 70
27. is connected by means of a link 30, with
the end of lever 11. The other end of bar
29 is connected to a sliding rod 31, which is

connected, through crank arms 32. with trip

shoe 33. The bar 29, is connected intermedi- 75
ate its ends, through a rod or other connec-

tion 34, with the control lever 21. but is

normally held by a spring 35, against back
stops 36.

From the foregoing description it will be go
seen that in their normal positions, as shown
in full lines, the bar 29 is held against its

back stops 36, the doors 1 and 2 are held
closed, and the trip shoe 33 is held retracted.

Under these conditions the car may be op- 85
erated up or down without incurring the

danger of injury or accident due to the in-

opportune opening of the car door, the re-

tracted position of the trip shoe 33, enabling
said shoe to pass freely by the levers 23, of 90
the inclosure door controlling mechanisms
without operating the same. Now, suppose
the car door control lever 21 is rocked into

the position shown in clotted lines and be-

fore the car arrives opposite a floor or land- 95
ing. In such circumstances the trip shoe

33 is free to be moved outwardly unre-

strained by reason of the fact that there is

nothing in front of it to oppose such move-
ment. Any movement of the other end of 100
bar 29, however, under the pull exerted by
the rocking of control lever 21. is opposed
by the tension of spring 26 ; the result, there-

fore, is that instead of bar 29 moving
bodily and parallel to itself, it tilts or rocks 10c
about its point of pivotal connection with
link 28, as a fulcrum and merely throws
out the trip shoe 33, but does not operate
the motor controller 5, and hence the car

door remains closed. The throwing out of no
the trip shoe is not productive of any re-

sult since, under the condition assumed, the
car is not opposite a landing or inclosure

door. Now suppose the car is opposite a

landing or inclosure door at the time the 115
car door control lever 21 is rocked, then,

instead of the trip shoe 33, being unopposed
in its outward movement, it encounters the

lever 23 and the tension of spring 24. The
tension of this spring is arranged to equal 120
that of spring 26. The result is that an
equal resistance is imposed upon the respec-
tive ends of bar 29, and consequently, in-

stead of said bar rocking or tilting about
one end as before noted, it moves bodily and 125
parallel with itself away from the back stops

36, and not only throws out the trip shoe,

thereby operating the landing or inclosure
door operating motor controller, but it also

effects the operation of the car door motor 130
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controller, and hence the two doors are op-

erated in unison.

Of course it will be understood thai if the

control lever 21 is rocked to position indi-

5 cated by dotted lines before the car rea

a position opposite a landing or inclosure

door, and is held in such position, (hen. when
the car reaches a position approximately
level with the next floor or landing the pro-

10 jected trip shoe 33 will engage the lever 23.

and the resulting tension imposed on the dip
shoe and through it and its connections, to

the bar 29, will cause said bar to move
such position as to cause the car door motor

15 controller to operate, so that both the car

door and the inclosure door will be operated
to open position. From this it will he seen

that it is not necessary to wail till the car

reaches its position opposite or adjacent the

20 floor landing or inclosure door before the

control lever 21. is operated, but the opera-
tion of such lever, before the point is reached.

will be ineffective and will remain ineffective

until the car reaches the desired point when
25 its operation becomes effective.

While I have described my invention as

applied to elevator car and inclosure doors,

it is to be understood that the same construc-

tion and principles may be applied to other

30 doors as. for instance, to the doors on ele-

vated railway cars, so that the door could

not be opened until the car had reached a

platform, or a certain part of a platform, if

desired. The invention is also applicable

35 to other uses and purposes and to other situ-

ations. It is also evident that instead of ap-

plying my invention to doors it is equally

well adapted to other forms of closures or

passage obstructions and similar purposes.

40 It is also obvious that instead of applying
the invention to sliding doors is is equally

well adapted to hinged or pivoted or other

construction of doors.

Having now set forth the object and na-

45 ture of my invention and a construction em-
bodying the principles thereof, and having
described such construction, its purposes,

function and mode of operation, what I

claim as new and useful and of my own in-

50 vention and desire to secure by Letters Pat-

ent is

:

1. In an elevator door operating mech-
anism, a car door, and a landing door, power
mechanisms respectively arranged to move

55 said doors, means for controlling said power
mechanisms, and means for rendering said

controlling means inoperative until the car

arrives adjacent a landing or inclosure door.

2. In an elevator door operating mech-

60 anism, a car door, and a landing door, inde-

pendent power mechanisms for operating
the same, and means for rendering both
power mechanisms idle until the car arrives

adjacent a landing or inclosure door.

G5 3. In an elevator door operating mech-

anism, a car door, a landing door, in

pendent power mechanisms For operati

ie, a controller mech-
and means for rendering said i

troller inoperative until the car arrives ad- to
landing or inclosure door.

b in an elevator door operating mech-
anism, a car door, power mechanism for

operating the same, a controller for said

pow< i ing lever for 75
control] ls sby the said

'over is free to operate without operating
said controller until the car arrives adjacent

a landing or inclosure door.

5. In an elevator door operating mech- 80
anism, a car door, power me u nor-

mally operating to maintain said door closed.

controlling mechanism therefor, and means
for rendering the operation of said control-

ling mechanism ineffectual until the car ar- •

rives adjacent a landing or inclosure door.

G. In an elevator door operating mech-
anism, an inclosure door and a car door, in-

dependent devices for simultaneously op-

erating said doors and a single control mech- 90

anism for said device-, said control mechan-
ism being inoperative except when the car

door is adjacent the inclosure door.

7. In an elevator door operating mech-
anism, an inclosure door and a car door. 95

independent means for moving said doors

and a common means normally inoperative

and rendered operative when the car door
is adjacent the inclosure door, for control-

ling the operation of the moving means for 100

both doors.

8. In an elevator door operating mech-
anism, an inclosure door and a car door, in-

dependent devices for operating said doors

in unison and means normally inoperative 105

and rendered operative when the car door
is adjacent the inclosure door for rendering
said devices operative to open both doors.

9. In an elevator door operating mech-
anism, an inclosure door and a car door, in- 110

dependent power mechanisms for operating

said doors, and means normally inoperative

and rendered operative when the car door
arrives adjacent the inclosure door for con-

trolling said power mechanisms to simul- 115

taneously open both doors.

10. In an elevator door operating mech-
anism, an inclosure door and a car door, in-

dependent devices for operating said doors,

and means for rendering said devices simul- 120

taneously effective to open said doors when
the car door arrives adjacent the inclosure

door.

11. In an elevator door operating mech-
anism, an inclosure door and a car door, in- 125

dependent motors for operating said doors,

and devices for simultaneously controlling-

said motors when said doors are adjacent

each other.

12. In an elevator door operating mech-
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anism, an inclosure door and a car door, in-

dependent motors for operating said doors,

said motors normally operating to maintain
said doors closed, and means for controlling

: said motors simultaneously to open said

doors when said doors are adjacent each
other.

13. In an elevator door operating mech-
anism, an inclosure door and a car door, in-

10 dependent means for moving said doors,

means carried by the car for controlling the

inclosure door operating means, said means
also operating to simultaneously control the

car door operating means when said doors

15 are adjacent each other.

14. In an elevator door operating mech-
anism, an inclosure door and a car door, in-

dependent motors for operating said doors,

means for controlling the inclosure door
20 motor, said means also controlling the car

door motor when said doors are adjacent
each other.

15. In an elevator door operating mech-
anism, an inclosure door and a car door, in-

2 3 dependent motors for operating said doors,

a controller for each motor and means ren-

dered operative when said doors are adja-

cent each other for simultaneously operating
said controllers.

30 1G. In an elevator door operating mech-
anism, an inclosure door and a car door, in-

dependent motors for operating said doors,

a control lever for both motors, and connec-
tions intermediate said lever and motors for
controlling the latter said connections being 35
effective when said doors are adjacent each
other.

17. In an elevator door operating mech-
anism, an inclosure door and a car door, in-

dependent motors for operating said doors, 40
a control device for each motor, a bar hav-
ing connections at its respective ends to op-
erating devices for said controllers and a

lever for moving said bar.

18. In an elevator door operating mech- 4 5

anism, an inclosure door and a car door, in-

dependent motors for operating said doors,

a trip shoe for controlling the inclosure door
operating motor, a control lever for the car

door operating motor, connections between 50
said lever and trip shoe, and means arranged
to be engaged by said trip shoe when said

doors are opposite each other, whereby both
motors are simultaneously operated.

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set 55

my hand in the presence of the subscribing
witnesses, on this 10th dav of September
A. D., 1907.

HAEOLD EOWNTREE.
Witnesses

:

Frank Johnson,
L. M. Shields.
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
LOUIS J. MILKE, OF BALTIMORE, MARYLAND.

AUTOMATIC CONTROL DEVICE FOR ELEVATORS.

932,714. Specification of Letters Patent. Patented Aug. 31, 1909.

Application filed August 11, 1908. Serial No. 447,925.

To all vjhoin it may concern:

Be it known that I, Louis J. Milke, a citi-

zen of the United States, residing at Balti-

more city. Slate of Maryland, have invented

b certain new and useful Improvements in

Automatic Control Devices for Elevators,

of which the following is a specification.

My invention relates to automatic control

devices for elevators, and has for its object

JO means by which the operation of the elevator

is automatically controlled by the opening

and closing of the elevator door.

The device has for its particular object to

prevent the starting of the car, after it has

15 been stopped at a particular landing, and the

door opened without the door first having

been closed. The device being so constructed

that after the car has been stopped at a par-

ticular landing, and the door having been

20 opened, it is impossible to again start the

car without the door first having been closed,

thereby lessening to a degree, the possibility

of accident to a passenger in the entering or

leaving the car, occasioned by the premature

25 starting thereof, by preventing the starting

of the car until the passenger has fully

entered or passed out therefrom.

With the foregoing object in view, my in-

vention consists in certain novel features of

20 construction and combinations of parts

which will be hereinafter described and

pointed out in the claims.

In the accompanying drawing Figure 1 is

a side elevation of the mechanism in the

35 position assumed when one of the doors to

the elevator shaft is opened. Fig. 2 is a

similar view of a part of the mechanism

shown in Fig. 1, drawn to an enlarged scale,

there being parts in section and parts broken

40 away. The operative parts are in a position

opposite to that shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 3

is a sectional plan view of a part of Fig. 2

taken on the line 3—3.

Like characters of reference indicate simi-

45 lar parts throughout the several figures of

drawings in which A indicates a tank of

fluid under pressure, connecting this tank

and the elevator piston (not shown) is the

usual supply pipe 1, and in this line of pipe

50 is interposed an ordinary gate valve 2, the

stem 3 of which is a continuation of the pis-

ton rod of a piston 4 adapted to reciprocate

within a cylinder 5. Opening into the said

cylinder 5 at either end thereof are pipes 6

55 and 7, said pipes serving in opposed alter-

nation as feed and exhaust pipes through

60

80

the medium of the four-way valve 8 into

which one end of each of the pipes 6 and 7

are fitted. Also fitted to this valve casing

8 is one branch of a supply pipe 9 in commu-
nication with the tank A, or other source of

pressure. At a point diametrically opposite

where the said pipe 9 enters the valve casing

is an exhaust port 10.

The barrel of the valve is provided with 65

ports 11 and 12, said ports being adapted to

bring the several pipes into communication

as will presently appear. To the stem of the

valve barrel is fixed a lever 13 connected

to another lever 14 by a pin and slot con- 70

nection, said lever 14 being pivoted at 15

to some fixed part of the apparatus, and car-

rying on its outer end an armature 16 adapt-

ed to be attracted by a magnetic coil 17,

when same is energized. Connected to the 75

piston rod 18 of a piston 19, fitted to a cylin-

der 20, is a lever 21, pivoted at 22, to some

fixed support (not shown), and having a

band 23 extending around a drum 24 and

attached to the said lever at a point inter-

mediate of its ends as indicated at 24', the

whole constituting what is commonly known
as a band brake. Fixed to the said drum
24 is a pulley 25 over which passes a belt

or rope 26, said rope being opevatively con-

nected to the hoisting mechanism of the

elevator car, so that when the car is moved,

the pulley 25 will be caused to rotate.

Connected to the cylinder 20 are two pipes

27 and 28 similar to the pipes 6 and 7, and 90

similarly connected to a valve 28' having

a barrel 29 provided with ports 30 and 31.

This valve receives a supply of fluid under

pressure through a pipe 32 and is also pro-

vided with an exhaust port 33. Fixed to

the stem of the valve barrel 29 is a lever 34

connected to a lever 35, similar to the lever

14 and under the action of the magnetic

coil 36.

Fixed to each of the doors B opening to

the elevator shaft, is a plug 37, adapted,

when the door is closed to engage the ter-

minals 38 of an electric circuit, thereby clos-

ing the circuit which is here diagrammatic-

ally shown.
From a source of electrical energy here

shown as a dynamo 39 through a conductor

40, through the coils 17, thence by the con-

ductor 41, through the coil 36, through the

conductor 42, through the switch 43, lo-

cated in the elevator car C, thence over the

conductor 44 consecutively through the cir-

85

100

105

110
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cuit breakers 37 back to the dynamo. In
operation assume the doors to be all closed, in

which case there will be no interruption
to the current and the coils 17 and 36 will be

5 energized, attracting the ends of the levers

14 and 35 respectively, and causing the
valves to assume the positions shown in Fig.

2, whereupon the pressure will be exerted
on the bottom of the piston 4 by reason of

10 the port 12 placing the supply pipe 9 into

communication with the pipe 7, thereby
opening the gate valve 2 and allowing the
hoisting mechanism to be operated; at the
same time the fluid on top of the piston 4

15 has been exhausted through the pipe 6, ports
11 and 10 into the atmosphere, or in case
water is used may be conveyed off through
suitable piping. Simultaneous with this
operation a similar one is occurring in the

20 other valve. The magnet 36 having at-

tracted the lever 35, which throws the ports
in the valve stem 29 in a position reverse to
those in the valve 8, thus allowing the pres-
sure to come in on top of the piston 19 and

25 by this means release the band brake 23.

When any one of the doors are opened the
circuit is broken by reason of the plug 37
leaving the contacts 38, the magnets 17 and
36 are thus deenergized and the weights 45

30 on the ends of the levers 14 and 35 reverse
the levers 13 and 34 to the positions as shown
in Fig. 1, whereupon the reverse movement
is imparted to the pistons and the gate valve
2 is closed and the brake applied to the pul-

35 ley 25, thereby preventing any possibility
of the car being moved unintentionally or
drifting as is often the case while the door
is open.

The switch 43 located in the car B may be
40 used by the operator for stopping the car

should control be lost at any time, it being-
obvious that the operation will be the same
as if the circuit was broken at any other
point.

45 Slight changes and alterations might be
resorted to in the form and arrangement of
the several parts described without depart-
ing from the spirit and scope of .my inven-
tion, hence I do not desire to limit myself

50 to the exact construction as herein set forth,
but

—

Having fully described my invention, what
I claim as new and desire to secure by Let-
ters Patent, is

:

1. A device of the character described,
comprising a pair of cylinders, a pair of
piston rods, pistons carried thereby, and re-
ciprocable within the cylinders, a pair of
valves having a plurality of ports provided
therein, means connecting the valves with
the cylinders, a storage supply tank, means
connecting the tank with the said valves,
a main supply pipe, a gate valve interposed
therein, the valve stein provided on the gate
valve forming the piston rod within one of

the aforesaid cylinders, a lever pivotallj
supported and connected at one end with the
other aforesaid piston rod, a rotatable drum,
a band secured around the drum and to the
said lever at a point intermediate of its ends, 70
means for operating the said valves whereby
the pistons are reciprocated within the said
cylinders, thereby closing the said gate valve
and simultaneously stopping the rotation of
the said drum, substantially as described. 75

2. A device of the character described,
comprising a pair of cylinders, a pair of
piston rods, pistons carried thereby and re-

ciprocable within the said cylinders, a supply
pipe, a gate valve carried on one end of one go
of the said piston rods and interposed in the
said supply pipe, the said piston rod form-
ing the valve stem of the said gate valve, a
revoluble drum, a lever, a band extended
around the drum and secured to the said §5
lever intermediate of the ends thereof, said

lever being connected with the other piston
rod, a pair of valves having a plurality of
ports provided therein, means connecting
the valves with the said cylinders, a supply go
tank, means connecting the tank with the
said valves, and means for operating the said

valves whereby one of the said pistons within
one cylinder is made to ascend simultaneously
with the descent of the other piston in the 95
other cylinder, substantially as described.

3. A device of the character described,

comprising a pair of cylinders, a pair of
piston rods, pistons carried thereby and re-

ciprocable within the said cylinders, a sup- io-j

ply pipe, a gate valve interposed therein, the
valve stem of which is formed on the free

end of one of the said piston rods, a revolu-
ble, drum, a band secured around the said

drum, a lever connected intermediate of its 105
ends with the said band, the lever being con-
nected to the free end of the other piston
rod. a pair of valves, having valve stems
within the valves, and a plurality of ports
provided therein, a supply pipe connecting no
therewith, pipes connecting the said valves
with the said cylinders, levers connected
with the said valve stems, additional levers

pivotaliy secured and connected with the
first mentioned levers, and means for oper- 115
ating the said levers, thereby opening and
closing the said valves, whereby one of the
said pistons is made to ascend simultane-
ously with the descent of the other, substan-
tially as described. 120

4. A device of the character described,
comprising a pair of cylinders, a pair of pis-

ton rods, a piston carried by each piston rod
and reciprocable within each of the cylin-

ders, a supply pipe, a gate valve interposed 125
therein, a valve stem formed on the free end
of one of the said piston rods and recipro-
cable within the said valve, a revoluble drum,
a band secured around the said drum, a le-

ver pivotally secured and connected interme- 130
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diate of it? end? with the said band, said le-

xer being- connected with the other piston

rod, a pair of valves having valve steins with

a plurality of ports provided therein, means

connecting the valves with the said cylin-

ders, a supply pipe connected with the said

valves. Levers pivotally secured and connect-

ed with the aforesaid valve stems, armatures

provided on the free ends of the said levers,

magnetic coils, a source of electric current

supply, means connecting the said coils with

the said source of supply, thereby energizing

the said coils and means for deenergizing

the said coils, substantially as described.

o. A device of the character described,

comprising a pair of valves, having a plu-

rality of ports provided therein, a pair of

cvlinders. means connecting the valves with

the cvlinders. piston rods secured within the

cvlinders, pistons carried thereby, and re-

c'iprocable within the cylinders, a storage

tank, means connecting the tank with the

said valves, a main supply pipe, a gate valve

interposed therein, the valve stem provided

on the gate valve forming the piston rod

within one of the aforesaid cylinders, a ro-

tatable drum, means connecting the drum
with the piston rod within the remaining

cylinder, and means for operating the said

valves whereby one of the said pistons is

made to ascend simultaneously with the de-

scent of the other, thereby closing the said

gate valve and simultaneously stopping the

rotation of the said drum, substantially as

described.

G. A device of the character described,

comprising a pair of valves, having a plu-

rality of ports provided therein, a pair of

in the said supply pipe,

40

,-linders, means* connecting the valves with

45

the cvlinders. piston rods secured within the

cylinders, pistons, carried thereby, and re-

ciprocable within the cylinders, a storage

supply tank, a main supply pipe connected

therewith, means connecting the said tank

with the said valves, a gate valve interposed

50

55

GO

rotatable drum,

means connecting the said gale valve and

drum respectively with one of the piston

rods in each respective cylinder, levers pro-

vided on the said valves, armatures pro-

vided on the said lever?, magnetic coils,

mean? energizing the said coils, whereby the

said armatures on the said lexers are attract-

ed thereto, thereby closing the said gate

valve and simultaneously stopping the rota-

tion of the said drum, substantially as de-

scribed.

7. A device of the character described.

comprising a pair of valves, having a plu-

rality of ports provided therein, a pair of

cylinders, means connecting the valves with

the cvlinders, piston rods secured within the

cylinders, pistons carried thereby, and recip-

rocable within the cylinders, a storage sup-

ply tank, a supply pipe connected therewith, G5

a gate valve interposed in the said supply

pipe, pipes connecting the said tank with the

said valves, a rotatable drum, means connect-

ing the said gate valve and drum respec-

tively with one of the said piston rods in 70

each"respective cylinder, levers provided on

the said valves, armatures provided on the

said levers, magnetic coils, means connecting

the said coils with a source of electric sup-

ply, whereby the said coils are energized and

thereby attract the said armatures on the

said levers, means for deenergizing the said

coils whereby the said armatures are released

from the said coils, whereby the said gate

valve is closed and opened respectively,

thereby permitting the rotating and stop-

ping of the said drum simultaneously with

the opening and closing of the said gate

valve, substantially as described.

In testimony whereof I affix my
in presence of two witnesses.

LOUIS J. MILKE
Witnesses

:

E. Walton Brewington,
Mart M. Magraw.

signature

75

80

85
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
HARRY M. ABERNETHY. OF CLEVELAND, OHIO.

ERICTION-CLTJTCH ELECTRIC CONTROL.

936,284. Specification of letters Patent. Pa t on 1 Oil Oct. 1 *<J, 1 000.

Application filed April 3, 1908. Serial No. 424,894.

To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that i. Harry M. Abbrnetht,
a citizen of the l nited States, residing at

Cleveland, in the county of Cuyahoga and

5 State of Ohio, have invented certain new and

ui Improvements in Friction - Clutch

Electric Control, of which the following is a

specification.

This invention relates to electrically oper-

10 ated friction clutches, and its primary ob-

ject is. to provide a clutch of simple and

effective construction in which a non-revolu-

ble armature is employed in cooperation

with a stationary magnet.

15 A further object of the invention is to

provide a (dutch comprising eoacting friction

cones, for revolubly connecting two longi-

tudinally alined shafts, and a brake device

for arresting the revolution of one of said

20 shafts. •

. .

The construction of the improved friction

clutch will be fully described hereinafter in

connection with the accompanying draw-

ings which form a part of this specification,

25 and its features of novelty will be set forth

in the appended claims.

In the drawing—Figure 1 is a view partly

in side elevation and partly in vertical sec-

tion, of an electrically-controlled friction

30 clutch embodying the invention. Fig. 2 is

a similar view of a modified construction of

theVlutch. and Fig. 3 is a detail view illus-

trating a further modification.

Referring to Fig. 1 the reference numerals

35 1 and 2 designate parallel supports or frame

bars, between which are secured a shaft bear-

ing 3, and a frame 4, the latter being formed

with a circular opening 5, and an annular re-

cess G surrounding the opening 5. The frame

40 4 is secured to the parallel supports 1 and 2 by

bolts 7. A magnet coil 8 is arranged within

the annular recess 6 of the frame 4, said coil

being connected by a wire conductor 9 with

one pole of a battery 10, the opposite pole

45 of which is connected by a wire 11, to a bind-

ing post 12 of an electric motor 13. From
another binding-post 14 of the motor a wire

15 leads to a switch 16, connected by a con-

ductor IT to the coil 8. The reference nu-

50 meral 18 designates the shaft of the motor

extending into the opening 5 of the frame and

having keyed thereto a cone-shaped clutch

member 19. Supported in the bearing 3 is

a shaft 20 alined longitudinally with the

55 motor shaft IS, and having secured thereto

by a spline 21 a sleeve 22 provided at one end

with a conical (dutch member 23 adapted to

iil within and I'ricl ionally engage the clutch

member 19. At the opposite end of the

sleeve 22 is another integral conical disk 24 GO

adapted to lit within and crictionally en-

gage a conical or cup-shaped ring 25 boiled

to the bearing 3. The sleeve 22 i.-* also pro-

vided with collars 2D and 27 between which

is arranged a non-revoluUe support consist- 65

in<>- of a hub 2s through which the sleeve 22

extends, and an annular flange -"•» to which
is secured a ring armature 30 by means of

bolts 31 and lock nuts 32, coil springs 33,

being interposed between the flange i'
1

-' and 70

the nuts to afford yielding connections for

the armature. A coil spring 34 is also jnter-

d between the clutch members L9 and 23,

the latter being recessed to receive one end of

said spring, and the member 19 being conn- 75

tersunk to receive a ring 35 fitting over the

end of the motor -haft 18 the spring bearing

against said ring. The function of this

spring 34 is to retract the clutch member 23

and release it from the member 19 when the 80

magnet coil 8 is deenergized.

The utility and operation of the clutch

constructed as thus described will be readily

understood. When the switch 10 is closed a

circuit is completed from the battery 85

through the magnet coil 8, and the latter at-

tracts the armature 30 causing the non-revo-

luble supports 28 and 29 to move carrying

with it the sleeve 22 and conical members 23

and 24. The clutch member 23 is thus forced 90

into frictional engagement with the member

19, so that the shaft 20 will revolve with the

motor shaft IS. When the magnet coil is de-

energized bv opening the switch L6thespring

3.5 forces the clutch members L9 and 23 apart 95

and forces the conical disk 21 into frictional

engagement with the stationary conical

member 25 said members 24 and 25 serving

as a brake to arrest the motion of the

shaft 20.
10°

To prevent the magnetization of the arma-

ture 30. and its tendency to
' :

stick " after the

magnet coil has been deenergized I provide a

thin washer 30 of copper or other suitable

non-magnetic material covering the contact 105

surface of the frame 4.

A distinguishing characteristic of the

present invention is. that as both the magnet

coil and armature are non-revoluble there

will be no cutting of the line- of force be- HO
tween the magnet and armature to produce

rotary motion, and hence the full and direct
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strength of the current is utilized in the at-

traction of the armature.
In Fig. 2 I have shown a modified embodi-

ment of the invention in which the shafts 18

5 and 20, and elements carried thereby are sub-

stantially similar to those shown in Fig. 1.

In this modification, however, the magnet
frame 4 and the armature support 28, 29 are

omitted. The magnet 8a is suspended from
10 the frame 2 by means of a screw 37. The

armature 30a is carried by a bell crank lever

38 pivotally secured at the point 39 and hav-
ing its depending portion 40 bifurcated to

straddle the sleeve 22a
. The lower ends of

15 the forked arms of the lever 38 carry anti-

friction roller 41 which bear against the

collars 26a and 27a of the sleeve. The oper-

ation of this modified form of the clutch will

be obvious from the drawing in connection

20 with the foregoing explanation.

In Fig. 3 is shown a further modification

in which a magnet frame 4a is employed pro-

vided with a series of circular recesses 4b

within each of which is fitted a magnet coil

25 4e
, said coils being employed in lieu of the

single magnet coils shown in the other fig-

ures and being connected in series to a bat-

tery.

I would have it understood that the inven-

30 tion includes all such further modifications
and variations in the details of construction
as may fall within the terms and scope of the

following claims.

Having thus described the invention what
35 I desire to secure by Letters Patent and

claim is :—
1. An electrically-operated friction clutch,

comprising a clutch member mounted upon
a revoluble shaft, a stationary magnet coil

40 surrounding said clutch member, a second
clutch member, mounted upon an independ-
ent shaft longitudinally alined with said

revoluble shaft, and a non-revoluble arma-
ture surrounding said independent shaft and

45 adapted to be attracted by said magnet coil.

2. An electrically-operated friction clutch

comprising a conical member mounted upon
. a motor shaft, a stationary magnet coil sur-

rounding said clutch member, a second con-

50 ical clutch member mounted upon an inde-

pendent shaft in longitudinal alinement with
said motor shaft, a non-revoluble support
provided with a central opening through
which said independent shaft extends, an

55 armature carried b}' said support and means
carried by said independent shaft for caus-

ing said second clutch member to be moved
when said armature is attracted by said mag-
net coil.

GO 3. An electrically-operated friction clutch

comprising a stationary frame provided with
an opening, a magnet coil supported by said

frame, a motor shaft extending within said

opening, a conical clutch member mounted

upon said motor shaft, a shaft bearing ad- 65

jacent to said frame, a second shaft mounted
in said bearing, a second conical clutch mem-
ber mounted upon said shaft, a non-revo-
luble support having a central opening
through which said second shaft extends, an 70

armature carried by said support, and a

sleeve upon said second shaft having collars

on opposite sides of said support.

4. An electrically-operated clutch,compris-

ing a stationary frame provided with an 75

opening, and an annular recess, a magnet coil

within said recess, a motor shaft extending
within said opening, a conical clutch mem-
ber mounted upon said motor shaft, a shaft

bearing parallel with said frame, a second 80

shaft within said bearing, a conical clutch

member upon said shaft, a non-revoluble
armature support having a central opening
through which said second shaft extends, a

sleeve provided with collars upon said sec- 85

ond shaft, an armature carried by said sup-

port, means for retracting said longitudi-

90

nally-movable shaft, and means for arrest-

ing its revolution.

5. An electrically - operated clutch, com-
prising a stationary frame provided with an
opening, and an annular recess, a magnet
coil within said recess, a motor shaft extend-
ing within said opening, a conical clutch

member mounted upon said motor shaft, a 95

shaft bearing parallel with said frame, a
second shaft within said bearing, a conical

clutch member upon said shaft, a non-revolu-
ble armature support having a central open-
ing through which said second shaft ex- 100

tends, a sleeve provided with collars upon
said second shaft, an armature carried b
said support, means for retracting said lo:

gitudinaily - movable shaft, and means f

<

arresting its revolution comprising coope#-
ating conical brake members.

6. An electrically-operated friction clutch
comprising a stationary frame provided with
an opening, a magnet coil carried by said

frame, a motor shaft extending within said 110
opening, a conical clutch member mounted
upon said shaft, a bearing adjacent to said
frame, a second shaft within said bearing, a
clutch member mounted on said second shaft,

a non-revoluble support having a central 115

opening through which said second shaft
extends, an armature yieldingly-secured to

said support, a sleeve upon said second shaft
having collars on opposite sides of said sup-
port, a coil spring interposed between said 120
clutch members and a brake consisting of co-

operating conical members one carried by
said shaft, and the other secured to said
shaft bearing. .

HARRY M. ABERKETHY.
Witnesses

:

F. O. McCleary,
May M. Plyer.
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE
JOSEPH TAYLOR ALBERT, OF BALTIMORE, MARYLAND, ASSIGNOR, BY MESNE ASSIGN-

MENTS, TO THE UNIVERSAL SAFETY ELEVATOR LOCKING DEVICE CO., A CORPORA-
TION OF MARYLAND.

SAFETY APPLIANCE FOR ELEVATORS.

936,285. Specification of Letters Patent. Patented Oct. 12, 1909.
Application filed September 2, 1908. Serial No. 451,435.

To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Joseph Taylor Al-
bert, of the city of Baltimore and State of

Maryland, have invented certain Improve-
5 ments in Safety Appliances for Elevators,

of which the following is a specification.

In the description of the said invention

which follows, reference is made to the ac-

companying drawing forming a part hereof,

10 and in which,

—

Figure 1 is a horizontal section of certain

parts of the elevator cage, together with the

sliding door on one of the floors of the build-

ing, illustrating the relative positions of the

15 said parts when the sliding door is closed

and locked, h lg. 2 is a vertical side of cer-

tain parts of the apparatus, shown in Fig. 1,

some of which are represented in section,

and illustrating the relative positions of the

20 various parts when the motive power is cut

off, and the sliding door open.

Referring now to the drawing, 1 is a bar
pivoted at a to the handle b of the controller

a situated within the cage, whereby the cage

25 is put in motion, or stopped.

The outer end of the bar 1 is pivoted to a

tumbler 2 which is centrally fulcrumed at 3

within a box cl let into the Avail 7 of the cage.

The free end of the tumbler 2 is provided
30 with a vertically tapered head 4 having a

laterally rounded outer surface.

In the movement of the controller handle
b in the direction indicated by the full arrow
in Fig. 1, to the vertical position shown in

35 Fig. 2, power to move the cage is cut off, and
the tumbler 2 brought to a right angle with
respect to the wall 7 of the cage and its head
4 directly in front of a central depression /
in the block 8, adapted to receive the said

40 head. The block 8 is secured to a plate 11

hinged at 11 to the floor g of the building,

and adapted to be swung toward and from
the wall 7 of the cage. In Fig. 1 the plate 11

is shown in its extreme backward, and in

45 Fig. 2 in its extreme forward position.

The edge of the plate ll, to the right of

X- ig. 1, has an angular or inclined extension

h. which passes through a slot in the plate

12 fastened to the edge of the sliding door 6

50 a portion only of which door is shown. The
door 6 has to be slid in the direction indi-

cated by the dotted arrow to give entrance

to the cage.

16 is a locking lever pivoted at 15 to the

plate 11. The inner arm of the said lever 55
rests in a slot 17 (shown in full lines in Fig.
2

) in the block 8, and is provided at its end
with a finger 10 which is shown in both fig-

ures of the drawing. The outer arm of the
locking lever i(> passes through a slot 20 GO
(shown in dotted Jines in Fig. 1) in the an-
gular extension h of the vertical hinged plate
11, where it is provided with a stop 13
which, when the sliding door G is closed as
shown in Fig. 1, is opposed to the edge of 65
the said door, and locks the same and pre-
vents its being opened. The locking lever
16 is yieldingly held in position, by means
of a spring 9.

Supposing the various parts of the appa- 7

ratus to be in the relative positions shown hi
Fig. 1, it will be seen that the cage can be
elevated or lowered, but the sliding door be-

ing locked by the stop 13 of the locking le-

ver 16, cannot be opened; but should the 75

motive power be cut off by changing the
handle b of the controller c from the hori-

zontal position shown in Fig. 1 to the verti-

cal position illustrated in Fig. 2, the tum-
bler 2 will be turned and brought to a right 80

angle with respect to the wall 7 of the cage,

and its head 4 brought opposite to or in ver-

tical alinement with the depression / in the
block 8 on the hinged vertical plate 11. As
the cage 7 in moving upward or downward 85

reaches any floor of the building having a

sliding door provided with the elements of
the safety appliances described, and the mo-
tive power shut off, the tapered head 4 of
the tumbler 2 will engage the finger 10 of 90

the locking lever 16, but not communicate
such movement to the lever as to affect or

interfere with its locking function. In open-
ing the sliding door 6 to give entrance to

the cage, the slotted plate 12 first traverses 95

the angular extension 20 of the vertical

hinged plate 11, and by the time that it has
reached the straight or main portion of that

device, the plate 11 will have been thrown
forward carrying with it the block 8, and 100

the locking lever 16. The finger 10 of the

locking lever being in contact with the head
4 of the tumbler 2, the said lever does not
receive a motion in common with the verti-

cal hinged plate 11 and its block 8 but is 105

tilted and its stop 13 removed from the path
of the sliding door 6, and therefore that de-

vice does not offer any obstacle to the full
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and complete opening of the cloor, or the

closing of the same.
It will be understood that in the opening

of the sliding door as described, the head 1

5 of the tumbler 2 enters the depression / of

the block 8, consequently the handle b of

the controller c cannot be restored to its

original position and the cage set in motion,
until the door has been closed in which op-

10 eration the hinged plate 11 is restored to its

original position or that shown in Fig. 1

and the stop 13 of the locking lever 16 is

again brought into locking position.

I claim as my invention,

—

15 1. An elevator cage, a motion controller

situated within the cage having an operat-

ing handle, a tumbler fulcrumed in the wall
of the cage and adapted to extend outwardly
therefrom, a device to actuate the tumbler

20 from the handle of the controller, a verti-

cal hinged plate situated exteriorly of the

cage, having a fixed position, a sliding door
on a floor of the building, and locking mech-
anism for the tumbler, and a stop for the

25 sliding door both of which are carried by
the hinged plate, combined with an appli-

ance attached to the sliding door which in

the opening of the door, throws the sliding

plate and the locking and stop mechanism
30 toward the cage, whereby the former co-

operates with the tumbler to lock the con-
troller and the latter is moved from the path
of the sliding door, substantially as speci-

fied.

35 2. An elevator cage, a motion controller

situated within the cage having an operat-
ing handle, a tumbler fulcrumed in the wall
of the cage, a device to actuate the tumbler
from the operating handle of the controller,

40 and a sliding door placed exteriorly of the
cage, combined with a vertical hinged plate

having a fixed position, an appliance se-

cured to the sliding door whereby in the
opening and closing of the same, the verti-

cal plate is made to move toward and from 45

the cage, and stop mechanism carried by the
said plate adapted to cooperate with the
tumbler as the motive power is cut off, and
thereby render the stop mechanism inopera-
tive in the initial movement of the cloor in 50

the opening operation, substantially as

specified.

3. An elevator cage, a motion controller

situated within the cage having an operat-
ing handle, a tumbler pivoted in the wall of 55

the cage with its outer end projecting out-

wardly therefrom, and a bar which connects
the operating handle with the inner end of
the tumbler, the arrangement of the said

parts being such that upon the stoppage of 60

the cage, the outward projection of the tum-
bler is increased, combined with a hinged
vertical plate having a fixed position and
susceptible of a swinging movement toward
and from the wall of the cage, a block se- 65

cured to the hinged plate having a depres-
sion therein adapted to receive the project-

ing end of the tumbler and thereby prevent
its movement, and that of the controller

handle, means to effect the swinging move- 70

ment of the vertical plate carrying the re-

cessed block primarily derived from the
sliding door, and a locking lever having a

stop for the cloor, which receives its unlock-
ing motion through the medium of the turn- "5

bier in the swinging movement of the verti-

cal hinged plate, substantially as specified.

JOSEPH TAYLOE ALBEET.
Witnesses

:

Chas. C. Eyi.ee,

John H. Henktjs.
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
JOHN S. MUCKLE, OF PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA.

ELEVATOR.

938,268. Specification of Letters Patent. Patented Oct. 26, 1909.

Application filed April 21, 1909. Serial No. 491,269.

To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, John S. Mttckle, a

citizen of the United States, residing in

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, have invented

5 certain Improvements in Elevators, of which
the following is a specification.

My invention relates to certain improve-
ments in mechanism for preventing the

opening of the landing doors of an elevator

10 when the car is not at the landing, and pre-

venting the starting of the car when at a

landing when the door is open.

The object of my invention is to provide

means for bringing the floor of the car to

15 a level with the floor of the landing in case

of leakage, which would ordinarily allow

the car to either gradually sink below the

level of the landing floor or rise above it.

This object I attain in the following man-
20 ner, reference being had to the accompany-

ing drawings, in which:
Figure 1, is a sectional view of sufficient

of the car and the landing to illustrate my
invention ; Fig. 2, is a sectional plan view on

25 the line 2—2 Fig. 1; Fig. 3, is a view show-

ing the mechanism on the wall of the eleva-

tor well; Fig. 4, is a sectional view on the

line 4—4, Fig. 2 ; Fig. 5, is a view of a modi-

fication of the device illustrated in Fig. 3;

30 and Fig. 6, is a view of a modification of the

mechanism for releasing the door.

A is the wall of the elevator well, B is a

landing floor, C is the landing door having

an arm c which extends into the path of the

35 mechanism secured to the wall of the eleva-

tor well, and c' is a latch extension of this

arm with which the latch d engages. This

latch d is pivoted at d' to the frame D se-

cured to the wall of the elevator well, and
40 has a spring d2 tending to force it out

against the yoke dz
.

The end of the extension c' of the arm c

is beveled and hooked, so that it will engage

the latch d and thus lock the door in its

45 closed position. When the latch d is pushed

back by the mechanism on the car, it re-

leases the door and allows it to be opened.

A rack E is adapted to slide on rods e—e,

mounted on the frame D. The teeth of the

50 rack E are beveled at one or both ends, as

clearly illustrated in the drawing, Fig. 3.

The rack is normally held in the position

shown in Fig. 3 by a weighted lever F piv-

oted at /, having an arm /' connected by a

55 link e' to the rack E, and having a weight f
2

of sufficient size to return the rack to its

normal position as soon as released from the

control of the door. It will be noticed that

the arm /' of the lever F is in the path of

the extension of the arm e depending from 60

the door. A roller may be provided on the

arm /' if found necessary.

When the door is closed the arm c of the

door will hold the rack out of line with the

pinion on the car, and the door will be held 65

closed by the latch d and as soon as the latch

is actuated and the door partially opened,
for instance as shown in Fig. 3, the weight

f
2 will remove the rack to the position shown

in said figure and in line with a pinion on 70

the car. In place of the weight, I may use

springs F' mounted on the rods e, the arm c

on the door contacting with a projection e 2

on the rack E, Fig. 5.

Mounted on the under side of the car G 7 5

is a bearing H, for a shaft H' on which
is mounted a pinion I and a sprocket wheel
K. The teeth of the pinion are arranged
to mesh with the teeth of the rack E, and
when the rack is in the position shown in 80

Figs. 2 and 3, the teeth of the rack are in

engagement with the teeth of the pinion,

consequently any movement up or down of

the car G will cause the pinion I to turn,

and as the sprocket wheel is connected to 85

the pinion it must turn with it. A chain

k passes around the sprocket wheel K, and
around a sprocket wheel L on a shaft N, on
which is a sprocket wheel N'.

M is the hand wheel within the car, 90

mounted on a shaft M', which passes

through the side of the car, and on the shaft

is a sprocket wheel M2
. A chain m passes

around the sprocket wheel M 2 and around
the sprocket wheel N' on the shaft N. The 95

shaft N is connected to the valve operating

mechanism of the elevator in the ordinary

manner, so that any movement of the shaft

N will so operate the mechanism as to stop

the car or move it either up or down, so 100

that when the mechanism is in gear with

the rack E on the wall of the elevator well

if the elevator should gradually drop from
the position in line with the floor of the

landing, it will immediately operate the con- 105

trolling mechanism, so as to bring the car

back to a point on a line with the landing.

On the shaft N is an eccentric S, having

a strap s connected by a rod s' to a lever

T loose on the shaft H' in the present in- 110

stance, and on this lever is a roller t which,

when the car is in the position illustrated
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in Fig. 1, is in line with the latch d on the

elevator well, as illustrated in Fig. 2, so

that when the hand wheel M is turned by
the operator to stop the car when the car

5 is at the landing, the eccentric is so adjusted

on its shaft that it will project the lever

T, bringing its roller in contact with the

latch, pressing the latch and releasing the

door, after which the door can be opened
10 by the operator and this will immediately

release the rack E and its lever or spring
will move it into mesh with the pinion I

on the car.

The teeth of the rack, as well as the teeth

15 on the pinion, are preferably beveled at one
or both ends so as to insure the meshing
of the rack with the pinion, and in place of

the lever T a lever T' pivoted at t' may be
used carrying a roller t

2 as illustrated in

20 Fig. 6.

When the rack is in mesh with the pinion,

it cannot be thrown out of gear until it is

moved bodily to one side, as the rack is held

rigidty in position against any movement of

25 the car or its pinion. Any movement of

the car when the car is at the landing must
be transmitted to the valve mechanism, so as

to bring the car at or about the level of the

landing.

30 I claim:
1. The combination in interlocking mech-

anism for elevators of a landing, a door at

the landing, a car, controlling mechanism
for the car, a pinion on the car geared to the

35 controlling mechanism, means on the wall
of the elevator well including a latch and a

rack movable parallel to the axis of the pin-

ion, said rack being automatically moved
into gear with the pinion when the landing

40 door is open and moved to one side of the

gear when the landing door is closed.

2. The combination of a landing, a land-

ing door, a latch pivoted to the wall of the
elevator well, guides on the wall of the ele-

vator well, a rack adapted to slide on said 45

guides, a car, latch operating mechanism on
the car, controlling mechanism, and a pinion
on the car connected with the controlling

mechanism of the car, means for holding the
rack in the path of the pinion on the car, 50

means on the door for holding the rack out
of the path of the pinion on the car when
the door is closed, and means on the door for

engaging the latch.

3. The combination of a landing, a land- 55

ing door, a frame on the wall of the eleva-

tor well at the landing, a latch iDivoted to

the frame, transverse guides on the frame, a
rack adapted to slide on the said guides,

means for normally holding the rack in the 60

path of a gear on the car when the door is

opened, and means on the door for holding
the rack out of position when the door is

closed, and means on the door for engaging
the latch, a car, and operating means for 65

actuating the controlling means, a shaft

geared to said operating mechanism, an ec-

centric on the shaft and a sprocket wheel
also on the shaft, a second shaft, a pinion
on the second shaft adapted to mesh with the 70

rack on the wall of the elevator well, a

sprocket wheel on the second shaft, a chain
extending from the sprocket wheel on the
second shaft, to the sprocket wheel on the
main shaft, and a lever on the second shaft 75

connected to the eccentric on the main shaft,

said lever adapted to actuate the latch to re-

lease the door when the mechanism is op-
erated to bring the car to a standstill at the
landing. - 80

In testimony whereof, I have signed my
name to this specification, in the presence
of two subscribing witnesses.

JOHN S. MUCKLE.
Witnesses

:

Henry Howson,
Wm. A. Barr.
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
THOMAS H. GERHARD. OF TROY, NEW YORK, ASSIGNOR OF ONE-HALF TO EDMOND A.

MICHON, OF TROY, NEW YORK.

CLUTCH.

940,002. Specification of letters Patent. Patented NOV. 16, 1909.

Application filed April 10, 1908. Serial No. 426,389.

To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Thomas H. Gerrard,
a citizen of the United States, residing at

Troy, county of Rensselaer, and State of

5 New York, have invented certain new and
useful Improvements in Clutches, of which
the following, is a specification.

The invention relates to such improve-
ments and consists of the novel construction

10 and combination of parts hereinafter de-

scribed and subsequently claimed.

Reference maj' be had to the accompany-
ing drawings, and the reference characters

marked thereon, which form a part of this

15 specification.

Similar characters refer to similar parts

in the several figures therein.

Figure 1 of the drawings is a top plan

view of my improved clutch. Fig. 2 is a

20 vertical section of the same taken on the

broken line 2—2 in Fig. 1, showing the

clutch applied to a sliding member. Fig.

3 is a top plan view of a modified form of

clutch embodying my invention.

25 The principal object of the invention is

to control at certain times the movement of

a sliding member.
The invention is applicable to various

devices wherein sliding members are em-
30 ploj^ed, and wherein it is desired to control

the movements of such a sliding member at

certain times, and to permit the same to

slide at certain other times.

Referring to the drawings, wherein the

35 invention is shown in preferred form, 1 and

2, are sleeves or rings, each being in the

form of either a split sleeve, as shown in

Fig. 1, or a closed sleeve, as shown in Fig. 3,

in either case being adapted to freely re-

40 ceive a sliding member 4. The sleeves or

rings, 1—2, are of substantially the same
internal diameter, which is slightly more
than the diameter of the sliding member, 4.

so that when the two rings or sleeves, 1—2,

45 are held in direct line, one above the other,

the sliding member. 4, will be permitted to

slip or slide freely through both rings. The
clutch members. 1 and 2, are connected by

the respective pivots, 5 and 6, with an angle-

lever, 7. having an operating arm, 8, said 50

lever being adapted to work in a plane
radial to the rings or sleeves 1—2. The
operating arm, 8, can be controlled by a

link-connection, 9, with any suitable mech-
anism, or may be operated by hand. 55

When a lifting force is applied to the op-
erating arm, 8, the clutch-members, 1 and 2,

will be forced in opposite directions into

engagement with the sliding member, 4, the

sleeve, 1, being pushed against one side of 60

the sliding member, while the sleeve, 2, is

pulled against the opposite side thereof.

When the sleeves, 1—2, are thus forced

against the opposite sides of the sliding

member, they together grip or clutch said 65

sliding member, and prevent the same from
slipping or sliding relatively to the clutch,

but, as soon as the lifting force is with-

drawn from the operating arm, 8, of the

lever, the sliding member, 4, is relieved from 70

the control of the clutch, and permitted to

slide downward by gravity.

I do not wish to be limited to any par-

ticular use of the clutch above described, as

the same is applicable for use in many situa- 75

tions.

In the construction shown in Figs. 1 and
2, each of the split sleeves terminates in a

pair of ears, 10, and the lever, 7, is inserted

between and pivotally connected with each 80

of said pair of ears.

In the construction shown in Fig. 3, the

ears, 11. project from the solid ring or

sleeve.

As illustrating certain uses of my inven- 85

tion. the rod 4 may be a carbon in an arc-

lamp, and the link-connection 9 ma3^ be a

link connecting with the armature of an

electro-magnet in such arc-lamp, as is fully

understood by those skilled in the art : or the 90

rod 4 may be the post or spindle of a lifting

jack, and the link 9 a lifting member there-

for.

What 1 claim as new and desire to secure

by Letters Patent is

—

95
' A clutch for sliding members comprising
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a pair of clutch-members located in differ-

ent horizontal planes and adapted to receive

the sliding members and to sheanngly en-

o-ao-e the opposite sides thereof, an angle-

fever having a vertical arm pivotally con-

nected with both of said clutch-members,

and a lifting member positively connected

directly with a horizontal arm of said lever

|
and constituting the sole support for said

lever and said clutch-members.

In testimony whereof, I have hereunto

set my hand this 30th day of March, 1908.
J THOMAS H. GERHARD.

Witnesses

:

Frank C. Curtis,

J. Donsbach.

10
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
JOHN S. MTJCKLE, OF PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA, ASSIGNOR TO STANDARD ELE-

VATOR INTERLOCK COMPANY, OP PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA. A CORPORA-
TION OF PENNSYLVANIA.

INTERLOCK MECHANISM FOR ELEVATORS.

957,702. Specification of Letters Patent. Patented May 10, 1910.
Application filed July 19, 1909. Serial No. 508,421.

To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, John S. Muckle, a

citizen of the United States, residing in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, have invented

5 certain Improvements in Interlock Mechan-
ism for Elevators, of which the following
is a specification.

The object of my invention is to con-
struct interlock mechanism for use in ele-

10 vators of the type in which a hand cable

or rope is used to actuate the controlling
mechanism for starting and stopping the re-

versing gear; the mechanism being so con-
structed that the landing doors cannot be

15 moved from the platform until the door at

that particular platform is closed.

In the accompanying drawings:—Figure
1, is a vertical sectional view of an elevator
well illustrating my improved mechanism;

20 Fig. 2, is a sectional view through the ele-

vator well and a side view of a portion of
the car ; Fig. 3, is a sectional view on the line

3—3, Fig. 4; Fig. 4, is a sectional view on
the line 4—4, Fig. 2; Fig. 5, is a sectional

25 view on the line 5—5, Fig. 2; and Figs. 6

and 7, are views illustrating details of my
invention.

A, A are the walls of the elevator well.

a, a are the landing floors.

30 B is the interlock mechanism located at

each landing floor; being secured to the

walls of the elevator well in any suitable

manner.
D is the elevator car and this car carries

35 on its underside the other part of the inter-

locking mechanism.
c is the hand cable or rope which, in the

present instance, passes through a tubular

shield C on the car D. This hand cable is

40 connected to the valves or other controlling

mechanism either at the base or at the head
of the elevator well. In the present con-

struction the valve operating mechanism
is at the base of the well and the cable

45 passes over two sprocket wheels c', c
2 at the

head of the well ; the cable at this point be-

ing in the form of a chain so as to engage
the sprocket wheel c

2 to insure its turning
as the cable is moved in either direction.

50 On the shaft C carrying the sprocket

wheel c2 is a sprocket wheel e' around which
passes the controlling cable e. This cable

also has a chain section where it passes

around the wheel so as to insure its moving

with the wheel. On one strand of the cable 55
e is secured a cam E, which is tapered at
each end e

2
, as shown in Figs. 2 and 7 ; there

being one of these cams at each landing
door. The cams E are connected by links
e 3 to brackets E' secured to the elevator well 60
so that when the cable e is moved vertically
the cams will be moved into and out of
operative position with the mechanism on
the elevator car. The other strand of the
cable e is attached to a slide F adapted to 65
slideways g on a frame G secured to the
wall of the elevator well. These slideways
in the present instance are in the form of
round bars and carried by the slide are two
transverse rods / on which is mounted a 70
sliding toothed plate F'. The teeth of this

plate are so shaped as to be engaged by the
teeth i of a bracket I secured to the under-
side of the car D, and illustrated in detail

in Fig. 6, so that when the teeth of the 75

bracket and the teeth of the sliding plate are
in engagement any movement of the car will

be transferred to the cable e through the
toothed bracket I and the toothed plate F',

and as the cable e is geared to the control- 80
ling mechanism c through the sprocket
wheels at the head of the elevator well this

motion will be communicated to the valve
mechanism, consequently the car will be al-

ways maintained at the landing, as any drop 85
in the car will operate the valve mechanism
so as to bring it back to position.

H is the landing door closing the en-
trance to the elevator well. This door has
at one corner a hooked bar h with which 90

engages a latch K pivoted at k to the frame
G. A spring 1/ tends to force the latch out

and into engagement with the hooked bar h.

This latch when in its normal position en-

gages the hooked bar h and prevents the 95

door being opened until the car is at the

landing.
In order to push the latch back clear of

the hooked bar A, I provide a slide N mount-
ed in ways on the underside of the car floor 100

D. This slide has a roller n which is adapt-

ed to press against the latch K when moved
forward. Pivoted to the underside of the

car at m is a lever M which projects beyond
the edge of the car, as shown in Fig. 4, so 105

as to be acted upon by the shifting cam E.

On the end of the lever is a roller mf which
travels on the cam E. On the slide N is a
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pin n' which enters a slot in the lever M so

that any movement of the lever will be im-

parted to the slide. When the cam E is

shifted clear of the roller mf then the lever

5 M and the slide N will not be actuated.

In order to return the slide N after it is

free of the control of the cam E, I provide

a lever 1ST', which is pivoted at ri
2

. One arm
of this lever is connected by a link N 2 to the

10 slide N and the other arm is weighted, as

clearly shown in Fig. 2.

S is a weighted lever pivoted at s to the

frame G and one arm of this lever is con-

nected by a link s' to a pin s
2 on the sliding

15 toothed plate F'. This arm of the lever is

in line with the depending bar hf carried

by the door H and the weight s
3

is sufficient

to move the sliding plate to position in line

with the toothed bracket I when the lever
20 is released on the opening of the door.

When the door is closed the depending bar
pushes the lever S and moves the plate out

of line with the toothed bracket I on the

car D.
25 The operation is as follows:—When the

car is in motion then the cam E is out of
the path of the end of the lever M carried

by the car, and as the door is closed the parts

on the elevator well and those on the car are
30 out of line so that the mechanism will not

be operated. When a car is stopped at a

landing the movement of the cable will

cause the cam E to be shifted into the path
of the lever M on the car and as the car

35 nears the landing the roller m, will slide

upon the cam E, moving the lever M out
and with it the slide N and this slide will

push back the latch K and release the door.

The moment the door is released and opened
40 the weighted lever S is released and will

move the sliding, toothed plate F' into en-

gagement with the toothed bracket I on the
car. This movement couples the cable e with
the controlling cable c, so that any move-

45 ment up or down of the car will be trans-

ferred to the operating cable c and this

movement will operate the controlling valves

to return the car to its normal position with
its floor in line with the floor of the landing,

50 so that any leakage in the valve mechanism
will not interfere with the proper alinement

j

of the car floor with the landing. More-
over, the toothed bracket on the car prevents
the movement of the controller rope c while

55 the landing door is open, as the cable e is

connected to the controller cable c through
the mechanism at the head of the elevator

well. As soon as the door is closed the de-

pending bar hf forces the sliding toothed
60 plate F' out of engagement with the toothed

bracket I, thus freeing the car D from the
control of the toothed plate F r

, and as the
controller rope is operated to start the car
in either direction it will shift the cam E

65 out of the path of the lever M, at the same

time the lever and the slide N will be with-

drawn by the weighted lever W. This will

release the latch K, which will engage the

hooked bar h and this will prevent the open-
ing of the door until the car is again brought 70

to a stop at the landing.
I claim :

—

1. The combination in interlocking mech-
anism for elevators, of a car, a landing, a

door at said landing, a latch by which the 75

door is locked in a closed position, means on
the car for actuating the latch, a controlling

cable, a cam cable extending throughout the

well, said cam cable being connected to the

controlling cable, a movable cam on said 80

cam cable for operating the latch actuating
means, and means for positively connecting

the car with the cam cable when the car is

at rest.

2. The combination in interlocking mech- 85

anism for elevators, of a landing, a car, a

controlling cable for actuating the control-

ling mechanism of the car, a second cable, a

cam connected to said second cable adapted
to be thrown into and out of action when 90

said cable is moved in either direction, a

slide on the body of the car, a lever on the

car engaging the slide and arranged to be
actuated by said cam when in position, a

latch on the elevator well actuated by the 95

slide, a landing door locked by the latch, and
means for positively coupling the cam cable

to the car when the landing door is open.

3. The combination in interlocking mech-
anism for elevators, of a landing, a door 100

closing the landing, a latch on the elevator

well for locking the door in a closed posi-

tion, a car means on the car for actuating

the latch, a controlling cable extending
throughout the well, a cam mounted in the 105

well, a cable attached to said cam and also

extending throughout the well, means con-

necting the cam cable with the controlling

cable so that when the controlling cable is

moved to stop the car the cam will be shifted H°
into position to move the latch actuating

mechanism of the car.

4. The combination in interlocking mech-
anism for elevators, of a landing, a landing
door, a latch in the elevator well for locking 115

the door in its closed position, a car means
on the car for actuating the latch, a con-

troller for stopping and starting the car, a
cam pivoted to the side of the elevator well,

a cable connected to the cam and to the con- 120

trolling mechanism of the car, a toothed
bracket on the car, a toothed plate on the
wall of the elevator well, and means whereby
the two elements can be thrown into and
out of engagement on the opening or closing 125

of the door, said toothed plate being con-

nected to the cable to which the cam is at-

tached.

5. In interlocking mechanism for eleva-

tors, the combination of a landing, a landing 13(*
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door, a latch for locking the door in its

closed position, a car menus on the car for
actuating the latch, a controller for stop-
ping and starting the car. a cam on the side

5 of the elevator well, a cable connected to the
cam so that on the movement of the cable
the cam will be moved into and out of posi-
tion to engage the actuating mechanism on
the car, a slide on the elevator well to which

10 the cable is also attached, a sliding toothed
plate carried by the slide, a toothed bracket
on the car arranged to be engaged by the
sliding plate, and means on the dooi for
moving the plate into and out of position,

15 the said cable being connected to the con-
trolling mechanism so that any movement
of the car after it is brought to the landing
will be imparted to the controlling mechan-
ism so that the floor of the car will be in

20 line with the landing.
G. The combination in interlocking mech-

anism for elevators, of a landing, a landing
door, a latch for locking the landing door in
its closed position, a car, latch operating

25 mechanism on the car, a controlling cable, a
cam pivoted to the side of the elevator well,

a cable connected to the cam, the two cables
being connected together at the head of the
elevator well, a toothed bracket on the car,

30 a carrier attached to the cable which is con-
reefed to the cam, a sliding toothed plate
on the carrier adapted to be moved into

engagement with the toothed bracket on the
car, a weighted lever connected to the toothed

35 plate, and means on the door for actuating
the lever to shift the plate out of engage-
ment with the toothed bracket when the

door is closed.

7. The combination in interlocking mech-
40 anism for elevators, of a series of landings,

a door at each landing, a car, a hand cable

extending through the elevator well and
connected to the controlling mechanism of
the car, a cam pivoted to the side of the ele-

45 vator well at each landing, a cable attached

to the several cams and connected to the

controlling cable, a latch on the wall of the

elevator well at each door and adapted to

lock the door when in its closed position,

a slide on the car, a roller carried by the 50
slide adapted to press against the latch and
release the door, a weighted lever connected
to the slide, a pivoted arm also connected to
the slide and adapted to be actuated by one
of the earns when said earns are moved into 55
position, a toothed bracket on the car. guides
at each landing, slides adapted to move ver-
tically on the guides, each slide being con-
nected to the cam cable, a toothed plate
mounted to move transversely on each slide 60
and to engage the toothed bracket on the
car when the car is at the landing, a

weighted lever connected to said sliding
plate, and an arm on the door adapted to
strike said lever and shift the plate when 65
the door is moved to the closed position.

8. The combination in interlocking mech-
anism for elevators, of a series of landings,
a door at each landing, a plate secured to the
elevator well at each landing, a spring latch 70
pivoted to each plate and adapted to engage
and lock the landing door when said door
is closed, vertical guides on each plate, a
slide adapted to the guides, a cam pivoted to

the wall of the elevator well at each land- 75
ing, a cable connecting the several cams and
the several slides, a wheel around which the
cable passes, a car, a controlling cable con-

nected to the controlling mechanism of the
car, a wheel around which the said cable 80
passes, said wheel being mounted on the

same shaft as the wheel of the cam cable

so that one cable will move with the other,

transverse guides on each slide, a toothed
plate mounted on each of the transverse 85

guides, a toothed member on the car adapted
to be engaged by the toothed plate, means
on the car engaged by the cam for operating
the latch, and means on the door for mov-
ing the plate out of line with the toothed 90
member on the car when the door is closed.

In testimony whereof, I have signed my
name to this specification, in the presence of

two subscribing witnesses.

JOHN S. MUCKLE.
Witnesses

:

Wm. E. Shtjpe,

Wm. A. Barr.
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
BRADLEY A. SNYDER, OF HYATTSVILLE. MARYLAND, AND MARVIN A. CUSTIS, OF

WASHINGTON, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, ASSIGNORS TO SAID MARVIN A. CUSTIS.

DOOR ATTACHMENT FOR ELEVATOR FREIGHT-COMPARTMENTS.

957,807. Specification of letters Patent. Patented May 10, 1910.
Application filed July 30, 1909. Serial No. 510,474.

To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that we, Bradley A. Snyder
and Marvin A. Custis, citizens of the United
States, residing, respectively, at Hyattsville,

5 county of Prince George, State of Mary-
land, and at Washington, District of Co-
lumbia, have invented certain new and useful
Improvements in Door Attachments for Ele-
vator Freight-Compartments, of which the

10 following is a specification.

This invention relates to the subject of
elevators, and has special reference to that
type of elevators carrying separate com-
partments respectively for passengers and

15 for freight. In this class of elevators, the
freight compartment is a frequent and con-
stant source of danger by reason of the fact
that it is ordinarily underneath the pas-

senger compartment entirely out of sight of

20 the operator, and is also always, so far as
Ave are aware, unprotected by doors or clo-

sures of am? kind. Hence, it is the purpose
of the present invention to provide a reli-

able and safe door attachment for elevator

25 freight compartments of the kind referred

to, and which compartment is under the

ready and convenient control of the elevator

operator within the passenger compartment.
Various forms of construction may be

30 utilized in carrying out the invention, but
for illustrative purposes, certain embodi-
ments thereof are shown in the accompany-
ing drawings, in which

:

Figure 1 is a side elevation illustrating a

35 combined passenger and freight elevator

equipped with the present invention, show-
ing one form of the latter. Fig. 2 is a simi-

lar view showing another form of the in-

vention.
40 Like references designate similar parts in

the separate views.

The invention is applicable to any of the
well known form of combined passenger
and freight elevators, that is an elevator

45 having superposed passenger and freight

compartments.
For illustrative purposes, there is shown

in the drawings the general outline and form
of an elevator car 1 having the separate pas-

50 senger and freight compartments 2 and 3

respectively, the latter being adapted, ac-

cording to the present invention, to be pro-

tected at the front open side thereof by the
hinged grating 4 or equivalent front wall

55 and a sliding door or equivalent closure 5

arranged to cover and uncover the protected
space. As shown, the door 5 is of the sliding
type, being suspended from roller hangers G
traveling on a track rail 7 and associated
with the door 5 is door operating mechanism 60
comprising both opening and closing means.
As shown in Fig. 1, the door opening means
may consist of an operator's draw element
or its mechanical equivalent 8 having a han-
dle or equivalent member 9 exposed to the 65

operator within the passenger compartment
2. The closing means may consist of a
weighted or equivalent pull connection 9
connected with the door 5 at a suitable point,
and exerting stress in a direction to close the 70

door. The operator's draw element consists

of a cable, chain, or equivalent flexible con-
nection guided about the suitable direction
pulley or pulleys 10 and so connected with
the door as to provide for opening the latter 75

when the element 8 is pulled by the operator.
An auxiliary feature which may be used,

is that of a latch device for securely hold-
ing or fastening the door in its closed posi-

tion. This latch device is intended to be re- 80

leased by the operator's draw element and
may consist of a fixed shouldered keeper
element 11 and a pivotal latch lever 12. The
latch lever 12 is pivotally mounted on the
door 5 and is provided with a beveled catch 85

hook 13 for engagement with the keeper
element 11 and normally held or restrained

in an operative position by a retractile

spring 14. One arm of the lever 12 has con-

nected thereto one end of the draw element 90

8 which operates through a suitable guide
15 and carries an adjustable button or equiv-

alent stop 16 which is drawn against said

guide or other fixed member on the door
when the latch lever is released by the ini- 95

tial pull on the draw element 8. Thus, the
draw element 8 has an initial limited play
to release the latch device before pulling

upon the door to open the latter.

A starting buffer spring 17 may be ar- 10 °

ranged in the path of the door 5 so as to be
engaged and placed under tension by the
latter when full}' opened. When the opera-

tor releases his pull on the element 8, the
spring 17 will exert an initial starting im- 105

pulse in the direction of closing the door.

When the door is closed, the operator's draw
element 8 may be hooked onto a hook or

equivalent holding element 18, and likewise

when the door is open, may hook onto an- 110
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other hook or equivalent holding element 19,

both of said hooks 18 and 19 being arranged

in or on the passenger car of the elevator.

The modification shown in Fig. 2 suggests

5 the expedient of omitting the weighted pull

connection 9 and using in place thereof an

operator's pull connection 20 which is con-

nected with the door upon opposite sides

so as to provide for both opening and clos-

10 ing. The operator's pull connection 20 is

the equivalent of both the opening and

closing means of the other form of the in-

vention described, and is in effect an endless

cable, or equivalent flexible connection ar-

15 ranged about suitable direction pulleys 21.

The other features herein described may or

may not be used with the modification shown
in Fig. 2, but in the latter form of the in-

vention it will be observed that the pull con-

20 nection 20 may be provided with handles

or equivalent elements 22 adapted to be en-

gaged with holding means 23 when the door

is respectively open and closed.

From the foregoing description, it is to

25 be understood that in referring to elevators

carrying separate compartments respectively

for passengers and for freight, the term
" freight compartment " is intended to mean
any compartment supplemental to the main

30 passenger compartment and' employed for

carrying servants, freight, and as a general

utility compartment, except for regular pas-

sengers. Also, it is to be understood in this

connection that the invention is intended to

35 apply to and comprehend any form of

closure for the supplemental compartment,
and which closure is controllable through
operating mechanism which is operable ab-

solutely from the main compartment of the

40 elevator. Also, the auxiliary latch device

which is employed is entirely automatic in

its action and is preferably designed to be
placed entirely out of the reach of the occu-

pant of the supplemental or freight com-
45 partment.

Various changes in the form, proportion,
and minor details of construction may be re-

sorted to without departing from the scope
or sacrificing any of the advantages of the

50 invention.

We claim

:

1. In combination with an elevator car
having a freight compartment, of a movable
closure for said compartment, and operat-

55 ing mechanism exposed for manipulation to
the operator in the passenger compartment
and comprising means for opening and clos-

ing said closure.

2. In an elevator, the car having passenger
60 and freight compartments, a closure door for

the freight compartment, and door operating
mechanism having an operator's element ex-

posed to the operator in the passenger com-
partment.

65 3. The combination with an elevator car

having passenger and freight compartments,
of a closure door for the freight compart-
ment, and door operating mechanism hav-
ing opening and closing means for the door,

said mechanism being exposed for manipu- 7

lation by the operator within the passenger

compartment.
4. The combination with an elevator car

having passenger and freight compart-

ments, of a closure door for the freight com- 75

partment, a latch device for the door, and
a releasing connection with the latch device,

said connection having an operators ele-

ment exposed to the operator in the passen-

ger compartment. 80

5. The combination with an elevator car

having passenger and freight compart-
ments, of a closure door for the freight com-
partment, and door operating mechanism
including an operator's draw element ex- 85

posed to the operator in the passenger com-
partment, and holding means for securing

said element when the door is in either an

open or closed position.

G. The combination with an elevator car 90

having passenger and freight compart-
ments, of a closure door for the freight com-
partment, door operating mechanism having
opening and closing means for the door,

and a buffer spring arranged to exert a 95

starting impulse to the door in the direction

of closing.

7. The combination with an elevator car

having passenger and freight compart-
ments, of a closure door for the freight com- 100

partment, an operator's draw element con-

nected with the door to provide for the

opening thereof and having its operated

portion exposed within the passenger com-
partment, and a weighted pull connection 105

with the door for closing the same.

8. The combination with an elevator car

having passenger and freight compart-
ments, of a closure door for the freight com-
partment, an automatically locking latch HO
device for the door having a pivotal latch

lever, an operator's draw element having a

limited initial play and connected with said

latch lever, said element being exposed in

the passenger compartment for manipula- H 5

tion by the operator in the latter, and clos-

ing means for the door.

9. The combination with an elevator car

having a supplemental compartment, of a

movable closure for said compartment, and 120

operating mechanism adapted to be manipu-
lated by the operator in the main compart-
ment and comprising means for controlling

the opening and closing of the said closure

and for locking the same against manipula- 125

tion by the party in the said supplemental
compartment.

10. The combination with an elevator car
having a supplemental compartment, of a

movable closure for said compartment, and 130
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operating mechanism adapted to be manipu-
lated by the operator in the main compart-
ment and comprising means for opening
said closure.

5 11. The combination with an elevator car
having a supplemental compartment, of a
movable closure for said compartment, and
operating mechanism adapted to be oper-
ated by the operator in the main compart-

10 ment and comprising means for locking
said closure against manipulation by per-
sons in the supplemental compartment.

12. The combination with an elevator car
having a supplemental compartment, of a

15 movable closure for said compartment, and
operating mechanism adapted to be operated
by the operator in the main compartment
and comprising means for locking said clo-

sure against manipulation by persons in the

20 supplemental compartment, when said clo-

sure is in a closed condition.
13. The combination with an elevator car

having main and supplemental compart-
ments, of a movable closure for the supple-

25 mental compartment, means operable solely

from the main compartment for operating
said closure in one direction, and yieldingly-

acting means for operating said closure in

the other direction.

30 14. The combination with an elevator car
having a main and supplemental compart-
ment, of a movable closure for the supple-
mental compartment, means operable from
the main compartment for operating said

35 closure in one direction, and yieldingly-act-

ing means for operating said closure in the

other direction and locking the same against
manipulation by the occupant of the supple-

mental compartment.
4 15. The combination with an elevator car

having a supplemental compartment, of a

movable closure for said compartment and

means adapted to be manipulated by lli<> op-
erator in the main compartment, for con-
trolling the opening and closing of said do- 45
sure, and also for locking I lie same in either
ci hhI it ion against interference from the oc-

cupant in the supplemental compartment.
16. The combination with an elevator car

having a main and a supplemental compart- 50
ment, of a movable closure for the supple-
mental compartment, a locking latch for
locking said closure when in a closed condi-
tion, and means having a limited initial

movement for unlocking the latch and its 55

further movement for opening the said clo-

sure, said means being adapted to be manipu-
lated by the operator in the main compart-
ment.

17. The combination with an elevator car GO
having a main and a supplemental compart-
ment, of a movable closure for the supple-
mental compartment, means operable from
the main compartment for operating said

closure in one direction, and yieldingly-act- 65

ing means for operating said closure in the

other direction.

18. The combination with an elevator car

having a main and a supplemental compart-
ment, of a movable closure for the supple- 70

mental compartment, means operable from
the main compartment for unlocking said

closure and for operating the same in one
direction, and yieldingly-acting means for

operating said closure in the other direction. 75

In testimony whereof we hereunto affix

our signatures in the presence of two wit-

nesses.

BRADLEY A. SNYDER,
MARVIN A. CUST1S.

Witnesses:
R. C. Bkaddock,
Emory L. Grofi'.
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
THOMAS H. STRALEY, OF PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA, ASSIGNOR TO STANDARD
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MEANS FOR LOCKING ELEVATOR-CAR DOORS.

968,283. Specification of Letters Patent. Patented Aug-

. 23, 1910.

Application filed March 7, 1910. Serial No. 547.850.

To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas H. Straley,

a citizen of the United States, residing in

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, have invented
5 certain Improvements in Means for Locking

Elevator-Car Doors, of which the following
is a specification.

The object of my invention is to provide
means for locking the door of an elevator

10 car when closed, said means locking the con-
trolling mechanism when the door is opened
so as to prevent the starting of the car until

the door is closed.

In the accompanying drawings,—Figure
15 1, is a sectional plan view, the elevator car

partly broken away to illustrate my inven-
tion; Fig. 2, is a sectional view on the line
2—2 Fig. 1 ; Fig. 3, is a sectional view on the
line 3—3 Fig. 1 ; Fig. 4, is a side view of my

20 improved lock detached from the car; Fig.

5, is an end view of the lock illustrated in

Fig. 4, showing the projection on the door
engaged by the slide, locking the door in the

closed position ; Fig. 6, is an end view show-
25 ing the position of the parts when the door

is opened ; Fig. 7, is a detached perspective

view of the lock and the projection on the
door; Fig. 8, is a view of a modification.

A is the elevator car, B is a sliding door
30 adapted to ways on the car.

C is the controlling mechanism which is

the ordinary type of lever control consisting

of a lever c adapted to travel over a segment
c', and by moving this lever to the center

35 position the car is brought to a standstill,

and by moving it over to one side the mech-
anism is so thrown that the car will be

raised, and by throwing it over to the oppo-

site side the car will be lowered. This con-

40 trol mechanism may be connected to any
suitable mechanism in the elevator well for

actuating the valves or other means.

D is a shaft mounted in bearings on the

under side of the car. This shaft has an
45 arm d' which is connected to a rod c

2 lead-

ing from the handle c3 of the controlling

mechanism, so that when the controlling

mechanism is moved the shaft D will be

rocked in its bearings. On the opposite end
50 of the shaft D is a lever d2 which is slotted

as shown in Fig. 3, for the reception of a

pin e of a locking device E in the form of a

slide, this slide being adapted to guides /

in a plate F secured to the under side of the

car in the present instance being attached 55
to a bracket F'. The slide E has a slot e'

which is enlarged at one end to form a

shoulder e 2
.

H is a weighted lever pivoted at h and
having a projection h' which is adapted to 60
fit the enlarged portion of the slot e and
rest against the shoulder e2 when in the

position shown in Fig. 6, thus locking the

slide in a fixed position and preventing the

movement of the operating mechanism of 65
the car.

In the plate F is an opening /' through
which may be projected a bar l> having a

hooked end V . The body portion b 2 of the

bar b fits snugly in the narrow portion of 70
the slot e' in the slide E and the hooked end
will readily pass through the enlarged por-

tion of the slot, so that when the bar is

pushed through the plate and the slide, as in

Fig. 5, and the slide moved longitudinally, 75
the hooked end of the bar will be engaged
by the plate and the bar will be held, and
as this bar is attached to a depending por-

tion b 3 of the door B it will hold the door
in the closed position. 80

In some instances it is necessary to pro-

vide an elevator car with a door in addition

to the door at the landing of the elevator

well, and by the above construction I pro-

vide means for locking the elevator car door 85

while the car is in motion, and also lock the

operating mechanism when the door is open
at the landing so as to prevent the starting of

the car when passengers are passing through
the doorway. 90

If the door is open and the slide is in the

position illustrated in Figs. G and 7, the

weighted lever H is in engagement with the

slide and prevents the movement of the op-

erating mechanism, but on the closing of 95

the door the projecting bar b which is in

line with the weighted lever passes through

the openings in both the plate and the slide

and pushes the weighted lever H out of con-

tact with the slide, as in Fig. 5, so that the 100

operating mechanism can be shifted to

either cause the car to be raised or lowered.

As soon as the slide is shifted it will pass

back of the hooked end of the bar b and thus

lock the bar in its closed position and it will 105

be impossible to open the door until the con-

trolling mechanism is brought to central

position to stop the car, when the door is
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free from the locking mechanism and can be

opened.
In Fig. 8, I have illustrated the locking-

device in the form of a segment E' pivoted

5 at e
3 to any suitable support or mounted di-

rectly on the rock shaft D, and this segment
has a slot e' and shoulder e 2

.

I claim :

—

1. The combination in an elevator, of a

10 car, a sliding door on the car, a movable
locking device mounted on the car, car con-

trolling means connected to the locking de-

vice, and a bar on the door adapted to be
engaged by the locking device when said de-

15 vice is shifted to move the car, with means
engaging the locking device when the door

is open so as to prevent the movement of

said device until the door is closed.

2. The combination in an elevator car, of

20 a door arranged to slide on said car, a slotted

sliding locking device, car controlling means
connected to the said locking device, a head-

ed bar on the door adapted to be engaged
by the locking slide when the door is closed,

25 and means for preventing movement of the

locking slide when the door is opened, said

means being actuated by the bar on the door.

3. The combination in an elevator of a
car, a door on the car, controlling mechan-

30 ism on the car, a slotted locking device, a bar
on the door arranged to be projected through
the slot in the locking device, and a weight-
ed lever in line with the bar and adapted to

engage the locking device when the bar is

35 retracted so as to prevent the movement of
the operating means, the bar when project-

ed in the slot pushing the lever out of en-

gagement and on the movement of the lock-

ing device being retained and thus locking
40 the door in its closed position.

4. The combination in an elevator of a

car, a door on the car, a bar carried by the
door having a hooked end, a slotted locking
device, one end of the slot being enlarged

45 forming a shoulder, and controlling mech-
anism on the car connected to the locking
device so that when the bar is pushed
through the slot in the locking device and
the said locking device moved, it will pre-

50 vent the bar from being retracted.

5. The combination in an elevator of a
car, a sliding door, controlling mechanism
on the car, a rock shaft connected to the con-
trolling mechanism, a plate located on the

55 under side of the car having slide-ways, a
slide adapted to said ways actuated by the

rock shaft, said slide having ah elongated
slot therein enlarged at one end, and a bar
on the door having a hooked end adapted to

enter the enlarged portion of the slot, the 60

shank of the bar fitting the'-nSrrow portion

of the slot so that when the slide is moved
the bar will be prevented from being re-

tracted, thus locking the door in the closed

position. 65
6. The combination in an elevator car of

a sliding door, a controlling mechanism on
the car, a plate on the under side of the car,

guide-ways therein, a slide mounted in the

guide-ways and having an elongated slot en- 70
larged at one end forming a shoulder, means
connecting the controlling mechanism on the

car with the said slide, a pivoted weighted
lever having a projection adapted to enter

the enlarged portion of the slot in the slide, 75

and a bar on the door having a hooked end
alining with the weighted lever and adapted
to project through the large portion of the
slot in th,e slide and push the said lever out
of engagement with the slot, and after the 80
slide moves, being locked by the slide so as

to prevent the opening of the door.

7. The combination in an elevator of a
car, a sliding door on the car, controlling

mechanism on the car, a rock shaft having 85
two arms, one arm being connected to the
controlling mechanism, a plate on the under
side of the car having guide ways, a slide

mounted in said ways and having a pro-
jecting pin adapted to a slot in the other 90
arm of the rock shaft, said slide having an
elongated slot enlarged at one end to form
a shoulder, a pivoted weighted lever having
a projection adapted to enter the enlarged
portion of the slot and lock the plate, thus 95
locking the controlling mechanism, with a
bar on the door having a hooked end adapt-
ed to enter the enlarged portion of the slot

in the plate and push the lever out of en-

gagement with the plate, allowing the con- 100
trolling mechanism to be operated, and when
said controlling mechanism is operated the
plate will be shifted and will lock the door,
thus preventing the door from being opened.
In testimony whereof, I have signed my 105

name to this specification, in the presence of
two subscribing witnesses.

THOMAS H. STRALEY.
Witnesses

:

Wi. E. Shtjpe,
Wm. A. Baer.
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9G9,29<>. Specification of letters Patent. Patented Sept. 6, 1910.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, HarkyW. McNatjght,
a citizen of the United States, residing at

indianapolis. in the county of Marion and
5 Slate of Indiana, have invented a certain
new and useful Elevator Safety Device, of
which the following is a .specification.

The object of my present invention is to
produce an apparatus by means of which

10 the gates of an elevator shall be prevented
from being opened except when the eleva-
tor car is at the level of a floor, and also

by which so long as the door is open the
elevator car shall be prevented from being

15 operated to ascend or descend.
The apparatus in question will be first

fully described and the novel features there-

of then pointed out in the claims.

Referring to the accompanying drawings,
20 which are made a part hereof, and on which

similar reference characters indicate similar
parts, Figure 1 is a view of a fragment of
an elevator car together with a fragmentary
section of the adjacent portion of the build-

25 ing, illustrating the arrangement of my im-
proved apparatus when used therewith;
Fig. 2 an elevation of an elevator gate as
seen from the interior of the elevator shaft,

together with fragments of adjacent por-
30 tions of the building; P'ig. 3 a view, on an

enlarged scale in part like Fig. 2, but in-

cluding also fragments of the elevator car

carrying the mechanism relating to my in-

vention; Fig. 4 a detail view on a still fur-
35 ther enlarged scale of the mechanism above

the door of the elevator ; Fig. 5 a detail view
of the mechanism at the bottom of an ele-

vator-door opening and the mechanism on
the elevator car adapted to operate in con-

40 nection therewith, some portions being
broken away and other portions being shown
in section to illustrate the construction more
clearly; Fig. 6 a side elevation of the two
strikes at the lower corner of the elevator

45 car, and of the locking level's at a door
opening; Fig. 7 a detail elevation as seen

when looking in the direction indicated by
the arrows from the broken line 7 7 in Figs.

3 and 0; Fig. 8 a top or plan view as seen

when looking downwardly from the broken 50
line 8 8 above Fig. (>: Fig. 9 a sectional ele-

vation of the mechanism within the elevator
car which operates in connection with the
ordinary elevator control lever; as seen when
looking in the direction indicated by the 55
arrow- from the broken line 9 9 in Fig. 10;
Fig. 10 a plan view of the parts shown in

Fig. 9 with the cover of the casing which
contains the mechanism removed so as to

show the working parts, and Fig. 11 a trans- 60
verse sectional view on an enlarged scale al

the point indicated hy the broken line 11 11
in Fig. 9.

The elevator car 21 is or may be of any
ordinary construction and arrangement, and 65

is designed to be placed in an elevator shaft,

where it is caused to ascend and descend by
any ordinary or desired means. Within said
elevator car, convenient to the hand of the
operator, is the ordinary control lever 22 70

by means of which the driving mechanism
of the elevator is caused to operate, and
which is designed to be shifted from time to

time, according to the service desired, to

"ascending", '"descending" and "neutral" 75

positions, respectively. As the parts so far

mentioned are or may be of any ordinary
or desired form or character, and form no
part of my present invention, they will not

be further described herein, except inci- 80

dentally in describing the said invention.

Within the car, secured to its wall, just

behind the control lever 22, is a casing 31

containing two levers 32 and 33 carrying
movable detents or pins 34 and 35, one on 85

either side of the control lever 22, and which
are adapted to be projected into the path
of said control lever and thus prevent the

latter from moving beyond them when so

projected; but which, when withdrawn, are 90

out of the path of the control lever so that

it is permitted to move freely in the ordi-

nary manner. These levers ''r2 and 33 are

pivotally mounted on a stud :>(j in casing

31, and have pins 32' and 33' passing 95

through cam slots in a sliding block 37.

Said block :>7 is arranged to be moved hack

and forth in casing 31, and thus to project
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and withdraw detents 34 and 35. The
means for moving the block 37 consists of

a pin 38 extending down through -the bottom
of the casing to which the other mechanism

5 is connected as will be presently described.

Secured to the frame of the building with-

in the elevator well, and near each floor

level, is a locking and releasing device con-

trolled in part by the operation of the doors

10 to the elevator wells, at the several floors

respectively. This device embodies a frame
portion 41 and a notched sector 42 attached

thereto by pivot bolt 43, said sector having
at its upper end a contact point 44, which

15 is preferably in the form of an anti-fric-

tion roller, and which is adapted to engage
with a strike (presently to be described)

on the elevator car, as said elevator car

passes up and down. The sector 42 consti-

20 tutes also a bell-crank lever, the contact

point 44 being one extremity thereof and a

pull rod 51 being attached to the other ex-

tremity, as will be presently described.

When the combined bell-crank lever and
25 notched sector 42 is held upwardly by the

pull rod 51, the contact point 44 projects
into the path of a yieldingly-mounted strike

on the elevator car. Said part 42 is, how-
ever, adapted to be held out of contact with

30 said strike, and the parts controlled thereby
thus held from operation, by means of a
pawl 4G carried by rock-shaft 47. Said rock
shaft is adapted to be operated by a swing-
ing arm 48 having a contact point 49 ar-

35 ranged to come in contact with a second
rigidly-mounted strike carried by the ele-

vator car, as will be presently described.

Contact point 49, like contact point 44, is

preferably in the form of an anti-friction

40 roller.

Pull rod 51 runs upwardly to a bell-crank
lever 52, preferably contained within a cas-

ing 53, at a point just above the level of the
top of the elevator door. Another pull rod

45 54 attached to the other arm of bell-crank
lever 52 runs at right angles with pull rod
51, and is attached at the other end to a
forked member 55 pivoted at 56 in a box-
like casing 57. The connection between pull

50 rod 54 and member 55 is by means of a stud
55' extending out through an arc - shaped
slot in one side of casing 57, concentric with
pivot 56.

The doors 61 to the elevator are mounted
55 to move back and forth in any ordinary

and well known manner. In the drawing
such a door is shown as hung on a track 62
by means of hangers 63. Extending up
from the top of the door is an arm 64 (pref-

60 erably bifurcated at its upper end) carry-
ing an anti-friction roller 65 which engages
with the forked end of member 55. As

will be readily seen, therefore, the moving
of the door back and forth will swing mem-
ber 55 on its pivot 56, and, through pull 65

rod 54 bell-crank lever 52 and pull rod 51,

will move the combined bell-crank-lever and
notched sector 42 on pivot 43, except that
the movement of pull rod 51 cannot be up-
ward when pawl 46 is in engagement with 70
the teeth of said part 42, as it is then locked
against movement in that direction, as al-

ready explained.

Secured to the lower portion of the ele-

vator cage are two strikes, one of which, 75

71, is rigidly mounted, and the other of

which, 72, is yieldingly mounted on recip-

rocating rods 73 and 74, as is best shown in

Fig. 5. These rods 73 and 74 are connected
at their inner ends by means of bell-crank 80
levers 75 and 76 with a pull rod 77,

the two bell-crank levers being connected
together by a link 78 by means of which
they are caused to operate together, and
by means of which, also, the strike 72 is 85
caused to move substantially uniformly as

a whole when the corresponding part comes
in contact with it at one end, instead of one
end swinging ahead of the other, as would
otherwise be the case. That is, the strike 90
72 and the link 78 maintain a substantially
parallel relation at all times.

At its upper end rod 77 is connected to

a bell-crank lever 81 mounted preferably in

an inclosing casing 82, and normally held 95

upwardly by a spring 83. From the other
arm of the bell-crank lever 81 a rod 84 runs
to and connects with the stud 38. The oper-
ation is, therefore, when the strike 72 is

pressed inward by the piece with which it 100

comes in contact, that the block 37 is moved
longitudinally of casing 31, operating levers

32 and 33, and, through said levers project-

ing detents 34 and 35 out into the path of
control lever 22, thus limiting the movement 105

of said control lever to the distance between
the said two detents. This distance being
shorter than the effective movement of the
control lever, the lever is thereby held to

neutral position, and the throwing of it to 110
a position which will cause the elevator car
to move is thereby rendered impossible so

long as the strike 72 is held in to its inner
position, which it always is so long as the
elevator door remains open. When the door 115

to the door-opening opposite which the ele-

vator car is at the time is closed, the contact
piece which holds the strike 72 inwardly is

released, and the action of spring 83 will re-

store the parts to their normal position, 120
withdrawing the detents 34 and 35 from the
path of the control lever 22, thus enabling
the operator to manipulate said lever and
run the car in the ordinary manner. The
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movement in question cannot, however, be
given to these parts so long as the elevator
door remains open, because, in such case, the
bell-crank lever and sector 42 have been

5 swung upwardly and inwardly by the action
of forked member 55 operating through the
pull rods and bell-crank levers as described.
It should be here remarked that the lower
end of the segment shaped slot in casing 57

10 is below the center of pivot 56, so that the
parts when they reach the position in ques-
tion are securely locked against the effect

of any direct pull. The shutting of the
door, however, of course operates through

15 forked member 55 to throw the member 42
to the position which permits the disengage-
ment of contact point 44 with strike 72, and
the consequent withdrawal of detents 34 and
35 by the pull of spring 83.

20 The features so far described, constitute

the means by which it is rendered impos-
sible for the elevator car to be operated to

ascend or descend so long as the elevator
door is open. The same means, in con-

25 junction with strike 71, constitute the means
by which the opening of the door is ren-

dered impossible except when the elevator

car is at a floor level.

As heretofore described lever arm 48 on
30 rock shaft 47 carries a pawl 46 which is

adapted to engage with the teeth on sector

42, and which is for this purpose a ratchet.

A spring 50 operates to hold the pawl into

engagement with the ratchet except when
35 forcibly disengaged. The spring 50 is shown

as coiled about the rock shaft 47, and hav-
ing one arm attached to frame 41 and the
other to lever arm 48, so that the pawl is

held thereby into engagement with the
40 ratchet. When, however, strike 71 on the

elevator car comes against contact point 49
on arm 48, the force of the spring is over-

come, rock shaft 47 is rocked in its bearings,

and pawl 46 is raised out of engagement
45 with the ratchet-faced sector 42, leaving the

same free to swing on its pivot as may be
desired. It is then, and only then, that the

operator, by applying force to the door 61

can move it to the open position, as at all

50 other times sector 42 being locked against

movement, pull rod 51 and the parts at-

tached thereto are prevented from upward
movement. As the strike 71 only comes in

contact with contact point 49 at the time
55 when the elevator car is at a floor level, the

result is that the door cannot possibly be

opened when the elevator car is in any other

position.

It will therefore be seen my apparatus
60 constitutes a complete safety attachment for

elevators, insuring both that the doors shall

remain closed and locked at all times except

65

when the elevator car is at the floor level,

and (hat the elevator car shall remain at the
floor level, without possibility of being
caused to ascend or descend, until the dour
to the elevator opening on the floor in ques-
tion is closed.

Having thus fully described my said in-

vention, what I claim as new, and desire to 70
secure by Letters Patent, is

—

1. The combination with an elevator car,

the shaft within which said car operates hav-
ing door openings at the respective floors of
the building which the car passes and doors 75
to said door openings, of two strikes on
said elevator car, one fixed and the other
yielding, a device secured to the building
within the elevator shaft near each floor past
which the strikes on the elevator car will 80
travel as it ascends and descends, one mem-
ber of said device having connections ex-
tending to alongside the path of the ele-

vator door in opening and closing, said con-
nections, an arm on the elevator door adapt- 85
ed to engage with said connections as the
door is opened and closed and thus pull upon
a member of the first mentioned device, a
locking member in said first mentioned de-

vice adapted in the absence of operating 90

means to lock said device against the move-
ment which results when the door is opened,
an arm controlling said locking device which
extends into the path of one of the strikes on
the elevator car, the first named member
having a contact point which extends into

the path of the yieldable strike extending
to the vicinity of the control lever in the
elevator car, said control lever, and movable
detents arranged alongside of said control 100

lever and adapted to be projected into and
withdrawn from the path of said control

lever.

2. The combination, with an elevator car,

the controller in said car, the shaft within 105

which the car operates, and the doors to said

elevator shaft, of a strike yieldingly mount-
ed on the car, a lock projectable into the

path of movement of the car controller to

limit the movement thereof, connections be- HO
tween said lock and said strike, a lever

mounted adjacent the shaft doorway and
adapted to engage said strike to move the

same, intermediate connections between the

door of said doorway and said lever whereby 115

movement of the door from and to its closed

position will move said lever, a lock movably
engaging said lever to restrain the move-
ment of the lever and thereby restrain the

opening movement of the door, an operating 120

member for said lock projected into the

shaft, and a strike carried by the car in po-

sition to engage said operating lever and re-

tract the lock onlv when the first mentioned

95
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10

strike is in position to be actuated by the

lever.

3. In a safety attachment for elevators, a

locking device comprising a frame, a pivoted
ratchet-faced sector, a rock-shaft mounted
adjacent to said sector carrying a pawl
which engages with said ratchet-face at one
end and an arm at the other end, a spring
adapted to normally hold the pawl into en-

gagement with the ratchet-faced sector, con-

nections operated by the elevator door ar-

ranged to move said sector-shaped rack when

the pawl is disengaged, and means carried
by the elevator car for disengaging said
pawl.
In witness whereof, I, have hereunto set

my hand and seal at Indianapolis, Indiana,
this twenty-ninth day of December, A. D.
one thousand nine hundred and nine.

HAKRY W. McNAUGHT. [l. s.]

Witnesses

:

Chester Bradford,
Thomas W. McMeans.

15
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Joseph Kttlp, a citi-

zen of the United States, and a resident of

Jersey City, New Jersey, have invented cer-

5 tain Improvements in Safety Devices for

Elevators, of which the following is a speci-

fication.

My invention relates to elevators; and
the object of my invention is to provide hn-

10 proved automatically operating safety de-

vices that will serve to arrest the movement
of the elevators should the cables or other

part of the supporting means give way. or

when its speed in either direction is accel-

15 erated beyond a predetermined limit.

My invention consists of certain improve-

ments in the structures illustrated in the

Hartford Patents. Nos. 397,912, and T03,127,

dated February lit. 1889, and June 24, VM)-2.

20 respectively, and the details of the same are

fully shown in the accompanying drawings,

in which

:

Figure 1. is an elevation of an elevator,

partly in perspective, showing the same stts-

25 pended in a shaft, and illustrating the safety

mechanism carried by the car and arresting

means for cooperation therewith mounted in

the upper and lower portions of the elevator

shaft; Fig. 2. is an enlarged view, showing
30 a side elevation of a part of such mecha-

nism; Fig. 3. is an enlarged view of clutches

employed in connection with my improved
safety' device; Fig. 4, is a view of the brake

wheel over which the rope for actuating the

35 clutches travels: the governor, and the

means actuated by the governor for stop-

ping said brake wheel : Fig. •">. is a side ele-

vation, partly in section of the structure

shown in Fig. 4. and Figs, and 7. are dia-

40 grammatic views illustrating the operation

of the brake shoes or clutches forming part

of my invention.

In the drawing- herewith. 1 represents a

car adapted to travel in a suitable shaft;

45 such car being supported by the usual ca-

bles 2 which are raised and lowered in any

suitable or approved manner. Disposed in

the shaft and arranged to pass through the

car are what may be termed "standing ca-

50 bles" 3: such cables being connected to pis-

tons 4 at the top and 5 at the bottom, which

pistons are disposed in suitable cylindt

and 7. respectively. The cylinders are pro-

vided with covers 8, which may be termed
vacuum caps. The pistons 5 in the lower 55
cylinders 7 are normally disposed in tin 1

bottom of the same, while the pistons 4 in

i lie upper cylinders 6 are normally disposed
toward the top of the same, and the latter

pistons are maintained in their position by 60

weights 9.

The car is provided with suitable clutches

mounted adjacent the roof and floor of the

same, which clutches are for engagement
with said standing cables and are more fully 65

described hereinafter, and these clutches

may be brought into action to arrest the

j

movement of the car under certain condi-

tions through the aid of the following de-

scribed mechanism: Suitably journaled in 70

bearings 10 on top of the car is a shaft 11.

disposed to one side of the cables -J support-
ing the car. On the opposite side of said

cables and mounted in bearings 12 a little

lower than the shaft 11, is a rock shaft 13 75

carrying an upwardly projecting arm 14.

which may be weighted; such arm being-

provided with a movable cross piece 15,

which lies against the supporting cables 2.

The elevator is equipped with the usual 80

governor mechanism, the cable of which, in-

dicated at 16, passes around a wheel or pul-

ley 17 mounted on the shaft 11, and the rock
' shaft 13 carries at its outer end another

arm 18 having a finger 10 in contact with 85

said governor cable.

The shaft 11 is provided with a weighted

lever 20, and is maintained in a normal po-

sition by means of an arm 21 on the shaft 13

which normally engages a projection 22 on no

the weighted lever 20, hut may be tripped

to allow said weighted lever to drop.

The shaft 11 carries an arm 23 to operate

the clutch mechanism, and this arm is ren-

dered active tinder the following conditions: 95

Should one of the supporting cables 2 break,

the movable cross-piece 15 engaging the

same, which is pivotally mounted on the end

of the arm 14. would turn on said arm;
releasing it from its normal position and 100

allowing it to throw over, which action

woidd turn the rock shaft 13 in its bearings

and cause the trip arm 21 to release the

weighted lever 20 on the shaft 11 and allow

the same to drop. This movement of the 105

weight will cause said shaft 11 to turn in its
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bearings, and will actuate one of the clutches

to engage the standing cables through the

medium of the arm 23. If the car is de-

scending when such accident occurs, the

5 standing cables will tend to buckle at the

bottom and to pull down on the pistons 4
in the cylinders 6 at the top of the well, and
as such pistons will tend to compress the

air in the cylinders ahead of them besides

10 being held back by a partial vacuum in said

cylinders, due to the closed caps 8, the prog-
ress of the car will be arrested.

As before explained, the governor cable 16

passes over a pulley 17 on the end of the shaft

15 11, said pulley being normally non-rotative,

and the cable runs freely over the pulleys

25 and 26 at top and bottom of the shaft;

the former pulley being controlled by gover-
nor mechanism. Should accident to the op-

20 erating machinery cause the car to accelerate

its movement in either direction, such move-
ment will cause the governor cable to in-

crease the speed of the pulley 25 and this

communicating to the governor will cause
25 the latter to actuate means (more fully de-

scribed hereinafter) to arrest the movement
of said pulley 25 and the cable traveling

over it. This stopping of the cable will

cause the wheel or pulley 17 on the end of
30 the shaft 11 to turn and actuate the mecha-

nism before referred to, thereby producing
the same conditions with regard to throw-
ing the clutches into engagement with the
standing cables, as is effected by the break-

35 ing of the hoisting cables. If such acceler-

ated movement takes place when the car is

ascending, the upper clutches will be thrown
into contact with the standing cables, and
the latter will be raised, lifting the pistons

40 in the lower cvlmders; the pistons com-
pressing the air within the same besides

being held back by a partial vacuum in said

cylinders, due to the caps 8, and gradually
stopping the car. vVlien the accelerated

45 movement takes place on the downward
movement of the car, the lower clutches

will be thrown \nto action and the standing
cable will be lowered against the pressure
exerted by the pistons in the upper cylin-

50 ders. Should the governor cable break, the
same result will be accomplished, as owing
to the engagement of the finger 19 of the
arm 18 carried by the rock shaft 13 with
said governor cable, the release of the arm

55 by the breaking of such cable will remove
the trip arm 21 and permit the shaft 11 to

turn, thereby throwing one set of the clutches

into engagement with the standing cable.

The clutches are mounted at top and bot-

G0 torn of the car on both sides of the same;
one set of the same being fully shown in the
normally inactive position in Fig. 3, and in

the operative positions in the diagrammatic
views, Figs. 6 and 7; and these clutches are

disposed in suitable housings 30, carried by 65
the frame of the elevator at top and bottom
of the same. The upper clutches comprise,
in each instance, a lever 31 pivotally mount-
ed at 32 and carrying a shoe 33 with a

grooved face for engagement with the stand- 70

ing cable; such shoe being pivotally con-

nected to the lever 31 at 34. Connected at

35 to a lever 36 disposed outside the hous-
ing and paralleling said lever 31, is a link

37, the other end of which is connected to 75

the arm 23 carried by the shaft 11 on top of
the car, and when this arm 23 is operated in

the manner described, owing to any accident

occurring in the operation of the car, one
clutch of each set will be operated. 80

The lower clutches comprise, in each in-

stance, a lever 31 a pivoted at 32a and having
a shoe 33 pivoted to said lever at 34 with a

grooved face for engagement with the stand-

ing cable. This clutch is operated from the 85

lever 36 by means of a link 38 connected at

39 to said levers.

In the diagram views, Figs. 6 and 7, the

dotted lines represent the inactive positions

of the clutches when the car is running under 90
normal conditions; the full lines, Fig. 6,

showing the position of the parts when the

lower clutches are thrown into action ; the

upper clutches being out, and the full lines.

Fig. 7, showing the position of the parts 95

when the upper clutches are thrown into

action ; the lower clutches being out. When
the arm 23 carried by the shaft 11 is raised,

due to accelerated upward movement of the
car, the upper clutches will be thrown into 100
action and the lower clutches will be thrown
out, as shown in Fig. 7, and when said arm
is operated due to accelerated downward
movement of the car, the lower clutches will

be operated in the manner described and the 105
upper clutches will be thrown out, as shown
in Fig. 6.

In order that the clutches may be under
the control of the elevator attendant and op-
erable by hand, I provide a hand pull 40 ex- 110
tending through the roof of the car, the up-
per end of which is connected to a lever 41
attached to the rock shaft 11.

Lost motion is provided for between the

shaft 13 and the finger 19 of the arm 18 115

lying against the governor cable 16, so that

the mechanism may operate should one of
the hoisting cables break, without affecting

the governor or its cable. This is accom-
plished by slotting the hub of the arm 18 at 120

42, and providing the shaft 13 with a lug 43
for engagement with the end walls of said

slot. Similar provision for lost motion is

made between the hub of the weighted lever

14 and the shaft 13; the hub of the weighted 125
lever 20 and the shaft 11; the hub of the
lever 41 and said shaft 11, and the hub of the
pulley 17 and said shaft 11. The pulley 17
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is also provided with a coiled spring 1 1 de-

signed to return it to normal position after

it has been operated for any pui'pose.

It will be understood that the clutches 33

5 and the mechanism shown at one side of the

car for automatically operating said clutches

should accidents occur owing to breakage of

the cables, or if the speed of the car acquire
undue acceleration, are duplicated on the

10 other side of the elevator illustrated in Fig.

1. but it has been thought unnecessary to in-

dicate 1 such duplication on said view of the

drawing. The governor cable being on one
side of the car only, there is but a single op-

15 erating means com rolled thereby.

In Fig. 5, the governor mechanism is

shown on a larger scale. The shaft carrying
the sheave or pulley 25 has at its outer end
a bevel gear 45, meshing with a bevel gear 4(5

20 through which the speed governor receives

its motion. "When the downward speed of

the car becomes too great for safety, the

balls 47 of the governor are thrown outward
by centrifugal force and acting upon a ver-

25 tical rod 48, through their arms 49, depress

said rod which is connected at its lower end
to one end of a lever 50. pivoted at 51. The
opposite end of this lever extends through

a slot 52 in the support for the bearings of

30 the shaft carrying said sheave or pulley 25

and into engagement with a vertically mov-
able member 5:1 free to slide in guides 54.

The sheave or pulley 25 is provided on its

face with pins 55. which serve as stops when
35 the member 53 is raised by the lever 50 into

their path. Such stoppage of the sheave or

pulley 25 will cause the cable passing over

the same to move the pulley 17. and such

movement of the pulley will actuate the

40 shaft 11 and the coacting mechanism for ar-

resting the movement of the car in the man-
ner described. A further means of arresting

downward movement of the car consists of

stops 56 carried by the standing cables 3

45 near the top and bottom of the elevator

shaft or well. These stops are guided by
suitable rods 57 extending upwardly from
the lower cylinders and downwardly from
the upper cylinders, and should the car fall

50 into the well, it will engage these stops and

exert a pull on the standing cables against

the force exerted by the pistons in the up-

per cylinders and the weights, thereby

stopping the car; the lower portions of the

55 standing cables buckling.

While I have shown certain devices for ac-

complishing the results sought to be attained.

I do not wish to be limited to the precise

construction and arrangement of the parts

60 of the mechanism forming the subject of my
invention.

I claim :

1. The combination, in an elevator safety

device, of a car. a pair of standing cables

suitably connected at top and bottom of the Go
well in which said car operates, clutch mech-
anism at lop and bottom of the car nor
mally inactive hut disposed for engagement
with said standing cables, mean- on lop of
the car for controlling said clutches, one of 70
said clutches being arranged for engagement
with said standing cables when an accident
occur- with the car moving in one direc-

tion and the other of -aid clutches being ar-

ranged for engagement with -aid standing 75
cahles when an accident occurs with the car
moving in the opposite direction, -aid means
being normally in the inactive position, and
means for throwing said controlling means
into action under varying condition-. 80

2. In an elevator safety device, the combi-
nation of an elevator car, a pair of standing
cables suitably connected at top and bottom
of the well in which said car operates, clutch

mechanism carried at top and bottom of the 85
car normally inactive but disposed for en-

gagement with said standing cables, a shaft

on to]) of the car controlling said clutches,

one of said clutches being arranged for en-

gagement with said standing cables when an 90
accident occurs under certain conditions with
the car moving in one direction and the
other of said clutches being arranged for

engagement with said standing cables when
an accident occurs under certain conditions 95
with thi' car moving in the opposite direc-

tion, said shaft being normally in an in-

active position, and means controlled by said

shaft for throwing said clutches into action

under varying conditions. 100
3. The combination, in a safety device for

elevators, of a car. a pair of standing cables

passing through said car. a shaft mounted
on to]) of said car, a governor, a cable for

operating said governor, a wheel mounted 105

on said shaft around which the governor
operating cable passes and by which it is

moved vertically, clutching mechanism ar-

ranged to cooperate with the standing ca-

bles, and means for operating said clutching no
mechanism by the turning of said wheel.

4. The combination, in an elevator safety

device, of a car, a hoi-ting cable therefor, a

pair of standing cables, housings carried by

said car through which said cables pass, piv- 115

oted arms at top and bottom of said car

having clutch shoes for engagement with

said cables within said housings, means for

operating -aid clutch carrying arms includ-

ing a weighted lever, and means carried by 120

the car and operable by the breaking of the

hoisting cable for throwing said mechanism
into action.

5. In an elevator safety device, the com-

bination of a car. having the usual operat- 125

ing mechanism including a governor and a

governor cable, a pair of standing cables

mounted in the elevator shaft, housings car-
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riecl by said car through which the cables

pass, pivoted arms at top and bottom of

said car having clutch shoes for engage-

ment with said cables in the housings, and
5 means carried by the car including a weight-

ed lever for throwing said clutch carrying
arms into action by the breaking of the

governor cable.

G. The combination, in an elevator safety

10 device, of a car, a pair of standing cables,

clutches for engagement therewith, means
for operating said clutches, cables support-

ing the car, a lever carried by the clutch op-

erating mechanism, and a pivoted arm
15 mounted on said lever and in engagement

with said supporting cables, the release of

said arm by the breaking of one of the sup-

porting cables serving to throw the clutch

operating mechanism into action.

20 7. In an elevator safety device, the combi-
nation of a car, a pair of standing cables

mounted in the shaft or well in Avhieh said

car travels, clutches carried at top and bot-

tom of the car for engagement with said

25 standing cables, means for operating said

clutches, one of said clutches being arranged
for engagement with said standing cables

when an accident occurs with the car mov-
ing in one direction and the other of said

30 clutches being arranged for engagement
with said standing cables when an accident

occurs with the car moving in the opposite
direction, a governor, a cable operating the

same, and means carried by the clutch oper-

35 ating mechanism for moving said cable, said

means serving to throw the clutching mecha-
nism into action should the movement of the
governor cable be arrested.

8. The combination, in safety devices for

40 elevators, of cylinders mounted at top
and bottom of the shaft in which the ele-

vator travels, pistons in said cylinders,

standing cables in the shaft to which said

pistons are connected, the pistons in the

45 upper cylinders being disposed near the up-
per part of the same while the pistons in

the lower cylinders are adjacent the bottom
of the same, clutches mounted on the car
for engagement with said standing cables,

50 the movement of the car after such engage-
ment tending to compress the air within the

cylinders and arrest such movement while
the pistons are also retarded by the vacuum
created b}' their movement, and means for

55 operating said clutches.

9. In an elevator safety device, the combi-
nation of a car, standing cables mounted in

the shaft, stops fixed to said cables to arrest

the downward movement of the car, and
60 guides for said stops.

10. In an elevator safety device, the com-
bination of a car having the usual operating-

mechanism including hoisting cables, a gov-
ernor and a governor cable, cylinders mount-

ed at the top and bottom of an elevator 65

shaft, pistons in said cylinders, standing
cables connected to said pistons, and clutch-

ing mechanism on the car for engagement
with said standing cables under conditions

caused by accident to the hoisting cables, 70

the governor cable, or accelerated movement
of the car in either direction, such move-
ment affecting the governor cable.

11. In an elevator safety device, cylinders

mounted at top and bottom of an elevator 75

well, standing cables extending between said

cylinders, pistons in said cylinders connect-

ed to said cables, and caps carried by said

cylinders through which the cables pass,

said caps being substantially air-tight and 80

serving to create a partial vacuum and
thereby assist in retarding the movement of

the cables in connection with the pressure

exerted by the pistons within said cylinders

to which said cables are connected. 85

12. In an elevator safety device, the com-
bination of a car, a series of standing cables

mounted in the shaft or well in which said

car travels, clutches for engagement with
said standing cables, a governor, a cable for 90

operating the same, a wheel around which
said cable passes and by which it is moved,
a pulley moved by said cable, said pulley

having a series of pins on its face, a lever,

and a sliding member operated by said lever 95

and brought into position to engage one of

said pins and arrest the movement of the
pulley and the governor cable, the wheel for

operating said cable being moved by such
action and actuating the clutches. 100

13. In an elevator safety device, the com-
bination of a car, standing cables mounted
in the shaft, stops fixed to said cables to ar-

rest the movement of the car, and guides for

said stops. 105

14. In an elevator safety device, cylinders
mounted at top and bottom of an elevator

well, standing cables extending between said

cylinders, clutches for engaging the car with
said cables, pistons in said cylinders con- no
nected to said cables, means for maintain-
ing said cables in a taut condition, and caps
carried by said cylinders, said caps being
substantially air-tight and serving to cre-

ate a partial vacuum and thereby assist in 115

retarding the movement of the cables when
the car is clutched to the same.

15. The combination, in a safety device
for elevators, of an elevator car, a pair of
standing cables disposed in the well for said 120

car and passing through the same, a shaft
mounted on top of said car, a governor, a

cable for operating said governor, a pulley
mounted on said shaft around which the

governor operating cable passes and by 125

which said cable is moved vertically, said
pulley being normally non-rotative, clutch-

ing mechanism carried by the car and ar-
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ranged to cooperate with the standing ra-
bies, means for operating said clutching
mechanism upon turning of said pulley,
other means for operating said clutches in-

dependently of said governor cable and pul-
ley, and provision for lost motion between
the operating parts to avoid the actuation
of all when any one is operated.

In testimony whereof, I have signed my
name to this specification, in the presence id'

two subscribing witnesses.

JOSEPH KULP.
Witnesses:

MURRAY C. BOYER,
Jos. H. Klein.
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
HENRY G. HILLMAN, OF NEW YORK, N. Y.

SAFETY DEVICE.

981,423. Specification of letters Patent. Patented Jan. 10, 1911.

Application filed December 1, 1909. Serial No. 530,798.

To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Henry George Hill,-

max, a citizen of the United States, residing

at Xew York, in the county of New York
5 and State of Xew York, have invented cer-

tain new and useful Improvements in Safety
Devices, of which the following" is a full,

clear, and exact description, such as will en-

able others skilled in the art to which it ap-
10 pertains to make and use the same.

This invention relates to safety devices

and with regard to the more specific fea-

tures thereof, to devices for locking the

power controlling mechanism of elevators

15 and the like.

One of the objects thereof is to provide
a practical and reliable device of the above
character.

Another ohject thereof is to provide a

20 durable device adapted to automatically lock

the power controlling mechanism of an ele-

vator in neutral position in case the eleva-

tor doors are opened while the car is at rest.

A further object thereof is to provide a
25 simple, inexpensive and efficient means

adapted, should the doors be opened, to au-

tomatically prevent the operator increasing

the speed of the elevator, yet enabling him
to decrease the speed thereof or bring the

30 same to rest.

Other objects will be in part obvious and
in part pointed out hereinafter.

The invention accordingly consists in the

features of construction, combinations of
a 5 elements and arrangement of parts which

will be exemplified in the construction here-

inafter set forth, and the scope of the ap-
plication of which will be indicated in the

following claims.
40 In the accompanying drawings wherein

is illustrated one of the various possible em-
bodiments of this invention, Figure 1 is a

front elevation of a wheel adapted to actu-

ate the controlling mechanism of elevators,

45 with the safety locking device arranged in

operative relation thereto. Fig. 2 is a side

elevation of the same. Fig. 3 is a cross-sec-

tion taken on line x—x of Fig. 1, and Fig. 4

is a diagrammatic view showing the elec-

50 trie connections of the solenoid by which
the latch is operated, when the elevator

doors are opened.
Similar reference characters refer to simi-

lar parts throughout the several views of
55 the drawing.

Xow referring to the drawings, 1 denotes
a wheel of any suitable construction which
may be secured, either directly or indirectly,

to a valve adapted to control the admission
and exhaust of fluid to the plunger cylinder 60
of a hydraulic elevator, and attached to said
wheel is a cable 2 which may be connected
to a lever or other operating device located
in the elevator car. Rigidly secured to the
rim of the wheel is a member 3, having ad- 65
justably attached thereto spaced members 4
and 5, each provided with ratchet teeth 6
upon its outer, circumferential surface.

These members are disposed upon either side

of the neutral point in the wheel's periph- 70
ery and the teeth of both incline toward
said neutral point.

It may here be noted that the expression
" neutral position " is used in this specifica-

tion and claims to indicate the position as- 75
sumed by the valve or other controlling
mechanism, when the elevator is at rest and
that with reference to the valve wheel, the
" neutral point " is that point in the circum-
ference thereof which will be opposite the 80
latch or other locking means when the con-
trolling mechanism is in " neutral position ".

A lever 7, pivoted at 8, has secured to one
end thereof a double toothed latch or pawl 9
which, when the controlling mechanism is in 85
neutral position, is adapted to assume a posi-

tion betAveen the opposing ends of the mem-
bers 4 and 5 and, when the controlling mech-
anism is out of neutral position, to engage
with whichever of the teeth 6 is in alinement 90
therewith. Pivotally secured to the opposite
end of the lever 7 is a plunger 10 adapted to

be drawn within the solenoid 11 and a
spring 12 is provided to force the lever in
the opposite direction when the solenoid cir- 95

cuit is broken.
Fig. 4 shows, diagrammatically, the cir-

cuit in which the solenoid 11 is connected.
13 denotes an electric battery and 14 and 15
the wire connections leading from the bat- 100

tery and solenoid to the contact members 16
and 17. The specific form of switch em-
ployed to close the battery circuit is unim-
portant and forms no part of the present in-

vention. It is, therefore, deemed sufficient 105

to state that when the doors 18 of the eleva-

tor or elevator shaft, as the case may be, are'

closed, the battery circuit is open and the
solenoid unenergized and that upon the
doors being opened to the slightest degree 110
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the circuit is immediately closed and the

solenoid excited.

Having described one embodiment of my
invention, the operation thereof follows:

5 First assuming that the elevator doors are

closed, the wheel 1 may be actuated bv the

operator to attain the desired elevator speed.

If, however, while the elevator car is station-

ary, the doors are opened, the solenoid be-

10 comes energized and retracts the plunger 10

whereby the latch 9 is projected into the

space provided therefor between the inner

ends of the members 4 and 5, locking the

wheel against rotation and preventing the

15 operator from starting the elevator in either

direction. The members 4 and 5 are adjust-

ed so as to allow sufficient clearance between
the inner ends thereof and the latch 9 to

readily compensate for any leakage of the
20 pistons or valves. When the doors are again

closed by the operator the solenoid circuit

is broken, whereupon the spring 12 forces

the plunger end outwardly, withdrawing the

latch 9 from its locking position and permit

-

25 ting the operator to again start the elevator.

If, on the other hand, the doors 18 are

opened while the elevator is moving, the cir-

cuit will be closed as before, but as, under
these conditions, the mechanism is not in

30 neutral position, the latch 9 will be forced

into engagement with one of the ratchet

teeth 6, locking the wheel so that it cannot
be moved bjT the operator to increase the

speed of the elevator, but may be rotated to
35 reduce the speed thereof, or to bring the

same to rest, whereupon the parts will be

securely locked as hereinbefore described.

It is to be noted that instead of a wheel, a

lever might be used and the locking device
40 secured thereto in any convenient manner.

It is to be understood that while certain ad-
vantages are present in the embodiment
herein described wherein the latch is put in

operation when the circuit is closed by the
•45 opening of the elevator doors, the invention

is not to be limited to such an arrangement,
for if desired the latch may be thrown into

engagement mechanically, as by a spring,

and released by the solenoid. In the latter

50 case the circuit of the solenoid would be
closed when the doors are shut.

It will be seen from the foregoing de-

scription that this invention is well adapted
to attain the objects hereinbefore set forth

55 in an efficient and reliable manner; that it is

characterized by a minimum of parts liable

of injury under the exigencies of usage; and
that said parts are inexpensive to construct

and install.

60 As many changes could be made in the

above construction and many apparently
widely different embodiments of this inven-
tion could be made without departing from
the scope thereof, it is intended that all mat-

65 ter contained in the above description or

shown in the accompanying drawings shall

be interpreted as illustrative and not in a
limiting sense. It is also to be understood
that the language used in the following
claims is intended to cover all of the generic 70
and specific features of the invention herein
described and all statements of the scope of
the invention, which, as a matter of lan-

p-uao-e, might be said to fall therebetween.
Having described my invention, what I 75

claim as new and desire to secure by Letters
Patent is:

1. In apparatus of the character described,

in combination, an elevator, doors, means for
controlling the operation of said elevator 80
adapted to be moved to either side of a neu-
tral position, and means adapted, upon said
doors being opened, to lock said controlling

means in all positions thereof against move-
ment in either direction away from said 85
neutral position and permit a movement of
said controlling means toward said neutral
position.

2. In apparatus of the character described,

in combination, an elevator, doors, means for 90
controlling the operation of said elevator

adapted to be moved away from a neutral
position, and means adapted, upon said

doors being opened, to lock said controlling

means in all positions thereof against move- 95
ment away from said neutral position and
permit a movement of said controlling

means toward said neutral position.

3. In an apparatus of the character de-

scribed, in combination, an elevator car, 100
doors at the several floors, means control-

ling the operation of said elevator car
adapted to be moved to either side of a

neutral position, a circuit adapted to be
opened and closed by the movement of the 105
doors, a rack associated with said control-

ling means, and means adapted to engage
said rack to allow movement of the control-

ling means toward the neutral position but
not away therefrom when the doors are no
open.

4. In an apparatus of the character de-

scribed, in combination, an elevator car,

doors at the several floors, means control-

ling the operation of said elevator car adapt- 115
ed to be moved to either side of a neutral
position, a circuit adapted to be closed when
said doors are open, a rack associated with
said controlling means, a solenoid, and
means connected with the core of said sole- 120
noid adapted to engage said rack and allow
movement of the controlling means toward
the neutral position but not away there-

from when said circuit is closed.

5. In apparatus of the character described, 125
in combination, an elevator, doors, means for

controlling the operation of said elevator

adapted for movement to either side of the

neutral position, a ratchet associated with
said controlling means, and a pawl adapted, 130
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upon said doors being opened, to engage
said ratchet to lock said controlling means
in all positions thereof against movement
away from its neutral position and permit a

5 movement of said controlling means toward
said neutral position.

6. Tn apparatus of the character described,
in combination, an elevator, doors, means for

controlling the operation of said elevator

10 adapted for movement to either side of a

neutral position, a ratchet associated with
said controlling means, and a pawl adapted,
upon said doors being opened, to engage
said ratchet and permit movement of the

15 controlling means toward the neutral posi-
tion and lock the same against movement in

an opposite direction.

7. In apparatus of the character described,
in combination, an elevator, doors, means

20 for controlling the operation of said ele-

vator adapted for movement to either side

of a neutral position, a ratchet associated
therewith and provided with teeth inclining
toward a predetermined point from both

25 sides thereof, and a pawl adapted, upon said
doors being opened, to engage said ratchet
whereby recession of said controlling means
in either direction away from itsneutral
position is prevented.

30 8. In apparatus of the character described,
in combination, an elevator, doors, means for
controlling the operation of said elevator

j

adapted for movement to either side of a

neutral position, a ratchet associated there-

35 with and provided with teeth inclining to-

ward a predetermined point from both sides

thereof, a pawl adapted to engage said
ratchet, and magnetic means adapted to ac-

tuate said pawl upon said doors being
40 opened.

9. In apparatus of the character described,
in combination, an elevator, doors, means
for controlling the operation of said elevator
adapted for movement to either side of a

45 neutral position, a ratchet associated there-
with comprising two sets of teeth, the teeth
of each set being oppositely disposed with
respect to those of the other and a pawl
adapted, upon said doors being opened, to

50 engage said ratchet whereby recession of said
controlling means in either direction away
from its neutral position is prevented.

10. A safety lock for elevators, compris-
ing in combination, a member having a neu-

55 tral notch and provided with ratchet teeth
disposed on opposite sides of and inclined
toward said notch, and a latch adapted to be
brought into interlocking contact with said
member in all positions of the latter.

60 11. A safety lock for elevators, compris-
ing in combination, a member having a

neutral notch and provided with ratchet
teeth disposed on opposite sides of and in-

clined toward said notch, and a latch pro-
65 vided with oppositely disposed detents

adapted to he brought into interlocking con-
; with sai : ber in all positions of

the latter.

L2. A safety loci: for elevators, compris-
lation, a member ha\ ing a 70

ntral notch and provided with ratchet
posed on opposite side- of and in-

lined toward said notch, a latch provided
with oppositely disposed detents adapted to

1

fought into contact with said member 75
n all positions of the latter, and magnetic

1 eans adapt* d t< acl uate said latch.

13. A safety lock for elevators, compris-
ing in combination, an elevator valve wheel,
a member secured thereto having a neutral 80
point and provided with ratchet teeth dis-

posed upon opposite sides of and inclined
toward said point and an automatically ac-

tuated pawl adapted to engage said member.
14. A safety lock for elevators, compris- 85

in.o- in combination, an elevator valve wheel
adapted to turn beyond a neutral position
in either direction, a member secured there-

to having a neutral notch and provided with
ratchet teeth disposed upon opposite sides 90
of and inclined toward said notch, and a
pawl adapted, with said wheel in its neutral
position, to engage the sides of said notch to

prevent rotation of said wheel.
15. A safety lock for elevators, compris- 95

ing in combination, an elevator valve wheel
adapted to turn beyond a neutral position
in either direction, a member secured there-

to having a neutral notch and provided with
ratchet teeth disposed upon opposite sides 100
of and inclined toward said notch, and a
pawl adapted, with said Avheel in its neutral
position, to engage the sides of said notch
to prevent rotation of said wheel, said notch
and said pawl being relatively proportioned 105
to interfit with a predetermined amount of
clearance in the direction of rotation of said
wheel.

16. A safety lock for elevators, compris-
ing in combination, an elevator valve wheel no
adapted to turn beyond a neutral position

in either direction, a member secured there-

to having a neutral notch and provided with
ratchet teeth disposed upon opposite sides

of and inclined toward said notch, and a 115
pawl adapted, with said wheel out of neutral
position, to engage said teeth to prevent fur-

ther recession of said wheel from said po-
sition.

17. A safety lock for elevators, compris- 120
ing in combination, an elevator controlling

means adapted for movement to either side

of a neutral position, a member rigidly se-

cured thereto, two ratchet members slid-

ably supported by said first member, each 125
of said ratchet members being adjustable
toward and away from a neutral point
therebetween and each having teeth inclin-

ing toward said neutral point, a latch adapt-
ed, with said controlling means in neutral 130
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position, to be received between the oppos-
ing inner ends of said ratchet members and,
with said controlling means out of neutral

position, to be thrown into engagement with
5 one of said teeth, and means adapted to

actuate said latch.

18. In elevating apparatus, in combina-
tion, controlling means associated with an
elevator, doors, a ratchet member secured

10 to said controlling means, a latch and a

solenoid connected in a circuit adapted to

be closed when said doors are opened where-

by said latch will be thrown into engage-
ment with said ratchet, said ratchet having
teeth pointed toward a neutral point where-
by the controlling means may be moved to-

ward a neutral position and locked against
movement in an opposite direction.

In testimony whereof I affix my signa-

ture, in the presence of two witnesses.

HENBY G. HILLMAN.
Witnesses

:

It. S. Blair,
H. M. Seamans.

I
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
HENRY GEORGE HILLMAN, OF NEW YORK, N. Y., ASSIGNOR TO JOHN TEFFT CLARKE,

OF NEW YORK, N. Y.

ELEVATOR SAFETY DEVICE.

981,424. Specification of letters Patent. Patented Jan. 10, 1911.

Application filed February 18, 1910. Serial No. 544,612.

To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Henry George Hill-
man, a citizen of the United States, residing

at New York, in the county of New York
5 and State of New York, have invented cer-

tain new and useful Improvements in Ele-

vator Safety Devices, of which the follow-

ing is a full, clear, and exact description,

such as will enable others skilled in the art

10 to which it appertains to mak^and use the

same.
This invention relates to safety devices

for elevators, and with regard to the more
specific features thereof, to devices for lock-

15 ing the power controlling mechanism in its

neutral position.

One of the objects of the present inven-

tion is to provide a practical and reliable de-

vice of the above character.

20 Another object thereof is to provide an
improved automatic mechanism for engag-
ing the controlling mechanism of an eleva-

tor and holding the same in its neutral posi-

tion, in case any of the elevator doors on
25 the various floors are opened while the car

is at rest.

A further object of the present invention

is to provide a novel, simple and efficient

means adapted to prevent the operator from
30 increasing the speed of the car should any

of the doors be opened while the car is in

motion, and yet permitting the operator to

return the controlling mechanism to neutral

position and bring the car to a stop at any
35 point.

A further object of the present invention

is to provide an elevator car with a safety

device at a point that will in no way inter-

fere with the space within the car and yet

40 act directly upon the controlling means.
Other objects will be in part obvious and

in part pointed out hereinafter.

The invention accordingly consists in the

features of construction, combinations of

45 elements and arrangement of parts which
will be exemplified in the construction here-

inafter set forth, and the scope of the appli-

cation of which will be indicated in the fol-

lowing claims.

50 In the accompanying drawings wherein is

illustrated two of the various possible em-
bodiments of the invention,—Figure 1 is a

diagrammatic view of the entire system,

illustrating one embodiment of the inven-

55 tion as applied thereto; Fig. 2 is a detail

view, showing the safety device ; Fig. 3 is a

detail view; and Fig. 4 is a modification,
showing the device applied to a different

form of controlling mechanism.
Similar reference characters refer to simi- 60

lar })arts throughout the several views of the
drawings.
Referring now to the drawing in detail,

1 denotes the several doors on the various
floors of an elevator shaft, in which is po- 65
sitioned a car 2 adapted to operate in a well-

known manner. This car 2 is provided with
a controller handle 3, which is adapted to

control the movement of the car either up
or down, through suitable mechanism which 70

is not shown in the drawings, for the sake
of clearness. The controller handle 3 is in
the form of a bell crank lever ; that is, hav-
ing an arm 4 at right angles thereto, to
which is connected a link 5 jointed at 6 and 75

adapted to pass through the bottom of the
car. The joint 6 is for the purpose of en-

abling the lower part 7 of the link 5 to re-

ciprocate in a vertical line through suit-

able guiding means 8 and 9 secured to the 80

floor of the car above and below the same,
respectively.

Secured to the under side of the car is a
solenoid 10 provided with a core 11 adapted
to reciprocate at right angles to the link 7. 85

This core 11 is provided with an extension
12 in the form of a stirrup, adapted to sur-

round the link 7, as clearly shown in Fig. 3.

Within the solenoid 10 is a spring 13 nor-
mally tending to force the core 11 out- 90

wardly, to prevent the stirrup 12 from nor-
mally engaging with a rack 14 on the link
7. The tension of this spring may be ad-
justed as by means of a nut 15 at the end of
the solenoid. 95

The rack 14 on the link 7 is provided with
a central recess 16, the teeth on the opposite
sides of which point in opposite directions

and toward each other, so that if the stirrup
12 engages the rack while the link is de- 100

pressed, for example, the controller being
to one side of a neutral position, the opera-
tor may return the controller 3 to neutral
position but cannot increase the speed of
the car. The end of the stirrup 12 is adapt- 105

ed to pass through a suitable recess 17 in the
upper part of the guide 9, secured to the
floor of the car at 18 whereby these parts 7
and 12 are always held in a position to be
actuated in the easiest possible manner. 110
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A suitable source of electricity 19 is con-

nected by means of main wires 20 and 21

passing up to the top of the elevator shaft

with a suitable switch 22 opposite each door
5 adapted to be opened when the door is

closed, as shown in Fig. 1 at the "first

floor," and automatically closes the cir-

cuit when the door is opened, as shown by
the position of the door on the "third

10 floor." The closing of the circuit at this

point will permit the current to pass from
one of the main wires across to the other

through a flexible cable 23 connected with
the car in a well-known manner, thence

15 through the solenoid 10 and a switch or push
button 24 within the car. back through the

flexible cable 23 to the source of electricity

19. It is thus seen that when any door is

opened, the solenoid 10 is actuated to draw
20 the stirrup 12 into engagement with the

rack 14 on the link 7, to lock the controller

in neutral position or to engage it in such a

manner as to permit a movement of the

controller to only that position. The but-

25 ton 24 is for the purpose of breaking the

circuit, if the operator should, for any rea-

son, desire to move the car while the ctoor is

open.
The operation of this device is substan-

30 tially as follows: Assuming all of the doors
to be closed, the circuit will of course be
broken, the solenoid deenergized, the core

of which, under the action of the spring 13,

is forced outwardly so that the stirrup car-

35 ried thereby in no way interferes with the

movement of the controller. As the car ap-

proaches the floor at which it is desired to

stop, the operator frequently starts to open
the door before the car is brought to a stand-

40 still. The instant the door is opened suffi-

ciently to allow the switch 22 to act, the cir-

cuit is closed at that point, which energizes

the solenoid 10, as above described, and im-
mediately draws the stirrup 12 into engage-

45 ment with the rack 14 to prevent a further

movement thereof, except toward the neu-
tral position. The controller remains locked
in this position until the door is closed,

breaking the circuit at the switch 22, unless

50 for some reason the operator desires to press

the button 24 and holds the same in pressed
position while he starts the car. Such cir-

cumstances are, of course, unusual and in

practice it is always inadvisable to break the

55 current in this manner, as it would defeat

one of the objects of the present invention.

Eefer now to the modification of the de-

vice shown in Fig. 4 : In some forms of ele-

vators the controlling mechanism is beneath

60 the floor of the car, the operating handle
alone being within the car. In the case

herein shown the controlling mechanism
25 is mounted beneath the body of the

car and is provided with a sprocket wheel

65 26 connected by means of a chain 27 with

a similar wheel 28 mounted on a suitable

standard 29 within the body of the car. An
operating handle 30 is provided, and it is

assumed that at least a half revolution is

required to bring the car into full motion. 70
The solenoid 10' beneath the car is connect-

ed with a circuit and source of electricity 19
as above described and acts in a somewhat
similar manner on the opening and closing

of the doors on the various floors of the 75
shaft. On the same shaft with the control-

ling means 25 is mounted a wheel 31, part
or all of which, if desired, is divided into a

rack construction, provided with a central

recess 32, the teeth on the opposite sides of 80
which point toward the recess so that the

core of the solenoid, when actuated, is per-

mitted to engage either the central recess 32
or the teeth at opposite sides thereof, in a

manner to permit a movement of the wheel 80
31 to neutral position. The operation of this

device is substantially the same as that above
described and need not be here repeated.

It may here be noted that the expression
" neutral position " is used in the specifica- 80
tion and claims to indicate the position as-

sumed by the controlling mechanism when
the elevator is at rest ; and with reference

to the rack on the link 7, the neutral point

is that point in which the locking means will 95

engage when the controlling mechanism is in

neutral position.

It will thus be seen from the foregoing
description that this invention is well adapt-
ed to attain the objects hereinbefore set 100
forth in an efficient and reliable manner, it

is characterized by a minimum number of
parts liable to injury under the exigencies of

usage, and that the said parts are inex-

pensive to construct and install. It is also 105

to be noted that a great saving of space is

accomplished by securing the safety device

above described to the exterior of the car.

As many changes could be made in the

above construction and many apparently 110
widely different embodiments of this in-

vention could be made without departing
from the scope thereof, it is intended that

all matter contained in the above description

or shown in the accompanying drawings 115

shall be interpreted as illustrative and not
in a limiting sense. It is also to be under-
stood that the language used in the follow-

ing claims is intended to cover all of the

generic and specific features of the invention 120
herein described and all statements of the

scope of the invention, which, as a matter of
language, might be said to fall therebetween.
Having described my invention, what I

claim as new and desire to secure by Letters 125

Patent is :

—

1. In an apparatus of the character de-

scribed, in combination, an elevator car,

doors at the several floors, means for con-

trolling the operation of said car adapted ISO
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to he moved from an operative to a neu-
tral position, and means carried beneath the

body of the car adapted upon said doors be-

ing opened to allow movement of the con-

5 trolling- means toward said neutral position

but not away therefrom.

2. In an apparatus of the character de-

scribed, in combination, an elevator car,

doors at the several floors, a controller with-

10 in the car adapted to be moved to either side

of a neutral position, and means directly

connected with said controller, upon said

doors being- opened, to allow movement of

the controlling means toward the neutral

15 position but not away therefrom.

3. In an apparatus of the character de-

scribed, in combination, an elevator car,

doors at the several floors, means controlling

the operation of said elevator car adapted

20 to be moved to either side of a neutral posi-

tion, an electric circuit, and means carried

beneath the car controlled by the opening
and closing of said circuit adapted to allow

movement of the controlling means toward
25 the neutral position but not away there-

from.
4. In an apparatus of the character de-

scribed, in combination, an elevator car,

doors at the several floors, means for con-

30 trolling the operation of said elevator car

adapted to be moved to either side of a neu-

tral position, a circuit, means associated

with the doors for opening and closing said

circuit, and means carried by the car con-

35 trolled through said circuit adapted to al-

low movement of the controlling means to-

ward the neutral position but not away
therefrom when said doors are open.

5. In an apparatus of the character de-

40 scribed, in combination, an elevator car,

doors at the several floors, means controlling

the operation of said elevator car adapted
to be moved to either side of a neutral posi-

tion, a circuit, and locking means carried

45 beneath the body of the car in said circuit

controlled by the opening and closing of the

doors adapted to allow movement of the

controlling means toward the neutral posi-

tion but not away therefrom when the doors
50 are open.

6. In an apparatus of the character de-

scribed, in combination, an elevator car,

doors at the several floors, means controlling

the operation of said elevator car adapted
55 to be moved to either side of a neutral posi-

tion, a circuit adapted to be opened and
closed by the movement of said doors, a

rack operatively associated with said con-

trolling means and movable therewith, and
60 means secured to the bottom of the car, con-

trolled by said circuit, adapted to allow
movement of the controlling means toward
the neutral position but not away therefrom
when said doors are open.

65 7. In an apparatus of the character de-

scribed, in combination, an elevator car,

doors at the several floor, means controlling

the operation of said elevator car adapted
to be moved to either side of a neutral posi-

tion, a circuit adapted to be opened and 70
closed by the movement of said doors, locking
means operatively associated with and mov-
able by said controlling means, a solenoid

secured to the bottom of said car in said cir-

cuit, and means controlled thereby for en- 75
gaging said locking means adapted to allow
movement of the controlling means toward
the neutral position but not away therefrom
when said doors are open.

8. In an apparatus of the character de- 80
scribed, in combination, an elevator car, doors
at the several floors, means controlling the

operation of said elevator car adapted to be
moved to either side of a neutral position, a

normally open circuit adapted to be closed 85
when said doors are open, and locking means
carried beneath the body of said car adapted
to be actuated when said doors are open to

allow movement of the controlling means
toward the neutral position but not away 90
therefrom.

9. In an apparatus of the character de-

scribed, in combination, an elevator car,

doors at the several floors, means controlling

the operation of said elevator car adapted 95
to be moved to either side of a neutral posi-

tion, a normally open circuit adapted to be
closed when said doors are open, locking
means carried beneath the body of said car

adapted to be actuated when said doors are 100
opened to allow movement of the controlling

means toward the neutral position but not
away therefrom, and means adapted to open
said circuit to release said locking means
whereby the car may be moved at the will of 105
the operator.

10. In an apparatus of the character de-

scribed, in combination, an elevator car,

doors at the several floors, means controlling

the operation of said elevator car adapted 110
to be moved to either side of a neutral posi-

tion, a normally open circuit adapted to be
closed when said doors are open, locking
means carried beneath the body of said car

adapted to be actuated when said doors are 115

opened to allow movement of the controlling

means toward the neutral position but not
away therefrom, and a push button in said

car for opening the circuit, whereby the
locking means may be I'eleased to permit the 120

movement of the car at the will of the op-
erator.

11. In an apparatus of the character de-

scribed, in combination, an elevator car,

doors at the several floors, means controlling 125

the operation of said elevator car adapted
to be moved from an operative to a neutral
position, a circuit adapted to be closed when
said doors are open, a rack associated with
said controlling means, a solenoid, means 130
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connected with the core of said solenoid

adapted to engage said rack and allow move-
ment of the controlling means toward the

neutral position but not away therefrom,
5 when said circuit is closed, and means for

guiding the movement of said rack.

12. In an apparatus of the character de-

scribed, in combination, an elevator car,

doors at the several floors, means controlling

10 the operation of said elevator car adapted
to be moved from an operative to a neutral

position, a circuit adapted to be closed when
said doors are open, a rack associated with
said controlling means, a solenoid, means

15 connected with the core of said solenoid

adapted to engage said rack and allow move-
ment of the controlling means toward the

neutral position but not away therefrom
when said circuit is closed, and means for

20 guiding the movement of the core of said

solenoid.

13. In an apparatus of the character de-

scribed, in combination, an elevator car,

doors at the several floors, means control-

25 ling the operation of said elevator car adapt-
ed to be moved to either side of a neutral

position, a circuit adapted to be closed when
said doors are open, a rack associated with
said controlling means, a solenoid, means

30 connected with the core of said solenoid

adapted to engage said rack and allow move-
ment of the controlling means toward the

neutral position but not away therefrom
when said circuit is closed, and means for

35 guiding the movements of said rack and core

and holding the same in operative relation.

14. In an apparatus of the character de-

scribed, in combination, an elevator car,

doors at the several floors, means control-

40 ling the operation of said elevator car adapt-

ed to be moved to either side of a neutral

position, a circuit adapted to be opened and
closed by the movement of said doors, a rack

operatively associated with and movable by
said controlling means, a solenoid secured 45
beneath the floor of said car, a movable core
for said solenoid, and means connected there-

with adapted to engage said rack and allow
movement of the controlling means toward
the neutral position but not away therefrom 50

when said core is moved into engagement
therewith.

15. In an apparatus of the character de-

scribed, in combination, an elevator car,

doors at the several floors, means control- 55

ling the operation of said elevator car adapt-
ed to be moved to either side of a neutral
position, a circuit adapted to be opened and
clcsed by the movement of said doors, a rack
operatively associated with and movable by 60

said controlling means, a solenoid secured
beneath the floor of said car, a movable core

for said solenoid, and spring means for hold-

ing said core out of engagement with said

rack. 65

16. In an apparatus of the character de-

scribed, in combination, an elevator car,

doors at the several floors, means control-

ling the operation of said elevator car adapt-
ed to be moved to either side of a neutral 70

position, a circuit adapted to be opened and
closed by the movement of said doors, a
rack operatively associated with and mov-
able by said controlling means, a solenoid se-

cured beneath the Aoor of said car, a mov- 75
able core for said solenoid, spring means for

holding said core out of engagement with
said rack, and means for adjusting the ten-

sion of said spring.

In testimony whereof I affix my signature, 80

in the presence of two witnesses.

HENRY GEORGE HILLMAN.

Witnesses

:

H. M. Seamans,
P. A. Blair.
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
ROBERT P. LUMLEY AND HENRY G. HILLMAN, OF NEW YORK, N. Y., ASSIGNORS TO

PUBLIC SAFETY COMPANY, OF WASHINGTON, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, A CORPORA-
TION OF DELAWARE.

ELEVATOR DEVICE.

981,442. Specification of Letters Patent. Patented Jan. 10, 1911.

Application filed May 25, 1907. Serial No. 375,756.

To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that we. Robert P. Ltjmley,

a citizen of the United Slate-, and Henry
(t. ETtt.t.man, a subject of the King of Great

5 Britain, both residing- in the city, count}7
,

and State of New York, have invented a

new and useful Improvement in Elevator
Devices, of which the following is a speci-

fication.

10 This invention relates to elevator control-

ling mechanism and in regard to the more
specific features thereof, to a safety device
particularly adapted to be applied to the
controlling mechanism whereby movement

15 of the car is prevented after a door is opened.
One of the objects of the present inven-

tion is to provide a simple and practical de-

vice of the above nature which will be effi-

cient in operation.
20 Another object is to provide a device of

the above nature for use in connection with
elevator safety systems that will be cheap to

manufacture and may be installed on con-
trolling apparatus of an}7 form of elevator.

25 A further object of the present invention
is to provide a device of the above nature
that may be adjusted to compensate for
variations and wear in the controlling mech-
anism in order that the neutral point may

30 be engaged by the safety device when the
controlling means is substantially in posi-

tion to hold the car at rest.

The invention accordingly consists in the
features of construction, combinations of

35 elements and arrangement of parts which
will be exemplified in the construction here-

inafter set forth, and the scope of the ap-
plication of which will be indicated in the
following claims.

40 In the accompanying drawing wherein is

shown one of various possible embodiments
of our invention. Figure 1 is a partial front

view of a controlling wheel with the safety
device applied thereto. Fig. 2 is a top plan

45 view of the same.
Similar reference numerals refer to simi-

lar parts throughout the several views.

Referring now to the drawing in detail, a

rotatable controlling member 1 which in the
50 embodiment shown is the valve wheel, has

securely fixed thereto a plate 2 provided with
a centrally disposed notch substantially as

shown in Fig. 2. Adjustably mounted on

this plate 2 are a plurality of plates 3 and 4
each of Avhich is provided with slots 5, 5, 55

and 5', 5', through which pass bolts to the

plate 2 on the wheel 1. The inner corners of
these plates are provided Avith notches or

stepped down portions 6 and 6' while the
outer edges thereof are provided with pro- 60

jecting lugs adapted to be engaged by set

screws 7 and 7', passing through ears or
lugs 8 and 8' forming a part of the fixed

plate 2. The ends of these set screws bear
against the lugs on the slidable plates 3 and 65

4 and are provided at their opposite ends
with nuts whereby they may be easily ro-

tated and held in adjusted position by suit-

able lock nuts to move plates 3 and 4 rela-

tively to the wheel in order that the neutral 70

point may be shifted when found necessary

by the wearing of the valves or other mech-
anism associated with the controlling of the

elevator. For this purpose it is desirable

to have the notch in the fixed plate 2 of a 75

greater width than the notch or space be-

tween the plates 3 and 4.

A movable latch or finger 9, the end of

which is shown in Fig. 1 adapted to be ac-

tuated on the opening or closing of any door 80

on the various floors of the building in

which the system is installed is adapted to

engage the notch in the fixed plate 2 and
the space between the adjustable plates 3

and 4 .to prevent a movement of the con- 85

trolling wheel away from the neutral posi-

tion so long as the door is open. Should
the door be opened while the car is in mo-
tion, as is frequently done when the car is

about to stop at a floor, the finger 9 will be 90

moved into engagement with the notches 6

or 6' in the plates 3 or 4, thereby positively

preventing a movement of the controlling

wheel away from the neutral position to in-

crease the speed of the car, yet allowing 95

the wheel to be moved to the neutral posi-

tion whereby the finger 9 will drop into

the neutral point, thus positively holding
the car against movement. The step down
notches insure the engagement of the finger 100

with the stop mechanism if the door is

opened before the controller is thrown quite

to neutral, but they permit less movement
of the finger between the main stop plates

after the finger slips down in the main slot 105

by permitting of a narrower main slot for
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a given latitude of controller movement.

The space between the plates 3 and 4 is

preferably wider than the finger 9 so that

- the controlling mechanism may. be actuated

5 to a slight extent, for instance, to compen-

sate for leakage and to permit a slow move-

ment of the car if desired, and also to more

readily insure that the finger 9 will engage

the neutral point and not pass over the same

10 should the controlling mechanism be actu-

ated at too great a speed.

The operation and the manner of use of

this invention is substantially as follows:

As the car approaches a lloor at which it is

15 desired to make a stop the controlling wheel

1 is rotated toward the neutral position to

gradually slow down the car. Very likely

the operator having the car under control

will start to open the door before the car

20 comes to a stand-still. As soon as the door

is opened through suitable circuits not here-

in shown and described, the finger will be

actuated to engage either the notch 6 or 6'

according to the direction in which the car

25 is moving, thus positively preventing the

operator from moving the controlling mech-
anism but slightly away from the neutral

position. As soon as the car is stopped by
the controlling wheel which will have then

30 been rotated to the position shown in Fig. 1,

the finger 9 will engage the neutral point

thereof and positively hold the same against

movement, except such as may be necessary

to compensate for leakage, as above de-

35 scribed, until die door is closed when the

finger 9 will be drawn from the notch, al-

lowing the controlling wheel to be rotated

in either direction.

It ma}' hero be noted that the expression

40 ''neutral position" is used in this specifica-

tion and claims to indicate the position as-

sumed by the valve or other controlling

mechanism, when the elevator is at rest and
that with reference to the valve wheel, the

45 " neutral point " is that point in the circum-

ference thereof which will be opposite the

latch or other locking means when the con-

trolling mechanism is in " neutral position."

It is thus seen that this invention provides

50 for a simple and practical device possessing

the advantages and accomplishing, among
others, the objects above set forth.

As many changes could be made in the

above construction and many apparently

55 widely different embodiments of this in-

vention could be made without departing

from the scope thereof, it is intended that

all matter contained in the above descrip-

tion or shown in the accompanying draw-

60 ings shall be interpreted as illustrative and
not in a limiting sense. It is also to be un-

derstood that the language used in the fol-

lowing claims is intended to cover all of the

generic and specific features of the inven-

65 tion hei'ein described, and all statements of

the scope of the invention which, as a mat-

ter of language, might be said to fall there-

between.
Having described our invention, what we

claim as new and desire to secure by Letters 70

Patent is:

1. In a device of the class described, in

combination, a member adapted to be ac-

tuated by the opening and closing of a door,

a rotatable controlling member, means as- 75

sociated with said controlling member hav-

ing notches therein, adapted to be engaged
by said first mentioned member when actu-

ated by the opening of a door to permit
movement of said controlling member to- 80

ward the neutral position and lock the same
against movement aAvay therefrom, and
means for adjusting said first mentioned
means about said rotatable controlling mem-
ber. 85

2. In a safety device adapted to be at-

tached to an elevator controlling mechanism,
in combination, a plate, and a pair of mem-
bers mounted thereon having a space there-

between and oppositely disposed notches 90

therein.

3. In a device of . the class described, in

combination, a member adapted to be actu-

ated by the opening and closing of a door, a

rotatable controlling member, plates secured 85

to said member having an opening therebe-

tween, and a notch at either side of the said

opening adapted to be engaged by the said

first mentioned member when actuated by
the opening of a door to prevent a movement 10°

of said conti'olling member in either direc-

tion away from a neutral position and per-

mit movement of said member toward a

neutral position.

4. In a device of the class described, in 105

combination, a member adapted to be actu-

ated by the opening and closing of a door,

a controlling member, an adjustable means
having a central opening, a notch at either

side of the said opening, adapted to be en- 110

gaged by the said first mentioned member
when actuated by the opening of a door to

prevent a relative movement of said control-

ling member in either direction away from
a neutral position and permit movement 115

thereof toward a neutral position.

5. In a device of the class described, in

combination, a member adapted to be actu-

ated hy the opening and closing of a door,

a rotatable controlling member, an adjust- 120

able means having a central opening, a

notch at either side of the said opening
adapted to be engaged by the said first men-
tioned member when actuated by the open-
ing of a door to prevent a movement of said *^5

controlling member in either direction away
from a neutral position, and means adapted
to engage said first mentioned means for

adjusting same relatively to said controlling

member. 5^
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6. In a device of the class described, in

combination, a finger adapted to be actuated

by the opening and closing of a door, a con-

trolling member, a notched plate associated

5 therewith adapted to be engaged by said

finger when said controlling member is in

its neutral position, and adjusting means
engaging" said notched plate for moving the

same relatively to said controlling member
10 iind adapted to take up the end thrust on

said notched plate when engaged by said

finger, whereby said plate is prevented from
being moved out of adjusted position.

7. In a device of the class described, in

15 combination, a finger adapted to be actuated

by the opening and closing of a door, a ro-

tatable controlling wheel, a plurality of

plates secured to said controlling wheel hav-

ing a space therebetween at the neutral

20 point adapted to receive said finger when
the door is open to hold said wheel against

rotation and means associated with said

plates permitting a relative movement of

said controlling member toward a neutral

25 position and locking the same against move-
ment away therefrom.

8. Tn a device of the class described, in

combination, a finger adapted to be actuated

by the opening and closing of a door, a con-

30 trolling member, a plurality of plates se-

cured to said controlling member having a

space therebetween at the neutral point

adapted to receive said finger when the door
is open to hold said member against rela-

35 tive movement, and means for adjusting one

of said plates to shift the neutral point, said

plates having means associated therewith

whereby the controlling member may be

moved toward the neutral position and
40 locked against movement away therefrom.

A. Tn a device of the class described, in

combination, a finger adapted to be actu-

ated by the opening and closing of a door,

a controlling means, a plurality of plates se-

45 cured to said controlling means having a

space therebetween at the neutral point

adapted to receive said finger when the

.door is open to hold said means against

movement, and means for adjusting both of

50 said plates to shift the neutral point, said

plates having means associated therewith
whereby the controlling member may be
moved toward the neutral position and
locked against movement away therefrom.

55 10. In a device of the class described, in

combination, a finger adapted to be actuated

by the oj^ening and closing of a door, a ro-

tatable controlling wheel, a plurality of

plates secured to said controlling wheel hav-
60 ing a space therebetween at the neutral

point adapted to receive said finger when
the door is open to hold said wheel against

rotation, and means engaging both of said

plates whereby the same may be adjusted
65 relatively to said controlling wheel for alter-

ing the position of said neutral point, said

plates having means associated therewith

whereby the controlling wheel may be

moved toward a neutral position and locked

against movement away therefrom. 70

11. In a device of the class described, in

combination, a finger adapted to be actuated

by the opening and closing of a door, a

rotatable controlling wheel, a plurality of

plates secured to said controlling wheel hav- 75

ing n space therebetween at the neutral

point adapted to receive said finger when
the door is open to hold said Avheel against

rotation, lugs on said plates and set screws

engaging said lugs for moving said plates 80

relatively to said controlling wheel whereby
the neutral point is shifted, said plates hav-

ing means associated therewith whereby the

controlling wheel may be moved toward a

neutral position and locked against move- 85

ment away therefrom.

12. In a device of the class described, in

combination, a finger adapted to be actuated

by the opening and closing of a door, a

rotatable controlling wheel, a plurality of 90
plates secured to said controlling wheel hav-

ing a space therebetween at the neutral point

adapted to receive said finger when the door
is open to hold said wheel against rotation,

lugs on said plates, and set screws engaging 95

said lugs for moving said plates relatively

to said controlling wheel whereby the neu-

tral point is shifted, one of said plates hav-

ing a notch adapted to be engaged by said

finger before the wheel is rotated to neutral 100

position whereby rotation away from neu-

tral position is prevented after one of the

doors is opened.
13. In a device of the class described, in

combination, a finger adapted to be actuated 105

by the opening and closing of a door, a ro-

tatable controlling wheel, a plate on said

wheel, a plurality of plates secured to said

first mentioned plate having a space there-

between adapted to be engaged by said finger 110

when a door is open, and set-screws secured

to said first mentioned plate for adjusting

the position of said second mentioned plates.

14. In a device of the class described, in

combination, a finger adapted to be actuated 115

by the opening and closing of a door, a

rotatable controlling wheel, a plate on said

wheel, a plurality of plates secured to said

first mentioned plate having a space there-

between adapted to be engaged by said finger 120

when a door i" open, said second mentioned
plates having notches adapted to be en-
gaged by said finger to prevent a movement
of the controlling wheel away from neutral
position. 125

15. Adjustable notch mechanism compris-
ing a notched plate adapted to be secured
to the rim of a wheel; a pair of slidable

pieces on said, notched plate in position to

narrow the notch therein ; means for hold- 130
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ing the slidable pieces to the fixed piece;

and means for adjusting the positions of

the slidable pieces with respect to one an-
other, in combination with a suitably con-

5 trolled locking finger or bolt adapted to be
projected into and out of the notch between
such slidable pieces.

16. Adjustable notch mechanism compris-
ing a notched plate adapted to be secured to

10 the rim of a wheel; a pair of slidable pieces

on said fixed plate in position to narrow the
notch therein and being provided with
stepped inner corners; means for holding
the slidable pieces to the fixed plate; and

15 means for adjusting the positions of the
slidable pieces with respect to one another.

17. Adjustable slot mechanism compris-
ing a notched plate adapted to be secured
to the rim of a wheel; a pair of slidable

20 pieces each provided with slots; bolts ex-

tending through said slots and engaging the
notched plate for the purpose of holding
the slidable pieces on the notched plate ; and
adjusting screws carried on said notched

25 plate and bearing on said slidable pieces

whereby the relative positions of the slidable

pieces may be varied, in combination with
a suitably controlled locking finger or bolt

adapted to be projected into and out of said

notch. 30
18. Adjustable slot mechanism comprising

a notched plate adapted to be secured to the
rim of a wheel ; a pair of slidable pieces each
provided with slots and stepped inner cor-

ners; bolts extending through said slots and 35

engaging the notched plate for the purpose
of securing the slidable pieces to the notched
plate; adjusting screws carried on said

notched plate and bearing on said slidable

pieces whereby the relative positions of the 40
slidable pieces may be varied ; and lock nuts
on said adjusting screws.

In testimony whereof we have signed our
names hereto in the presence of two attest-

ing witnesses.

ROBERT P. LUMLEY.
HENRY G. HILLMAN.

Witnesses

:

RoBT. B. KlLLGORE,
Conrad Diehl.
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.

983,079.

ALEXANDER NEMETH. OF SOUTH BEND, INDIANA.

ELEVATOR SAFETY DEVICE.

Specification of Letters Patent. Patented Jail. 31, 1911.

Application filed November 10, 1910. Serial No. 591,703.

To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Alexander Nemeth,
a subject of the King of Hungary, residing

at South Bend, in the county of St. Joseph

5 and State of Indiana, have invented certain

new and useful Improvements in Elevator

Safety Devices, of which the following is

a specification, reference being had therein

to the accompanying drawing.

10 This invention relates to an elevator

safety device, and the invention has for its

primary object to provide means in a man-

ner as will be hereinafter set forth for pre-

venting an accidental and rapid descent oi-

ls ascent of an elevator cage or platform.

Another object of this invention is to pro-

vide a safety device that can be advanta-

geously used for stopping an elevator cage

when the hoisting cables thereof break or

20 when the engine employed for operating the

cage runs away, these accidents often result-

ing in the loss of life and the destruction of

property, and I aim to obviate such acci-

dents by a locking mechanism that can be

25 easily and quickly actuated to stop and re-

lease an elevator, cage.

A still further object of the invention is to

accomplish the above results by a mechanism

that is simple and durable, applicable to va-

30 rious types of elevator cages, and efficient as

a safety device.

With the above and such other objects

in view as may hereinafter appear the in-

vention consists of the novel construction,

35 combination, and arrangement of parts to be

hereinafter specifically described and then

claimed.
Reference will now be had to the drawing,

wherein

:

40 Figure 1 is a vertical sectional view of an

elevator cage provided with the safety de-

vice, and Fig. 2 is a bottom plan of the

same.
1 denotes the side and guide rails ot an

45 elevator shaft, these rails having the con-

fronting faces thereof provided with two

racks 2 and 3, the teeth of the rack 2 being

arranged the reverse of the teeth of the rack

3, the rack 2 preventing a sudden descent of

50 the elevator cage and the rack 3 a sudden

ascent thereof, as will hereinafter appear.

4 denotes the bottom or floor of an elevator

cage, which is cut-away, as at 5, to provide

clearance for the side and guide rails 1. The

floor 4 is provided with sets of depending 55

bearings 6, said bearings being riveted or

otherwise secured to the floor 4, as at 7, with

the sets G confronting the rails 1. Revolubly

mounted in each set of bearings are guide

rollers 8 supporting gripping bars 9 and 10, 60

the gripping bars 10 being used in connec-

tion with the racks 2 and the gripping bars

9 in connection with the racks 3. The bars

9 and 10 have the outer ends provided with

teeth to engage the teeth of the racks 3 and 65

2 and the inner ends Avith cross heads 11,

said cross heads being connected by retractile

springs 12 to a cross bar 13 arranged in each

set of bearings, said cross bar being cut-

away or provided with openings to clear the 70

gripping bars 9 and 10.

The cross heads 11 of the gripping bars

10 are connected to branch cables 14 passing

over revoluble sheaves 15 carried by the floor

4 of the elevator cage, said branch cables be- 75

irig connected to a main cable 16 that passes

around a revoluble sheave 17 under another

sheave 18 and upwardly through a hole 19

provided therefor in the floor 4 of the cage.

The sheaves 17 and 18 are supported by the 80

bottom of the floor 4, and the end of the

cable 16 is attached to a lever 20 pivotally

connected to the side wall 21 of the cage, as

at 22, said lever being held in an elevated

position by a hook 23 engaging in a staple 85

24, carried by the side of the cage.

The cross 'heads 11 and the gripping bars

9 are connected by branch cables 25 to a

main cable 26, said branch cables passing

over sheaves 27 and the main cable 26 over 90

sheaves 28 and 29, all of said sheaves being

supported from the bottom of the cage floor

4. The cable 26 is connected to a pivoted

lever 30 similar to the lever 20, the lever 30

being shown in a released position and the 95

lever 20 in a locked position.

With the levers in a locked position the

retractile springs 12 are retained under ten-

sion, whereby when the levers are released,

the gripping bars 9 and 10 will be immedi- 100

ately shifted into engagement with their re-

spective racks, thereby preventing a sudden

descent or ascent of the elevator cage.

It is thought that the operation and util-

ity of the safety device will be apparent 105

without further ' description, and while in

the drawings there is illustrated a preferred

embodiment of the invention, it is to be un-
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derstood that the structural elements there-

of are susceptible to such changes as fall

within the scope of the appended claim.

What I claim, is

:

5 In an elevator safety device, the combina-
tion with oppositely disposed guide rails,

each guide rail having two racks with the

teeth of one rack the reverse of the teeth of

the other rack, and a cage adapted to slide

10 between said rails, of depending bearings
carried by said cage, anti-friction guide roll-

ers journaled in said bearings, gripping bars

movably mounted between said guide rollers

and adapted to engage said racks, sheaves

15 carried by the bottom of said cage, cables

connected to the inner ends of said bars and
passing over said sheaves and upwardly

through the bottom of said cage, levers piv-

otally connected to the inner side of said

cage and to the ends of said cables, means
including retractile springs adapted to shift

said gripping bars into engagement with
said racks, and means including hooks
adapted to normally hold said levers in

elevated position with said springs unde
tension, substantially as and for the purpos|
herein described.

In testimony Avhereof I affix my signature

in the presence of two witnesses.

ALEX. NEMETII.

Witnesses

:

Alex. X. Socrih,
Chas, G. Abraham.

20
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Joseph B. McKeown,

a citizen of the United States, residing at

Union Hill, in the county of Hudson and

5 State of New Jersey, have invented certain

new and useful Improvements in Elevator-

Locks, of which the following is a specifi-

cation.

My invention relates to improvements in

10 locks to be applied to the valve controlling

mechanism of elevators in connection with

interlocking systems designed to prevent

motion of the car while a gate is open.

My objects are the simple and cheap con-

15 struction of such devices, the absolute lock-

ing of the car against motion but, at the

same time, affording means whereby the

valve may be moved slightly to compensate

for leakages which would otherwise cause

20 the car to rise or fall and to provide means

for returning the valve to cut-off position

after compensation.

In the accompanying drawing Figure 1

is a view of a form of my device on a valve

25 wheel ; Fig. 2 a view of the spring fastening

;

and Fig. 3 a view, partly in section, of the

notched locking plate on the valve wheel.

1 is the valve wheel shaft, 2 the valve

wheel hub, 3 the spokes of the valve wheel,

30 4 the grooved rim of the valve wheel and 5

the controller rope running to the lever or

other controlling mechanism on the car in

the shaft.

My device comprises a plate 6 having a

35 notch 7 in the outer edge and a bearing sur-

face 8, 8' extending on either side thereof.

These bearing surfaces are long enough to

accommodate all the travel of the wheel with

respect to a bolt 9 moved by any suitable

40 means, whether mechanical or electrical, into

and out of the path of travel of the plate

6, its movement being controlled by the

opening or closing of a gate. This plate 6 is

secured to the wheel by means of studs 11,

45 11' working in the slots 10, 10' so that the

plate is free to move slightly on the wheel,

the limit of motion being the length of the

slots. To maintain this plate at its normal

position so that the notch will aline with the

50 bolt when the wheel is at the cut off position

a spring 12 is provided. As shown this

spring has the arms 13, 13' secured to the

plate, coils 14, 14/ and short connection 15.

The two blocks 16, 16' each grooved on its

inner face are bolted together and to the 55

wheel hub with the part 15 of the spring in

the groove. This forms an elastic mounting

for the notched plate the uses of which will

be more fully set forth.

In operation the opening of the gate 60

causes the bolt 9 to fall against the edge of

the plate 6 and on turning the wheel to close

the valve and stop the car the bolt will fall

into the notch 7, for which it is a snug fit,

and lock the valve at cut off position. As 65

there is no play between the notch and bolt

the car is firmly locked while the gate is

opened. If either piston or valve is leaking

the wheel may be moved in either direction

against the compression of the spring 12 70

until the limit of motion, as determined by

the slots 10, 10', is reached thereby permit-

ting enough water to leak in or out to hold

the car at the floor. When the car is started

the gate is closed which retracts the bolt and 75

permits the wheel to be turned to run the

car at full speed.

It is apparent that the valve can only be

turned when the bolt is in the notch by the

application of enough power to overcome the 80

resistance of the spring and that upon this

force being withdrawn the valve will be au-

tomatically moved back to cut off position.

This feature of compensation with positive

locking and automatic return to cutoff posi- 85

tion distinguishes my invention from other

locks wherein compensation may be pro-

vided but no provision is made for positive

locking or for automatically returning the

valve to cut off position if it is slightly 90

moved.
I claim:

—

1. An elevator lock comprising a bolt

movable by the opening and closing of a

gate ; a notched plate, coacting with the bolt, 95

secured to the controlling means for the

valve the controller being capable of a lim-

ited movement with respect to the plate

while the bolt is engaged in the notch and

vielding means for normally returning the 100

controller to cut off position while the bolt

and notch are engaged.

2. An elevator lock comprising^ a bolt

movable by the opening and closing of a

gate; a valve wheel, a notched, slotted plate 105

co-acting with the bolt; studs extending

through the slots and securing the plate to

the valve wheel ; whereby the wheel may be
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turned to a limited extent while plate and
bolt are engaged; and a spring secured to

the wheel and to the plate for maintaining'

the plate in normal position but capable of

compression upon the application of power
to the wheel while plate and bolt are en-

gaged.

In testimony whereof I have affixed my
signature in presence of two witnesses.

JOSEPH B. McKEOWN.
Witnesses

:

EOBT. B. KlLLGORE,
F. McIneeney.

Copies of this patent may be obtained for five cents each, by addressing the " Commissioner of Patents,

Washington, D. C."
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